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A. INTRODUCTION 

Titls document contains summaries of the public comments received on the Draft Environmental 

Impact Report (EIR) prepared for the proposed San Francisco International Airport (SFIA) 

Master Plan project, and responses to those comments. Also included are staff-initiated text 

changes. 

All substantive comments made at the Draft EIR public hearings held in Millbrae on August 27, 

1991, and before the San Francisco City Planning Commission on August 29, 1991 and on 

October 17, 1991, and all written comments received during the DraftEIR public review period 

from July 11 to October 21, 1991, are presented herein by direct quotation, edited to delete 

repetition and nonsubstantive material only. 

Each comment presented herein is followed by the name of the commenter. Where several 

comments on one topic are made by the same commenter, the commenter's name is presented 

once, at the end of the group of comments. Where a commenter makes the same comment more 

than once, such as in a letter and public hearing testimony, the comment is presented once herein, 

followed by the dates of the letter(s) and/or hearing(s) in which the comment was made. 

Endorsements of the comments of a person or agency are listed in Section B of this document, 

List of Persons Commenting. 

Comments and responses are grouped by subject matter and are arranged by topics corresponding 

in part to the T~ble of Contents in the Draft EIR. Each group of comments is followed by its set 

of responses; the order of the responses under each topic follows the order of the comments. As 

the subject matter of one topic may overlap that of other topics, the reader must occasionally 

refer to more than one group of comments and responses to review all information on a given 

subject. Where this occurs, cross references are provided. 

Commenters wishing to find the locations of their comments in this document can turn to 

Section E, List of Topics and Commenters, p. C&R.432. Tue section lists the topics under 

which the comments are grouped, and the names of the commenters submitting comments on 

each topic, in the order presented in this document. 

C&R.1 



Some comments do not pertain to physical environmental issues, but responses are included to 

provide additional information for use by decision makers. 

These comments and responses will be incorporated into the Final EIR as a new chapter. EIR 

text changes resulting from comments and respomes will also be incorporated into the Final EIR, 

as indicated in the responses. 

C&R.2 
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B. UST OF PERSONS COMMENTING 

Gary F. Adams, District CEQA Coordinator (for Preston W. Kelley, District Director), California 
· Department of Transportation (written comments, September 10, 1991) 

Dennis Argyres, City Manager, City of Burlingame, CA (written comments, September 9, 1991) 

Peter E. Bank, President, Rutherford & Cllekene (written comments, August 21, 1991) 

Belmont City Council (endorsement of City/County .Msociation of Governments of San Mateo 
County [C/CAG] Airponund Use Committee [ALUC] recommendations to C/CAG, cited in 
Ed Everett's written comments, September 6, 1991) 

Bruno Bernasconi, San Francisco, CA (public hearing comments, August 27, 1991) 

Bob Berry, Berkeley, CA (written comments, August 28, 1991) 

Don Bertone, San Francisco Airport Noise Committee (public bearing comments, October 17, 1991) 

Bhimje, San Francisco, CA (public hearing comments, August 29, 1991) 

Susan Bierman, (then) San Francisco Planning Commissioner (public hearing comments, August 29, 
1991) 

Gary Binger, Planning Director, .Msociation of Bay Area Governments (written comments, 
September 18, 1991) 

Jessie Bracker, Millbrae, CA {public bearing comments, August 27, 1991 and written comments, 
August 18, 1991 and August 27, 1991) 

Brisbane City Council (endorsement of SamTrans, C/CAG ALUC, and C/CAG comments, cited in 
Honorable Steven W. Waldo's written comments, September 9, 1991) 

Chris Brittle, Manager, Planning, Metropolitan Transportation Commission (written comments, 
September 16, 1991) 

Thomas H. Brown, Manager, Facilities Planning and Design, United Airlines (written comments, 
October 16, 1991) 

Burlingame City Council (endorsement of C/CAG .ALUC and C/CAG comments, cited in Dennis 
Argyres' written comments, September 9, 1991) 

Bob Bury, Chair, Inter-City T.S.M. Authority (written comments, September 19, 1991) 

C/CAG (endorsement of SamTrans staff comme~ts, cited in Raymond Miller's written comments, 
September 3, 1991) 

C&R.3 



C/CAG, Al.UC (recommendations to C/CAG, incorporated into Raymond Miller's written 
comments, September 3, 1991) 

Leslie 1. CBrmichael, Senior Planner, Estero Municpal Improvement District, City of Foster City, 
CA (written comments, September 20, 1991) 

Honorable Roger Chinn, Chairman, Airport/Community Ro~table (written comments, September 
6, 1991) 

Patricia E. Clark, Belmont, CA (written comments, October 12, 1991) 

Jerome A Copelan, Property & Facilities Director, The Americas, Qantas (written comments, 
October 14, 1991} 

Wendy L Cosin, Planning and Building Director, City of Pacific.a, CA (written comments, 
September 4, 1991) 

County of San Mateo Board of Supervisors (comments attached to written comments by Paul M. 
Koenig, Director, Department of F.nvironmental Management, County of San Mateo, September 
6, 1991) 

Carol Danville, Glen Park .Aswciation (public bearing comments, October 17, 1991) 

Donald J. de la Pena, Director of Community Development, City of Menlo Park, CA (endorsement 
of C/CAG comments, September 11, 1991) 

David Deakin, San Francisco, CA (written comments, August 29, 1991) 

Honorable Jack Drago, Mayor, City of South San Francisco, CA (written comments, September 10, 
1991} 

Douglas Engmann, (then) San Francisco Planning Commissioner (public bearing comments, August 
29, 1991 and October 17, 1991) 

F.d Everett, (then) City Manager, City of Belmont (written comments, September 6, 1991) 

David Few, Burlingame, CA (public hearing comments, August 27, 1991) 

Honorable Janet Fogarty, Mayor, City of Millbrae, CA (public bearing comments for the 
Millbrae City Council, ~t 27, 1991, and written comments, September 6, 1991) 

George D. Foscardo, Director of Planning and Building, City of San Bruno, CA (written comments, 
September 9, 1991andSeptember10, 1991) 

Carol E. Gamble, Esq., San Francmco, CA (written comments, October 18, 1991) 

Richard D. Gee, Deputy General Manager, Planning and F.ngineering, SamTrans, and Deputy 
Executive Director, San Mateo County Transportation Authority (written comments, August 28, 
1991, September 9, 1991, and September 20, 1991) (SamTrans staff comments endorsed by the 
Inter-City Tramponation Systems ~gement [TSM] Authority, cited in Bob Bury's written 

C&R.4 
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comments, September 19, 1991; by the Oti7.Cns Advisory Committee of the San MateO County 
Transportation Authority, cited in Richard Gee's written comments, September 9, 1991; by 
C/CAG, cited in Raymond Miller's written comments, September 3, 1991; by the San Mateo 
County Transportation Authority, cited in Richard Gee's written comments, September 20, 1991; 
and by the Brisbane Oty Council, cited in Honorable Steven W. Waldo's written comments, 
September 9, 1991) 

Barbara Giel, Cllairman, San Francisco Foreign Flag Carriers (written comments, 
September 10, 1991) 

Sandy Hesnard, F.nvironmental Planner, California Department of Transponation, Division of 
Aeronautics (written comments, September 5, 1991) 

Iack Hickethier, Burlingame, CA (public hearing comments, A~t 27, 1991) 

Curt Holzinger, San Francisco, CA (public hearing comments, August 29, 1991, and 
October 17, 1991, and written comments, October 18, 1991) 

Stanford M. Horn, San Francisco, CA (written comments, September 3, 1991) 

Honorable Fred Howard, Oty of Pacifica, Pacifica Oty Council Representative, Airport/Community 
Roundtable, representing the Pacifica Noise .Abatement Committee (public hearing comments, 
August 27, 1991, and written comments, September 7, 1991) 

Wayne Hu, (then) San Francisco Planning Commissioner {public hearing comments, August 29, 
1991 and October 17, 1991) 

Korbey G. Hunt, Properties Manager, Alaska Airlines (written comments, September 10, 1991) 

Inter-Qty T.S.M. Authority (endorsement of SamTrans comments, cited in Bob Bury's written 
comments, September 19, 1991) 

Diane Jones, Analyst, California State Lands Commission (written comments, August 14, 1991) 

Shelley Kessler, Coordinator, SFO Airport Labor Coalition (written comments, September 11, 1991) 

Carol Kocivar, President, West of Twin Peaks Centtal Council (written comments, September 27, 
1991) 

Paul M. Koenig, Director, Department of Environmental Management, ·County of San Mateo 
(written comments, September 6, 1991) 

Bruce Krell, President, Forest Hill .AsM>clation (written comments, October 9, 1991) 

Charles J. Kroupa, San Francisco, CA (public hearing comments, August 29, 1991 and October 17, 1991, 
and written comments, October 17, 1991) 

Joan A Kugler, Planning Project Manager, South and West Bay Projects, Extemion Planning 
Department, BART (written comments, September 12, 1991) 

C&R.5 



Alyn I. Lam, San Francisco, CA (written comments, August 15, 1991) 

Harvey E. Levine, Hallgrimson, McNichols, McCann & Inderbitzen, for Sierra Point Associates 
(written comments, September 10, 1991) 

James D. Lowe, Transit Planner, MUNI (written comments, August 3, 1991) 

Jerome S. Lukas, San Francisco, CA (written comments, October 14, 1991) 

Leonard Lundgren, Legislative Advocate, Lakeside Property Owners Association (written 
comments, August 27, 1991) 

Steven A. McAdam, Assistant Executive Director for Governmental Affairs, San Francisco Bay 
Conservation and Development Commission (written comments, August 5, 1991) 

Menlo Park City Council (endorsement of C/CAG comments, cited in Donald J. de la Pena's written 
comments, September 11, 1991) 

Honorable Raymond Miller, Chairman, C/CAG (written comments, September 3, 1991) (Comments 
endorsed by the Menlo Park City Council, cited in Donald de La Pena's written comments, 
September 11, 1991; by the Brisbane City Council, cited in Honorable Steven Waldo's written 
comments, September 9, 1991; and by the Burlingame City Council, cited in Dennis Argyres' 
written comments, September 9, 1991) 

James Morales, (then) San Francisco Planning Commissioner (public hearing comments, August 29, 
1991) 

Stan Moy, Partner, Finger & Moy Architects (written comments, October 15, 1991) 

National Organization of Minority Architects (written comments, September 10, 1991) 

David C. Nunenkamp, Deputy Director, Permit Assistance, State of California, Governor's Office of 
Planning and Research (written comments, August 29, 1991) 

James J. Palma, San Jose, CA (written comments, September 30, 1991) 

Debbie Pilas-Treadway, Staff Analyst, Native American Heritage Commission (written comments 
August l, 1991) 

Dehnert C. Queen, Founder and CEO, Small Business Development Corporation (public hearing 
comments, August 29, 1991, and written comments, October 17, 1991) 

San Mateo County Transportation Authority (endorsement of C/CAG ALUC recommendations to 
C/CAG and SamTrans staff comments, cited in Richard Gee's written comments, September 20, 
1991) 

San Mateo County Transportation Authority, Citizens Advisory Committee (endorsement of 
SamTrans staff comments, cited in Richard Gee's written comments, September 9, 1991) 

C&R.6 
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Edward Sewell, (then) San Francisco Planning Commissioner (public hearing comments, August 29, 
1991) 

Charles L. Smith, Berkeley, CA (written comments, July 1991) 

Duane Spence, Airport Mitigation Coalition (written comments, September 9, 1991) 

Duane Spence, Peninsula Litigation Coalition (public hearing comments, August 27, 1991) 

Peter Straus, Director of Service Planning, MUNI (written comments, August 3, 1991) 

.Maria Gracia Tan-Banico, Associate Planner, City of Daly City, CA (written comments, August 23, 
1991) 

Onnolee Trapp, Transportation Director, Leagues of Women Voters of San Mateo County (public 
hearing comments, August 27, 1991, and written comments, August 27, 1991) 

Timothy E. Treacy, Chairman, San Francisco.Airport Noise Committee (written comments, October 
9, 1991) (Comments also incorporated into Carol E. Gamble's written comments, October 18, 
1991) 

TREE, Palo Alto, CA (written comments, September 29, 1991) 

Honorable Robert H. Treseler, Councilman, City of Millbrae, CA (written comments, September 
6, 1991) 

L. A. Turpen, Director of Airports, San Francisco International Airport (written comments, 
September 10, 1991) 

Rose Urbach, San Bruno, CA (public hearing comments, August 27, 1991) 

Honorable Steven W. Waldo, Mayor, City of Brisbane, CA (written comments, September 9, 1991) 

Jim Wheeler, Loma Prieta Chapter Transportation Committee, Sierra Club (written comments, 
October 11, 1991) 

Arthur Wong, City Engineer, City of South San Francisco (written comments, August 26, 1991) 

Edwin Works, San Bruno, CA (public hearing comments, August 27, 1991) 

C&R.7 
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C. COMMENTS AND RESPONSES 

PROJECT DESCRIPTION 

The Notes for this section begin on p. C&R.44. 

PROJECT SPONSOR OBJECTIVES AND APPROACH 

Comments 

" ... SFO has opted to make itself the Regional Airport for the Bay Area. SFO has done so in 

spite of declarations made fifteen years ago that it would limit passenger levels to an "ultimate" 

31 million (FEIS Vol. I Ch. I & Ill [Landrum & Brown, San Francisco International Airport, 

Environmental Impact Assessment Report, Airport Improvement Program, 1975)). MTC, 

California's designated official Bay Area planning agency, states in the DEIR that development 

of SFO should 'be consistent with the Regional Plan' and then recommends that SFO adhere to 

passenger assignments of between 27 and 31 million passengers per year for the years 1994 

through 2000 (DEIR Vol. I Ch. Ill Table 14). Even SFO's proposed offsite development 

alternative recognizes a potential 'redistribution to other airports' as feasible (DEIR Vol. I Ch. I 

§D). Never-the-less, SFO has blithely initiated an expansion program to increase capacity in 

order to accommodate 42.3 and 51.3 million passengers by 1996 and 2006, respectively ... 

"There really doesn't seem.to be much innovation in this expansion plan. I sense that the primary 

objective of this proposed expansion is to develop large terminal buildings in order to 'harvest' 

rental and concession revenues for San Francisco's depleted coffers." (Alyn Lam) 

"The bottom line is, evidently, for San Francisco, they are greedy for a monetary position. The 

more flights, the more money, the more intake it is for their treasury." (Bruno Bernasconi) 

" ... I am a little ... disappointed in [the Airports Commissioners'] approach to this, and that is: 

It's the traditional way. Demand is going to increase 70 percent in the fun.ire. We have to 

expand to deliver it. We are really not going to consider regionally how we can address.it. And 

what is even worse, even if you're looking at it from a competitive point of view, really, it's a big 

business maker for San Francisco. We want to ke~p it. We want to keep all business here. 

C&R.8 



"It's a head-in-the-sand approach. If you look at the freeway congestion, I can't imagine anybody 

who is going to want to go to San Francisco International Airport in the year 2006. You're not 

going to be able to get there. It's going to be totally impossible. If you look at BART -- BART, 

out of 160,000 trips, BART is going to take care of 10,000 of them. 

"From a competitive point of view, there is no analysis of, gee,·in order to be able to compete 

and keep these passengeIS, we are going to have to do something different, like we have an 

interest, a real interest in seeing tramit developed or these new off-site registrations and get 

people into buses to come to San Francisco International. It's, gee, you're going to have to do 

that because that is required mitigations. San Francisco International is going to go out of 

· bminess if they keep along this particular path. There is jmt no creativity, no forward looking 

kind of activity. I am very disappointed in it .. 

" ... [I]t is essential for the airport to explain in greater detail - and we never got the Draft Master 

Plan to review. We jmt have the EIR - what the goals of the airport are, where they are trying to 

go, how they fit into regional planning, and where they want to be. What kind of airport do we 

want to be in the future?" (Commissioner Engmann) 

"It could be economically disastrom for the SFIA to provide the proposed expansion of facilities 

if the problems created make it impossible to fully utilize the airport facilities .... To me a well

known slogan, 'Since we're neighboIS, let's be friends,' and let all concerned agencies work 

together for a mutually satisfactory resolution of problems." (Onnolee Trapp, Leagues of 

Women VoteIS of San Mateo County) 

"The only reason I can think of to expand San Francisco Airport operations is to expand the 

complications of operating it so that the people working there can hire more helpeIS and run 

larger departments. I realize this is not a politically correct statement, but I also think it is good 

·for someone to come out and say it like it is. 

"The politically astute people with offices to enlarge who work for the airport authority have 

cleverly engineered the entire setup, including charging San Mateo County a billion dollaIS to 

expand someone else's dream - BART." (Patricia Cark) 

"It's like in LA., where Burbank becomes the airport of choice." (Commissioner Sewell) 

C&R.9 
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" ... [A)round the U.S. and beyond, virtually every city is working on or has recently completed 

major ailport improvements. Could San Francisco's planners ... see merit in allowing mu: job

and revenue-producing airport, alone among all the world's major terminals, to deteriorate? Our 

runways date to 1927 and our terminals to 1954; there shouldn't be anything sinful about 

bringing them up-to-date as other cities seem to have no debate about doing." (Stanford Hom) 

Response 

The group of comments above invites clarification of Ailports Commission objectives for 

the SFlA Master Plan; questions the SFlA Master Plan's approach to meeting its 

objectives; and challenges the integrity of umtated Ailports Commission objectives for the 

SFlA Master Plan. Responses to these issues are presented in three parts. 

Clarification of SF/A Airports Commission Master Plan Objectives 

CEQA does not require that an EIR evaluate the objectives of a project sponsor and in 

practice, such an evaluation is not generally undertaken unless it is necessary to properly 

scope the EIR and/or carry out the EIR's purpose. This purpose is" ... to provide public 

agencies and the public in general with detailed information about the effect which a 

proposed project is likely to have on the environment; to list ways in which the significant 

effects of such a project may be minimiz:ed; and to indicate alternatives to such a project" 

(Section 21061). Thus, the primary concern of an EIR is not why the project sponsor seeks 

approval for a particular project but rather, what effects the project as defmed would have 

on the environment, and how those effects might feasibly be reduced or avoided. The 

statement of project sponsor's objectives thus helps to explain, first, what "project" is 

evaluated in the EIR and second, how mitigations and alternatives in the EIR relate to the 

project. 

Under CEOA, if mitigation measures or alternatives would substantially reduce or lessen 

any significant effects that the project would have on the environment but would prevent 

the basic objectives of the project from being met, those mitigation measures or 

alternatives might not be considered "reasonable" or appropriate for inclusion in the EIR. 

However, alternatives that would "impede to some degree" the attainment of project 

objectives, or would be more rostly, can still be within a "range of reasonable alternatives" 

to the project (CEQA Guidelines, Section 15126(d)). In situations such as the SFIA 

Master Plan EIR, wherein the project sponsor is also the Lead Agency, the agency's 
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particular policies and goals for the project necessarily influence which mitigations and 

alternatives are considered "reasonable" (these issues are discussed further below, under 

Alternatives, on pp. C&R.86-100 herein). Because the SFIA Master Plan objectives are 

broadly stated (malring it difficult to determine which mitigations and alternatives would 

meet or only "impede to some degree" those objectives), and because of the nature of 

questions and concerns expressed in comments on the DEIR, additional discussion of 

project sponsor I Lead Agency objectives appears warranted. 

As stated in the SFlA Final Draft Master Plan (p. 2.1 ), and summarized in the EIR (p. 

18), the SFIA Master Plan " ... provides San Francisco International Airport with a 

comprehensive set of plans, guidelines, policies, and conditions which will serve as a 

framework for decision-making and implementation of landside facilities over the next 

15 years. Accordingly, the purpose of the master plan is twofold: 

1. To provide a coordinated development plan that will consolidate and relocate many 
of the existing landside facilities in order to increase the efficiency and cost 
effectiveness of landside operations. 

2. To respond to the projected economic growth of the Bay Area and ensure that the 
future development required to meet that demand at the airport is implemented in a 
manner compatible .with the plan." 

These two objectives could be more simply characterized as increasin2 efficiency of SFIA 

landside facilities and expandin2 SFIA landsjde facilities to meet forecast jncreases in air 

trayel ciemaod. The projects contained in the SFIA Master Plan are not generally identified 

with just one or the other of these basic objectives; most are implicitly represented as 

addressing both, although the terminal expansion and related projects are linked directly 

with travel-demand-growth forecasts. 

Since World War II, policies of the federal government have strongly supported 

development of public-use airports and expansion of existing airports' capacities (see 

Attachment D of C&R Appendix A, "Summary of Federal Regulatory History"). 

Determining future facility requirements on the basis of forecast air trave~ demand is 

standard practice in airport master planning. According to the FAA, 

"The goal of a master plan is to provide guidelines for future airport development which 
will satisfy aviation demand in a financially feasible manner, while at the same time 
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resolving the aviation, environmental, and socio-economic issues existing in the 
community."/11 

The master planning approach undertaken by SFIA -- which included issues identification, 

public meetings and consultations, data collection and·facility inventory, demand 

forecasting, determination and refinement of facility requirements, and development of 

budgets, plans and schedules -- was generally consistent with basic guidelines for the 

preparation of individual airport master plans set forth by the FAA in its Advisory Circular 

No. 150/5070-6A, pursuant to provisions of the 1982 Airport and Airway Improvement 

Act. (Note: SFIA received no financial assistance from the federal gove~ent for 

preparation of the SFIA Master Plan.) The relationship of individual airport master 

planning to regional, state and federal aviation system planning is discussed below, under 

Regional Planning and Coordination, General, on pp. C&R.56-60 herein. 

Research and analysis regarding the status of major airport improvements nationally and 

internationally, and regarding levels of debate iri other cities about proposed airport 

improvements, are beyond the legally mandated scope of the SFIA Master Plan EIR. It 

should be noted that airside development is not addressed in the SFIA Master Plan, except 

where necessary to accommodate proposed landside projects (thus, several taxiway 

modifications, and no runway projects, are included in the SFIA Master Plan). 

Preventing deterioration of SFIA is not, as implied by a commenter, among the stated 

objectives of the SFIA Master Plan (quoted above, on p. C&R.11 herein). Upkeep and 

improvement of existing facilities, including runways, is undertaken routinely through 

SFIA's Five-Year Capital Projects Plans process (EIR, pp. 27 & 28 and Appendix B, 

Table B-4). Modernization and expansion, or bringing SFIA landside facilities "up-to- · 

date" relative to forecast demand, is among the stated objectives of the SFIA Master Plan. 

With regard to the comment that "SFO has opted to make itself the Regional Airport for 

the Bay Area," it may be noted that SFIA's current (1990) share of the Bay Area passenger 

market is approximately 71 percent (EIR, p.120); passengers from all parts of the Bay Area 

(as well as outside the Bay Area) use SFIA. As stated in the Final Draft Master Plan (pp. 

2.4 and 7.2), the Airports Commission assumes that, "Because of its relationship to the 

central business district and its importance as an interactive gateway, SFIA will continue to 

be the preferred destination airport for the Bay Area." The Airports Commission further 

assumes that, "While Oakland may in the fun.ire increase its handlin_g of international 
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freight, SFIA will continue to be the airport of choice for international cargo through 2006" 

(SFIA Final Draft Master Plan, p. 2.4). Forecasts from federal, state, and regional 

agencies, as well as from the respective master plans, show SFIA maintaining from about 

58 percent to 71 percent of the region's passenger market through 2005./2/ (Comparative 

regional aviation forecasts are discussed further below, under Regional Forecasts and 

Capacities, on pp. C&R.66-73 herein.) 

Thus, applying a "majority of total annual passengers" criterion, SFIA could be described 

as "the Regional Airport for the Bay Area" at present and for the foreseeable future. 

However, it should be noted that four other Bay Area airports currently provide air carrier 

service and are considered regional airports. Moreover, as shown in EIR Table 75 (p. 470), 

SFIA's market share, which was nearly 92 percent in 1960, has been decreasing steadily. 

According to a preliminary draft consultant report presented to the MTC Regional Airport 

Planning Committee (RAPC), 

"Although SFO is planning for significant growth in passenger traffic (much of it 
international), combining the individual airport master plan forecasts reveals a future shift 
in passenger market share away from SFO [SFIA] and toward OAK [Metropolitan Oakland 
International Airport] and SJC [San Jose International Airport]. Under the unconstrained 
forecast for 2010, SFO's regional market share would fall from its 1990 level of 71 % to 
61 %. Under the constrained forecast, SFO's share of the region's total passengers would 
decrease to 56% by the year 2010. "flJ 

Thus, while SFIA is planning for substantial growth over the next 15 years, the other Bay 

Area Airports are planning for much higher IBtc.s. of growth, starting from much lower base 

levels. The 1990 FAA Terminal Area Forecast, one of a number of alternative future air 

carrier forecasts, extrapolated to 2010 by the MTC RAPC, yielded the following 1990-

2010 passenger growth for the five Bay Area Air Carrier Airports: SFIA -- 48 percent; 

Metropolitan Oakland International Airport (MOIA) - 92 percent; San Jose International 

Airport (SilA)--138 percent; Concord (Bu~anan Field)-408 percent; and Sonoma 

County - 32 percent.flJ 

The international air passenger.market is a key component of SFIA Master Plan expansion 

objectives. As noted in EIR Table 1, p. 24, SFIA forecasts a 96 percent increase in 

international passengers between 1990 and 2006, compared to a 68 percent increase in 

domestic passengers over the same period. The physical SFIA Master Plan centers on a 

new international terminal and additional aircraft gates, although international passengers 

represented fewer than 12 percent of SFIA's total passengers in 1990. (According to MTC 
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RAPC "high" forecasts, total annual international passengers for the Bay Area would 

increase between 1990 and 2010 by about 136 percent, from 3,765,473 to 8,877,264. 

SFIA's share would decrease from about 97.6 percent of the Bay Area total in 1990 to 

about 94.5 percent in 2010.)/2/ Even with the forecast increase in international air traffic, 

international passengers would represent only approximately 14 percent of total SFIA 

passengers in 2006. 

As correctly stated by one commenter, the Metropolitan Transportation Commission 

(MTC) is the nine-county Bay Area regional transportation planning agency. However, 

MTC at present does not have authority to fully implement every regional aviation plan 

and policy (see further discussion below, under Regional Airport System Plan (RASP) 

Update, on pp. C&R.60-66 herein)J3/ Regarding the commenter's reference to SFIA 

expansion plans that exceed MTC's previously recommended limits, the EIR notes on 

pp. 118, 119 and 258 that the 1980 MTC-adopted Regional Airport Plan (RAP) contained 

recommended passenger shares for the respective Bay Area airports and recommended a 

limit of 31 million annual passengers. (MAP) for SFIA as a matter of policy. MTC's 

allocations were based on regional forecasts that have been swpassed by actual passenger 

traffic; MTC has since revised its forecasts and recommended allocations (most recently in 

1986 and 1987)./4/ As noted in the EIR (page 258), MTC is currently updating the entire 

RAP, which is now being called the Regional Airport System Plan (RASP). It is 

acknowledged that the SFIA Master Plan would be inconsistent with both MTC's 1980-

recommended policy limit and with MTC's subsequently revised regional market share 

recommendations. (The 1986/87 MTC forecasts and passenger traffic assignments, and the 

issue of SFIA Master Plan consistency with the MTC RAP, are discussed further below, 

under Regional Airport System Plan (RASP) Update, pp. C&R.60-66 herein.) 

According to SFIA Administration staff, the 1976 Final Environmental Impact Statement 

(FEIS) referenced by the commenter is not known to have stated that SFIA would limit 

annual passengers to a certain number. The forecasts used in that document indicated 

SFIA's reaching 31 million annual passengers by 1990, and this forecast has been 

realized.IS/ The forecasts in the 1976 FEIS may be assumed to reflect the Airports 

Commission's analysis of conditions and data then available; the Commission's 

expectations have since shifted in response to changing conditions and data availability. 
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SF/A Master Plan's Approach to Meeting its Objectives 

Several commenters express concern that increased traffic or other problems resulting from 

SFIA Master Plan implementation would prevent the full utilization of expanded SFIA 

facilities. In effect, one commenter contends, SFIA would not compete effectively for the 

forecast passenger demand that the SFIA Master Plan is intended to serve, because the 

SFIA Master Plan does not creatively address ground-access constraints. Another 

commenter suggests that underutilization of expanded airport facilities could be 

economically disastrous [for adjacent communities]. 

Although the EIR transportation analysis found that cumulative impacts on levels of 

service (LOS) at selected intersections and freeway ramps would result from 

implementation of the SFIA Master Plan (EIR, pp. 4-5 & pp. 295-319), the analysis did 

not conclude that resultant freeway congestion in 2006 would make it "impossible" to get 

to SFIA, as one commenter suggests./6/ The EIR does not draw conclusions regarding the 

effects of congestion on SFIA's ability to meet demand, and did not identify traffic impacts 

severe enough to cause SFIA to "go out of business"; it includes a range of transit 

mitigation measures (SFIA Master Plan traffic impacts, and the degree to which they could 

be mitigated by BART, off-airport terminals and other transit mitigation measures, are 

discussed below under Traffic Mitigation, pp. C&R.158~165 herein). However, as 

suggested by the commenters, it is reasonable to assume that lack of capacity (or 

"bottlenecks") in any of a number of locations or functional areas could constrain future 

SFIA passenger volumes, cargo activities, or other operations. Computer models have 

been developed to help study relationships between ground access to airports and travellers' 

airport choice; one of these, called ACCESS, was developed for MTC for evaluation of 

airport system plan alternatives as well as rail transit extension planning. Based on MTC's 

1990 Air Passenger Survey data, ACCESS is being used in the MTC RASP Update 

process (ACCESS was previously based on 1985 data).13/ The basic premise of the 

commenters' argument, that quality of ground access strongly affects an airport's 

competitive position in a multi-airport region, is supported by preliminary results of the 

ACCESS model runs for the MTC RAPC Update (this is discussed further below, under 

Alternatives, pp. C&R.90-93 herein, and under Transportation, pp. C&R.135-136 herein). 

This phenomenon could be represented by the SFIA Master Plan's "constrained" forecast, 

under which passenger demand: 
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" ... may be impacted in the future by ... increasing impact of capacity constraints, 
particularly during IFR [instrument flight rule] conditions, consolidation of the airline 
industry, and certain improvements that may occur at competing Bay Area airports which 
would result in greater convenience and capacity at those airports .... The constrained 
forecast describes the possible effect on future passenger levels if additional and 
restructured existing [SFIA] airport facilities are not available to satisfy demand (SFIA 
Final Draft Master Plan, p. 7.3). 

(Note that the "constraints" reflected in this scenario ate mostly related to the airfield and 

airport facilities. However, the lack of ground access capacity could produce a similar 

result). 

Potential impacts of the SFIA Master Plan's "constrained" future scenario are analyzed in 

the EIR as Variant 1 of the No-Project Alternative (pp. 439-456), and discussed further 

below, under Alternatives, pp. C&R.86-93 herein. 

H the commenters' concerns (that SFIA Master Plan expansion-related ground-access 

problems could severely constrain utilization of SFIA) were to be realized, it would in 

effect mean that SFIA would have "overbuilt." Impacts of SFIA Master Plan overbuilding 

or underutilization, whether due to constrained access, inflated forecasts, or other factors, 

would likely be of concern under CEQA only if overall regional or cumulative impacts 

would worsen, or adverse environmental impacts would merely be shifted to other 

locations, as a result. 

The EIR provides an approximation of "worst case" SFIA Master Plan operational impacts 

by assuming full utilization of expanded airport facilities. (It is an "approximation" 

because it is based on numerous professional judgments, estimates and forecasts, including 

SFIA Master Plan forecasts of passenger, cargo, and/or aircraft operation levels. As 

discussed below under Activity Patterns and Forecasts, on pp. C&R.30-38 herein, such 

forecasts necessarily contain margins of error and uncertainty; actual future activity levels 

at SFIA could easily be lower than forecast for the SFIA Master Plan.) Therefore, relative 

to SFIA Master Plan impact levels identified in the EIR, underutilization of airport 

facilities would be expected to reduce the overall severity of both direct operational 

impacts (e.g., traffic, noise, air quality, employment) and indirect operational impacts (e.g., 

housing demand and related services). Construction impacts would not be reduced. It 

would be difficult to demonstrate causal relationships between an underutilized or over

expanded SFIA, and environmental impacts at locations outside the SFIA vicinity (for 

example, worsened traffic congestion in other parts of the Bay Area). Thus, while it might 
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not be prudent to effectively "overbuild" SFIA, that outcome would not likely result in 

identifiable environmental effects more severe than those estimated in the EIR for the 

project. 

With regard to one commenter's concern that underutilization of expanded SFIA facilities 

could be economically disastrous [for adjacent communities], it should be noted that 

CEQA does not require analysis of economic or social issues unless those issues are related 

to or caused by physical changes to the environment (CEQA Guidelines, Section 15131). 

It may also be noted, however, that if the proposed SFIA Master Plan improvements are 

:financed with revenue bonds, payment of the bonds would be backed by Airport revenues, 

with the airlines covering debt payment costs not recovered from other Airport users (for 

further information on airport economics, see discussion below under Project Costs on 

pp. C&R.26-28 herein and in C&R Appendix A, Attachment D, Background to Airport 

Operations). 

Integrity of Unstated Airports Commission Objectives for the SF/A Master Plan 

Several commenters expressed concern that the primary objectives of the SFIA Master 

Plan are actually to expand Airport departments, to generate money for the Airport from 

landing fees, or to generate money for the City of San Francisco from re~tal and 

concession revenues. According to SFIA Administration staff, the San Francisco Charter 

establishes the San Francisco Airports Commission as a financially self-supporting 

enterprise fund department of the City and County of San Francisco. The Airport Airline 

Lease and Use Agreements, effective July 1, 1981, require the Airport to retain all revenues 

on the Airport with two exceptions (49 U.S.C. App. Section 2210 (a) (12)). First, the 

Airport reimburses the City for direct services provided by City departments to the Airport. 

Second, the Airport pays the City a portion of its yearly concession revenues in accordance 

with an established formula related to the indirect services provided to the concessionaires 

that operate at the Airport. 

As one commenter points out, implementation of the SFIA Master Plan would generate 

employment and likely lead to expansion of some Airport departments. However, these 

are not among the stated or evident objectives of the SFIA Master Plan and, according to 

CEQA, would more appropriately be considered~ of the project. Department 

expansion is not subject to environmental review under CEQA, since it would not itself 

result in physical effects on the environment or adverse effects on people. Employment 
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effects are subject to review under CEQA requirements; SFIA Master Plan employment 

effects are evaluated in the EIR (pp. 394-399) and discussed further below, under 

Employment and Housing, on p. C&R.351-368 herein. The relationship between SFIA 

and :financing of BART is discussed below, under Transportation Mitigation, on 

p. C&R.156 herein. 

Regarding the comment that the San Francisco City Planning Commissioners "never got 

the Draft Master Plan to review," as noted herein under Public Participation in the Master 

Planning Process on pp. C&R.19-20, copies of the Draft SFIA Master Plan Working 

Papers and Response to Comments documents were available to the public during the 

SFIA Master Plan development process. Copies of the SFIA Final Draft Master Plan and 

Working Papers were made available to the Department of City Planning and the Mayor's 

Office, and are available for review in the San Francisco Department of City Planning files 

at 450 McAllister Street The comment that "all concerned agencies should work together 

for a satisfactory resolution of problems" is further addressed below, under Regional 

Planning and Coordination, pp. C&R.56-85 herein and EIR Process, pp. C&R.393-413 

herein. 

PUBLIC PARTICIPATION IN MAS1ER PLANNING PROCESS 

Comments 

" ... [A]t each stage of this process, the concerns of San Francisco residents have been raised over 

a four-year period, at public hearings and meetings, both orally and in writing. (The last public 

hearing on the [SFIA] Master Plan working papers, in August, 1989, was attended by 

approximately one hundred neighborhood representatives, representatives of organizations such 

as the Sierra Club and San Francisco Tomorrow, and individual residents.) At each stage, we 

have been assured by SFIA administration and staff (and from time to time also by the Airports 

Commission) that our concerns would be addressed at the NEXT stage. Sadly, we've been 

through the entire Master Plan working document process and we're at the last stages of the 

DEIR process now, and our concerns still have not been dealt with." (Carol Gamble) 

" ... For four years, representatives of the neighborhoods in San Francisco have come before 

various bodies, have appeared in various hearings throughout the city asking to be represented in 

a meaningful way, asking to have our concerns addressed in a meaningful way, in both the 
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Master Plan documents and in the Draft EIR. At each hearing, at each meeting, we have been 

assured that we will be given that kind of consideration. 

"After four years, we are still asking that our concerns be addressed in a meaningful way in these 

documents. It is distressing. It is troubling. It is difficult to respond to questions from the 

members of our association, about the motivation of the airport indicated in this manner. 

"It is difficult to understand that an agency can be operating in good faith and still require the 

residents of the city to come back time and again to make the same requests. 

"I hope that this commission will take these matters seriously, will defer any further action, and 

will direct the staff to do that which it was obligated to do many years ago." (Carol J:?anville, 

Glen Park Association) 

"I have another question that may not be related specifically to the EIR, but given that there is an 

Airport Noise Committee appointed by the Board of Supervisors ... testimony was that they have 

spent a great deal of time discussing the issues and attended the Airports Commission hearings ... 

There may be a response from the airport, maybe if their concerns were addressed in their plan for 

the airport, not just in this Master Plan, but in the use of the airport and the development of the 

airport. .. I don't understand when there is a formal committee established that somehow they are 

not able to get their input directly into the airport, and that they have to use our body, our 

commission, to get a response. And maybe the response was.made. I am not saying there was not 

a response at all. From what we are hearing today, there appears to be a problem~" 

(Commissioner Hu) 

Beswnse 

The SFIA Master Plan development process, beginning in 1986, included publication of 

three Working Papers for review and comment by interested parties and the general public. 

The Airports Commission held several public meetings (a list of those meetings is 

available in the San Francisco Department of City Planning EIR file at 450 McAllister 

Street) and subsequently published "Response to Comment" documents for each of the 

three Working Papers. The EIR process incorporated public participation opportunities as 

required by CEQA, including publication ofa Notice ofEIR Preparation (July 9, 1990); 

circulation of the Draft EIR (published July 11, 1991 ); an extended public comment period 

(July 11, 1991 through October 21, 1991); three public hearings during the public review 
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period; and publication of this Comments and Responses document. Thus, as the 

com.menters indicate, numerous opportunities have been available for public participation 

in the SFIA Master Planning and associated EIR process (the latter is discussed further 

below, under EIR Process, pp. C&R.393-413 herein). The main point of the commenters, 

however, is that this participation has not, in their view, yielded meaningful results (their 

concerns "still have not been dealt with"). 

The SFIA Master Plan process reflects the larger, complex set of forces affecting the 

Airport generally. SFIA must comply with various government regulations protecting the 

public health, safety and welfare (such as noise regulations, building codes, etc.), and must 

meet the statutory requirements of CEQA for environmental review of projects, such as the 

SFIA Master Plan, that could result in significant adverse environmental effects. SFIA is 

not legally required to resolve all public concerns in the manner requested or desired by the 

public. Thus, in pursuing the Airports Commission's twofold objectives, quoted · 

previously on p. C&R.11 herein, 

" ... the Master Plan attempts to balance the competing requirements of airport tenants, 
passengers, surrounding communities, and the general public. The plan continues to 
address the concerns of those in the airport environs and attempt to balance their needs 
with the public demand for utilization of this facility [SFIA]. Invariably, conflicting needs 
and requirements will result that will require resolutions. The Master Plan and EIR 
process has been designed to facilitate resolution of these conflicts" (SFIA Final Draft 
Master Plan, p; 2.1). · 

PROJECT CHARAC1ERISTICS 

Facilities and Site Plan 

Comments 

" ... The other thing is, if you look at LAX, how big a final product will this be relative to the 

size of LAX today? I'd be very curious, just so we get some order of magnitude." 

(Commissioner Sewell) 

"Plannin2 Conce,pts: Can anything at all be salvaged from this Master Plan? Why does SFO, 

particularly with apron areas 'cleared' on either side of its entry roads, insist on enclosing its 

'horseshoe-shaped' terminals? Why not open them up into a gigantic 'U' in order to reduce traffic 
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concentration and improve air quality? Why do the rental cars have to be located in the proposed 

terminal area along the entry roads when clientele are already being 'bussed' out of the existing 

terminal area? Why not move the 1W A freight facility into the proposed West Field Cargo Area 

and locate the rental cars along the south access road? 

"Why is a large administration building needed at all in this age of computers and sophisticated 

communication links? All administrative support staff should be located outside the terminal 

area Why can't a separate truck access route be provided for the West Field Cargo Area as it is 

for the North Field Area? Lastly, why can't the full potential of the existing terminal buildings 

be developed by renovating the existing mezzanine level into ticketing areas with bridge 

connections from the existing garage?" (Alyn Lam) 

"Maintenance Operations Center C'MOC'l. It cannot be assumed that there will be no 

modernization, renovation or expansion of the only 'major' maintenance facility at SFIA 

(Summary, pg. 9). United has more than twenty years remaining on its land lease for MOC 

facilities and will undoubtedly be required to accommodate, over time, its growth as a company 

and changes in its aircraft fleet United has requested that the City add approximately eight (8) 

acres to its current 128 acre MOC site to support a limited expansion of this facility. Current 

estimates are that approximately 175,000 square feet of hangar space will be added in the near 

term ... 

"Airport Sugport Area facilities. We believe it is important that the extent of United facilities 

being demolished to accommodate Master Plan development be correctly identified (11.C. 

Table 8, pg. 54). 11tls should have a significant influence on a reviewer's perception of the 'net 

gain' in support facility construction actually being proposed by the Master Plan. United 

facilities being demolished which are not on Table 8 include: 

• A four aircraft bay hangar 
• A two aircraft bay hangar 
• A stores/warehouse building 
• A training/administration building 
• An aircraft sanitary waste disposal building 
• A :flight kitchen 
• Thirty aircraft parking hardstands 
• Employee parking facilities -- 5,000 spaces 

"Most of these displaced facilities must be relocated to other locations on SFIA, and sized to 

accommodate United's activity and employment levels of the future. 
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" ... [T]he list of new development (IV, B., pg. 276) should be revised as follows: 

• The 226,440 square foot East Field Cargo/Maintenance Facility should be sized at 
262,000 square feet and identified as an Aircraft Maintenance Hangar consistent with the 
Master Plan. 

• United's flight kitchen should be sized at 120,000 square feet in lieu of 46,200 square feet. 

• 

• 

United plans to construct a new cargo facility of 231,000 square feet in the West Field 
Area. 

United plans to construct a new stores/ground equipment maintenance building of 
80,000 square feet in the West Field Area. 

• The 100,670 square foot Pan Am Maintenance Hangar should be removed from the listing. 

"Terminal Area. As is the case with the MOC, the North Terminal building will require 

modernization, renovation and expansion over the twenty years remaining on United's lease for 

this facility. As noted in the Master Plan, this expansion does not create additional aircraft gates, 

but provides for enhanced passenger and baggage handling capabilities. The data in 11.C. (pg. 

26) of the DEIR should reflect approximately 500,000 square feet of new North Terminal. 

construction, and the remodeling of approximately 300,000 square feet of the existing North 

Terminal complex in the near term. 

"N.Qm:· The listings, areas, square footages and other data in 11.C., Section 1.0, Figures 4, 5 and 

6, Tables 4, 5, 6 and 7 (pp. 41-50) should reflect the information outlined in 1., 2., and 3. above 

with respect to new construction, demolished structures, and remodeled spaces. 

"Automated People Mover System. The statement in the DEIR regarding routing of the APM 

system (11.C., Sec. 9, Pg. 55) is not consistent with what is shown in the Master Plan. United, 

and we can speak here for all the airlines serving SFIA, believes the concept described in the 

Master Plan is the more viable solution." ('Thomas Brown, United Airlines) 

Response 

The Los Angeles Department of Airports is expecting to award a contract for the Master 

Plan of Los Angeles International Airport (LAX) in November 1992.n/ The future growth 

of LAX is currently being guided by an April 11, 1991 ~ocument prepared by the City of 

Los Angeles, Department of Airports - Facilities Planning Bureau entitled, "Proposed Plan 

for LAX Development To The Year 2000". The proposed Master Plan includes a new 
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International Terminal, Ground Transportation Center, airport-wide people mover system, 

modified access roadways, and new cargo building, much as does SFIA's Master Plan. 

The preliminary estimate in current dollars is $1.5 billion./8/ Following (Table C&R.1) are 

the existing and forecast service levels and facilities at LAX compared to the SFIA Master 

Plan. 

TABLE C&R.1: COMPARISON OF ACTIVITY AT LOS ANGELES INTERNATIONAL 
AIRPORT AND SAA 

LAX SEQ 

Existing Master Plan Master Plan 
1990 2000 2006 

Total Aircraft Operations (thousands) 623.8 NIA 538.5 
Total Passengers (millions) 45.8 65.2 51.3 

Domestic 36.0 47.6 44.1 
International 9.8 17.6 7.2 

Aircraft Gates 120 149 103 
Domestic 102 122 77 
International 18 27 26 

Passenger Terminals (million sq. ft.) 3.74 5.74 4.10 
Domestic 2.10 2.60 2.10 
International 1.64 3.14 2.00 

Cargo (acres) 234 316 120 
Public Parking spaces (thousands) 26 34 21 

SOURCE: "Proposed Plan For LAX Development To The Year 2000", April 11, 1991; SAA 
Draft Master Plan, November 1990; SFO and LAX Airport Staff. 

As noted above, under Public Participation in Master Planning Process, pp. C&R.18-20 

herein, the development of the SFIA Master Plan, including the physical layout of project 

components, provided opportunity for public participation. The "Preferred Plan" reflects 

the input from that process, as well as the Airport's efforts to reconcile numerous identified 

facility requirements with site constraints, including limited available land for facility 

expansion and/or reconfiguration. Suggested options to reconfigure buildings differently 
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should be addressed to the Airports Commission, as the options would no likely change the 

overall environmental impacts of expansion proposed under the SFIA Master Plan . 

The Master Plan presented a conceptual alignment for. the APM system within the terminal 

complex (terminal roof or backside of terminal). The EIR identifies a more definitive and 

feasible alignment based on further studies by Airport staff (circumference of terminal 

roadway). Any concerns the airlines may have about the alignment of the APM system 

should be addressed to the Airports Commission and staff./9/ 

Also, Sections I and II of the EIR describe the projects contemplated in the SFIA Draft 

Master Plan. The proposed expansion of United Airlines Maintenance Operations Center 

and the North Terminal are not included in the SFIA Master Plan. Section II, Table 8, p . 

54 of the EIR lists miscellaneous demolition. Primary demolition projects are identified in 

Figures 5 and 7. These projects are aggregated and accounted for under functional areas in 

Tables 4 through 7. This includes United's demolished facilities as shown in the SFIA 

Master Plan and listed above in the United Airlines comments. The text, figures, and 

tables (pp. 39-51) of the EIR identify the SFIA Master Plan's replacement facilities, 

collectively for all airlines, by identifying development projects under each functional area 

Consequently, exclusive facility replacement for any one airline may not be identified. 

However, the SFIA Master Plan replacement for United's flight kitchen and expansion of 

cargo facilities are as requested by United in letters dated October 28, 1988 and August 18, 

1989 commenting on the SFIA Master Plan./9/ 

The projects listed in Section IV, p. 276 of the EIR are a specified list for analyzing project 

traffic impacts in 1996. The list is not all-inclusive and the areas indicated do not 

necessarily represent gross new development but rather "The w increase in existing 

development and the new development that would generate traffic". That is, the numbers 

shown on p. 276 of the EIR are in most cases the incremental addition, not the total space 

proposed for the function in the future. The EIR need not address impacts from already

existing facilities. 

The EIR analyzes the physical environmental impact of the approved SFIA Draft Master 

Plan. Any comments or concerns United may have about ~e appropriateness of the SFIA 

Master Plan should be expressed to the Airports Commission and staff. 
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Comments 

"Master Plan: SFO proposes to 'shotgun' in 56 major projects between now and 1996 with only 

11 to follow in the succeeding ten years (DEIR Vol. II CH. XI Table B.1). The obvious flaw in 

this so called schedule is that there is no phasing or sequencing of projects in order to test logic 

and feasibility ... " (Alyn Lam) 

" ... [l]f you did this plan to accommodate demand to the year 2006, when realistically would 

there be a phase-in for that starting? I think most people had hoped that after the phase 

completed in '88, that that might have held us for a while. I think I would be very curious to 

know, is the plan that -- something like this is done in the year 2006. Is that it for the next five 

years, ten years or what? And if it's only something that would be good for another five years, to 

what extent is this the right level for a 15-year period?" (Commissioner Sewell) 

Response 

According to SFIA Administration staff, the SFIA Master Plan program is designed to 

satisfy the air passenger demand and corresponding facility requirements for the airport 

over the next 15 years until 2006 (Chapters 7 and 8); these facility requirements were 

translated into a physical development plan (Chapters 9 and 10). The Master Plan 

contemplates the construction of terminals, cargo buildings, airline maintenance buildings, 

ground-transportation facilities, access roadways, light rail system and miscellaneous 

airport support facilities. The SFIA Master Plan (Chapter 10, pp .. 10.34, 10.35, fig. 10.3) 

describes the development schedule and phasing for the Master Plan program, based upon 

the anticipated need for these facilities (Chapter 10, fig. 10.23). The program is expected 

to start after certification of the Environmental Impact Report by the City of San Francisco 

Planning Commission and program approval by the San Francisco Airports Commission. 

The current program start date is estimated to be Summer, 1992. 
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PROJECT COSTS 

Comments 

"First of all, there is no information in here about costs, either in direct costs in terms of 

construction or uansportation or in mitigation measures required under the law of CEQA and 

everybody else." (Dehnert Queen) 

"Certainly this is going to be very expensive. I thought the person who asked for the costs bas a 

good point and we should have something in here about that" (Commissioner Bierman) 

''This is a public project And I believe the public is entitled to know what the costs are and how 

they are to be met I think the EIR ought to evaluate the proposed capital budget for this project 

Ifl remember, San Francisco city government operates -- I believe the Mayor and Board of 

Supervisors have to approve the budget for this expansion. I think they would be most interested 

in how feasible this project is." (Cllarles Kroupa) 

"The San Francisco Mayor and the Board of Supervisors rule annually on the airport's capital 

budget While the airport probably will garner the necessary money for this project from federal 

subventions, assessments on airlines, and from revenue bonds, the faltering worldwide economy, 

decreasing passenger revenues, and rampant airline bankruptcies, coupled with the Master Plan's 

optimistic forecast, nonetheless, raise the issue of who might get stuck with bailing out this 

project And, obviomly, the Oty and County of San Francisco would step in to rescue the 

airport from imminent default on its revenue bonds by pledging San Francisco's own general 

obligation bonding and taxing capacity to the jeopardy of other projects and progra~ benefitting 

San Franciscans directly. Became this expansion i_s so huge and became it is a public project, 

San Franciscam and their elected representatives are entitled to a comprehensive financing plan. · 

None bas been presented." (Charles Kroupa, letter of 10/17/91 and public hearing of 10/17/91) 

Resoonse 

SFIA Master Plan program costs are identified in the EIR (p. 76) and the SFIA Master Plan 

(pp. 11.1, 11.2). 1be SFIA Master Plan lists the budgetary development cost for each 

project in the Master Plan program. 1be total program cost in 1989 dollars (desi~ 

comtruction, and administtation) is $1 .. 68 billion. The current estimated total program 
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cost, escalated to the time of construction, is approximately $2.2 billion. The issue of the 

cost of the mitigation measures identified in the EIR is addressed on p. C&R.386 herein. 

CEQA does not require evaluation of project costs. As noted in the CEQA Guidelines 

(Section 15124), the project description "should not supply extensive detail beyond that 

needed for evaluation and review of the environmental impact" (emphasis added). 

Economic issues are not to be treated as environmental effects (Guidelines, Section 15131). 

The San Francisco Airports Commission is a financially self-supporting enterprise fund 

department of the City and County of San Francisco. The Airport/Airline Lease And Use 

Agreements, effective July l, 1981, require the Commission to use Airport revenue bonds 

to pay for the SFIA Master Plan construction projects. No General Fund money from San 

Francisco would be pledged or would be available to fund the program. In the unlikely 

event of a default on Airport bonds, the City would have no obligation whatsoever to the 

Airport's revenue bond holders./10/ 

In conjunction with the Airport's planned refunding of a previously issued bond, an 

independent contractor has determined that the Airport would not have difficulty making 

debt service payments on the anticipated SFIA Master Plan bonds./11/ · The debt service 

for Master Plan projects would be covered by revenues received from Airport tenants. 

Under the terms of the Airport's Lease & Use Agreements with fifteen major airlines, the 

Airport is allowed to charge landing fees and terminal rental rates sufficient to insure that 

total annual revenue equals total annual expenses. These agreements extend to 2010. The 

caniers that have signed these Agreements account for more than 80 percent of the 

Airport's passenger traffic. On the basis of the independent contractor's projections, 

Airport staff expect that landing fees will increase to $2.15 (1992 dollars) per 1,000 pounds 

landing weight. This fee level is significantly below the rates charged at most major 

foreign international airports and compares favorably to an existing fee of $3.15 at 

LaGuardia and $2.20 at JFK./12/ The independent contractor's analysis also shows that 

although the SFIA Master Plan program would increase airline fees, these fees would still 

represent only approximately three percent of the airlines' fare revenue from the San 

Francisco market By comparison, the airlines currently spend 48 percent of fare revenue 

on labor, 17 percent on fuel, three percent on advertising and five percent on food. 
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SFIA is required under the Allport/Airline lease agreement to charge landing fee rates to 

ensure that total revenues equal total expenses. SFIA does not contribute to the City of 

San Francisco General Fund above and beyond reimbursements./13/ 

ACIIVITY PAITERNS AND FORECASTS 

Passenger Origins and Preferences 

Comments 

"In my mind, what is the most important information, and Commissioner Engmann also touched 

on it, is who mes the aiiport. But I would go one step beyond that. It's not only who, but why 

they use the airport. Is it because only certain services are provided? Is it because of convenience 

of access? Is it because of marketing by the airlines? Why do the individuals use the airport? 

Where do they live? 

"It seems to me that any accurate analysis of the impacts would do some type of survey of the 

customer usage of the airport so that we would have a base of information from which to make 

some determinations as to how to mitigate impacts caused by that high level of usage that is 

projected over the next several years." (Commissioner Morales) 

"The population of San Francisco has been shrinking for 30 years or more. However, the 

population is growing in the overall Bay Area, which is not well serviced by this isolated airport 

crammed into an overbuilt, even full, peninsula." (Patricia Oark) 

Resoonse 

According to SFIA Administration staff, 86. 7 percent of total passengers using SFIA in 

1990 had domestic destinations, and 13.3 percent had international destinations. Of the 

total passengers, 21.3 percent had Southern California destinations (Los Angeles area, San· 

Diego, Santa Barbara, and Palm Springs)./14/ 

The MTC 1990 Air Passenger Survey provides limited information on the link between 

passenger origins and destinations./15/ (A copy of this survey is available for review in the 

San Francisco Department of City Planning files, and at the MTC/ABAG Ll1>rary in 

Oakland.) Table 2.10 on p. 34 of the survey shows that about 70 percent of SFIA 
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passengeIS bad "domestic (U.S. outside California) and international" destinations, and 

about 30 percent bad California destinations. Of the SFIA paMCngeIS with domestic and 

international destinations, about 34 percent were from San Francisco, 19 percent from San 

Mateo County, 13 percent from Santa Cara County, and 12 percent from Alameda County 

(the remaining 22 percent were from other Bay Area counties and outside the region). Of 

the SFIA passengers with California destinations, about 47 percent were from San 

Francisco, 20 percent from San Mateo County, nine percent from Santa Cara County, and 

seven percent from Alameda County (the remaining 17 percent were from other Bay Area 

counties and outside the region). 

About 56 percent of Metroplitan Oakland International Airport (MOIA) p~engers bad 

California destinations, and about 44 percent bad domestic and international destinations. 

Of the passengers with California destinations, about 42 percent were from Alameda 

County. Of the passengeIS with domestic and. international destinations, about 53 percent 

were from Alameda County. 

About 54 percent of San Jose International Airport (SJIA) paMCngers bad domestic and 

international destinations, and about 46 percent bad California destinations. About 82 to 

83 percent of passengeIS (regard!~ of destination) were from Santa aara County. 

Table 9.1 on p. 85 of the MTC 1990 Air Passenger Survey shows that about 36 percent of 

total Bay Area passengeIS bad California destinations; about 59 percent bad domestic 

destinations; and about five percent bad international destinations. The percentages were 

roughly the same for each Bay Area county ./15/ 

These data indicate that passengers using SFIA and MOIA come from a variety of 

locations, while most passengers using SJIA come from Santa Cara County. PaMCnger 

choice of ailports is related to a variety of factors, the most important of which appear to 

be convenience of~ and available levels of air service. Research by MTC and others 

bas shown that flight frequencies are an especially important factor in residents' aiJport 

choice and ue critically important to nonresident busin~ travellers./3/ Currendy, flight 

· frequencies vary considerably among the region's air carrier airports, with SFIA offering 

the greatest frequency of flights to the greatest number of destinations. · 

It stands to reason that, in a hypothetical multiple-airport region with uniform levels of, 

and costs for, ground ~ and air service, passengeIS would use the airport nearest their 
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origin and/or destination. Tilis would result in less severe traffic and associated impacts 

than would the more realistic situation, in which many passengers, for a complex variety of 

reasons, do not use the closest airport. Additional information on Bay Area air passenger 

characteristics and preferences has been developed for MTC by Mr. Greig Harvey, in 

conjunction with ACCESS, an airport-passenger-choice and ground-access computer 

package being used to help evaluate MTC RASP Update alternatives. Preliminary model 

results are discussed below, under Alternatives, pp. C&R.90-92 herein. 

The results of the MTC 1990 Air Passenger Survey were not av.ailable when the Draft 

SAA Master Plan EIR was in preparation (the Survey was released in August, 1991, when 

the DEIR was out for public review). These results would alter some of the trip 

distribution patterns, but would not substantively alter the impact analysis in the EIR (this 

is discussed further below under Transportation, p. C&R.121 herein, and in C&R 

Appendix A). 

Issues related to regional population patterns, air travel demand, and service requirements 

are also discussed below under Regional Planning and Coordination, pp. C&R.56-85 

herein. 

Forecast Methodolo2ies and Validity 

Comments 

"Over the 15-year period, as you look at patronage being up 70 percent over that period of time, 

that was pretty much an assumption that you were given and you did your analysis after 

that? ... Did we take any independent analysis to say whether or not we agree with that 70 

percent projection? How reasonable is it? Obviously, there is an awful lot of international 

demand that generates a larger airport. If you just looked at domestic demand or domestic 

growth in this area 15 years from now, how does the population growth impact the need for a 

larger airport? I would be very surprised if we would expect that the Bay Area would be 70 

percent larger 15 years from now." (Commissioner Sewell) 

" ... The passenger and the cargo forecast in the Master Plan are highly simplistic, and what they 

amount to is simply a straight line projection of the 1980 population, employment, and economic 

growth and the commensurate airport business growth. And a project this size needs a much 

more sophisticated analysis and forecast." (Charles Kroupa, public hearing of 10/17 /91) 
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"The passenger and cargo forecasts -- the reason for this whole projection in the first place -- are 

totally simplistic. If they prove to be reasonable, it will be by accident. When you strip away the 

statistical gobbledygook, all they amount to is a straight-line projection of 1980's population, 

employment and economic growth, and of commensurate airport-business growth. (See Master 

Plan, page 7.1 et seq.) The present recession already has discredited such folly. 

"The 1980's was a unique consumer market for air passengers. Deregulation fostered cut-throat 

price competition, which boosted passenger volume enormously. The resulting shakeout has 

resulted in bankruptcy or assimilation for all but the most wily and aggressive carriers; and with 

the current recession, it seems only a handful of U.S. carriers will be flying by the mid '90's. 

Nonetheless the Master Plail extrapolates the airlines' halcyon prosperity of the '80's unabated 

into perpetuity." (Charles Kroupa) 

Response 

The passenger forecasts prepared for the SFIA Master Plan, completed in 1987 and 

supplemented in 1989, made use of linear regression and time series trend analyses, not 

"straight-line projection" of 1980's population, employment and economic growth. These 

methods are generally discussed in the Forecasts section of the SFIA Master Plan 

(Chapter 7); the EIR provides a summary discussion of the SFIA Master Plan's forecast 

methods and assumptions on pp. 61-72. 

As described in the EIR on pp. 22-26, SFIA Master Plan projects were developed on the 

basis of forecast growth in all aviation activity categories except general aviation and 

military operations. Domestic passenger totals were forecast to grow by 68 percent, and 

international passenger totals by 96 percent, between 1990 and 2006 (EIR, Table l, p. 24). 

However, it should be noted that, while the SFIA Master Plan anticipated continued 

growth in annual passenger lQtaJ.s through 2006, it forecast declining ~ of growth in 

passenger traffic for the region as a whole and SFIA in particular (SFIA Final Draft 

Master Plan, Tables 7.1and7.2; Figures 7.1 - 7.5). 

Forecasting is an art as well as a science, without reliable means of evaluating results 

except in retrospect Aviation activity forecasts involve complex assumptions, variables, 

and judgments regarding the appropriateness of alternative methodologies. Thus, results of 

air carrier forecasts by different persons or agencies can vary considerably, as illustrated in 

graphs prepared by TRA Consulting for the MTC RASP Update._ These graphs show that 
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forecasts of SFIA passenger and cargo activity from the SFIA Master Plan are not outside 

the presented range of forecasts for SFIA from a variety of sources. As is also apparent 

from these figures, substantial "disagreement among experts" exists regarding forecasts of 

passenger and cargo demand for SFIA (this is also true of forecasts of aircraft operations, 

as discussed in the EIR on pp. 61-72, and below under Airfield Capacity and Delay, 

pp. C&R.46-55 herein). Aviation activity forecasts from different sources for the region as 

a whole are similarly varied.12/ 

CEQA Guidelines, Section 15151, does not require that the decision-making body acting 

on an environmental impact report correctly solve a dispute among experts. All that is 

required is that in substance, the EIR provide information from all sides of the issue in 

question, particularly where opinion and not fact is at issue. However, the EIR must 

respond to the most significant questions presented. The SFIA Master Plan EIR addresses 

the environmental effects of implementing facilities projects proposed under the SFIA 

Master Plan which, in tum, was developed on the basis of aviation activity forecasts 

prepared by Airports Commission consultants. The EIR does not draw conclusions as to 

the validity of SFIA's forecast assumptions and methods, or "reasonableness" of the 

forecast results. For comparison, however, the EIR (pp. 61-72) summarizes forecast results 

from other sources, including the FAA and Caltrans Division of Aeronautics, and generally 

discusses how project impacts could differ under forecast scenarios other than those 

identified for the SFIA Master Plan. Thus, the other expert opinions on passenger growth 

are provided in the EIR. 

In comparing existing Bay Area aviation forecasts, and assembling forecasts for 

consideration in the MTC RASP Update, TRA Co0$ulting observed several trends that 

could affect air travel in the San Francisco region. Air travel trends considered most 

important include: international travel growth, domestic travel growth, the national 

economy, maturation of markets, airline yield, demographics and per capita travel, and 

telecommunications. According to preliminary Draft MTC RASP Update working papers, 

international air travel now represents about nine percent of total regional air carrier 

passenger traffic but (particularly to Pacific Rim nations)" ... will be a very high growth 

market for the next 10-20 years . : . offsetting any weakness in the domestic market" /'1J As 

pointed out above, under Project Sponsor Objectives and Approach, on pp. C&R.13-14 

herein, an important element of SFIA Master Plan objectives (and an assumption in SFIA 

Master Plan passenger forecasts) is that SFIA should and will capture a majority of the 

international component of total passenger growth. 
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According to preliminary Draft MTC RASP Update working papers, underlying some of 

the air travel growth projectio~ for the Bay Area may be the effect of airline "hubbing," 

which inflates the acmal Bay Area activity figures as connecting passengers change planes 

in Bay Area airports. San Francisco, Oakland, and San Jose have each become hub 

airports to a certain extent (United at SFIA, Southwest at MOIA, and American at SilA). 

Another factor that could affect air travel demand, as noted by the commenter and the Draft 

RASP Update, is "maturation of markets." After rapid growth in the 1970s and early 

1980s, some of the travel markets to and from the Bay Area appear now to be experiencing 

growth only in proportion to overall population and economic growth./2/ 

The historical downward trend in airfares may be slowed or reversed due to potential 

increases in fuel and labor costs; rising airfares could act to dampen air travel demand. 

Similarly, "decreasing population growth, a slowing in the growth in real disposable 

income, and a decreasing number of first-time flyers suggest a slower air travel growth rate 

in the future." Finally, the Draft RASP Update points out that advances in 

telecommunications may affect air travel demand by providing alternatives to business 

travel, particularly through video conferencing.12/ 

It is possible, as pointed out by one commenter, that some of the above factors could cause 

actual future passenger and aviation activity levels to be lower than forecast in the SFIA 

Master Plan. If the Master Plan were to be implemented, the effective result could be an 

"overbuilt" Airport. The implications of this are discussed above, under Project Sponsor 

Objectives and Approach, pp. C&R.15-17 herein; in sum, overall environmental effects 

would likely be less severe than for the project 

As another commenter correctly noted, the Bay Area's population is not expected to grow 

70 percent in the next fifteen years. Passenger traffic can grow faster than population (or, 

per capita rates of air travel can increase) for a variety of reasons, many of which are 

identified above. 

Car_eo Forecasts 

Comment 

" ... [T]here was an article, I think. in the San Francisco Business Times about the airport's 

ability to attract cargo traffic vis-a-vis its efforts in attracting passenger traffic, and concerns that 
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cargo traffic wu not getting a top priority at the airport and how that was ~ntial to San 

Francisco bmin~. And I would like jmt a brief analysis of cargo versm passenger and the 

relative importance of cargo traffic and what that means in terms of, particularly, traffic that 

passes around the airport." (Commissioner Engmann) 

Resoonse 

It is difficult to analyz.e clearly cargo versm passenger traffic, for reasons that will be 

described below. However, it is important to remember that_ although cargo bminess m 
significant, the emphasis at SFIA has been on development of passenger services. The 

following disamion of cargo activities at SFIA and issues to consider in planning for 

growth in cargo and passenger services will be helpful in responding to this comment 

1be EIR (p. 35) descn"bes air freight, or cargo, operations at SFIA as being of two types: 

all-cargo and top-off. All-cargo carriers, which transport freight only, do not require access 

to the passenger terminal. Top-off carriers require proximity to the passenger terminal 

because they use excess capacity in scheduled passenger fligh~ for transporting freighL 

Table C&R.2 below, provided by SFIA Administration staff, shows the relationship 

between top-cargo and all-cargo tonnage and aircraft operations (landings) at SFIA in 1989 

and 1991. SFIA does not regularly tabulate statistics on all-cargo versm top.;.off cargo 

traffic. The data in the table were extracted from landing fee repom and other operational 

data. /5/ 

The table shows that nearly all (98 percent) landings that included cargo were top-off. In 

terms of cargo tonnage in 1989 and 1991, roughly 73-79 percent was top-off, and the rest 

(21-27 percent) was all-cargo. 

On-Allport All-cargo carriers, whose facilities are in the north and east field areas (see 

Figure 2, p. 34 in the EIR), include Flying Tigers (Federal Express), Japan Airlines (JAL), 

DHL and Evergreen. Most top-off carrier operations are concentrated in the north side of 

the passenger terminal in the west field area; the remaining facilities are adjacent to the 

South Terminal. Most of the top-off carriers l~ space in shared facilities such as Cargo 

Building 7, or sub-lease space from another carrier. All-cargo and top-off earner functions 

at SFIA together oc.cupy approximately 868,000 square feet of building area. Of the 29 

million square feet of new building area proposed for the near-term and long-term SFIA 
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Master Plan, approximately 785,000 square feet, or about 27 percent, would be med for 

additional air-Creigh~ area. 

As the EIR notes, on p. 24, total cargo and mail tonnage is forecast to grow by about 

32 percent between 1990 and 1996 and by a total of about 55 percent between 1990 and 

2006. This growth can be described more exactly by looking at three basic categories: 

domestic cargo, international cargo and mail. Domestic cargo is forecast to increase by 

45 percent (or 96,000 metric tons) by 1996 and by a total of about 55 percent (or 

117,700 metric tons) by 2006. International cargo is forecast to increase by 14 percent (or 

31,950 metric tons) by 1996 and by a total of about 46 percent (or 108,950 metric tons) by 
' 

2006. Mail cargo is forecast to increase by 47 percent (or 49,844 metric tons) by 1996 and 

by about 75 percent (or 80,922 metric tons) by 2006. 

These forecasts reflect an ~ment of past trends in the overall cargo market and in the 

division of market share among Bay Area airports. The SFIA Master Plan notes that 

SFIA's market share for domestic air freight has declined in the past ten years from 

95 percent to 70 percent of the regional total, even though the overall regional market has 

grown by 37 percent It is expected that this trend will continue, with the market share 

decreasing to 54 percent The SFIA Master Plan anticipates that international air freight 

will continue to be the major growth component of air freight at SFIA, and that SFIA will 

continue to be the airport of choice in the Bay Area for international cargo. 
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TABLE C&R.2: CO:MPARISON OF ACTIVITY FOR ALL-CARGO AND TOP-OFF 
CARGO CARRIERS, 1989 

All-Cargo All Major& All-Cargo% Top-Off 
Carriers Commuter Cargo% 

#Landings 4,228 191,721 2.2% 97.8% 

Total 
Freight/Mail 
(tons) 128,130 618,990 20.7% 79.3% 

On 63,384 311,0_78 
Off 64,746 307,912 

.1.221 

#Landings 3,921 190,361 2.1% 97.9% 

Total 
Freight/Mail 
(tons) 178,733 653,009 27.4% 72.6% 

On 80,536 319,755 
Off . 98,197 333,254 

SOURCE: San Francisco International Airport, 1992 

It is difficult to describe comprehensively or quantify the needs of and growth in cargo 

operations as opposed to passenger operations. A recent (August 1991) "Air Cargo Study" 

was issued by the California Department of Transportation, Division of Aeronautics, as an 

element of Phase II of the California Aviation System Plan (CASP). This report describes 

the difficulty of analyzing this situation by noting that when air cargo was deregulated in 

1978, airlines were no longer required to submit or collect monthly statistics. 
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It is difficult to quantify the actual effects cargo activities have on general passenger traffic 

and/or surface vehicle traffic because good statistics are not available comparing the 

percentage of cargo that is carried all-cargo to that which is carried top-off. The CASP 

does point out some important considerations for understanding cargo versus passenger 

business. Allport cargo activities do compete with passenger activities in three major 

areas: airspace, ground ac.cess facilities and on-airport facilities. 

The primary problem in the competition for air space is the need for noise abatement The 

nature of the air cargo business requires that most cargo flights take place between 7:00 

p.m. and 7:00 a.m. This will be increasingly true as trade increases between North 

America and Asia. At SFIA, cargo planes depart for the Far :East between midnight and 

5:00 a.m. to meet strict arrival windows. There are also passenger flights that must meet 

these windows. Competition for these time slots will increase as international flights, 

especially those to the Far :East, increase. This need for scheduled nighttime departures 

coincides with the time when airport noiSe is the most disturbing. 

Competition for ground-access facilities a~ on-airport facilities is discussed in the "Air 

Cargo Study" in conjunction with a "Ground Access Study", which is also part of the 

CASP report The report notes that SFIA bas reached its capacity to provide efficient 

cargo facilities on the Allport grounds and bas waiting lists for its cargo facilities. The 

report discl&CS the SFIA Master Plan's call for additional air-freight area, but also 

explaim two general options that are being considered state-wide to deal with t1m need. 

These are off-airport cargo facilities and all-cargo airports./16/ 

There is a movement toward off-airport cargo facilities in several airports around the U.S. 

At SFIA, F.mery Worldwide bas 30,000 square feet approximately three miles from the 

airport, and other carrieis (Nippon Cargo Airlines, British Airways, Quantas) me the 

warehouse facilities of a third party located off-Airport/16/ 

The CASP report discmses the use of sites for cargo airports that are separated from 

pimenger airports. "The thought is that the aviation resource already in place should be 

used for the good of the California aviation system. The facts, however, indicate that this 

issue is far more_ complex than it appears. "/16/ The report notes disadvantages of this 

concept by stating that ~nger carrieis handle approximately 80 percent of total air 

cargo volume and that it would be impractical and uneconomical to spin off the freighter 

activities to locate them at a remote all-cargo airport" However, in support of this idea the 
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report cites reduced air space congestion and road congestion at the existing airports, 

economic development of the new sites, and lower costs./16/ 

APPROVALS REQUIRED 

SFIA Powers and Responsibilities 

Commentc; 

" ... (T]he airport see~ to be an arcane, autonomous, proprietary enterprise, answerable 

primarily, if not exclusively, to no one but its customers, the airlines. The EIR should expose in 

detail the airport's powers, authority, and autonomy, and its responsibilities to San Francisco 

government, San Mateo County government and other government entities, and to the general 

public." (Charles Kroupa, letter of 10/17/91 and public hearing of 10/17/91) 

"Page 167, Noise Abatement PrOgram: ... 

"The SFIA Roundtable is an advisory forum only. It has no authority. The Roundtable made 12 

suggestions to the Airport Co~ion when the current airport noise regulations were being 

evaluated for adoption. Eeven of the twelve were rejected. This has been the Allport 

Commission's pattern in response to the Roundtable. Suggestions are usually completely 

ignored ... 

"Page 169: 

"With no authority in ALUC or the Roundtable, it is standard policy for the airport commission 

to overturn or ignore any policies initiated by these bodies." (Duane Spence, Allport Mitigation 

Coalition) 

"Also, when you look at the development of this, and I don't know what the right forum is, but as 

we look at Mission Bay and some of the office buildings - and those projects have made certain, 

or planned to make certain contnoutions to economic development, job opportunity, whatever -

to what extent can we be involved with the d~veloper of this big project to look at the variom 

populations of San Francisco participating in a project as huge as this?" (Commissioner Sewell} 

Response 

As one commenter points out, SFIA b a re~tively autonomous enterprise and one that 

does have responsibility to its tenants, the airlines. But SFIA is responsible also to a wide 
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range of other organizations, agencies, and individuals, including the Federal Aviation 

Administration, the California Department of Transportation, various regional and local 

agencies, and the general public. As noted in the EIR (p.18), SFIA is owned by and u_nder 

the jurisdiction of the City and County of San Francisco; the governing body of SFIA, the 

Airports Commission, is appointed by the Mayor of San Francisco. With regard to the 

SFIA Master Plan, SFIA's powers and responsibilities are identified in the EIR under SFIA 

Master Plan Approval Process (pp. 73-76), Land Use and Plans (pp. 78-124 and pp. 250-

264), and applicable portions of EIR technical sections. SFIA powers, limitations and 

responsibilities are further explained in C&R Appendix A, Attachment D, Background to 

Airport Operations and above, under Project Sponsor Objectives and Approach, Public 

Participation in Master Planning Process, and Project Costs (pp. C&R.12, 17, 19-20, 26-28 

herein). 

As noted in the EIR on p. 167, the Airport /Community Roundtable is a community group 

that monitors SFIA implementation of SFIA's Noise Abatement Program, which includes 

actions identified in the 1981 Airport Noise Mitigation Action Plan. The commenter is 

correct in stating that the SFIA Roundtable is an advisory forum only. As explained in the 

EIR on pp. 168-169, the San Mateo County Airport Land Use Commission (ALUC) has 

authority regarding noise compatibility standards for land uses near SFIA, but has no 

authority over actual Airport operations. 

The actions by SFIA in response to concerns expressed by the Airport /Community 

Roundtable or the ALUC are within the EIR's scope only to the extent that they are related 

to the physical environmental impacts of the SFIA Master Plan or the identification or 

adoption of specific mitigation measures. Responses to comments regarding noise impacts 

and mitigation measures appear below, on pp. C&R.194-313 herein. 

As noted in the EIR on pp. 73-74, the Final EIR on the SFIA Master Plan will be presented 

to the San Francisco City Planning Commission. for certification as to accuracy, 

objectivity, and completeness. The Planning Commission does not have approval 

authority over the SFIA Master Plan itself, because this authority rests solely in the 

Airports Commission. This relationship is unlike the Planning Commission's jurisdiction 

over private developers who need building permits or conditional use permits. The 

Planning Commission's powers vary from project to project, depending on the specific 

conditions, requirements of the City Charter, etc.; in the case of privately sponsored 

projects and some conditional use authorization for public projects, the Planning 
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Commission may have power to require changes in the project imelf. However, with 

respect to the SFIA Master Plan, the Planning Commission is empowered only to decide 

on matters of CEQA compliance . 

For clarification of approvals necesu.ry, the following changes are made in Section Il.E. of 

the EIR, under Master Plan Approval Process. The first sentence Of the last paragraph on 

p. 73 is amended to read as follows: 

Publication of the DEIR will be followed by a 45- to 60-day public comment period, 
including at least one public hearing on the Draft EIR before the San Francisco City 
Planning Commission (the certifying body of the "lead agency" under CEQA). 

The following text is added to the EIR, at the end of the first paragraph on p. 74: 

Approval of the SFIA Master Plan is a separate action from EIR certification, and 
will include public hearings to be held by the Ailports Commission. 

Concerned Agencies 

Comment 

"The proposed project is considered to be of major magnitude. It will have significant 

transportation impac~ on the surrounding freeway network and on the arterial street network of 

surrounding communities. We have met with the Ailport's consultant regarding proposals to 

modify existing highway facilities in Caltrans right-of-way. To date, we have seen only 

~nceptual plans which do not cons~der Caltrans Design Standards and/or policy. Please contact 

Caltrans District 4, Project Development-Peninsula Branch regarding design details for highway 
. . 

facilities, and/or for any proposals that may affect existing Caltrans highways and/or right-of-

way." (Preston Kelley, Caltrans) 

Response 

The comment above is consistent with, and further clarifies, the first paragraph on p. 75 of 

the EIR. Further relevant action is the responsibility of the Ailpom Commission and 

SFIA staff following action on the Master Plan. 
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Comment 

" ... Under the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA), the City and County of San 

Francisco is the Lead Agency and the [State I.ands) Commission is a Trustee Agency~ 

"The State acquired sovereign owneiship of all tidelands and submerged lands and beds of 

navigable waterways upon its admission to the United States in 1850. The State holds these 

lands for the benefit of all the people of the State for the statewide public ~t pwposes of 

waterborne commerce, navigation, f1Sheries, water-related recreation, habitat preservation, and 

open space. The landward boundaries of the State's sovereign interests are generally based upon 

the ordinary high water marks of these waterways as they last naturally existed. Thus, such 

boundaries may not be readily apparent from present day site inspections. The State's ungranted 

sovereign interests are under this jurisdiction of the State I.ands Commission. 

"The proposed project is located on historic and/or existing tidelands and submerged lands 

granted in trust by the Legislature to the City and County of San Francisco pwsuant to Chapter 

987, Statutes of 1943, as amended. Uses involving granted tidelands mlmt be consistent with the 

public ~t and the applicable granting statutes. The City, as grantee, bas the day-to-day 

administration of these lands and the [State I.ands) Commission retaim oversight authority. A 

permit from the Comm~ion will, therefore, not be required. 

"We would appreciate being kept informed of this project as well as other proposed projects 

involving the me of tidelands and submerged lands affecting this grant" (Diane Jones, State 

I.ands Commission) 

Resoonse 

The following text is added to the EIR, as a new paragraph at the end of p. 74: 

1be proposed SFIA Master Plan project is located on historic and/or existing 
tidelands and submerged lands granted in trust by the California Legislature to the 
City and County of San Francisco pwsuant to Chapter 987, Statutes of 1943, as 
amended. Uses involving granted tidelands must be consistent with the public trust 
and the applicable granting statutes. 1be City, as grantee, bas the _day-to-day 
administration of these lands and the State Lands Commission retaim oversight 
authority .. A permit from the State Lands Commission will, therefore, not be 
required./20b/ 
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The following footnote is added to the EIR, p. 77: 

f2l)b/ Jones, Diane, State Lands Commission staff, letter, August 14, 1991. 

Comment 

· "1be (Bay Conservation and Development] Commission has jurisdiction over all areas subject to 

tidal action of San Francisco Bay and all areas within 100 feet of the Bay. From the information 

Contained in the Draft EIR, it appeaIS that the only facilities proposed by the draft Master Plan 

within the Commission's jurisdiction are the dock in Seaplane Harbor and portions of 

improvements to the North Field Access Road. Most other proposed improvements would be 

located outside the Commission's jurisdiction, but within an area designated in the Bay Plan for 

aiipon priority me. 

"1be Commission will consider applications for any work within its jurisdiction based on the 

policies of the McAteer-Petris Act and the Bay' Plan. In considering the proposed dock in 

Seaplane Harbor, the Commission mmt find, among other things, that the me of the dock would 

be water-oriented, that the dock itself would be the minimum size necessary to achieve its 

purpose, that there was no feasible upland location for some or all of the dock, that the placement 

of the dock would minimize any harmful effects on fish and wildlife resources, water quality, and 

maJShes and mudflats, and that any significant impacts on the Bay would be mitigated. 

"In considering the expansion of the roadway, we undeIStand that all work would occur on 

existing land. Therefore, the Commission mmt find that the me of the roadway would be 

consistent with the aiipon priority me designation and that the maximum feasible public access 

consistent with the project would be provided. All other proposed improvements outside the 

Commission's jurisdiction but within the Allport appear to be generally consistent with the 

aiiport priority me designation of the Bay Plan." (Steven A McAdam, San Francisco Bay 

Conservation alid Development Commission) 

Resoonse 

The comment above is consistent with, and further clarifies, text on pp. 74, 117-118, and 

259 of the EIR; the proposed multi-me harbor dock facility is noted on pp. S4 and 56 of 

the EIR. The following text is added to the EIR, at the end of the third full paragraph on p. 

74: 
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In considering the proposed dock in Seaplane Harbor, BCDC must find, among other 
thirigs, that the ~ of the dock: would be water-oriented, that the dock itself would be 
the minimum size ne.cessary to achieve its purpose, that there was no feuible upland 
location for some or all of the dock, that the placement of the dock would minimize 
any harmful effects on fish and wildlife resour~, water quality, and marshes and 
mudflats, and that any significant impacts on the Bay would be mitigated./20a/ 

In considering the expansion of the roadway, BCDC mmt fmd that the me of the 
roadway would be consistent with the airport priority ~ designation and that the 
maximum feasible public a~ consistent with the project would be provided. All 
other proposed improvements outside BCDC's jurisdiction but within the Airport 
appear to be generally consistent w~th the airport priority ~ designation of the Bay 
Plan./20a/ 

The following footnote is added to the EIR, p. 77: 

f20a/ McAdam, Steven A, San Francisco Bay Conservation and Development 
Commission, letter, Augmt 5, 1991. 

Other Agency Jurisdiction 

Comment 

"The C&lifornia Department of Transportation, Division of Aeronautics, has reviewed the above

referenced document with respect to the Division's area of expertise as required by CEQA. Since 

no runway extension, relocations or additions are included in this proposal, the State Airport 

Permit for San Francisco International Airport should not be affected ... " (Sandy Hesnard, 

Department of Transportation, Division of Aeronautics) 

Response 

The comment above is consistent with, and further clarifies, text on p. 75 of the EIR.. The 

following text is added to the EIR, at the end of the second paragraph on p. 75: 

Since no runway extensions, relocations or additions are included in the SFIA. Master 
Plan, the State Airport Permit for San Francisco International Airport should not be 
affected b:y the projecL f20cl 

The following footnote is added to the EIR, p. 77: 
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/'20C/ Hesnard, Sandy, California Department of Transportation, Division of 
Aeronautics, letter, September 5, 1991. 

NOTES - Project Description 

/1/ U.S. Department of 1iansportation, Federal Aviation Administration, Advisory Circular 
No. 150/507~6A, June 1985. 

f1J Metropolitan 'Iiansportation Commission (MTC), Regional Airport System Plan (RASP) 
Update, preliminary draft working paper, "Cllapter 6. Aviation Demand Forecasts," Draft 
presented by MTCs out'iide consultant, TRA Airport Consulting, at the December 4, 1991 
quarterly meeting of the MTC Regional Airport Planning Committee (RAPC). 
Comparative Bay Area air carrier airport passenger forecast-; were compiled from the 
respective airport muter plans; the MTC RAPC; FAA San Francisco 1986 HUB Forecast; 
1991 FAA National Forecast; 1990 FAA Terminal Area Forecast; and the 1989 Cal~ 
California Aviation System Plan (CASP). 

131 Roddin, Marc, Manager of Seaport and Airport Planning, Metropolitan Transportation 
Commission, interview, April 22, 1992. 

/4/ Brittle, Chris, Manager, Planning, Metropolitan 'Iiansportation Commission, letter to 
Barbara Sahm, September 16, 1991. 

/5/ Cosw, John, Assistant Administrator, Planning and Construction, San Francisco 
- International Airport, letter, March 9, 1992. 

/6/ Major U.S. airpom such u LaGuardia and Wuhington National continue to operate 
despite severely congested ground access conditions. 

nl Shoenfeld, W.M., LAX Deputy Executive Director, January 15, 1992 memo to LAX Board 
of Airport Commissioners. 

/8/ Wells, Rick, Facilities Planning Bureau, Lm Angeles International Airport, telephone 
conversation with SFIA staff, February 12, 1992. 

191 Cosw, John, .A§istant Administrator, Planning and Construction, San Francisco 
International Airport, letter, March 6, 1992. 

/10/ Board of Supervisors Muter Bond Resolution #34-92 adopted January 6, 1992. 

-/11/ John F. Brown & Company, "Traffic and Engineering Report," February 28, 1992. 

/1'2/ Buchbinder, Alan, Senior Financial Analyst, Pon Authority of New York and N~w Jersey, 
telephone conversation with SFIA sta1:f. February 3, 1992. 

/13/ Cosw, John, .A§istant Administrator, Planning and Construction, San Francisco 
International Airport, interview, April 9, 1992. 
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/14/ Costas, John, ~istant Administrator, Planning and Comtruction, San Francisco 
International Airport, telephone conversation, October 2, 1991. 

115/ Metropolitan Tramportation Commission, 1990 Air Passenger Survey, Augmt 1991. 

/16/ - California Department of Transportation, California Aviation System Plan (CASP), 
Executive Summary, August 31, 1991. 
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AIRFIELD CAPACITY AND DELAY 

The Notes for this section begin on p. C&R.55. 

RELATIONSHIP TO PROPOSED SFIA IMPROVEMENTS 

Comments 

"I didn't understand from the beginning why this doesn't deal with runways. Maybe there is 

some magic answer if you are going to have this much more traffic. 

"One of my questions is, how does San Francisco Airport compare with other major airports in 

terms of delays? I think I have read that we are bad about flights being on time. If we are 

increasing by 2006 this much, I don't know how it can happen without increased runways. It 

seems to me we need to know how much more often planes will have to land, what is the spacing 

between the planes. If the planes are coming that often, even if they aren't louder, does the noise 

increase because the planes, two or three are coming in at once. Maybe it's in here. I have not 

read every word of this. I have tried to look at the kind of things I think will be a problem. 

"It's hard for me to understand, I guess the Airport Commission makes the decision as to whether 

to expand or not But for the public to support this expansion, I don't think they or a planning 

commission, for instance, have the information they will need." (Commissioner Bierman) 

"There is no mention of -- there is no renouncement in effect of a new runway. I cannot fathom a 

$1.7 billion expansion proposal with no runway extensions or additional runways proposed. The 

FAA's policy is to encourage airports to develop to the capacity of their facilities. If they have a 

huge amount of the capital improvements in their land side facilities, terminals, et cetera, and the 

main point of congestion constriction -- the stricture point is the capacity of the runways, I am 

sure the FAA will encourage runway expansion. I think that ought to be examined in this EIR, 

albeit it isn't mentioned as part of the airport's capital improvement program." (Charles Kroupa) 

" ... [T]he Master Plan deals with so-called land .. side development only; that is, consideration of 

additional runways to deal with increased traffic is the subject of a separate study, the Runway 

Reconfiguration Study. The DEIR accepts an assumption in the Master Plan that additional or 

lengthened runways at SFIA are not necessarily dictated by implementation of the Master Plan. 

The Committee questions this assumption, notes the on-going Runway Reconfiguration Study 
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(which does consider new and lengthened runways at SFIA) and points out that additional 

environmental problems for San Francisco will be created by the addition of new or lengthened 

runways at SFIA. The DEIR should not simply accept the Master Plan assumptions in this 

respect." (Timothy Treacy, Airport Noise Committee) 

Response 

In 1989, SFIA had approximately 70 delays per 1,000 operations. Of 22 airports studied, 

those that had more delays were the three New York area airports (Kennedy, Newark, and 

LaGuardia International Airports), and Chicago O'Hare International Airport. Seven 

percent of SFIA operations were delayed 15 minutes or more in 1989; the airports with a 

higher percentage of delays were Newark, LaGuardia, and O'Hare. SFIA was one of 21 

airports exceeding 20,000 hours of annual aircraft delay in 198811/ 

Nationally, weather was the primary cause of operations delayed 15 minutes or more in . 

1989. Terminal air traffic volume was the second most frequent cause of delays nationally. 

(1he percent of total delays caused by terminal volume increased from 9 percent in 1988 to 

29 percent in 1989.) Other causes of aircraft delays nationally included air traffic center 

volume, runway construction, and equipment interruptionsll/ 

The primary objective of the SFIA Master Plan is to provide the basis for implementing 

changes in the use of all Airport-owned landside facilities to improve the efficiency and 

cost-effectiveness of Airport operations (p. 1.1 of the SFIA Master Plan, emphasis added). 

The SFIA Master Plan evaluated the airside facilities (runways) and determined that 

runway extensions or additional runways were not necessary and that "the airfield capacity 

appears adequate to accommodate all of the scheduled air carrier traffic" (p 7 .15 of the 

SFIA Master Plan). As discussed on p. C&R.51 herein, the EIR independently evaluated 

airfield capacity (pp. 65-72 of the EIR and Appendix J, pp. A.179-180) to determine 

"whether there could be airfield constraints that could cause additional environmental 

effects" (p. 72 of the EIR). 

There are no federal monies contemplated, nor will federal monies be used for the 

development of, landside facilities under the SFIA Master Plan. Conseq~ently, the FAA 

has neither approved nor disapproved the SFIA Master Plan for the purpose of receiving 

federal funding. 
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The FAA is co-sponsoring airport capacity task forces at major airports to assess how 

airport development and new technology could "optimize" capacity on a site-specific basis. 

The Bay Area Airports Capacity Task Force Study, completed in 1987, is discussed on 

pp.68 -70 and A.173 -A.177 of the EIR. Table 1-1 on p.A.174 lists the Task Force's 

Recommended Action Plan for SFIA. The improvements included in the Action Plan 

range from airfield construction to air-traffic-control improvements, the installation of 

navigational aids, and user improvements (such as regional redistribution of air traffic, 

discussed on pp. C&R.77-84 herein) . The construction of a new runway at SFIA is listed 

as a recommended improvement "for which the benefits in delay reduction must be 

evaluated in terms of its environmental and economic consequences by groups outside the 

task force" (EIR p.A.177). 

With regard to the Runway Reconfiguration Study, between 1977 and 1981 San Francisco 

Airport participated in a Joint Land Use Study with San Mateo County and Cities 

surrounding the airport. The purpose of the study was to define and solve the problems 

created by aircraft noise on residential areas. A number of solutions were proposed and 

many have been implemented under the Airport Noise Mitigation Plan and through the 

efforts of the Airport I Community Roundtable. One solution proposed during the Joint 

Land Use Study was a reconfiguration of the Airport runway system. However, it was 

never adopted or evaluated, primarily because of its potential impact on the Bay. 

Since that time, the runway reconfiguration solution has been brought up several times. 

Consequently, on December 8, 1988, the San Mateo County Regional Planning 

Commission I Airport Land Use Commission (RPC/ALUC) voted to request the Airport to 

study a reconfiguration of the runway system as a potential noise abatement measure. 

They passed the following motion: 

"The Regional Planning Commission endorses the initiation of a study to determine the 
feasibility of a runway reconfiguration at San Francisco International Airport as a noise 
abatement measure; provide that such endorsement shall not imply advanced approval of 
any findings of the study particularly any recommendation for the future filling of San 
Francisco Bay." 

On December 13, 1988 the Airport/Community Roundtable unanimously voted to request 

the Airport to undertake this study. 
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On January 17, 1989, the Aiiports Commission considered the request of RPC/ALUC and 

the Roundtable and voted to undertake this f~ibility study in the following resolution: 

"That this Commission, in support of its policies for mitigating and abating aircraft noise 
on surrounding communities, wishes to undertake a study of reconfiguring the Aiiport's 
runway system to determine whether such reconfiguration will abate noise on surrounding 
communities, and to determine the cost and benefits thereof." 

The primary objective of the study was to determine runway alternatives that would 

eliminate noise impact on surrounding communities within the criteria set forth by the 

State of California Noise Standards, Title 21 (zero impacted homes in the 65 CNEL noise 

impact boundary.) Secondary objectives include a) mitigation of single event, overflight, 

and backblast noise,. b) minimization of other environmental impacts and economic costs, 

and c) enhancement of airspace/airfield safety and broad based economic benefits./2/ 

The study has three phases, each requiring Commission approval to proceed to the next 

phase: 

Phase I Determine if noise impacts can be abated by reconfiguring the runways; 
preliminary identification of alternatives; 

Phase II Develop engineering concepts and more detailed analysis of alternative(s) 
selected by Commission for further study; and 

Phase m Preparation of environmental impact docum.ents./2/ 

.Aca:>rcling to SFIA staff, the first phase of the study tOok approximately six months to 

complete. During the study there were nine public meetings, two of which were public 

workshops. The Phase I Draft report was completed and distributed in July 1990. It 

identified four possible runway reconfigurations that potentially could achieve the primary 

objective of the study. Many secondary objectives were achieved but not all. None of the 

alternatives would increase the maximum capacity of the existing runway system. The 

Airport/Community Roundtable held a public workshop at its regularly scheduled meeting_ 

on August 1, 1990 to review the preliminary results of the report and receive further input 

from the public. On the basis of comments made at the meeting and by members of the 

Roundtable on December 8, 1990, the Roundtable requested the Allport to conduct 

additional analysis under the Phase I portion of the study, to further identify the noise 

mitigation benefits of the proposed alternative runways. This additional scope of work is 
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currently being def med. If the C.ommission approves additional work, the Airport can 

redirect its resources to continue with additional analysis in the Phase I report. 

SFIA staff notes that the Draft Phase I report does not conclude overall feasibility 

(technical, environmental, economic/financial} of reconfiguring the runway system. If 

upon completion of Phase I, the noise mitigation benefits of the proposed alternative 

runways warrant further study, as determined by the Airport C.omm.unity Roundtable and 

the San Mateo City I C.ounty ~iation of Governments I Airport Land Use Comm.~ion 

(formerly RPC/.ALUC), the Airports Commission, by request of these bodies, will comider 

proceeding with the next phase of the study to determine feasibility in further detail. If the 

benefits do not warrant further analysis, the study will conclude. 

The EIR indicates how often planes would land every hour on the average day of the peak 

travel month in 2006 (Appeildix J) to carry the forecast passenger traffic within the present 

conditiom of airfield capacity. Aircraft separation is under the sole jurisdiction of the 

FAA. The FAA bas to comider not only air traffic entering SFIA but traffic operating to, 

from, and tramiting the airports located thro_ughout the Bay Area. Different weather 

conditiom wanant different flight rules (IFR, VFR) and different standards for aircraft 

separation. Aircraft separation can be controlled by time, distance, altitude and speed with 

all 1hese factors operating simultaneomly. The FAA's airaaft separation criteria were 

comidered in the EIR's evaluatiom of runway capacity. 

AIRFIELD CAPACllY, AIRCRAFI' DELAY, AND ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECI'S 

Comments 

" ... The DEIR treats the issue of airfield capacity and the cumulative effem of more flights 

inadequately. There is legitimate concern that the Master Plan improvements will lead to a 

situation of increased delay and congestion, thereby increasing demand for more airfield capacity 

through additional runways or other changes. Although the Master Plan states that capacity is 

sufficient until the year 2006, the DEIR should independently assess and verify this statement. 

Cumulative impacts of more flights on capacity needs examination." (Timothy Treacy, Ailport 

Noise Committee) 

" ... Although the airport claims that airfield capacity is sufficient, the DEIR should 

independently verify this claim ... " (Curt Holzinger) 
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"One other thing that also is not discmsed in here, and ... there is no mitigation. .. and that is the 

relationship between runway capacity, delays and the further impacts on the environment If you 

talk about some of the delays that they anticipate in the year 2006 in te~ of airplanes stacking 

up, that has a direct effect on people, the parking capacity, the tramportation capacity, people are 

waiting longer, it tends to congest the airport a lot more. 

"One of the mitigations for that might be, in fact, increasing runway capacity. That may not be 

the only mitigation, certainly not the only mitigation. There is no discussion of that relationship 

as to how delays in the airport ... as people are waiting longer, might affect the transportation 

and other aspects of that, which I think there should be some discussion on since they're not 

talking about runway expamion. Basically all we're talking about is expanding off site, and when 

they expand off site with existing runways and accommodating increased demand, it's going to 

cause increased delays." (Commissioner F.ngmann) 

Resoonse 

The EIR (pp. 65-72) includes summaries of analyses of airfield capacity and delay prepared 

for the SFIA Master Plan, San Francisco Bay Area Airpom Task Force Study, and 

C&lifornia Aviation System Plan. It also independently evaluates the ability of the existing 

runway system to accommodate arriving and departing aircraft on an hourly basis in 1996 

and 2006 (Appendix J, pp. A179-180). 

The EIR analysis in Appendix J is based on a comervative assumption that the 1990 

pattern of peak flight schedules would increase proportionally over the next 15 years. 

Under this assumption, the existing runway system is able to accommodate the fotecast 

level of aircraft operations in the future during good weather conditions (61 percent of the 

time) with 22 percent of the total daily (average day peak month) flights delayed, and 

during l~-than-optimal weather conditions (25 percent of the time) with 5. 7 percent of the 

flights delayed. 

1bese potential delays could be further reduced or eliminated if airlines were to reschedule 

flights to off-peak hours. Current trends in the domestic airline industry indicate that the 

industry will be dominated by four to five major airlines that will transport the majority of 

future passengers in the U.S. This transition is now occurring by way of mergers and 

bankruptcies. nm domination and comolidation would reduce the large number of airlines 
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that now schedule unprofitable flights during peak hours to maintain a competitive market 

presence. Thus, delays may be reduced as an indirect result of market forces. 

The effects of average aircraft delays, as estimated.in the FAA Capacity Task Force study, 

on aircraft noise, air pollution, and fuel consumption at SFIA are discussed in the EIR, in 

Sections IV.C., Noise, IV D., Air Quality, and IV .E., Energy (beginning on pp. 335, 357. 

and 367, respectively). As the commenter suggests, there is no disamion in the EIR of 

the relationship between aircraft delays and transportation impacts. Accordingly, the 

following is inserted at the end of the Transportation Impacts section on p. 328 of the EIR: 

Effects of Potential Aircraft Delays 

It is possible that because of operational constraints and future delays, there would be 
changes in the fo~t ground traffic using the Airport Tables J-1 and J-2, in 
Appendix J, pp. Al 79-180, show the existing number of flights per hour in 1990, 
and the fo~t number of flights per hour in 1996 and 2006. 

Using the information on Tables J-1 and 1-2, in 1996 and 2006 there would be no 
more than one hour of delay for any flight under optimum visual flight rules (61 
percent of the time). Under less-than-optimum visual flight rules (25 percent of the 
time), there would be no more than one hour of delay for any flight in 1996, and 
there would be more then one hour of delay for only five flights in 2006. Under 
more adverse weather conditions there could be additional delays to flights. 

During imtrument flight rules (IFR) conditions, which occur about 5.6 percent of the 
time, the existing SFIA airfield would not accommodate the number of flights 
forecast per hour in 1996 and 2006 with implementation of the SFIA Master Plan, if 
such conditions were to persist throughout a 24-hour period. (IFR conditions at 
SFIA generally oc.cur over shorter periods; a review of SFIA weather summaries for 
1990 showed that in the summer, IFR conditions generally oc.curred only in the early 
morning and late evening hours.) Even if the forecast flights were spread throughout 
the entire 24-hour period to maximize use of the airfield, the airfield could not 
accommodate the total number of daily flights ·forecast, even assuming that the 
airfield were to operate at capacity every hour. (Although Appendix 1 does not 
include an analysis of the airfield's ability to accommodate.flights forecast for 2006 
with.Out the SFIA Master Plan, it is likely that the result would be similar to that 
descn"bed here.) 

1be effects of these delays on surface transportation impacts at or near SFIA cannot 
be estimated quantitatively. The delays could affect the hourly distnl>ution of trips 
made by P8§Cngers, people going to ~ Airport to pick up pagengers, and 
employees. It is ~ible that pagengers aware of substantial flight delays would 
delay their 1rips to the aiiport; alternatively, these P8§Cngers would experience the 
aircraft delay in the SFIA terminal building. People travelling to the Airport to pick 
up arriving or drop off departing P8§Cngers might also delay their 1rips to the 
Airport, or wait longer in the terminal building for the flight to arrive or depart. The 
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number of airline or airline support employees working during a particular shift 
might change to accommodate the services needed by delayed aircraft. 

1be potential change in the hourly distnbution of trips could result in the spreading 
out of peak forecast travel. 1be estimates of aircraft delay in Appendix J were 
developed ~uming that the 1990 pattern of peak flight schedules would increase 
proportionally over the next 15 years. If the airlines were to reschedule flights to off
peak hours, such rescheduling would have a similar effect on the hourly distnbution 
of forecast surface vehicle traffic. 

The effects of this redistnbution of trips on traffic impacts near the Airport would 
depend on the change in the number of trips during the peak hours on the 
surrounding roadway network. As noted on p. 280, the peak hours studied in the 
analysis of traffic impacts represent the peak hours on the network, not the air traffic 
peak hours. There could be more or fewer vehicle trips during the peak hours on the 
surrounding network, depending on when the aircraft delays occur and how long the 
delays are. 

If people travelling to the Airport to pick up or drop off passengers wait at the 
Airport, the demand for parking spaces during certain hours could increase. The 
turnover of short-term parking spaces in the parking garage and the GTC would be 
affected by flight delays. Vehicles could be required to circulate for longer periods 
of time before finding an available space. 

Because the impacts of aircraft delays on surface traffic impacts are not known, no 
mitigation for such impacts is idenitified in the EIR. 

SFIA AND MTC FSTIMATES OF.AIRFIEl.D CAPACITY 

Comments 

" ... I want to add to the Committee's comments requesting more accurate forecasts a s1atement 

of concern that the da1a on operatiom capacity con1ained in the SFIA. Master Plan documents and 

in the DEIR do not comport with the Metropoli1aD Tramportation Commission (MTC) da1a 

recently added to the DEIR on SFIA operatiom {depamires and arrivals) for the Master Plan 

period. The MTC da1a projects that operatiom at SFIA will exceed present capacity well before 

the year 2006 {the end of the Master Plan period), while the Master Plan documents state that 

ailport capacity is sufficient to handle the enormom expamion proposed up to the year 2006. 

1bis cmcrepancy mmt be addressed both in order to project as accurately as possible the 

consequences of ailport expamion on the health and quality of life of San F~isco resideDIS 

(and even on property values in the affected panS of our Cty and County), and to identify and 

assess the utility of available alternative meam of mitigation. .. " {Carol Gamble) 
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"The DEIR treats the ~ue of airfield capacity and the cumulative effects of more flights 

inadequately ... In Attachment B, which was provided by your office, the M.T.C Regional. 

Airport System Plan Update suggests that in fact airfield capacity will be excemed during the 

Master Plan period. In that document, Exlnbit 4.23 shows SHA annual service volume to .be 

500,000 operations per year, with 86.1 % of that volume currently in use. Since the Master Plan 

projects an increase of over 100,000 operations, the volume would appear to be exceeded before 

the year 2006." (Cun Holzinger) 

" ... [I]n the new data that was provided from MTC -- and this gets to the question of capacity -

the airport bas argued that capacity, airfield capacity at the airport, is adequate through the year 

2006, for the Master Plan period. In the information provided by MTC on the chart in Appendix 

B on Page 4.23, that information indicates that the annual service volume, which is descnbed as 

the annual runway capacity of San Francisco International Airport, is 500,000 aircraft, 500,000 

operations. And, currently, it is operating at 86 percent capacity. 

"The Master Plan says that there will be an increase of over 100,000 operations. If you take the 

MTC data and the Master Plan data, this would indicate that the annual service volume of the 

. airfield will be exceeded, i.e., there is a capacity problem here that bas not been addressed. We 

raised this issue two years ago, and it is still not addressed." (Cun Holzinger, Airport Noise 

Committee) 

ResPOMe 

As correctly stated by the comm.enters, Exhibit 4.23 of Attachment B, C&R Appendix A, 

"MTC Regional Airport System Plan" (excerpts),, shows an estimated annual service 

volume for SFIA of 500,000 operations. The annual service volume for SFIA was aisO 
estimated at 500,000 operations in the CAiifornia Aviation System Plan (CASP), as noted 

on p. 72 o_f the EIR. With these estimates of annual service volume used as a measure of 

airfield capacity, the numbers of aircraft operations forecast for 2006 with the SFIA Master 

Plan would exceed SFIA airfield capacity. According to the CASP, increases in aircraft 

operations beyond the annual service volume result in rapid increases in aircraft delays, 

and deterioration of levels of service on the airfield (as stated on p. 66 of the EIR.) 

In the CASP, however," ••. it is recogni7.ed that for many airports ••. the peak hour .•. 

capacity is a more important and relevant measure of an airport's airfield capacity than the 

annual service volume ... " (p.66 of the EIR). For that reason, peak-hour capacity was 
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growth trends over the last 15 years, and makes reference to an Association of Bay Area 

Governments (ABAG) study suggesting that the region's growth rates are likely to 

continue. According to the SFIA Master Plan, 

"In order to adjust to such growth patterns in a region as dynamic and economically 
healthy as the Bay Area, the infrastructure must be continually upgraded and extended to 
avoid congestion and inefficiencies. 

"San Francisco International Airport is a key element of this infrastructural improvement 
program. Recent widenings and ramp additions to the Bayshore Freeway adjacent to the 
Airport have improved ingress and egress for both passenger and cargo traffic. However, if 
the Airport is to be capable of handing the additional traffic generated by the area's current 
scale of economic growth, these improvements must be matched by significant 
restructuring of circulation systems, parking, and passenger/cargo handling facilities within 
the Airport properties. 

"Clearly, San Francisco International Airport is reactive to and acts only as a conduit to 
serve the economic growth of the Bay Area." (SFIA Final Draft Master Plan, p. 7.1) 

As pointed out above, under Project Sponsor Objectives and Approach (p. C&R.8-18 

herein), CEQA does not require analysis of economic or social impacts unless they are 

related to or caused by physical changes to the environment: "[T]here must be a physical 

change resulting from the project directly or indirectly before CEQA will apply" (State 

CEQA Guidelines, Section 15131). The EIR therefore does not analyze, nor draw 

conclusions regarding, the regional economic role of SFIA and its Master Plan. Similarly, 

the EIR does not critique the SFIA Master Plan's broadly-stated assumptions regarding 

future economic growth in the Bay Area. (It may be noted that the latest preliminary 

ABAG employment growth forecasts for the 1990s are scaled back relative to the 

employment forecasts for the 1990s contained in ABAG's Projections '90. However, the 

reduction in expected regional job growth is not statistically significant.)/1/ 

While not required in the EIR, an analysis of SFIA's role in the regional economy could be 

conducted by the Airports Commission in its capacity as the decision-making body of the 

Lead Agency (the City and County of San Francisco), if the Airports Commission decides 

to approve the SFIA Master Plan (and tlie EIR has been certified). According to CEQA, 

"[a] public agency may approve a project even though the project would cause a significant 

effect on the environment if the agency makes a fully informed and publicly disclosed 

decision that: (a) There is no feasible way to lessen or avoid the significant effect ... and 
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(b) specifically identified expected benefits from the project outweigh the policy of 

reducing or avoiding significant environmental impacts of the project" (CEQA Guidelines, 

Section 15043). 

Regwnal Future of Air Travel in California 

Broad-based research, analysis and policy planning for the regional and state aviation 

systems are the subjects of the in-progress ABAG/MTC Regional Airport System Plan 

(RASP) Update and the Caltrans California Aviation System Plan (CASP), respectively 

(these plans are discussed in the EIR on pp. 108, 112-114 and 258). Additional 

information on how SFIA and the SFIA Master Plan fit into the regional and state aviation 

systems is provided below, under Regional Airport System Plan (RASP) Update, Regional 

Forecasts and Capacities, and Decentralization/Redistribution of Aviation Activity; 

Capacities and Plans of Other Regional Airports (pp. C&R.60-66, C&R.66-73 and 

C&R. 75-85 herein). 

According to the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA), airport planning in the United 

States is performed at several levels above the individual airport master planning level. 

The National Plan oflritegrated Airport Systems is a ten-year plan, published biennially by 

the FAA, that lists public-use airports considered to be in the national interest and eligible 

for federal planning and development funding. Statewide Integrated Airport Systems 

Planning "identifies the general location and characteristics of new airports and the general 

expansion needs of existing airports to meet statewide air transportation goals. "121 This 

function is performed in California by the Caltrans Division of Aeronautics, which 

prepares the CASP. Regional/Metropolitan Integrated Airport Systems Planning 

"identifies airport needs for large regional/metropolitan areas. Needs are stated in general 

terms and incorporated into statewide system plans. "121 Tilis function is performed in the 

San Francisco Bay Area by the Metropolitan Transportation Commission (MTC), which 

prepares regional airport plans in conjunction with ABAG and incorporates resulting 

policies into the Regional Transportation Plan. Airport master plans, according to the 

FAA, "are prepared by the operators of individual airports, usually with the assistance of 

consultants. They detail the specific long-range plans of the individual airport within the 

framework of statewide and regional/metropolitan system plans. "121 

According to the above-summarized FAA guidance, the SFIA Master Plan was prepared at 

the appropriate level: by the airport operator and its consultants. However, the SFIA 
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Master Plan is not formally "within the framework of statewide and regional/metropolitan 

system plans." Tilis situation derives at least partly from lack of coordination and 

integration among the regional, state and federal planning levels. In relation to the Bay 

Area, regional and state aviation planning processes are not formally coordinated; 

consistency among the regional and state plans is not readily apparent, and neither the 

regional nor the state aviation planning agency has complete authority to fully implement 

all plan policies. In an effort to better coordinate aviation planning in California, a "plan 

for planning" concept is being developed by the Caltrans Division of Aeronautics and the 

Regional Transportation Planning Agencies Aviation System Planning Committee. The 

"plan for planning" concept has three basic objectives: 1) coordinate aviation system 

planning at the state and regional levels, including inter-regionally; 2) Make the best use of 

scarce system planning funds, in coordination with the FAA; and 3) encourage the 

equitable distribution of system planning funds throughout the state.13/ Obstacles to the 

implementation of comprehensive regional and state aviation system plans are discussed 

further below, under Regional Forecasts and Capacities (pp. C&R. 70-73 herein). Thus, in 

theory, individual airport master planning in a complex, multi-airport region such as the 

Bay Area should be integrated with aviation planning at the regional, state and federal 

levels, and each should address problems appropriate to that level. In practice, without this 

degree of coordination, airport operators (by virtue of their site-specific knowledge and 

hands-on experience) generally perform the detailed facilities inventory and requirements 

analyses required for individual airport master planning. 

It is not known whether a consortium capable of independent and comprehensive master 

planning for SFIA could be assembled, nor how such a body would be managed and 

financed. Other large metropolitan regions, such as Los Angeles and New York, conduct 

planning for multiple airport development within the auspices of a municipal or regional 

agency or authority which has decision-making powe~ over several airports within the 

region. A regional agency similar to the Port Authority of New York and New Jersey, 

which operates a multi-airport system in a region also characterized by congested airspace 

and ground transportation conditions, could potentially be established for the Bay Area in 

the future. Even if the political conditions existed for establishment of such an authority in 

the Bay Area, the practical need for individual airport master planning would not likely be 

completely eliminated (however, the objectives of the individual airport operators could 

differ under a regionally controlled system from their objectives under the existing 

structure). 
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Existence of a Bay Area airport authority, moreover, would not necessarily lead to the 

outcome desired by the commenter--that is, a comprehensive Master Plan for SFIA that 

would also be [the most] "environmentally sound." If the authority could optimize system

wide resources by, for example, facilitating diversion of aircraft from more-congested to 

less-congested airports within the system, overall environmental effects of regional 

aviation operations could potentially be reduced. But in developing airport and regional 

master plans, such an authority, as do the individual airports currently, would need to 

balance environmental soundness with numerous other planning concerns and criteria (i.e., 

fiscal and economic factors; airline industry trends and airline business decisions over 

which the airports have minimal influence; government regulations; demand forecasts; 

levels of service to customers; relations with surrounding governments and communities; 

and competition with other airports, regional "hubs," technologies and inter-city travel 

modes). 

The second commenter's assertion that SFIA is the Bay Area's designated Regional Airport 

is likely incorrect as no regional, state or federal authority is known to have made such a 

designation. As explained above, under Project Sponsor Objectives and Approach 

(pp. C&R.8-18 herein, SFIA is the region's largest airport in terms of passenger traffic and 

is larger than all of the other air carrier airports in the region combined. However, three 

other airports -- Metropolitan Oakland International Airport (MOIA), San Jose 

International Airport (SJIA) and Sonoma County Airport -- provide air carrier service to 

the Bay Area and can therefore also be considered Regional Airports. 

REGIONAL AIRPORT SYS1EM PLAN (RASP) UPDA1E 

Comments 

" ... As the regional transportation planning agency, MTC must develop and adopt a Regional 

Airport System Plan. The last regional airport plan was adopted in 1980, and the forecasts have 

been periodically reviewed and updated since that time ... MTC is now engaged in the 

comprehensive review and updating of the 1980plan. The new RAP will examine airport system 

·alternatives for 2005 and 2010." (Chris Brittle, Metropolitan Transportation Commission) 

" ... [l]n the project summary and then again in the alternatives, it does talk about MTC and other 

agencies thinking some of this business should go to other airports. But it doesn't flesh that out. 

We don't know what the traffic impacts are on San Jose or on Oakland. We don't know if their 
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traffic is so bad that we are wrong to say it should go there. It could be that it would be very 

advantageous for it to go there. But in this document, you can't tell that. 

"It seems to cry out for a regional EIR, a regional discussion of airports. I would think MTC 

would almost be demanding that, or the state, somebody in control. I don't think it should be just 

be up to one individual airport who maybe can make more money ... The stuff just isn't in here 

·to make an unbiased decision. The Airport Commission, with this data, is just thinking about 

themselves and not the good of the other people. I think they will have to take that posture 

because they don't have the information." (Commissioner Bierman) 

"Frrst of all, the EIR essentially views this project in isolation. It views it as a separate project 

and makes just a cursory mention that other airports in the region are planning to expand. I think 

the entire picture of the entire region ought to be examined. Oakland and San Jose have equally, 

if not greater, ambitions for expansion than San Francisco. The FAA is encouraging smaller 

airports to expand for general aviation use. There are some proposed military base closures. And 

the future use of those air fields, we don't know. 

"I think the entire regional picture ought to be examined before this EIR is adopted. Tit.is EIR 

chose not to examine that. Consequently, I think we ought to wait until the Regional Planning 

Committee of the Metropolitan Transportation Commission issues its revised Regional Airport 

Plan and an EIR is done on that. That will examine the entire regional picture, hopefully. And I 

think in that context, we can then examine the expansion plans of the San Francisco Airport ... 

"With the expansion of the various airports in the bay region, what we are ... doing is creating a 

nice revenue generator. We are creating something to boost the economy of the bay region. But 

we are not looking at the effects of that in their entirety." (Charles Kroupa) 

" .. .I believe that the plan and the EIR approval should be withheld until a thorough 

investigation can· be made by a regional agency, such as MTC, and pending the issuance of 

MTC's Regional Airport Plan, which should be forthcoming next year. To approve this EIR 

prior to that plan, I think, would be very premature." (Charles Kroupa, public hearing of 

10/17/91) 

" ... Considering the multiple impacts detailed in the EIR. for the SFIA alone, it is imperative that 
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regional coordination must be involved for all airports, and that the Regional Airport Plan needs 

to be updated before expansions take place." (Onnolee Trapp, Leagues of Women Voters of San 

Mateo County) 

"On page 4 a sentence reads 'Those plans [the Caltrans CASP, the FAA Capacity Task Force 

Study and the MTC RAP] do not include the same recommended means for meeting forecast 

demand.' After reading statements further along in the report, I suspect that the sentence means 

that only the SFIA report recommends use of the plan as outlined in the report, that all other 

reports conclude that SFO is a poor place to expand air service due to the overcrowded, overbuilt 

conditions, and the overwhelmed situation of ground transportation in and out of the area ... " 

(Patricia Clark) 

Response 

The second paragraph on p. 108 of the EIR has been split into two paragraphs and revised 

as follows: 

Regional Airport Plan (RAP). This Plan was prepared by MTC and ABAG to guide 
future aviation growth in the Bay Area, was adopted as an element of the MTC 
Regional Transportation Plan in March, 1975, and was subsequently revised as part 
of the 1980 edition of MTCs Regional Transportation Plan ./52,53/ Forecasts 
developed for the 1980 Regional Airport Plan have been periodically reviewed and 
revised./53a/ An update of the 1980 Regional Airport Plan , known as the Regional 
Airport System Plan (RASP) Update. is currently in progress and slated for 
publication by the end of 1992. An Environmental Impact Report on the RASP 
Update is scheduled for completion in early 1993./53b/ 

The RASP Update [ ] will include historical, current and forecast levels of aviation 
activity in the Bay Area, data on Bay Area aviation facilities, capacities and 
requirements, including ground access, terminals, airfields, airspace, etc.; 
environmental and other constraints affecting the regional airport/aviation system; 
and a range of alternativq [ ] for coordinating regional aviation planning, 
investments in capacity-increasing and other airport projects. and operations. The 
RASP Update will examine aimort system alternatives for 2005 and 2010./53a/ 

The following notes are added to p. 123 of the EIR: 

/53a/ Brittle, Chris, Manager, Planning, Metropolitan Transportation Commission, letter to 
Barbara Sahm, September 16, 1991. 
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/53b/ Roddin, Marc, Manager of Seaport and Airport Planning, Metropolitan 
Transportation Commission, interview, April 22, 1992. 

The following text replaces the last paragraph on p. 258 of the EIR: 

MTC's Regional Airport System Plan (RASP) Update is scheduled for completion in 
1992. When complete, the RASP Update will provide a body of information on the 
existing regional system and its operations, expected future requirements, and 
recommendations for accommodating those future requirements. nus information 
can be used by decisionmakers within the region, including the airports themselves, 
in guiding capital improvement programs and related policy decisionsJl, la/ SFIA 
and the other air carrier airports in the region are members of the Regional Airport 
Planning Committee (RAPC), and therefore have access to information that becomes 
available through the RASP Update process regarding the optimization of regional 
aviation resources and the minimization of overall environmental effects. 

No authority currently exists that can enforce the RASP; implementation of its 
policies and recommendations therefore depends principally on voluntary actions by 
the airports and airlines. MTC's own authority to implement elements of the RASP 
is generally indirect, in that MTC has responsibility for environmental review and 
funding approval on regional ground transportation projects, and authority to 
prioritize applications from airports within the region for limited Cal.ifomia State 
aeronautics Capital Improvement Projects (CIP) funds (the statewide fund estimate 
for the next cycle, 1995-96, is only $2.1 million)Jl b/ MTC can thus potentially 
influence regional airport planning and operations primarily through its role in major 
ground transportation projects affecting specific airports. MTC can also use the 
RASPto educate and thereby potentially influence other agencies with more direct 
authority over airport systems and operations in the region (e.g., the FAA, airlines, 
airports and the U.S. military)Jl,la/ 

The level of detail in the final RASP, moreover, will likely be at a programmatic 
level. Cooperation by the airports with the RASP would therefore not eliminate the 
need for development of individual airport Master PlansJla/ 

The following note replaces footnote /1/ on p. 260 of the EIR: 

111 Steve Kiehl, TR.A Airport Consul~ng, telephone conversation, September 16, 1991. 

The following notes are added on p. 260 of the EIR: 

/la/ Roddin, Marc, Manager of Seaport and Airport Planning, Metropolitan 
Transportation Commission, interview, April 22, 1992. 

11 bl Roddin, Marc, Manager of Seaport and Airport Planning, Metropolitan 
Transportation Commission, Record of CIP Advisory Committee Meeting, 
October 24, 1991. 
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As required under CEQA (Guidelines Section 15125), the EIR (pp. 107-110, 257-258) 

addresses inconsistencies be~een the SFIA Master Plan and the existing (1980) 

ABAG/MTC Regional Airport Plan (RAP). The EIR notes that the regional plan is in the 

process of being updated, but does not discuss the potential inconsistency of the SFIA 

Master Plan with the yet-to-be-completed RASP Update. -Similarly, the SFIA Master Plan 

EIR analysis does not incorporate results of the RASP EIR analysis, since the latter is not 

yet even started. Discussion in the EIR of the specific contents of these unpublished 

documents would be speculative. 

According to MTC staff, in comments on the SFIA Master Plan EIR (listed and responded 

to on pp. C&R.66-71 herein), ", .. the Regional Airport System Plan will be looking at in 

which SFO's share of regional traffic will most likely vary between the current 70 [percent 

and] a lower share of about 55 [percent], reflecting a substantial redistribution of air service 

to other airports. "141 As pointed out by one commenter, if such air service redistribution 

were to occur, it would likely result in traffic impacts different from those identified for the 

SFIA Master Plan, including more severe traffic impacts in San Jose and Oakland. The 

potential traffic impacts re~ulting from redistribution of some future SFIA air passenger 

demand and aircraft operations to other airports in the region are discussed qualitatively in 

the EIR on pp. 473-474, under the Offsite Alternative. On the basis of limited information 

available during analysis of the SFIA Master Plan EIR Offsite Alternative, and the extent 

of disagreement among experts regarding future airport system capacities and air travel 

demand in the Bay Area, quantified traffic impacts for a regional redistribution scenario (or 

other regional airport system scenarios) cannot be reasonably ascertained for inclusion in 

the SFIA Master Plan EIR, given its timetable for completion. ('lbese issues are further 

discussed below, under Decentralization/Redistribution of Aviation Activity; Capacities 

and Plans of Other Regional Airports, and Offsite Alternatives: Regional Redistribution, 

pp. C&R.75-85 and C&R.88-93 herein.) 

According to CEQA standards for adequacy of an EIR (CEQA Guidelines, Section 15151 ), 

"An EIR should be prepared with a sufficient degree of analysis to provide decisionmakers 

[in this case, the San Francisco Airports Commission] with information which enables 

them to make a decision which intelligently takes account of environmental consequences" 

of the project (in this case, the SFIA Master Plan). As the certifying body of the Lead 

Agency, the San Francisco City Planning Commission may have to make a determination 

on the EIR's adequacy in the absence of analysis from the completed RASP Update and its 

EIR. 
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As correctly pointed out by one commenter, a detailed examination of the entire regional 

aviation picture, including other planned airport expansions and potential military base 

closures, is not included in the EIR; these items are addressed in the EIR at a general level 

for two reasons. Fust, the purpose of the EIR is to examine, and identify ways to avoid or 

reduce, the environmental effects of the project, which is defined as the SFIA Master Plan. 

Second, as with the RASP Update, the master plans or CEQA analysis of the master plans 

of the other major air carrier airports are in progress, making detailed analysis of their 

effects speculative. Draft data and information are available, however; some elements have 

been incorporated into this document and C&R.Appendix A. Although various possible 

civilian-aviation-use scenarios for Travis Air Force Base, Hamilton Air Force Base/Army 

Airfield, Moffett Field Naval Air Station, Alameda Naval Air Station, and other facilities 

have been studied by the FAA, MTC, Caltrans Division of Aeronautics and other groups, 

actual closure and reuse plans, and the overall regional and cumulative effects of 

implementing those plans, are not fully known at this time. 

The commenter is also correct in stating that the EIR does not address the effects, in their 

entirety, of boosting the economy of the Bay Area through expansion of various airports in 

the region. According to CEQA requirements, airport expansion as a revenue generator, 

like other broad economic objectives and impacts, does not need to be evaluated in the EIR 

unless that would directly or indirectly result in a physical change to the environment 

(CEQA Guidelines, Section 15131). However, the role of airports (particularly that of 

SFIA) in the region's economy could be an important consideration for the City of San 

Francisco Airports Commission if it approves the SFIA Master Plan on the basis of 

findings that economic, social or other benefits outweigh the significant environmental 

effects of the project (see discussion above, under Regional Planning and Coordination, 

General, pp. C&R.56-60 herein). 

One commenter's understanding, that the Caltrans CASP, the FAA Capacity Task Force 

Study and the MTC Regional Airport Plan "conclude that SFO is a poor place to expand 

air service due to the overcrowded, overbuilt conditions, and the overwhelmed situation of 

ground transportation in and out of the area," is partially correct, in that all three studies 

identify airfield facilities, airspace congestion, and/or ground traffic congestion as the 

primary capacity constraints at SFIA, in contrast to the SFIA Master Plan, which addresses 

terminal facilities, and boarding gates in partic~ar, as SFIA's primary capacity constraint 

(SFIA Final Draft Master Plan, pp. 7.4, 7.10-12 and EIR, pp. 257-258, 439). However, 
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none of the three studies appear to conclude that "overcrowded, overbuilt conditions" in the 

area (Airport environs cities) is a major determinant of whether SFIA is a good place to 

expand air service. . 

REGIONAL FORECASTS AND CAPACITIES 

Comments 

"For clarification, the current regional airport plan air passenger forecasts and airport traffic 

assignments.are different than those shown on page 110 (see attached excerpts for the MTC 

Regional Transportation Plan). 

"The regional air passenger forecasts were last revised in 1986, and the airport traffic 

assignments were last revised in 1987. Note that the actual 1990 airport traffic shares for the Bay 

Area airports (page 120) are quite close to the recommended traffic allocations in the regional 

airport plan, i.e., the traffic allocations associated with a Bay Area traffic level of 43 Million 

Annual Passengers (MAP). 

"The current regional airport plan recommends that Oaldand and San Jose Airports serve a larger 

share of regional air traffic as air travel demand increases in the future. These recommendations 

stem from extensive previous analysis showing this strategy is essential to: balance available 

runway and airspace capacity (i.e., reduce excessive aircraft and passenger delays), provide more 

convenient and accessible air service to the Bay Area's population, provide noise relief to Bay 

Area residents, and to minimize vehicle travel and air pollution for ground trips to and from Bay 

Area airports. One of the reasons the Plan is now being revised is to coordinate ongoing airport 

master plan proposals for SFO, Oaldand and San Jose Airports. San Francisco's master plan, for 

example, proposes to serve S 1.3 MAP in 2006, whereas the current policy limit in the regional 

airport plan is 31 MAP; similar conflicts with the regional airport plan exist at the other Bay 

Area airports. The question of how much additional airport capacity is needed and the optimum 

share of traffic for each airport is the subject of the current Regional Airport System Plan update 

due to be completed in ... 1992. Airport system alternatives for the update study are now being 

defined through discussions with the ABAG/MTC Regional Airport Planning Committee 

(RAPC). San Francisco Airport's Master Plan should be consistent with the regional plan. 

"MTC's 'expected' forecast for the Bay Area is 62.6 MAP in 2005 and 70. 7 MAP in 2010; these 

projections employ different methodologies than either the FAA forecast or the CASP forecast. 
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However, the ABAG/MTC Regional Airport Planning Committee has also recommended that the 

plan update consider the long-term (20-25 year) capacity implications of an air passenger demand 

level of 84 MAP -- which is similar to the forecast in the California Airport System Plan. 

"In terms of airport system alternatives, the Regional Airport System Plan update will be looking 

at alternatives in which SFO's share of regional air traffic will most likely vary between the 

current 70% to a lower share of about 55%, reflecting substantial redistribution of air service to 

other airports. The Master Plan forecasts would be more consistent with retention of the current 

share." (Chris Brittle, Metropolitan Transportation Commission) 

"The DEIR points out (pg. 258) that SFIA passenger forecasts for the near-term ( 42.3 million 

annual passengers in 1996) and for the long-term (51.3 million annual passengers in 2006) 

exceed MTC/ABAG-recommended allocations for SFIA (27 to 31 million annual passengers in 

1997). The Regional Airport Plan is currently being updated. In view of the major regional 

impacts of the expansion sought in the Master Plan, we recommend any decision await the 

development, public debate and final approval of the Regional Airport Plan. The magnitude of 

the proposed expansion makes conformity with the Regional Airport Plan imperative." (Gary 

Binger, Association of Bay Area Governments) 

Response 

The following text is added to the bottom of Table 14 on p. 110 of the EIR: 

Source: Metropolitan Transportation Commission, Regional Transportation Plan, 
1980. 

The first paragraph following Table 14 on p. 110 of the EIR is amended as follows: 

A comparison of MTC's 1980 Ree;ional Aitp<>rt Plan-recommended shares of 
regional passenger traffic with actual 1989 shares for the five Bay Area air carrier 
airports is presented in the discussion of regional aviation activity and regional 
capacity issues, beginning on p. 118. 

The following text and tables are added after the first paragraph following Table 14, on 

p.110 of the EIR: 
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Tables 14A and 14B, below, reflect the most recent MTC regional airport plan 
passenger forecasts (revised in 1986) and airport traffic assignments (revised in 
1987). Anticipated total regional air passenger demand in the most recent forecasts 
is higher than in MTC's 1980 Regional Airport Plan forecasts, and the most recent 
forecasts are extended to 2005 (whereas the previous forecasts extended to 2000). 
The recommendation that SFIA's passenger share should decrease relative to shares 
of the airports at Oakland, San Jose and Concord as total Bay Area air passenger 
demand increases, is inherent in both the 1980 and the 1986-1987 Regional Airport 
Plan airport traffic assignments. 

[TABLE 14A] 

PROJECTED BAY AREA AIR PASSENGER DEMAND 
(Millions of annual passengers - on & oft) 

Time Frame 

1995 
2005 

Total Bay Area 
Air Passen1:ers 

40.8-46.8 
48.7- 58.7 

Source: Metropolitan Transportation Commission, Regional Transportation Plan/or 
the Nine-County San Francisco Bay Area. 1988. 

[TABLE 14B] 

AIRPORT TRAFFIC ASSIGNMENTS 
(Millions of annual air passengers - on & off) 

l&v~ l Level 2 Ls::vs::l J 
~ Demand .shm: Dem.and .shm: Demand ,S,bl[5' 

San Francisco 19.9 78.7% 30.0 69.3% 31.0 55.1% 
Oakland 2.6 10.1 6.0 13.9 15.0 26.6 
San Jose 2.8 11.2 7.0 16.2 10.0 17.8 
Buchanan Field - - .J2.l .M .J2.l ~ 

Total 25.3 100.0% 43.3 100.0% 56.3 100.0% 

Level 1 represents the 1981 traffic level and traffic distribution among the airports. Levels 2 and 3 
represent shares derived from policies in the RAP and aiiport master plans. Air passenger 
assignments for intermediate levels of Bay Area demand may be determined by interpolation between 
the three levels of demand shown in the table. 

Source: Metropolitan Transportation Commission, Regional Transportation Plan/or the Nine-County 
San Francisco Bay Area, 1988. 
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In 1990, SFIA's actual passenger level (about 30.4 MAP) and regional share (about 
70.4 percent) were relatively close to MTC's recommendations for SFIA 's 
component of regional passenger demand Level 2, shown in Table 14B. At regional 
demand Level 2 (43.3 MAP for the region), MTC recommended 30 MAP and 
69.3 percent of the regional passenger market for SFIA. The actual regional total in 
1990 was about 43.8 MAP. Thus, SF1A's 1990 passenger level and regional market 
share were consistent with MTC's most recent (1987) airport traffic assignments. 

However, the passenger levels and market shares anticipated in the SFIA Master Plan 
are not consistent with MTC's airport traffic assignments. As shown in Table 14B, 
MTC assumed a 13 MAP or 30 percent increase in total passengers for the region 
between demand Levels 2 and 3, but recommended that SFIA's passenger total 
increase by only one MAP (to 31 MAP) and that its market share decline from 
69.3 percent to 55.1 percent of the regional total. The SFIA Master Plan, in contrast, 
assumes that SF1A would serve between 70.5 and 72.8 percent of regional passenger 
demand at Level 3, or 56.3 MAP. (The basis of this comparison is SF1A Master 
Plan Table 7.1, "Total Passengers -- Regional San Francisco-Oakland-San Jose Area 
Passenger Forecasts" and Table 7.2, "Total Passengers--San Francisco Airport 
Passenger Forecasts." Forecasts in SF1A Master Plan Table 7 .1 show the 56.3 MAP 
level being reached between 1994 and 1995; according to SFIA Master Plan Table 
7.2, SFIA 's "unconstrained" passenger total would be about 39. 7 MAP in 1994 and 
about 41 MAP in 1995. Thus, the data in the two tables reflect an expected regional 
share under the SFIA Master Plan of 70.5 to 72.8 percent for a regional passenger 
level of 56.3 MAP, MTC's Level 3). 

MTC's most recent (1986) regional air passenger demand forecasts and most recent 
(1987) airport traffic assignments are being revised as part of the RASP Update. 

A range of forecasts of total air passenger traffic for the Bay Area as a whole in 2005 and 

2010 was compiled in the RASP Update process by extrapolating or interpolating as 

necessary from the respective airport master plans; the MTC/RAPC (forecasts done for the 

RASP); FAA San Francisco 1986 HUB Forecast; 1991 FAA National Forecast; 1990 FAA 

Terminal Area Forecast; and 1989 Caltrans CASP.151 (Note: EIR Table 10, p. 64, provides 

comparisons of 1996 and 2006 SFIA Master Plan forecasts in several categories of aviation 

activity with CASP and 1989 FAA Terminal Area Forecasts for SFIA in the same 

categories.) 

Of the regional forecasts compiled for the RASP Update, the CASP forecasts are the 

highest: about 80 MAP in 2005 and 90 MAP in 2010. The combined airport ~r plan 

forecasts total about 79 MAP in 2005 ~d 89 MAP in 2010 for the region (SFIA's Master 

Plan forecasts were adjusted to provide figures for 2005 and 2010). It can be seen that this 

pair of aggregated master plan forecasts is close to the CASP's pair of regional forecasts for 
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2005 and 2010; however, the CASP forecasts reflect more growth at SFIA and MOIA, and 

less at SllA, than do the combined Master Plan forecasts.IS/ 

Two sets of forecasts, low and high, were developed by MTC/RAPC and TRA Airport 

Consulting for the RASP Update. The MTC/RAPC high forecasts are about 75 MAP for 

2005 and about 85 MAP for 2010; low forecasts are about 62 MAP for 2005 and about 71 

MAP for 2010 (these "low" forecasts are referenced by the commenter as MTC's 

"expected" forecast for the Bay Area). The FAA Terminal forecasts for the region, about 

64 MAP in 2005 and about 72 MAP in 2010, are close to the MTCIRAPC low forecasts. 

The commenter from MTC is correct in stating that the SFIA Master Plan market share 

assumptions contrast with previous MTC RAP recommendations. SFIA Master Plan 

market share assumptions would also contrast with future RASP Update recommendations 

if the commenter's expectations (as MTC's Planning Manager) are correct. The forecasts 

· surveyed for the RASP Update from federal, state, and regional agencies, as well as from 

the respective master plans, show SFIA maintaining from about 58 percent to 71 percent of 

the region's passenger market through 2005. (Some of these forecasts show constant 

market shares in the future because they used existing market shares to apportion forecast 

total Bay Area air passengers among the air carrier airports, rather than considering market 

shares to be a study variable.) 

It is acknowledged in the EIR (p. 258) that the SFIA Master Plan is not consistent with the 

1980 MTC RAP. As noted in the previous response (p. C&R.63 herein), the major Bay 

Area air carrier airports are participants in the RASP Update process through their 

membership in the RAPC and/or staff attendance at RAPC meetings. However, MTC 

cannot compel the airports and the airlines providing service in the region to bring their 

operations, or their respective master plans, into conformance with the previous RAP or the 

RASP Update. 

Reducing or eliminating inconsistencies between the SFIA Master Plan and the existing 

MTC RAP (or the future RASP Update) is not mandated by CEQA. The CEQA 

Guidelines (Section 15125(b)) require that the setting of the EIR "shall discuss any 

inconsistencies between the proposed project and applicable general plans and regional 

plans," including regional transportation plans. Further, the Guidelines recommend that, 

"Where individual projects would run counter to the efforts identified as desirable or 

approved by agencies in the regional plans, the Lead Agency should address the 
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inconsistency between the project plans and the regional plans. As a result of this analysis, 

Lead Agencies may be able to fmd ways to modify"the project to reduce the inconsistency" 

(CEQA Guidelines, Section 15125, Discussion). 

The EIR, pp. 82-118 and pp. 253-259, discusses inconsistencies between the SFIA Master 

Plan and policies of applicable general plans (City of Brisbane, City of Burlingame, Town 

of Colma, City of Daly City, City of Foster City, Town of Hillsborough, City of Millbrae, 

City of Pacifica, City of San Bruno, City of San Mateo, City of South San Francisco, City 

and County of San Francisco, and County of San Mateo), and applicable plans and policies 

of state and regional agencies (ABAG, MTC, other airport master plans, Caltrans and the 

San Francisco Bay Conservation and Development Commission (BCDC)). Consistency of 

the SFIA Master Plan with applicable policies and plans of the Bay Area Rapid Transit 

District (BART), the Bay Area Air Quality Management District (BAAQMD) and the San 

Francisco Bay Regional Water Quality Control Board (RWQCB) are discussed in the EIR 

on pp. 134-136, pp. 267-270 and pp. 320-323 (BART), pp. 172-173 and pp. 354-364 

(BAAQMD), and pp. 233-235 and p. 402 (RWQCB). 

While the term "shall" in CEQA Guidelines Section 15125 indicates that discussion in the 

EIR of inconsistencies between a project and applicable plans is manda.tm:y under CEQA, 

use of the term "should" indicates that addressing those inconsistencies is advisozy and use 

of the term "may" indicates that fmding ways to reduce the inconsistencies is a pennissive 

element under CEQA. Public agencies are advised to follow CEQA provisions identified 

by "should" in the absence of compelling reasons to take another approach. Permissive 

elements are left fully to the discretion of the public agencies involved (CEQA Guidelines, 

Section 15005). Inconsistencies between a project and applicable plans and policies do not 

in themselves constitute significant physical environmental effects under CEQA; however, 

the presence of such conflicts may indicate or correspond to significant physical 

environmental effects, and may point to possible mitigations or alternative approaches that 

would avoid-or reduce those effects. 

Comment 

"Finally, members of the Planning Commission at the .August 29th hearing raised the matter of a 

regional discussion of airports, including SFIA, Oakland and San Jose. The Committee agrees 

with this criticism. The SFIA Master Plan and its EIR should include consideration for future 

activities at all three airports, incorporating at the least: 
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"1. Forecast passenger and cargo demand for the whole Bay Region based upon rigorous 
macro-economic analysis which incorporates a realistic: and thorough examination of the 
Bay Region's participation in the United States, Pacific Rim, Latin American and European 
economies. 

"2. Forecast passenger and cargo demands for individual air-carrier airports based upon 
thorough micro-economic analysis. 

"3. Inventory all existing buildings, facilities and equipment at all airports (including military) 
in the region which might be capable of servicing air carriers. 

"4. Inventory present use of airspace in the Region by altitude, time-of-day, day-of-week, 
season-of-year and weather conditions. 

"5. Analyze present management practices and resource husbandry at individual air-carrier 
airports, and specify action necessary to optimize them ... 

"7. Create a plan for airspace use by altitude, time-of-day, day-of-week, season-of-year and in 
view of weather conditions which minimizes flight over urban areas. Useable airspace 
over non-urban areas seems to be a significant constraint on airport operations in the Bay 
Area. 

"8. Using Item 7 above, match Items 2, 3, 4, and 5 to determine local excess and shortfalls vis-
a-vis forecast passenger and cargo requirements. · 

"9. Create policies based on Items 3, 6 [moved to comments and responses on Alternatives 
(see pp. C&R.96-97 herein)], 7, and 8 which optimize use of existing infrastructure, and 
which optimize benefits from new management practices and from new and replacement 
construction at the lowest cost. 

"10. Develop a cost-benefit analysis, capital budget and regionwide plan for implementing Item 
9." (Timothy Treacy, Airport Noise Committee) 

Response 

CEQA does not require that the SFIA Master Plan EIR create a regional airspace plan, a 

regional airfield, air terminal and airport ground access infrastructure plan, or associated 

budgetary plans. The EIR could be required to evaluate these items if they were defmed as 

part of the project However, as noted previously, the EIR's purpose is to evaluate 

potential effects of the SFIA Master Plan (the project as proposed), and to identify feasible 

mitigation measures and alternatives that would avoid or substantially reduce any 

significant effects identified. The City of San Francisco Airports Commission, as the 

project sponsor and the decision-making body of the Lead Agency under CEQA, could 

elect not to approve the project (even if the EIRhas been certified by the Planning 
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Commission), or could require substantial revisions to the project, including expansion of 

the SFIA Master Plan to make it more regional or comprehensive in scope. Titis action 

could not be takenby the ~lanning Commission, which in this situation is empowered only 

to evaluate the adequacy of the EIR under CEQA. 

Many of the tasks.outlined by the commenter h.ave been, or are being, uridertaken by the 

individual airports in their master planning efforts, the FAA, the Northern California 

Airspace Users Working Group, Caltrans, or MTC. Both the MTC RASP Update and the 

Caltrans CASP are comprehensive ongoing planning programs; coordination between state 

and regional planning efforts is being improved (as noted above, under Regional Planning 

and Coordination, General, pp. C&R.58-60 herein). 

However, even as coordination of the regional and state comprehensive planning programs 

improves, the problem of implementation remains. Caltrans, which currently has a limited 

role in statewide aviation operations, has identified barriers to implementation of the CASP 

and the development of an Integrated Airport System for California. From Caltrans' 

perspective: 1) policy/financial issues need to be separated from the ownership/operation 

function, since airport owners currently have relatively little incentive to respond to state, 

regional or national goals; 2) legislation mandating state and regional oversight of airport 

master plans and grant programs is needed to insure consistency with CASP and regional 

airport plans; and 3) funding levers are needed to provide that oversight, but there is 

currently no direct state or regional role in federal funding decisionsJ6/ To remedy these 

problems, Caltrans recommends consideration of legislation requiring that all federal 

funding for airport capital iniprovements be channeled through Caltrans, and advocates a 

more significant state role in funding airport ground access and capital improvement 

projects./6/ The outcome of this Caltrans initiative is unknown at this time. 

AIR PASSENGER DATA AND REGIONAL TRAFFIC IMPACTS 

Comment 

"One of the biggest problems I have with this EIR is that there is no analysis as to where the 

people are coming from. While you can discuss what the impacts can be with or without the 

project in a very localized area, there's absolutely no impact -- you can't analyze what an 
alternative might be, if, for example, they opened up an airport at Hamilton Air Force Base as to 

what the impacts are going to be on the Golden Gate Bridge and traffic through San Francisco, 
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for any policy-maker to be able to analyze what the impact is of following the MTC's 

recommendation of having Oakland expand and therefore perhaps create a decrease in traffic that 

is going cross the San Mateo Bridge and the Bay Bridge, all of which is tremendously important 

in terms of the future of San Francisco's ability to accommodate office workers who want to 

commute into town. 

"I find that a really big deficiency in the EIR, both in terms of traffic impacts and policy 

planning, as to trying to make some tradeoffs, given the fact that this EIR describes really, you 

know, the worst case. I mean, it's like reading the downtown EIR. And that is the freeways are 

going to be jammed to capacity on 101 starting in 2006. And basically the answer to this EIR is, 

well, we only contribute marginally to it, so there is nothing we can do about it, so let's just add -

- we are going to expand and not really worry about it, which is, I think, the approach to this. 

"I don't think we can take that approach. I think we have got to look at -- I am a big supporter of 

regional planning in this area. But it's very hard to do regional planning when there is no 

analysis in here about where the people are coming from to take the planes and what alternatives 

· there might be to serve those people, and, correspondingly, what should be the role of San 

Francisco Airport, should it be an international connecting airport, or should it service local 

flights down to L.A. 

"And maybe that data has been collected and it is not in here. But to me, when you're talking 

about a huge regional project like this, it's deficient not to look at the regional-wide 

transportation impacts. It's certainly not helpful for policy-makers to try and make those kinds of 

decisions." (Commissioner Engmann) 

Response 

The fundamental concern expressed by the commenter appears to be that, because of the 

regional nature of the SFIA Master Plan project, a regional understanding of passenger 

travel patterns and the related regional traffic impacts is needed to understand the potential 

effectiveness of mitigation measures and alternatives. As noted on pp. C&R.39-40 herein, 

the San Francisco City Planning Commission must make a determination on the EIR's 

adequacy on the basis of CEQA standards. While CEQA requires that an EIR provide 

decision-makers with information that allows them to make a decision which intelligently 

takes account of environmental consequences (CEQA Guidelines, Section 15151), it also 

states in the same section that "An evaluation of the environmental effects of a proposed 
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project need not be exhaustive, but the sufficiency of an EIR is to be reviewed in light of 

what is reasonably feasible." 

.. 
Regional airport planning within the Bay Area is under the purview of MTC and Caltrans. 

However, as explained previously, these agencies do not have the authority to require 

airports in the region to fully implement regional and state aviation plans. Individual 

airports have the authority to implement their own development plans whether or not these 

plans are consistent with regional or state planning efforts. Given that the plans of MOIA 

and SJIA are still under development and/or environmental review, and that there are no 

adopted development plans for Hamilton Air Force Base, it would be speculative to 

analyze cumulative impacts from potential future airport development in these locations at 

this time. If "a particular impact is too speculative for evaluation, the agency should note 

its conclusion and terminate discussion of the impacts" (CEQA Guidelines, Section 

15145). 

The traffic analysis in the EIR does identify significant impacts and mitigation measures 

for several regional transportation links from San Francisco to Redwood City. In addition, 

on pp. C&R.133-34 herein, the EIR examines capacity on the Golden Gate and Bay 

Bridges. In general, the area of traffic-impact analysis was limited to locations where the 

traffic impacts of the SFIA Master Plan could be expected to be measurable or statistically 

significant. 

The reasons for limiting the scope of the EIR traffic analysis are discussed further below, 

under Transportation Setting and Impacts, Regional Traffic Impacts (p. C&R.133 herein). 

Information from the 1990 MTC Air Passenger Survey is summarized in C&R.Appendix 

A and above, under Project Description, Activity Patterns and Forecasts (pp. C&R.28-30 

herein). 

DECENTRALIZATION/REDISTRIBUTION OF AVIATION ACTIVITY; CAPACITIES AND 
PLANS OF OTHER REGIONAL AIRPORTS 

Comments 

"The DEIR notes that the Metropolitan Transportation Commission in its Regional Airp·ort 

Transportation Plan has determined that 31,000,000 passengers per year is San Francisco 

Airport's 'fair share' of regional air traffic. The D~IR should address as an alternative, diverting 
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domestic air travelers to other regional airports to accommodate San Francisco's increase in 

international air travel." (Janet Fogarty, Mayor, City of Millbrae) 

"Please consider the following recommendations: ... 

"Decentralization of SFO is necessary for the 1990's and ~1st Century. Airport branches 
are needed on the ocean shore at Half Moon Bay to service the Peninsula; in the north bay 
at Hamilton Airfield to service Marin, Sonoma and Napa Counties; and in the South Bay at 
Moffett Airfield to further service the Peninsula Impact from traffic, noise, pollution and 
population along Highways U.S. 101, 380, 280 and CA I should not increase." (Leonard 
Lundgren, Lakeside Property Owners Association) 

"The EIR must address the issue of sharing in the region's air traffic growth with other regional 

airports, including Oakland and San Jose airports. In other words, Oakland and San Jose should 

receive their fair share of the region's air traffic growth rather than expanding SFIA to handle the 

brunt of the growth and the accompanying impacts." (George Foscardo, City of San Bruno) 

"Also, as we look at the airport plans for San Jose and Oakland, to what extent does this major 

expansion impact plans in those other areas, or is this a plan selfishly by itself?" (Commissioner 

Sewell) 

"It is respectively requested that approval be given to the plan for the expansion of the San 

Francisco International Airport.· 'This matter is now pending before you and the announced 

hearing date is October 17, 1991. For convenience and reliability I am of the opinion that there 

exists only one first class airport in the San Francisco Bay Area The excellent service level has 

continued since 1932. The airport at Oakland has always been a step behind San Francisco 

International Airport. At San Jose anything can happen there, such as: 

"1. Certain citizens of the City of San Jose complain about commercial airplane noise and the ... 

managers approval, on a test basis, of a police helicopter. I have no problem with noise from any 

type of aircraft but helicopters whether military to news broadcasting are a problem. Commercial· 

airplanes are descending to San Jose International Airport over my home (South of San Jose 

International Airport) most of the time and I have no noise problem. When it is raining or there 

is the threat of rain the commercial airplanes are climbing and over the last twenty-five years 

there has been a substantial reduction in noise ... 
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"4. The prevailing wind at San Jose International Airport is from the North and these ... 

managers are proposing to locate a stadium for the Giants (national professional baseball team) in 

North San Jose. If the Giants come to San Jose would there be an issue as to whether flights 

from San Jose International Airport would be restricted during the time for home games. 

"And, 6. Pricing for tickets out of San Jose· is not competitive. American says the fliers would 

pay the price for the convenience to fly out of San Jose. Yes, if you are the President of Apple 

but not a retired person." (James Palma) 

Response 

Determining the extent to which future Bay Area air passenger traffic could be more evenly 

distributed aniong air carrier airports than at present is a complex problem that 

encompasses numerous "disagreements among experts." This issue is currently under 

investigation as part of the MTC RASP Update process; according to MTC comments on 

the SFIA Master Plan EIR (see pp. C&R.66 herein), "[t]he question of how much 

additional airport capacity is needed and the optimum share of traffic for each airport is the 

subject of the current Regional Airport System Plan update due to be completed in ... 

1992 ... One of the reasons the Plan is now being revised is to coordinate ongoing ·airport 

master plan proposals for SFO, Oakland and San Jose Airports." 141 As noted above", under 

Regional Airport System Plan (RASP) Update, (pp. C&R.60-66 herein), the EIR cannot 

incorporate the final results of this effort because the work is still in progress. However, a 

discussion of the difficulties involved in merely defining an optimum share or regional 

redistribution scenario is included here to help illustrate why impact evaluation for such a 

scenario is speculative at this time. 

Even ifthe optimum share or regional redistribution scenario and its environmental effects 

oould be reasonably ascertained prior to completion of the RASP Update, the "feasibility" 

of this scenario as an Offsite Alternative for the SAA ·Master Plan BIR must still meet 

CEQA criteria (CEQA Guidelines, Sections 15364 and 15126(d)). Feasibility, in this 

context, means "capable of being accomplished in a successful manner within a reasonable 

period of time, taking into account economic, environmental, legal, social, and 

technological factors." nus and related issues are discussed further below' under Offsite 

Alternatives: Regional Redistribution, (pp. C&R.88-93 herein). 
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The EIR (pp. 439-463) includes two variants of the No-Project Alternative: one that 

assumes little or no future growth in passenger traffic at SFIA, and one that assumes a 

moderate level of growth even without facility expansion. The Offsite Alternative 

(EIR pp. 468-475) is an extension of the second No-Project variant; it explores the 

possibility that some air passenger demand not met at SFIA (due to the absence of 

expanded facilities) could be redistributed (without any specified intervention in the 

market) to other airports or other transportation modes. However, the EIR (p. 473) notes 

that the Offsite Alternative is not sufficiently defined to permit specific identification and 

calculation of associated impacts at this time. 

To evaluate how future air passenger traffic could be distributed or redistributed among 

Bay Area airports, numerous variables need to be understood individually and in relation to 

each other. These variables may be grouped roughly into three major categories: air travel 

demand, airport capacity (including airport access), and air service supply. These are 

subjects of ongoing study, not only for planning and policy documents such as the CASP 

and the RASP Update, but also to support the day-to-day business operations and strategic 

planning decisions of airports and airlines. Many of the questions about demand, capacity 

and supply that would need to be studied in developing an optimum share or regional 

redistribution scenario are posed in the public comments on the EIR. The EIR., in 

conformance with CEQA requirements for evaluation of the project and a range of 

reasonable alternatives, does not attempt to answer in detail a majority of these questions; 

the listing below is included to illustrate the complexity of defining a regional 

redistribution or optimum shares scenario. 

The starting point for this inquiry is essentially: if the air passenger demand that is forecast 

in the SFIA Master Plan were to materialize, and it were not provided for at SFIA, what 

would happen to it? This question may be more bi:oadly framed as: how much, how fast 

and where can passenger demand within the region be expected to increase or decrease in 

the future, and why? These questions lead to others regarding the nature of air travel 

demand, such as: what makes passengers choose to travel by air in the first place, and what 

makes them select one airport versus another? If they actually prefer a particular airport, 

why? Are they most concerned about location, convenience of access, airfares, flight 

schedules, or other considerations? What factors underlie the existing patronage patterns 

of the various airports in the region? Where are people coming from and going, and why? 

Do SFIA demand forecasts and those of the other airports reflect passenger preferences for 

the specific airport, or could total regional demand be considered relatively flexible, 
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flowing in one direction or another in response to various capacity/access and supply/cost 

conditions? 

These questions lead to further questions about air travel demand characteristics, such as: 

how do various types of passengers (business, tourist; -resident, non-resident; older, 

younger; high- or low-income; etc.) differ from one another in their behaviors and 

preferences? How might passenger demand be affected by changes in the overall 

economy, airfares, traffic congestion near airports, availability of alternative technologies 

such as teleconferencing, or availability of alternative transportation modes, such as high

speed rail? How much delay will different types of air passengers tolerate--on their way to 

the airport, at the terminal, on the runway, or waiting to land at their destination? How 

does air passenger demand vary by time of day, week, month, or year? What are the 

characteristics of demand for air cargo services, and how does this relate to passenger 

demand, airport capacities and airline services? {Background information on air travel· 

demand characteristics is included in C&R. Appendix A, Attachment D, Background to 

Airport Operations.) 

Another set of questions one might ask concerns airport access and capacity. First, if in the 

future, more Bay Area air passengers would be willing to go to airports other than SFIA 

(whether they actually prefer SFIA or not), would those passengers be able to get to the 

other airports as conveniently, and if so, could their air travel needs be as well 

accommodated? How are people getting to and from the respective airports at present? To 

what extent do ground access conditions in the region (roadway congestion, lack of 

convenient transit services) or parking availability limit utilization of airport capacities? 

How, why and where might those problems worsen in the future? What are the existing 

physical capacities of Bay Area airports (terminals, gates, runways and airspace)? How 

much unused ~acity, of what type, exists at present airports in the region, including 

SFIA? What is each airport's maximum capacity? If one more plane, or one more 

passenger, .wanted to use an airport beyond that "maximum capacity," what would happen -

- more congestion, more delay, an increase in the duration of the peak hours of operation? 

How efficiently are the various aviation resources in the region being used at present? 

What are the obstacles to utilizing or expanding airport capacities? 

These questions, also, lead to further airport access and capacity questions, such as: how 

are the functions (general aviation, air carrier, cargo, heliport, military, etc.) of different 

airports within a region established and how are those roles changed over time? How do 
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airports finance their operations and capital improvements? How do airports coordinate 

with one another? How do the airports' physical capacities and management practices 

relate to airline service decisions? How do government regulations, such as air traffic 

controls, affect existing or potential capacities of airport landside facilities? (Information 

on airport operations and related government regulations is included in C&R. Appendix 

A, Attachment D, Background to Airport Operations.) 

On the air service supply side, one might ask: if demand could be considered flexible and 

the respective airports could provide sufficient capacities, would the appropriate air 

services be available to support a regional redistribution scenario? To what extent can 

airports or local government agencies affect the business decisions of airlines? How does 

air passenger demand affect the services offered by airlines, and vice versa? What other 

factors (competing services, operating costs, 3ircraft load factors, etc.) determine the types 

and frequencies of service offered by the airlines? How do the airlines decide what 

capacity airplane to utilize for a particular flight at a specified airport on a given day? 

What have been, and will be, the effects of changes to government regulation of the airline 

industry? What are the implications for the Bay Area of the trend toward hub-and-spoke 

operations by the airlines? How do conditions and regulations at destination airports 

(domestic and overseas) influence flight schedules to and from Bay Area airports, and how 

might those conditions change in the future? How do changes in the overall economy 

affect airline service decisions? (Information on airport operations and related government 

regulations is included in C&R.Appendix A, Attachment D, Background to Airport 

Operations.) 

As noted previously, many of the above questions have been, or are currently being, 

researched extensively. Comparative passenger forecasts were discussed in the EIR 

(pp. 61-64) and above, under Project Description, Activity Patterns and Forecasts, and 

Regional Forecasts and Capacities (pp. C&R.28-38 and C&R.66-73 herein). SFIA airfield 

capacity issues are discussed in the EIR (pp. 65-72). Capacities of airports region-wide 

have been assessed as part of the RASP Update.n I 

The RASP Draft Inventory chapter summarizes the existing physical, operational, 

environmental, and policy conditions for each public-use and military airport in the region, 

and for the system as a whole. The preliminary draft Capability Assessment working paper 

compares each airport's existing capacity with existing levels of demand, and provides an 

analysis of potential constraints on future aviation activity at each airport. The preliminary 
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Draft RASP Update working paper's comparison of runway capacity with demand found 

that "The commercial service airports are constrained considerably in the peak hour. 

Demand for runway access exceeds capacity in IFR [poor weather] conditions."n/ (See 

C&R.Appendix A, Attachment B, MTC Exhibit 4.23 for percentage of annual runway 

capacity currently used at each airport) Other factors MTC is considering in its analysis 

are the frequency of IFR conditions, and the potential for IFR conditions locally or at other 

airports to affect capacity/demand relationships at Bay Area airpoft$./8/. The preliminary 

draft Capability Assessment working paper's comparison of "landside" (including 

passenger terminal) capacity with demand found that SilA " ... has a terminal capacity 

shortfall"; SFIA " ... has insufficient domestic and international terminal capacity"; and 

MOIA " ... has an adequate terminal capacity availability."n/ 

The Draft RASP Update constraints analysis notes that "There are additional factors 

beyond the airports' physical capacity ... which place limitations on how much activity can 

and will take place at each airport." The constraints are categorized as airspace-, 

environmental-, physical-, and policy-related. 

Airspace constraints " ... relate to regional airspace issues." The airspace used by the Bay 

Area airports overlaps, and procedures are in place where flights from one airport "interact" 

with (operate in the same airspace as) flights from another airport. Because SFIA has the 

largest share of the region's air traffic, SFIA has been estab~shed at the top of the "user's 

hierarchy." This designation means that the operations of other airports in the region (in 

the airspace) must conform with the operations at SFIA.nl 

Environmental constraints are those related to the natural environment, such as wildlife, 

wetlands, and San Francisco Bay. According to the MTC RASP Update preliminary draft 

Capability Assessment working paper, two of the major commercial airports, Oakland and 

San Francisco, are situated on the Bay, and host a variety of wildlife. Development at 

Oak.land is also affected by the presence of non-Bay wetland areas. Wetlands exist to a 

lesser degree at other airports as well. Construction of new runways which affect wetlands 

or require Bay fill will meet with public opposition that may be strong and well 

organizedn, 81 

Physical comtraints include such things as "limited airport size or the presence of physical 

barriers to growth." The constraints analysis notes that SFIA "is constrained by the 

absence of sufficient land area for a new runway and passenger terminal development," but 
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has undeveloped parcels that could accommodate support facilities. MOIA "has 

considerable land area" for development, but also has "significant areas of environmentally 

sensitive property." Future development at SJIA is "highly constrained," given the 

airport's location and small site.nl 

Policy constraints " .. .include noise, safety, and other community compatibility issues." 

The constraints analysis notes that noise regulations are in place at SFIA, MOIA, and 

SilA. SJIA has a curfew on all operations from 11:30 p.m. to 6:30 am.; "[t]his limits the 

total daily activity which can occur at the airport, and also creates some congestion during 

the morning hours. If continued into the future, the curfew will constrain activity at the 

airport and cause increased congestion within the available operating time envelope."n/ 

The RASP preliminary Draft Capability Assessment working paper includes further 

discussion of the constraints on future development at the airports in the region (see 

C&R.Appendix A, Attachment B, pp. 37 through 44). 

Capacity expansion plans of the two other major air carrier airports in the region, MOIA 

and SilA, are the subject of their respective ongoing master planning efforts. The Port of 

Oakland is proceeding with plans to increase existing landside capacity to match existing 

airside capacity as part of its "2002 Airport Development Program." According to the Port 

of Oakland, the proposed development has been designed to minimize impacts on wetlands 

and other biotic communities. Some of the components of the "2002 Airport Development 

Program" include: 

• construct up to twelve additional aircraft gates; 

• reconfigure access roads serving the passenger terminal complex; 

• construct a new parking garage; 

• enhance airline and airfield support facilities; and 

• improve and expand existing and displaced air cargo operations./9/ 

Minor airside improvements, such as a taxiway bypass and an extension of Runway 29111, 

are also being explored as part of that plan19/ 

The master plan process for SJIA has been extended by at least two years, in order to 

respond to the direction of the San Jose City Council (the process would now be complete 
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or nearly complete under the original schedule). lhrough the master plan process, begun 

in 1988, SJIA and its consultants developed a range of development alternatives and 

selected a preferred plan. In January 1991, the Airport took the plan to the San Jose City 

Council. After a series of contentious public meetings, the City Council (in May 1991) 

decided not to endorse any of the master plan alternatives. The Council directed the 

Airport to address a specific list of additional issues and develop three or four master plan 

alternatives incorporating those issues. The San Jose City Council has directed the Airport 

to begin work on the master plan EIR, which is to address all of the master plan 

alternatives in equal detail. A preferred plan will then be selected, incorporating the results 

of the environmental review. It is expected that this process will take about two years to 

complete./10/ A memorandum from the San Jose Director of Aviation to the City Council 

outlining the current master plan work program is included in C&R.Appendix A, 

Attachment C. According to the Draft RASP Update, the SJIA Master Plan may include 

the following:n/ 

Aiifield 
Extension of runway 12L-30R to 8,900 feet (included in previously adopted 
master plan and also the subject of a recent Draft EIR/Environmental · 
Assessment)/8/ 
Reworking of the taxiways 
Pavement management rehabilitation work on the airfield. 

Terminal 
Reconstruction of passenger terminal C and construction of new passenger 
terminal B 
Construction of a new air traffic control tower (in progress). 

Parking 
Construction of new parking garages .. 

General Aviation (GA) 
Relocation of all GA to west side of airport 
Reduction in total number of GA based aircraft. 

Air Freight 
New air cargo facilities. 

Other 
Installation of a fuel farm. 

Roadway 
Terminal area roadway improvements. 
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On the basis of the above discussion, references in the second full paragraph on p. 469 of the EIR 

to the "MTC RAP" are changed to "MTC RASP." The first paragraph under Impacts, p. 473 of 

the EIR, is revised to read as follows (new text is underlined and deletions are shown by 

brackets): 

The Offsite Alternative [ ] assumes that without implementation of the SFIA Master 
Plan. a portion of the future air travel demand the proiect would have served] (the 
difference between the proposed project passenger levels and those in the No-Project 
Alternative, Variant 1) would be distributed to the other Bay Area airports and long
distance transportation modes (intercity rail). The transportation impacts in the SFIA 
vicinity would be the same as those for the No-Project Alternative, Variant 1. 
Because the assumed [] "distributed" passenger demand has not been split among 
the other Bay Area airports and transportation modes, and because a determination of 
future passenger levels at those facilities is pending the outcome of the [ ] RASP 
Update now underway at the Metropolitan Transportation Commission, a specific 
identification and calculation of the impacts of the [ ] "distributed" SFIA passenger 
demand and the level of significance of these impacts at these other locations would 
be premature. 

NOTES - Regional Planning and Coordination 

/1/ Brady, Ray, Director of Research, Association of Bay Area Governments, telephone 
conversation, April 14, 1992. 

/2/ U.S. Department of Transportation, Federal Aviation Administration, Advisory Circular 
No.150/5070-6A, June 1985. 

/3/ Kemmerly, Jack D., Chief, Division of Aeronautics, California Department of 

Transportation, letter (with attachment), March 3, 1992, to Mr. Herman Bliss, Manager, 

Airports Division, Federal Aviation Administration. 

/4/ Brittle, Chris, Manager, Planning, Metropolitan Transportation Commission, letter to 
Barbara Sahm, September 16, 1991. 

/5/ Metropolitan Transportation Commission (MTC), Regional Airport System Plan (RASP) 
Update, "Chapter 6. Aviation Demand Forecasts," preliminary draft working paper 
presented by the consulting team ('IRA Airport Consulting) at the December 4, 1991 
quarterly meeting of the MTC Regional Airport Planning Committee (RAPC). 

/6/ California Department of Transportation materials provided to the March 16, 1992 Regional 
Airport Planning Committee Meeting, Metropolitan Transportation Commission, Oakland, 
California. 
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nt Metropolitan Transponation Commission, Draft MTC Regional Airport Plan Inventory and 
Definition of Alternatives, TRA Airport Consulting, May 1991. 

/8/ Roddin, Marc, Manager of Seaport and Airport Planning, Metropolitan Transportation 
Commission, personal communication, April 24, 1992. 

191 Meyer, Loretta, Supervisor, Environmental Review, Port of Oakland, letter, January 30, 
1992. 

1101 Greene, Cary, Airport Planner, San Jose International Airport, telephone conversation, 
September 25, 1991. 
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ALTERNATIVES 

The Notes for this section begin on p. C&R.100. 

REDUCED LEVEL OF EXPANSION 

Comments 

"Only three alternatives are analyzed in the DEIR: the no-project alternative, the on-site 

alternative and the off-site alternative. It would be helpful if another alternative were included 

that would serve more passengers than the no-project alternative but less than the Master Plan." 

(Gary Binger, Association of Bay Area Governments) 

"The EIR must address the issue of project alternatives, which includes reducing the Airport 

expansion to the degree that would be consistent with the mitigation measures and their time 

frame of implementation." (George Foscardo, City of San Bruno) 

Res.ponse 

According to the CEQA Guidelines, (Section 15126(d)), an EIR must describe "a range of 

reasonable alternatives to the project, or to the location of the project, which could feasibly 

obtain the basic objectives of the project. . . The range of alternatives ... is governed by 

the 'rule of reason' that requires the EIR to set forth only those alternatives necessary to 

permit a reasoned choice. The key issue is whether the selection and discussion of 

alternatives fosters informed decision-making and informed public participation. An EIR 

need not consider an alternative whose effect cannot be reasonably ascertained and whose 

implementation is remote and speculative." 

The EIR (pp. 439-475) actually evaluates four alternatives, not three, as stated by the 

commenter. These include two variants of the No-Project Alternative, an Onsite 

Alternative, and an Offsite Alternative. The analysis emphasizes the No-Project 

Alternatives and ~e Onsite Alternative as the more "reasonable" in the range of possible 

alternatives because their effects can be reasonably ascertained. This is not among the 

characteristics of the Offsite Alternative, as discussed below, under.Offsite Alternatives: 

Regional Redistribution, pp. C&R.88-93 herein. 
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The three on-airport feasible alternatives examined in the EIR are variants of a "reduced 

scale" alternative, although the Onsite Alternative reduces the scale of construction only, 

not longer-term Airport operations. The No-Project Alternative, Variant 1 (moderate 

growth), which would serve more passengers than the No-Project (near-no-growth) 

alternative but fewer than the SFIA Master Plan, is the closest to that requested by the 

commenter. 

A major California court case on the range of alternatives that must be included in an EIR 

is Villa2e L32una of L32una Beach y. Board of Supervisors (4th Dist., 1982) 134 Cal. 

App. 3d 1022, 1028 [185 Cal.Rptr. 41, 44], in which the Court emphasized that the 

alternatives considered must be kept to a manageable number. The project in question was 

a proposed land development that would include up to 28,000 homes, but probably 20,000. 

The Court noted that "there are literally thousands of 'reasonable alternatives' to the 

proposed project. Certainly, if the building of zero homes and 25,000 homes are 

reasonable alternatives to the proposed 20,000 dwelling unit plan, then the building of 

1,000, 16,000, 22,500 and 20,001 homes are reasonable alternatives. But, no one would 

argue that the EIR is insufficient for failure to describe the 20,001 home alternative."/1/ 

As noted on p. 74 of the EIR, the SFIA Master Plan is a composite of proposed projects 

that are evaluated together in a Program EIR. Its various components could be 

implemented relatively flexibly, in accordance with changing requirements and conditions 

perceived by the project sponsor. Some components could be left unimplemented, but 

development could not exceed the overall amount included in the Master Plan (and 

evaluated in the EIR), within the Plan period. Thus, numerous variants of the Master Plan 

program as a whole could be considered "reasonable alternatives," ranging from minimal 

construction (which would result in impacts slightly more severe than those of the No

Project Alternative, Variant 1), to nearly all the construction assumed for the project 

(which would result in impacts slightly Jess severe than those of the full Master Plan 

program). Thus, altl}ough the EIR does not evaluate every conceivable variation of the 

project, it does extensively analyze both ends of a range of "reasonable alternatives" to the 

SFIA Master Plan. • 

The phasing of mitigation measures is discussed below, under Mitigation, General, 

pp. C&R.385-390 herein. As noted above, the SFIA Master Plan is a composite of 

proposed projects that could be implemente~ relatively flexibly. This flexibility makes 

possible, but does not guarantee, phasing of development or an overall reduction in the 
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scale of Master Pl~ development, as suggested by the second commenter. CEQA does 

not require, however, that the scale or timing of a project be "consistent with mitigation 

measures" (full mitigation of significant impacts). When an EIR has identified significant 

adverse environmental effects (as it has for the SFIA Master Plan), CEQA does require for 

project approval that the Lead Agency's decision-making body (the San Francisco Airports 

Commission) make written Findings that disclose and justify any significant impacts that 

would not be mitigated (see discussion below, under Adequacy/Feasibility of Alternatives 

and EIR Process, pp. C&R.97-100 and 393-413 herein). 

OFFSITE ALlERNATIVES: REGIONAL REDISTRIBUTION 

Comment 

"The EIR would benefit from an expanded discussion of regional airport system alternatives 

including the compatibility of SFO airport improvement proposals with improvement proposals 

being developed in other ongoing airport master plan studies at Oakland and San Jose Airport:S. 

The DEIR should provide some discussion of how airline and airport facility investments and 

airline service decisions (such as creating new airline 'hubs' for connecting flights) could either 

reinforce or change air service patterns at Bay Area airports." (Chris Brittle, Metropolitan 

Transportation Commission) 

Response 

To determine if the EIR's examination of an off site (regional airport system) alternative is 

adequate under CEQA, three questions need to be addressed. First, should an offsite 

alternative be included in the EIR at all -- is it necessary for a "range of reasonable 

alternatives" that would eliminate or reduce one or more significant effects of the proposed 

project? Second, can the environmental effects of such an alternative be "reasonably 

ascertained"? Finally, is the alternative feasible, or is its implementation "remote and 

speculative"? 

Should the EIR include an of/site alternative to the SFJA Master Plan? As noted in the 

previous response, CEQA states that the range of alternatives an EIR must investigate is 

governed by the "rule of reason." But CEQA also requires that "the discussion of 

alternatives shall focus on alternatives capable of eliminating any signiticant adverse 

environmental effects or reducing them to a level of insignificance, even if these 
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alternatives would impede to some degree the attainment of the project objectives, or 

would be more costly"(CEQA Guidelines, Section 15126(d)(3)). 

Interpreted literally, the Airports Corrimission's two-fold objectives for the SFIA Master 

Plan (noted in the SFIA Master Plan on p. 2.1 and in the EIR on p. 18) would preclude 

consideration of an offsite alternative, since both objectives are framed as desired outcomes . 
at the Airport. The first objective is "to provide a coordinated development plan that will 

consolidate and relocate many of the existing landside facilities in order to increase the 

efficiency and cost effectiveness oflanclside operations" (emphasis added). The second 

objective is, "To respond to the projected economic growth of the Bay Area and ensure 

that the future development required to meet that demand at the airport is implemented in 

a manner compatible with the plan" (emphasis added). 

However, ifthe emphasis of the second SFIA Master Plan objective is shifted to "respond 

to the projected economic growth of the Bay Area and . .. meet that demand," an offsite 

alternative could potentially be considered that would avoid or reduce significant effects of 

the project, in conformance with CEQA. Because the possibility exists that future regional 

air travel demand could be met by differentmeans than proposed in the SFIA Master Plan, 

and with potentially less severe overall environmental effects, an offsite alternative is 

included in the EIR (pp. 468-474). 

Can the environmental effects of the alternative be "reasonably ascertained"? CEQA 

states that "an EIR need not consider an alternative whose effect cannot be reasonably 

ascertained"(CEQA Guidelines (Section 15126(d)). With respect to the SFIA Master Plan 

Offsite Alternative, a prior question is whether the alternative can first be defined well 

enough to permit reasoned analysis of its potential environmental effects. As discussed 

above, under Decentralization/Redistribution of Aviation Activity; Capacities and Plans of 

Other Regional Airports (pp. C&R.75-85 herein), defining an "optimum shares" or 

"regional redistribution" scenario for the airports in the Bay Area is a complex problem, 

requiring numerous guesses and assumptions as well as hard data collection and analysis. 

Identifying the impacts of a speculative alternative necessarily involves even more 

uncertainty than defining the alternative itself. Moreover, to permit a comparison between 

the impacts of a regionally defined Offsite Alternative and the impacts of the SFIA Master 

Plan, the setting and impacts of the latter would have to be defined equally broadly. 

Because substantial disagreement among experts currently exists regarding future Bay Area 
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aviation system requirements and the ways to meet those requirements, the EIR's definition 

and analysis of the SFIA Master Plan Off site Alternative are general and qualitative. 

The in-progress Regional Airport System Plan (RASP) Update involves an extensive 

research and analysis effort by MTC, its consultants, and affiliated agencies and 

individuals that is aimed at addressing the region's future aviation needs. Tilis effort may 

eventually produce a "Preferred Plan" of sufficient detail to use (or adapt for use) as an 

'alternative means of serving SFIA Master Plan-forecast growth in air travel demand. 

Although neither the completed RASP nor the findings of the RASP EIR are yet available 

and it would be speculative to discuss their specific contents, preliminary draft working 

papers and other preliminary data suggest that the net regional environmental effects 

(particuiarly traffic-related effects) under a "redistribution" scenario may be found to be 

less severe than the net regional effects under a "combined airport master plans" scenario. 

The likelihood that the RASP Update will result in this conclusion is underscored by 

MTC's comments on the SFIA Master Plan EIR, including reference to "extensive previous 

analysis" showing that a redistribution strategy "is essential to: balance available runway 

and airspace capacity (i.e., reduce excessive aircraft and passenger delays), provide more 

convenient and accessible service to the Bay Area's population, provide noise relief to Bay 

Area residents, and minimize vehicle travel and air pollution from ground trips to and from 

Bay Area airports. "I'll If the RASP Update and its associated EIR analysis reach this 

conclusion, they would not contradict, but would instead elaborate and quantify, the 

qualitative impact analysis presented in the SFIA Master Plan EIR under the Offsite 

Alternative. 

Preliminary results of three computer model runs using ACCESS, a software package 

developed for MTC's use in analyzing airport access and airport competition in a multiple 

airport region, appear to advance the process of defining a reasonable "optimum shares" or 

"regional redistribution" scenario for existing and possible additional Bay Area airportsJ3/ 

The ACCESS model is being used by MTC to assist in refining and evaluating the RASP 

Update alternatives. Developed for MTC by Greig Harvey of Deakin, Harvey, 

Skabardonis, Inc., ACCESS: 

" ... is a tool for studying policies and trends that influence 1) the distribution of air 
travellers among airports; and 2) the patterns of use for airport access modes. It permits 
the user to quickly and easily analyze current patterns of airport choice and access mode 
use, and to test the effects of alternative traveler and service attributes .... ACCESS 
incorporates a set of models of airport choice developed for the San Francisco Bay Region, 
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using data from a survey of air travellers as well as a detailed representation of ground 
access and airline service at each airport .... The models and passenger sample are used 
with a database of access and airline service characteristics to obtain mode and airport 
choice probabilities for each traveling party .... By modifying the database, the user can 
assess the effects of a variety of scenarios involving different traveller characteristics, 
airport access services, airline services, and even airport locations. "/4/ 

In addition to studying the effects that airport location and other access variables have on 

passengers' airport choice, the model can help to forecast the traffic (and air quality) effects 

of various future airport system scenarios by calculating total Vehicle Miles Traveled 

(VMT). 

Like any demand model, ACCESS must be interpreted by reference to the supply 

characteristics postulated.IS/ For example, the model "runs" on alternative BART 

extensions are based on assumptions as to speed, fare basis, number of stops, etc. If other 

assumptions are used, the results will differ accordingly. 

For the RASP Update, ACCESS has so far been run on three regional scenarios, using 

1990 existing conditions data (including the 1990 MTC Air Passenger Survey) and 

MTC/Regional Airport Planning Committee (RAPC) passenger forecasts for 201016/ The 

scenarios explore "maximum" passenger shares for the three major air canier airports, 

(referred to herein as "the first model run"), potential "maximum" passenger shares for 

civilian air canier service jointly with military traffic at Travis Air Force Base (referred to 

herein as "the second model run"), and alternative airport BART extensions (not discussed 

herein). The potential applicability and limitations of the ACCESS model with respect to 

evaluation of SFIA Master Plan traffic impacts are discussed below under Transportation, 

p. C&R.135-36 herein. 

The three model runs assumed a 2010 regional air passenger total of about 75 Million 

Annual Passengers (MAP). This is the MTC/RAPC "high" 2010 forecast (84.76 MAP), 

less transfer passengers (who do not use ground transportation in the Bay Area). The 

assumed distribution of passenger origins in 2010 was derived from the passenger origins 

within eight geographic areas (mainly within the Bay Area), slightly modified to reflect 

anticipated differential population growth rates (i.e., East Bay counties are expected to 

grow faster than others). 
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The first model run was intended to establish the hypothetical upper boundary ("Maximum 

Share") of each of the three major Bay Area airports' passenger markets, by geographic 

area of passenger origin and for the region as a whole, in 2010. This was accomplished by 

instructing ACCESS to eliminate differences in the levels of air service available at the 

three airports. The ground access conditions inherent in the database were not altered. For 

the region as a whole in 2010, "Maximum Shares" were found to be roughly 50 percent for 

SFIA, 27 percent for Metropolitan Oakland International Airport (MOIA) and 23 percent 

for San Jose International Airport (SilA) (The "natural market" for Oakland could be 

higher than 27 percent, but it is constrained by ground-access conditions, primarily Bay 

Bridge congestion and the temporary loss of the 1-880 I 1-80 connection due to earthquake 

damage at Cypress Street)/3,5/ Calculated VMT for this hypothetical scenario totaled 

about 3.8 million miles per day, compared to about 4.3 million miles per day ~hen the 

1990 shares of the airports (71 percent at SFIA, 12 percent at MOIA, and 17 percent at 

SilA) are projected to 2010. This model run assumed that airlines served each of the tlu:'ee 

major airports approximately equally; this is not now the case. 

As a variant of the first model run, more-realistic 2010 passenger shares ("Equilibrated 

Shares") for the three major air carrier airports were derived by applying "adequate yield" 

(passenger load factor) criteria to eliminate flights that are assumed to be uneconomical 

for the air carriers. That is, for this variant, some differences in the level of available air 

service were introduced. From the standpoint of identifying the potential environmental 

effects (especially traffic and related air quality effects) of "redistributing" future air 

passenger demand from SFIA to MOIA and SilA, the "Equilibrated Shares" scenario 

provides the most useful output from the completed ACCESS runs15/ In other words.this 

part of the model run provides a view of how passengers' patterns of airport choice might 

look in the future if air carrier levels of service at the three major Bay Area airports were 

more similar to each other than at present, but not absolutely equal. "Equilibrated Shares" 

were found to be about 60 percent for SFIA, 21 percent for MOIA and 19 percent for SilA. 

Calculated VMT for this scenario totaled about 4.0 million miles per day. 

The second model run generated 2010 "maximum shares" for the respective major Bay 

Area airports, with an equal level of air service provided at Travis Air Force Base (equal to 

air service at SFIA, MOIA, and SilA -- that is, each of the four airports would provide 25 

percent of the regional air-carrier service). 1be results showed that Travis could attract as 

much patronage as MOIA or SilA does now 13/ 
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Discussions of the potential effects of airline hobbing strategies, and of other trends in the 

aviation industry, are included in Activity Patterns and Forecasts (pp. C&R.28-38 herein), 

and Attachment D: Background to Airport Operations, in C&R Appendix A herein. 

Is the Offsite Alternative feasible? As noted previously, CEQA 's definition of feasible is 

"capable of being accomplished in a successful manner within a reasonable period of time, 

taking into account economic, environmental, legal, social, and technological factors" 

(CEQA Guidelines, Section 15364). As discussed above, under Regional Planning and 

Coordination (p. C&R.58-64 herein), even if the completed RASP Update "Preferred Plan" 

constitutes an "environmentally superior" alternative for the region (relative to the SFIA 

Master Plan, combined with other airports' development plans), MTC would not be fully 

empowered to implement every component of the RASP 13/ H SFIA and the other airports 

were to agree to bring their master plans into conformance with the RASP, such agreement 

would not ensure successful implementation of the RASP either, because the airports are 

subject to government regulation of their operations (primarily by the Federal Aviation 

Administration (FAA)) and have extremely limited control over airline business decisions. 

Attachment Din C&R Appendix A herein contains a discussion of the limited powers 

granted to airport owners, the potential areas of control airports do have, the requirement 

that airport restrictions be reasonable and not discriminate unjustly, and the meaning of 

"unreasonable" and "discriminatory" when applied to restrictions imposed at several U.S. 

airports. 

Thus, while an offsite alternative is discussed in the EIR, it is discussed at a general level 

with primarily qualitative analysis, due to the wide range of assumptions necessary to 

defme the alternative and ascertain its environmental effects, and due to the limited 

feasibility of the alternative. 

AL'IERNA TIVE POLICIES I MANAGEMENT SYS'IEMS 

~ 

Comment 

" ... Broad alternatjves to the SFIA Master Plan need to be analyzed to see if there are not 

alternatives that would greatly reduce the impacts.of noise ... 
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"Why has this EIR not even mentioned limiting the hours of airport operations? It seems like an 

obvious alternative to analyze in this Master Plan EIR. It would be an environmentally superior 

alternative under which the project objective would still be achievable. 

"We suggest that the EIR needs to analyze an alternative that w~uld limit [nighttime] arriving 

and departing flights to near zero (except perhaps for emergency situations). The night flights 

are somewhat low now -- why not analyze a Master Plan alternative that would allow people in 

the surrounding cities to sleep?" (Fred Howard, Pacifica Noise Abatement Committee) 

Response 

EIR project alternati¥es should not only be "capable of eliminating any significant adverse 

environmental effects or reducing them to a level of insignificance"; they must also, except 

the "No-Project" alternative, generally meet the objectives of the project. In the case of the 

SFIA Master Plan EIR, none of the alternatives meeting the basic project objectives would 

substantially reduce noise impacts. Both variants of the No-Project Alternative in the EIR 

would reduce the impacts of aircraft noise, as they assume reduced levels of aircraft 

operations in comparison with the SFIA Master Plan. The Onsite Alternative assumes the 

same future levels of passenger traffic and aircraft operations as the Master Plan, so it does 

not provide for substantially reduced aircraft noise impacts. The Offsite alternative, while 

potentially reducing aircraft noise impacts near SFIA (relative to the SFIA Master Plan), 

would not likely result in a net regional reduction in aircraft noise effects. 

Mitigation measures, in contrast to project alternatives, are more focused means of 

reducing project impacts, and may also be included to reduce the impacts of project 

alternatives. The EIR (pp. 424-426) contains a range of measures to mitigate the aircraft 

noise impacts that would result from the project. Limiting night-time arriving and 

departing flights to zero or near-zero, as the commenter suggests, would be essentially the 

same as a curfew, which is a mitigation measure discussed below, under Aircraft Noise 

Mitigation (pp. C&R.268., 71 herein). 
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System Optimization 

Comment 

"The EIR alludes to some items in the mitigation and/or alternatives which I think ought to be 

investigated further, and that is, just very briefly, a system management plan to determine how 

existing equipment facilities and systems can be optimized to their fullest use. I think that ought 

to be a subject of a separate investigation so that the decision-makers on this know exactly what 

they're dealing with, so they know if there is an alternative to do a better system management, 

they know it's available and they can encourage that." (Charles Kroupa) 

Response 

As referenced by the commenter, Airport System Management (ASM) is listed in the EIR 

(p. 469) among the preliminary range of alternatives to address future aviation 

requirements in the region, as developed for the MTC RASP Update. This strategy would 

aim at "matching supply and demand and making maximum use of existing facility 

capacity." In its preliminary form, this list of measures does not constitute a feasible 

alternative to the SFIA Master Plan. (The evaluation of RASP Alternatives is still in 

progress; the extent to which ASM will be incorporated into MTC's "Preferred Plan" is 

unknown at this time.) However, even if they were more fully developed and integrated, 

most of the listed ASM measures would not be within SFIA's control to implement nor 

meet the objectives of the SFIA Master Plan, and therefore they would not likely constitute 

a reasonable project alternative. 

The emphasis of the listed ASM measures is on avoiding major new construction by 

maximizing existing airside facilities in the region. Most of the ASM measures would 

either require changes in FAA policies or increased cooperation between the airports and 

the airlines. Some of the measures proposed, such as market share shifts between airports, 

fleet mix changes and flight schedule changes (by airlines) would be outside of the airports' 

control while others, such as development of reliever General Aviation airports or joint use 

of existing military airports, would likely require establishment of planning partnerships 

and implementation measures by government agencies. The only listed ASM measure that 

could potentially be implemented by SFIA, congestion pricing, could help to increase the 

efficiency of landside facilities (by spreading the airline peak demand for terminal gates) 
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but would not be within SFIA's ability to implement in the near term (see discussion of 

financial incentives on pp. C&R.279 herein). 

Revising the existing aircraft gate lease structure is a system management measure that 

could potentially reduce the need for SFIA Master Plan projects that aim to increase 

terminal capacity. Th.is is not among the listed ASM measures, and is not in SFIA's 

control to implement in the near-term (see the discussion of exclusive-use leases in 

Attachment D, C&R Appendix A, herein). 

With respect to optimization of efficiency at an individual airport, and with regard to 

maximizing efficiency of its existing landside facilities and operations, SFIA already has 

several advanced system management programs in place. For example, SFIA has a 

computerized maintenance control system for all airport equipment, operating systems, and 

facilities. The maintenance control system identifies, on a weekly basis, what 

facility/equipment/system needs service, what service is needed, and what resources are 

required (materials and labor). Work orders are then produced and work is scheduled and 

performed by the Airport's Facilities Operation and Maintenance stJJ.ff.fl/ 

AL1ERNATIVE 1ECHNOLOGJES 

Comment 

"Finally, members of the Planning Commission at the August 29th hearing raised the matter of a 

regional discussion of airports, including SFIA, Oakland and San Jose. The Committee agrees 

with this criticism. The SFIA Master Plan and its EIR should include consideration for future 

activities at all three airports, incorporating at the least: ... 

"6. Analyze and forecast the extent to which video conferencing, alternate transportation modes 
(e.g., ·high-speed rail) and other technology might reduce the need for air transport" 
(Timothy Treacy, Airport Noise Committee) 

Response 

At a regional or state planning level, the potential benefits of new technologies such as 

videoconferencing or high-speed rail may be incorporated in actual plans and policies. At 

the individual airport planning level, however, such new technologies may be considered 
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remote, exogenous influences on the aviation market, whether beneficial (relieving excess 

air service demand) or detrimental (competing with airports and airlines). As explained 

above, under Reduced Level of Expansion and Off site_ Alternatives: Regional 

Redistribution, (pp. C&R.86-93 herein), CEQA does not require an EIR to consider an 

alternative "whose effect cannot be reasonably ascertained and whose implementation is 

remote and speculative" (CEQA Guidelines, Section 15126(d)). The EIR (pp. 472-473) 

includes the "New Technology" category in its summary of the preliminary range of 

alternatives developed for the MTC RASP Udate, but because it does not meet the above

cited CEQA implementation criterion, "New Technology " is not considered a reasonable 

alternative to the project for the purposes of environmental review. 

ADEQUACY /FEASIBil.JTY OF AL'IERNA TIVES 

Comments 

"As to the required exploration of alternatives to this vast expansion plan, the DEIR appears 

simply to repeat the conclusions of SFIA administration and staff that there are no viable 

alternatives. lltls approach to exploring alternatives certainly cannot be what the California 

legislature contemplated for an environmental impact report on a major project such as this." 

(Carol Gamble) 

"The DEIR section on alternatives is particularly weak, with no meaningfu1 discussion of viable 

options. Furthermore, in many cases, the DEIR simply accepts the Airport's assessment about 

the inadequacy of alternatives. The Committee believes the DEIR should provide independent, 

unbiased examination of options, so the public and decision makers are adequately informed." 

(Timothy Treacy, Airport Noise Committee) 

" ... The alternatives offered seem to be restricted to Offsite: the MTC Regional Plan, Onsite: 

some vague, illusory FAA runway development plan, and no development at all (DEIR Vol. I 

Ch. §D). These alternatives are not even economic alternatives, much less environmental impact 

mitigating alternatives. Consequently, there simply is no way to determine when any of the 

proposed mitigating measures are to be applied. I get the feeling again that no real mitigation is 

ever intended." (Alyn Lam) 
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"While the use of other airports in the Bay Region to handle future air passenger growth is 

identified as an alternative, the basis for its rejection needs to be expanded." (Roger Chinn, 

Airport/Community Roundtable) 

"Finally, reading through the alternatives, I was struck-- now, I am not familiar with EIR's and 

what is an adequate EIR. In the alternatives, if you read the ~ternatives that are explored to this 

project, there is a description called 'reason for rejection'. Each of these says the sponsor has 

rejected this. Basically, that is what the EIR is saying. I would look to the EIR to explore 

alternatives that maybe the sponsor hasn't considered, alternatives that might shed new light on 

it To say, well, gee, we can do no growth and the airport doesn't want to do that, therefore that 

is not a viable alternative, it seems to me it's not quite fulfilling the role, at least as I anticipate, 

of any EIR. I think we ought to have some real alternatives examined, not simply put something 

out and say: Well, the airport has already rejected this, therefore it's not a viable alternative." 

(Curt Holzinger) 

"The alternatives, I think, are given pretty short s~ft. It's kind of like developer responses 

which say: We have rejected this idea because it doesn't meet the demand. To me, that is not 

adequate for a public agency, particularly when other public agencies are recommending 

something different. There has got to be a better analysis and a better discussion as to why and 

what are the policy purposes so policy-makers can make decisions about the tradeoffs and the 

choices. It's not like a developer saying: I've got this land and I've got to build a 30-story 

building. It's in my economic interest to do so. Sorry, I am not going to consider any other 

alternatives. 

"This is the city. The city has got to say: The reason we have made this choice and we made 

these tradeoffs, and here are costs and here are the benefits, therefore these are why we rejected 

the alternatives. Otherwise, how is the public going to be able to -- or other policy-makers going 

to be able to - have any kind of understanding of what the decision points are here?" 

(Commissioner Engmann) 

"I agree with Doug, that the alternatives are pathetic and not fair to decision-makers. They may 

be fair to San Francisco Airport Commission, but not to the region." (Commission Bierman) 
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Response 

The EIR does not simply repeat the conclusions of the SFIA Administration and staff that 

there are no viable alternatives to the SFIA Master Plan. In accordance with CEQA 

requirements, the EIR considers a range of reasonable alternatives and identifies why the 

alternatives were rejected by the project sponsor in favor of the proposed project (CEQA 

Guidelines, Section 15126(d)). As explained above, under Decentralization/Redistribution 

of Aviation Activity; Capacities and Plans of Other Regional Airports, Reduced Level of 

Expansion, and Offsite Alternatives: Regional Redistribution (pp. C&R.75-85, 86-88 and 

88-93 herein), and acknowledged in the EIR (pp. 468-475), viable alternatives may exist 

which would, on a regional level, be "environmentally superior" to the SFIA Master Plan 

combined with other airports' master plans. However, CEQA does not require an EIR to 

consider an alternative "whose effect cannot be ascertained reasonably and whose 

implementation is remote and speculative." CEQA also requires that project alternatives 

be described that "could feasibly obtain the basic objectives of the project" or, would only 

"impede to some degree the attainment of the project objectives .... "(CEQA Guidelines, 

Section 15126(d)). 

The quality and scope of the EIR alternatives analysis is constrained, first, by the nature of 

the project objectives (which are defined in terms of the SFIA site itself), and second, by 

the complexity of the regional system. The EIR does not, and cannot, provide a R~gional 

Aviation System Plan, and because the RASP Update has not been completed, the EIR 

does not, and cannot, evaluate the environmental impact of the RASP or its alternatives in 

relation to the impacts of the SFIA Master Plan. (It is not known at this time how well the 

completed RASP could be adapted to serve as an EIR alternative to the SFIA Master Plan, 

since the former is a regional plan, and the latter is an individual airport plan. The 

objectives, geographic scopes and levels of detail in the respective plans would likely differ 

substantially.) 

As one commenter correctly points out, the alternatives considered in the EIR (except for 

the No-Project variants) would not substantially reduce the environmental effects of the 

project The Onsite Alternative would primarily result in reduced construction effects, 

which are not considered as important as the longer-term operational effects of the project. 

The Offsite alternative could potentially reduce net regional environmental effects in 

comparison to the project, but this cannot be ascertained reasonably at this time. The 

Offsite alternative would also merely shift some effects to locations other than the SFlA 
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vicinity. The commenter's statement that the alternatives are not "economic" is unclear; 

CEQA does not require economic analysis of project alternatives or that alternatives be 

economically comparable to the project. 

The Airports Commission is required under CEQA (Guidelines, Section 15091) to consider 

alternatives and mitigation measures that would "substantially lessen or avoid" significant 

adverse environmental impacts (Public Resources Code, Section 21002), and when 

rejecting them as infeasible, supporting the rejection with substantial evidence (CEQA 

Guidelines, Section 15091). Further, ifthe EIR shows there to be unavoidable significant 

impacts resulting from the SFIA Master Plan, or if mitigation measures adopted by the 

Airports Commission would not reduce impacts below a level of significance, the Airports 

Commission must, under CEQA (Guidelines, Section 15093) fully disclose its rationale for 

project approval (through a Statement of Overriding Considerations). Through this 

process, the "tradeoffs" involved in the Commission's decision would be disclosed to the 

public. 

NOTES - Alternatives 

111 Remy, Michael H., Tina A. Thomas, and James G. Moose, Guide to the California 
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA), 1991 Edition, Solano Press Books, Point Arena, 
California, 1991. 

/']} Brittle, Chris, Manager, Planning, Metropolitan Tran$portation Commission, letter to 
Barbara Sahm, September 16, 1991. 

/3/ Roddin, Marc, Manager of Seaport and Airport Planning, Metropolitan Transportation 
Commission, interview, April 22, 1992. 

141 Harvey, Greig, ACCESS: Models of Airport Access and Airport Choice for the San 
Francisco Bay Region (Deakin, Harvey, Skabardonis, Inc.), December, 1989. 

151 Harvey, Greig, telephone and facsimile communications, March 4-6, 1992. 

161 Data runs provided by Marc Roddin, Manager of Seaport and Airport Planning, 
Metropolitan Transportation Commission, March 4, 1992. 

nt Costas, John, Assistant Administrator, Planning and Construction, San Francisco 
International Airport, letter, February 28, 1992. · 
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WEST OF BAYSHORE LANDS 

The Notes for this section begin on p. C&R.103. 

Comments 

"West of Bayshore Airport Lands should be declared very valuable Open ,Space lands separating 

surrounding ~ities from Airport in perpetuity as protection against further vehicle and Pollution 

problems and listed as a necessity against more Pollution." (Jessie Bracker) 

"~ of Airport Lands beine currently used for Airport, lies a large needed Open Space 

surrounding the Easterly sides of San Bruno and Millbrae cities. As a Mitieation Action to 

insure protection against further Vehicle and Airport Pollution Problems those lands should be 

designated, as a necessary requirement, Open Space in Perpetuity and many trees should be 

planted there for purpose of helping to lessen the Pollution and Noise problems created because 

of this large Airport ... 

" ... [T]here is nothing in your document that tells of those lands planned for the possible BART 

station -- that they are the habitat lands of the endangered San Francisco garter snake, and: 

especially where they plan to put the tail track storage area" (Jessie Bracker, letter of 8/27/91 

and public hearing of 8/27 /91) 

"The BART Station should not be placed in or near vacant Airport Lands west of 101 Hwy 

because of added Traffic Vehicle Pollutants, new roads that would have to be built and Parking 

lots that would have to be built, all generating more Pollutants which would make a farce of the 

purported reason for getting BART in the first place, which was to have cleaner air. BART is the 

only one that would benefit .. " (Jessie Bracker) 

"There is no discussion of a potential ballpark at that location. It may or may not be a reality, but 

it may be something that needs to be mentioned, just as the ballpark had to be mentioned in the 

Mission Bay EIR. ''. (Commissioner Engmann) 

"West ofBayshore Area. The development of this 180 acre property for airport-related purposes 

is essential to the long term development of SFIA. The final EIR should state the intent of the 

City to (a) proceed with the necessary environmental ~tudies; (b) take the required mitigation 
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measures; and (c) reserve the remaining available site for future SAA development." (Thomas 

Brown, United Airlines) 

Response 

Page 20 of the EIR indicates that the "West of Bayshore site" is not included in the SFIA 

Master Plan Project Area. The EIR Project Description further states, "This site was 

removed from the SFIA Master Plan process because it is a habitat for the San Francisco 

garter snake, an endangered species, and the red-legged frog, a candidate for the 

endangered species list." According to the SFIA Master Plan, forecast long-term demand 

(until 2006) for aviation services would be satisfied at SAA without the use of the West of 

Bayshore site .. SFIA would not be precluded from developing the site; however, 

development of the West of Bayshore site for Airport (or other) use would be subject to 

additional CEQA review and regulatory approval by responsible agencies .such as the 

California Department of Fish and Game. The environmental studies and mitigation 

measures mentioned by one commenter would be a part of that CEQA review. No 

development of the West of Bayshore site is proposed as part of the SFIA Master Plan 

Project. 

One commenter suggests that the West of Bayshore site be designated as permanent Open 

Space "as protection against further ... pollution," presumably to mitigate the project's 

pollution impacts and to prevent additional pollution impacts (due to site development) 

from occurring. Because the site is currently vacant and is not planned for development, 

the designation of it as Open Space would not mitigate the project's air or noise pollution 

impacts, as identified in the EIR. A discussion of the effectiveness of tree planting in 

mitigating air pollution appears in Air Quality Mitigation, p. C&R.332 herein. The 

designation of the West of Bayshore site as mitigation for the site's own development 

would not be appropriate because, as noted above, site development is not a part of the 

project. (Tue removal of the site from the SFIA Master Plan has already eliminated the 

potentially significant impacts that would occur as the result of the site's development 

under the SFIA Master Plan.) 

Several alternative BART station locations and layouts, including alternatives located on 

the West of Bayshore site , are under consideration for the construction of a BART 

extension.Ill Discussions of the BART station alternatives and the Alternatives 

Analysis/DEIS/DEIR are in the SFIA Master Plan EIR (pp. 269 and 415) and in BART 
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Extension to SFIA, pp. C&R.139-145 herein. The AA/DEIS/DEIR discusses the potential 

impacts of a BART station and associated access structures on the West of Bayshore site. 

A decision on the BART- San Francisco Extension "preferred alternative" will be made by 

a committee composed of representatives of BART, MTC, and SamTrans./2/ The public 

comment period for the BART AA/DEIS/DEIR was initiated in March, 1992. 

The BART AA/DEIS/DEIR indicates that construction of some of the San Francisco 

Airport BART Extension alternatives would result in significant impacts on the San 

Francisco garter snake, San Francisco forktailed damselfly, and the California red-legged 

frog, endangered species that occur on the West of Bayshore site. The San Francisco 

Airport BART Extension could also result in impacts on wetlands located on the West of 

Bayshore site. These impacts would depend on the preferred alternative selected, the 

actual design of the facilities, and results of an accurate delineation of the wetland 

areas./l,3/ The BART AA/DEIS/DEIR indicates that a total of approximately 35 acres of 

wetlands exist on the West of Bayshore site and states that, " [ a]t worst, 10 to 15 acres of 

wetlands would be eliminated, while at best only 3 to 5 acres would be affected."/3/ 

The characteristics and impacts of a BART station west of US 101 are discussed in the 

SFIA Master Plan EIR only to the extent they relate to the characteristics and impacts of 

the SFIA Master Plan. BART station characteristics and impacts are not evaluated in the 

SFIA EIR because the siting and construction of the station are not part of the Master Plan. 

The SFIA Master Plan EIR acknowledges the presence of endangered species on the West 

of Bayshore site but it is not a function of the SFIA Master Plan EIR to mitigate the effects 

of the proposed BART extension. BART station siting and construction are actions under 

the authority of BART (and MTC and SamTrans), not the Airports Commission. 

The West of Bayshore site is not currently under consideration as a ballpark site. A 

ballpark was considered in the Mission Bay EIR because the ballpark was a pending 

proposal and was on the City of San Francisco ballot Consequently, discussion of such a 

development proposal in this EIR would not be appropriate. 

NO'IES- West ofBayshore 

111 BART - San Francisco Airport Extension AA/DEIS/DEIR, March 1992. 
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I'll Wallsten, Karen, Senior Planner, Parsons Brinckerhoff Quade & Douglas, Inc., telephone 
conversation, March 13, 1992. 

/3/ BART - San Francisco Airport Extension AA/DEIS/DEIR, March 1992, pp S-20, and 5-20 
toS-24. 
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LAND USE AND PLANS 

The Notes for this section begin on p. C&R.111. 

LAND USE REGULATIONS APPLICABLE TO SFIA 

Comments 

"The draft EIR states that the Airport is not subject to county of San Mateo and adjacent cities. 

land use and zoning regulations ... " (Richard Gee, SamTrans) 

"The Federal Government has given much aid to this Airport. They added more than $12 million 

by 1945 with Massive Improvements. How much of the Land and Fill was paid for with Federal 

Money?? As many as 2,000 people a day were employed by WPA and other relief agencies 

1933-1940 working at the Airport. ·In World War II the Military took over the Airport 

Supervision and completed Massive Improvements by 1945. By War's end the Airport had 

700 acres in use and another 2,000 acres under Development. Consequently SFIA emerged as a 

major crossroads of the World. Isn't it true that if Federal Government helped purchase land for 

Airport it must be kept for use of that Airport only? No ball parks." (Jessie Bracker, letter of 

8/27/91 and public hearing of 8/27191) 

Response 

The :first comment refers to a statement in the second paragraph on p. 78 of the EIR. The 

statement is taken directly from the SFIA Master Plan, and is supported by information in 

the SFIA Master Plan (pp. 3.1-3.2) regarding the powers and responsibilities of Airport 

Land Use Commissions (ALUCs). The ALUC for San Mateo County is discussed on 

pp.103-105 of the EIR. 

Article 3.5, Section 21674 (e) of the S~ Aeronautics Act (which establishes the Airport 

Land Use Commission "to provide for the orderly growth of airports and surrounding 

areas") states, "The powers of the commission [ALUC] shall in no way be construed to 

give the commission jurisdiction over the operation of any airport" 

The second comment requests an account of parcels purchased with federal dollarS and 

whether such land must remain in Airport use. According to the Federal Aviation 
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Administration (FAA), the title holder for each parcel of land at SAA has not been 

determined, including whether such parcel(s) were purchased with federal dollars (but 

owned by SAA) or whether.title is still held by the Federal GovernmentJl ,2/ 

Title to specific parcel(s) of an airport's land may or may not be required prior to the 

implementation of an approved master plan. Whether any portion of SAA property is 

restricted to Airport land uses can be determined after researching the federal branch that 

purchased the parcel(s), the terms and conditions of the purchase agreement (including any 

agreements with the City and County of San Francisco), and the authority for the purchase. 

Such research could produce an account of the parcel(s) affected by the proposed SAA 

Master Plan, from which a determination could be made as to whether such parcel(s) 

would be restricted to Airport usesll ,'lJ 

As shown in the Project Description section of the EIR, the SAA Master Plan does not 

include any "non-Airport" (non-aviation-related) uses. Therefore, an assessment offederal 

restrictions on land use is not relevant to the assessment of environmental effects in the 

EIR. 

EXISTING LAND USE 

Comment 

"P. 21 Fig 1 - does not show that some Airport lands are Yli1hin Millbrae. Map P. 83, Fig. 11 -

several designated land uses are shown incorrectly for City of Millbrae, for instance - 1) Airport 

lands within City of Millbrae are zoned Open Space. 2) Land you show as electric utilities is part 

of that Airport Open Space Lands and P.G. and E. Towers for Electric Lines. The P.G. and E. 

Substation is adjacent to that and you show it as Vacant. 3) There is also a Kennel and a Private 

Tennis Club Courts in that same land parcel you show Vacant. 4) There is a Sheltering Pines 

Convalescent Hospital at north side of area just across the R.R. Tracks from west side of that 

where you show Single Family. 5) There is a small Power Unit Bldg. located just South adjacent 

to Marina Vista fatk alongside Bay St that supplies power to Airport 6) There is a Sewer-Lift 

Station at Madrone and Bay St 7) There is a Storm Drainage Pump Station just north of City 

Boundary Line in Airport field, across from Lomita Park School by Lomita Canal. 

"P. 75 last of par 4 - should add - and Southwest - just after "West" because elsewhere in text it· 

states Millbrae m "Soutbwest"; and east of Millbrae St, Airport lands are also habitat of the 
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endangered San Francisco Garter Snake and of the red legged frog within City of Millbrae 

Boundary lines all along Lomita Canal. 

"P; 92-93 - says nothing about Airport lands zoned Open Space in Millbrae and nothing about 

the snake and frog habitat nor Millbrae's Sphere of Influence on any Airport Lands, also on Pages 

255 and 256 - you left out the same things but yet wrote about all 3 as for San Bruno area! Why? 

There are more of the Snakes located in Millbrae." (Jessie Bracker) 

Response 

Figure 1, Project Location, on p. 21 of the EIR is revised to depict the approximate area of 

the City of Millbrae that is within the SFIA boundary. 

Figure 11, Existing Land Use and City Boundaries Adjacent to SFIA, on p. 83 of the EIR 

is intended to depict existing land uses. The legend and shaded areas on Figure 11 are 

intended to illustrate the predominant existing land use for the areas covered. The zoning 

designations for those areas may differ from the existing land use. Figure 11 is not. 

intended to show the City of Millbrae's zoning designations. 

In some instances, a particular legend designation may be meant to represent multiple land 

uses. To clarify the land use designations depicted on Figure 11, the "Electric Utilities" 

designation in the legend is revised to "Electric Utility Facilities." 

The comments regarding the P.G. and E. substation, kennel and private tennis club, power 

unit building, sewer-lift station, and storm drainage pump station are correct. However, 

these land uses are not the predominant use withln the respective areas depicted on 

Figure 11. The Sheltering Pines Convalescent Hospital is added to Figure 11. 

The commenter requests the addition of the words "and Southwest" after the word "West" 

in the last sentence of paragraph 4 on p. 75 of the EIR. The word "West" is part of the title 

"West of Bayshore" and is not referring to a direction but a portion of SFIA property. The 

title "West of Bayshore" should be consistent throughout the EIR, and therefore, is not 

changed on p. 75. 
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The commenter notes that the City of Millbrae lands within the Airport boundary are zoned 

Open Space by the City of Millbrae and within the City of Millbrae's Sphere-of-Influence, 

and that there are more [San·Francisco Garter] snakes located in [the part of the West of 

Bayshore site in] Millbrae [than in the remainder of the site]. To further clarify the 

discussion of the existing land use conditions in the environs of SFIA, the following 

sentences are appended to the first paragraph on p. 93 of the EIR: 

SFIA lands within the City of Millbrae are designated IndustriaJ/Utility east of 
US 101, and designated Open Space west of US 101, by the City of Millbrae General 
Plan. These lands are zoned Industrial east of US 101, and zoned Open Space west 
of US 101, by the City of Millbrae Zoning Ordinance./26a/ These SFIA lands are 
within the City of Millbrae's Sphere-of Influence . 

On p. 255 of the EIR, the following paragraph is inserted after the fifth paragraph : 

SFIA's West of Bayshore parcel is within the City of Millbrae Sphere of Influence. 
As stated on p. 20, the parcel is habitat for the San Francisco garter snake, an 
endangered species, and the red-legged frog, a candidate for the endangered species 
list. The number of San Francisco garter snakes inhabiting the Millbrae or other 
portion(s} of the West ofBayshore is not known. As stated on p. 20, the West of 
Bayshore parcel is not included in the SFIA Master Plan Process. 

The following note is inserted after note /26/ on p. 121 of the EIR: 

/26a/ Ironside, Robert, Millbrae Director of Community Development, telephone 
conversation, March 5, 1992. 

GENERAL PLAN NOISE ELEMENTS 

Comments 

"Although we agree that the Pacifica Noise Element may state that aircraft noise is not 

considered a problem for Pacifica (pp. 94-95), the noise element is over 10 years old and in 

obvious need of revision. The activities of our committee of the past three years is evidence that 

airport noise is now (in 1991) considered a problem in Pacifica. .. " (Fred Howard, Pacifica 

Noise Abatement Committee) 

" ... [T]he description of community setting, land use, and noise compatibility for the City of 

Pacifica as included in the DEIR is incomplete. Although the DEIR correctly states that our 

Noise Element does not recognize aircraft noise as a problem, the City of Pacifica has been 
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participating in the Airport Roundtable for many years and has repeatedly expressed concern 

about aircraft noise. In particular, our response to the Notice of Preparation and our response to 

working papers for the Master Plan indicated a concern about the noise impacts which would 

result from the planned increase in the number of flights. The DEIR should be revised to 

acknowledge that the City has serious concerns about aircraft noise, particularly in regard to . 

single-event noise impacts and overflight patterns." (Wendy Cosin, City of Pacifica) 

Response 

Both comments refer in part to the statement on p. 94 of the EIR that " ... aircraft noise is 

not considered a problem for Pacifica" The EIR's discussion of the environmental setting 

for Land Use and Plans is primarily based on adopted plans and policies such as the Noise 

Element of the General Plan for the City of Pacifica Responses to the Notice of 

Preparation, participation in the Airport/Community Roundtable, and other community 

involvement meetings indicate that the City of Pacifica and the Pacifica Noise Abatement 

Committee have "serious concerns" regarding existing aircraft noise levels and the 

potential single-event noise levels and overflight patterns under the SFIA Master Plan. 

The last paragraph on p. 94 of the EIR is revised as follows (revisions are underlined): 

The adQpted Noise Element of the General Plan states that aircraft noise is not 
considered a problem for the City of PacificaJ29/ The SFIA 1976 65 dB CNEL 
contour did not cross into Pacifica's city limits. Howeyer. participation in the 
Aii:port/Community Rouruitable (see p. 167) and at Other community meetin2s 
concerned with aircraft noise has indicated that noise. particularly sin2Ie-eyent noise 
leyels and overfli21U patterns. is currently perceived as a problem by some City of 
Pacifica residentsJ29a/ 

Nevertheless. the primary source of surface noise in Pacifica is the arterial I collector 
street system. According to the Noise Element of the 1980 City of Pacifica General 
Plan: ... 

The following note is inserted after note /29/ on p. 121 of the EIR: 

/29a/ Cosin,"Wendy, Planning and Building Director, City of Pacifica, telephone 
conversation, March 5, 1992. 

N01ES - Land Use and Plans 

/1/ Cross, David, Federal Aviation Administration, telephone conversation, March s. 1992. 

/'l/ Hopkins, Les, Federal Aviation Administration, telephone conversation. March 9, 1992. 
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TBANSPORTATION SETIING AND IMPACTS 

The Notes for this section begin on p. C&R.151. 

SETTING 

Roadway Network 

·comment 

"On page 127 the document states that Millbrae Avenue is 'a four-lane arterial running east-west 

from 1-280 to Old Bayshore Highway. It provides access to SFIA for areas west and south of 

SFIA. . .' 

"As anyone who has travelled on Millbrae Avenue from 1-280 to Old Bayshore Highway can tell 

you, the road is two lanes, winding, steep, and peppered with stop signs for most of the distance. 

It passes through residential areas where high speed, high volume traffic would not be 

appropriate." (Patricia Clark) 

Response 

The first sentence of the third paragraph on p. 127 of the EIR is changed as follows (new 

text is underlined and deletions indicated by brackets): 

Running east- west Millbrae Avenue is a []two-lane arterial between 1-280 []and 
El Camino Real and a six-lane arterial between El Camino Real and Old Bayshore 
Highway. 

Existing Ground Transportation Services 

Comment 

"P. 131 AC/BART Plus passes. etc. Technically, passage on MUNI or AC Transit is not free; 

the passenger pays seven dollars twice monthly in addition to BART fare for the privilege of 

riding the bus lines involved. More importantly, the BART Plus Pass is not valid for passage on 

SamTrans lines 7F/7B - it is only worth a 50¢ credit toward passage. It is therefore of limited 

value for SFO tripmaking. 
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"A separate joint SamTrans/MUNI pass arrangement is, however, currently at the discussion 

stage which is expected to offer users a discount on the order of $10 from the combined $75 p~ce 

of passes ($30 MUNI, $45 SamTrans SF/SFO). (SamTrans prices may rise shortly.)" (Peter 

Straus and James Lowe, MUNI) 

Response 

The BART Plus Pass is currently good for full credit on SamTrans lines 7B and 3B, and 

$0.85 credit on Sam Trans line 7F. Therefore, the BART Plus Pass could be used for trips 

to SFIA. A separate SamTrans/MUNI pass would also make trips to SAA more 

accessible. 

The last two sentences in the third paragraph on p. 131 of the EIR are changed to: 

SamTrans recently entered into a fare-coordination agreement with BART that 
provides free rides on ~ SamTrans buses (and credits on others) to passengers 
who present semi-monthly AC/BART Plus passes. These passes, subject to 
additional month)y fees. are good for free passage on MUNI routes also. 

SFIA MASTER PLAN TRANSPORTATION ASPECTS 

On-Airport Circu}ation CGTC/APM/Ro3dwaysl 

Comments 

"The Division supports the proposed plans for an Automated People Mover (APM) system at 

San Francisco International Airpon. However, we do note that it appears that with the exception 

of private automobile passenger drop-off, vehicles that previously proceeded directly to the 

terminal buildings (taxi/limo, shuttle van, shuttle bus and Sam Trans bus) would now go to the 

Ground Transportation Center, with the occupants then using the Automated People Mover to 

access the terminal buildings. 

"Will all curb side drop-off be discontinued for these alternative modes of travel? H so, we 

suggest that further consideration be given to the potential impact on the shuttle, bus and 

taxi/limo services if private vehicles are still allowed to drop-off passengers at the curb." (Sandy 

Hesnard, Department of Transponation, Division of Aeronautics) 
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"Terminal Roadway System. The Master Plan correctly states on Pg. 10.9 that 'additional 

planning will be required to determine the optimum design' of the roadway system. The 

schematic design depicted in the DEIR (IV.B., pgs. 265-272) should not be taken as a final 

configuration of the new roadway system required to interconnect the existing and new terminals 

with Highway 101 and other roads." (Thomas Brown, United Airlines) 

" ... There are some comments on widening the road R-3, which is commonly called McDonnell 

Road, between 101 and San Bruno Avenue. Now, I am not sure I understand that, because R-3 

doesn't run between 101 and San Bruno Avenue. But theroad seems awful narrow now ... " 

(Edwin Works) 

Reswnse 

The functions and operations of the Ground Transportation Center (GTC) and the 

Automated People Mover (APM) are described on DEIR pp. 265-268. The GTC would 

house most of the ground transportation vehicles, including shuttle vans. The objective of 

the GTC and APM (Light Rail System) is to provide a comparable level of service to 

patrons who use this system to access the terminals and to those who drive to the terminal 

curbside. For the convenience of Airport patrons, the Light Rail System would be 

designed to operate on the upper and lower level roadways in front of the terminals. It 

would connect and transport passengers, meeters/greeters and employees to and from the 

terminals, Ground Transportation Center, hotel, remote· parking lots, aircraft maintenance 

and cargo facilities and future mass transit facilities. The DEIR analyzed the APM and the 

GTC with the understanding that the design was conceptual, and has not been finalized. 

The Caltrans commenter is correct in stating that private automobiles would retain 

passenger pick-up/drop-off privileges at curbside directly in front of the air passenger 

terminal buildings. The impacts associated with this configuration are that private auto use 

would continue to be encouraged, and shuttle, transit and other alternative transportation 

modes might be discouraged. The EIR anticipates no measurable impact of the APM on 

the modal split for passengers and employees entering and leaving the Airport in the future 

(pp. 283-285, Tables 27-29). The final design of the APM and the GTC should consider 

providing at least equivalent service levels for all modes, and if possible, incentives for 
. . 

using alternative modes (e.g., HOV lanes directly into the GTC, preferential treatment of 

transit, etc.). 
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The roadway design described in the EIR (Figure 27) diagrammatically represents the 

roadway configuration to interconnect the existing and new terminals with US 101 and 

other roads. Although the design and configuration of the roadway connections to US 101 

are under the jurisdiction of the California Department of Transportation, the Airport 

would participate in the design and fund this project The configuration analyzed in the 

EIR is the result of a joint effort between the Airport staff and Caltrans during the past 

three years. The final design would be subject to Caltrans approval. The EIR (pp. 265-

272) and Master Plan (pp. 10.8 - 10.9) describe the traffic circulation and rationale of the 

Terminal Roadway System. 

Road R-3, which is also known as McDonnell Road, is a two-lane connector roadway that 

runs between San Bruno Avenue and Road R-18, near the US 101 interchange. It would 

be widened to four lanes as part of the near-term (1996) Master Plan. 

On-Airport Parkin2 

Comment 

" ... We are also working with SFIA staff on ajointpublic/employee parking facility immediately 

adjacent to the MOC [Maintenance Operations Center] (Lot DD) which would, in part, support 

future additional MOC employee parking requirements ... 

"Lots C and CC. Due to space restrictions and already existing traffic congestion in the terminal 

area, United is opposed to the use of Lots C and CC for commercial development and automobile 

parking (11.C., Section 11, pg. 58), unless necessary to accommodate those businesses already at 

SFIA being displaced from existing leaseholds. Parking 1,200 cars in this restricted area near the 

terminal will not serve to relieve either parking or traffic problems at SFIA ... 

"Parkin2. The parking provisions described in the DEIR (11.C., Section 9, pg. 56; IV.B., pg. 324; 

and Tables 46 and 47, pg. 325 and 326) need to be adjusted to reflect the following: 

"United plans to develop, in conjunction with SFIA, the entire ground level of Lot DD, the 
capacity of which is 3 ,500 spaces, in order to replace the present United employee parking 
lots being demolished as listed in Paragraph 2 above [Airport Support Area Facilities, 
p. C&R.21 herein]. 

"United plans to construct parking deck(s) above our existing MOC West Lot in order to 
increase the capacity of this lot from the present 1,750 spaces to approximately 
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4,000 spaces. Again, a majority of these additional spaces will serve to replace those being 
demolished as part of Master Plan development. 

"Due to the configuration ofthe- new International Terminal, it will not be possible to park 
cars on the roof of the North Terminal. The Master Plan deleted this parking [capacity]." 
(Thomas Brown, United Airlines) 

Response 

The parking garage DD would be developed as noted in the EIR (p. 27, second paragraph; 

p. 57, Table 9; p. 58, first paragraph) to support replacement parking and serve additional 

MOC employee parking requirements. This project is also described in the Master Plan 

(pp. 10.9 and 10.10). The relation of this garage to potential BART passenger needs is 

discussed on p. C&R.143 herein. 

The commercial development and a parking structure project for Lot C-CC are intended to 

provide replacement space for Airport tenants that would be displaced because of the 

Master Plan program. The expansion of Lot D would require the relocation of the Bank of 

America facility to the Lot C-CC commercial office building. This building would house 

other aviation-related businesses, such as charter operations and aviation-support/airline

administration offices. United Airlines submitted a letter dated August 18, 1989, 

commenting on the SFIA Master Plan Working Paper C (p. 11-70 of the "Response to 

Comments and Addendum to Master Plan Working Paper C;') stating, "In any case, both 

Lot C and CC should be reserved for vehicle parking requirements." Vehicle parking is 

one of the proposed uses for this location. 

Any comments or concerns United Airlines may have about the appropriateness of features 

of the SFIA Master Plan should continue to be expressed to the San Francisco Airports 

Commission and Staff. The EIR analyzes physical environmental impacts. 

The parking provisions described in the EIR reflect the SFIA Master Plan and do not need 

to be adjusted. The SFIA Master Plan includes replacement for demolished facilities as 

United Airlines requested in its letters of October 28, 1988 and August 18, 1989. These 

replacement facilities include parking as described in the SFIA Master Plan (Chapter 10, 

Fig. 10.4 and 10.5) and the EIR (p. 39). The EIR states, "Projects under functional Parking 

categories 1.0 through 10.0 are summarized in Tables 4 to 7, pp. 46-49, and are presented 

in further detail in Appendix B ... " The parking garage on Lot DD is intended to replace 
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United employee parking that is not otherwise being replaced at relocated facility sites. 

Lot DD would be developed as necessary for the garage DD parking facility described in 

the EIR (p. 58, Section. 11.0 Parking Facilities). 

The SFIA Master Plan does not contemplate the construction of parking decks above the 

MOC West Lot The SFIA Master Plan includes replacement for d~molished tenant 

facilities and parking. This project was not requested by United Airlines during 

development of the SFIA Master Plan (United Airlines October 28, 1988 and August 18, 

1989 letters - Comments on Master Plan Working Papers B and C, respectively). 

The Airport staff eliminated the proposed North Terminal roof parking project in the early 

stages of the SFIA Master Plan study. The North Terminal roof parking had been intended 

to provide close-in additional parking for terminal employees and had not been intended to 

replace parking for demolished tenant facilities. The New International Terminal concept, 

as presented in the third Master Plan Working Paper and as adopted in the SFIA Draft 

Final Master Plan, physically precludes development of the North Terminal roof parking. 

However, it does provide additional close-in terminal parking on the top floor of the 

Ground Transportation Center adjacent to the New International Terminal. 

The analysis for the DEIR assumed that the projects in the previously approved SFIA 

Capital Projects Plan (dated 1989) would be built. The 420 parking spaces on the roof of 

the North Terminal are part of this plan, and were therefore assumed to be existing by the 

build-out year of the 5-year Capital Projects Plan (1994). 

If the Master Plan would preclude the provision of these 420 public parking spaces, then 

the following impacts would occur: 

• In 1996, the projected parking deficit for public short-term spaces would increase from 
1,131 to 1,551 (a 37 percent increase). The projected total parking surplus would 
decrease by 420 spaces, from 2,252 to 1,832, but the surplus is projected only for 
Airport employees and not air passengers. Vehicles would circulate for a longer time 
in the short-term garage or the Ground Transportation Center before finding a parking 
space. 

• In 2006, the projected parking deficit for public short-term spaces would increase from 
4,616 to 5,036 spaces (a 9 percent increase). The overall parking deficit at SFIA 
would increase from 4,391to4,811 spaces .. With the BART station at SFIA, the 
parking deficit would increase from 1,171to1,591 spaces. 
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Please see the responses on pp. C&R.177-183 herein, for further discussion on parking deficits 

and suggested mitigation measures. 

ASSUMPTIONS 

Comments 

"The EIR indicates several highway segments and local intersections will deteriorate to Level of 

Service F as a result of projected future air traffic growth resulting from the master plan. MTC 

has reviewed the traffic data and assumptions in the DEIR and finds the methodologies and 

assumptions to be reasonable, given the air passenger forecast, including such factors as the air 

passenger and employee mode split, the projected use of the proposed BART extension to SFO, 

and the impact of the BART extension on airport parking requirements." (Chris Brittle, 

Metropolitan Transportation Commission) 

" .. .In summary, it is my view that both local and regional agencies develop EIR reports that 

justify large-scale, high-density development projects while the MTC and city agencies develop 

EIR reports that justify the large-scale transit system extensions required to transport people from 

counties where they can afford to live to counties where they work. Unfortunately, the land use 

plans are expensive (costly) to the public as are the transportation projects developed. Moreover, 

the transportation plans are mefficient and generally obsolete about the time they are completed. 

In sum, the participating local and regional agencies use one another's data in their planning 

activities, and thu~. white elephants are set in concrete. 

"If anybody wishes to question this statement, I refer you to the referenced reports that I have 

prepared and delivered to both local and regional officials. The public record shows that these 

reports have been wholly ignored by elected officials and/or deleted from EIR reports - with rare 

exception in their entirety. 

"The "SFO Master Plan DEIR is inextricably linked to the MTC's Regional Transportation Plan 

DEIR because of MTC's definition of future land use and transportation plans and BAAQMD's 

Clean Air Plan in terms of the draconian Transportation Control Measures (TCMs) required to 

address the serious environmental problems created by the high density land use and 

transportation projects. 
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"Certification and implementation of the policies and projects defined by ABAG, the MTC and 

BAAQMD and SFO Airport will have substantial impact upon the future of the Bay Area for 

well into the 21st Century. For example page 16.8 of MTC's RlP EIR states: 

The Project would require an irreversible commitment of financial resources to the 
development of the Project elements .. the Project would require an irreversible 
commitment to satisfying mobility needs primarily tbrou~h automobile accessibility.' 

"In short, the Project defined in MTC's RlP EIR establishes that Bay Area transportation 

·requirements are prowmuned to be 'solved' with an expected increase in the use and density of 

automobiles in already high traffic areas - and once the Project is underway, it is irreversible. 

What happened to the 'transit first' policy and the strict requirements codified in the Clean Air 

Act. The BAAQMD's EIR is also fatally flawed because it merely 'reacts' to land use and 

transportation plans in a manner much like a frazzled mother reacts to the antics of an errant 

child. The SFO Airport EIR is even worse. It attempts to define a large-scale project in a 

vacuum - much like the errant child thinks only of itself." (Dehnert Queen, Small Business 

Development Corporation) 

Response 

The MTC comment is noted, with appreciation. 

The EIR, under CEQA guidelines, is intended to determine potential impacts of the project 

and to identify feasible measures to mitigate its impacts; this information is presented in 

the EIR. Certification of the EIR would not constitute justification or approval of the 

project. 

Regional impacts of the SFIA Master Plan are discussed throughout the EIR, for example 

on pp. 68-72 (potential impacts); pp. 257-260; pp. 320-322; pp. 306-313, including 

Table 41; pp. 320-322; pp. 339-351, including Tables 53-54; and pp. 362-365, including 

Table 61. 

Regional impacts of the SFIA Master Plan are further addressed in the responses on 

pp. C&R.133-137 herein. 

Under CEQA, it is not the role of this EIR to comment on the quality of EIRs on other 

projects. 
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FUTURE TRAFFIC CONDmONS 

Cumulative Growth 

Comment 

"The DEIR has taken the anticipated growth in communities immediately adjacent to it and 

utilized that in connection with its own growth as factors for projecting future circulation 

conditions. We believe that this clearly underestimates the impacts on the 101 corridor. A large 

percentage of the traffic problem on the 101 corridor will be north of the airport and most of the 

off airport development will occur.north of the airport in the cities of Brisbane and San 

Francisco. The cities immediately adjacent to the airport are largely built out and there is more 

growth projected in Brisbane than in all those cities combined. While the uses on some 600 acres 

of that is undetermined, a development agreement exists dating back to 1984 which will permit 

approximately 1. 7 million square foot commercial development and 1100 hotel rooms. These 

impacts should be reviewed. 

"The DEIR states as fact that for every on airport }ob that is created, one half a job is created 

immediately off airport. In doing traffic projections, the increase in on airport employment was 

used, but no factor was made for the additional one half person generated off airport by the 

airport expansion. If it is true that the airport expansion will create this additional half job, it 

should be factored in for traffic impact purposes." (Stephen Waldo, Mayor of Brisbane) 

Response 

Assumptions regarding developments in the vicinity of SFIA that might affect the traffic 

operations in the study area (the area in which local intersections could be affected by the 

SFIA Master Plan) were obtained from the cities of Brisbane, Burlingame, Millbrae, San 

Bruno, and South San Francisco, and reviewed with respect to the project's potential 

impacts on study-area intersections. Brisbane project locations are over six miles from 

SFIA, so that it is unlikely that these projects would affect the study area intersections in a 

statistically significant way. Therefore, they were not included in the list-added-growth 

analysis. However, Brisbane development's cumulative impacts on US 101 lYm 

considered, as the forecast growth factors (in effect, additions to the list-added growth) 

came from the North San Bruno Areawide Traffic Model (a year-2005 travel-demand 

model). 
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As stated on p. 275 of the EIR, the year-2005 traffic model, which covered an area from 

San Francisco to SR 92 on the south (including San Mateo, Burlingame, Millbrae, San 

Bruno, South San Francisco and Brisbane), incorporated approved projects, and 

Metropolitan Transportation Commission (MTC) and Association of Bay Area 

Governments (ABAG) zonal land use data. Since the model's analysis year was 2005, a 

straight-line projection was used to determine 1996 and 2006 traffic conditions. 

ABAG has compiled projections of housing and employment by census tract throughout 

the Bay Area (ABAG Projections 1987). The MTC traffic model has assigned these land 

use forecasts to 550 analysis zones, which form the basis for the MTC regional 

transportation model. (The MTC regional transportation model that was used in the 

analysis was based on ABAG's Projections 1987. The DEIR incorrectly states that 

ABAG's Projections 1985 were used. [The EIR has been corrected to read "1987" on all 

appropriate pages.] The most recent version of the MTC regional model uses ABAG's 

Projections 1990, which differs only slightly from Projections 1987 in housing and 

employment figures. The results of the analysis would not be expected to change if the 

more recent version of the model was used, as the model was used only for trip distribution 

and background growth factor purposes.) 

The year-2005 North San Bruno Areawide Traffic Model was derived from MTC's 550-

zone regional transportation model. The MTC model now contains 700 zones, but 

contained 550 zones at the time the North San Bruno Areawide Study was completed. The 

North San Bruno Areawide Traffic model has a base year of 1986 and a forecast year of 

2005. It is consistent with the General Plans of communities in San Mateo County, and 

covers an area greater than the local-intersection study area of the EIR. 

The traffic analysis accounts indirectly for additional off-site jobs generated by the Airport. 

The forecast growth factors derived from the year-2005 traffic model were used to forecast 

traffic growth in the larger (San Francisco to San Mateo) area around the Airport, which 

includes the local-intersection study are~ 
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Trip Generation 

Comment 

"P. XI-A-165 Table G-4 - Vehicle Trip Generator - Shouldn't the two Hotels, Clarion and Westin 

and Hertz Car Rental have been added there?" (Jessie Bracker) 

Response 

All of the uses mentioned by the commenter were already in existence when the EIR traffic 

counts were taken; thus, the EIR setting analysis included the traffic generated by these 

uses (and other existing hotels). 

The traffic-impact analysis included the lists of approved (but not yet built) projects for the 

cities of South San Francisco, San Bruno, Millbrae and Burlingame. Each of these cities' 

planning departments had been consulted and asked to provide the list of projects that they 

wanted to include in the analysis. The analysis was perfonned in 1990; it is not unusual 

for project lists to change as projects are cancelled or changed in some way and new 

projects are proposed. 

The forecast growth analysis for years 1996 and 2006 takes into account the unforeseen 

factors by using forecast growth factors. The forecast growth factors are based on general 

plan buildout information, which includes the maximum amount of potential development 

for each municipality. If a project was not recognized in the list-added-growth analysis, it 

would be (implicitly) included in the forecast growth analysis. 

TRAFFIC IMPACTS 

At Specific Locations 

Comments 

"In reviewing the traffic impacts section it was noted that additional traffic generated on 

Highway 101 will cogenerate or force traffic onto other north-south corridors. such as El Camino 

Real. The EIR evaluates impacts to segments of Highway 101 from Whipple Avenue in 

Redwood City to Holly in San Carlos and includes a segment from Hillsdale Boulevard north. 
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However, the EIR fails to analyze the impacts upon the segment of Highway 101 lying within 

Belmont. Segments both north and south of Belmont are analyzed and the entire segment along 

Highway l 01 within Belmont is completely overlooked." (Ed Everett, (then) City Manager, City 

of Belmont) 

"The Draft EIR indicates that the intersections at El Camino Real I Millbrae A venue, California 

Drive I Millbrae A venue and Rollins Road I Millbrae Avenue will all drop to LOS F during A.M. 

and P .M. peak periods by 2006 if SFIA's master plan is accomplished in the time frame 

conceived. The report does not adequately address the Old Bayshoi:e Highway I Millbrae 

Avenue interchange. However it does note the additional congestion on 101 will increase the use 

of parallel roadways to access SFIA, including Old Bayshore Highway which is now impacted 

with parallel traffic destined for the airport. How will these trips diverted from 101 increase with 

implementation of each phase of the SFIA Master Plan? What will be the impact on the service 

level of the Millbrae I Old Bayshore intersection? ... " (Dennis Argyres, City Manager, City of 

Burlingame) 

Response 

The DEIR analyzed segments along US 101 both south and north of SFIA. Although not 

every segment was covered in the analysis, the DEIR presented a sampling of freeway 

segments. The freeway mainline analysis was recalculated to include the US 101 segments 

immediately north and south of Ralston A venue in Belmont. 

Currently the segment of US 101 between Holly Street and Ralston Avenue operates at 

LOS Din both the.a.m.. andJl,Jl!..peak hours. In 1996, with the addition of forecast-growth 

traffic, the Holly Street to Ralston Avenue segment of US l 01 would degrade from LOS D 

to LOS E during the .a..m.. peak hour and remain at LO_S D during the J2JIL. peak hour. With 

the addition of project traffic, this US l 01 segment would continue to operate at LOS E 

during the .a.m.. peak hour and degrade from LOS D to LOS E during the J2JIL. peak hour. 

The segment of US 101 between Ralston Avenue and Hillsdale Boulevard currently 

operates at LOSE in both the .a..m.. and J2JIL. peak hours. In 1996, with the addition of 

forecast-growth traffic, the Ralston Avenue and Hillsdale Boulevard segment would 

degrade from LOS E to LOS F during the .a..m.. peak hour and would remain at LOS E in 

the J2,.m.. peak hour. With the addition of project-generated traffic, this US 101 segment 

would operate at LOS F during both the iJ1L. and l2JL peak hours. 
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In 2006, with forecast growth traffic, the US 101 segments immediately north and south of 

Ralston A venue would operate at LOS E during the .a.m.. peak hour and LOS F during the 

J2JIL. peak hour. With the addition of project traffic, these segments would operate at 

LOS F during both the morning and afternoon peak hours. Tables 40 and 41 are revised as 

follows to reflect the additional analysis of these freeway segments. 

The segments of US 101 in Belmont would experience the same kinds of increases in 

traffic as would those in San Mateo and San Carlos. Freeways that are projected to operate 

at LOS Fin the future would actually experience longer peak periods to spread out the 

projected demand, so that the volume-to-capacity ratio on the freeway remains below 1.0 

(the theoretical maximum operating point). 

In the EIR, the Old Bayshore Highway I Millbrae A venue intersection is analyzed for 

future conditions in 1996 and 2006, with forecast growth, with the near-term and long-term 

development of the project and with list-added growth. Figures 29 and 30 (EIR pp. 290-

291) show the distribution of traffic along Old Bayshore Highway in the future. The traffic 

analysis projected that fewer than one percent of airport employees and two percent of air 

passengers would use Old Bayshore Highway in the future. These percentages do take into 

account, however, trips that would have used the freeway but are now projected to divert to 

parallel roadways because of congestion or perceived travel-time advantages. The 

intersection level of service summaries presented in Tables 35 through 39 (EIR pp. 296-

308) account for the additional trips that would divert off US 101 onto Old Bayshore 

Highway and other parallel roadways. 

During the .a.m.. peak hour in 1996, the project would add 336 trips at the Old Bayshore 

Highway I Millbrae A venue intersection, including 39 additional vehicles onto Old 

Bayshore Highway. During the l2JlL. peak hour in ·1996, the project would add 364 trips at 

the Old Bayshore Highway I Millbrae A venue intersection, including 43 additional 

vehicles onto Old Bayshore Highway. During the .a.m.. peak hour in 2006, the project 

would add 514 trips at the Old Bayshore Highway I Millbrae Avenue intersection, 

including 64 additional vehicles onto Old Bayshore Highway. In the J2JlL. peak hour in 

2006, the project would add 554 trips at the Old Bayshore Highway I ~brae A venue 

intersection, including 70 additional vehicles onto Old Bayshore Highway. 
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TABLE 40: EXISTING LEVEL OF SERVICE - FREEWAY MAINLINE SEGMENTS 

1990 1990 
Se2ment AM. Peak How1a/ f.M. P"ilk Hmu:lbl 

Vol. Vol. 
Total Per Total Per 

Emm IQ Volume/cl ~ LOS Volume/cl ~ LOS 

U.S. ~avshore Freewav) 

Willow Rd. 
(SR 84) Marsh Road 5,575 1,394 A-C 5,302 1,326 A-C 

Whipple Ave. Holly Street 6,388 1,597 D 6,075 1.519 D 
Holly Street Ralston A venue 6,773 1,693 D 6,440 1,610 D 
Ralston A venue Hillsdale Blvd. 7.),69 1,817 E 7,102 1,776 E 
Hillsdale Blvd. SR92 7,859 1,965 F 7,474 1,869 E 
3rd Ave. Poplar/Dore Ave. 8,363 2,091 F 7,953 1,988 F 
Broadway Millbrae Ave. 8,169 2,042 F 7,769 1,942 F 
Millbrae Ave. SFIA 8,517 2,129 F 8,100 2,025 F 
SFIA San Bruno/1-380 9,059 2,265 F 8,616 2,154 F 
1-380 Grand Ave. 7,588 1,897 F 7,216 1,804 E 
Oyster Pt. Blvd. Candlestick Park 6,911 1,728 D 6.572 1,643 D 
Candlestick Park Third Street 6,930 1,733 D 6.591 1,648 D 
1-280 Army Street 7,046 1,762 E 6,701 1,675 D 

1-280 Ounipero Serra Freeway) 

SR 84/SR 114 Farm Hill Blvd. 3,040 760 A-C 3,480 870 A-C 
Edgewood Road SR92 3,205 801 A-C 3,668 917 A-C 
Hayne Road Trousdale Drive 3,369 842 A-C 3,856 964 A-C 
Larkspur Drive SR35 4,232 1,058 A-C 4,843 1,211 A-C 
San Bruno Ave. 1-380 4,191 1,048 A-C 4,796 1,199 A-C 
1-380 Sneath Lane 6,204 1.551 D 7,100 1,775 E 
SneathLn. A vaJon Drive 6,122 1.531 D 7,006 1,752 E 
Serramonte Blvd. SR 1 South 7,889 1,972 F 9,028 2,257 F 
SR 1 North Alemany/SR 82 5,259 1,315 A-C 6,019 1.505 D 
St. Mary's us 101 6,368 1.592 D 7,288 1,822 E 

Key: L.QS. fer-Lan" Yolu.m" 
A-C up to 1,460 
D 1,461 - 1,740 
E 1,741 - 1,880 (capacity= 1800) 
F 1,881 and above 

(Continued) 
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TABLE 40: EXISTING LEVEL OF SERVICE - FREEWAY MAINLINE SEGMENTS 
(CONTINUED) 

N01ES: 

la/ For US 101 & 1-280, A.M. Peak Hour Volumes shown are for northbound traffic only. 
Northbound is generally the heavier direction of traffic flow on US 101 and & 1-280 during 
the A.M. Peak Hour and therefore represents the worst-case traffic condition. 

lb/ For US 101 & 1-280, P.M. Peak Hour Volumes shown are for southbound traffic only. 
Southbound is generally the heavier direction of traffic flow on US 101 & 1-280 during the 
P.M. Peak Hour and therefore represents the worst-case traffic condition. 

/cl Existing freeway volumes were factored from two-direction peak hour volumes presented 
in Caltrans' 1988 Volumes on California State Highways, based on actual counts taken by 
Caltrans on November 3, 1989, on U S 101 at Army Street in San Francisco, and at 
3rd Avenue in San Mateo. That is, the distribution in volumes along the entire freeway.
from San Francisco to San Mateo, as shown in the 1988 Caltrans book, was assumed to 
remain the same, but volumes at intermediate points were adjusted to be consistent with 
the actual 1989 counts at the two endpoints. 

SOURCE: Caltrans District 4, and DKS Associates. 

As shown in the tables, critical-movement traffic at the Old Bayshore Highway I Millbrae 

A venue intersection is projected to increase by 29 percent in the .a.m... peak hour and 

12 percent in theJ2.11L.peak hour, with the addition of project traffic in 1996. With list

added growth (i.e., development in Burlingame), the critical-movement traffic would 

increase by another 12 percent in the .a.m... peak hour and an additional 16 percent in the 

J2.llL. peak hour. In 2006, the percentage of project-generated additional traffic would be 

·comparable to that in 1996. The additional list-added-growth traffic, however, would 

increase the critical turning movements at this intersection by another 50 percent in the 

.a.m... peak hour and 36 percent in the J2.llL. peak hour. These relatively large increases in 

critical movements would not cause this intersection to operate at an unacceptable level of 

service in the future, as there is sufficient excess capacity today to accommodate additional 

traffic. 
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TABLE41: 1996 AND 2006 PROJECT IMPACTS ON FREEWAY MAINLINE SEGMENTS 

·-------------A.M. Peak Hour/a/----------·--- --------------P.M. Peak Hour/b/---··---------
-------------- Northbound -------------· --------------Southbound ----------

YEAR 1996 --Forecast Growth-- --Plus Project-- . --Forecast Growth-- -·Plus Project--

fmm Tu Y2l VPL* LOS YW YfL J..QS. Y2l YeL J..QS. Y2l .YfL J..QS. 

U.S. IOI (Bayshore Freeway) 

Willow Rd (SR 84) Marsh Road 5,798 1,450 A-C 6,231 1,558 D 5,514 1,379 A-C 5,970 1.492 D 
Whipple A venue Holly Street 6,644 1,661 D 7,099 1,775 E 6,318 1,580 D 6,798 1,699 D 
Holly Street Ralston A venue 7,044 1,761 E 7,476 1,869 .E 6,688 1,674 D 7,153 1,788 E 
Ralston A venue Hillsdale Blvd. 7,560 1,890 F 8,015 2,004 F 7,386 1,847 E 7,866 1,966 F 

~ 
Hillsdale Boulevard SR92 8,173 2,043 F 8,653 2,163 F 7,773 1,943 F 8,278 2,069 F 
3rd Avenue Poplar/Dore Avenue 8,698 2,174 F 9,202 2,301 F 8,271 2,068 F 8,803 2,201 F 

~ Broadway. Millbrae Ave. 8,496 2,124 F 9,027 2,257 F 8,080 2,020 F 8,639 2,160 F 
~ 

!j Millbrae Avenue SFIA 8,858 2,214 F 9,417 2,354 F 8,424 2,106 F 9,013 2,253 F 
SFIA San Bruno Av/1-380 9,421 2,355 F 9,534 2.384 F 8,961 2,240 F 9,096 2,274 F 
1-380 Grand Avenue 7,892 1.973 F 8,414 2,103 F 7,505 1,876 E 8,152 2,038 F 
Oyster Pt. Blvd Candlestick Park 7,187 1.797 E 7,683 1,921 F 6,835 1,709 D 7,450 1,862 E 
Candlestick Park Third Street 7,207 1,802 E 7,678 1,920 F 6,855 1,714 D 7,439 1,860 E 
1-280 Army Street 7,328 1,832 E . 7,775 1,944 F 6,969 1,742 E 7,524 1,881 F 

1-280 (Junipero Serra Freeway) 

SR 84/SR 114 Fann Hill Boulevard 3,162 790 A-C 3,472 868 A-C 3,619 905 A-C 3,956 989 A-C 
Edgewood Road SR92 3,333 833 A-C 3,654 913 A-C 3,815 954 A-C 4,162 l,041 A-C 

Hayne Road Trousdale Drive 3,504 876 A-C 3,834 959 A-C 4,010 1,003 A-C 4,369 1,092 A-C 
Larkspur Drive SR35 4,401 1,100 A-C 4,742 1,185 A-C 5,037 1,259 A-C 5,406 1,352 A-C 

San Bruno Avenue 1-380 4,359 1,090 A-C 4,710 1,177 A-C 4,988 1,247 A-C 5,369 1,342 A-C 
1-380 Sneath Lane 6,452 1,613 D 6,642 1,661 i> 7,384 1,846 E 7,616 1,904 F 

Sneath Ln. Avalon Drive 6,367 1,592 D 6,551 1,638 D 7,286 1,822 E 7,511 1,878 E 

Serramonte Blvd SR 1 South 8,205 2,051 F 8,383 2,096 F 9,389 2,347 F 9,607 2,402 F 
SR 1 North Alemany ~lvd/SR 82 5,469 1,367 A-C 5,643 1,411 A-C 6,260 1,565 D 6,472 t,618 D 

St. Mary's us 101 6,623 1,656 D 6,791 1,698 D 7,580 1,895 F 7,785 1,946 F 

(Continued) 
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TABLE 41: 1996 AND 2006 PROJECT IMPACTS ON FREEWAY MAINLINE SEGMENTS (Continued) 

--------------A.M. Peak Hour/a,'-------------- --------------P.M. Peak Hour/b/--------------
---------- Northbound ---------- ----------Southbound ----------

YEAR2006 --Forecast Growth-- --Plus Project-- --Forecast Growth-- --Plus Project--

fmm Tu YW. VPL"' w.s. .Y2l VPL LQS .Y2l ~ LQS. .Ym .YfL LQS 

U.S. 101 (Bayshore Freeway) 

Willow Rd (SR 84) Marsh Road 6,188 1,547 D 6,967 1,742 E 5,885 1,471 D 6,692 1,673 D 
Whipple A venue Hoity Street 7,091 1,773 E 7,910 1,978 F 6,743 1,686 D 7,593 1,898 F 
Holly Street Ralston A venue 7,518 1,880 E 8,296 2,074 F 7,148 1,787 E 7,955 1,989 F 
Ralston Avenue Hillsdale Blvd. 8,069 2,017 F 8,888 2,222 F . 7,883 1,971 F 8,733 2,183 F 
Hillsdale Boulevard SR92 8,723 2,181 F 9,586 2,397 F 8,296 2,074 F 9,190 2,298 F 

s 3rd Avenue Poplar/Dore Avenue 9,283 2,321 F 10,191 2,548 F 8,828 2,207 F 9,769 2,442 F 
Broadway Millbrae Ave. 9,068 2,267 F 10,023 2,506 F 8,624 2,156 F 9,614 2,404 F 
Millbrae A venue SFIA 9,454 2,363 F 10,460 2,615 F 8,991 2,248 F 10,034 2,509 F -t-.J SFIA San Bruno Av/1-380 10,055 2,514 F 10,212 2,553 F 9,564 2,391 F 9,747 2,437 F 

00 
1-380 Grand A venue 8,423 2,106 F 9,387 2,347 F 8,010 2,002 F 9,203 2,301 F 
Oyster Pt. Blvd Candlestick Park 7,671 1,918 F 8,587 2,147 F 7,295 1,824 E 8,428 2,107 F 
Candlestick Park Third Street 7,692 1,923 F 8,562 2,141 F 7,316 1,829 E 8,393 2,098 F 
1-280 Army Street 7,821 1,955 F 8,648 2,162 F 7,438 1,860 E 8,461 2,115 F 

1-280 (Junipero Serra Freeway) 

SR 84/SR 114 Farm Hill Boulevard 3,374 844 A-C 3,855 964 A-C 3,863 966 A-C 4,374 1,094 A-C 
Edgew~Road SR92 3,558 889 A-C 4,053 1,013 A-C 4,071 1,018 A-C 4,599 1,150 A-C 
Hayne Road Trousdale Drive 3,740 935 A-C 4,250 1,063 A-C 4,280 1,070 A-C 4,824 1,206 A-C 
Larkspur Drive SR35 4,698 1,174 A-C 5,224 1,306 A-C 5,376 1,344 A-C 5,936 1,484 A-C 
San Bruno Avenue 1-380 4,652 1,163 A-C 5,195 1,299 A-C 5,324 1,331 A-C 5,902 1,475 A-C 

1-380 Sneath Lane 6,886 1,722 D 7,249 1,812 E 7,881 1,970 F 8,330 2,083 F 

Sneath Ln. Avalon Drive 6,795 1,699 D 7,148 1,787 E 7,777 1,944 F 8,212 2,053 F 

Serramonte Blvd SR 1 South 8,757 2,189 F 9,098 2,275 F 10,021 2,505 F 10,444 2,611 F 

SR lNorth Alemany Blvd/SR 82 5,837 1,459 A-C 6,169 1,542 D 6,681 1,670 D 7,091 1,773 E 
St. Mary's us 101 7,068 1,767 E 7,390 1,847 E 8,090 2,022 F 8,487 2,122 F 

(Continued) 



TABLE 41: 1996 AND 2006 PROJECT IMPACTS ON FREEWAY MAINLINE SEGMENTS (Continued) 

Key: LOS Per-Lane Volume (VPL)• 
A-C Up to 1,460 
D 1,461 - 1,740 
E 1,741.- 1,880 (Capacity= 1880) 
F 1,881 and above 

/a/ For US 101 & 1-280, A.M. Peak Hour Volumes shown are for northbound traffic only. Northbound is generally the heavier direction of traffic flow on 
US 101 and & 1-280 during the A.M. Peak Hour and therefore represents the worst-case traffic condition. 

/bl For US 101 & 1-280, P.M. Peak Hour Volumes shown are for southbound traffic only. Southbound is generally the heavier direction of traffic flow on 
US 101 & 1-280 during the P.M. Peak Hour and therefore represents the worst-case traffic condition. 

SOURCE: OKS Associates 
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Level of Service 

Comments 

". · . .It's not really clear how this ground transportation center is going to 'York and what its 

capacity is and what the potential impact of that getting into overcapacity, flooding the roadways 

that are going into the airport. Anybody who has gone to the airport knows how overloaded the 

access roads happen to be." (Commissioner Engmann) 

"As I was coming down tonight, speaking about environment, .how are they going to 

accommodate the traffic coming and going out of this airport? They built a few ramps; even the 

few ramps are outdated today. One comes into the airport for either departure or arrival, you are 

playing Russian roulette in order to get into the proper lane if you're coming from San Francisco 

or from the southern part of the Peninsula." (Bruno Bernasconi) 

"I just drove to the airport recently, Monday night. It's not easy as you get to the airport. I 

wasn't frightened because I know how to do it. But with the traffic increasing, I notice so_me of 

the ramps, they are already at F. And it's my old argument, aren't you ever going to say double 

F, triple F. It's F now. That means it's bad. That is why it's a little frightening when you try to 

get over. Some people ... just from San Francisco take that -- at San Bruno there is an exit. 

Some of us still do fuse] the old exit. As those two merge and people are whizzing, it's scary. 

How much worse is that going to be with this kind of increase? I don't think this document tells 

all those things." (Commissioner Bierman) 

"The Draft EIR states that the proposed airport expansion will result in an increase of vehicular 

traffic from approximately 110,700 daily in 1990 to 151,000 daily in 1996 (an increase of 36.4 

percent) and to 179,700 in 2006 (an increase of 62.3 percent). Similar increases would occur 

during peak-hour traffic. 

"With a rail extension to the vicinity of SFIA, it is projected that SFIA would generate 168,000 

vehicular traffic daily in 2006. nus would still amount to an increase of 52 percent over 1990 

traffic. 

"Highway 101 from Tilird Avenue to 1-380 currently operates at Level of Service (LOS) F during 

peak hours. Route 101 between Millbrae Avenue and Airport Interchanges is currently carrying 

an average Daily Traffic of 265,000 vehicles. ~e airport expansion would cause further 
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deterioration of level of service on the freeways and on the arterial streets in the surrounding 

communities. The Airport projects proposed for 1996 would cause El Camino Real at Millbrae 

Avenue and Rollins Road at Millbrae Avenue to operate below LOSE during the a.m. peak 

hour." (Richard Gee, SamTrans) 

Response 

Tables 42 through 44 (pp. 314-318 of the EIR) summarize the ramp volumes and service 

levels for the existing and future conditions. The issue of merging and driver confusion 

would be improved with the addition of the Ground Transportation Center. The access to 

and egress from the Ground Transportation Center is described in further detail on 

pp. C&R.114-115 herein. 

The Ground Transportation Center (GTC) would improve the merging of vehicles coming 

into SFIA. By separation of the traffic streams by function (e.g., buses, taxis, shuttles, 

drop-offs, etc.), the flow of vehicles would be better maintained. The GTC would reduce 

driver confusion, as vehicles would not be competing for the same space on the entry 

roadways. Signs directing motorists to specific locations would be posted at spots well 

ahead of the GTC entry ramps. 

By provision of separate entry ramps into different levels of the GTC, vehicles entering the 

GTC would be separated from the main traffic stream heading on the ground level for the 

arrival and departure roadways. While more vehicles would be using the GTC and internal 

roadway system, there would be less merging and lane changing, and therefore less driver 

confusion. 

The last comment correctly summarizes the information presented in the EIR. Although 

large increases in traffic are projected, several mitigation measures were formulated that 

would contribute to minimizing the impacts. For SFIA traffic, mitigation measures are 

presented in Section V of the EIR that address intersections, roadways, transit and parking, 

which collectively would minimize the impacts of SFIA traffic. 

The traffic level of service on US 101 is already at LOS F along many segments, and the 

SFIA Master Plan would add traffic to congested segments. However, with or witllout the 

SFIA Master Plan, US 101 would require mitigation measures to address existing 

deficiencies and future congestion resulting from forecast and list-added growth in the 
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region. Several mitigation measures are presented in Section V of the DEIR for freeway 

mainline segments and freeway ramps. Along with the previously mentioned mitigation 

measures for intersections, roadways, transit and parking, and with the suggested TSM 

measures, freeway congestion impacts and the required mitigation measures have been 

addressed. 

Intersection impacts in the local study area have been identified and several intersections 

would require mitigation measures. The intersections of Millbrae A venue with Rollins 

Road and El Camino Real require mitigation today to address existing deficiencies during 

the .a..m.. peak hour. Both of these intersections currently operate at LOS E during the .a..m.. 
peak hour. The additions of forecast growth and list-added growth contribute in a 

statistically significant way to the level of service deterioration projected in the future. The 

increases resulting from the SFIA Master Plan would also contribute to the LOS 

degradation, but to a lesser extent. Tables 36 and 38 of the EIR (pp. 300, 304, 

respectively) show the impacts of the project compared to those of the forecast and list

added growth that would occur in any event. 

Indirect Impacts 

Comments 

" ... There will also be adverse economic impacts in San Mateo County and the cities in the 

airport vicinity if the projected vehicular traffic impacts occur ... " (Onnolee Trapp, Leagues of 

Women Voters of San Mateo County) 

" ... Adding of the required over-6,800 dwelling units in the area of the airport would make life 

in nearby cities such as Millbrae unbearable due to, especially, water and transportation 

problems." (Patricia Clark) 

Response 

It is true that growth in enplanements (independent of the SFIA Master Plan), and 

implementation of the SFI.A Master Plan itself, would contribute to worsening of traffic in 

San Mateo County as a whole and the Airport's immediately neighboring cities. Most of 

the worsening of traffic would be the result of forecast and list-added growth. It would 
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therefore be speculative to try to quantify the Master Plan's (secondary) adverse economic 

impacts in the County and the neighboring cities. 

As the location of the "required" dwelling units would be diffuse and unpredictable, it 

would be speculative to try to quantify the water and transportation problems noted in the 

second comment. It is a matter of individual judgment as to whether "life in nearby cities 

such as Millbrae" would be "unbearable." 

REGIONAL TRAFFIC IMPACTS 

Freeways 

Comments 

"About freeways, our Downtown Plan EIR talks about the need for increased freeway lanes, 

increased bridges. There is nothing in here, it seems to me, that fits in with that. It talks about 

need for more ramps. Maybe the increase isn't that much as compared with our office traffic. 

Maybe our 19 or 20 million or 25 million office increase makes this seem infinitesimal on the 

freeway. I'd like more information on that." (Commission Bierman) 

" ... [Y]ou said that commute problems plague Highway 101. I don't know when you found 

problems getting to the airport, but I go there regularly and can't recall an airport-generated 

freeway problem. The alternative that your remarks imply is to force San Franciscans to go to 

Oakland via the Bay Bridge, the truncated Nimitz Freeway, and Hegenberger Road at commute 

times, hardly a better choice ... " (Stanford Hom) ,, 

Reswnse 

The transportation impact analysis for the EIR focuses on the area which would be most 

affected by Airport growth. Traffic impacts are shown for US 101 as far south as Willow 

Road (SR 84) and as far north as Army Street Traffic impacts on 1-280 are shown as far 

south as Woodside Road (SR 84) and as far north as the US 101 interchange. Farther from 

the Airport, traffic increases due to the Airport would be lower in magnitude as traffic 

diffuses onto other routes, and still lower as percentages of total ~c growth. 
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The Mission Bay Em (superseding the Downtown EIR) identifies potential impacts of 

projected downtown growth at regional screenlines as follows: Bay Bridge (1-80), Golden 

Gate Bridge (US 101), US 101 (at the San Francisco I San Mateo County line), and I-280 

(at the San Francisco I San Mateo County line). At the Bay Bridge, the Mission Bay EIR 

showed an increase of only 250 vehicles (three percent) in the l2Jil.. peak hour between 

1990 and 2000; this low increase is because demand on the Bay Bridge would be 

constrained by the estimated capacity of 9,700 vehicles, so that almost all new trips were 

assumed to be shifted to public transit (BART and AC Transit). By comparison, additional 

(worst-case) calculations for the SFIA Master Plan Em show a total increase of up to 670 

vehicles on the Bay Bridge in the l2Jil.. peak hour between 1990 and 2006; this assumes a 

modest mode shift, as described in the Downtown EIR, but does not reflect capacity 

constraints on the Bay Bridge. Since the Bay Bridge is at capacity during the l2Jil.. peak 

hour, the Airport trips would likely displace non-Airport vehicle trips (e.g., those by 

downtown commuters) which are more easily diverted to alternative modes or travel 

periods. Similarly, Airport growth between 1990 and 2006 is projected to add up to 480 

vehicles to the Golden Gate Bridge during the l2JIL. peak hour, whereas the Mission Bay 

EIR projected a 700-vehicle-trip increase (11 percent) between 1990 and 2000, taking into 

account capacity limitations and resulting shifts to public-transit modes. Again, the likely 

effect of the Airport traffic growth would be to shift still more downtown commuters to 

public transit and alternative times, since they are more easily shifted than Airport users. 

On the basis of standard methods of calculation from the 1985 Highway Capacity Manual, 

the existing level of service on US 101 between Hillsdale Boulevard (San Mateo) and 

Grand Avenue (South San Francisco) is E-F (EIR Table 40), indicating congestion during 

.ilJIL. and l2Jil.. peak hours. However, as noted in the Em (p. 150), field observations show 

that traffic flows well (LOS D or better), even during peak periods. 

Table 40 is modified as follows, to reflect this: 

Footnote /di is indicated next to the column heading for LOS for both the .iUIL. and the 

~peak hours. 

Footnote /di is added as follows: 

/di Even in segments where the calculations indicate LOS E or F, field 
observations show that traffic flows well (LOS D or better). 
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In 1988, MTC sponsored a research project (elaborating on work sponsored by the 

National Science Foundation from 1983 to 1985) that led to the creation of an Airport 

access and choice model called ACCESS. The model, created by Greig Harvey of 

Stanford University and Deakin, Harvey, Skabardonis, Inc., is a tool for studying policies 

and trends that influence the choice of airports by air passengers in a region and the 

patterns of use for airport access modes. ACCESS used the 1985 MTC air passenger 

survey and considered such factors as flight choices, travel times, value of time for 

business and non-business travellers, hotels, parking fees, and rail and shuttle services. 

The software is capable of estimating the number of passengers who would use each Bay 

Area airport, the passenger's county of residence, the total vehicle miles travelled, and the 

impacts of extending BART to any of the airports. The ACCESS model has several 

useful applications in regional transportation analysis (MTC, ACCESS Models of Airports 

Access and Airport Choice for the San Francisco Bay Region, Version 1.2, December 

1989)./1/ 

Clearly, in any given year, the actual distribution of enplanements over the Bay Area's 

airports, and over time of day at each airport, would determine the generated ground traffic 

in the vicinity of each airport, and its distribution over the course of the day. 

The ACCESS model forecast about 7,600 daily BART riders to SFIA in 2010, using a 

forecast of 40 million annual passengers. The DEIR estimates the BART ridership to be 

about 12,000 air passengers and 9,000 Airport employees each day in 2006, using a 

forecast of 51 million annual passengers. This works out to roughly the same proportion 

of air passengers using BART; however the comparison does not consider Airport 

employees, as the ACCESS model does not treat Airport employees, and can therefore not 

be considered (by itself) to be a general-purpose travel-forecasting model. 

For the purposes of this EIR, several important features would enhance the model and its 

reported results to date. As noted, the model does not take into account Airport 

employees, who make up over 30 percent of SFIA trips. Also, it is configured for Airport 

conditions in August 1985 (but has been run for 1990 and future projections with 

appropriate adjustments). The model would have to be updated continually (as would any 

forecasting model) to reflect the changes in airline competition, ground access, air travel 

trends, trip purposes, vehicle occupancy. aircraft load factors and aircraft changes. For 

example, if one airline offers a discount fare in a heavily travelled market (e.g., San 
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Francisco to Los Angeles) but offers the flights only out of Oakland Airport, then 

significant shifts in air passenger behavior would be observed. · The updated model would 

have to consider the airport's capacity to support additional flights, or the number of gates 

each airline may operate at each airport. 

Downtown San Francisco Arterials 

Comment 

"pp. 125-152 Environmental Settini:: Tramportation [and] pp. 265~330 Environmenta] Impacts: 

Transportation, Genera} Comment. Any major facility such as SFO has broad regional impacts, 

not just impacts in the immediate proximity of the facility. It appears to us that a major flaw in 

the transi)ortation analyses is the apparent treatment of impacts on the roadway system as 

localized to San Mateo County . 

"In fact, a significant amount of travel to and from SFO is associated with San Francisco trip

ends. lllis is clearly suggested by materials such as Table 41 (pp. 310-311) which show project 

impacts in the northernmost freeway link evaluated -- 101 &mth of Army -- as being reduced 

from LOS E to LOS F as an impact of the project. It follows as probable that such impacts carry 

into San Francisco north of Army Street as well -- and we believe the critical linkages in terms of 

capacity constraints are north, not south, of Army Street. 

"Impacts of traffic growth on major arteries within the City -- such as but not limited to US-101, 

1-280, CA-1 (19th Avenue), Portola/Market, etc.) -- should be evaluated and mitigated as 

appropriate." (Peter Straus and James Lowe, MUNI) 

Response 

The study area for detailed transportation analysis is sufficiently broad to identify the 

primary impacts of the Airport. It is true that an important amount of travel to and from 

the Airport is associated with San Francisco trip ends. However, the net impacts of the 

Airport relative to total traffic volumes decline with distance from the Airport, particularly 

within San Francisco, for two reasons. First, traffic disperses off the mainline freeway 

onto arterial streets for access to ultimate destinations within city neighborhoods. Second, 

traffic increases due to the Airport begin to overlap with traffic increases due to non

Airport growth, which would occur with or without Airport growth. For example, some of 
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the Airport-generated trips would be by new downtown or Mission Bay commuters or 

visitors already accounted for in downtown growth projections. In the absence of Airport 

expansion, these trips would still be generated but would be made to other locations; this 

would not necessarily cause a net increase in US 101 mainline freeway volumes relative to 

the No-Project alternative. 

For similar reasons, potential traffic impacts on city arterials such as 19th Avenue, 

Portola/Market, etc. were not analyzed in the EIR. It would not be possible to quantify 

reliably the dispersion of traffic to individual arterials within San Francisco, and net traffic 

increases of the project would not likely be statistically significant on these routes. 

CAL TRAIN 

Comment 

" ... I have had an alternative plan to take Caltrain rail service directly to the airport passenger 

terminals for over five years now. I have taken it to the MTC, the Joint Powers Board, this body, 

and the Board of Supervisors, and have had it buried every time ... 

", .. [T]hey're trying to say they're going to set it up where it's just going to be a skeleton and 

then get down to the meat later. I think that makes it [this EIR] fatally flawed right off the bat ... 

"I'd also like to point out that our plan takes Caltrain type service. It will acmally be a PCC type 

car, or equivalent, directly to the airport passenger terminals in a loop, which will provide direct 

service to the airport passenger terminals from downtown San Francisco, downtown San Jose and 

the Peninsula. And then Phase 2, across the Dumbarton Bridge into the East Bay, into the 

Hannigan proposal, which will take you to Sacramento and Los Angeles and points east. 

"I have already documented, using the MTC's own numbers and the City and County's numbers, 

that our proposal can be built in three years instead of 11 years and save taxpayers in excess of 

$2. 7 billion. And by now it's even probably higher than that. 

"I would also like to point out that during the EIR process, from what this document says, is that 

the Airport Commission asked SamTrans: Is there anybody else interested in doing this? And 

they said 'no.' 
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"Well, they know full well that we have been arguing this, that we have had a letter of intent in to 

take over the Caltrain operation. And in recent days, June 30th was the day that the letter of 

intent for the JPB to take over Caltrain expired. And I went to the JPB and I said: I want a letter 

of no prejudice so that we may formally discuss takeover of Caltrain from SP. And they just 

fobbed it off. 

"The next thing I knew, Mr. Hsieh at the Board of Supervisors quietly sneaked through another 

little piece of paper without any public hearing whatsoever and made it so that they can just 

continue playing their games. 

"Well, this document lays out the numbers fairly well, and I am no longer willing to play the nice 

guy, okay? We are going to do this one the hard way. There is a better plan. The vehicular 

transportation systems in here are out of scale. It's not going to work. I just want to put it on 

record that you'll have a substantial number of documents come in. If you don't address them 

this time, I guarantee we are going to go to court. There is a better way." (Dehnert Queen) 

Response 

The alternative transit system being advocated by the commenter is a regional rail system 

that extends CalTrain service north to Justin Herman Plaza in downtown San Francisco 

and, in later phases, extends service across the Dumbarton Bridge for service to the East 

Bay and across the Golden Gate Bridge into Marin and Sonoma Counties. 

Under the alternative transit proposal, the currently proposed BART extension from Daly 

City to the Airport vicinity would be eliminated and, instead, the CalTrain route would 

loop (above ground) through the Airport The savings in time and coSt: of construction that 

are claimed for the alternative transit proposal are due to eliminating the BART extension. 

The decision as to whether to extend BART service to the Airport is a regional issue, more 

appropriately addressed in the ongoing BART SFIA Extension Alternatives Analysis/Draft 

EIR/EIS. 

The SFIA Master Plan considers a multi-modal station west of the Airport along with a 

fixed guideway transit system (Automated People Mover or APM) to connect this station 

to Airport destinations. The station could be served by both BART and CalTrain. 

Therefore, the SFIA Master Plan does not preclude the regional aspects of the alternative 

transit proposal. If there are comparable patronage levels for either the BART extension or 
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the alternative transit proposal, impacts of the SFIA Master Plan would not be significantly 

different under either regional transit alternative. 

The SFIA Master Plan would preclude the CalTrain aerial loop through the Airport that is 

included in the alternative transit proposal. Instead, Airport travellers would use the 

proposed APM for access from CalTrain at the multi-modal station to final Airport 

destinations. The aerial loop envisioned in the alternative transit proposal would add travel 

time to all regional trips on CalTrain. Also, as a regional system it would not serve the 

majority of SFIA employment locations (e.g;, United Airlines Maintenance Facility); 

unless stations were provided at each passenger terminal building, most air passengers 

would still have to transfer to the APM or walk to their final destinations. Non-terminal

area Airport employees would also have to transfer to the APM to reach their employment 

locations. Therefore, the aerial loop is viewed as potentially penalizing all non-Airport 

transit users while benefiting only a portion of the Airport travellers. The APM system 

proposed in the SFIA Master Plan provides the flexibility to serve both BART and 

CalTrain passengers to the Airport without penalizing through travelers, and the flexibility 

to serve more Airport destinations directly with :frequent service than does the aerial loop. 

BART EXTENSION TO SFIA 

Comments 

"Since the DEIR was prepared two additional BART extension alternatives were added to those 

previously under study by MTC: Alternative 5 (1-380 corridor to an 'external' BART station on 

the airport's West of Bayshore property) and Alternative 6 (1-380 corridor to an 'internal' station 

under the Airport's main garage). The decision on which alignment will be the preferred 

alignment to SFO will be a joint decision by MTC, BART, and SamTrans. This study assumes 

the Airport will finance, construct and operate an Automated People Mover system to the 

'External' SFO BART/CalTrain Station if this alignment is selected as the preferred alternative. 

Potential airport contributions to the capital and operating cost of the proposed BART extension 

will be evaluated by MTC in the ongoing BART extension study." (Chris Brittle, Metropolitan 

Transportation Commission) 
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"Since the writing of the Master Plan DEIR, two additional BART extension alternatives have 

been developed. Descriptions of the new alternatives are given below and should be included in 

the alternatives descriptions on page 267. 

"Alternative 5 - External SFIA Station via I-380. This alternative would be identical to 
Alternative 3 but would continue underground from the Tanforan Station and pass under 
the CalTrain tracks paralleling I-380 on the north side. It would bypass part of San Bruno 
to the east The alignment would proceed under 1-380 and run south in a cut-and-cover or 
at-grade profile until it links up with the CalTrain corridor. It would become ground level 
at the same station designation as in Alternative 3. 

"Alternative 6- Internal SFIA Subway Station with UAL Station. This alternative would 
be similar to Alternative 5 until just west of Highway 101 where the alignment continues 
under the freeway to the airport. A Cal Train station would be located east of the Tanforan 
BART Station. A shuttle bus service would transfer passengers between the BART and 
CalTrain stations. A BART station [would] be located east of U.S. 101 and south [of] 
1-380 near the United Airlines maintenance base with a surface parking lot nearby. The 
BART line would continue underground to the Airport Station and connect to the same 
alignment as Alternative 4." (Joan Kugler, BART) 

"As you may be aware, the BART Extension Study Policy Committee added another alternative 

to their study at about the same time the DEIR was published. Titled 'Alternative 6', this new 

alignment includes a station to serve commuters located in the vicinity of the Uriited Airlines 

Maintenance facility and a station located in the existing SFO main parking structure. As the 

station at the UAL Maintenance Facility will be serving the commute market, potential traffic 

impacts to South San Francisco streets, primarily South Airport Boulevard, should be discussed." . 

(Jack Drago, Mayor, City of South San Francisco) 

" ... [BART] is only discussed in relation to local intersections and parking demand; a discussion 

of the impacts on freeway segments would also be warranted." (Chris Brittle, Metropolitan 

Transportation Commission) 

"However, increasing the track for BART from Colma to the area of Highway 101 at a cost of 

nearly ONE BILLION DOLLARS to be PAID BY 11iE PEOPLE OF SAN MA1EO COUNTY 

for an airport serving SAN FRANCISCO is the most outrageous local boondoggle ever to have 

come to my attention." (Patricia Clark) 

"Caltrans supports _SFIA's plans for an Automated People Mover (APM) system to circulate 

people and their luggage between airport terminals, parking facilities, as well as to serve Lot D, 

Lot DD, and the maintenance area. We recommend that both routes connect directly to a 
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CalTrain/BART station west ofHighway 101, in order to provide direct public transit access to 

the largest number of people. lliis is particularly important during hours of congestion on the 

adjacent highway/freeway and street network. 

"The perceived disadvantage of transferring between modes at a station external to an APM 

would be offset by the much greater convenience provided by the APM in distributing passengers 

throughout the various terminals. Frequent and direct access to the maintenance area, the largest 

employment center in San Mateo County, via an APM from a CalTrain/BART station should 

provide a sufficient incentive to attract a significant number of daily commuters. 

"Conversely, an internal BART station may not encourage transit usage by maintenance 

employees, and would require airport passengers to carry luggage great distances, both 

horizontally and vertically. 

"The encouragement of convenient public transit access to both the terminals and the 

maintenance area is consistent with Caltrans policy to reduce vehicle miles traveled (VMT) on 

the State Highway System." (Preston Kelley, Caltrans) 

"The DEIR does not identify any potential impacts from the proposed Automated People Mover 

on the Lomita Park residential area in San Bruno. If either pedestrian or vehicular access is 

provided to the APM from the Lomita Park area via Huntington A venue, then in essence, 

Huntington A venue and Lomita Park become another direct access point to the airport. 

Passengers could be dropped off on Huntington, walk a very short distance across BART and 

CalTrain platforms and access the APM to the airport. lliis would avoid Highway 101 at a 

significantly adverse impact on the Lomita Park residential area." (George Foscardo, City of San 

Bruno) 

Response 

Two additional BART extension alternatives have been developed since the preparation of the 

DEIR. The alternatives descriptions on page 267 of the EIR are augmented to include the 

following (inserted after the second bulleted item): 

• Alternative 5 - External SFIA Station via 1-380. This alternative would be 
identical to Alternative 3 but would continue underground from the Tanforan 
Station and pass under the CalTrain tracks paralleling 1-380 on the north side. It 
would bypass part of San Bruno to the east. The alignment would proceed under 
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1-380 and run south in a cut-and-cover or at-grade profile until it links up with 
the CalTrain corridor. It would become ground level at the same station 
designation as in Alternative 3. 

• Alternative 6 - Internal SFIA Subway Station with UAL Station. Tilis 
alternative would be similar to Alternative 5 until just west of US 101 where the 
alignment continues under the freeway to the Airport. A CalTrain station would 
be located east of the Tanforan BART Station. (Under Alternative 6A, there 
would be a CalTrain/BART connection at Tanforan.) A shuttle bus service 
would transfer passengers between the BART and CalTrain stations. A BART 
station would be located east of US 101 and south ofl-380 near the United 
Airlines maintenance base with a surface parking lot nearby. The BART line 
would continue underground to the Airport Station _and connect to the same 
alignment as Alternative 4. 

The impacts on intersections of the project with these alternatives to SFIA are similar to 

those stated on p. 306 of the EIR. If BART were extended to SFIA in 2006, vehicle trips 

to/from the Airport would be reduced. With either of the two additional alternatives, none 

of the study area intersections would experience a change in LOS compared to the 2006"'." 

without-BART scenario. 

BART Alternative 5 patronage would be similar to that under BART Alternative 3; as the 

stations are in the same locations. The public-transit impacts of 2006-with-BART 

Alternative 5 scenario would be the same as those stated in the 2nd paragraph on p. 320 of 

the EIR. The project would add to transit loadings on BART, CalTrain, and SamTrans. 

Direct rail service (APM) between the terminal Ground Transportation Center and a transit 

center west of the Bayshore Freeway would provide linkages between the Airport and 

BART and CalTrain. These linkages would reduce vehicular travel by approximately 

11,250 daily, 520 .a.m.. peak-hour, and 560 l2JIL. peak-hour vehicle trips. 

The patronage estimates for BART Alternative 6 show that the number of daily air 

passengers using transit as access to/from the Airport would be slightly greater than for 

BART Alternatives 3 and 5, approximately 400 additional trips (Metropolitan 

Transportation Commission, BAR.T San Francisco Airport Extension Alternatives Analysis 

I Draft EISIEIR Patronage Forecast Results, Draft, July 1991). Since BART Alternative 6 

would serve the UAL maintenance facility, the use of BART by these employees would 

increase. However, the connection between CalTrain and BART would be moved from 

San Bruno (the existing San Bruno CalTrain station) to Tanforan, thereby decreasing other 

work trips on BART in this area The vehicular travel reductions would be approximately 

the same as those under scenarios with an external BART station. 
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The design of BART Extension Alternative 6, which is still conceptual and not final, 

would provide a parking lot near the United Airlines Maintenance Facility. This parking 

facility would be located in Lot DD, which is proposed in the SFIA Master Plan to be a 

long-term-passenger- and employee-parking garage. A potential problem that could arise 

would be that BART provides free parking at its commuter stations, whereas the new 

garage on Lot DD at SFIA would be a fee parking lot. Also, it has not been determined 

whether there is sufficient space for two parking structures, or how a joint parking structure 

would operate. 

The impacts on local roadways in South San Francisco resulting from a potential BART 

station and parking garage near the United Airlines Maintenance Facility are more 

appropriately addressed in the BART to SFO ANDEIS/DEIR (on pp. 4-1 to 4-66). 

Impacts that are associated with the SFIA Master Plan are addressed in this EIR. 

Impact of BART on Freeways 

The impact of the BART extension on freeways in the vicinity of the Airport would be to 

slightly increase traffic volumes south of the Airport and to reduce them north of I-38011/ 

Under scenarios with BART alternatives which have a CalTrain/BART connection at San 

Bruno, the northbound freeway volumes on US 101 would have increases between 450 and 

600 vehicles south of the Airport and have reductions of about 200 vehicles north of the 

Airport during the &m.. peak hour. These changes would not result in changes to LOS. 

(The ongoing study of the BART San Francisco Airport Extension includes traffic analysis 

for the .a.m... peak hour only. The MTC regional travel model used in the BART study 

provides travel projections for the &m.. peak hour.) Under the scenario with BART 

Alternative 6A (CalTrain/BART connection at Tanforan) the northbound freeway volumes 

on US 101 would have a slight increase (about 70 vehicles) south of the Airport and a 

slight decrease (about 100 vehicles) north of the Airport. 

With and without the BART extensions, the northbound freeway level of service would be 

LOS F between the Broadway and Millbrae Avenue exits on US 101 during the .a.m... peak 

hour. The northbound freeway level of service during the a.m.. peak hour between Oyster 

Point Boulevard and Candlestick Park would be LOS F without a BART extension and 

LOS D with a BART extension. Contributing to this LOS D would be the planned 

reopening of 1-280 and SR 480 within San Francisco, and other TSM program 

elementsJ2/ 
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Costs of BART 

The preliminary estimates of capital costs for the BART extension from Colma range from 

$627 million to $1, 168 million, depending on the alternative./3/ The estimates of costs .are 

part of the BART San Francisco Airport Extension Alternatives Analysis (AA) study, 

which is ongoing and being conducted by MTC, BART, Sam.Trans and the Urban Mass 

Transit Administration (UMTA). The AA study provides information about the financing 

structure of the proposed BART extension and is separate from this EIR. The BART San 

Francisco Airport Extension Alternatives Analysis I Draft EISIEIR was released in March 

1992, and is undergoing public review as of early May 1992. 

APMIBART Connection 

At the time of preparation of the SFIA Master Plan DEIR, only two BART extension 

alternatives were known to be under serious consideration; it was expected that the SFIA 

Automated People Mover (APM) would be designed to accommodate either alternative. 

Therefore, the SFIA Master Plan EIR does not analyze in detail the localized impacts of 

the APM west of US 101 (or east of US 101, as the APM design is still conceptual). It 

would be speculative to attempt to quality the impacts of the APM at this time, given that 

the design is only conceptual. (Seep. C&R.114 herein.) 

The APM would connect the BART station, if it were located west of US 101, to the 

Ground Transportation Center (GTC). At the GTC, air passengers would continue on the 

APM to the terminal buildings. Airport employees might have to change to an APM 

travelling to the long-term parking area (Lot DD). Master Plan concepts now undergoing 

refinement could allow for separate trains from the BART station, one going only to the 

GTC and re1llrning, the other making the entire loop, thus allowing employee trips to the 

Lot DD areas without changes. If the BART station were located internal to SFIA, Airport 

employees would not have to transfer to a separate APM, and air passengers would still be 

able to access the APM to circulate throughout the terminal buildings. 

The level of detail for the APM/BART connection in this EIR is concepmal and design has 

not yet detailed all services that would be provided at this connection. The EIR notes that 

departing air passengers could benefit from the convenience of a baggage-handling facility 

at the BART station prior to boarding the APM to the terminal. Arriving air passengers 

could also benefit from the convenience of picking up baggage at the BART station, but 
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since departures are more time-sensitive to air travelers, more benefit would be gained by 

providing baggage service for departing air passengers than arriving air passengers. It is 

not currently known whether baggage handling would be accommodated for both arriving 

and departing passengers at the SFIA BART station; most likely this will be determined 

when a more accurate BART-to-SFIA passenger profile is developed. The information 

presented in this EIR is based on what is currently known about the APM and the SFIA 

BART station alternatives. If a BART extension is chosen following the ongoing BART 

SFIA Extension study, the detailed design of an APM/BART connection would consider 

feasible types of services to the patrons. 

APM Connection Between BART and SF/A 

The APM connection between a BART external station west of US 101 and SFIA would 

require an exclusive right-of-way for the APM. This APM connection would have visual 

impacts for motorists on US 101, neighborhood impacts, and possible ecosystem impacts, 

but would not likely have adverse impacts on traffic or noise. If a BART extension is 

chosen following the BART SFIAExtension Study, the design of the connection would 

involve an analysis of these impacts. 

Impacts on Lomita Park 

The extension of the Automated People Mover (APM) and the location of the BART 

station have not been finalized as yet. The BART alternatives, and the connection to the 

APM, are discussed in detail in the response on pp. C&R.141-142 herein. The Lomita 

Park area of San Bruno would most likely not become a drop-off area for air passengers, 

even if the APM is extended to a west-of-Bayshore BART station. The APM connection 

in the Ground Transportation Center (GTC) would be better suited for passengers being 

dropped off, particularly if there was direct access to the GTC from HOV lanes on US 101. 

Since access to Cal Train and the free areas of BART would not be restricted, it would be 

possible for non-transit-riders to come into the mass-transit station and then take the APM 

into the Airport. Motorists on US 101 would most likely continue into the Airport to drop 

off passengers rather than exit the freeway toward the mass-transit station. While potential 

neighborhood impacts would result if the mass transit station were used as a drop-off area 

for SFIA, it is likely that residents of the Lomita Park neighborhood would be the only 

non-transit-riders who would find this access to SFIA convenient. 
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PEDESTRIAN AND BICYCLE ACCESS 

Comments 

"1bis letter comments on the Draft Environmental Impact Report (DEIR) for the San Francisco 

International Airport Master Plan, specifically to the lack of attention and consideration related to 

pedestrian and bicycle access in the Master Plan. 

"There are only brief mentions of bicycle access on pages 136/7 and 323 of the text of the DEIR. 

The apparent perspective expressed in the DEIR seems to be something like 'Getting to the 

airport on foot or on a bicycle is such a pain in the ass that practically nobody would ever want to 

do it, so we don't have to think about providing for pedestrian or bicycle access.' 

"For most of the period from 1975 to 1979 I used to commute between Berkeley, Oakland 

Airport, and San Francisco Airport. Sometimes I drove a car. Sometimes I would take my 

bicycle with me on BART from Berkeley and Daly City, and then I would pedal 9 miles 

downhill and downwind to the obscure aircraft hangar by the bay where I used to work 

overnight. Sometimes, instead of pedaling back uphill and upwind to the Daly City BART 

station in the morning, I would load my bike on the C-47 aircraft that I had just unloaded and 

then fly with it over to the Oakland airport maintenance base. From there I would pedal either 

3 miles to the Coliseum BART station or 12 miles back to Berkeley ifl was too late to avoid 

BART's peak period bicycle prohibition. At other times I loaded my bicycle on top of the freight 

in airfreight trucks, and then drove or rode as a passenger in the trucks. Occasionally I would 

combine taking buses and walking as a commute. In the course of the more than three years that 

I did variations on this commute I learned a great deal about using bicycles to get to and from 

airports. 

"Aside from my commuting, on other occasions I have brought my bicycle packed in a box in a 

car to an airport, then taken the bicycle with me as excess baggage on a flight, then assembled 

the bicycle and pedaled away from the airport. I would have preferred to have been able to ride 

my bicycle to the airport, and then at the airport been able to pack the bicycle in the box. 

"There have been yet other occasions where my preferred mode of ground transportation would 

have been to have left my bicycle parked at the airport, but I didn't have a safe place to park it to . 

await my return flight. 
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"I believe that the airport's Master Plan should realize that providing for bicycle and pedestrian 

access is allowing for the most environmentally benign means for people to get to and from the 

airport, and that it is desirable and cost effective to provide better pedestrian and bicycle access. 

I would suggest the following measures to facilitate bicycle and pedestrian access: 

"Frrst, provide a bicycle and pedestrian path parallel to the old Bayshore Highway frontage road 

between San Bruno A venue and Millbrae A venue, with a separate path leading to the general 

area of the passenger terminals. (My route to the airport from Daly City BART was via or 

parallel to Mission, El Camino Real, Mission Road, Grand A venue, Airport Boulevard, South 

Airport Boulevard to the North Access Road). If I had to go to the terminal I would come down 

South Airport Boulevard to the old Bayshore Highway frontage road, then follow the main 

entrance road into the terminal. I would have preferred having a separate path to get to the 

terminal. If demand develops, it might also be desirable to provide a pedestrian and bicycle path 

on a new structure over the freeway in the general area of the Airport interchange, leading to the 

general area of El Camino Real near the San Bruno I Millbrae City Limits. 

"The other necessity is a safe and secure place to park bicycles. The minimum bicycle parking 

facility would be covered for weather protection, and would have controlled access to prevent 

bicycle theft and vandalism. Probably the most inexpensive way to provide such parking would 

be to have a caged in area by a parking lot exit, with the lot attendants controlling access to the 

cage. The lot attendants could also rent out tools and provide boxes for those bicyclists who 

wanted to pedal to the airport, then pack their bikes and ship them as excess baggage on 

departing flights. An air hose would be useful for those bringing their bicycles on arriving 

flights, as it seems to be a general practice to let some air out of the tires to allow for the pressure 

changes in aitplanes. 

"On a longer term basis it could be very desirable for the airport to offer inexpensive space to try 

and attract a business operation that could serve potential bicyclist patrons who might be 

attempting to use the airport. That business could provide safe and secure bicycle parking for 

both airport employees and passengers, provide boxes and boxing services to those bicyclists 

bringing their bicycles with them on flights, not to mention selling, renting and servicing 

bicycles to airport patrons. Perhaps the business could offer other services to attract customers, 

and have the bicycle facilities be a sideline. (An athletic club with showers, lockers and exercise 

equipment could attract customers who had to spend some time between flights.) Perhaps 

instead of charging high rent the lease terms should require the business to be open for long 

hours to assure more public service. 
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"Once bicycle access and parking facilities are in place, they should be publicized. Perhaps the 

airport already has some place where airline patrons can safely leave their bicycles over a few 

days or weeks, but we just don't know about those facilities. Can I now legally park my bicycle 

with safety and security at the airport? How? 

"Given an initial capital cost of well over $10,000 for each additional automobile parking space 

in new parking structures, it seems like providing for pedestrian and bicyclist access would be a 

desirable and cost effective strategy, even if only a few potential airport patrons were to shift to a 

pedestrian or bicycle mode of airport ground access. 

"I believe the Master Plan and the DEIR should address pedestrian and bicyclist access with 

much more detail, responding to the issues listed in this letter." (Bob Berry) 

"One of the most obvious, and ready-made, places for safe bicycle parking is with existing 

parking lots or garages where an attendant is present. 

"An attendant-operated lot is recognized as probably the safest place for bicycle parking because 

the bicycles are always under surveillance. Having an attendant just for the bicycles would be 

too expensive, so bicycle parking must fit into parking for automobiles. 

"Some lots which have provided bike parking have allowed the bicycles to be fastened to a 

railing. Others have actually made up locked cages for bikes, with controlled access to the cage. 

"A nominal fee of 25 to 50 cents per day would be nearly sufficient to cover the same rental 

income as for an automobile parked in the same amount of space -- about 300 square feet (15' x 

20') needed for each automobile and the turning area it needs (14 bicycles can be put in the same 

space as is needed for an automobile). 

"The owners of parking lots and the owners of buildings with parking lots should see the benefits 

of providing bicycle parking, as it makes best use of existing space, reduces the need for more 

parking in short supply, and is good public relations. Bicycles can be fitted into odd-shaped 

areas which often go to waste with automobile parking ... 

"The bicycle organizations should lobby with individual parking lot operators and governmental 

agencies for this first step toward safe bicycle parking." (Charles Smith) 
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" ... And I notice there are quite a few bikers, that people use bicycles to transport themselves 

back and forth to work. I am not sure that that was addressed at all in any studies that I have 

looked through so far." (Edwin Works) 

Res.ponse 

Several bicycling and pedestrian mitigation measures are identified in Section V of the 

EIR. These include: 

• Providing a minimum four-foot striped bicycle travel lane for each direction of travel 
on McDonnell Road; 

• Providing signed bicycle travel lanes or a Class I bikeway, as appropriate, from the 
Burlingame Recreation Lagoon west of Coyote Point north along Old Bayshore 
Highway, Road R-2, McDonnell Road (Road R-3), South Airport Boulevard and 
Bayshore Boulevard to existing bike lanes near San Bruno Mountain. Class I facilities 
could also be developed in wider parts of the Southern Pacific right-of-way (where 
adequate space exists for both BART and a bikeway) and parallel to US 101 between 
Candlestick Park and the South San Francisco CalTrain Station; and 

• Including bicycle travel lanes as an integral part of any connection between SFIA and 
the multi-modal transfer station (BART, CalTrain, SamTrans) west of US 101. 

No bicyclists were noted in any of the recently conducted air passeneer surveys (traffic, 

parking and mode-split surveys were conducted for the EIR). The reasons for this are most 

likely that it is inconvenient or impractical for air passengers to get to the Airport on 

bicycles. There are a large number of vehicles coming into and out of the Airport 

throughout the day, including automobiles, vans, taxis, limousines, trucks and buses. 

Added to this fact is that the Airport is located in a very confined and remote space that 

limits the access and egress. The SFIA Master Plan is designed to maximize the use and 

efficiency of the confined space in which the Airport lies. Because of the relatively remote 

location required for a major airport, the commute distances for bicyclists and pedestrians 

are fairly large .. The nearest neighborhoods around the Airport are over 2 miles from the 

internal Airport property, by way of San Bruno Avenue or Millbrae Avenue. 

When BART is extended to SFIA, it is expected that its normal bicycle provisions would 

prevail. BART provides bicycle lockers at its stations and allows bicycles on board trains 

during off-peak hours. This service would help both air passengers and airport employees. 

Because BART is being extended to SFIA, bicyclists could bike to BART :from their 
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residences or offices and take BART for the remainder of their journey. Bicycle provisions 

would have to be implemented at the SFIA BART station and also on the automated 

people mover (APM). The APM design, although not formalized at this time, could 

consider bicycle access so that bicyclists could take their bikes to the terminal or 

employment location at SFIA. 

Bicycle parking in the short-term parking garage would not be feasible. The short-term 

garage accommodates over 6,000 vehicles on busy days. The potential for conflicts 

between bicycles and circulating vehicles would provide too great a safety risk for both 

modes. Parking-lot attendants would be hard pressed to provide tools and boxes for 

bicyclists while still controlling the flow of vehicles within the garage. Many airports, 

including SFIA, have adjacent service stations which have many of the necessary items 

that bicycle travelers require, such as an air hose, tools, and trained mechanics who could 

assist with minor repairs. 

Of the Airport employees, only a few bicyclists were observed during the surveys. 

Currently these bikers make use of the surface roadways and secure their bicycles at their 

place of employment The suggested bikeways noted in the mitigation measures section of 

the EIR would serve the employment areas of SFIA as well as the passenger terminals. 

TSM program elements include provision of shower and changing facilities, secure places 

for bicycles and protected bikeways. United Airlines, the largest Airport tenant, currently 

has 40 bicycle racks at its maintenance/administration and employee-parking facilities. 

TSM provisions are the responsibility of the individual employer and would be based on 

the demand for these services and the exact requirements of the TSM program. (A 

discussion of the Airport's TSM program is on pp. C&R.171-173 herein.) 

Regarding pedestrian access to SFIA, several factors have to be considered, including 

sidewalks, walk distance and safety. The distances to the terminal buildings are important. 

The terminal buildings at SFIA are set back from the freeway by approximately one-half 

mile, and from the nearest neighborhoods by well over two miles of walking distance. 

These factors would lead to a long and tiring walk, even if protected walkways were to be 

provided. There is no way to shorten the walk distances without moving terminals or 

neighborhood locations, and thereby compromising aviation, vehicular and pedestrian 

safety. 
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For Airport employees who choose to walk to and from work, safety measures noted in 

Section V of the EIR address the impacts to pedestrians. Employees may elect to walk 

along San Bruno A venue or Millbrae A venue to get to the Airport from the surrounding 

neighborhoods or nearby parking areas, and therefore need to be protected from vehicular 

traffic. Currently, sidewalks exist along San Bruno Avenue and McDonnell Road, where 

most of the employment at SFIA is located. For example, United Airlines provides an 

elevated protected walkway above McDonnell Road directly into its maintenance facility, 

so that employees do not.have to cross the traffic on the roadway. The Automated People 

Mover (APM) would serve to separate pedestrians from vehicular traffic by providing 

direct access between the Ground Transportation Center and the air passenger terminal area 

(in 1996) and the long-term parking area (in 2006). 

NOTES - Transportation Setting and Impacts 

111 Metropolitan Transportation Commission, written communication to DKS Associates, 
February 24, 1992. 

I'll Metropolitan Transportation Commission, written communication, op. cit., based on 
information from Parsons Brinkerhoff, 1991. 

/3/ Metropolitan Transportation Commission, Train to Plane, Issue No. 3, October, 1991. 
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TRANSPORTATION MITIGATION 

GENERAL 

Comments 

"The Master Plan should not move forward unless all the necessary transportation improvements 

are funded by the Airport. The Draft EIR should fully discuss the capital costs for all 

transportation improvements." (Raymond Miller, C/CAG) 

"SFIA must assist in funding the planned improvements at the 1-280/1-380 interchange as a 

mitigation to help reduce the substantial impact SFIA traffic will cause on this area. 

"SFIA must contribute funds for improvements to San Bruno arterials pursuant to the North San 

Bruno Area Wide Traffic Study as a mitigation to help reduce the substantial impact SFIA traffic 

will cause on San Bruno arterial streets, including San Bruno A venue, El Camino Real, 

Huntington Avenue, and San Mateo Avenue. 

"SFIA must contribute funds for a proportionate share of maintaining San Bruno arterials as a 

result of the substantial traffic created by SFIA." (George Foscardo, City of San Bruno) 

"C/CAG has endorsed the attached comments from the San Mateo County Transit District 

(SamTrans) staffregarding traffic and transportation impacts. C/CAG strongly supports the 

SamTrans staff position that transportation projects by other implementing agencies should not 

be considered as mitigation for the SFIA expansion without the concurrence of the implementing 

agency, and that an assessment should be made of the cumulative effectiveness of the 

transportation mitigation measures which can be accomplished by the Airport, together with an 

indication of the trip demands that cannot be accommodated." (Raymond Miller, C/CAG) 

"Many of the mitigations listed in the draft EIR are ascribed to others as implementing agencies 

without indication of concurrence by those agencies. Mitigation measures should not be 

included in the EIR until written concurrence by the implementing agencies (other than SFIA) 

have been obtained. The EIR should also include the probability of implementation of the 

mitigations within the time frame of the Airport expansion, an assessment of the cumulative 

effectiveness of the measures and the number of trip demands that cannot be accommodated. 

The Airport expansion should be reduced to the degree that would be consistent with the 
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mitigation measures and their time frame of implementation. 11lis process and proposal is in 

keeping with the Congestion Management Plan requirements which was approved by the voters 

in November 1990 in conjunction with State Proposition 111." (Richard Gee, SamTrans) 

"The Board concurs with the comments of C/CAG and Sam Trans staff that indicate 

transportation projects by implementing agencies other than the City and County of San 

Francisco should not be considered mitigation for airport expansion without the concurrence of 

the implementing agency." (County of San Mateo Board of Supervisors) 

"We find the proposed mitigations to be inadequate, vague and many are probably not 

implementable by the Airport ... The EIR should include an assessment of the cumulative 

effectiveness of the mitigation measures that can be implemented within the time frame of the 

planned Airport expansion and the number of trip demands that cannot be accommodated. The 

expansion should be confined to the degree that would be ·consistent with the mitigations." 

(Richard Gee, SamTrans) 

"The EIR must include the probability of implementation of the mitigations within the time 

frame of the Airport expansion, an assessment of the cumulative effectiveness of the measures 

and the number of trip demands that cannot be accommodated. 11lis process and proposal is in 

keeping with the Congestion Management Plan requirements which was approved by the voters 

in November 1990 in conjunction with State Proposition 111." (George Foscardo, City of San 

Bruno) 

"We request that the following mitigation measures identified in the DEIR be adopted by the 

Airport Commission either for their own implementation or to actively promote the 

implementation by the appropriate jurisdiction: 

''Encourage airlines and travel agencies to encourage passengers to take transit. 

"Provide SFIA employees with incentives for transit use. 

"Provide economic disincentives for SFIA employees to commute by single-occupant 
vehicles. 

"Provide a share of the transit operating costs for Sam Trans, CalTrain and BART, each of 
which is necessary to support increased SFIA operations. 
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"Work with airlines to design the Automated People Movertrerminal connections to 
minimize air passenger pedestrian circulation, with baggage service available where 
departing air passengers exit the BART station or parking areas. 

"If a decision is made to place the SFIA BART station west of U.S. 101, in lieu of a station 
in the terminal parking garage, build an exclusive right-of-way, bus or rail connection 
between the SFIA BART station and the Ground Transportation Center with connecting 
service to the terminal and major employment areas, and operate service on this facility in 
a manner coordinated with BART/CalTrain arrivals and departures. 

"Concurrently with the extension of BART to SFIA, increase the frequency of CalTrain 
service, espeeially during non-commute hours, so that there is minimal transfer time 
between CalTrain and BART. As an alternative, extend BART south to San Jose in the 
CalTrain right-of-way and provide MUNI light rail in the Bayshore FreewayfThird Street 
corridor as a replacement for CalTrain service. 

"Increase Sam Trans service to BART and CalTrain station in San Mateo County to 
encourage use of both systems, both by reducing headways on existing routes and by 
. adding new routes to serve both residential and employment centers. 

"Improve MUNI transit capacity in San Francisco so that new BART and CalTrain riders 
destined for locations outside the Financial District would find transit a viable alternative. 

"Monitor parking demand throughout the year. In the event the annual mode split targets 
of the TSM program outlined under TSM/Transit/Ridesharing' are not being met, no 
additional parking can be provided at SFIA until the annual target is met, reevaluate the 
program for possible implementation of other measures to meet targets before providing 
additional parking." (Joan Kugler, BART) 

"The mitigation measures recommended in the Draft EIR for the San Francisco International 

Airport are inadequate. 'This Draft EIR should not be approved until adequate measures are 

developed which will mitigate the unacceptable air quality and traffic impacts. Rather than doing 

its planning as an isolated facility, SFIA should become a member of the San Mateo County 

Community and coordinate expansion plans with the surrounding communities and 

transportation agencies." (Jim Wheeler, Sierra Club, Loma Prieta Chapter) 

"3. Participation in Capita] Costs of Transit Expansion 

"The Airport should participate in the capital costs of required transit infrastructure to serve 
Airport passengers and employees i.e. BART Extension." (Robert Treseler, City of 
Millbrae). 

"The DEIR proposes that SFIA share in the operating costs of BART, SamTrans, etc. in 

proportion to the increased number of passengers and employees. The DEIR does not propose 

any share in the construction cost for BART. Because the proposed BART extension would 
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significantly relieve SFIA expansion traffic impacts and because available Federal funding for 

the extension may be insufficient, SFIA should contribute funds for constructing BART to or 

near SFIA and for reducing the associated impacts of the BART extension." (George Foscardo, 

City of San Bruno) 

"3. Participation in Capita] Costs of Transit Expansion 

"Another mitigation should be the Airport's participation in the capital costs of required 

transit infrastructure to serve Airport passengers and employees. 

"If BART is extended to the Airport, the Passengers Facility Charge may be used to 
extend BART from a multi-modal commuter station to an internal airport station in a 
direct link. The Passenger Facility Charge may be used to contribute to the construction 
of a Caltrain multi-modal station to serve the Airport. 

"It should be noted that the EIR mentions in passing that an internal SFO-BART station 
would generate more BART passengers than an external station (pg. 306), but the 
assumptions for the BART modal split are extremely low (pg. 269), and such 
assumptions are not explained. 

"It should be noted that such transit improvements would all be on Airport property, so would be 

on-site mitigation measures." (Janet Fogarty, Mayor, City of Millbrae) 

"8. 

SFIA" "Mitieations Pro.posed by 

Requiring SFIA to provide a share of 
SamTrans, CalTrain and BART operating 
costs. 

"Samirans Staff Comments" 

"Depending on the amount of funding 
provided by SFIA, this could be a factor in 
the expansion of transit service to the 
Airport." (Richard Gee, SamTrans) 

"The most significant mitigation measures available to reduce vehicular traffic congestion and 

emissions would be to provide adequate transit services for passengers and employees. Pages 

413416 list mitigation measures related to Transit/Ridesharing. SFIA proposes to provide a 

share (based on patronage) of transit operating costs for SamTrans, CaJTrain, and BART, and, if 

the SFIA BART is built west of 101 rather than in the terminal, to build an exclusive right-of

way, bus, or rail connection between said BART station and the proposed Ground Transportation 

Center. It would be equally appropriate for SFIA to also provide a share (based on projected 

patronage) of the~ costs necessary to provide the needed transit services by SamTrans, 

CalTrain, and BART, in order to provide the mcam for increased operating capacity of the transit 

providers; the proposed mitigation would then be more realistic." (Onnolee Trapp, Leagues of 

Women Voters of San Mateo County, letter of 8/27/91 and public hearing of 8/27/91) 
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"The DEIR assigns the responsibilities of several mitigation measures involving capital 

expenditures (such as rail extensions) to other agencies. It is important to note that SFIA can 

fulfill its obligation to mitigate the project impacts by contributing financially to the proposed 

traffic mitigations with capital as well as operating costs." (Joan Kugler, BART) 

Response 

Several comments noted that SFIA should be responsible for implementing and financing 

all of the mitigation measures, or that several mitigation measures should be removed 

unless agreements (i.e., written concurrence) have been reached with the implementing 

agencies cited. Also, many comments mentioned that mitigation measures should be 

implemented within the time frame of the planned airport expansion, or identified as not 

being able to be so implemented. 

It is the responsibility of the EIR to identify feasible mitigation measures, even those 

measures that are not within the jurisdiction of the Lead Agency (in this ca8e, the Airports 

Commission). The EIR has done just that. The mitigation measures presented in Section V 

are feasible and address the impacts of the proposed project. The identified entity or 

agency for implementation does not necessarily have to be the Lead Agency or the project 

sponsor, as not all impacts are solely or even primarily attributable to the project; many are 

attributable to forecast general areawide growth (non-Airport) and/or list-added projects 

(those specific projects that are currently known and identified by each individual 

municipality as scheduled for completion in the near future). Written concurrence does not 

have to be obtained from the implementing agency prior to identification of a feasible 

mitigation measure. 

Furthermore, the EIR is not responsible for identifying the funding source or the amount of 

funding required to implement the mitigation measures, so long as the measures are 

feasible from technical, planning and engineering standpoints. In the case of the proposed 

SFIA Master Plan, SFIA is prohibited (by Section 3.691 of the Airports Commission 

Charter) :from contributing to the construction, operating, or maintenance costs of any off

Airport transportation improvements. 

The Airports Commission is obligated to consider the severity of the impacts of the 

proposed project and the availability of alternatives and mitigation measures (including 
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both of which bracket the EI Camino corridor, were evaluated. Mitigation measures for 

impacts in the El Camino Real corridor are identified in Section V of the EIR, on pp. 412 

and 413. Given the expected numbers of through vehicles on El Camino Real north of San 

Bruno A venue and south of Millbrae A venue, the project's impacts would not be 

measurable at intersections beyond (north of) San Bruno A venue and (south of) Millbrae 

Avenue. 

The programmed improvements ofCaltrans, BART, CalTrain and SamTrans can be used 

as project mitigations as well as mitigations for forecast growth anc;I list-added-growth 

impacts. The programmed improvements would contribute to mitigating the impacts 

generated by each of these. The BART programmed improvement of extending to SFIA is 

related directly to the Airport expansion. While there is an existing need for BART and 

other transit services at SFIA, the programmed improvements would contribute 

significantly to alleviating project impacts. 

The EIR includes several mitigation measures that deal directly with project-generated 

- traffic on facilities that are included in the San Mateo County and San Francisco County 

Congestion Management Programs. Impacts to freeway mainline segments and ramps are 

addressed in Section V of the EIR. Project impacts on downtown arterials in San Francisco 

are not identified in the EIR as the contribution that the project makes is indiscernible. 

With the availability of many parallel arterials to choose from, airport shuttles, buses, taxis, 

and private vehicles would disperse throughout the downtown roadway network and spread 

the impact over many streets. 

The fact that the mitigation measures identified in the EIR would not necessarily reduce 

the project impacts to a level of insignificance does not negate their value as mitigation 

measures. The Airports Commission, in its considerations of project approval, would be 

required to issue Statement of Overriding Considerations for any residual significant 

impacts of the project. 

For the remaining comments regarding the El Camino Real Corridor and Vicinity, please 

see the responses on p. C&R.157 herein. 
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Millbrae 

Comments 

"The first has to do with the fact that the EIR says that the impact on the Rollins Road-Millbrae 

A venue intersection is not mitigable. And· we feel that with the proper coJ).cem for the impacts 

on the jurisdictions neighboring the airports that that can be mitigated in consultation with the 

City of Millbrae. And we have some ideas on that matter that we would like to share." (Janet 

Fogarty, Mayor of Millbrae) 

"Although significant [transportation] effects on Millbrae streets would result from Airport 

expansion, no mitigations by the Airport are proposed. Mitigation by others is unacceptable 

lacking assurance that another agency would implement the mitigation. 

"We request appropriate contributions to the improvement of the Millbrae A venue I Rollins Road 

intersection, improvement of Millbrae Avenue, between Hwy. 101 and El Camino Real; and 

analysis of and appropriate improvement of the intersection of Old Bayshore and East Millbrae 

Avenue, and contribution to required signal improvements. 

"We do not agree that degradation of California I Millbrae and Rollins I Millbrae intersections 

are unavoidable effects (pg. 435). Appropriate mitigation should be proposed." (Janet Fogarty, 

Mayor, and Robert Treseler, City of Millbrae). 

"P. 417;. Top of page -There are already 6 lanes on Millbrae Ave. to El Camino Real." (Jessie 

Bracker) 

Response 

For comments regarding feasibility and funding of mitigation, please see the response on 

pp. C&R.156-158 herein. 

The intersection of Old Bayshore Highway and Millbrae A venue is not projected to 

deteriorate to an unacceptable level and would not require mitigation as a result of the 

project No traffic signal upgrading would be re;quired. The intersection is projected to 

operate at either LOS A or LOS B during the peak hours in 2006. For other information 

on this and other Millbrae intersections, please see pp. C&R.123-126, 131-132, 157~159 

herein. 
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The comment regarding the number oflanes on Millbrae Avenue is correct. Accordingly, 

the first bulleted item on p. 417 of the EIR is deleted. 

HOY Lanes 

Comments 

"The document fails to mention any financing mechanisms for the proposed mitigations. San 

Francisco International Airport (SFIA) improvements which affect State facilities should be 

mitigated by S.FlA, or the lead agency. The document needs to address impacts on State 

facilities due to the project and cumulative area development Mitigation measures must be 

discussed. For example, who will fund improvements such as High Occupancy Vehicle Lanes 

(HOVLs). freeway and highway (Route 101 and 82) modification, widening, and construction of 

freeway ramps? 

"We have the following questions and comments regarding details of mitigation measures: 

"Hi2h Occupancy Veb!c1e LaneslHQVLsl: 

"Please state if the City and/or Traffic Authority are planning to fund the construction of an 

HOVL (Second to last paragraph on p. 417). Caltrans does not unilaterally decide whether to 

construct/implement HOVLs. Other agencies, such as the Federal Highway Administration 

(FHW A), Metropolitan Transportation Commission (M'I'C). and the local traffic authority are 

also involved. Caltrans policy is against converting an existing mixed flow lane to HOVL. 

"The suggestion that the proposed HOVL be for 3+ occupancy from San Francisco to San Jose is 

not compatible with the existing HOVL along US 101 in San Mateo and Santa Oara Counties. 

In Santa Clara County, these HOV facilities are for 2+ o;:cupancy in Santa Clara. The policies of 

HOVI. occupancy are incompatible. 

"Proposed HOVLs from San Francisco to existing HOVLs along Route 101 beginning at 

Whipple Avenue are not in MTC's Muter Plan. 

"Referring to the discussion on page 421, in the last paragraph, if ramps need redesign/widening 

u a result of this project's build out, the improvements should be funded by the project 

proponents and shouJd be condi1ioned to identify funding responsibility. 
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"For cumulative impacts. more realistic mitigation measures are recommended for 

implementation. The concept of a 3+ HOVL facility is not a valid mitigation measure. since it is 

not programmed or funded." (Preston Kelley. Cal trans) 

"Miti2ations Proposed hy SF1A" 

.. 6. Create HOV lanes out of existing traffic 
lanes on Highway 101. 

Response 

"Samirans Staff Comments" 

"'Ibis is not a valid mitigation by the Airport 
as SFIA has no control on its implementation. 
In addition. Caltrans policy prohibits the 
conversion of existing mixed flow lanes into 
HOV Janes." (Richard Gee, Sam Trans) 

The authors of the DEJR recognize that Caltrans policy currently prohibits the oonversion 

of mixed-flow lanes to HOV lanes and that current HOV facilities along US 101 in Santa 

Clara County are for 2+ occupancy. Previous San Mateo County transportation plans and 

State Transportation Improvement Plans (STIP) included the implementation of HOV 

lanes in San Mateo County. Currently, the San Mateo County Congestion Management 

Program (CJ\.1P) includes only auxiliary lanes along US 101 throughout San Mateo 

County. The auxiliary lane projects are identified as part of the County's Transportation 

Authority Program. but are not in the CMP Capital Improvements Plan. the 1990 STIP or 

the 1991 Transportation Improvement Program (TIP). It is important to note that under 

CEQA, the EIR is not required to address funding. See p. C&R.156 herein for additional 

discussion of the funding issue. 

The intent of the mitigation measures described in Section V of the DEIR is to provide 

reasonable and implementable measures that address forecast growth, project ~d list

added-growth impacts. High Occupancy Vehicle (HOV) lanes are a reasonable mitigation 

measure. 

HOV lanes would encourage carpools by employees of SFIA and use of shared taxis and 

shuttles by air passengers. This would be part of a Transportation System Management 

(TSM) program designed to reduce travel throughout the day by private automobiles, 

especially single-occupant vehicles. The HOV lanes should be signed to accommodate any 
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vehicle carrying three or more persons, including all buses 8?d aitport shuttles. Only those 

taxis carrying three or more persons (including the driver) should use the HOV lanes. 

The City of San Francisco Transportation Authority is not likely to have any involvement 

in the decision-making process regarding HOV lanes as it is out of the Authority's 

jurisdiction. Agencies other than Caltrans tha! would be invoJved include MTC and the 

San Mateo County Transportation Authority. 

The differences between implementing 3+ occupancy HOV lanes and 2+ occupancy HOV 

lanes are hard to quantify without a traffic model of the entire corridor. A 3+ occupancy 

HOV lane would not serve many taxis coming to SFIA, which often carry only one 

passenger. Shuttle vans and buses would still benefit from either a 3+ or 2+ HOV lane but 

a 3+ HOV lane would probably be less congested than a 2+ HOV lane and therefore travel 

times would improve for these vehicles. The Bay Area, except for the bridges, has mostly 

2+ HOV Janes, or is planning for 2+ rather than 3+ HOV lanes. A travel demand model 

for the US 101 corridor in San Mateo Courity would predict which type of HOV lane 

would have the most success, based on the traffic volumes in the mixed-flow lanes and the 

levels of congestion experienced. 

Afwort AcceSS and Circulation 

Comments 

"Mitiaations Prqposed by SFIA" 

"3. Widening two SFIA roads. 

"I 0. Modify freeway ramps to serve the 
Ground Transportation Center, and 
providing direct ramp connections to the 
HOV lanes. 

"11. Installing variable message signs internal 
to the Ground Transportation Center and 
Short-Tenn Garage. 

"SamTrans S,taff Commenl,5" 

"1bis would only benefit the internal Airport 
circulation without mitigation of the traffic on 
the freeways and local agencies' streets. 

"To be viable, written approval should be 
obtained from Caltrans and included in the 
EIR. 

"Tilis measure would be a benefit to internal 
Airport traffic circulation with little effect on 
the freeways and local streets. 1' (Richard Gee, 
Sam Trans) 

"P. 12- How can a new Ground Transportation Center be called a MitieatiQD to Neighboring 

vicinities?" (Jessie Bracker) 
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"Increased Traffic - The new traffic circulation proposed in the EIR would sufficiently handle all 

the vehicles and bus traffic for the entire facility, old and new." (Stan Moy, Finger & Moy 

Architects) 

Respome 

Widening the SFIA internal roadways and installing variable message signs in the Ground 

Transportation Center would mitigate internal airport circulation. It would also help 

circulation on local area roadways and freeways as traffic would not back up onto the 

:freeways and local roadways :from the aiqx>rt internal roadways. The mitigation is directed 

mainly, however, at dealing with the impacts to SFIA internal circulation. 

Direct ramps to the Ground Transportation Center from HOV lanes would allow buses, 

shuttles, taxis and carpools preferred access into the airport and perhaps encourage more 

passengers and employees to use the HOV lanes. It is a reasonable mitigation measure that 

would require the cooperatl ve efforts of many agencies and entities. It is identified as an 

implementable mitigation measure even though prior agreements have not been made. 

The Ground Transportation Center (GTC) is not referred to in the EIR as a "mitigation to 

neighboring vicinities." It is designed to serve internal SFIA circulation, and the access to 

and egress from US 101and1-380. Neighboring facilities, such as roadways in 

Burlingame, Millbrae, San Bruno and South San Francisco would benefit from the GTC's 

operation as vehicles would be less inclined to back up onto local roadways. park on them. 

or divert on and off of them. 

Widenin2 US 101 

Comment 

"7. 

"Mitigations frqposed by SFIA" 

Widen Highway 101 to eight lanes south 
of San Carlos. 

"SamTmns Staff comments" 

"The widening has been completed. Because 
of its distance from SFIA, the widenieg has 
no significant mitigation of the traffic in the 
Aiqxnt area." (Richard Gee, SamTrans) 
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Resoonse 

The commenter correctly notes that the mitigation measure has been implemented since the 

preparation of the DEIR. Increases to the capacity on US 101 in San Mateo County help 

both airport and non-airport traffic, Having an eight-lane freeway throughout the County, 

and not a combination of an eight-lane and six-lane freeway, helps to reduce the number of 

bottlenecks and potential for congested areas. AJso. as most freeway congestion is incident 

related, having an additional through lane helps keep traffic moving even when there is an 

incident blocking one or more lanes. 

General 

Q:imroents 

"That the mitigation measures [should] convincingly demonstrate the ability to mitigate the 

increased number of trips to be generated not only at the Airport, but on the local roads and 

freeway segments so imponant to our overall transportation system." (Bob Bury. Chair, lnter

City TSM Authority) 

"The Transportation Impacts section does not adequately describe the mitigation of airport 

surface traffic impacts other than the impact of the proposed BART extension ... " (Chris Brittle, 

Metropolitan Transportation Commission) 

Rgponse 

Mitigation measures to address surface traffic impacts are identified on pp. 412-424 of the 

Em. Impacts that could not be eliminated or reduced to an insignificant level are 

discussed on p. 435 of the EIR. Further information can be found in the responses on 
pp. C&R.156-158 herein. 

CONGESTION MANAGEMENT PLAN 

Comments. 

"C/CAG believes San Francisco International Airport should be subject to the requirements of 

the San Mateo County Congestion Management Plan. C/CAG requests the San Francisco 
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Airports Commission to prepare a plan to mitigate all projected traffic increases, which is 

consist.ent with the San Mateo County Congestion Management Plan prepared by C/CAG in July 

1991." (Raymond Miller, C/CAG) · 

"2. Coneestion Man32ement Pro~am 

''The Airport should participate in the San Mateo County Congestion Management Program." 

(Robert TreseJer, City of Millbrae) 

11Also, along the same lines, we would like to work together with the airport within the San 

Mateo County City County Association of Governments Congestion Management Plan to 

provide a forum for producing a deficiency plan. Because under the congestion management 

plan, the impacts that are associated with transportation will be greater than Level F on the 

surrounding roads, and a deficiency plan will be called for by state law." (Janet Fogarty, Mayor 

of Millbrae) 

"The Board concurs with the comment of the City/County Association of Governments of San 

Mateo County (C/CAG) that San Francisco lnt.ernational Airport should be subject to the 

requirements of the San Mateo County Congestion Management Plan. The Board supports 

C/CAG's request that the San Francisco Airports Commission prepare a plan to mitigate all 

projected traffic increases in San Mateo County, which is consistent with the San Mateo County 

Congestion Management Plan." (County of San Mateo Board of Supervisors) 

112. Cone-estion Manaaement Pro2'fam 

"In addition. the Airport should participate in the San Mateo County Congestion Management 

Program. Airport passenger trips, as well as employee trips will be included in the Congestion 

Management Plan. The CMP could serve as the forum to develop the necessary Deficiency Plan 

to provide off-site mitigation for the increased congestion the Airport expansion will cause on 

San Mateo County freeways and arterials." (Janet Fogarty, Mayor of Millbrae) 

"Specific mitigation measures that need greater elaboration include: 

airport coordination activities with local agencies, inc1uding the San Mateo County 
Congestion Management Agency (CMA), to establish and maintain traffic LOS 
standards on key freeways and airport access routes as well as participation with the 
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CMA in the development of deficiency plans to address unacceptable levels of service at 
intersections near the Airport." (Chris Brittle, Metropolitan Transportation Commission) 

"The [San Mateo County Transportation] Authority believes that the Airport should definiteJy be 

subject to the Congestion Management Plan for San Mateo County." (Richard Gee, SamTrans) 

" ... Mitigations addressing cooperative funding of needed improvements like participation in 

the San Mateo County Congestion Management Plan should be included in the Final EIR." 

(Dennis Argyres, City of Burlingame) 

Response 

The state law requiring the adoption of Congestion Management Plans (''CMP") took 

effect on August l, 1990 (Cal. Gov't Code Section 65088 et seq.). The law requires each 

county that includes an urbanized area to adopt and annually update a CMP (Section 

65089a). The CMP must contain (1) a designation of a CMP roadway system; (2) traffic 

level of service standards; (3) transit level of service standards; (4) a trip reduction and 

travel demand analysis; (5) land use impact analysis; and (6) a seven-year capital 

improvement program (Section 65089b). 

Once the Cl\.1P is adopted; cities and counties must take certain actions to conform to the 

CMP. These include (1) adopting and implementing a trip reduction and travel demand 

ordinance; (2) adopting and implementing a land use analysis program; and 

(3) maintaining the established levels of service and performance standards (Section 

65089.3). If service and performance standards are not met, the city or county must adopt 

a deficiency plan for those individual segments or intersections which fail to meet the 

standards and implement an action plan for improvements (Section 65089.3). The State 

Controller is required to withhold specified transportation apportionments to a city or 

county which is not in conformance with the CMP (Section 65089.3). 

The San Mateo County CMP calls for land use restrictions and a trip reduction ordinance 

that would force private employers to comply with CMP trip reduction objectives such as 

scaggered work hours. telecommuting, parking management programs, and required use of 

public transportation. In accordance with the CM.P, San Mateo County adopted its 

Transportation System Management (''TSM") ordinance in September, 1990 (Ordinance 
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No. 03261, adopted September 11, 1990, codified as Part Il, Division V, Sections 5870-

5876 of San Mateo County Ordinance Code). 

The CMP statute itself does not contain specific requirements related to the compliance of 

property owners within a particular city or county with the applicable CMP for the city or 

county. Rather, the statute describes only the responsibilities of the cities and counties in 

developing the plans, and assumes that cities and counties will achieve the goals contruned 

in their CMP's by adopting ordinances that apply to IocaJ employers. Indeed the San 

Mateo County CMP, adopted by the City/County Association of Governments of San 

Mateo County (C/CAG) discusses SFIA only wi1h respect to the County's TSM program. 

Therefore, whether the CMP applies to the San Francisco Airport depends more generally 

on whether San Mateo County can legally adopt ordinances that affect operations of the 

Airport. 

The San Francisco City Attorney has taken the position that the application of the San 

Mateo County TSM ordinance to the Airport would violate state law Oetter from Louise 

Renne, San Francisco City Attorney, to Michael Murphy, San Mateo County Deputy 

County Counsel, dated June 21, 1990). The City Attorney has stated that a local ordinance 

is invalid ifit conflicts with state law or occupies a subject of statewide concern; she takes 

the position that the operation of the Airport is a matter of statewide concern because it is 

subject to extensive federal reguJations as well as comprehensive state laws. Jn addition, 

the City Attorney has pointed out that, by virtue of state law authorizing a local agency to 

"regulate the use of the Airport and facilities and other property or means of transportation 

within or over the Airport," tlie operation of the Airport has been vested solely in the City 

and County of San Francisco by virtue of state law. 

In response to San Francisco's legal position, San Mateo County agreed specifically to 

exclude the San Francisco Airport from its TSM ordinance, in exchange for the 

commitment of the Airport to implement a oomprehensive TSM program for Airport 

employees (San Mateo County TSM ordinance, Chapter 21, Section 5872). In response, 

the Airport in preparing a trip-reduction ordinance, is adding to its TSM activities that 

have been in place for many years. Most of these activities have been organized by airport 

tenants and have included ridesharing and transit~incentive programs. This ordinance, 

which is expected to be completed in 1992, will require Jarge Airport employers with 100 

or more employees to appoint a transportation coordinator and establish policies that would 
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increase use of transit alternatives by 20-25% over the next five years. This goal is 

consistent .with San Mateo County's TSM goals. 

The Airport also participates in other Countywide efforts aimed at reducing traffic 

congestion. The Airport has representatives on the County's TSM committee, and on the 

City/County Association of Governments task forces for congestion management and 

impJementatioo of the Bay Area Air Quality Managenient District CJean Air program. The 

Airport also has a representative on a Samtrans subcommittee which is working to improve 

its service scheduling for better transit service to the Airport. 

TRANSPORTATION SYS1EM MANAGEMENT 

Comments 

"Although we disagree that the proposed incentives and disincentives to promote public 

transportation are adequately addressed, we do fee] that the airport's support of the Transportation 

Systems Management plan is well founded. We would like to see that folded into the 

Transportation Systems Management plan for San Mateo County so that we can work together to 

help alleviate some of the traffic." (Janet Fogarty, Mayor of Millbrae) 

"The significant effects of Airport expansion on regional highways are identified, however the 

DEIR suggests mitigation measures be implemented by other agencies. The Airport should 

participate in mitigation of the traffic impacts caused by the expansion. 

"The following are suggested mitigation measures in which the Airport may participate: 

"1. Transportation System Manuement frowm 

"I recommend the Airport be included in the San Mateo County TSM Program. The Airport 

employers should meet the 25% TSM goal to mitigate the impact of the increase in employee 

traffic if this cannot be demonstrated as effectively accomplished already." (Robert Treseler, 

City of Millbrae) 

"On page 413, the DEIR proposes various aspects of Transportation System Management. The 

TSM must be part of the San Mateo County TSM program and not that of the City and County 

of San Francisco." (George Foscardo, City of San Bruno) 
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"The significant effects of Airport expansion on regional highways are identified, however the 

DEIR suggests mitigation measures be implemented by other agencies. The Airport should 

participate in mitigation of the traffic impacts caused by the expansion. 

"The following are suggested mitigation measures in which the Airport may participate: 

"l. Transoortation System Manaiement Pro2fam 

"Although we disagree that the proposed incentives/disincentives are adequate, we support the 

Airport's participation in Transportation System Management and recommend the Airport be 

included in the San Mateo County TSM Program. The San Mateo County TSM Program 

requires all employers to meet a goal of a 25% reduction in employee trips. The Airport, and its 

tenants are the largest employers in San Mateo County, and destined to grow larger under the 

Airport Master Plan. The Airport employers should meet the 25% TSM goal to mitigate the 

impact of the increase in employee traffic." (Janet Fogarty, Mayor of Millbrae) 

"In regard to another issue. the DEIR recognizes that vehicular traffic will increase. A mitigation 

measure should be included to require the Airport to reduce trips through transportation systems 

management (TSM). The Airport could also consider participating in one of the existing San 

Mateo County groups with a Joint Powers Agreement to implement a TSM Program." (Wendy 

Cosin. City of Pacifica) 

"Mitigations Proposed by SFIA" "SamTians Sta{f Comments" 

"4. Establish a TSM Program for SFIA. "Airport staff has informed us that a TSM 
Program is underway. However, we are not 
aware of any activities of coordinated overall 
TSM programs by SFIA. Addition of parking 
in the Airport would be inconsistent with the 
goals ofTSM." (Richard Gee, SamTrans) 

"Specific mitigation measures that need greater elaboration include ... 

" defining a workable and effective commute alternatives program for airport employees 
given pm experience which has shown how difficult it is for a majority of employees with 
different shifts and work hours to use carpools and transit" (Chris Brittle. Metropolitan 
Transportation Commission) 
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1'That the TSM Program Evaluation. as a mitigation measure, [should] be based on the same level 

of commitment and participation currently required of business and as prescribed in the San 

Mateo County TSM Plan administ;ered by the San Mateo County Transportation Authority." 

(Bob Bury, Chair. Inter-City TSM Authority) 

Response 

As noted on p. C&R.168 herein, SFIA is not required by law to participate in the San 

Mateo County Transportation System Management (TSM) Plan. Nonetheless. the Plan 

conwns many elements in which SFIA could participate. Chapter 4 of the TSM Plan 

oont.ains evaluation tables for various TSM techniques and their applicability in San Mateo 

County. The following TSM techniques were listed as having a high applicability to San 

Mateo County and a medium or high chance of reducing congestion: 

• Freeway Ramp Metering a1ong US 101; 

• Park aod Ride Lots at various locations; 

• Shuttle Buses along the US 101 and El Camino corridors; 

• Transportation Coordinators at large employment concentrations; 

• Long Range Planning/Cooperation among public and private agencies; and 

• Development Review/Enforcement of TSM requirements. 

Many. other TSM program elements were listed as having medium applicability for San 

Mateo County with medium or high potential for reducing congestion. Section V of the 

EIR contains many of these same TSM suggestions. 

SFIA is currently preparing a trip reduction ordinance. It wouJd require Jarge airport 

employers (100+ employees) to appoint a transJX)nation coordinator and establish policies 

that would increase transit use. The County's TSM goal of having 25 percent of all 

employees commute to work by means other than a single-occupant automobile within the 

next five yem is also under oonsideration. Given the nature of airport employment. with 

different shifts throughout the day, it may be difficult to achieve the 25 percent goal. 

However, SFIA should make every effort to reach this goal. It is important to note that the 

Bay Area Air Quality Management District (BAAQMD) is currently working on a regional 

air quality plan which would establish average vehicle ridership rules for individual 
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municipalities, which would supersede the 25 percent goal. The BAAQMD rules are 

expected to be finalized in a report by the fall of 1992. 

SFIA cun-ently has one transportation coordinator, in the Landside Operations Division, 

who is overseeing the development of the Airport's TSM program and its Trip Reduction 

Ordinance. The SFIA Trip Reduction Ordinance must be approved by the Airports 

Commission before it is implemented. The Trip Reduction Ordinance would require 

airport tenants with more than 100 employees to implement TSM program elements in 

order to meet specified goals. The employers would be able to choose the most 

appropriate measures for their empJoyees (e.g., transit incentives, ridesharing 

organizations; etc.) in order to meet the goals. With so many different employers at the 

airport, the coordinator could establish TSM program elements for smaller employers 

(fewer than 100 employees) and help merge the efforts of several emp1oyers into a single 

SFIA TSM program. 

The TSM elements that SFIA would use include: 

• Staggered Work Hours; 

• Telecommuting (e.g., employees working at home one day (or more) a week); 

• Compressed Work Weeks (e.g., four 10-hour days); 

• Ridesharing; 

• Increasing transit attractiveness (e.g .• information availability, shuttles, reduced-fare 
cards. etc.); 

• Priority for high-occupancy vehicles (HOV}; 

• Establishing congestion management goals, monitoring and enforcing them; 

• Incorporating TSM features into physical design (e.g., lockers for bicycles. shower 
and changing facilities, bicycle paths, pedestrian paths. HOV lanes); and 

• Incorporating TSM features into SFIA employers' policies (e.g .• parking rates and 
spaces favorable to carpools and vanpools, subsidies to employees for transit fares. 
transportation coordinator contact with employees). 

The role of the transportation coordinator is to tailor the appropriate TSM program 

elements to the needs of the employer. SFIA currently has a representative on Sao Mateo 
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County's TSM Committee, which should ensure that the County's concerns are being 

addressed by employers at SAA. (See also pp. C&R.168-169, herein) 

The first task listed under the third bulleted item on p. 413 is revised as follows (revisions 

are underlined): 

A TSM Manager would develop the specific program and coordinate it with 
activities of SFIA, San Mateo Count,y, the City and County of San Francisco, 
SamTrans, BART, Ca1Train, shuttle/van/taxi companies that serve SFIA, and other 
public agencies whose services or regulatory functions would affect the mode of 
trave1 chosen by employees and air passengers. The objective of the TSM program 
would be to reduce travel throughout the day by private automobile, especially 
single-occupant vehicles. 

TRANSIT MITIGATION 

Iransit Service. General 

CQmmeots 

"To achieve pedestrian and transit sensitive development for SAA, public and private agencies 

must plan and coordinate more efficient, effective, and reliable transit and transportation 

systems." (Preston Kelley. Caltrans) 

"Miti2ations Proposed by SFIA" 

"14. Generally enhancing transit services. 

Response 

"Samlrans Staff Comments" 

"This measure calls for increased transit 
service by BART, CalTrain, MUNI Metro 
and SamTrans!' (Richard Gee. SamTrans) 

The oomments are consistent with the information provided in the EIR. 
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MUNI Seryice to SAA 

Comment 

"p. 320 SF MUNI SFO Service via 19th Avem!e. MUNI, SamTrans, MTC and SFO staff have 

been exploring the feasibility of extending MUNI's 28-NINETEENTH A VENUE service south 

thru Daly City and via 280 to the airport. The extension proposal has obvious benefits for 

regional travel in general and for employees and travelers in particular. (ihe extension would 

also serve other major destinations along the way, such as Seton and Serramonte.) The 

implementation of this proposal would probably be in conjunction with the discontinuance or 

restructuring of SamTrans' 3B line. 

"It is important to note that this service is .run seen as competitive with BART as few riders from 

western San Francisco neighborhocxls, where significant numbers of Airport employees do live, 

could be expected to utiliu local transit to reach BART to take BART to SFO; this would 

typically be a time-consuming and circuitous, three-transfer/four-ride trip, including the 

connector from the proposed BART SFO Station site to SFO destinations. 

"Because of its potential attractiveness to riders for whom BART would not be a realistic option, 

the 28-to-SFO proposal may have value as mitigation to western SF traffic impacts. 

"p. 416 Mitigation Measwes: Other Aeencies. Improving MUNI capacity to BART/CaITrain as 

a possible mitigation measure is desirable for trips to/from 1he Fjnancial District. However, .as 

noted above, expecting people from western neighborhoods to ride to BART or CalTrain to get 

[to] the airport is unrealistic. A much more realistic mitigation measure is discussed above. 

"The 28-extension proposal should be identified as a potential mitigation measure in this section. 

However, committed funding sources to implement this proposal--or any other involving 

improvements to' MUNI service--have not been identified." (Peter Straus and James Lowe. 

MUNI) 

ReSWDSe 

Extending MUNl's 28-NINETEENlH A VENUE bus line to SFIA would provide a useful 

transit connection from the airport to neighborhoods in western San Francisco. By 

reducing the number of transfers required to make this trip it would make transit a more 
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attractive option. This line currently terminates at the Daly City BART station, and with 

the proposed extension of BART to SFIA, only one transfer would be required. However, 

until the BART extension has been completed, extending this line would serve as a 

valuable link for both air passengers and airport employees. Even after the completion of 

the BART extension to SFIA. the extension of the 28-NINE'IEENTH A VENUE would 

continue to serve airport employees, who otherwise would not have good access 'to public 

transit. MUNI has no plans t.o extend the 28-NlNETEENTH A VENUE line at this time; 

its short range transit plan states that the extension of this line is under consideration. 

APM Connection to Transit 

Comments 

"P. 13 - Under additional measures to address impacts (to be added) ~ .. If BART is built to 

Ahport Internal Station, Airport commits responsibility to serve Millbrae Caltrain Station with 

Free Shuttle Bus service for people going to Airport from the South of County ... 

"P. 323 - mentions baggage handling at BART Station to get J.Q Airport but not .fmm Airport to 

BART to en home. It has to go both directions, you know! ... 

" ... Also although document says Passenger "Bags" can be taken care ofto get lQ Airport. There 

is no way to get the Bags from Aieport to Bart (if station isn't internal at Airport!) ... •• (Jessie 

Bracker) 

"On page 415, reference is made to provision of 'an exclusive right-Of-way, bus or rail connection 

between the SFIA BART station and the Ground Transportation Center.' It is critical that this 

mitigation be detailed. David Calver from Parsons Brinckerhoff stated that the proposed 

Automated People Mover (APM) system to be constructed by SFlA was definitely a dedicated 

rail line, not a bus line." (George Foscardo, City of San Bruno) 

"Mitie;ations Prggosed by SEIA" 

"1. Build a new Grorind Transportation 
Center, served by a People Mover that 
distributes air passengers and employees 
to the tenninaJ buildings. 

nSamirans Staff Comments'' 

"This wou1d be an effective mitigation only if 
BART is extended to the vicinity of SFIA 
with a convenient connection to the CaITrain. 
Without the rail service, the People Mover 
wou1d only benefit internal Airport traffic ... 
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"9. Requiring an exclusive right-of-way rail 
or bus facility to connect SFIA to the 
BART Station west of 101. 

Resoonse 

"This would be desirable if the BART Station 
is located west of 101 along with a CalTrain 
cross-platform transfer facility." (Richard 
Gee, SamTrans) 

The BART extension to SFIA is discussed on pp. C&R.139-145 herein. Many of the 

details have yet to be designed, and are still in the planning, or conceptual stage. These 

details include baggage handling on BART trains and at BART stations, the extension of 

the Automated People Mover to the BART station (if it is located west of US 101), and 

connections to CalTrain stations in Millbrae and San Bruno (particularly if the BART 

station is not a joint BART/CalTra.in station). As noted in another response, BART 

baggage handling is more important for departing passengers (because of flight schedules) 

than for ani.ving passengers .. Additional discussion on the subject of baggage handling 

appears on p. C&R.144 herein. 

The Ground Transportation Center (GTC) would serve as an important mitigation measure 

regardless of the BART extension to SFIA. The GTC would serve rental cars, buses, 
-

shuttles, parking, and the new International Terminal as well as the Automated People 

Mover. Improving internal circulation at SFlA could reduce traffic backups onto US 101. 

The People Mover would provide access to all areas of SFlA, and provide a connection to 

any mass transit station that comes into the vicinity of SFlA. The consolidation of these 

functions would make the GTC an efficientmulti-modal transit center, both in 1996 when 

the near-term development has been completed and in 2006 when the long-term 

development and the m~s transit station have been completed. 

The exclusive right-of-way between SFlA and the west-of~US-101 property would be 

important if the BART station were to be located west of US 101. If a joint 

CalTrain/BART station were to be built west of US 101, then CalTrain commuters would 

also benefit from the direct connection into SFIA. However, even without CaITrain 

service, the right-of-way would be necessary to provide unrestricted access between SFIA 

and the BART station. 
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Ca]Train Seryice 

Comments 

"On page 5 the report states 'The proposed project would affect existing transit and shuttle 

services to SFIA such as that both systems would require expansion to serve the increased 

demand.' It is already true that transit services in particuJar do not meet the needs of passengers 

and persons passing the airport to go into or out of San Francisco. Increasing the length of the 

CalTrain run into downtown San Francisco would increase CalTrain's ridership and make it a rea1 

boon for people who would prefer not to drive to work." (Patricia Clark) 

"I was told that the Master Plan of the Airports Commission is diligently working towards trying 

to see if we can have more public transit use to the airport. It has been actively working on this. 

I was told that they are really interested and anxious about ... the possibility of a CaITrain 

station at the airport, much of which is not clear from the Environmental Impact Report." 

(Commissioner Engmann) 

"Attached is a copy of a report delivered as part of my presentation to the Department of City 

Planning/Embarcadero Plaza Advisory Committee on March 26, 1991. [The report is available 

in the files at the San Francisco Department of City Planning.] This report summarizes the 

contents of numerous detailed reports that have been delivered to the Department of City 

Planning on prior occasions regarding my proposed extension of rail service via an aeria1 loop 

extending from the CalTrain Right-of-Way directly to the SFO Airport Passenger Terminals. 

Please note that page 16 of my March 26, 1991 report documents (using MI'C and City and 

County of San Francisco data) that my Transit Link System proposal provides superior service 

compared to BART in that it can be built in three rather than eleven years and save taxpayers 

more than $2. 7 billion." (Dehnert Queen, Sma11 Business Development Corporation) 

Response 

The Master Plan includes a transit (APM) connection to a multi-modal station west of the 

Airport. The EIR notes that this station should include both BART service (if it is 

extended) and CalTrain service. It is true that if CalTrain service were extended into 

downtown San Francisco, CalTra.in would be attractive to a larger number of Airport 

travellers. An aerial loop is not proposed in the Master PJan nor is it ptoposed as a 
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mitigation measure in the EIR, since it would penalize non-airport travellers and would not 

effectively serve enough Airport destinations (see response on pp. C&R.138-139). 

Airport Staff confirm that there has been no consideration by SFIA of plans to bring 

Cal Train into the terminal area (East of Bayshore ). 

The Airport has indicated that it would connect the Automated People Mover to any form 

of mass transit that comes into the "West of Bayshore" property on the west side of US 

101. CalTrain, BART, SamTraos and other transit riders would benefit from this 

connection. In addition, discussions with CalTrain and SamTrans regarding shuttle service 

from the Millbrae CalTrain station have taken place previously. SamTrans bus line 3B 

cUJTently provides transfer service from the Millbrae CalTrain station to SFIA. 

The Airport is prohibited from providing competing service with public transit operators, 

and therefore has not pursued plans to provide free shuttles for airport employees. Airport 

tenants are presumably not subject to the Airport's charter, and could provide shuttle 

services as pan of any TSM program. 

Eocourafing Transit Use. Improyin2 Service 

Comments 

" ... [O]ne way of mitigating the traffic impacts is to, 'encourage passengers to use transit.' Once 

again, I don't think there is a meaningful analysis of how we are going to encourage passengers 

to do that._ Would giving some incentives, some rebates in tenns of ticket prices if the person is 

using mass transit or perhaps some expedited check-in service for those who use transit, would 

those work? Those are the types of things that I think should be analyzed in this document" 

(Comniissioner Morales) 

"Specific mitigation measures that need greater elaboration include: •.. 

development of a pricing policy for parking which reduces auto access to the airport and 
encourages the use of transit and other high occupancy vehlcle services. 

preferential access for public transit operators to the terminal curbside to place public 
transit on a competitive footing with auto access." (Chris Brittle, Metropolitan 
Transportation Commission) 
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"Traditional reliance on the automobile must be discarded, and SFIA staff must work with the 

mass transit agencies to develop alternatives to the automobile. lbis applies to airport 

employees as well as travelers. SFIA staff should work with Sam Trans staff to modify airport 

buses so they can handle carry-on luggage. Also, SFlA staff should be working with Cal Train 

staff to improve Ca1Train service. Tilis should include more frequent trains, better access to 

downtown San Francisco, and shuttle service between SFIA and the nearest Cal Train station." 

(Jim Wheeler, Sierra Club, Loma Prier.a Chapter) 

"P. 414 - Economic wsincentiyes for Single Occupants should not happen. That is 

discrimination on Workers." (Jessie Bracker) 

"Mitigations Proposed by SFIA" 

"5. Adding park and ride lots on 
Highway 101. 

ReSJlPug 

"Samirans Staff Comm~nts" 

'"This is not a valid mitigation by the Airport 
as SFIA has no control of its implementation. 
If SFIA has definite locations and intends to 
finance the projects, more information should 
be provided." (Richard Gee, SamTrans) 

Many of the mitigation measures are aimed at encouraging transit use to the Airport and 

increasing the occupancy of vehicles coming to the Airport. These measures would be 

achieved by many different programs. operated by the Airport and by public and private 

agencies. The EIR identifies these measures as a way of mitigating the impacts related to 

the project and to the other growth that would occur in the region. The specific 

components of these programs would be worked out Iarer among the implementing 

agencies. 

Some of the components, which would fall under a Transportation System Management 

(TSM) program, include: a parking pricing strategy which encourages carpooling and 

discourages single-occupant vehicles, baggage handling capabilities on public-transit 

vehicles and at public-transit stations, and economic incentives for transit use or for 

carpooling of all'port employees (this is not discrimination. as alt.ernative modes of 

transportation are readily available from most locations in the Bay Area). 'Elements of 

TSM programs are discussed in the response on pp. C&R.171-173. 
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Providing preferential access for public-transit operators is being considered within the 

framework of the GTC design, HOV lanes and incentives for transit usage. Whether 

access to the terminal curbside would still be allowed or concentrated in the GTC, 

preferential treatment of transit operators would still be encouraged. Page 413 of the EIR 

mentions many transit/ridesharing mitigation measures. 

Improving transit service and encouraging its use are implementable mitigation measures 

that would alleviate the impacts generated by the project and the other growth in the area 

Park-and-ride lots are a suggested mitigation measure that would serve to alleviate 

congestion along the US 101 conidor. With or without the airport project, congestion on 

US 101 is projected to worsen. This mitigation measure would reduce airport traffic 

impacts as employees wou1d make use of the lots rather than continue individually into the 

congested airport area. Also, commuters to San Francisco who travel along congested 

segments of US 101 would benefit from the park-and-ride lots. Exact locations for park

and-ride lots have not been identified, but that does not discount their potential value as an 

implementable mitigation measure. 

Transit Use and Proposed Parkin~ in SFIA Master Plan 

Comments 

"We have some concerns regarding the five proposals to increase on-site parking in the near-term 

SFIA Master Plan, as outlined on page 324. We would rather have employers develop incentives 

to encourage people to use transit or ridesharing rather than to drive alone." (Preston Kelley, 

Caltrans) 

"The EIR should address alternatives to adding 7 ,000 parking stalls to accommodate the airport 

expansion. Providing far fewer stalls would utilize a market base approach to assist or induce 

airport users to choose other modes of transit. Assistance and inducements for employers and 

employees to use other transit modes such as car pcding or van pooling, etc. would be a 

progressive alternative to encouraging and accommodating auto traffic through the provision of 

additional parking spaces. The mitigation measures to decrease traffic generation are totally 

inadequate. Many alternatives are available to reduce and mitigate traffic impacts which are 

commonly being used in other jurisdictions and are-being required of private developers." {Ed 

Everett. (then) City Manager, Qty of Belmont) 
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"Mitigations frgposed by SFIA" 

''2. Adding stalls in Airport parking facilities 
· (7 ,000 by 1996, 930 more by 2006). 

"SamTraos Staff. CommenlS 11 

''1bis would be counter w any traffic 
mitigation by encouraging the use of private 
vehicles to the Airport. nus does not 
mitigate the increased traffic on the :freeways 
and local streets." (Richard Gee, SamTrans) 

"Parking at SAA should be discouraged. Employees who drive alone should be charged for 

parking. The short-term parking garage fees should be increased dramatically for parking longer 

than five hours. The construction schedule of the People Mover should be accelerated so the 

entire system would be operational by 1996. United Airline employees and other airport 

employees would be able to use CaJTrain or SamTrans to get to the ExtemaJ Station and then 

take the People mover to their workplace. This would negate the requirement for additional 

parking spaces." (Jim Wheeler, Sierra Club, Loma Prieta Chapter) 

"The recommendation of adding 7 ,000 parking stalls is of great concern as it is inconsistent with 

TSM goals here in the San Mateo County as well as those goals and 'rules' soon to be adopted by 

the Bay Area Air Quality Management District" (Bob Bwy, Chair, Inter-City TSM Authority) 

Resnonse 

Increasing the parking at SFIA can be implemented so that TSM goals are still met and the 

use of single-occupant vehicles is discouraged. Several areas have to be looked at in 

conjunction with one another. and not just increasing parking in and of itself. 

The parking demand analysis that was conducted for the EIR used demand ratios based on 

1991 levels of enplanements and employees. A straight line projection was used to 

estimate the future parking demand. 1llis provides a worst-case scenario, as reductions in 

the parking demand ratios were not considered in the future. when BART and other transit 

services that do not exist today are made available. 

The projected parking deficit in 2006 is for air passengers and not employees (no parking 

space deficit is forecast for 1996). However. the potential for successful implementation of 

carpool and vanpoo1 programs and increased transit ridership lies main1y with Airport 

employees. Also. the extension of BART w SFIA would result in a reduction in the 

demand for parking spaces of 3,220 spaces (see discussion in EIR on p. 327). With the 
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BART station, there would be a projected deficit of only 1,171 spaces instead of 4,391 

spaces. If the employees, rather than the air passengers, were faced with the parking 

deficit. Jong-term trip reduction goals would be achieved. In order for this to occur, the 

allotment of parking spaces would have to be altered so that fewer spaces are assigned to 

aiiport employees and the c.orresponding number reassigned to air passengers. Parking 

spaces in the proposed new parking facilities should therefore be reallocaJ:ed in favor of air 

passengers, as TSM program elements could be expected to reduce employee parking 

demand more than air passenger parking demand. The expansion of parking supply at 

SFIA should be phased to allow evaluation of the effectiveness of expanded TSM 

programs and transit improvements before the addition of parking (adding parking before 

or simult.aneous with TSM programs and transit improvements may itself undermine the 

relative attractiveness of alternatives to single-occupant automobile travel). 

Add the following mitigation measure on EIR p. 418, as the first bulleted item under 

Project-Impact Measures (1996) Identified in This Report (SFIA): 

Reallocate parking spaces in the proposed new parking facilities in favor of air 
passengers, as TSM program elements could be expected to reduce employee parking 
demand more than air passenger parking demand. Phase the expansion of parking 
supply at SFIA to allow evaluation of the effectiveness of expanded 1SM programs 
and transit improvements before the addition of parking (adding parking before or 
simultaneous with TSM programs and transit improvements may itself undermine 
the relative attractiveness of alternatives to single-occupant automobile travel). 

Add the identical mitigation measure on EIR p. 419, as the first bulleted item under 

Project-Impact Measures (2006) Identified in This Report (SFIA). 

For air passengers, there are a number of mitigation measures suggested that would help 

alleviate the demand for parking spaces at SFIA. The parking mitigation 'measures, the 

parking pricing policy, the transit/ridesharing measures, HOV lanes on US 101, dedicated 

ramps into the GTC, roadway improvements, and the GTC design are all measures that 

would reduce unnecessary inter-lot and intra-lot circulation and reduce the total number of 

vehicle miles traveled by air passengers. The parking pricing policy, as noted by the 

mitigation measures on p. 414 of the EIR, would be adjusted so that carpool and hjgh 

occupancy vehicles have preferential parking rates and spaces. If the trip reduction goals 

set forth on p. 413 of the EIR are not met. then the parking pricing policy would be 

adjusted until they are achieved. This market based incentive approach would discourage 

people from using a single-occupant vehicle and parking at SFIA. 
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Table 45 on p. 321 of the EIR shows the projected transit use in the future. With the 

extension of BART to SFIA, the percentage of single-occupant automobiles would 

decrease from 83.7 percent today to 74.2 percent in 2006 for employees, and from 20.J 

percent today to 18.8 percent in 2006 for air passengers This fact. combined with the use 

of the Automated Peop1e Mover, a CaITrain connection to BART, and other TSM 

measures, would reduce the demand for parking at SFIA in a statistically significant way. 

Another methodology for conducting parking analysis would have been to apply the 

reduced automobile mode shares to the future parking demand ratios. However, it was 

decided to conduct a worst-case analysis and not adjust the future parking demand ratios. 

By provision of additional parking spaces at SFIA to meet the demand. overall circulation 

throughout the Airport area. including local roadways and neighborhoods, would be 

reduced. The number of days on which the long-term parking lot is closed would be 

reduced. as sufficient parking would be provided. This would negate the need for vehicles 

to circulate into the Airport and then, upon getting turned away, travel to one of the off

Aitport parking lots, which do not plan any capacity increases in the future. One measure 

suggested in the Em. the use of ]ow-frequency radio broadcasts, and signs along nearby 

freeways. would be useful in directing motorists to the nearest available parking location, 

thus minimizing circulating vehicles (this has proven successful around the Oakland -

Alameda County Coliseum and along 1-80 in the Sierra during the winter). 

Realistically. people would still drive and park at the Airport. A number of measures have 

been suggested that, in combination, would alleviate the parking demand at SFIA. None of 

these measures individually would have major effects on traffic generation, but in 

combination they would an contribute towards the goals of trip reduction and parking 

reduction at SFIA. 

Off-Site Re~stration 

CQmments 

"I personally think that the mitigation section is the worst mitigation section I have ever seen in 

an EIR. I don't think it's the fault of the Planning Department, but it's an indication of how 

hopeless it is for the Airports Commission to deal with mitigations. For example, one mention 

of one mitigation that really might work, and that would really perhaps enoourage people not to 

take cars. and that is the off-site registration. I don't know what they call it. the off-site facilities 
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where you can check actually your baggage and take a bus, like they can do from the Marin 

Airporter, other particular locations. That is mentioned once, but not really mentioned as a 

significant mitigation. That might be explored." (Commissioner Engmann) 

"Specific mitigation measures that need greater elaboration include: 

assistance in the planning and development of off-airport terminals (page 114 discusses 
this concept, but it is not listed on pages 12-13 which summarize potential transportation 
mitigation measures)." (Chris Brittle, Metropolitan Transportation Commission) 

''The DEIR mentioned an off-site passenger facility as an alternative, but there was little serious 

cliscussion of the impact this alternative would have on reducing the significant impacts of the 

full expansion. Greater consideration should be given to this alternative." (Janet Fogarty. Mayor, 

and Robert Treseler, City of Millbrae) 

Response 

In response to these comments, the following discussion of the potential for off-site air 

tenninals to mitigate traffic congestion in the vicinity of the Airport is added at the end of 

EIR Appendix G, p. Xl.A.167: 

OFF-SI'IE AIR TERMINALS 

Technieal Aspects 

The term "off-airport terminal" encompasses a variety ofpossible arrangements to 
get air passengers to (and from)' an airport from remote locations. Depending upon 
the layout of the airport, characteristics of travellers, origins and destinations of 
travellers, and space available at remote locations, some or all of the following 
services could be provided: 

• Scheduled coach or van express service from a remote location; 
• Competitively priced (or free) parking; 
• Comfortable waiting area; 
• Ticket sales; 
• Seat selection; and 
• Baggage check-in. 

The first three of these are the minimum characteristics of an ''off-airport terminal". 
There is really little difference between this level of service and typical airport 
express transit service. On the basis of this definition, SFIA already has some level 
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of off-airport terminal capability. The Marin Airporter has the most ex.tensive 
service. It runs coaches from several locations. The Larkspur Landing location had, 
until 1991. provided space for airline ticket agents from United and American 
Airlines to sell tickets. check in bags. and have customers select seat.s. The basic 
coach service and one airline ticket agent stiU remain. Other airporter services to 
SFIA are described in Section III (Environmental Setting) of the EIR. on pp. 130 -
134. 

Issues Affecting Feasibility 

The potential effectiveness of diverting auto traffic to the off-Airport operation 
would depend on a number of factors, including: 

• Frequency and reliability of bus or limo service; 
• Accessibility of the remote location; 
• Adequacy and price of parking, versus Airport parking characteristics; 
• Efficiency of check-in services (if any) versus that of the airline terminal service; 

and 
• Density of the market near the off-Airport tenninal. 

The recent experience of the Marin Airporter at the Larkspur Landing terminal • 
where ticketing and baggage check services were added to an established airport 
express transit service, highlights several issues relating to off-airport terminal 
operation. When ticketing and baggage check-in services were added. the following 
difficulties arose: 

• Since coaches left every half-hour. p~sengers tended to arrive with about ten 
minutes to spare. lllis put a severe burden on the check-in agents who were not 
adequately equipped to handle such peaking of traffic. 

• The ticket service was used mostly as a local ticket office rather than a 
convenience for same-day airline passengers. There was also a conflict between 
handling of ticket purchasers who were not flying that day and baggage check-in 
operations. 

• The service did not really attract additional patronage to the Marin Airporter. 

Eventually, baggage check-in operations were curtailed, and one of the airlines 
closed its ticket office. 

In the Los Angeles area. the Van Nuys Fly Away Service is operated by the Los 
Angeles Department of Airports. nus is an express bus service from the San 
Fernando Valley to Los Angeles International Allport which has seven air caniers 
providing ticketing at the terminal; baggage cannot be checked. nus service recently 
reduced fares from nine dollars to four dollars. Apparently, this reduction did not 
have an immediate effect on the number of airline passengers using the service; 
however, airport.employees found it to be a convenient service. Recent reports 
indicate that air passenger service is up. 
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Potential Effectiveness in Miti.gatin.g Airport Traffic Congestion 

Additional off-Airport terminal capacity for SFIA would need to accomplish some. 
or all, of the followjng: 

• Provide additional :frequency at existing off.Airport locations; 

• Seek out current gaps in off-Airport terminal operation, and encourage new 
service in this market nus would include opening new terminals and starting 
new coach services. 

• Determine the level of bonus services such as baggage check-in and ticketing 
that cou1d reasonably be provided, and the potential to attract new riders as a 
result of this additional service; and 

• Identify the level to which users of additional off-Airport terminal services 
would be diverted from private automobiles, or other transit services. 

Calttans is currently funding a research project at the Instiru.te for Transportation · 
Studies at the University of California at Berkeley, titled: Fef!$ibility Srudy for a 
California Off-Airport Terminal Demonstration Proeram. In part of this research 
project, air passenger survey data taken by the Metropolitan Transportation 
Commission (MTC) will be evaluated to determine current gaps jn express 
transportation services to Bay Area airports. Should the results of this research 
indicate that a potential market for additional off-Airport terminals exists, SFIA 
would then be in a position to participate in efforts to increase the level of 
off-Airpon terminal activity. 

If off-Airport terminal services were initiated successfully. it would have 1he 
potential to reduce vehicle congestion at Airport approaches and regional routes to 
and from the airport. It is impossible to quantify the effects of such actions without a 
specific service under consideration. 

Institutional Feasibility 

The San Francisco Airports Commission charter (Section 3.691) prohibits the 
Airport from offering a transit service to an off-Airport terminal. SFIA cannot 
operate a transit system in competition with existing ground transportation services. 
As a·result of this prohibition, SFIA has not been able to take advantage of a 
caJtrans demonstration project relating to off-Airport terminals. Therefore. for SFIA 
to engage directly in any activity related to implementing an off-Airport terminal 
would involve an amendment to the Airport's charter. 

Alternatively. it might be possible for Caltrans to work. with a private operator or an 
existing transit agency (e.g .• Sam.Trans, AC Transit) to improve transit/off-Airpon 
terminal services to SFIA. 

On the basis of available information, it appears that adding off-Airport terminal 
capacity could reduce automobile travel to the Airport. As noted above, however, 
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the Airport is prohibited by charter :from offering, or being involved in such services. 
If additional services are to be offered, it would have to be the work of private- or 
public-transit operators. These operators would make decisions on whether to 
provide additional service, based on the potential profitability of the service. 

Off-Airport terminals are part of the transit system to the Airport. Several mitigation 
I 

measures related to increasing transit mode share are already suggested in the EIR. 
Any efforts to increase transit mode share would wcrease the attractiveness to private 
businesses to expand on or implement new off-Airport terminal services. 

High-Sreed Rail 

Comment 

"Miti~ations Pro.posed by SFIA" 

"12. Requiring right-of-way reservation for 
future high speed rail. 

fkspcmse 

"SamTrans Staff Comments" 

''There is no information in the EIR on the 
location of the corridor, financing, or who 
will be the implementing agency. Tilis 
should not be included as a mitigation for the 
traffic generated by SFlA until more details 
are available." (Richard Gee, Sam Trans) 

The right-of-way reservation through SFIA, referenced on pages 13 and 415 of the EIR, is 

for the BART extension if an SFIA internal station is chosen. The "West of Bayshore" 

property adjacent to US 101. across from SFIA, could also be considered for high-speed 

rail if BART were to be extended further south, or CalTrain were to be linked to BART at 

this Jocation. See also the earlier response re implementation. on pp C&R.156-158. 

The mitigation measure suggested on page 415 of the DEIR that mentions reserving right

of-way for future high-speed rail comes from several documents. In July 1991, the State 

Department of Transportation (Caltraus) Division of Rail published a report entitled 

California Rail PassengerDeveJopmentPlan 1991Through1996 Fiscal Years. as required 

by Section 14036 of the Government Code. The repon concluded that in order to provide 

a fully integrated i'8il system in the California Corridor, servic.e ultimately should be 

provided to the Central Valley along with Southern Pacific, Sante Fe, and Union Pacific 

Rail Lines. The Southern Pacific portion of this rail system would be adjacent to SFIA 

along the US 101 corridor in San Mateo County. 
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In the California Transportation Commission's Eighth Annual Report to California 

Legislature, dated December 1991, high-speed rail was identified as an effective alternative 

to the state's airports and interregional highway system. The Com.mission, on the basis of 

a recommendation from its Technical Advisory Committee on Aeronautics. requested the 

Department of Transportation to include in its high-speed ground-transportation study a 

feasibility study analyzing linking high-speed rail lines to airport terminals. 

A 1992 University of California Berkeley study on high-speed rail, sponsored by Caltrans 

and the federal Department of Transportation. concluded that high-speed trains could be 

traveling between San Francisco and Los Angeles in on1y two-and-a-half hours by early in 

the next decade. The study was conducted by UC's Institute of Urban and Regional 

Development. and established several potential routes that the trains could take. According 

to a recent article in the San Francisco Chronicle (March 12, 1992), the trains could cruise 

at 1ower speed and run on existing rail lines on the Peninsula. nus would allow trains to 

leave San Francisco over a right-of-way shared with the existing Peninsula commuter 

trains and stop near San Francisco International Airport and Palo Alto. 

The multi-modal connection among BART. Caltrans, Sam.Trans and the Airport would be 

enhanced with a connection to high-speed rail service. The suggested mitigation measure 

points out that high·speed rail is a viable issue that is currently being addressed by Caltrans 

and the California Transportation Commission. 

PEDES1RIANS AND BICYCLES 

Comments 

"On page 136, the document states: 'Other than for the moyemeot of air passen2ers and 
~mployees between the main aarage and the tenninal buildinas. there is little pedestrian 

moyement amoDI the yarious buiJdines at SFJA.' Pedestrian movement should become a major 

mode of transportation as the SFIA Master Pian strives 'to groyide a coordinated deyeJopment 

plan that will consolid&te and relocate mapy of the existin& landside facilities in order to increase 

the efficiency and cost effectiyeness of 18Ddside aperations ..• ·(page 18). 

"We strongly urge adoption of pedestrian-sensitive development policies which would encourage 

walking and transit uses. The proposed 960,000-square-foot, multi-level Rental Car 

Garage/Ground Transportation Center, for example, should be multi-modal in nature; stressing 
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pedestrian facilities and amenities, an APM system, and transit services, not predominantly for 

automobile/rental car shops. garages, and parking spaces as the document proposes on page 55. 

"The document shou1d more aggressively promote integrating pedestrian facilities than the 

statement on page 323 indicates. It states: 'Desi2n review shouJd focus onminimizin2 any 

adverse impacts to pedestrians.' Furure site plans and designs of all buildings and facilities 

should foster pedestrian and transit services, so that figures for transit usages could be much 

greater than those stated on pages 138 and 320. Page 138 states that according to a 1983 Sam 

Trans Employee Survey, Jess than five percent of SFIA emp1oyees use any mode of public 

transportation for their commute. This survey is dated, and should be reconducted to evaluate the 

current travel patterns of airport employees and patrons. Page 320 states, 'BART could attract six 

percent of air passenger trips and eleven percent of employee trips on both a daily and peak hour 

basis.'" (Preston Kelley, Caltrans) 

"Miti~ations Proposed by SFIA'' 

"13. Providing bicycle trave1 lanes. 

B&sponse 

"Samirans Staff Comments'' 

"In view of the large transportation demand to 
be generated by SFIA, bicycle lanes would 
not be a significant mitigation." (Richard 
Gee, SamTrans) 

Pedestrian considerations shouJd permeate every facet of the SFIA Master Plan project. 

While pedestrian amenities would be beneficial in the GTC. pedestrians are not expected to 

spend more than a few minutes in the building at any given time. The GIC would house 

many different services, and facilitate the movement of people throughout SFIA. The 

following is inserted after the first buileted item on p. 421 of the EIR: 

PEDESTRIANS 

Project-Impact Measures O 996) Identified in this Report 

SFIA 

• Incorporate. into the GIC design, safe and convenient walkways, amenities. easy 
access to transit and other modal transfer points, and other measures that facilitate 
safe pedestrian movements. 
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Bicycle lanes would attract more people, particularly airport employees, to use bicycling as 

a commute mode. The Class I bikeways would provide a protected bike path that would 

make bicycling safer and more attractive throughout the airport area. Although the number 

of air passengers and airport employees who would actually bike to SFIA might be 

relatively small, every mitigation measure that contributes towards reducing automobile 

trips is valuable. With respect to the effectiveness of bicycle mitig~tions, their significance 

is a matter of opinion. 

FLIGHT DISTRIBUTION 

Comment 

"Mitigations about having the airlines distribute their flights in perhaps a better pattern is not 

discussed at aD, and the impact it might have on peak traffic. That is not discussed. There is 

really no crunch mitigations, things that re,ally would be meaningful, discussed in here that the 

Airports Commission could have some control over. I would like to see that 11 (Commissioner 

Engmann) 

Response 

SFIA does not have the legal right to designate flight hours for individual airlines using the 

Airport A discussion oflegal restrictions on Airport Administration appears in 

Attachment D of C&R Appendix A, "Background to Airport Operations." 

Appendix J of the EIR (pp. XI. A.179-A.180) includes a comparison of forecast hourly 

activity at SFIA in 1996 and 2006 with potential airfield capacity during visual flight 

conditions. The forecasts of hourly activity were developed assuming that the relative 

distribution of activity throughout the day would be the same in 1996 and 2006 as in 1990. 

According to Tables J-1 andJ-2in Appendix J, in 1996 and 2006 there would (86 percent 

of the time) be no more than one hour of delay for any flight, under all visual conditions. 

During less-than-optimal visual conditions, though~ some flights would be delayed into 

other hours of the day because of airfield capacity constraints. During instrument flight 

conditions (5.6 percent of the time), the SFIA airfield could not accommodate the number 

of flights per hour forecast in 1996 and 2006. 
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The delays to aircraft during these conditions could be sufficient (and frequent enough) to 

prompt the re-scheduling of flights to off-peak hours. Staggering the flight distribution 

would have some impact on traffic in the vicinity of SAA, but not much on commute 

peak-hour traffic on the regional transpOrtation system. Peak flight hours at SFIA are in 

the early momiog, generally during the early part of the morning commute, and in the early 

to late evening, after the afternoon commute period. Many international flights anive 

during the middle of the day and leave during the evening. Domestic flights are spread 

throughout the day, generally based on travel-time demand, and desired landing time, 

considering time-zone changes and other factors. To be conservative, the analysis of traffic 

impacts in the Em superimposed the SAA-generated vehicular peak-hour traffic and the 

peak-hour traffic on the adjacent road network, even though they do not occur at the same 

time. The peak periods have increased on US 101; staggering the flight distribution 

schedule would contribute to extending the peak periods even further. Most airport 

employees would not be affected by a flight distribution change, particularly maintenance 

workers who work set shifts throughout the day. 

Air passengers might be encouraged to use their automobiles even more because of the 

perception that their flights are during "off-peak" periods. This could result in increased 

automobile use and associated impacts, which are counter to all of the mitigation measures 

presented in the EIR. 

IMP ACTS OF MlTIGA TION MEASURES 

Comments 

(Se) P. 13 - Under additional measures to address impacts (to be added) ... 

"City and County of San Francisco. Cities and County of San Mateo Co, and Airport stop 

promoting foreign trade into this area. 

"On p. 13 - Under Additional Measures to address impacts; from listed impacts measures to be 

addressed that I believe should be drol}Ped. -- 2.Dd (Park and ride lots on 101 should be erased) -

3rd(HOV lanes) should mn be created because they cause more traffic problems and more 

pollution because everyone but select few are not allowed to use traffic lanes otherwise available 

to all and that is discrimination. an my belieft 6th Requiring exclusive rights·of-way rail or Bus 

facility that connects SFIA to BART's pianned station BSt of US 101 -should be dropped. That 
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is only one of alternatives being studied and would be cause of much more traffic vehicle trips 

into area which in tum causes more Pollution - 9th Requiring right-of-way reservations for future 

high speed rail - should be dropped. Such station would bring even more congested Traffic and 

worse Pollution to an already overburdened area 

"P. 14 - 7th and 8th should be dropped- because it is not safe!" (Jessie Bracker) 

''In my opinion many of the suggested Mitigation Measw-es listed wouJd nQt be Mitigation 

Measures but instead would be additions to the Pollution Problem and should be listed as such. 

Some of those are - 1) Add more lanes and widen roads in the immediate vicinity of S.F.O. - 2) 

Provide Park and Ride Lots along Hwy 101 - 3) Create high occupancy-vehicle lanes on Hwy 

101 from San Jose to San Francisco. -4) Connect BARTs planned Station West of Highway 101 

to Airport" (Jessie Bracker) 

"On the top of page 415, the DEIR states: 'At as many locations as possible near US 101, 1-280 

and 1-380 interchanges in San Mateo County, create park-and-ride lots for commuters through 

Jot-construction and shared-use agreements with churches and shopping centers. Use uniform 

signage that clearly indicates lot location from the freeway and arterial roadways. Implementing 

Agencies: Caltrans, local governments.' 

"Most of the sites available to implement this mitigation wou1d be located in San Bruno. Thus, 

this mitigation could heavily impact San Bruno and add more cars to local streets. In effect, the 

mitigation will produce other substantial impacts which are themselves not properly identified 

nor adequately mitigated." (George Foscardo, City of San Bruno) 

Response 

Park-and-ride lots are a suggested mitigation measure that would serve to alleviate 

congestion along the US 101 corridor. With or without the' Airport project, congestion on 

US 101 is projected to worsen. This mitigation measure would address Airport traffic 

impacts, as employees would make use of the lots rather than continue individually into the 

congested Airport area. 

Exact locations for park-and-ride lots have not been identified, but that does not discount 

their value as an implementable mitigation measure. If the implementing agencies decide 

to create park-and-ride lots along the US 101 conidor, careful attention needs to be paid to 
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the impacts that the lots create. Park-and-ride lots are usually located near freeway ramps 

and adjacent to freeways. thus minimizing impacts to local roadways and neighborhoods. 

Park-and-ride lots along the US 101 corridor do not have to be located in the immediate 

SFIA vicinity in order to be effective~ they should be located carefully where Airport 

emp1oyees or other commuters on similar schedules would meet, park and then carpool or 

vanpool to their work location. The locations could potentially be throughout the Bay 

Area. depending on schedules and residential locations. 

The responses on pp. C&R.162-163 herein explain the pros and cons of HOV lanes. They 

do not discriminate against workers. as existing mixed-flow lanes would still be available, 

as well as alternative transportation modes. Also, HOV lanes can be used by all motorists 

during most of the day. 

Widening roadways in the vicinity of SFIA is being done on Airport property and would 

not cause adverse impacts to local areas outside the Airport. The SFIA internal roadways 

(Roads R-2 andR-3) would not attract traffic from outside the Airport. as these roadways 

would not be used for trip cliversion when US 101 is congested. The roads would continue 

to serve only Airport traffic. and are being widened to ensure that access and circulation 

among different areas of the Airport are maintained. Queuing and congestion along 

Airport roadways would disrupt the overall circulation throughout the Airport. including 

the terminal area and parking locations. 

Exclusive right-of-way for a rail or bus connection from SFIA to a BART station west of 

US 101 would be a meaningful mitigation measure onJy if the BART and/or CalTrain 

station were to be located there. Detailed discussion of the BART alternatives. access to 

BART stations. potential for joint airport/com.muter stations and impacts of BART are 

discussed in the response on pp. C&R.139-145 herein. 

Other mitigation measures that would have impacts of their own include increasing the 

transit service on CalTrain, BART. MUNI and Sam.Trans. The impacts to each transit 

operator would have to be addressed in light of capital cost improvements, service 

frequencies, availability of existing services and the associated costs to provide additional 

services. 
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AIRCRAFT NOISE SETTING AND IMPACTS 

The Notes for this section begin on p. C&R.265. 

AIRCRAFT OPERATIONS FORECASTS 

Comments 

"Page 335: 

"Historically. 65% load factors have prevailed over the years because there is no incentive for the 

airlines to improve. An assumption by the DEm that significant changes in 1oad factors will 

occur, and significantly influence total operations, is overly optimistic and appears to be an 

attempt to minimize the impact of the growth in operations." (Duane Spence, Airport Mitigation 

Coalition) 

"The growth in aircraft size appears to be higher than current industry trends would indicate." 

(Chris Brittle. Metropolitan Transportation Commission) 

Reswnse 

Page 335 of the EIR discusses the method used to develop forecast operations at SFIA. 

Forecasts of annual and average day operations by aircraft type were developed specifically 

for the EIR because no detailed operations forecasts were developed for the SFIA Master 

Plan. As noted in the EIR, the forecast of operations developed for the EIR was based on 

the SFJA Master Plan forecasts of passengers and load factors. Pages 61-65 of the EIR 

include a list of some of the key assumptions made in developing the SFIA Master Plan 

forecasts. 

As noted in Table 10 on p. 64 of the EIR. the average load factor was forecast in the SHA 

Master Plan to increase (from about 50 percent in 1986, the survey period) to about 

59 percent in 1996 and about 65 percent in 2006. On p. 7.11 of the SFIA Master Plan, it is 

noted that "average load factors at other aiiports range from 40 percent at large, lower-

. utilized airports to as high as 65 percent at airports that have limited peak hour capacity. 11 

The SFIA Master Plan concludes that SFIA has limited peak hour capacity on the -basis of 

the airfield capacity anaJysis on pp. 7.1'.3· 7.15. 
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When mentioning prevailing load factors, the oommenter may be referring to airline (rather 

than airport) load factor statistics. Acoording to Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) 

statistics for airlines in domestic and international service, total revenue passenger load 

factors for all airlines were about 63 percent for federal fiscal year 1990 (October l, 1989-

September 30, 1990), and about 62 percent for fiscal year 1991. Flights serving 

international destinations had higher load factors than domestic flights: 67 percent 

compared to 61 percent (in fiscal year 1991).11/ FAA forecasts show systemwide 

passenger load factors increasing to about 64 percent in fiscal year 2001J'11 

The FAA's estimated airline load factors reflect the proJX)rtion of the airlines' aircraft 

seating capacity (total seats on all aircraft) that is sold and utilized: that is, how full the 

aircraft are.II/ Airport load factors typically reflect the proportion of the total seats on all 

aircraft serving the airport filled by passengers boarding the aircraft at the airpon. 

"lbrough" passengers-those passengers who stay on the plane for travel to the next 

destination (or beyond)· are not counted in the airport "boarding" load factor. 

These through passengers must be added to the SFIA load factor in order to compare it to 

the airline load factor. Although there is no information in the SAA Master Plan on 

through passengers, it is likely that adding them to the forecast 65 percent "boarding" load 

factor (for 2006) would produce a load factor higher than the load factor forecast by the 

FAA. (It should be noted, however, that airlines have a major economic incentive to 

increase their load factors, and that the 65 percent "prevailing" Joad factor mentioned by 

the commenter is not necessarily the airlines' upper limiL) 

A direct comparison of the airline and SFIA load factors may not be valid, however. 

Systemwide airline load factors may be different from the load factors for a particular 

aiq>ort. For example, the proportion of international flights at a particular airport may be 

higher than the proportion of international flights nationwide; because load factors for 

international flights are typically higher than those for domestic flights, the airport's overall 

load factor would be higher than the systemwide airline load factor. Other factors that may 

influence an individual airport's load factor include the extent of competition at the airport, 

types of travellers served, and constraints on airside and Iandside capacity (which would 

result in increased load factors because the airport would have to serve a given number of 

passengers with fewer flights than would serve those passengers systemwide). As stated 

above, it is assumed in the SFIA Master Plan that load factors would increase due to 

limited airside capacity. 
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Table 10 of the EIR also shows the SFIA Master Plan forecast of aircraft size (defined as 

average seats per aircraft) during the average day of the peak month of aircraft activity. 

Tilis forecast. which was based on a generalized mix of aircraft. was not used directly in 

developing the detailed mix of aircraft operations forecast for the EIR. 

Rather. the forecast of operations was developed by use of the FAA forecast for the entire 

fleet of aircraft nationwide. The typeS of aircraft used in the FAA forecasts were 

condensed to correspond more closely with the types of aircraft operating at SFlA in 1990 

(and to better reflect the forecasts of international passengers prepared by SFIA in 1987). 

These aircraft were categorized as "long range" and "medium and short range." 

The passenger and load factor forecasts developed for the SAA Master Plan were used to 

determine the total number of aircraft seats needed. Because the number of SFIA 

passengers is forecast to increase. and the FAA national forecast shows some of the older 

aircraft being retired, additional aircraft will be needed at SFIA in 1996 and 2006 to 

provide enough seats to serve forecast passengers. Within each of the range categories 

listed above, it was assumed that increases in the number of aircraft needed to serve future 

passengers would be proportional to FAA-forecast increases within the same range 

category of the national tleet. In this way, both the existing mix of aircraft at SFIA and 

national trends in aircraft acquisition were considered in the forecasts. 

Operations by long-range aircraft (which are typically larger than short-range aircraft) 

accounted for about 25 percent of total operations at SFIA in 1990. This proportion is 

higher than that for the number of long-range aircraft in the national fleet (about 17 percent 

in 1989. as estimated by the FAA)J3/ (If the proportion of total operations performed 

nationally by long-range aircraft were known. it would probably be lower than 17 percent, 

because long-range aircraft typically fly fewer, longer flights than short-range aircraft.) 

On the basis of this analysis, the EIR used an estimate of 179 average seats per aircraft in 

1989 (used to represent 1990 activity), and forecasts of 186 seats in 1996, and 192 in 2006. 

The forecast increase in seats from 1989/90 to 1996 is about one seat per year; the forecast 

increase from 1996 to 2006 is 0.6 seat per year. 

Pages 61-65 of the EIR include a discussion of other forecasts developed for SFIA. A 

comparison of those forecasts with the SFIA Master Plan forecasts is shown in Table 10, 

p. 64. As shown in the table, the number of aircraft operations forecast in the California 
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Aviation System Plan (CASP) is higher than the number forecast in the SFIA Master Plan. 

The CASP forecasts of operations are higher because they are based on a smaller average 

aircraft size and lower load factors. 

Appendix C of the EIR includes an analysis of the sensitivity of cumulative noise impacts 

to differences in the number of aircraft operations. The analysis compared the SFIA 

Master Plan forecasts to forecasts prepared by the FAA and CASP, and included the 

development of CNEL contours and calculation of CNEL values. The number of 

operations in the FAA forecast was lower than the number in the SFIA Master Plan 

forecast. The noise analysis concluded that the higher number of operations forecast by the 

CASP would not have a substantial effect on cumulative noise levels. The main reason is 

that the CASP forecast includes more operations by small aircraft, which are generally the 

quietest aircraft in the fleet. 

Therefore, even if future aircraft sizes and load factors are lower than forecast in the SFIA 

Master Plan and the BIR, there would not be a substantial change in cumulative noise 

levels from those shown in the EIR. However, the number of single events (flight 

frequency) would increase, though these additional flights would be performed by 

generally quieter aircraft. 

SFIAFLIGHTPROCEDURES AND RUNWAY USE 

Relationship to Information Presented in DEIR 

Comments 

"The discussion of flight tracks is inadequate. There is no explanation of how departures are 

handled at SFO. The DEIR states that flight tracks on Figure 19 (p. 159) were developed 

through discussions with the SFIA A TC personnel, reviewing radar data, and a review of the 

Standard Instrument Departures (SIDs). The Figure explains that the flight corridors it depicts 

are actually up to several miles wide and actual flight patterns are more widely disbursed [sic] 

than shown. What then is the point of having the figure? 

"Actual SIDs can be accurately plotted. Only limited deviation from the centerline of the 

published SID is tolerated and aircraft weight, pilot technique, and weather conditions would 

rarely, if ever, be an excuse for a substantial deviation from the published track once the pilot has 
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accepted his clearance wltich is done prior ~o takeoff. Aircraft flying on SIDs can be, and are. 

expected to be on the track. In contrast, Figure 19 tracks are composites which no pilot is 

required to fly as depicted nor would a pilot be ab1e to do so. Figure 19 mixes fixed route 

departures with radar vectored departures and provides a map that says you can expect to find 

aircraft flying anywhere in the airport vicinity. 

"The fact is that all aircraft departing SFO on an IPR clearance are given and have accepted a 

departure clearance. It would be either in the form of a published SID or a verbal clearance to 

accept radar vectors. Often, and particularly during high volume traffic periods, while departing 

on a SID, A TC will modify the clearance for an aircraft and begin giving radar vectors. From 

that point on, the aircraft is no longer flying the SID. These distinctions are important to be 

made because it is when radar vectors are used, the track over the ground changes from a well 

defined area to essentially anywhere in the airport vicinity ... 

"Figure 19 shows that 32% of flights use a routing [that] closely follows the 'Shoreline 

Departure.' but that cannot be. That routing uses Runway 28 to depart and 28 was only in use 

about 7.6% of the time in 1989. If the Shoreline were used for 113 of all 28 departures, that 

would only be 2.53% of the time. Actual use of the Shoreline is numerically insufficient to 

create a noise impact area. This gross misrepresentation of traffic on the Shoreline results in a 

misrepresentation of traffic volumes on the other routes as well." (Stephen Waldo, Mayor of 

Brisbane) 

"Figure 19 on page 159~ Generalized Flight Tracks: 

"This figure erroneously shows 32% of departures as using the Shoreline Departure from 

Runways 28. ll:rls is not true. Between 90 and 95% of departures currently use Runways 1. 

1lrls shou1d be represented in the diagram. Of departures using Runways 28, now less than 9% 

of total operations, only a small minority use the Shoreline Departure (0.3%)." (Duane Spence. 

Allport Mitigation Coalition) 

Response 

Figure 19 on p. 159 of the EIR shows generalized flight tracks for aircraft using SFIA. 

Pages 158 and 160 of the BIR include a discussion of figure 19 and of some of the 

Standard Instrument Deparb.lres (SIDs) used at the Airport. Appendix C of the EIR 

includes a complete set of the SIDs used at SFIA. 
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Aircraft departing from SFIA use the services of several FAA air traffic control facilities, 

including the Airport Traffic Control Tower (ATCn at SFIA, the Bay Terminal Radar 

Approach Control (TRACON) facility at Metropolitan Oakland International Airport 

(MOIA), and the Daldand Air Route Traffic Control Center (ARTCC) in Fremont. The 

ATCT at SAA provides services for arriving aircraft within about five miles of the Airport. 

The Bay TRACON provides servic.es in an area generally extending south to about Gilroy, 

west to near the Farallon Islands, north to Concord, and east to Livermore, and up to about 

17,000 feet The Oakland ARTCC provides services in areas of "controlled airspace" 

(airspace designated by the FAA, within which aircraft may be subject to air traffic control) 

not served by the A TCT./4,5/ The ARTCC has a service area extending south to Paso 

Robles, California, east to the middle of Nevada, north to the Oregon/California border, 

and west across the Pacific OceaoJ4/ 

Prior to departure from SFIA, the aircraft pilot files a flight plan through the Oakland 

Automated Flight Service Station at MOIA. Among the information entered on the flight 

plan are the route of flight and the flight destination. If the pilot knows the appropriate 

SID for the route of flight, the pilot includes the SID on the flight plan. The c.omputer at 

the Flight Service Station assigns the SID in some cases, on the basis of the runway and 

general flight route. Noise abatement ("preferential routing") is taken into consideration 

when the SID is assigned.14/ 

The pilot calls "Clearance Delivery" 30 minutes before takeoff to obtain clearance of the 

flight plan. Ground Control at the A TCT will c1ear the pilot to taxi to the appropriate 

runway. Local Control at the ATCT gives the pilot clearance to take off. After the aircraft 

is in the air, the pilot reports to the Bay TRACON for instructions. The pilot follows the 

instructions of the TRAC ON until the aircraft is out of the TR.ACON service area, when it 

is "handed off' to the ARTCCJ4/ 

A vector is a radar heading issued to an aircraft to provide navigational guidance. Among 

other procedures, vectoring is used by air traffic controllers to maintain the required 

separation among aircraft.16/ 

Almost a11 of the airline aircraft departures from SFIA are assigned and use SIDs. 

According to A TCT staff, the A TCT uses vectoring for fewer than five percent of 

operations at SFIA. Airspace congestion, the topography of the area. and noise-abatement 

procedures limit the opportunities to use vectoring. A situtation in which vectoring is used 
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to separate aircraft is if two aircraft are flying on the same SID and it appears that the 

second aircraft will overtake the first. According to A TCT staff, 'Vectoring is used at 

specific times for specific situations such as the one noted here; when it is used, it is of 

short duration.14/ 

The Bay TRACON uses vectoring for more SFIA operations than does the ATCT. For 

example, departures on Runways 1 and 28 headed for destinations in the Pacific Northwest 

are vectored when they reach the shoreline of the Pacific Ocean. The TRACON does not 

normally vector departing aircraft over the City of San Francisco, however. According to 

the TRACON. vectoring is not used for aircraft beyond five miles north of SFIA, because 

vectoring does not provide for efficient use of the airspace after that pointn I 

As stated on p. 158 of the EIR, SIDs are coded descriptions of aircraft routes. These routes 

are preplanned, "standard" air-traffic-control departure proc.edures. Two aircraft following 

the same SID would not necessarily follow the same flight path, however. Aircraft have 

widely varying performance characteristics, and climb and turn at different rates. Wind, 

visibility, and other weather conditions can affect aircraft performance. Pilot decisions 

may also be a factor; the majority of the SIDs at SFIA are "pilot navigation" SIDs, which 

require the pilot to be primarily responsible for navigation on the SID roureJ6/ 

As an example, the EUGEN Four SID instructs aircraft to make a turn after reaching 

1,600 feet altitude and a distance of 4 nautical miles ftom a beacon at the Airport. Because 

of the varying climb rates of different aircraft types and the varying weights of aircraft of 

the same type, each aircraft will reach 1,600 feet altitude at a different distance from the 

Airport. The turns the aircraft make will consequently be spread over a wide area. 

Figure 19 is not meant to depict specific SIDs. Rather, the figure is meantto show where 

aircraft actually fly, in general, on average. (The flight paths must be consolidated into 

"generalized" tracks because the model used to develop the Community Noise Equivalent 

Level (CNEL) contours does not have the ability to process every one of the discrete paths 

flown by all of the aircraft using the Airport) The generalized departure tracks on the 

figure were developed from SFIA's PASSUR system flight track data showing the actual 

paths of departing aircraft. As noted in the discussion presented above, these pathE 

represent aircraft following SIDs and radar vectors. An aircraft departing from SFIA 

would not necessarily fly exactly one of the departure tracks shown in the figure. As the 

SFIA flight track data show, aircraft departing SFIA travel over wide areas in the airport 
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vicinity. (An exhibit showing a sample of the SFIA flight track data is available for review 

in the Department of City Planning files.) 

To clarify the EIR's description of the development of the generalized flight tracks. the first 

sentence in the fourth paragraph on p. 158 is revised as follows (revisions are underlined 

and deletions shown in brackets): 

The flight tracks shown in the figure were developed through discussions with SFIA 
Airport Traffic Control Tower personnel; a review of Airport [] fli2ht track data; and 
a review of standard instrument departures (SID) published by the FAA. 

Some of the percentages.assigned to the departure tracks in Figure 19 are incorrect. The 

"Shoreline Departure" from Runway 28R (the track that makes a right turn over the Bay) 

was used by aircraft other than B-747s approximately 1 percent of the time in 1990. The 

departure track from Runway IR heading east over the East Bay was used approximately 

32 percent of the time in 1990. Figure 19 on p. 159 of the EIR is revised to show the 

correct percentages. The CNEL noise contours shown in the EIR were developed using the 

correct percentages. 

Federal Control Oyer SFIA Procedures 

Comment 

"1bree years ago. Mr. Turpen promised noiseless aircraft. That is what he was alluding to. 

Reduce[d] noise aircraft. Nothing of the sort. I asked, Can you tell me how these planes are 

flying so low over this neighborhood? You know what, be is hiding behind, Mr. Turpen is 

hiding behind the FAA. I am given the answer. the aJrport has no jurisdiction over flight plans. 

The flight plans are dictated by FAA. I have been repeatedly and repeatedly told that. 

"l want to see whether the EIR says there is any control of the airport of the flight plans. There 

must be. Who is he trying to kid? Now, this is just blatant lies. as far as I know. The airport has 

to work together with the FAA. The FAA has to work together with the airport. If they don't, 

let's scrap this complete extension if they can't work with the FAA to regulate the flight plans." 

(Bhimje) 
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Response 

According to SFIA Administration staff, the authority to regulate flight patterns or routes 

of Wl"craft is vested exclusively in the FAA. Federal law provides that: "No state or 

political subdivision tlu:reof and no interstate agency or other political agency of two or 

more states shali enact or enforce any law. ru]e. re1:ulation. standarQ. or other proyision 

having the force and effect of law relatin& to rates, ~ or services of any air carrier 

having authority under subchapter IV or thls chapter to provide air transportation. 11/8/ 

(Emphasis added.) The purpose of these federal laws is to provide a uniform and efficient 

system for the use of the air space. The imposition of local regulations governing aircraft 

:flight patterns would serve to frustrate flight scheduling and navigational patterns 

nationwide, thus hindering commerce, aviation safety, and the general management by the 

FAA of the National Air Traffic Network. 

The responsibilities of the FAA (and aircraft pi1ots, who make the ultimate decisions 

regarding the operation of, or procedures used by, a particular flight) do not. however, 

preclude SFIA from working with those parties to develop noise abatement procedures, 

including preferential runway use, flight track locations, flight track procedures, and 

aircraft takeoff and landing procedures19/ SFIA has already undertaken such efforts, as 

evidenced by the existing SFIA Noise Abatement Program and Airport Noise Abatement 

Regulation, described on pp. 167-168 of the EIR. Pages 424-426 of the EIR include noise 

mitigation measures, among which are measures involving flight procedures. Responses to 

comments regarding specific mitigation measures are on pp. C&R.267-295 herein. 

AIRCRAFf OPERATIONAL ASSUMPTIONS 

Comments 

"k; you are aware, noise impacts to our city are of serious concern. It is acknowledged in the 

Draft Airport Master Plan that a significant portion of the increased traffic resulting from the 

project will be serving the Pacific Rim. Most aircraft departing for these destinations use the 

Gap Departure Route and overfly our city at relatively low altitudes. It is unclear whether 1he 

projected noise contours in the DEIR were developed using existing runway usage figures or 

whether the potential increase in Gap Departures was included. If that potential increase was not 

included in the deve1opment of projected noise levels, the Noise Contour maps would not 

accurately reflect the future noise environment. Either way, a summary of the assumptions used 
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in developing projected noise levels would be helpful for readers of the document" (Jack Drago, 

Mayor, City of South San Francisco) 

"The DEIR states that runway use is assumed to be the same in the fumre as in 1990. Additional 

information should be provided to document whether or not this is correct. In particular, if 

international 1raffic. especially to the Pacific Rim, is expected to increase more than other types 

of traffic, how might this affect runway use and the times of aircraft departures?" (Wendy Cosio, 

City of Pacifica) 

" ... Increasing use of radar vectors on departure in the mid-1980's increased the overflights of 

Brisbane, which previously was completely out of any flight path. The use of radar vectors 

created both a safety and noise problem for Brisbane. It appears that the Master Plan's increased 

numbers of departures is likely to produce even more intense use of radar vectors and hence more 

overflights of our community which is not overflown when a SID is being used ... " (Stephen 

Waldo, Mayor of Brisbane) 

"Mr. Kroupa touched briefly on the issue of where will the new flights be accommcxlated. In San 

Francisco, we have a1ways been told that as more aircraft use the airport, the planes have to fan 

out further and funher north, which would imply that the bulk of the increase in new flights is 

also going to happen further north up the Peninsula The noise analysis does not make that 

assumption at all. They assume that it will be a proportiona1 increase along all the existing 

tracb, which strikes me as a fundamental flaw. or else we have not been told the facts for the last 

fom years, since airplanes started appearing over these neighbomoods." (Curt Holzinger) 

"The noise analysis provided in the DEIR is based on several assumptions which seem to reflect 

optimum operating conditions, rather than real conditions; thus skewing the results. For 

example, the analysis assumes that nighttime operations remain constant (page 335), while the 

DEIR shows that 25% of the time there is a 31% increase in nighttime operations (page 338). 

This fact points to important impacts which are given inadequate analysis. 

"Moreover, runway and flight track usage are also assumed to stay constant (page 339). 1llis 

assumption conflicts with explanations this Committee has been given about the increased air 

traffic over San Francisco. The Committee has been told many times that as flight tracb near 

the aitport fill up, planes move further north into the city. 11lis suggests that future increases in 

air traffic cannot be spread proportionally among flight tracks; but may in fact be concentrated in 

areas further from the airport. The DEIR needs to address these concerns and provide more 
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complete information about the noise ana1ysis and its underlying assumptions." (nmothy Treacy, 

Airport Noise Committee) 

"The assumptions which underlay the existing noise analysis should be made explicit and more 

complete. It appears that at least some of these assumptions are inadequate, and subject to 

question. For e11.ample, the analysis states that night time operations. runway use, and flight path 

use remain constant; yet the DEIR also shows that 25% of the time there will be a 31 % increase 

in night operations (page 338); it proposes to use Runways I1JIR more than now, and the 

assumption that filght path usage will remain consta.pt directly conflicts with explanations I have 

received from the airport and FAA as to where additional flights must be directed due to airspace 

limitations." (Curt Holzinger) 

Response 

As shown in Table 1, p. 24 of the EIR, international passengers using SFlA are forecast to 

increase by a greater percentage than domestic passengers (96 percent from 1990 to 2006, 

compared to 68 percent). As also shown in Table l, however, domestic passengers would 

still constirute the majority of all SFIA passengers (86 percent in 2006, compared to 88 

percent in 1990). In addition, domestic passengers would also constitute the majority of 

the increase in passengers: 83 percent of the increase from 1990 to 2006. 

The tab1e showing runway use on p. 157ofthe EIR shows the percentage of all aircraft. 

departures or arrivals using the various runways at SFIA. For the development of the 

CNEL noise contours, runway uses were estimated for several categories of aircraft. 

Boeing 747s (B-747s) were assigned to a separate category in these estimates. For 1990. it 

was estimated that 100 percent of the B-747 aircraft departing for long-haul destinations 

(over 1.500 miles from SFIA) used Runway 28R during the daytime. All of these aircraft 

followed the Gap Departure path. 

As stated on p. 339 of the EIR, runway uses were assumed to be the same in 1996 and 

2006 as in 1990. 1herefore, as flights increase over time, use of the various departure 

routes would increase proportionately. Thus, the forecast increase in Gap departures is 

reflected in the CNEL contours for 1996 and 2006. 

It is possible that some of the international passengers in 1996 and 2006 would not be 

flying on B-747 aircraft. Long-range, tw<rengine aircraft such as the B· 767 could 
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increasingly serve SFIA-Pacific Rim routes. These aircraft have perfornlance 

characteristics that allow them to use Runways IL and lR for takeoff. To the extent that 

future international passengers are served by these aircraft, use of Runway 28R and the 

Gap Departure could be less than shown in the CNEL contours. 

Table C-lA is inserted after Table C-1 on p. A.45 of the EIR (Appendix C) showing 

runway use by time of day and aircraft category for 1990 (and assumed for 1996 and 

2006). The percentages in the table were developed on the basis of SFIA runway use data 

for 1989 . 

As stated on p. 339 of the EIR, it was assumed that the use of flight tracks in 1996 and 

2006 would be the same as it was in 1990. Several of the commenters challenge this 

assumption, stating that the forecast increase in flights would result in increased use of 

vectoring procedures, and/or a change in flight patterns. 

The use of radar vectoring procedures is discussed on pp. C&R.199-200 herein. As noted 

in that discussion, vectoring is currently used for a small percentage of SFIA departures, 

for specific purposes. The conditions under which aircraft depart SFIA limit the 

opportunities to use vectoring. 

According to the Bay TRACON, if SFIA traffic becomes more congested, the length of 

time vectoring is used could increase, but the number of planes vectored within a 

particular time would probably not increase, and aircraft would not be vectored to (or 

"fanned out" among) flight tracks further north on the Peninsula. According to the 

TRACON, it is more likeJy that aircraft would be held on the ground during more 

congested periodsfl/ Given the conclusions of the TRACON, it would be speculative to 

assume that the use of vectoring would increase substantially in the future (with or without 

the SFIA Muter Plan improvements). 
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TABLE C-lA: 1990 AND ASSUMED FUTURE RUNWAY USE BY AIRCRAFT 
CA 1EGORY AND TIME OF DAY 

Percent Departures by Runway End 

~ Time/a/ .lR lL .lDL. .1ilR .l£L .l.2B. 2BL 2BR TulaJ. 

B-747 Short Range/bl . Day 25% 24% 1% 0% 1% 0% 0% 49% 100% 

Evening 25% 24% 1% 0% 1% 0% 0% 49% 100% 

Night 25% 25% 10% 0% 0% 0% 0% 40% 100% 

B-747 Long Range/cl Day 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 100% 100%. 

Evening 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 100% 100% 

Night 0% 0% 20% 0% 0% 0% 0% 80% 100% 

All Others/di . Day 46% 46% 2% 2% 0% 0% 2% 2% 100% 

Evening 46% 46% 2% 2% 0% 0% 2% 2% 100% 

Night 41% 41% 8% 8% 0% 0% 1% 1% 100% 

/a/ Day= 7:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m.; Eve.= 7:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m.; Night= 10:00 p.m. to 
7:00 a.m. 

/bl With destinations of 1,500 miles or fewer from SFIA. 
le:/ With destinations greater than 1,500 miles from SFIA. 
Id/ All other airline aircraft. 

SOURCE: Ken Eldred Engineering and Environmental Science Associates~ Inc., 
based on SFIA runway use data for 1989. 
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As noted on p. C&R.200, aircraft departing SFIA travel over wide areas in the Airport 

vicinity. This characteristic of SFIA departures was factored into the operational 

assumptions. including locations and use of flight tracks. used to develop the CNEL 

contours in the EIR. The characteristic is reflected also in the SFIA noise monitoring data, 

against which the CNEL contours were compared to confirm the validity of the contours. 

Because available information indicates that flight track locations and uses are likely to be 

similar in 1996 and 2006 to their locations and uses in 1990, the CNEL contours for 1996 

and 2006 incorporate the level and location of aircraft "fanning" likely to occur in those 

years. 

Two comm.enters challenge the assumption in the EIR (stated on p. 335) that the 

percentages of operations occuning during evening and nighttime hours will be the same in 

1996 and 2006 as 1990, and refer to the EIR's analysis of the effects of potential airfield 

capacity constraints. It is assumed in the EIR that the percentages of evening and 

nighttime operations will be the same in the future because the CNEL contours in the EIR 

were developed on the assumption that airfield capacity constraints would not result in a 

substantial increase in evening or nighttime flights. These assumptions about nighttime 

flights were made on the basis of the EIR's anaJysis of the effects of potential airfield 

capacity constraints (presented on pp. 335 and 338 and in Appendix J of the EIR). 

As noted in the discussion of the capacity analysis on pp. 335-336 of the EIR, during 

optimal weather conditions ( 61 percent of the time), there would be an increase of two 

flights during the evening and no flights during the nighttime; during less-than-optimal 

weather conditions (25 percent of the time), there would be an increase of up to 31 percent 

of flights during the nighttime in 2006. The EIR also states (p. 336) that these increases in 

flights would not result in perceptible increases in cumulative noise levels. In addition, it 

should be noted that the capaclty analysis emp1oys several conservative assumptions that 

may result in an overstatement of the effects (such as a proportional increase in flights 

during peak hours, discussed on p. C&R.51 herein). 

It should also be noted that the noise measurement data from the SFIA remote monitoring 

stations reflect aircraft operations during all types of weather conditions, including poor 

weather conditions (when there would most likely be aircraft delays). As demonstrated in 

the BIR. the 1990 CNEL contours agree substantially with the measurement data. On the 

basis of this agreement and the results of the capacity analysis, the EIR 's use of the 

naverage day" (good weather) to develop the CNEL contours is appropriate. 
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Assumptions Behind Shift to Staie 3 

Comments 

'
1 
••• Also, the enviroomenta1 document must comprehensively wscuss what leads to the 

conclusion that larger, quieter aircrafts will be used in the future. If this assumption does not 

take place, it is possible that the CNEL may remain the same or may increase." (Maria Gracia 

Tan~Banico, City of Daly City) 

"Another issue is, on Page 339, as I understand it, the San Francisco Airport Commission can 

take a stronger role in forcing the phase-out of Stage 2 aircraft. And the continual granting of 

waivers and variances, notwithstanding Lou Turpin's commendable stand on the 707 Q, which 

we are all thankful that he held the line on that one. The Stage 2 aircraft really are the culprits. 

The 727 is worse than a 747." (David Few) 

"From the Roundtable's experience, it is clear that the only remaining action involving aircraft 

operations that will result in significant noise reduction is the attainment of a I 00% Stage 3 fleet 

at San Francisco International Airport (SFO). While some opportunities for reduction in noise 

exposure may exist through additional modifications in flight tracks, preferential runway usage, 

etc., that reduction will be modest Thus. community land use actions will be the only way of 

mitigating residua] noise impacts after the benefits of Stage 3 are fully realized." (Roger Chinn. 

Airport/Community Roundtable) 

"The DEIR attempt.s to provide assurances through it.s proposed mitigations that aircraft noise 

impacts resulting either from the project or from present operations will be within acceptable 

levels due to technological improvements expected to occur during this period. The achievement 

of these improvements depends on airline investment in alternative aircraft ... " (Onnolee Trapp, 

Leagues of Women Voters of San Mateo County) 

" .•. From an environmental point of view, SAIA members have already invested US$ billions 

on new aircraft designed to reduce the noise impacts on surrounding communities and decrease 

our use of fossil fuels, while still providing the high level of safety the traveling public deserves." 

(Jerome Copelan, San Francisco Association of International Airlines) 
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Response 

Federal Aviation Administration regulations, codified at 14 C.F.R. Part 36, established a 

federal noise certification program in 1969 for new aircraft designs. Since 1975, Part 36 

has contained three levels of regulation; each level corresponds to established noise limits. 

Each level is identified as a "Stage" and applies to the dates applications for type 

certification are submitted to the FAA. The most stringent level is Stage 3, which applies 

to aircraft for which applications for type certification were submitted after November 

1975. The less stringent Stage 2 level applies to aircraft for which applications for type 

certification were submitted between December 1969 and November 1975. Stage 1 aircraft 

do not have to meet any noise limits. All of the aircraft currently operating at SFIA must 

meet either Stage 2 or Stage 3 noise limits. 

Requirements of both the Federal government and the Airport will result in the use of 

quieter aircraft in the future. The Airport Noise and Capacity Act of 1990 mandates the 

phaseout of Stage 2 aircraft at airports nationwide by 2003./10/ In addition, the San 

Francisco International Airport Noise Abatement Regulation, adopt.ed in February 1988 

and amended in June 1991, contains the following provisions (paraphrased): 

A gradual scheduled phase-out of Stage 2 aircraft. incJuding requirements that at least 25 
percent of each operator's aircraft operations after January 1, 1989 must be performed using 
Stage 3 aircraft; at least 50 percent after January l, 1994; at least 75 percent after January 
l, 1999, and 100 percent as ofJanuary 1. 2000. (Section 4(B)) 

A requirement that the percentag of Stage 2 operations at SAA performed by a particular 
airline cannot increase during a specified quarter, based on the same quarter during the 
previous year. (Section 4(B)le)/l l/ 

SFIA Administration staff state that at the present time, 65 percent of the total operations 

at SFIA use Stage 3 aircraft. which is well in advance of the 50 percent requirement for 

individual operators that must be achieved by January 1. 19941121 

The language on pp. 338-339 of the EIR does not reflect developments in 1991 that 

resulted in established deadlines for the phasing out of Stage 2 aircraft at SFIA (and 

nationwide). The last paragraph on p. 338 and the first paragraph on p. 339 of the EIR are 

revised as follows (revisions are underlined, deletions are indicated by brackets): 

Since the preparation of the FAA national fleet forecasts and the adoption of the 
SFIA Noise Regulation, Congress has passed legislation providing for the phasing 
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out of Stage 2 aircraft oationwidel5/ The legislation includes a finaJ deadline of 
December 31, 1999, for the operation of Stage 2 aircraft, with a possible extension 
through December 2003 if certain conditions are met [] On Stmember 24. 1991. 
the FAA issued regulations to implement the nojse poliqy. The regulations include 
the deadHnes establish~d hY the legislation. with interim deadlines of 55 percent (of 
an airline's fleet} by 1994. 65 pen;egt by 1996. and 75 percent by 1998./5a/ 

r] As diSCQSSed on p. 168. the AiJllOrl Nojse Abatement ReauJatiOQ Was amen!Jed in 
June 1991 to include aregyirement for 100 percent Sta&e 3 operations as of January 
1. 2000. Assumin& ttlat aircraft operators servin& SFlA comp1y with by the SFlA 
and federal. regulations. there would be no Stage 2 aircraft serving SFIA in 2006. [ ] 
With a 100 percent Stage 3 fleet in 20()6. the CNEL contours shown in this section 
would probably be about one dBA smaller than forecast. 

The following note is inserted after note /5/ on p. 352 of the EIR: 

/Sal "FAA Eases Plan to Phase Out Noisy Jet.s Amid Strong Pressure," New York Times, 
September 25, 1991. 

As discussed in the EIR (pp. 339, 346-347), cumulative noise levels are forecast to 

decrease from 1990 to 1996 and 2006 because of the phasing out of Stage 2 aircraft at 

SFIA. The use of expanded sound insulation programs to mitigate residua] noise impacts 

is discussed on pp. C&R.282-287 herein. 

Page 335 of the EIR explains the conclusion that larger aircraft will be used in the future. 

Operations are forecast in the SFIA Master Plan to increase less than passengers because it 

is assumed that larger aircraft will be serving SFIA in the future and that more passengers 

would be on each aircraft. According to Airport staff. this trend is evidenced by current 

purchases and future orders by SFIA airlines of the B-747-400, the largest passenger 

aircraft manufactured in the U.S. This aircraft is considered to be the primary fleet plane to 

serve the Pacific Rim and other international markets. 

The airlines are, in fact, investing in new quieter aircrafL Ac.cording to Mr. John Casey, 

A vmark. Inc., at the beginning of 1990, the five major aircraft manufacturers had a backlog 

of 3,224 orders of Stage 3 type aircraft, and by January 1, 1991, that backlog had increased 

to 3,674 aircraftJ13/ 
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Relationship to Aircraft Size and frojected Noise Levels 

Comments 

"At several locations (pp. 6 and 165, as examples) it is stated that increased use of newer, quieter 

(Stage 3) aircraft should result in decreased single event leve1s. The statement may be correct, 

but it depends upon whether or not the take-off weights and the number of engines of the Stage 3 

aircraft in 1996 and 2006 are equal to or less than those of aircraft used in 1990. This analysis 

follows from inspection of the Stage 2 versus Stage 3 noise level limits shown in the F AA's 

Advisory Circular (AC No.: 36-10; Appendix 1, pp. 28 to 32), and the expectation in the EIR of 

more seats per aircraft and greater load factors, i.e., heavier aircraft (Table 10) I, ["(l) Table 10 

should include data for 1990. "] Most readers probably are unfamiliar with and don1t have copies 

of the FAA figures, so copies might be provided in the EIR." (Jerome Lukas) 

"Page339: 

"The expectation stated in the DEIR that stage 3 planes will diminish the noise impact of the 

existing fleet mix of Stages 2 and 3 is not consistent with the further stated conclusion that the 

fleet will consist of larger aircraft .. Larger stage 3 planes can be louder than smaller stage 2 

planes. Analysis is needed." (Duane Spence, Airport Mitigation Coalition) 

"The DEIR relies heavily on Stage [Ill] aircraft being quieter than Stage [II] aircraft to account 

for lower noise levels. However, it is known that some Stage III aircraft are noisier than stage II. 

and produce noise levels which will be significant. 111is fact, the all'craft types involved, their 

expected flight paths and noise levels should be disclosed ... " (Curt Holzinger) 

''Mitigation through use of Stage m aircraft is suggested in the DEIR. The DEIR assumes that 

newer Stage Ill aircraft are quieter than older Stage II aircraft. While this assumption may have 

some validity, Table C-5 in the DEIR discloses that Stage Ill 747 aircraft are only marginally 

quieter than Stage Il 727-200, one of the noisiest in the existing fleet Stage Ill aircraft will 

continue to have significant impacts, especially single event, which are not disclosed." (Bruce 

Krell, Forest Hill Association) 

"Mitigation through use of Stage m aircraft is suggested in the DEIR. The DEIR assumes that 

newer Stage III aircraft are quieter than older Stage Il aircraft. While this assumption may have 

some validity, Table C-5 in the DEIR discloses that Stage Ill 747 aircraft are only marginally 

quieter than Stage D 727-200, one of the noisiest in the existing fleet. Stage m aircraft will 
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continue to have significant impacts, especially single event, which are not disclosed." (Carol 

Kocivar. West of Twin Peaks Central Council) 

"To arrive at the conclusion that noise levels will decrease. the DEIR relies heavily on newer 

aircraft being quieter than existing aircraft While this may generally be true, some Stage m 
aircraft will sound just as loud as Stage II aircraft, meaning that significant impacts may remain. 

For example, Table C·S in the DEIR shows that even at a distance of several miles from the 

airport, the Stage m, 74 7 aircraft is only 2 to 3 decibels quieter than the Stage II 727-200, an 

aircraft identified as the loudest in the existing fleet, and cause of many noise impacts. Since a 3 

decibel difference is considered barely perceptible, these noisy Stage III aircraft will continue to 

have significant impacts which are not disclosed ... •• (Timothy Treacy, Airport Noise 

Committee) 

"Please identify the specific aircraft compared to state. on page 165, ' ... Stage 3 aircraft 

produced ... (up to 23 dBA lower).' " (Jerome Lukas) 

Reswnse 

Stage 2 and Stage 3 aircraft must meet noise limits established at three measurement 

points, known as "takeoff," "sideline," and "landing.'' The Stage 2 and Stage 3 noise limits 

for each of the measurement points generally increase as the weight of the aircraft 

increases. Because of this relationship between the noise limits and aircraft weight, a 

heavier Stage 3 aircraft may actually be noisier than a lighter Stage 2 aircraft. 

The Stage 3 noise limits for takeoff are lower for 2-engine aircraft than 3-engine aircraft, 

and lower for 3-engine than 4-engine aircraft. The difference in noise limits accounts for 

the higher climb performance that can be achieved (at a given aircraft weight) by an aircraft 

with fewer engines. (The aircraft with fewer engines can climb faster because it is required 

to have enough engine power to continue to fly with one engine not working.) 

As a general rule, for the same type of engine and noise control technology, the noise of a 

larger aircraft is greater than that of a smaller aircraft. The noise of a two-engine aircraft is 

less than that of a four-engine aircraft of the same weight. (Information documenting this 

relationship is available for review in the Department of City Planning files.) 
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Tables 17, 50, and 51 on pp. 156, 336, and 337, respectively, of the EIR show the average 

daily air carrier operations estimated for 1990 and forecast for 1996 and 2006 with the 

SFIA Master Plan. The operations forecasts reflect SFIA Master Plan assumptions about 

aircraft load factors and aircraft size (as discussed on pp. C&R.194-197 herein). 

The operations are shown by type of aircraft., with the aircraft types categorized as Stage 2 

or Stage 3. As shown in the tables. the Stage 3 aircraft forecast to operate at SFIA in 1996 

and 2006 range in size from the BAe-146 to the B-747-400; the Stage 2 aircraft range from 

the DC-9 to the B-747. (The B-747 -100, -200, and -300 are classified as Stage 2 in the 

tables. However, many of these aircraft have been or will be recerti:ficated as Stage 3.) 

.Af. shown in Tables 17, 50, and51, the number of average daily operations by Stage 2 

aircraft is forecast to decrease from 299 in 1990 to 199 in 1996 and 40 in 2006. Most of 

the operations forecast for 1996 and 2006 would be performed by Stage 3 aircraft that are 

quieter than the Stage 2 aircraft they would be replacing. These aircraft would produce 

lower single-event noise levels in communities near the Airport. 

The Part 36 "sideline" measurement is the most appropriate basis for the comparison of the 

noise produced by various aircraft (because the "takeoff' measurement test permits a power 

cutback, and the "sideline" measurement test requires takeoff at full power). A comparison 

of the sideline noise levels for the aircraft serving SFIA shows that all of the Stage 3 

aircraft serving the Airport are quieter than the Stage 2 aircraft. (This conclusion is based 

on a comparison of only the heaviest aircraft within each type.) 

Operations by the B-747400 are forecast to increase from 35 in 1990 to 73 in 2006; 

operations by the Stage 2 B-747-200 are forecast to decrease from 20in1990 toO in 2006. 

On p. 344 of the BIR. it is stated that the noisiest aircraft overflights to and from SFIA 

would likely be by B-747 aircraft. To the extent that total operations by B-747-400 aircraft 

increase in the future, residents under the departure path for Runway 28R wwld experience 

an increase in the occurrence of the single-event noise produced by those aircraft. If 

current aircraft design trends continue, however. many of the aircraft used for long-range 

operations (the type performed by the B-747) will be quieter, two-engine aircraft (including 

aircraft currently under development, such as the Boeing 777). In that case. residents 

under the departure path for Runway 28R would experience a reduction of both single

event and cumulative noise (below what is forecast in the EIR). 
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As st.ated in the EIR, the increased use of Stage 3 aircraft at SFIA will resu1t in lower 

cumu1ative noise levels. These lower noise levels are depicted in the CNEL contou~ 

shown on pp. 161, 340, and 345 of the EIR. The noise produced by large Stage 3 aircraft 

was taken into account in development of the contours. 

The B-74 7-200 used as an example in Tables C-4 through C-9 of the EIR (pp. A.54-A.57 

in Appendix C) is a Stage 2 aircraft, not a Stage 3 aircraft as stated by the comm.enters. 

To clarify the comparison of the maximum single-event noise produced by selected 

aircraft, the first sentence of the fifth paragraph on p. 164 of the EIR is revised as follows 

(revisions underlined): 

Maximum single-event noise levels for .fuw: typical aircraft departing from SFIA 
were estimated for the 27 remote monitoring stations and the 20 study locations. 

The second paragraph on p. 165 of the EIR is revised as follows (revisions underlined, 

deletions are indicated by brackets): 

Of the .fmJr. aircraft studied, the Boeing 727 (B-727) produced the highest departure 
noise levels; the Boeing 747-200. a Sl.8,2e 2 aircraft. and Boein2 737-300 and 767 [ ] • 
.bQtb Stage 3 aircraft, produced lower noise levels (up to 23 dBA lower). Aircraft 
such as the B-727 are gradually being replaced by aircraft such as the B.-737-300 and 
B-767. The increased use of quieter aircraft at SFIA will eenera}ly result in lower 
single-event (and cumulative) noise levels in communities near the Airport. 

Relationship to CNEL Contours and Land Use 

Comment 

.. On page 2 the report states that airlines will be required to use higher capacity aircraft. In a 

separate information release. the airport recently announced that future aircraft would be quieter 

to allow development (the suggestion was for new housing) of previously unusable land around 

the airport. This is an important point, as that part of the peninsula is already at or above 

capacity in residents and services." (Patricia Clark) 
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R<::spoose 

SFIA's Director of Community Affairs has no knowledge of the information release 

mentioned by the commenter./14/ The potential for development of new housing in areas 

previously within the CNEL 65 contour would depend on the availability and current use 

of the land, the General Plan designation and zoning established by the community, and 

other factors. It is not possible to determine whether the forecast decrease in the size of the 

CNEL 65 contour from 1990 to 2006 would allow the development of additional housing 

in the SFIA environs. 

AIRCRAFT NOISE CONTOURS AND CNEL IMPACTS 

Aircraft Noise Contpur Maps 

Comments 

"Re: Noise - Page XI-A-50-53 Noise diagrams shown are so different from Noise Contour lines 

adopted for Millbrae area which are so bluntly rounded. Which is correct'?" (Jessie Bracker. 

letter of 8/27/91 and public hearing of 8/27/91) 

"P. XI-A-50 to A-53-Noise - If those diagrams are correct of Typical noise cone ends, how can 

Contour Line Maps of noise in Millbrae be COITect?" (Jessie Bracker) 

"Figure 20 (Page 161, Volume I) titled '1990 Aircraft Noise Contours' shouJd conform with the 

Fourth Quarter 1990 Noise Report prepared by San Mateo County. Revising the 1990 map will 

maintain consistency with previously published Airport Noise Contour maps." (Arthur Wong, 

City of South San Francisco) 

"EnviroDJnenta] Impacts: A great amount of environmental data has been included as extraneous 

'filler' in this DEIR. Results generated by computer models or simulations can always be 

challenged as to the assumptions made and the algorithms used. Actual data gathered from fixed 

monitors, whether continuous or not. can always be challenged as 'not being representative.' I 

challenge the overall logic of both the aircraft noise and air quality impact data." (Alyn Lam) 
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Re§Wnse 

As discussed on p. A.48, Appendix C of the EIR, the contours shown on pp. A.50-A.53 

represent the sound exposure levels (SEL) produced by four representative aircraft. Each 

set of SEL contours represents the single-event noise created by one aircraft; the CNEL 

contours shown on pp. 161, 340, and 345 ofth.e EIR represent the average cumulative 

noise levels produced by all of the aircraft serving SFIA. The shape of the SEL contours is 

related to the fact that they represent the noise produced by one aircraft landing on and 

departing from one runway, and exhibiting one set of performance characteristics. The 

Jong narrow spike in the contour represents the landing noise; the rounder part of the 

contom represents takeoff noise. The generic nature of the SEL contours is explained on 

p. A.48, Appendix C of the EIR. To clarify that discussion of the SEL contours, the 

following sentences are added to the end of the first paragraph on p. A.48 of the EIR: 

Each SEL contour represents the noise produced by one aircraft landing on and 
taking off from one runway. The long, narrow end of the contom represents the 
noise produced during landing; the rounder end of the contour represents the noise 
produced during takeoff. 

There are two ways to estimate the cumulative noise from aircraft operations in the vicinity 

of SFIA: the use of computer models. and direct measurement at the 27 remote monitoring 

stations. Computer models are used to estimate the historic, existing. and future noise 

environment (under forecast and alternative scenarios); the direct nOise measurements are 

used to validate the computer estimates. and to provide primary input to the quarterly 

update of the noise impact boundary reported to the California Department of 

Transportation. (Direct noise measurements can be used to provide information on only 

historic and existing noise levels; computer modelling must be used to estimate future 

noise levels and to compare existing and future noise levels.) 

As stated on p. 160 of the EIR. the CNEL contours developed for 1990 (and 1996 and 

2006 under the SFIA Master Plan and alternatives) were calculated by the Integrated Noise 

Model (INM). The INM is used for almost all studies of civil airport noise in the United 

States. The results of the 1NM were compared with the measured CNEL values at SFIA's 

27 remote monitoring stations, to determine the accuracy of the model The results of the 

comparison are discussed on p. 163 of the EIR. 
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As also stated on p. 163, the calculated CNEL values at the remote monitoring stations, 

and the corresponding CNEL contours, may differ from the comparable calculated data 

presented to the State on a quarterly basis (including the Fourth Quarter Noise Report 

prepared by SFIA), because of adjustments made by the computer model used to prepare 

CNEL contours for submission to the State. These contours are required to be constructed 

from the actual measurement data to determine the Airport impact area, which is bounded 

by the CNEL 65 contour. Because of this difference in approach, modifying the CNEL 

contours in the EIR to match the contours presented to the State (as requested by the 

commenter) may result in greater inaccuracy in the EIR contours in locations far from the 

monitoring stations. 

CNEL Impacts - Pqpulation and Dwellin~ Units 

Comment 

"It would also be helpful if the noise impact information is reported both in terms of population 

and dwelling units within various noise contours." (Chris Brittle, Metropolitan Transportation 

Commission) 

Response 

Table 52, Estimated Resident Population Exposed to Aircraft Noise CNEL 65 and Above. 

1990, 1996, and 2006. on p. 341 of the EIR is replaced by the following table, which 

includes the estimated number of dwelling units within each of the CNEL contours. 

CNELlmp 

Comments 

acts . Sensiti R ye3ceptors 

"P. XI-A-58 - Table C-10 Regarding Noise Sensitive in 65 to 70 CNEL contour, you left out -

Homes areas in Millbrae. City Hall, Ll"brary, Millbrae Nursery School and 2 Convalescent 

Hospitals." (Jessie Bracker) 
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TABLE52: ESTIMA 1ED RESIDENTPOPULA TI ON/HOUSEHOLDS EXPOSED 
TO AIRCRAFr NOISE CNEL 65 AND ABOVE, 1990, 1996, AND 2006/a/ 

Resident Population/Households Exoosed/b,c/ 

ESI.ima11::dl22Q Ol[~Sli~ 
Noise Exposure 
B.WJ&C (CNEL}ldl £QJ!ulatiQD H2usdl2l~ 1996 2006 

.eun. HonsebC!lds .fol2.. Households 

CNEL 75+ 340 133 0 0 0 0 
CNEL 70-75 1,980 777 1,500 618 760 321 
CNEL65-70 12,660 4,939 5,500 2,129 5,840 2,242 

-- -- -- -
Total CNEL 65+ 14,980 5,849 7,000 2,747 6.600 2,563 

N01E: Numbers shown reflect onJy the homes within the CNEL 65 contour. Some homes 
included in totals may no Jonger be "impacted" because they have been sound insulated. 

/al Estimated on the basis of the CNEL contours shown in Figures 20. 32. and 33, pp. 161, 
340, and 345. 

/bl Estimated on the basis of 1980 U.S. Census block data, and ABAG population growth 
factors by census tract Some of the population growth would occur in new dwelling units 
with sound insuJation installed according to local regulations, 

Id Estimated on the basis of ABAG Persons Per Household (PPH) statistic for 1990, and 
projections for 1995 and 2005. 

/di CNEL= community noise equivalent 1eve1. 
/el Assuming implementation of the SFIA Master Plan. 

SOURCE: Environmental Science Associates, Inc, 

", , .I have a child in Lincoln school, and in February. during one of these episodes of bad 

weather, the children had to hold their ears during class while they were in the classroom because 

of the noise. And the school secretary told us that a number of children had to go home because 

of stomach aches and because of headaches directly related to the noise. And I don't know if our 

schools are covered in the Environmental Impact Report But I would certainly encourage 

interested parties to take a close look at our schools and what it's doing to our children while 

they're sitting in the classroom and trying to learn. The teachers cannot be heard over the noise of 

those planes taking off down the Peninsula." (Jack Hickethier) 
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TABLE C-10: SENSIDVE RECEPTORS WITiilN 65 to 70 and 70 to 75 dBA, CNEL NOISE 
CONTOURS/a/ 

1990 Existing Base 

70-75 dBA Contour 

Millbrae Nursery School 
Millbrae Serra Convalescent Hospital 
Sheltering Pines Convalescent Hospital 

65-70 dBA Contour 

Chadbourne School 
Fire Station 
Belle Air School 
Avalon School 
TayJor Schoo]* 
Green Hills School* 
South San Francisco High School* 
Los Cerritos Schoo]'• 
El Rancho School* 
Alta Loma School* 
Lincoln School* 
Millbrae City Hall 
Millbrae City Library 

1996 Project and No-Project Alternative 

65-70 dBA Contour 

Chadbourne School 
Mills High School* 
Peninsula Hospital* 
Fire Station* 
Belle Air School* 
Avalon School"' 
South San Francisco High School* 
Los Cenitos School* 
Millbrae Nursery School 
Millbrae Serra Convalescent Hospital 
Sheltering Pines Convalescent Hospital 
Millbrae Oty Hall 
Millbrae City library 
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TABLE C-10: SENSITIVE RECEPTORS WITHIN 6510 70 and 70 to 75 dBA, CNEL NOISE 
CONTOURS/a/ (CONTINUED) 

2006 No Project Alternative 

65-70 dBA Contour 

Avalon School* 
South San Francisco High School* 
Los Cerritos School* 
Sheltering Pines Convalescent Hospital• 

2006 Project 

65-70 dBA Contour 

South San Francisco High School 
Los Cerritos School 
Southwood School 
Avalon School* 
.sheltering Pines Convalescent Hosptial* 
Millbrae Serra Convalescent Hospital• 

NOTE'S: 

/a/ Other than residences. 

•on border of contour. 

SOURCE: Enviommental Science Associates, Inc. 

Response 

Table C-10, Sensitive Receptors Within 65 to 70 dBA, CNEL Noise Contours, on p. AS8, 

Appendix C of the EIR is replaced by the above table, which includes the schools, 

hospitals, and public facilities noted by the commenters (additions to the table are shown in 

boldface type). The residential areas mentioned in the first comment are already reflected 
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in the estimates of residential population exposed to aircraft noise of CNEL 65 and above 

(fable 52, p. 341 of the EIR). 

The effects of overflights on human activities are discussed in Appendix C of the EIR and 

on p. C&R.249 herein. 

CNEL Impacts - Soecific I..ocations 

Comwents 

"Page 253 says Brisbane is in the 65 CNEL contour and the following page says it is not 

"Bottom of p. 343 there is no discussion of impact on Brisbane's monitoring station (#7) or San 

Francisco's station near Candlestick (#23). The DEIR states that CNEL will decrease in all 

'seleeted study locations' due to quieter planes; however, in light of what we suspect will be 

greater use of radar vectors to handle additional traffic under the plan, we think some analysis of 

these locations as well as Brisbane's 'bowl effect' geography is warranted." (Stephen Waldo, 

Mayor of Brisbane) 

"It should be noted that the CNEL noise exposure levels are expected to be reduced at all the 

monitor locations by the year 2006 with the exception of Monitor 4 in South San Francisco and 

Monitor 12 in Foster City. Since Stage 3 aircraft are not quieter on landing, there will be 

increases in the CNEL in Foster City in 1996 and 2006. This is the only location where this will 

occur." (Roger Chinn, Airport/Community Roundtable) 

"On page 343 where the results ofTab!e 53 are summarized, it should be noted that the Foster 

City remote monitoring station is one of two stations where noise is projected to increase ..... 

(Leslie Carmichael, City of Foster City) 

Re$llOilSC 

The 1a.st sentence of the third paragraph on p. 253 of the EIR is revised to remove Brisbane 

from the list of cities within the 65 dBA, CNEL contour (deletion is indicated by brackets): 

The cities closest to the .Allport,. and those within the 65 dBA, CNEL contour ([ ] 
South San Francisco. San Bruno, Millbrae and Burlingame), would be most affected 
by airport~related safety and noise regulations. 
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The following sentence is added at the end of the first bulleted item on p. 343 of the EIR: 

(At station 4 in South San Francisco, noise levels are forecast to increase 0.1 dBA. 
CNEL from 1990 to 2006. Such an increase would not be perceptible.) 

The following is inserted before the second bulleted item on p. 343 of the EIR: 

At station 7 in Brisbane, located near the "Shoreline Departure" flight path for 
Runway 28R, noise levels are forecast to decrease 3.3 dBA, CNEL from 1990 to 
1996, and 5.9 dBA. CNEL from 1990 to 2006. Such decreases would be perceptible 
to most people. 

The following is faserted after the second bulleted item on p. 343 of the EIR: 

At station 12 in Foster City, located near the arrival paths for Runways 28, noise 
levels are forecm to increase 0.6 dBA, CNEL from 1990 to 1996, and 0.9 dBA. 
CNEL from 1990 to 2006. Such increases would not be perceptible to most people. 
Noise levels would not decrease in Foster City because the reduction in the noise · 
produced by Stage 3 aircraft as compared to Stage 2 aircraft is much less for landing 
than for takeoff. 

The following replaces the third bulleted item on p. 343 of the EIR (revisions are 

underlined): 

At stations 20-21 and 13.-26, located in Daly City and San Francisco, noise levels are 
forecast to decrease (on average) 3.0 dBA. CNEL from 1990 to 1996 and !,2. dBA. 
CNEL from 1990 to 2006. Such decreases would be perceptible to most people. 

Discussions of the existing and potential use of radar vectors to handle SFIA all'craft 

departures are on pp. C&R.199-200 and 206 herein. On the basis of the information on 

those pages, it is not appropriate or necessary to reanalyze the impacts at the noise 

monitors in Brisbane due to vectoring. 

Table C-3 on p. A.47, Appendix C of the EIR shows the measured CNEL at the 

monitoring station in Brisbane {Station 7) to be 2.0 d.BA higher than the calculated CNEL. 

This difference could be due to a number of factors, including the topography of the area 

Partly because the computer model used to develop the CNEL contours in the EIR does not 

account for topographical differences, the model results were compared with the noise 

measurement data to determine whether the model needed to be adjusted. It was 

determined that the difference at the Brisbane monitoring station was not great enough to 

warrant an adjustment to the computer model. 
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CNEL lmpac~ - Project v. No-PrQject 

Comments 

"There are mixed messages in the section on Noise (lV .·C}. lhis section continually determines 

that the Project will result in a decrease in noise (both CNEL and single-event noise). This 

conclusion is reached primarily because future operations would use more Stage 3 aircraft. 

"But. how can the project be credited with decreasing noise levels. The document states that 

'Noise levels would also decrease in the furure without Ule proposed project because of the 

phasing out of the noisier, Stage 2 aircraft using SFIA' (DEIR, p. 346). 

"What is really needed in this EIR is an analysis of the increased aircraft flights caused by the 

project The EIR states (on pp. 346-347) that 'The effect of the SAA Master Plan on aircraft 

noise exposure cannot be determined without comparing forecast aircraft noise levels in 1996 and 

2006 with and without implementation of the SFIA Master Plan. (The No-Project Alternative is 

evaluated in Chapter IX. Alternatives, beginning on p. 439)'. 

"What happens when one reads the alternatives is that we learn very little (page 452). 

" "The increased aircraft opera!ions (in 1996) under the project would require additional 
aircraft'. 

"'In 2006 there would be fewer aircraft noise impacts (with the No-Project Alternative -
Variant 1) than with the projecL' 

"Under No-Project Alternative. Variant 2 (near no-growth) we learn even more about the project 

in comparison to alternatives (page 457). 

" 'Even with the project, aircraft noise impacts would decrease due to quieter aircraft that 
will be used in the future. With Variant 1. noise impacts would further decrease from 
project impacts. and with Variant 2, noise impacts would decrease even more.' 

"This information clearly indicates that the project really will increase noise levels and noise 

impacts. It is only the change to quieter aircraft (not a part of the project) that will help to 

stabilize or decrease future noise levels. 
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"The residents of Pacifica have anxiously awaited the quieter aircraft and are not pleased that the 

SFIA Master Plan will increase the number of flyovers and partially or fully nullify the benefits 

of the quieter planes. 

"It is unfortunate that the noise analysis did not more clearly point out the fact that the project 

will increase future noise levels -- not decrease them. If the analysis had acknowledged more 

dearly that the project will be increasing future noise levels (not compared to 1991, but when 

compared to the No-Project scenarios) maybe more mitigations could have been identified that 

wouJd have helped address the concerns of residents of Pacifica. .• " (Fred Howard, Pacifica 

Noise Abatement Committee) 

ResooJJ§C 

Tue EIR does not state that the proposed SFIA Master Plan would result in a decrease in 

noise. Rather. as the EIR acknowledgesj "Noise levels wouJd aJso de.crease in the future 

without the proposed project because of the phasing out of the noisier. Stage 2 aircraft 

using SAA." {BIR, p. 346) 

The EIR acknowledges that average daily aircraft operations are expected to increase with 

or without the project. Page 344 notes a possible in~e in average daily operations of 

196 by 1996 and 298 by 2006 with the project. As noted on p. 347 of the EIR, " •.. 

implementation of the SAA Master Plan would ... allow SFIA to serve an increased 

number of passengers and aircraft operations." The increase in operations allowed by the 

implementation of the SAA Master Plan (over the No-Project Alternative, Variant 1) is 

shown in Tables 68 and 69, pp. 441-446 of the EIR. 

The comparison of mrcraft noise levels with and without the project is analyzed in 

Appendix C of the EIR, discussed in the Alternatives section of the EIR (pp. 452, 457). 

and summarized on p. 347 of the EIR: ". . . the increase in operations allowed by the 

proposed project would have virtually no effect on cumulative noise levels because the 

additional operations would all be performed by quieter, Stage 3 aircraft." The EIR 

acknowledges (on p. 344) that in areas with overflights by aircraft serving SFIA, the 

number of times single-event noise occurs would increase, but that there would be a 

decrease in the number of overflights by noisier, Iow·bypass engine aircraft. 
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Tables 10 and 1 I in the "Addendum to Noise Analysis" report in Appendix C show 

calculated CNEL values under the SAA Master Plan "constrained" and "unconstrained'' 

scenarios. (The constrained scenario corresponds to the No-Project, Variant 1 alternative 

analyzed on pp. 440-456 of the EIR; the unconstrained scenario comsponds to the 

proposed SFIA Master Plan.) Under the constrained scenario, there would be 881 average 

daily aircraft operations in 2006, compared to 1,131 under the unconstrained scenario, and 

833 in 1990. 

By comparison of the results in Tables 10 and 11, the increases in CNEL values with the 

SFlA Master Plan over the CNEL values without the SFIA Master Plan can be determined. 

The increases at the SFIA remote monitoring stations range from 0.6 to 1.2 dBA, with an 

average increase of0.9 dBA. The increases are similar at the seJected study locations. An 

increase of 0. 9 dBA is considered imperceptible; thus, the conclusion on p. 34 7 of the EIR 

(that the increase in operations allowed by the project would not affect cumulative noise 

levels) is correct. 

The issues of increases in single-event noise with the project and aircraft overflights in 

Pacifica are discussed on pp. C&R.234-248 herein. 

SINGLE-EVENT NOISE 

Setting 

Comments 

" ... Some years ago, I think it must have been three or four years ago, I attended these meetings 

when Mr. Turpen first unleashed his planes over our neighborhoods, over the Excelsior District 

and Bernal Heights. We complained and complained. For a whole year after that, I kept calling 

the noise abatement number that he lists in the white pages of the telephone book. I got only 

answers, well, we wrote down your complaints. That's all we got. 

"Even now, every day, I am wok.en up every single night. I would like to know Mr. Turpen's 

telephone number so I can call him and wake him once a night That is all I ask. So that I can 

ring his home phone, 1 don't wish to speak to him, just wake him onc.e every mght 11 (Bhimje) 
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"It seems like I am talking. singing an old, old song, because I have been trying to work within 

the system for over 25 years. We do still get a lot of noise after midnight. And even though it 

seems like noise has been shifted, it's tlie numbers because now the operations have increased so 

considerably." (Rose Urbach) 

"J am mostly concerned with noise pollution. If this plan ever goes into effect. I am going to 

have to wear earmuffs ...• The noise I am speaking about comes in at all hours of the day, night, 

and early am. It's continuous. One has to live under this umbrella of noise to really understand 

it It's such a deafening noise that one cannot carry on a conversation in the living room without 

being interrupted by overflights. 

"This started several years ago. Because I can understand the people in the Peninsula, they were 

having their problems, and, in the meantime, they shifted the noise up to the southern part of San 

Francisco. Prior to that, we only had very little overflights and the noise was bearable. But 

today, it isn't." (Bruno Bernasconi) 

"Since 1987, our neighborhood has experienced a significant increase in commercial jet airctaft 

overflights from pJanes departing and arriving [at] the Airport. Our greatest concern is with the 

single-event noise generated by departing ah'craft, which has contributed to an environmental 

deterioration in our neighborltood. Titls is particularly a problem early in the morning from 6;30 

am. on." (Bruce Krell, Forest Hill Association) 

" ... The dramatic increase in the number of flights since 1980, the increased number of flights 

over Pacifica to southern California and the Far East, our finding that aircraft take shortcuts (over 

Pacifica) to southern California destinations, and the canyon topography of Pacifica (which holds 

and resonates noise from planes) are all factors that have changed the nature of aircraft noise over 

Pacifica since 1980. These concerns need to be analyzed in the EIR and appropriate mitigations 

need to be recommended .... " (Fred Howard. Pacifica Noise Abatement Committee) 

Response 

The comments relate primarily to the commenterst perceptions of existing noise problems 

near SFIA. Pages 153-170 of the EIR contain a discussion of the noise environment near 

SFIA in 1990; pp. 164-165 specifically address single-event noise in the vicinity ofSFIA. 

The data and information used as the basis for the discussion of the noise setting in the BIR 

were collected from SFIA records and noise measurement data. 
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The role of the EIR is to assess the future environmental impacts of a project. As. 

discussed in the Noise Impacts section of the EIR (pp. 331-3~2), future cumulative noise 

levels with or without implementation of the SFIA Master Plan would not be substantially 

different from existing levels. With or without the project, there would be an increase in 

the number of flights (and the frequency of single events). but the levels of single-event 

noise would decrease in most locations. Noise levels experienced today would be 

maintained or would decrease in the future because the additional :flights would be 

performed by Stage 3 aircraft. 

AdeQ.Uacy of CNEL as Descriptor of "Noise froblem" 

Comments 

" ... [T]here are significant omissions [in the DEIR]. I congratulate Barbara Sahm on 

recognizing the major one, and that is that the nois.e analysis that is provided in the existing Draft 

EIR is inadequate. It is absolutely inadequate. It is based on a metric called the CNEL. which is 

an average measure. The issue in the area, in the Bay Area, if you talk to people on the 

Peninsula. here, everywhere, the issue related to aircraft noise is the single aircraft flying over 

that is incredibly loud. If you only look at the average measure, that doesn't show up. 

"To put it in very graphic terms, this plan anticipates an increase of about 100,000 flights per 

year, from around 300,000 to 400,000. What the current document says in terms of noise 

analysis is -- and this is paraphruing in a nutshell -- the newer aircraft are slightly quieter than 

the older aircraft, therefore the over-flights will be slightly quieter. Great. But we have 100,000 

more. So, if you go from 90 decibels to 85, it may not show up in the CNEL. It doesn't show up 

in the metric at all. in the measurement. But you have added 100,000." (Curt Holzinger) 

" .. .I agree with the 'Airport Noise Committee's' objections to the Draft: 

"1. The 'CNEL' is an inadequate standard for measuring noise impact." (David Deakin) 

"We do not believe that the DEIR adequately analyzes noise impacts which will result from the 

increased number of flights. The DEIR fails to acknowledge that single-event noise levels are 

not recognized in the CNEL contours and that perceived noise levels will increase ..• " (Wendy 

Cosin, City of Pacifica) 
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"The CNEL method of noise measurement is not sensitive to the frequency of single-event noise 

and does not accurately represent increases in operations. This method however. has a one-for

one relationship to a change in decibel reading of each noise event. .. " (Maria Gracia Tan

Banico. City of Daly City) 

"For unstated reasons, the DEIR limits consideration of the noise issue to the 65 CNEL contour. 

This contour is simply one measure of the noise problem with limited uses and applications. 

Other measurements of the ~oise generated by overflying jet aircraft. such as single event 

measuremen~ (SNEL) are we submit, more meaningful criteria of the environmental issue. The 

65 CNEL contour is arbitrarily set as the definition of the noise problem and the reviewed 

mitigation measures are discussed only in relation to the 65 CNEL contour ... 

"The CNEL is a measurement of the average noise level in an area. It forms the basis of the 

noise analysis in the DEIR. However. this method of noise measurement bas several well 

documented flaws. and certain noise impacts are excluded, or understated by the CNEL measure. 

For example: 

It does not describe single events, which cause sleep disturbance, 
It is not a good measure of either low or high frequency sound, 
It does not account for background noise variations. 
It does not look at seasonal variations, 
It does not address the frequency of aircraft overflights. 

"Due to these flaws, it is possible to greatly inaease both the number of overflights and the tota1 

amount of noise energy in an area, without any change being reflected in the CNEL number. 

This may happen. for example, if additional overfligh~ are each slightly quieter than the existing 

average overllight. Obviously, the addition of hundreds of overflights constitutes a significant 

impact (even if each individual flight is slightly quieter); yet the CNEL measure would show no 

impact 

"The Committee finds that the CNEL measure is deficient and can not disclose all significant 

impacts: The noise anaJysis should be expanded and supplemented with additional noise 

descriptors." {Timothy Treacy, Airport Noise Committee) 

"We vjew attempts of the DEIR to address the noise issue (DEIR, pages 331 • .d,JCQ.) as 

completely inadequate. The DEIR recognizes that implementation of the Master Plan will result 

in additionaJ aircraft operations. But the DEIR then attempts to limit consideration of this 
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increase to a discussion of its impact on the Airport's CNEL contour without reference to any 

impacts elsewhere. nus is an unreasonable limitation for which there is no legal basis, or any 

other justification, to so limit 1he scope of the DEIR. .. 

"CNEL forms the basis of the DEIR noise analysis. In this regard, the DEIR omits any 

consideration of single noise events (SNEL). The noise problem with overflights across San 

Francisco neighborhoods is created by individual aircraft and not some statistical average, which 

is what CNEL is ... " (Bruce Krell, Forest Hill Association) 

"CNEL forms the basis of the DEIR noise analysis. In this regard, the DEIR omits any 

consideration of single noise events (SNEL). The noise problem with overflights across San 

Francisco neighborhoods is created by individual aircraft and not some statistical average, which 

is what CNEL is ... " (Carol Kocivar, West ofTwiri Peaks Central Council) 

" ... I think the only way we are going to stop this is that enough angry people in Bernal Heights, 

enough angry people in Excelsior District, and we will start, if this plan goes through, civil 

disobedience of the type that is there in Atlantic City. the Pro Lifers. We will make sure that the 

airport becomes nonfunctional. We will be peaceful, but we will make sure that ff you don't stop 

this right now and have a proper analysis in terms which the public can understand -- all this 

mumbo-jumbo of decibels. Let's find out Let's compare noises. 

"He has promised all sorts of noise studies: I will read the EIR. I will give you a detailed set of 

measures that will enable the EIR to be understandable to the people. I will do that for you. I 

don't have zillions of hours of time to analyu on your behalf or on the behalf of the airport so the 

airport can spend another million dollars hiring another expert to just do some more mumbo

jumbo. This is all mumbo-jumbo. 

"I expect a lot of angry people in Bernal Heights and Excelsior District already. let alone with the 

expansion." (Bhimje) 

Resoonse 

The CNEL method of noise measurement calculates average noise levels over a 24 hour 

period. with weighting applied to equivalent sound levels measured during the nighttime 

hours of 10:00 p.m. to 7:00 a.m. Because it measures the noise that occurs over a 24-hour 

period, CNEL takes into account the frequency of single-event noise OCClln'ences during 
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that period. together with the sound resulting from each single aircraft flyover. However, 

because it calculates average noise levels, it does not explicitly identify noise Jevels from 

single aircraft flyovers (sound exposure levels, or SEL), although it incorporates them in 

the calculation. 

The computer model used for the noise analyses in the EIR calculates the noise at a fixed 

location on the ground from each aircraft flight. When used to calculate the noise leve1 

from a single flight (in this case, defined as SEL) at the location, the model computes the 

contribution to the noise level of each "segment" of the flight as it travels along a specified 

path. When used to calcu1ate the cumulative noise level (CNEL). the model adds the 

SELs, or single-event levels, calculated for each flight during a 24-hour day, and weights 

evening and nighttime flights. It then divides the total daily sound exposure by the number 

of seconds in a day, and converts the result to get CNEL. By definition, then, CNEL 

reflects the total noise energy produced by all flights. 

The "conversion" of the sum of single-event noise levels to CNEL mentioned above is 

required because CNEL is calcu1ated using a logarithmic scale (a logarithmic scale is used 

to describe sound levels because sound pressures extend over a very large range). Because 

CNEL is calculated IogarithmicalJy. each flight is not counted equally when all of the 

flights are added. Two general rules.of thumb to use when thinking about ''adding" noise 

levels are 1) adding two equal noise levels produces a total noise level 3dB higher than one 

of the noise levels, and 2) adding two noise levels that are substantially different produces 

a total noise level the same as (or slightly higher than) the higher of the two levels. 

Because CNEL is ca1culated logaritlunically, it is "dominated" by the noise produced by 

Stage 2 aircraft. If Stage 2 aircraft are serving an airport, it generally takes a relatively 

large number of additional flights by Stage 3 aircraft to increase the cumulative noise 

levels near that airport Page 347 of the EIR describes how dle CNEL contours for SFIA 

operations are affected by the forecast increases in Stage 3 aircraft operations, and the 

e~pected phase-out of Stage 2 aircraft 

The general concern of the commenters seems to be that, because the noise from each 

aircraft flight is heard separate1y. CNEL 11hides11 these "single-event" noise levels by 

adding them Jogarithmically, and the CNEL 65 contour is not an appropriate indicator of 

noise impacts. As explained in the EIR {p. 164). single-event noise caused by aircraft 

overflights can be disturbing to persons even at considerable distances outside the 
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CNEL 65 contour. However, the extent to which any individual single event affects 

persons depends on a variety of factors, including the sensitivity of the listener, the level of 

background noise during the single event, the duration of the event, the time of day and the 

attitude toward the source of the noise. There is no consensus among experts on the 

appropriate descriptor to be used to quantify single.event noise and the method to evaluate 

its impacts, .and there is no standard that is generally applied to single-event noise. 

The Day-night Sound Level (Ldn) and its variations (e.g., CNEL) have generally been 

adopted in federal and state regulations and guidelines as the most effective descriptor in 

evaluating environmental noise with respect to people. (See Appendix C of the EIR, 

Description of Noise and its Effects on People.) As explained on p. 153 of the BIR, CNEL 

is the only standard that has been adopted by the State of California in its regulation of 

airport noise. As a result, SFIA is not required to evaluate noise exposure in relation to 

single events. 

It is also important to note that the State of California has been specifically prohibited from 

regulating single-event noise exposure levels. In the case of Afr Transport Association of 

America y. Crotti. (N.D. Cal 1975) 389 F Supp. 58, the Federal District Court (Northern 

District, California) held that the state's effort to regulate single-event noise was an 

unlawful exercise of the police power into the exclusive federal domain of control over 

aircraft flights and operation and air space management and utilization. 

Recent case law supports the use of 65 cneJ data in evaluating airport-related noise 

impacts. In a recent case from the United States Court of Appeals involving the Seattle

Tacoma International Airport, No. 90-70253 Seattle Community Council federatiQn y. 

Federal Aviation Administration, 92 D.A.R. 4813 (9th Cir., April 9, 1992), the Coun 

supported the decision of the FAA to use the 65 Ldn (comparable to CNEL) contour, rather 

than single-event noise data. as the threshold of significance for determining whether to 

prepare an Environmental Impact Statement for an FAA decision to alter aircraft flight 

paths. In a similar case from the United States Court of Appeals involving the 

Louisville, Kentucky airport, No. 91-3222 Communities. Inc. y. Busey y. Skinner. 1992 

U.S. App. LEXIS 1746 (5th Cir. Feb. 13, 1992), the Court affirmed the FAA's decision to 

use the 65Ldn, rather than single-event noise data, to determine its statutory obligations 

under the National Environmental Policy Act, the National Historic Preservation Act or the 

Allport and Airway Improvement Act with reference to single-event information. (1992 

WL 23222 at p. 4.) 
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SAA staff note that, notwithstanding the above factors, the Airport's efforts to reduce 

aircraft noise have had and will continue to have the effect of reducing the level of single

event noise occurring both inside and outside the 65 CNEL contour. The Airport Noise 

Regulations have had the effect of excluding the proposed operation of a retrofitted Boeing 

707 aircraft. This has resulted in the FAA's withholding of approximately $70,()(X},000 of 

Airport Improvement Funds from San Francisco. Since 1981, the Airport Community 

Round table has repeatedly placed the single-event issue, in one form or another, on its 

agenda throughout over 100 Roundtable meetings. Finally, the Airport has recently 

acquired a passive radar detection system which tracks flights to and from the Airport. and 

allows a better understanding of single-event noise. Addition·al information on the 

Airport's programs and regulations to reduce aircraft noise is contained fo the EIR, pp. 167-

169. 

There is a detailed discussion of single-event noise in Appendix C of the EIR. Tilis 

discussion provides information on the noise levels of individual aircraft flying over 

various sites in the central Bay Area. The information is summarized on pp. 164-165 of 

the EIR. but perhaps not clearly referenced in that texl The first sentence in the last 

paragraph on EIR p. 164 is expanded as follows (revisions are underlined): 

Maximum single-event noise levels for five typical aircraft departing from SFlA 
were estimated for the 27 remote monitoring stations and the 20 study locations 
ftlu:ise estimates are shown in AP,pendix C. in Tables C-8 and C-9). 

Duration of Flight 

Comment 

" ... [O]n the decibel levels that you have on some of the charts, I see a lot of decibel levels and a 

lot of figures that really don't mean a lot to me. Living in area impacted by the noise. one of the 

concerns that we have is not just how loud it is. but how long it takes to disappear. 

"Airplanes -- a 727 taking off may take 30 seconds. A 747 taking off maybe takes three minutes 

for its sound to disappear. So I'd like to see some kind of a chart that is understandable to me 

that would display a time versus decibel level." (Edwin Works) 
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Response 

Appendix C to the EIR contains a lengthy description of Noise and its Effects on People. 

Figure 4 of the description shows the time history of a typical single-event sound. A 727 

or 747 taking off represents a single event. Figure S of the description shows an example 

of the time history versus decibel level of the ambient noise in a suburban neighborhood as 

well as for discrete events such as aircraft overflights. 

The duration of a single aircraft noise event at a particu1ar location is related to the speed 

of the aircraft and the noise produced by the aircraft at that location (which is related to the 

noise produced by the aircraft and the aircraft's distance from the location). A listener's 

sensitivity to the noise and some of the other factors listed in the previous response also 

influence the listener's perception of the duration of the event. Thus, there is no one 

' "duration curve'' for each type of aircraft serving the Airport and all locations. Relatively 

speaking, though, heavier aircraft such as the B-747 that take longer to gain alititude would 

produce events oflonger duration than lighter aircraft such as the B-727. 

As stated in the previous response. the calcuJation of the single-event noise levels produced 

by aircraft serving SFIA (and shown in Tables C-4 through C-9 in EIR Appendix C) 

incorporated each segment of the aircraft flight as it traveled past a specified location. 

Thus, the duration of the flight is accounted for in the single-event noise information 

presented in the EIR. 

Description of Future Fli~ht Activity 

Comments 

"Frequency has to be addressed in the new analysis, and I'm assuming there will be some new 

noise analysis. There shou1d be a very thorough investigation of where these flights are, what the 

noise levels produced will be." (Curt Holzinger) 

"By using percentages of operations, especially for noise sensitive hours. the report avoids 
stating the sharp increases in the actual numbers of operations. Many statistics and totals are 
based on 1989, or older, data. which unfairly diminishes the true impact that airport expansion 
will have on the environment. .. 
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"Appendix pages A.50-A.53: 

"Figures C-1 to C-4, sing1e event sound exposure contours, are of no value without being over

laid on scale maps of the airport and environs. Even after doing so, supporting text must be 

added to make sense of the information in the diagrams." (Duane Spence, Airport Mitigation 

Coalition) 

"The City of San Bruno shouJd be provided an easily understandable list of singJe-event 

activities and distribution of type of aircraft and times of day each occur over the City projected 

for 1996 and 2006." (George Foscardo. City of San Bmno) 

"In particuJar, we are requesting that existing and future single-event noise activity be described 

based on the distribution of aircraft by time of day and runway use. The City of Pacilica's 

primary concem is the single-event noise characteristics generated by Runway 28 departures. 

Additional infonnation regarding runway assignments by aircraft type is needed to further 

analyze the single-event noise level issue. Detailed information on aircraft. type is particuJarly 
~-

important since the large Stage 3 aircraft can be noisier than the Stage 2 aircraft. Therefore, 

utilization of Stage 3 aircraft is not necessarily an effective mitigation, especially for single-event 

noise problems. lhis request is consistent with the City of Pacifica's response to the Notice of 

Preparation, at which time we requested that the EIR include a definitive forecast of aircraft 

operations by aircraft type, time of operation, number of aircraft, and departure routes." (Wendy 

Cosin, City of Pacifica) 

"The analysis in the report documents that overflight noise is audible in Burlingame on a regular 

basis. The analysis noted that while the fleet mix was going to change to include quieter 

airplanes, the total number of flights was going to increase. 

"Therefore, the absolute number of overflights is going to be greater. What the report did not 

document was the abso1ute number of overflights by zone/area and time of day. They did note 

that the peak usage periods at the aiiport will be elongated because there will be more flights into 

and out of the facility. No comparative numbers for present with furore were provided. 

"The report also did not document the change in size of airplanes. The quieter planes are quieter 

because each engine produces less noise. However a Stage 3 plane with five engines may make 

as much noise as the present noisiest Stage 2 airplane. Therefore. in looking at single event noise 

we need to know the mix of planes by size flying overhead as well as the number. 
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ttThe analysis needs to be expanded to address the distribution of overflight activity documenting 

the size of plane and frequency by time of day comparing the present with the future, 1996 and 

2006. Elongation of peak periods should also be addressed ... " (Dennis Ar&yres, City of 

Burlingame). 

"The importance of aircraft weight is acknowledged in footnotes for Tables CS and 9. However, 

to demonstrate the magnitude of the single event noise level reductions, l think the EIR should 

include a table showing the weights, noise levels, and typical numbers of departures and arrivals 

in 1990 and, say. 2006, from aircraft most likely near specific monitor locations: Heavy 747, 

747 sp, A330-340, and MDl 1 are most likely in the "Gap" for example (see Table 18 and Figure 

19, or Table C-2). The single event contours (C-1 to C-4) simply don't provide the information 

needed by residents in San Bruno or Foster City, as examples, to understand how their 

environment is expected to change ... 

.. On page 6 of the EIR it is acknowledged that the increased number of flights will be noticeable. 

I think the possible effects on people of this 'noticeable' increase should be discussed in greater 

detail in Appendix C. This discussion might account for times when the increases are most 

likely or most frequent. For example. a sharp rise in nighttime or early morning cargo flights 

might be expected as a result of recent federal legislation. What types are the cargo aircraft and 

what is the most frequent expected departure route; what city or which residential areas are likely 

to be affected; and what are the anticipated effects on sleep, speech interference, and/or 

annoyance? Alternative approaches might be to consider the most common aircraft in 2006 -

MD80 or 90 - or the worst case - heavy aircraft departing on 28 right" (Jerome Lukas) 

" ... To accurately represent the noise impact on Daly City residents, the DEIR must contain data 

on frequency of noise events. The DEIR should include a simulation of the noise events on an 

average day for areas witrun Daly City affected by single-event noise. This information should 

be broken down into time of day so that one could see when the increased number of flights will 

occur. nus data is available since the simulation was necessary to prepare the CNEL noise 

contour map for the SFO Master Plan ... " (Maria Gracia Tan-Banico, City of Daly City) 

n ••• The decision not to"t-espond over a two-year period to the reasonable requests for 

information, for a reasonable and adequate Draft EIR. the decision not to respond to that 

information was made by the Department of City Planning staff. We have contacted them 

several times. I have provided that letter [of September 15, 1989], and you will see that our 
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comments and requests for information and data have not substantially changed over a two~year 

period, and the information is still not provided. 

"The major areas that are still lacking are disclosure of noise impacts over the City and County of 

San Francisco, including single event information, numbers of aircraft expected to fly over the 

City and County of San Francisco. the noise levels expected, and the locations of those aircraft." 

(Curt Holzinger. Airport Noise Committee) 

11 
••• The DEIR should add to the CNEL and SEL analysis currently presented. Neither of these 

analyses is sufficient for a fair assessment of the noise problem. The DEIR should disclose the 

number and location of additional flights expected over San Francisco, the expected flight paths, 

the time of day and the expected noise levels. A comparison between ambient noise levels and 

aircraft noise leveJs should also be provided." (Curt Holzinger) 

"It is clear from the DEIR that we may expect incre.ased overhead flights with attendant increased 

noise if the Master Plan proposed by the Airport is implemented ..• 

"Aircraft departure and landing patterns that will cross San Francisco neighborhoods are 

inadequately discussed. The DEIR depicts flights tracks on Figure 19, then states that the flight 

corridors depicted are actually several miles wide. There is no analysis of the volume of 

increased flights, the extent that they will cross San Francisco neishborhoods, the frequency of 

the increased flights, nor the times the increased flights may be anticipated." (Bruce Krell, Forest 

Hill Association) 

"Aircraft departure and landing patterns that will cross SF neighborhoods are inadequately 

discussed.· The DEIR depicts flights tracks on Figure 19, then states that the flight corridors 

depicted are actually several miles wide. There is no analysis of the volume of increased flights, 

the extent that they will cross SF neighborhoods, the frequency of the increased flights, nor the 

times the increased flights may be anticipated." (Carol Kocivar, West of Twin Peaks Central 

Council) 

" ... All operational data of overflying jet aircraft, such as numbers, times. elevations, ef:C., are 

excluded from consideration by the DEIR; ye~ this data will have serious environmental 

implications for San Francisco." (Timothy Treacy, Airport Noise Committee) 
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Respome 

As noted in earlier responses (see, for example, p. C&R.231), the EIR does explain that 

single-event noise can cause disturbance (BIR p. 164). The Em also describes forecast 

increases in the number of flights by as many as 300 per day (EIR p. 344). Earlier 

responses also note that there is no standard applied by regulatory agencies to single-event 

noise. 

The EIR and Appendix C do contain information regarding the single-event noise that can 

be expected in 1996 and 2006. First, Table 1.7 (p. 156 of the EJR), Table 50 (p. 336 t!f the 

EIR) and Table 51 (p. 337 of the EIR) show the existing and forecast average daily 

operations of the aircraft using the Airport by type of operation, time of day and aircraft 

type. Second, Figure 19 (p. 159 of the EIR) shows the generalized flight tracks and flight 

track use of aircraft using the Airport, and p. 339 of the EIR states that the flight tracks and 

flight track use are assumed to be the same in 1996 and 2006 as in 1990. (Information on 

existing and assumed future runway use by aircraft type is shown in Table C- lA on p. 

C&R.207, and has been inserted into the EIR.) Third, Tables C-8 and C-9, pp. A.56-A.57, 

Appendix C of the EIR show the typica1 maximum calculated sound exposure levels at the 

remote monitoring st.ations and remote study locations for representative aircraft using the 

Airport. As stated in the notes to C-8 and C-9, the sound exposure levels take into account 

the weight of the aircraft by assuming trip lengths (which are associated with aircraft 

weight) that are most .frequently used by these aircraft. 

An individual interested in the maximum amount of single-event noise that typically would 

be expected to occur in his or her community on an average day could use this information 

in the following manner~ 1) first, the individual could refer to Tables 17, SO, and 51 to 

determine the total number of average daily flights that occurred in 1990 and are expected 

to occur in 1996 and 2006, and the times of day those flights did or are expected to occur 

(and could subtract the numbers in Table 17 from those in Table 50 or 51 to det.ermine the 

increase from 1990 to 1996 or 2006); 2) second, the individual c.ould refer to the 

generalized flight tracks and flight track use shown on p. 159 of the EIR to determine the 

percentage of daily flights (on average) that would be expected to fly over bis/her 

community in 1996 and 2006; 3) finally, the individual could refer to Tables C-8 and C-9 

to determine 1he typical maximum calculated single-event exposure levels that would be 

expected to result from representa1ive aircraft making these flights. This process would 

enable the individual to determine, for an average day of the year, the maximum number of 
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single event flights that are expected to fly over his or her community during the day, 

evening and night and the maximum amount of single-event noise that would be generated 

from those flights. 

The forecasts for aircraft operations by type and time of day are contained in EIR Tables 

50 and 51 and do include cargo aircraft. The flight tracks shown on EIR Figure 19 are 

expected to resemble the flight tracks in 1996 and 2006. By use of this 1nformation 

provided on flight tracks, average daily operations, and typical maximum calculated sound 

exposure levels, it is possible to estimate the maximum frequency and magnitude of single 

events during the day, evening or night on an average day of the year. 

SFlA staff note that the Airport Noise and Capacity Act of 1991 mandates the transition to 

Stage 3 aircraft. The Act does not specify the time of day the aircraft will fly. However, 

the SF1A Noise Regulations contain limitations on the nighttime and early morning 

operations of aircraftJl 0/ 

Information regarding the single-event occurrences over the City and County of San 

Francisco is contained in the EIR. Fust, Tables C-8 and C-9, pp. A.56-A.57, Appendix C 

of the EIR show the typical ca1cu1ated maximum sound exposure levels at 27 remote 

monitoring stations and selected study locations. Six of the remote monitoring stations 

and three of the study locations are in San Francisco. Second, Tables 17, 50, and 51 (pp. 

156, 336-337 of the EIR) provide information on the average daily operations in 1990 and 

the expected daily operations of aircraft in 1996 and 2006. Third, information on the 

expected flight paths of aircraft using the airport is contained on pp. 157-159 of the EIR, 

and the EIR assumes that these flight paths will be similar in 1996 and 2006. By reference 

to Tables 50 and 51 and assumption of similar runway use and flight tracks, it is possible 

to estimate the :frequency and magnitude of the sound exposure levels at the San Francisco 

monitoring stations in 1996 and 2006. 

The typical calculated maximum sound exposure levels shown on Tables C-8 and C-9 

include those for one remote monitoring station in the City of Pacifica and three selected 

srudy locations in the City of Pacifica. These tables demonstrate the typical maximum 

sound exposure that could occur as a result of aircraft overflights over the City of Pacifica. 

The maximum number of overflights that-could occur on an average day in 1996 and 2006 

(and the increase over the number of flights that occurred in 1990) can be determined by 
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reference to Tables 17, 50, and 51 and the generalized flight tracks shown on p. 159 of the 

Effi. 

11lis response details ways in which a person at a general location could obtain general 

information about the potential single-event noise levels at that location. The information 

in the EIR does not and cannot provide an accurate indication of the exact number of 

tllghts, types of aircraft, times of flight, or single-event noise 1eve1s that would actually be 

experienced in a specific location~ The reasons for this include: 1) information on aircraft 

operations used in noise analysis (such as shown in Tables 50 and 51 in the EIR) is based 

on the "average" day of the year, and derived from annual forecasts; 2) assumed average 

runway and flight track uses are based on operating conditions over the entire year, not on 

any one particular day; 3) aircraft flight tracks used for noise analysis (such as those shown 

in EIR Figure 19) are generalized and are meant to represent the "average" paths flown by 

aircraft that are actually dispersed over wide areas; and 4) calculated SEL values (such as 

those shown jn EIR Appendix C) reflect the noise levels that would be produced by a 

representative aircraft of a representative weight, following an assumed flight path and a 

standard set of flight procedures. Because of these factors, it would be speculative to 

determine, and misleading to present detailed information in the EIR on, future flight 

activity over a specific location (such as the tables and numbers requested by the 

comm.enters). 

Several of the commenters refer to the "sound exposure contours" in the EIR, Figures C-1 

through C-4 in Appendix C. Each of the SEL contours represents one aircraft landing on 

and taking off from one ran way. travelling straight in and out. The contours were included 

in Appendix C of the EIR to show generally how the noise produced by the aircraft serving 

SFIA varies by aircraft type. Because the contours are generic, they are not a good 

indicator of the actual single-event noise levels ex.perienced at a particular location near 

SFIA. As stated on p. A.48, Appendix C of the EIR, the actual single-event noise levels 

experienced near SFIA would depend on specific factors related to Airport and aircraft 

operations. 

Several commenters request that information on operations by aircraft type be provided in 

the Em because Stage 3 aircraft can be noisier than Stage 2 aircraft. The .noise produced 

by Stage 2 and Stage 3 aircraft is addressed under Shift to Stage 3 Aircraft, pp. C&R.212-

215. 
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hn.vacts of Increase in Oyerfliehts 

Comments 

"In the DEIR. it is important to distinguish between evaluations that involve analysis, impact and 

mitigation. Unless noise factor analyses are carried forward and specific impacts are identified, 

mitigations are not considered. This is the case with single...event and backblast noise; impacts 

are not documented in the Draft EIR and as a result mitigations are not specified. In contrast, 

there is an analysis of the Community Noise Equivalent Leve] (CNEL) and impacts are identified 

and mitigations are offered ... 

"Single-Eyent Noise Impacts. Single-event impacts have been repeatedly identified as being the 

most onerous to the communities near the Airport, particularly during nighttime hours. 

11 

" 

The impacts of single-event noise are not included in Appendix Corin the text Noise 
from Stage 3 aircraft is likely to exceed ambient noise levels in residential neighborhoods 
by 30 to 60 dBA; this is significant. 

-Average daily aircraft operations from 1990 to 2006 will increase by nearly 300 per day 
which is equal to an additional 110,000 operations per year. This, together with the 
single-event analysis, indicates that there are important impacts that are not identified." 
(Roger Chinn, Airport/Community Roundtable) 

"Though the DEIR claims the noise levels will decrease from the present through 2006 because 

of the phasing out of Stage 2 aircraft, for many peop1e and locations, the DEIR also states that 

single event noise occurrences will increase. 

" 'The increase in aviation activity allowed by the project would have virtually no effect on 
overall noise levels because the additional flights would be performed by the quieter 
aircraft. The increase would contribute to single event noise in a noticeable way although 
each noise event would be somewhat quieter than at present.' (p. 6). 

" 'In areas with overflights by aircraft serving SFIA. the number of times single-event noise 
occurs would increase.' (p. 344). 

"It is misleading to state that noise levels will be reduced when specifically taJking about CNEL 

because frequently people assume that 'noise level' and 'noise problem' are one and the same. 

Clearly the 'noise problem' is created by individual aircraft and not some statistical calculation 

which is what CNEL is. The noise problem will be increased under the SFIA plan by virtue of 

the increasing numbers of aircraft operations." {Stephen Waldo, Mayor of Brisbane) 
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" •.. [W]e are particularly concerned about single-event noise and overtlights. We feel that the 

issue of single-event noise levels was not adequately ana1yzed and that additional mitigation 

measures should -be provided ... 

" .. .Especially given the significant increase in daily aircraft operations, sing1e-event noise will 

likely exceed ambient noise levels in residentia1 neighborhoods by 30-60 dBA. Given this 

potentia1ly significant environmental impact. additional analysis is needed to fully disclose likely 

impacts ... 

"The DEIR also inadequateJy describes the noise impacts which result from aircraft flying out of 

the established flight paths. As has been previously indicated by the City of Pacifica, noise 

impacts have· been created throughout the City due to overflights from north to south. Rather than 

heading south over the ocean after departing through the San Bruno gap, aircraft cross the length 

of the City. The increase in the number of flights will exacerbate this problem ... " (Wendy 

Cosio, City of Pacifica) 

"The EIR does not clearly point out the noise impacts on areas of Pacifica caused by the GAP 

departure route. The northern areas of Pacifica (especially the Fainnont district) are severely 

affected by aircraft noise from the GAP departure route. nus route, which serves many of the 

flights to the Far East. is characterized by very large aircraft that are full of fuel. Because this 

area of Pacifica is more than 600 feet above sea level. the aircraft are quite low when they pass 

over. Although we have not made noise measurements as part of this response, the peak noise 

levels from this route in northern Pacifica are certainly higher than 80 decibels (dBA) and 

probably reach or approach 90 dBA for the loudest flights. The Em contains no description of 

this type of impact on Pacifica -- nor does the EIR determine if an increase in this type of single~ 

event noise would be a significant environmental impact. Many individuals in northern Pacifica 

are certain that any inaease in the number of these flyovers would be a significant adverse 

impact of the project Although the Stage 2 aircraft are the worst, the Stage 3 aircraft will still 

cause speech interference and sleep disturbance ..• 

"Secondly, the City of Pacifica is, of course, the furthest city west of the airport. And one of the 

problems that we have is, of course, the transcontinentaJ air flights that fly over the northern part 

of Pacifica. which is called Fairmont Through our analysis, we found that we will have at least 

a 20 to 25 percent increase in the evening flights. We strongly feel that the measurements of the 

CNEL at 65 in that area is not adequate enough. Because the ambient noise does drop at night 
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because we are out close to the ocean and that the 65 CNEL is even greater -- maybe not in the 

measurement, but in the impact - in the homes in the Fairmont area. 

" ... You11 be having about another 200 to 300 increased flights over the City of Pacifica. run 

down the spine of Pacifica, which then affects another close to maybe 1,000 homes. In Fairmont, 

you're affecting 1,500 homes. You're affecting better than 1.000 homes down in the very. very 

quiet part of Park Pacifica, which is the southern end and inland quite a bit, and surrounded by 

hills. We strongly feel that the increase in flights will increase the impact of noise in that area." 

(Fred Howard) 

"This noise analysis raises two concerns relevant to Daly City. The impact of an increased 

number of flights, albeit with quieter aircraft, must be addressed by the EIR ... " (Maria Gracia 

Tan-Banico, City of Daly City) 

" ... We are concerned that the increased traffic may result in more aircraft straying out of their 

assigned areas, causing additional noise over Foster City." (Leslie Carmichael. City of Foster . 

City) 

"Daly City, Foster City, Hillsborough, Millbrae, South San Francisco, and San Bruno all have 

legislated aircraft 'noise elements.' San Bruno even has a specific 'noise insulation' provision. 

Noise 'footprints' indicate that all these communities adjacent to SFO are impacted (DEIR Vol. II 

CH. XI Figs. 1-3). PresentJy, 14,980 people live within the 65 CNEL contour with the total only 

being reduced to 6,600 by 2006. SFO doesn't dare allow increased noise impact in these 

communities. 

"Who then will be impacted by the expected 300 additional daily flights in 2006, 

not-with-standing all the nice, neat calculations generated by the models, if assumptions as to 

quieter aircraft conversion rates are wrong? A Jook at the Standard Instrument Departure (SID) 

charts (DEIR Vol. Il Ch. XI Tables 8-11) confirms that it will be San Francisco! The location of 

fixed aircraft noise monitoring sites 23-27 substantiate that the Visimcion Valley, Portola. 

Excelsior, Bernal Heights, Glen Park. Diamond Heights, Miraloma Park., St. Francis Woods, 

Forest Hills and; even Pacific Heights and the Marina Districts of San Francisco will all bear the 

brunt of the additional aircraft noise generated by the proposed SFO expansion. There are no 

nice, neat contours drawn to clearly illustrate this potential noise impact." (Alyn Lam) 
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"Within this limited scope, our Committee has reviewed the DEIR and is disappointed at the 

result. The Committee is concerned with the issue of noise generated by departing and arriving 

jet aircraft overflying San Francisco as they come and go from SFIA. Unfortunately, the DEIR 

om.its any consideration of this noise problem, or indeed even recognition of the problem, insofar 

as it impacts San Francisco, a problem that it appears without question will substantially increase 

as the Master Plan is implemented. The noise problem referred to has had since 1987, at least, 

substantial environmental impact on San Francisco. This impact will be increased as the Master 

Plan is implemented. We believe that the DEIR is deficient in law in failing to adequately 

address the environmental issue of noise in any meaningful way ... 

"Loud single event noise has been identified as a major impact in San Francisco, particularly 

during the evening and nighttime hours. The DEIR notes that the 300 additional flights per day 

will contribute to and increase the number of single noise eventst although each event may be 

slightly quieter. (page 6, 164) Although the DEIR provides little information about single event 

impacts, the data which is disclosed points to significant impacts which are downplayed. For · 

exampJe, the sound exposure level (SEL) analysis shows that some of the aircraft (including 

Stage m aircraft). will produce noise in excess of 80 decibels SEL in San Francisco. This noise 

level is described by the EnvironmentaJ Protection Agency as loud enough to awaken 20% of the 

population. (EPA Comments on FAA Notice on Airport Noise Compatibility Planning, January 

18, 1989) The DEIR does not disclose this impact, the frequency of these overflights, the 

expected flight paths. or other information which is needed to assess these impacts. Moreover, 

the DEIR fails to document how much louder these overflights are than ambient noise levels ... " 

(Timothy Treacy, Airport Noise Committee) 

"Since late 1986 and early 1987 my neighborhood has been subjected to increased aircraft traffic 

from San Francisco International Airport. The Master Plan acknowledges this impact, stating 'As 

a result of changing flight patterns. the city experiences overflight noise from aircraft departing 

runways lUlR. Beginning in late 1986 and early 1987, some neighborhoods began complaining 

of additional flights and increasing noise from aircraft overflying San Francisco.' (Page 3.10) 

"In spite of this acknowledgement, the DEIR does not adequately disclose either the existing or 

expected additional noise impacts in San Francisco. 11ris lack of disclosure precludes the 

development of any mitigations ..• " (Curt Holzinger) 

'' ... The noise problem with overflights across San Francisco neighborhoods is created by 

individual aircraft and not some statistical average, which is what CNEL is. The noise problem 
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will increase under the Airport plan simply because of the large increase in aircraft operations." 

(Bruce Krell, Forest Hill Association) 

" ... The noise problem with overflights across San Francisco neighborhoods is created by 

individual aircraft and not some statistica1 average, which is what CNEL is. The noise problem 

will increase under the SFIA plan simply because of the large increase in aircraft operations." 

(Carol Kocivar, West of Twin Peaks Central Council) 

"The second paragraph of p. 344 indicates that the noisiest areas without B-747 overflights 

would likely be 10-15 dBA quieter than B-727 overflights. FAA Advisory Circular 36-3F shows 

the takeoff noise differential between the B-727 and the Stage 3 MD-80 in various 

configurations. Only with theloudest 727 and the quietest-SO figures for takeoff power could 

you get that type of differential. Additional1y, takeoff noise and overflight noise are not the 

same. Sideline noise would provide a more appropriate comparison, and, unfortunately. the 

differential between the two aircraft is almost insignificant." (Stephen Waldo, Mayor of 
Brisbane) 

"If this plan goes into effect -- and I understand that there are going to be about 3,000 flights -

no, 1,100 flights average per day -- God almighty, as I said before, we are going to have to use 

earmuffs." (Bruno Bernasconi) 

" ... If you overload our skies. which are already overJoaded. with more aiiplanes competing for 

valuable airspace, we are all going to pay a price. And if that jssue can't even be addressed in a 

Draft EIR., where is it going to be addressed?" (Don Bertone) 

"What is happening, if you develop a new city, or like-Southampton or Foster City, or if you 

develop a large project, an office park like Bishop Ranch in the Diablo Valley. and you just 

totally ignore what happens to the waste products of that, you just figure that you flush the toilet 

and the effluent goes away, the garbage truck comes along and picks up the solid waste and is 

disposed of. you never think about it again. What happens here is that the airports of the region . 

will expand and the waste product is a noise that we're going to have overhead. I think we ought 

to look at it in that context" (Charles Kroupa) 
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Response 

The EIR contains a large amount of information on the environmental effects of increased 

aircraft traffic. For example, information on noise, air safety, and air quality is contained 

in the section of the EIR on Environmental Impacts. 

As in the group of comments addressing the adequacy of CNEL, above (pp. C&R.228-

230), many of the commenters believe that the standard for judging the noise "impacts" of 

the SFIA Master Plan should be single-event noise and frequency of flights, not CNEL. 

The comments made in this group, in addition, state 1hat on the basis of a single-event 

standard, the SFIA Master Plan would "increase the noise problem" and resuJt in 

significant noise impacts. 

As stated in the response to comments regarding the adequacy of CNEL, CNEL has been 

adopted by the FAA, other federaJ agencies, and the State of California as the standard for · 

determining the significance of aircraft noise impacts. This cumulative noise standard has 

been upheld 1n the courts. There is no standard that is similarly applied to single·event 

noise. Therefore, the EIR relies on CNEL as the standard for assessing the noise impacts 

of the SFIA Master Plan. 

Notwithstanding the use of CNEL as the standard for assessing noise impacts, the EIR 

does provide general information on potential single-event noise levels near SFIA. The 

sound exposure levels shown on Tables C·8 and C-9 (pp. A.56-A.57, Appendix C of the 

EIR) from single-event noise represent the maximum exposure levels that could occur from 

the overflight of the representative aircraft As acknowledged in the EIR, the single-event 

noise reflected in these tables bas an impact on persons outside the CNEL 65 contour (see 

EIR p. 164). However, as a result of the transition.to quiet.er, Stage 3 aircraft, with or 

without the project, the level of single-event noise experienced by persons outside the 65 

CNEL contour is expected to decrease. The change in the maximum frequency of single

event noise events from 1990 to 1996 and 2006 with the project can be determined by 

reference to Tables 17, SO, and 51 and the flight tracks shown on pp. 157 through 159. 

Two comm.enters refer to expected SEL values in their communities (San Francisco and 

Pacifica). In San Francisco, estimated maximum SEL vaJues at the remote monitoring 

sites (21. 23-27) range from 71 dBA (for the B-737-300) to 97 dBA (for the B-727-'11YJ). 

(According to Table 9 in the description of Noise Effects in Appendix C of the EIR, an 
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outside noise level of 80 dB is loud enough to awaken 10 percent of the population, 

contrary to the commenter's statement) In Pacifica, estimated maximum values at remote 

monitoring site 19 range from 79 to 98 dBA. In the future, with or without the project, the 

typical sound exposure levels experienced in these 1oc.ations would decrease to the lower 

end of the ranges noted, because of the increased use of Stage 3 aircraft. 

Regarding the comments about flight activity over Pacifica, it is true that some aircraft 

departing SFIA do fly south (or southwest) over Pacifica. but these aircraft take off from 

Runways 1. not 28 (as the commenter states). These aircraft departures are generally 

represented by the two "left-mm" tracks from Runway lL shown in Figure 19 of the EIR 

(p. 159). the noise produced in Pacifica by these aircraft is reflected in the measured and 

ca1culated CNEL and SEL values for remote monitoring station 19 and selected study sites 

R,S, and T (shown in TabJes 53, 54, C-3, C-8, and C·9 in the EIR). With or without 

implementation of the SF1A Master Plan, the number of flights over Pacifica, by these and 

other aircraft, would increase, but the noise 1eve1s produced by the aircraft would be 

generally lower (as shown in BIR Tables 53 and 54). (It should also be noted that aircraft 

flying over Pacifica are typically at altitudes of 2,500 feet and above. 

Several comments referto the difference between ambient and aircraft noise levels. The 

"ambient" noise Jevels recorded by the SFIA Remote Monitoring System are "conununity" 

noise levels, reflecting what people in the community hear. The data are intended to (but 

do not necessarily) exclude aircraft noise levels. Annual "community" noise levels in 1990 

at most of the remote monitoring stations averaged around 59 dBA, CNEL Oevels were 

substantially higher at two locations). In quiet residential areas, ambient noise levels were 

probably substantially lower than those recorded, especially at night. As the commenters 

state, aircraft flying over these quieter areas at night would produce noise levels 

substantially higher (potentially up to 50 or 60 dBA) than ambient noise Jevels. The 

expected phase out of SU1ge 2 aircraft at SFIA would result in generally lower aircraft noise 

levels (and.less of a difference between aircraft ambient levels) in areas near SFIA. 

One commenter challenges the EIR's conclusions regarding the decrease in noise in areas 

without B-727 overflights. FAA AdvisOI)' Circular 36·3F shows the estimated maximum 

A·weighted sound levels at the takeoff noise measurement position to be about 8 dB 

greater for the B~ 727-200 than those estimated for the MD·80. 1bis difference is less than 

the 10-lS dB typical difference between the A-weighted sound exposure levels for those 

aircraft used in the Integrated Noise Model (INM), which is the basis for the 10-15 dB 
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difference stated on p. 344 of the EIR. The Advisory Circular and INM show different 

noise levels for the two aircraft because the data used for the Circular 36-3F figures were 

based on different operational flight procedures for the aircraft. The B-727 data used in 

Circular 36-3F were estimated from certification tests in which the airplane used a 

significant power cutback near the takeoff measurement point to enable it to comply with 

Part 36 Stage 2 requirements (this cutback is not used in normal operation conditions.) 

The MD-80 data used in Circular 36-3F were obtained using full take-off power. In 

contrast, the data used in the INM are based on normal airline operational procedures (full 

takeoff power) for both airplanes, resulting in the 10-15 dB typical difference. (The use of 

full takeoff power as the basis for the noise levels in the INM is similar to the '1sideline" 

noise measurement referred to by the commenter.) Therefore. the 10-15 dB typical 

difference stated on p. 344 of the EIR is correct. 

The EIR impacts analysis states (p. 339) that runway use. the locations of generalized 

flight tracks, and flight track use are assumed to be the same in 1996 and 2006 as in 1990. 

Therefore, the increased 300 flights per day in 2006 under the SFIA Master Plan are 

expected to follow the generalized flight tracks shown in Figure 19 of the EIR. (The 

majority of the increased flights would not end up over San Francisco. as one commenter 

asserts.) However, it is incorrect to assume that all aircraft would follow lhe flight tracks 

in Figure 19, and that aircraft that did not follow those tracks would not be following 

established procedures. Figure 19 shows generalized flight tracks developed on the basis 

of the wide corridors of paths that aircraft actually follow. The flight tracks used by 

aircraft departing the Airport are within the exclusive controJ of the FAA. (See also 

pp. C&R.197-201 regarding flight tracks, pp. C&R.201-203 regarding FAA control over 

takeoffs, pp. C&R.203-208 for a discussion of runway use, and pp. C&R.299-300 

regarding mitigation of single-event noise impacts.) 

Health Impacts of Overfli2hts 

Q!mrnents 

"Sleep disturbance is shown in the appendices -- but is given very little discussion in the 

EIR. nus is a very real concern for the residents of Pacifica. Because of the very low 

background noise levels in Pacifica at night (hourly average noise levels are usually 40 dBA or 

lower) the overflight of the aircraft (with noise levels of 55 to 80+ dBA) can distuib many 
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residents. As seen in the BIR Appendix C (Figures 10, and 11) s1eep disruption can occur at a 

frequency of 30 to 40 percent when noise levels reach 55 to 70 dBA. Clearly, the increase in 

overflight assodated with the project will cause considerable sleep disruption in Pacifica on 

a regular basis. Why was this impact shown in the Appendix as a matter of general 

knowledge, but not thoroughly analyzed in the EIR? Is it not common knowledge that 

nighttime and early morning noise levels are the most annoying to people? 

"The definitions of CNEL and Ldn clearly acknowledge this when they penalize (by adding a 10 

dBA penalty) noise levels between the hours of 10 p.m. and 7 am." (Fred Howard, Pacifica 

Noise Abatement Committee) 

" .. .I agree with the 'Airport Noise Committee's' objections to the Draft: ... 

"3. The impact of single event overflights has to be fully disclosed and evaluated: The health 
risks of four 70 db overflights in the course of sleeping hours for example~ disturbed sleep 
is stressful as much as interrupted sleep. What does hundreds of overflights do to children's 
learning concentration and development? ... 

"These flaws must be addressed in any Draft to make it acceptable." (David Deakin) 

;B&sponse 

As explained above, there are considerable differences in how people are affected by 

single-event noise. Factors such as the type of noise heard, time of day, orientation of the 

receptor relative to the noise source, reduction provided by the structure if the people are 

indoors, and individuaJs' sensitivity (as well as other factors) influence the effects of 

single-event noise on people. 

Appendix C iocJucles an extensive discussion of noise and its effects on people (referenced 

on p. 153 of the EIR.). The information from that discussion, together with the information 

in the EIR., facilitate an understanding of the types of effects that single-event noise will 

have on inmviduals who experience it For example, Appendix C Figure 10 in the 

discussion of Noise and its Effect on People shows the probability of a noise-indueed sleep 

change as a function of sound exposure Jevels. Tables 50 and 51 of the EIR {p. 336w337) 

show the number of nighttime arrivals and departures of particular aircraft that are expected 

to occur in 1996 and 2006, and Table C-8 (p. A.56, Appendix C) shows maximum sound 

exposure levels from these aircraft. By application of these figures. it is possible to 
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determine the effects that single-event noise occurring in 1996 and 2006 will have on sleep 

changes. 

Impacrs of Capacity Constraints 

Corom~nt 

"Table J-2 in the Appendix shows that more operations will take place during sensitive evening 

and nighttime hours due to airfield capacity constraints. By 2006, a 31 % increase in night filghts 

is expected to occur 25% of the time. Tiris points to impacts which are the result of capacity 

problems, but which are not further analyzed, and for which no mitigations are'proposed ... " 

(Timothy Treacy, Airport Noise Committee) 

&esponse 

The conclusions of the EIR's ana1ysis of potential capacity constraints (pp. 335 and 338, 

and Appendix J) were that such constraints could result in increases in evening and 

nighttime operations, but that most (at least 86 percent) of the time, the resulting increases 

in cumulative noise.levels would not be perceptible. It was also concluded that during the 

most adverse weather conditions, which occur about 6 percent of the time, the potential 

increases in evening and nighttime flights could result in an increase in the size of the 1996 

and 2006 CNEL contours (EIR p. 338). (This conclusion was based on the assumption 

that the adverse weather conditions would occur over the entire 24·hour period. Adverse 

weather conditions at SFIA would more likely occur over shorter periods./151) 

Given the small percentage of the time in which substantial increases in evening and 

nighttime flights would occur, the CNEL contours developed for the EIR do not reflect 

increased evening or nighttime operations as a resu1t of capacity constraints. 
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BACKBLAST NOISE 

Adeguacy of CNEL as Descriptor of "Noise Problem" 

Commepts 

"We [Peninsula Litigation Coalition] take exception to the fact that in the·DEIR they are using 

the CNEL metric as a measure of the noise that emanates from the airport. The CNEL metric is 

an insensitive measure of noise impact and noise annoyance. It attempts to deal with separate 

events by mathematically converting them into an equivalent steady state noise level. 

"If the true noise signature of SFIA was steady state, the CNEL would still not adequately reflect 

the impact on the surrounding population. As established~ the CNEL filters out the preponderant 

Jow frequencies which characterize the tailpipe noise of departing aircraft. The failure to record 

these low frequencies promotes the illusion that the major noise problem - namely, backblast. is 

no problem." (Duane Spence, Peninsula Litigation Coalition) 

" ... CNEL is almost a meaningless criteria for most of Burlingame and Millbrae. It is a single 

event backblast and take off issue that concerns the local community." (David Few) 

11Page 161: 

"The major noise impact from SFIA, backblast, is artificially diminished by the use of 

inappropriate metrics in Figure 20. CNEL contours are generated from noise monitor data that 

use the A-weighted sound spectrum. The monitors are designed to filter out the low frequencies 

that dominate the backblast spectrum. Furthermore, as is well known, the CNEL metric is 

extremely insensitive to changes in single event noise and number of flights. It is meaningless to 

cite the CNEL as the measure of backblast impact ... 

ttpage 167, Noise Abatement Program: 

"The 27 monitors are positioned and aimed to record overflight noise, not on-airport generated 

back.blast. They all use the A-weighted sound spectrum and thereby further ignore back.blast 

events by not recording the low frequencies. 11 (Duane Spence, Airport Mitigation Coalition) 

Resgonse 

The CNEL contours developed for the EIR were ca1cu1ated using the the A-weighted sound 

level metric (A-weighted decibels. or dBA). As noted in Appendix C of the EIR (in the 
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report "Description of Noise and Its Effects on People"), the A-weighting de-emp~izes 

low frequency sounds. The A-weighting is described in the California Noise Standards 

(Section 5001.(m)) as modifying" •.. the frequency response ... to account approximately 

for the frequency characteristics of the human ear. "/16/ 

Back.blast noise, described on p. 165 of the EIR as " ... characterized by a lower frequency 

and an increase in perceived tumble," is known to cause more house vibration and rattle 

than that associated with overflight noise of the same A-weighted sound level. Houses 

"respond" to low-frequency backblast noise in a way that enhances the human perception 

of these sounds. 

It is correct that the noise monitors operated by SFIA use the A-weighted sound level as 

the basis for measurement. The use of such monitors is in accordance with Section 5080.3 

of the State Noise Standards./16/ 

According to SFlA Administration staff. the question of whether the 'A' weighted noise 

metric is inappropriate was addressed by the Aiiport's Consultants. Tracor Applied 

Sciences, in their 1987 study, Investigation of lbw Frequency Noise From Departures on 

Runways 01 L and 01 R at San Francisco International Airport./111 The report concluded 

that the results of the srudy did not justify a change from the A-weighted noise metric in 

aircraft noise monitoring, because. while the A-weighting underestimated loudness (by 

about 4 dB), it adequately represented perceived noise Jevels. (''Loudness" refers to the 

human judgement of intensity of a sound; "perceived noise level" refers to a subject 

assessment of the perceived 11noisiness" of aircraft noise.) A copy of this report is available 

for public review at the SFIA Noise Abatement Offices. 

As discussed on pp. 163 and 165 of the EIR. the topegraphy of the exposed neighborhoods 

in Millbrae and Burlingame (where backblast noise is principally heard) prevents those 

neighborhoods from benefittiog from the ground attenuation (lessening) of noise that is 

assumed in the calculation of CNEL. 'The calculation of CNEL in those neighborhoods 

was therefore adjusted for the EIR, to more accurately reflect noise levels there (~ pp. 

C&R.258-259 herein for a discussion of this adjustment}. 

As shown on Figure 21, p. 162 of the EIR. Monitors 8-11 in Burlingame and Millbrae are 

located behind Runways IL and IR, in the general areas where the backblast noise from 
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departures on Runways 1 is heard. The specific locations of noise monitors must meet the 

requirements of Section 5072 of the State Noise Standardsll 61 

A discussion of the CNEL metric with relation to single...event noise is on pp. C&R.228-

233 herein. 

Historical Shift in Runway Use 

Comments 

"As to noise, we are very concerned that the trend is toward increased backblast single event 

noise, particularly for people of Millbrae ... 

"There is on Page 157, Table 18, showing a percentage of departures on Runway 1 increasing 

from 75 percent to 87 percent. And this increases the backblast noise in Millbrae and 

sWTOunding communities. We are very concerned that this noise is not measured and not 

mitigated and that there is a shift in airport noise because of that, because it is a shift away from 

the noise that is measured within the 65 CNEL." 

"Table 18. page 157, shows the percentages of departures on Runway 1 increasing from 75.3% in 

1985 to 87.4% in 1989. Obviously, this increases the backblast noise in Millbrae. Can this trend 

be explained; and is it necessary that residents be subjected to such a high percentage of 

departures which generate the single-event backblast noise? Tiris is a shift in airport noise, 

something opposed by the Airport Round Table." (Janet Fogarty, Mayor of Millbrae) 

"FAA Crosswind Criteria for Departures on Runwavs 1. The text should include a section that 

explains the FAA's rationale for changing the crosswind component for Runways 1 departures, 

from 15 knots to 20 knots, and indicate how this change has increased the number of Runways 1 

departures and, therefore, has increased the backblast noise problem." (Raymond Miller, C/CAG) 

"Table 18, page i57, shows the percentage of departures on Runway l increasing from 75.3% in 

1985 to 87.4% in 1989. Obviously, this increases the backblast noise in Millbrae. Is it necessary 

that residents be subjected to such a high percentage of departures which generate the 

single...event backblast noise? Tilis is a shift in airport noise. contrary to pronouncements by the 

Airport Round Table." (Robert Treseler, City of Millbrae) 
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"The backblast noise into the hillside communities of Hillsborough, Millbrae, and Burlingame. 

although a continuing problem for years, has become the major problem of on-airport generated 

noise since the operational pattern of SFIA was shifted from 67% runway 1 departures to 95% or 

more (see enclosures). This has had the effect of shifting overflight (measured) noise from the 

gap cities to (unmeasured) backblast noise in the hillside communities behind runway 1. [The 

following is from the summary attached to enclosures showing air canier departures:] 

"Director's Reports for January, February, May and September 1990: 

"Documentation to show Runways 1 usage at or above 91 %. 

"Runway usage summary: 

"Shows increase of Runways 1 departures from 1972 through 1977. 

"Net results: 

1'66% (all departures) used Runways 1in1972 awl over 91 % in 1990. 

"Not only 91 %, but the total number of operations has grown. Thus the number of Runways 1 

departures has changed by a factor of 2-3 times more than in 1972. 

"Such shifting of noise is in direct violation of the 'Airport Noise Variance Action Plan' .1.2.82. 
Condition I, B(3)d which states that unless increased use of the Shoreline Deparrure is made a 

part of the action plan, the communities behind runways 1 will continue to be severely impacted. 

The present use of the Shoreline Departure has fallen to a negligible 0.3% of total departures." 

(Duane Spence. Airport Mitigation Coalition) 

"The DEIR states that 75 percent of departures used Runways 1 Left and 1 Right in 1985, and 

today between 90 and 95 percent use Runways 1, resulting in back.blast into the hillside 

communities. The shift of departure operations on to Runways 1 has effectively shifted 

measured overflight noise to unmeasured backblast noise. In spite of this noise shift, SFIA is 

still out of compliance with the state noise standards, and judging by the expansion plans 

presented, there is no indication that they ever will be in compliance .... " (Duane Spence, 

Peninsula Litigation Coalition) 
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Reseonse 

As cited in the SFIA Joint Land Use Study, Runways IL and IR have historically been the 

preferential runways for departures. "The purpose of the preferential runway use program 

is to provide for maximum overwater operation in order to mioize overflight of the 

surrounding communities.''/18/ The preferential use of Runways 10 for departures during 

certain nighttime hours was established in the Airport Noise Mitigation Action Plan, which 

incorporated the results of the Joint Land Use Study./19/ 

The FAA, by order of Lyn Helms, FAA Administrator (Order No. 8400.9, November9. 

1981) established the nationwide runway crosswind component criteria as 20 knotsJ201 

Aceording to SFJA staff, the purpose of that order is to set safety and operational criteria 

which must be followed in the evaluation and/or approva1 of runway uses. 

The increase in Runway 1 departures from 1985 to 1989 is indicated in Table 18, p. 157 of 

the EIR, but there has been no increase in back.blast noise over this same period. State law 

(California Noise Standards, Title 21) requires SF1A to file quarterly noise reports. The 

San Francisco International Airport CNEL Quarterly Reports October l, 1985 through 

. December 31, 1985 and October 1, 1990through December 31, 1990 measured noise 

levels at four relevant remote monitoring stations (RMS 8,9, 10 and 11 ). Backblast noise 

levels decreased by 0.3 to 4.1 dBA. During the same period, these reports indicate that 

Stage 3 aircraft operations, as a portion of total operations. increased 25 percent 

(See pp. C&R.251-253 herein for a discussion of the extent to which CNEL, and the A

weighted noise level, measure backblast noise.) 

The documentation of runway use from 1972 through 1977 provided by the commenter 

matches information on (1977) runway use in the Joint Land Use Study (it is not known 

whether the documentation matches actual use in previous years)./18/ 1be Director's 

Reports referred to by the commenter are Airport/Community Roundtable reports (prepared 

by the SFIA Noise Abatement staff) of monthly runway use for November and December 

1989 and March and July 1990121/ The information on runway use from these various 

sources show a trend toward increased use of Runways lL and tR for departure, from 

about 62 percent in the mid-1970s to over 90 percent in late 1989 and 1990. 
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This information is consistent with the runway use trends shown in the EIR. The historical 

runway uses shown in Table 18 on p. I57 of the EIR represent annual use by all air carrier 

aircraft, over all daytime and nighttime hours. As shown in Table 18, about 87 percent of 

all departing air carrier aircraft used Runways lL and IR in 1989. Page 15 8 of the EIR 

discusses the use of Runways 28L and 28R and I OL and IOR for departing aircraft. 

It is correct that the number of air carrier (and total) aircraft operations has increased since 

the 1970s, and that the number of aircraft departures on Runways IL and IR has increased . 

By use of historical aircraft operations and runway use statistics, it is possible to estimate 

that in 1977, there were about 93, 740 air carrier aircraft departures on Runways IL and 

IRJl 8/ By use of information on pp. 24 and I57 of the EIR, it is estimated that in 1989. 

there were about 132,200 air carrier aircraft departures on Runways IL and IR. The 

increase in departures on Runways IL and IR was about 41 percent. not 2-3 times, as the 

commenter suggests. (Statistics from I972 cannot be c.ompared directly to 1989 because 

the runway use figures are for all aircraft, not just air canier aircraft However, the number 

of air carrier aircraft operations in 1972 was just just 4,000 ~than in 19771181) 

ltis not known what the 1982 "Airport Noise Variance Action Plan" mentioned by the 

commenter isJ21/ As discussed on p. C&R.262 herein, the first Airport Noise Variance 

was granted in July 1982. The Airport Noise Mitigation Action Plan, published in 1981, 

does include the increased use of the Visual Shoreline Departure as a mitigation 

measurell 9/ Use of the Shoreline Departure has decreased from 1980 to 1989 (from about 

1 O percent to about 1 percent of air canier aircraft deparrures) because of the greater use of 

Runways IL and IR for depanures and the use of the Shoreline Departure when it is 

"suitable for the intended direction of flight" (which it would not be for B-747 aircraft 

heading to Asia)Jl 8/ 

The response to comments regarding SFIA compliance with the State Noise Standards is 

on pp. C&R.262-265 herein. 
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Affected Areas 

Comments 

"I am a resident of the Ray Park area in north Burlingame, and, in the CUITent environment. really 

feel the effect of two things -- first of all, the back.blast from flights taking off over the bay, and 

especially -- I believe it's Runway 19 takeoffs which occur in times of bad wea:lher. And I think 

those pilots use El Camino as their guiding path down the Peninsula. It's hard to imagine the 

noise being much worse than it is right now, quite frankly. It depends. of course, and the 

weather - impacts the severity of the problem." (Jack Hickethier) 

"The DEIR avoids discussing the major noise problems of SFIA, which are back.blast noise and 

single event impacts. The hillside communities which suffer the most impact from exhaust 

noise of departing aircraft are Hillsborough, Millbrae, and Burlingame. 

"The town of Hillsborough should be included when discussing impacted cities, e.g. pages 165 

and 166. It is not cited in the DEIR as being impacted, yet, table C-8, page A.56 of the appendix 

shows single event noise levels of 107 dB at monitor location 13 in Hillsborough. This monitor 

is located about 4 miles from the airport, and is not subject to overflight noise, just 

backblast ... ) 

.. Page 161: 

" .. .In truth, the amphitheater effect of the hills behind runways 1, as well as the fact that low 

frequencies are not attenuated by the atmosphere, cause significant annoyance 6 to 8 miles from 

the runway IL and IR departure thresholds." (Duane Spence, Airport Mitigation Coalition) 

Response 

Backblast noise is addressed in the EIR on pp. 163, 165. and 344. On p. 165 of the EIR, it 

is noted that·" ..• backblast is heard principally in the cities of Millbrae and Burlingame, 

which are located behind Runways lL and IR." Information on calculated CNEL values 

and maximum sound exposure levels at the remote monitoring stations (on pp. 342 and 

A.56 of the Em) shows that the station in Hillsborough {No. 13) experiences cumulative 

and single-event noise levels substantially lower than the levels calculated for the stations 

in Millbrae and Burlingame (Nos. 8-11). Although the location of Hillsborough relative to 
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the Airport suggests that it does experience backblast noise, Hillsborough is not mentioned 

in the list of cities affected because of the lower cumulative noise levels experienced. 

The incorporation of terrain into the calculation of CNEL values (to reflect backblast 

heard/felt near SFIA) is discussed on pp. C&R.258-259 herein. 

As shown on p. 157 of the EIR, Runways 19L and 19R were used for 0.3 percent of all 

aircraft departures in 1989. Because of the configuration of SFIA's runways, Runways 19L 

and 19R are used only when absolutely necessary (probably during bad weather, as the 

commenter states). Implementation of the SFIA Master Plan would not result in a change 

in this use of Runways 19L and 19R for departures. 

AwustmerutoCNELContows 

Comment 

"Burlingame. along with several other cities, asked that the Draft EIR address the issue of 

backblast noise. Tiris noise is very low frequency noise. In some cases it cannot be heard but 

can be felt. Because of its low frequency much of this kind of noise is not reflected in a CNEL 

measurement. In fact the effects of backblast noise are difficult to identify. 

"The Draft EIR document did address backblast. The noise contours for Millbrae and 

Burlingame were adjusted by .9 dBA CNEL to reflect the impact of this type of noise. The 

repon. however, failed to address any mitigations. The report contained no documentation of 

how the .9 dBA figure was determined to be the appropriate amount The method used to arrive 

at the backblast impact should be documented." (Dennis Argyres, City of Burlingame) 

Resgonse 

A discussion of the low-frequency characteristics of backblast noise and their relation to 

the CNEL metric is on pp. C&R.251·253 herein. A discussion of mitigation measures to 

address backblast noise is on pp. C&R.287·289. 291-293 herein. 

Page 163 of the EIR notes the adjustment made to the Integrated Noise Model to improve 

the representation of the backblast noise from takeoffs on Runways IL and l R. Tue 

adjustment to the INM was not 0.9 dBA, as the commenter suggests; p. 163 states that the 
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difference between calculated and measured CNEL values after the adjustment was 

0.9 dBA The adj~tment to the model increased CNEL values by about 13 dBA. 

To document the basis for making the adjustment to the computer model, the second 

bulleted item on p. 163 of the EIR is revised as follows (revisions are underlined, deletions 

are indicated by brackets): 

At stations 8-11, located in Millbrae and Burlingame, the calculated CNEL values 
are 0.9 dBA higher on average than the measured values. The difference would be 
greater without a modification to the Integrated Noise Model .(!NM) to improve its 
representation of the "back blast" from takeoffs on Runways 1L and 1R [ J • 
.(Without the modification the calculated CNEL values would be about 13 dB lower 
than the measured values.) The modification involved removing the excess ground 
attenuation in the model. which is irnmpropriate to this terrain, and changes to the 
INM computer program algorithm representing the noise during takeoff ground roll. 
These chanees were based on data obtained by Tracor (in its investi&ation of low
fregency noise at SFIA) and on data on noise radiation over water in Boston.na. 7b/ 

The following end notes are insened after note n I on p. 170 of the EIR: 

naJ Connor,. T. Inves6gation of Aircraft Departure Noise in Community Areas Behind 
Runways JL and JR at St11'1 Francisco International Airport, Tracor Doc. T86-01-
952IU, October 1986. 

/7b/ Kestennor, et al., Investigation of Low Frequency Noise From Departures on 
Runways JL and JR at San Francisco International Airport, Tracor Project 076-439 
(-01), February 1987. 

Impacts 

Comments 

"Low-Frequency Noise (Hacgblast) Impacts. The low-frequency noise or backblast problem has 

been well documented by people in the community and by the frequency-band analyses 

conducted by CAL1RANS and by TRACOR several years ago. While acknowledged in Section 

III of the DEIR (Environmental Setting), there is only a mention of a possible reduction in 

impact, as measured in CNEL, in Section IV. We know more than 1his about low-frequency 

noise impacts." (Roger Chinn, Airport/Community Roundtable) 
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Response 

As indicated in the EIR, p. 344, the forecast change in backb1ast noise from 1990 to 1996 

and 2006 for Stations 8 and 11 is an average reduction of 3.4 dBA in 1996 and 6.5 dBA in 

2006. "This reduction is due to the reduction in the number of takeoffs by Stage 2 aircraft, 

in particular the Boeing 727 and 737-100 and 200. Their contribution to the total backblast 

noise at SFIA is greater than that of any o1her all'craft type." 

As discussed on p. C&R. 259 herein, the analysis of backblast impacts in the EIR is based 

on studies of backblast noise at SFIA, including the work by Tracor mentioned by the 

commenter. 

NOISE REGULATIONS 

Comments 

"San Francisco International AilJXlrt Noise variance. The text should include a section on the 

Airport's noise variance from the State of California Noise Standards that explains why a 

variance is required and includes the content of the current variance. which was approved by the 

State Division of Aeronautics in November of 1986, and is still in effect. nus section should 

also indicate that even with the expected decrease in noise and the shrinking of the 65 dB CNEL 

contour. the Airport will still need a variance in 2006." (Raymond Miller, C/CAG) 

" .. .It appears as though the standards set by the current Variance for SFIA will become 1bk 
operating standard instead of reducing the need for 1he Variance jtself. SFIA would need a 

Variance in 2006 to operate under the proposed methods of operation contained in the Master 

Plan.•• (Geocge Foscardo. City of San Bruno) 

"SFIA has a variance granted by the State of California because the airport does not comply with 

the noise standards established by the state for airports. The Draft EIR did not address the noise 

variance and how the increase in activity would affect the ability of SFIA to meet these state 

standards in the future. The document should describe the state standards assuming 

implementation of the master plan and shou1d include an analysis of whether these standards 

can/will be met in the future. If a variance is going to continue to be required, will it be the 

same, greater or less? ... " (Dennis Argyres, City of Burlingame) 
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" ... The fact that a Variance will continue to be needed under the proposed Master Plan should 

also be addiessed directly and adds further justification for provision of additional mitigation 

programs." (Wendy Cosio, City of Pacifica) 

"The subject of the Variance under which the Airport is operating is treated very lightly. We feel 

the DEIR is deficient without discussion of the State Aeronautics Act requirement for zero noise 

impact by 1986; and Variance r~uirements which include the airport proprietor taking bona fide 

measures to achieve the noise standards. It appears that the Variance would be needed at least 

through 2006, even with quieter aircraft, except perhaps for the no project alternative. We 

suggest that the inability of the Allport to operate within State law, without a Variance. is a 

significant impact that merits discussion and mitigation. An appropriate mitigation could be 

commitment to accelerated noise insuJation programs for all impacted dwellings as a bona fide 

measure." (Janet Fogarty, Mayor, and Robert Treseler, City of Millbrae, letter of 916191, and 

Janet Fogarty, public hearing of 8/27/91) 

"The Draft Environmental Impact Report (DEIR) not only is important to the California 

Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) process, but the proposed mitigation actions could be made 

a part of the Airport's current Variance application that is pending before the California 

Department of Transportation (CALTRANS). Division of Aeronautics (DOA). The matter of the 

Variance is presently under consideration by the Roundtable." (Roger Chinn, 

Airport/Community Roundtable) 

"In conclusion, the airport is not now in compliance with state noise standards. The airport has 

consistently stated that its basic goal is compliance with the State Noise Standards with a priority 

for the reduction of noise impacts by on-airport actions. Judging by the proposed expansion of 

operations and facilities and the lack of mitigating measures, it is not obvious that they could 

ever achieve compliance in the furure ... 

0 Page 168: Stage 2 phaseout: 

"The FAA will allow4 years beyond the 100% compliance date of the year 2000--this should be 

mentioned. On page 338, the year 2006 is mentioned for 96% compliance. 11lis is inconsistent. 

11The maximum sideline noise of 103 dB as of 1993 is actually higher than the SFIA level of 102 

dB which was proposed and then withdrawn in .1212.. It is of interest to note the following 

comments regarding maximum noise limits made by Federal authorities: 
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"Department of Transportation, FAA letterfrom Clark Onstead, Chief Counsel, dated January 

.l2fil! concerning the Joint Land Use Study: 

'We are also aware of the fact that SFO attempted to establish.a maximum noise limit 
based on AC 36-3 several months ago, but gave up the effort when the airlines objected. I 
continue to think this decision was premature.' 

"Aviation Monitor, June 22. 1979 

'It may be especially significant to note that both the Bakes CAB letter and the Wesler 
FAA letter have singled out one example of a noise control use restriction.' 

' ... an airport might decide to limit arrivals between the hours 11 :00 p.m. and 7:00 a.m. to 
aircraft types which create a noise level of no more than 98 EPNdB under Part 36 test 
procedures at the Part 36 approach reference location. Similarly, departures might be 
restricted to aircraft type which create a noise level of no more than 89 EPNdB under the 
departure procedures .. .In this manner the local airport operator can decide which aircraft 
will be permitted to operate and which will be banned.' " (Duane Spence, Airport 
Mitigation Coalition) 

Response 

The EIR does include a discussion of the State Noise Standards and the cwrent SFIA noise 

variance on p. 166. In order to provide more detail on the cWTent variance, the last three 

paragraphs on p. 166 oftbe EIR are replaced with the following: 

The State of California Noise Standards established by the California Department of 
Transportation specifically prohibit an airport proprietor from operating an airport 
within California if the noise impact area at the airport exceeds zero, unless the 
airport proprietor has been granted a variance from the law (California Code of 
Regulations, Title 21, Division 2.5; Chapter 6). From December 31, 1980 until 
December 31, 1985, California law established 70 dBA CNEL as the maximum 
standard for areas impacted by airport noise; as of January 1, 1986 that ceiling was 
lowered to 65 dBA. CNEL. 

SFIA is in compliance with the State Noise Law. However, because SFIA has 
exceeded the maximum noise ceiling set by these standards since January 1, 1978 in 
areas near the Airport. it has been required to obtain successive variances from those 
ceilings to continue operations. The first of these variances was granted on July 8, 
1982 and the second was granted on November 25, 1986. The second variance was 
extended on October 19, 1989 upon the request of SFIA, and further extended on 
September 19, 1990 at the request of the Allport/Community Roundtable. The 
Roundtable requested the extension because the SFIA Master Plan and this EIR, 
when completed, could produce information and mitigation measures that could be 
incorporated into a new variance. 
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The 1986 variance contains specific requirements that SFIA make continued progress 
towards the date when it will be in full compliance with the requirements of the State 
Noise Standards. Among the conditions of the variance are 1) the use of the goals, 
objectives and recommendations of the 1980JointLand Use Study as the framework 
for mitigation; 2) implementation of the Airport Noise Mitigation Action Plan 
(described on p. 167); and 3) participation in sound insulation programs and the 
investigation of certain noise abatement actions./7c/ 

The following end note is inserted aft.er note /7 I on p. 170 of the BIR: 

/7c/ Noise Variance for San Francisco International Allport, granted by California 
Deparunent of Transportation, November 25, 1986. 

According to SFIA Administration staff, compliance with the variance as well as the 

Airport Noise Regulation are both expected to result in a coimiderable decrease in the 

number of impacted (uninsulated) dwelUng units within the 65 CNEL contour by the year 

2000. These objectives are expected to result with or without the SFIA Master Plan. 

However, if there continue to be impacted dweIIing units within the 65 CNEL con10m in 

2006, the Allport will continue to require a variance from the State noise standards. 

Page 347 of the EIR notes that u ••• SFIA would continue 1o be required to operate under a 

variance granted by the Department of Transportation." 

Pages 333-351 of the EIR discms the noise impacts of the proposed SFIA Master Plan; pp. 

346-34 7 summarize the aircraft noise impacts. Ith noted 1hat 1) cumulative and single

event noise levels under the project would decrease at almost all locations (and, on p. 343, 

that any increases in noise levels would not be perceptible to most people); 2) these noise 

levels would also decrease without the project; and 3) the increase in flights allowed by the 

project ''would have virtually no effect on cumulative noise levels" as measured by CNEL. 

Although SFIA would still be required to operate under a variance, the continued need for 

the variance cannot be attributed specifically to the project, as travel ming SFIA would 

increase even with none of the proposed new facilities (see the No-Project Alternative, 

Variant 1, pp. 440-456 of the EIR). Becall§C people would continue to be affected 

adversely by operation of the Airport in 1996 and 2006, mitigation measures have been 

identified on pp. 424 and 425 of the EIR. 
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The inclusion of these mitigation measures as conditions of the new variance is a decision 

that is made by the State Division of Aeronautics under the provisions of the State Noise 

Standards. and as such, is not within the scope of this EIR. 

The Airport Noise and Capacity Act of 1990provides1hat no person may operate a Stage 2 

aircraft after December 31, 1999110/ Waivers may be granted to permit operation of 15 

percent of an air carrier's :fleet at Stage 2 levels through the year 2000 if such a waiver is 

found to be in the public interest. 

In addition, the SAA Noise Abatement Regulation, adopted in February 1988, as amended 

in June, 1991, requires that beginning Jan. l, 2000, 100 percent of the operator's operations 

at SFIA must be performed using Stage 3 aircraftll l,121 

The SFIA regulation requires a transition to Stage 3 aircraft sooner than the federal 

regulations require. The SFIA regulation was written and promulgated prior to the Airport 

Noise and Capacity Act of 1990 and is protected under a 'grandfathering' clause. 

The CNEL contours for 1996 and 2006 (on pp. 340 and 345 of the EIR.) were developed on 

the basis of assumptions regarding the percentage of Stage 3 aircraft that would be 

operating at SFIA At the time the CNEL contours were developed. regulations for the 

implementation of the Airport Noise and Capacity Act of 1990 had not been promulgated, 

and SFIA had not amended its Noise Regulation. As noted on p. 339 of the EIR, ''If the 

phaseout of Stage 2 aircraft [by 2000] is implemented ... there would be no Stage 2 aircraft 

serving SFIA in 2006 ... [and] the CNEL contours shown in this section would probably 

be about one dBA smaller than forecast." (An update to the EIR text on pp. 338-339 to 

reflect the recent federal and SFIA regulatory developments is shown on pp. C&R.210-211 

herein.) 

The measure of 103 refeITed to on p. 168 of the EIR refers to EPNL (Effective Perceived 

Noise Level) dB, not dBA. The EPNL metric contains a pure tone penalty algorithm that 

is not present in 1he SEL metric and the EPNL metric weights low frequency noise more 

heavily than does the A-frequency-weighted SEL. Therefore, the EPNL measure tends to 

be a more conservative mettic which results in a higher number than the SEL 

measurement 
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According to Airport staff, the EPNL metric was used for the maximum sideline noise 

measurement in order to exclude many more noisy aircraft from the Airport. Use of the 

more liberal SEL measure would have excluded only the noisiest aircraft. such as the BAC 

Concorde. 

The measure of 102 dB referred to by the oommenter should be referred to as 102 dBA. 

N01ES -Aircraft Noise Setting and Impacts 
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AIRCRAFT NOISE MITIGATION 

The Notes for this section begin on p. C&R.312. 

SUGGESTED MITIGATION MEASURES 

Air Traffic Aow Control 

Comment 

"Add a separate mitigation measure that indicates the FAA will use air traffic flow control as a 

noise abatement measure to ensure large numbers of aircraft will not anive [at] or depart the 

airport at the same time." (Raymond Miller, C/CAG) 

"We agree with the Allport Land Use Commission's (ALUC) comment that the Draft EIR should 

address air traffic flow control by ~e FAA as a noise mitigation measure to reduce noise impacts 

and to analyze the feasibility of a curfew or mandatory preferential runway use during the 

nighttime hours to reduce noise impacts." (Leslie Carmichael. City of Foster City) 

Reswnse 

According to SFIA Administration staff, air traffic flow control is a Federal Aviation 

Administration (FAA) procedure developed and used nationally to reduce the acceptance 

rate of aircraft landing at airports in instrument flight conditions. All air traffic aniving at 

or departing SFIA, from or to any destination, is under the direct control of the FAA 

Oakland Center, which initiates "gateholds" for all airports in Northern California and most 

of Nevada. The object of the system is to insure proper spacing of aircraft in flight. 

Extended use of flow contra] results in air traffic arrival delays for in-bound aircraft, 

especially when conditions require such techniques late at night. 

The use of air traffic flow contra] would not mitigate noise impacts around SFIA because it 

wou1d not reduce the number of flights using the Airport, or affect the paths used by 

arriving and departing aircraft. · Thus, it is not appropriate to include air traffic flow control 

in the EIR as a mitigation measure. 

The limits on SFINs authority to regulate the use of air traffic control procedures are 

discussed on p. C&R.280 herein. 
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Curfew I Controls on Nighttime D.perations 

Comments 

" ... Mitigations by the airport to address the impact of single event noise and increases in single 

event noise should be included through such programs as expanded insuJation programs and 

operational and navigational adjustments such as runway assignments, reciprocal cwfews for 

some destinations or curfews on some operations." (Dennis Argyres. City of Burlingame) . 

"The text should analyze the feasibility of a nighttime curfew on airpon operations and the 

feasibility of a mandatory preferential runway use program in the nighttime hours, as an 

alternative to a curfew. 11 (Raymond Miller, C/CAG) 

"Appendix J indicates that nighttime flights can be assumed to increase 25% -- from 129 flights 

per night now to 162 flights per night in the year 2006. Each of the 162 :flights would have a 

statistical probability of disturbing 1he s1eep of each residence they fly over. We would like to 

see night flyovers of Pacifica eliminated or at least strictly controlled; as to tota1 per night and 

frequency within any hour. 

"Other airports have been forced to limit the hours of their arriving and departing flights in 

acknowledgment of the problems of aircraft noise at night. .. 

"We suggest that the EIR seriously consider an alternative (which must be environmentally 

superior to the project) that would have hourly flights as shown below (these can be compared to 

Appendix J~2.) 

Hmu: Number of FJi2hts 

0000 0 
0100 0 
0200 0 
0300 0 
0400 0 
0500 0 
0600 56 
0700 90 
0800 120 
0900 102 
1000 95 
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1100 
1200 
1300 
1400 
1500 
1600 
1700 
1800 
1900 
2000 
2100 
2200 
2300 
Total 

115 
120 
110 
98 
98 

104 
93 

108 
120 
120 
120 

0 
0 

1,669 

"At the very least. we believe that limits need to be added on night flights. How many are 

acceptable during one hour at 10 p.m. ?; at 3 a.m.? As we read the EIR now there are no such 

limits other than the overall limitation on daily CNEL. Such a daily limitation ignores many 

other measures that can reduce the noise impacts of the SFIA Master Plan." (Fred Howard, 

Pacifica Noise Abatement Committee) 

"Pages 335 and A.179: ... Furthermore, the DEIR states that no increase in traffic during the 

evening and nighttime hours, (from 7:00 p.m. to 7:00 am.) is expected as a result of the 

expansion plan. If this is to be included ~ a mitigation measure, then it should be 2uaranteed 

that no increases in nighttime operations will occur." (Duane Spence, Airport Mitigation 

Coalition) 

Response 

The San Francisco International Airport Noise Abatement Regulation, adopted in January 

1988 (San Francisco Airports Commission Resolution No. 88-0016); as amended in June 

1991 (San Francisco Airports Commission Resolution No. 91-0099, June 4, 1991) referred 

to by the BIR, p. 168, provides for a nighttime restriction on Stage 2 operations, defined as 

1:00 a.m. to 6:00 a.m. as of January 1. 1989 and extending to 11 :00 p.m. to 7:00 a.m. after 

January 1, 1993. As part of the regulation, all airlines operating at SFIA have agreed in 

writing to abide by the program to the extent permitted by atmospheric c.onditions and the 

FAA. The EIR (pp.167-168) addresses current nighttime restrictions on airport operations, 

including the Regulation, nighttime preferential runway use. and a prohibition of aircraft 

engine run-ups from 10:00 p.m. to 7:00 a.m. without special permission. 
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, SFIA's current restrictions still permit Stage 3 aircraft to operate at night Accordingly, the 

following mitigation measure is inserted after the fifth bulleted item on p. 425 of the EIR: 

Consider developing and implementing additional restrictions on nighttime 
operations by Stage 3 aircraft. Implementing Agenci~: SFIA, airlines serving 
SFIA 

The assumption that there wou1d be no increase in the proportion of total operations 

occuning during nighttime hours (stated on p. 335 of the EIR) is not a mitigation measure. 

Responses to comments regarding aircraft operations assumptions are on pp. C&R.206-208 

herein. 

For responses to comments regarding preferential runway use and expanded sound 

insulation programs, please see pp. C&R.271, 286-287 herein. 

Mandator,y Preferi;ntial Runwax JJse 

Comments 

" ... Mitigations by the airport to address the impact of single event noise and increases in single 

event noise should be included through such programs as expanded insulation programs and 

operational and navigationaJ adjustments such as runway assignments, reciprocal curfews for 

some destinations or curfews on some operations. 11 (Dennis Argyres, City of Burlingame). 

"The text should analyze the feasibility of a nighttime curfew on airport operations and the 

feasibility of a mandatory preferential runway use program in the nighttime hours. as an 

alternative to ·a curfew." (Raymond Miller, C/CAG) 

"Mitigating Measures We Propose: ... 
"Institute a total departure curfew from 12 .midnight to 7:00 a.m. on runways lL and lR." 
(Duane Spence, Airport Mitigation Coalition) 

"We understand the assumption that aircraft-generated noise will decrease in the future due to the 

replacement of noisy aircraft with quieter aircraft. The trend toward increased use of Runway 1. 

however, subjects Millbrae residents to increased single-event and backblast noise. Mitigation 

for these impacts should be included; e.g. increased participation in and acceleration of 
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residential noise insulation by the Airport, and a reduction in the use of Runway 1." (Janet 

Fogarty, Mayor, City of Millbrae) 

Response 

The FAA and airlines are responsible for the safety of aircraft operations and have the 

authority, by law, to decide u1timately which runway to use. The Airport cannot mandate 

the use of a specific runway, as this is within the control of the FAA and pilot who 

evaluate atmospheric conditions, which constantly change, to determine operational safety 

and the appropriate runway t.o use. 

The Airport does, however, have a policy for preferential runway use. A description of this 

policy can be found in Airports Operation Bulletin (AOB) 88-03. The runway use policy 

is informal (not officially approved by the FAA), and is implemented through agreement 

between SFIA and the airlines (as part of the Airport Noise Regulation)./!/ Page 425 of 

the EIR includes a mitigation measure intended to maximize use of the current preferential 

runway use procedures. To provide mechanisms to reinforce maximum use of the 

procedures. the first bulleted item on p. 425 of the EIR is revised as follows (revisions are 

underlined): 

Continue voluntary maximum use of the existing preferential runway use procedures 
at SFIA (nighttime use of Runways IOL and lOR for departures). Use the 
infounation in the SFIA Director's Re.ports to track and discuss actual µge of the 
procedures at Airport/Community Roundtable meetin&s. If~ use of the procedums 
kQ\lld be increased. CQnsider takiD2 actions to enCoura2e 31ld J!f01DOte such increased 
~ Implementing Agencies: SFIA, FAA, airlines serving SFIA 

(A revision to the same measure to include the use of Runways 19L and 19R for arrivals is 

shown on pp. C&R.281-282 herein.) 

Curfews and expanded sound jnsuJation programs are discussed on pp. C&R.268-270, 282-

287 herein. 
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Navi2ationa1 Aids 

Comments 

"Another thing. They could develop a microwave system to successfully implement 92 percent 

of arrivals landing on Runways 19 Left and J 9 RighL It would allow 60 to 80 percent of 

departures to use quiet shoreline from Runways 28 Left and Right. .. " (Duane Spence, 

Peninsula Litigation Coalition) 

"Add a separate mitigation measure to address installation of navigation equipment to assist in 

reducing noise impacts over populated areas (e.g., installation of LDA/D.l\.1E, MLS, improved 

Il...S, etc.)." (Raymond Miller, C/CAG) 

"It would also be appropriate to discuss the possible uses of new types of approach and departure 

guidance equipment (i.e. LDA and Microwa,ve Landing System) that could be used to provide 

more precise aircraft guidance to minimize the variations in flight paths that currently result in 

overflights of local communities." (Jack Drago, Mayor, City of South San Francisco) 

"There are no mitigations noted for the expected increase in noise exposure, as measured by 

CNEL, at Foster City. A potential mitigation may include the installation of a Localizer Type 

DirectionaJ Aid (LDA) for approaches to Runway 28R." (Roger Chinn, Airport/Community 

Roundtable) 

"The advantages and disadvantages of using navigational aids such as LDA/D.l\.1E (LocaJizer

Type Directional Aid/Distance Measuring Equipment), MLS (Microwave Landing System). or 

improved n..s (Instrument Landing System) for noise mitigation should be evaluated. If these 

aids can be used to separate aircraft in bad weather, they should be able to be used to route 

aircraft farther from shore during good or bad weather in order to reduce noise impacts." (Leslie 

Carmichael, City of Foster City) 

"Mitigation measures involving navigational equipment to assist in reducing noise impacts over 

populated areas should be rulded to the DEIR." (George Foscardo, City of San Bruno). 
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Response 

According to SFIA Administration staff, a meeting was held in the Foster City Community 

Center on January 15, 1992 by the Foster Qty Noise Committee chaired by Mr. Roger 

Chinn. Allport and FAA officia1s were in attendance. The FAA stated that a Localizer 

Directional Air/Distance Measuring Equipment (.LDAIDME) will be installed at SFIA by 

August 1992. Itis proposed thatLDA/DME will be used in both bad and good weather 

{K>tentially to reduce the noise impacts at Foster City. 

The Microwave Landing System (MLS) is still in the development stage with limited 

eJtperimental testing at several airports (Europe. Canada, U.S.A.). Such a system can be 

operated on1y when the airhome equipment has been produced and installed on the aircraft. 

At present, there is no cockpit unit or instrument developed and commercially available for 

airline usage. The FAA reports that the Request For Proposal (RFP) was issued in 

February 1992. The FAAdoes not expect a prototype to be delivered for at least 12-18 

months, with unit deliveries expected in 1997-98. SFIA is being evaluated as an early 

recipient for such an a.iiport-based system. The FAA, MLS Development Team will also 

be monitoring and evaluating the implementation of the LDA/DME. 

The Instrument Landing System {Il. . .S) is a navigational aid used primarily during 

i~ement weather when 1here is little or no visual contact With the runways. It provides 

the airline pilot with information on direction and elevation while approaching the runway 

for landing. The system uses a fixed, at-grade, localizer. and inner and outer markers 

which send signals to precision instruments in the cockpit for the pilot to interpret The 

pilot can then adjust the aircraft's heading and descent rate to land accurate1y and safely on 

the runway. By its very nature the as is a fixed azimuth and elevation precision aircraft 

approach system. There is no new technology for n.s Systems {e.g .• offset ll.S) nor is 

new technology being pursued. MLS is slated to replace lLS eventually. 

The following mitigation measures 11re insened after the fifth bulleted item on p. 425 of the 

EIR: 

Work with the FAA and the Foster City Noise Committee to develop noise 
abatement approach procedures using the LDAIDME planned for installation at 
SFIA in 1992. Use of such procedure~ could resu1t in a reduction in cumula1ive 
noise levels in Foster City. 
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If SFIA is selected for receipt of an :r..11...S, work with the FAA and the 
Airport/Community Roundtab1e to review and revise flight procedures. with the goal 
of using the MLS to reduce single-event and cumulative noise levels. 

The following mitigation measures are inserted after the second bulleted item on p. 426 of 

theEIR: 

Implement the planned inst.allation of an LDA/D:ME at SFIA. Srudy and. if possible, 
develop approach procedures using the LDA/DME, with the goal of reducing 
cumulative noise levels in Post.er City. Implementing Agency: FAA 

Consider SFIA as an earJy recipient for an ::MLS. If SFIA is selected, implement the 
installation of the MLS. Review, and if possible, revise S.FIA flight procedures, with 
the goal of using the MLS to reduce single-event and cumulative noise levels. 
Implementing Agency: FAA 

Monitorine ofFlieht Patterns 

Q>mwems 

"The mitigation measures shouJd include use of Passive Aircraft Surveillance Radar to provide 

computer tracking and records of flight patterns in order to monitor and report on whether aircraft 

are acrually staying in assigned areas." (Leslie Carmichael, City of Foster City) 

"The use of P ADIS to monitor flight tracks is of dubious value. The FAA has not made 

obviously mitigating track changes over the last 15 years--why would they do so in the next 15 

years? This is wishful thinking, not a mitigating measure." {Duane Spence, Airport Mitigation 

Coalition) 

Response 

Page 425 of the EIR includes a mitigation measure calling for acc.elerated installation of a 

Passive Aircraft Detection Instrument System at SFIA. According to SFIA Administration 

staff. the PASSUR System was installed at SFIA in December 1991. It is operational and 
under evaluation. Basically, it is designed for aircraft identification~ trac~ noise, and 

altirude monitoring. These capabilities are specific to the system in use at SFIA. 
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Accordingly. the second bulleted item on p. 425 of the EIR is replaced with the following: 

Use the SFIAPASSUR Tracking System to evaluate actual flight patterns at SFIA 
and determine the value of existing and proposed noise abatement procedures. 
Develop regular reports from the PASSUR System for inclusion in the Director's 
Reports presented at Airport/Community Roundtable meetings. 

According to SFIA Administration staff, aircraft do not have 'assigned areas'. Rather they 

have 'flight clearances', which authorize certain departure procedures, enroute airways and 

assigned altitudes. These clearances are in the exclusive control of the Federal Aviation 

Admirustration (FAA). 

Radar tracking data (such as the data available through the SFIA PASSUR system) provide 

information on the actual paths followed by arriving and departing aircraft Such data are 

valuable because they allow for evaluation of the effectiveness of established noise 

. abatement flight procedures; they also allow for "testing" of the effectiveness of proposed 

procedures. The mitigation measure on p. 425 of the EIR (as revised herein) provides for 

regular presentation and review (at Airport/Community Roundtable meetings) of the data 

produced by SFIA's PASSUR system. Reviewing the data in a forum such as the 

Airport/Community Roundtable could lead to proposa1s for. and development and 

implementation of, new or revised noise abatement flight procedures. 

Distribution of Noise Thrnu~hout Reaion 

Comments 

1
' ••• We feel the mitigation measures are flawed ... Some of the things we could suggest as 

mitigations would be [to], first of all, detennine the tota1 noise energy contained in all single 

event incidents and develop operational patterns that would equitably distribute that noise 

throughout the entire region." (Duane Spence. Peninsula Litigation Coalition) 

''Mitigating Measures We Propose: 
"Develop a regional airport plan to distribute air traffic more equitably among the bay area 
aiJports." (Duane Spence, Airpon Mitigation Coalition) 

"I wish to God they would shift some of these :flights down to San Jose. They could use them. 

They got the space. Our space is so condensed that it's terrib1e to even consider 1,100 flights per 
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day in this area. SQ, without hogging this mike, I wish that this would be forwarded to the 

commission on the noise pollution." (Bruno Bernasconi) 

Response 

Page 425 of the EIR includes a mitigation measure calling for a regional study of air traffic 

control requirements, constraints, and opportunities, with the goal of minimizing noise 

impacts. Implementation of the commenter's suggestion would have to occur within such a 

context. because such a "redistribution" of noise would be related to runway use, flight 

track use, airspace management. and the operation of the.Bay Area airports. 

Noise Allocation System 

Comment 

"Mitigating Measures We Propose: ... 
"Adopt a noise banking system in which all airlines have a noise allocation. They would 
be pennitted to use it in a number of ways--spend it, trade it, sell it, bank it This was 
originally proposed during the Joint Land Use Study in the late 1970's by Bakes of the 
CAB. Since the airport's only method to increase flight capacity is to saturate runway 1 
where the low frequency noise is not properly taken into account, this would put the 
airlines in the position of thinking very seriously about their effects on the community. 
This would be a benefit to .all communities." (Duane Spence, Airport Mitigation Coalition) 

Response 

Generally, the intended effects of a noise allocation system {as described on p. IIIB-15 of 

the Joint Land Use Srudy, and as implemented by other U.S. airports) include the increased 

use of Stage 3 aircraft and the shifting of aircraft operations from nighttime to daytime 

hours./21 These purposes are already being achieved by the Airport Noise Regulation, 

described on p. 168 of the BIR. 

A discussion of the preferential use of Runways lL and lR is on pp. C&R.270-271 herein. 
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Construction of New Runways I Runway Exteusjon 

Conuuents 

"Mitigating Measures We Propose: ... 
"Overflight noise in Foster City due to approaches to runways 28L and 28R could be greatly 
reduced. if not eliminated, by construction of two additional runways, 26L and 26R. These 
new runways would allow planes aligned with the runway centerlines to be a half-mile or 
more off shore as they pass Foster City." (Duane Spence, Airport Mitigation Coalition) 

" ... [O]ne of the mitigations that they paid only lip service to is moving the threshold of 1 Land 

1 R 3.500 feet down the runway and extending the runway on out in the bay, which was in one of 

the plans that they paid for. It doesn't look like they're doing any more than just continuing to 

think about it ... The point is, moving that threshold down, further away from Highway 101. 

would be a mitigating effort if they were to go ahead and do that ... Create more wetland." 

(David Few) 

Response 

Runway reconfiguration alternatives that would reduce noise impacts are already being 

considered as part of the SAA Runway Reconfiguration Study. This study is described on 

pp. C&R.48-50. Completion of the study is identified as a mitigation measure on p. 425 of 

theEIR. 

Construction of two additional runways, 26L and 26R, would reduce overflight noise of 

arriving aircraft over Foster City as well as single-event noise exposure. Depending upon 

site location, this measure could also either reduce or increase the 65 CNEL noise impact 

boundary on those communities to the north of the Airport. 

The 20 degree westerly shift in aircraft departing 26L or 26R could make it difficult for 

these aircraft to follow the designated shoreline departure route (an adopted noise 

mitigation procedure whereby aircraft make a right tum as soon as feasible after takeoff to 

fJy east of San Bruno Mountain adjacent to the shoreline). This could cause aircraft to 

overfly cities that are currently avoided by aircraft using this procedure. thereby increasing 

the 65 CNEL impact boundary. However, if the runways were constructed far enough to 

the south, the mitigating effects of the Shoreline Departure procedure could be enhanced, 

which would reduce the 65 CNEL impact boundary. In addition, the noise impact 
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boundary could be reduced further because aircraft departing through the San Bruno gap 

would be flying at a higher altitude. 

Depending on the new runway heading and how far south the runways were sited, 

construction of these runways could also affect FAA airspace management for Bay Area 

arriving and departing flights (aircraft arrivals into Oakland and aircraft departures from 

San Jose). Since this measure proposes additional runways. the separation distance from 

the existing runway system (28U28R) would follow existing FAA standard criteria and for 

Il...S operations (4,300') to maintain airfield safety. (This separation would allow 

simultaneous landings during adverse weather conditions and would reduce aircraft delays 

during the occurrence of such conditions.), Airport staff estimates this would require 

constructing runways on approximately 120 acres of Bay fill at a construction cost of 

approximately $750 million. The amount of Bay fill could affect approximately 400 acres 

of Bay habitat. On the basis of the probable location of runway 26L and 26R. increased 

aircraft taxiing distance from the terminals to this runway system would increase the 

airlines' annual taxi/fuel costs by approximately $40 million. 

The fourth bulleted item on p. 425 of the EIR is revised as follows (revisions are 

underlined and deletion is indicated by brackets): 

Complete study on the feasibility of and benefits from a new i'unwaylil <to replace 
the exjstin2 runways> or extension(s) to the existing runway(s). New 'nmway(sl with 
a more westerly orientation could reduce oyerflie-hts offrn;ter City and resu}t in 
increased altitudes for aircraft usin2 the Gap De.parture route. Extended or uew 
runways could potentially [ ] handle departures by long-range, heavy aircraft such as 
the B-747, with flight paths over the Bay instead of the Peninsula. (Currently, these 
aircraft I ] primarily use Runway 28R.) New or extended runwus mi&ht result in il.D 
oyeran reduction ig the llQJllllation within the CNEL 65 contour, H the study results 
in an SFIA decision to pursue runway reconfigurations, work with FAA and other 
authorities to obtain necessary approvals to permit such reconfigurations. This work 
would include environmental review under CEQA and. possibly, NEPA. potential 
enviromnental impacts of new or extended runways include; potential shi~ in flight 
patterns that result in jncreasecl cumulative or sin&Je-eyent noise Jeyels in certain 
locations: potential effects on airspace management in tbe Bay Area. and on flight 
procedures for <and noise impacts near> San Jose and Metrooolitan Oakland 
International AiJ:ports: an increMe in the number of cmerations that could be 
accommoda!ed durine bad weather conditions, and thus. a reduction in aircraft delays 
(if new runways an; ~Warated by 4.300 feet to aJJow simultaneous landings durin~ 
adverse weafM[ conditions): the filling of areas of the Bay. with accompanying 
temporary water-Quality impacts and lon2erMterm biolo2ica1 impacts; and increased 
energy use and pollutant emjssions associated with Ione-er aircraft taxiing distances. 
Implementing Agencies: FAA, SFIA 
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Financial Incentives for Hieber Load factors 

Comment 

"Mitigating Measures We Propose: ... 
"Provide financiaJ incentives and disincentives for departures that are not full. Empty seats 
make noise with no off-setting benefits to anyone. Penalties should be levied on those 
empty seats." (Duane Spence. Airport Mitigation Coalition) 

Response 

There are clauses in the SFlA Airline Lease and Use Agreements that prevent the Airport 

from charging additional rates and other charges to the airlines, and from changing the 

method used to calculate the landing fee (the fee airlines pay to use the Airport).13,4/ In 

addition, the economics of airline operation are geared toward high load factors, and the 

airlines already have strong :financiaJ incentives to operate full aircraft. 

Return to Pre-1985 Runway Use 

Comment 

"Mitigating Measures We Propose: ... 
"'Unshift'·the backblast noise from runways 1, by returning to pre-1985 levels of 

departures on runways lL and IR." (Duane Spence, Airport Mitigation Coalition) 

Response 

Shifting runway use back to the pre-1985 distribution would result in a substantial increase 

in the total population affected by cumulative and single-event noise levels, because 

departure paths would shift from areas over the Bay to areas over the Peninsula Thus. it 

would not be an appropriate mitigation measure to include in the EIR. 
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Increased Use of Ouiet Shoreline Departure 

Comment 

"Mitigating MeasllJ'es We Propose: ... 
"Increase the departures using the Quiet Shoreline from runways 28 on a regular and 
mandatory basis." (Duane Spence, Airport Mitigation Coalition) 

Res,ponse 

As noted on p. 167 of the EIR. the use of the visual Shoreline Departure (the procedure to 

which the commenter is referring) is currently part of SFIA 's Airport Noise Abatement 

Program. Page C&R. 293 herein includes a discussion of the limits on the use of the 

Shoreline Departure. 

According to SFIA Administration staff, the authority to regulate flight patterns or routes 

of aircraft is vested exclusively in the Federal Aviation Administration. Federal law 

provides that: "No state or political subdiyisiQn thereof and no interstate agency or other 

political agency of two or more states sha!l enact or enforce any law. rule. re~ulation. 

standard. Qr other provision having the force and effect of law relatin2 to rates, ™· or 

services of any air carrier having authority under subchapter IV or this chapter to provide 

air transportation. "151 (Emphasis added.) The pwpose of these federal laws is to provide a 

unifonn and efficient system for the use of the air space. The imposition of local 

regulations governing aircraft flight patterns would serve to frustrate flight scheduling and 

navigational patterns nationwide, thus hindering commerce, aviation safety and the general 

management by the Federal Aviation Administration of the National Air Traffic Network. 

Estab!isbment of NiehUime Sideline Noise 1..imit 

Comment 

"Mitigating Measures We Propose: ••. 
''Institute a total sideline noise level of 98 dB with 89 dB for night operations to be sure 

only the quiet planes operate in and out of SFIA." (Duane Spence, Airport Mitigation 
Coalition) 
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J.Wponse 

As noted on p. 168 of the EIR. SFIA (under the Noise Abatement Regulation) will have a 

maximum nighttime sideline noise level limit of 103 EPNdB (effective perceived noise 

level), as of 1993. Page C&R.264 herein includes a discussion of the choice of the 

effective perceived noise level as the metric for the noise limit. The SFIA Noise 

Abatement Regulation also includes a phaseout of all Stage 2 aircraft operations by 2000 

and an earlier {1993) prohibition on Stage 2 aircraft operations between 11 :00 p.m. and 

7:00 a.m. 

The 98 EPNdB limit on all aircraft operations suggested by the commenter (it is assumed 

the commenter means EPNdB. not dB) would prohibit operations by almost all Stage 2 

aircraft-- a prohibition which would be already be achieved during nighttime hours as of 

1993 and during all hours as of 2000. The 98 EPNdB limit would also prohibit operations 

by the larger Stage 3 aircraft, effectively eliminating international operations. The 89 

EPNdB nighttime limit suggested by the commenter would be tantamount to a curfew. 

because it would prohibit operations by almost all aircraft. Curfews are discussed on 

pp. C&R.268-270 herein. 

lncre~d Use of Runways J 0 and 19 

Comment 

"Mitigating Measures We Propose: ... 
"Initiate the use of runway 19 landings (from up and down the bay, not over the Eastbay) 
and 10 takeoffs." (Duane Spence, Airport Mitigation Coalition) 

Response 

The first bulleted item on p. 425 of the BIR is revised as follows (revisions are underlined): 

Continue voluntary maximum use of the existing preferential runway use procedures 
at SFIA (nighttime use of Runways lOL and lOR for departures). In addition. 
estabJish infonnal !tbrou&h weement with the airlines} nb~httime preferential use of 
Runways l 9L and 19R for arriya]s <to the extent allo}£ed by air traffic and weather 
cond.itions1 If possjble. arrival paths should be desi£Ded to minimize the possibility 
of increased noise leyels in East Bay communities. The use of Ruuways 19L and 
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19R for arrivals cou1d reduce oyerf!ieht noise 1evels in Foster City and communities 
,mar the arrival patbs for Runways 28L and 28R. Dependine on the arrival fliaht 
paths used. the use of Runways 19L and 19R for arrivals could result in increased 
noise levels in East Bay communities. Implementing Agencies: SFIA, FAA, 
airlines serving SFIA 

Scheduled DepaJJ:ures to Minimize Use of vectors 

Comment 

" ... Scheduling departures to minimize the need for radar vectors shou1d be explored as a 

mitigation." (Stephen Waldo. Mayor of Brisbane) 

Respons~ 

As discussed on p. C&R.199 herein, vectoring procedures are used Jess than five percent of 

the time at SFIA, and are used only when required for specific air traffic control purposes. 

In addition, neither the use of radar vectors nor the scheduling of aircraft departures is 

within the authority or control of the Airport. 

Accel~rate. Expand Noj se Insulation Programs 

Comments 

" ... Mitigations by the airport to address the impact of single event noise and increases in single 

event noise should be included through such programs as expanded insu1ation programs and 

operational and navigational adjustments such as runway assignments, reciprocal curfews for 

some destinations or curfews on some operations ... 

.. . . . What mitigation programs can be implemented to reduce the number of impacted uses? 

How can they be funded and what levels of funding are necessary? Will all adjacent 

communities with residential uses located within the 65 dBA CNEL or greater contour be 

included? Can the retrofit of all these units be accomplished within the SFIA Master Plan 

planning period?" (Dennis Argyres. City of Burlingame). 

" ... Mitigation for this [increased backblast] shou1d incJude an increased commitment by the 

aiq:lort to residential noise insulation such that there will be no homes within the 65 CNEL by the 
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year 2006. The master plan proposes 6,000 homes will still be within the 65 CNEL by that 

date." (Janet Fogarty, Mayor of Millbrae) 

"Add a separate mitigation measure that indicates the San Francisco Airports Commission will 

eontinue to provide matching funding to local agencies to continue their airport noise insulation 

projects, and that the Commission will expand its financial commitment, as needed, to accelerate 

the noise insulation projects, until all noise impacted homes within the 65 dB CNEL noise. 

contour and above have been insulated by the end of 2006 ... 

"Local Aa;enc;y Ai[port Noise Insu1ation PrQjec~ 

"The text should include a section on the ongoing aircraft noise insulation projects in several 

cities and an unincorporated area of _the County near the Airport (Country Club Park). 'This 

section shou1d indicate the total number of homes within the 65 dB CNEL and higher noise 

contours to be insulated and 1he number of homes insulated as of December 1990. It should also 

explain the funding structure of these projects. and indicate the overall noise insulation program 

that could be drastically accelerated if the Airports Commission substantially increases its 

funding commitment." (Raymond Miller. C/CAG) 

" .. .I agree with the 'Airport Noise Committee's' objections to the Draft: ..• 

"4. Mitigation measures must be acknowledged. The necessity of a sound insulation aspect 
needs to be part of the report; existing, traditional and proposed flight patterru need to be 
discJosed as a basis for allocation. 

"These flaws must be addressed in any draft to make it acceptable." (David Deakin) 

"The noise impacts in the DEIR are not fully examined nor are appropriate mitigations provided 

.•• An accelerated and stable level of funding for residential acoustical treatment -- regardless of 

whether or not funds are available from the FAA - must be considered as a mitigation for both 

cumulative and single-event noise impacts. The insulation program is not even identified in the 

Draft EIR as a noise mitigation ... 

"The information in Appendix C and in the text fails to establish that single-event noise levels, 

even from Stage 3 aircraft, are likely to exceed ambient noise levels in residential neighborhoods 

by 30-60 dBA. The EIR must provide adequate mitigation measures for single-event noise levels, 
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such as an expanded acoustical treatment program, with consideration given to the need for 

insulation outside the 65 CNEL noise contour." (George Foscardo, City of San Bruno) 

"Millbrae residents are subject to extreme backblast and single event noise levels. Therefore, we 

feel strongly about the need for mitigation of aircraft-generated noise and increased noise levels 

from project-generated surface vehicles. 

"The trend toward increased use of Runway 1, however, subjects Millbrae residents to increased 

single-event and backblast noise. Mitigation for these impacts should be included; e.g. increased 

participation in and acceleration of residential noise insulation by the Airport, and a reduction in 

the use of Runway l." (Robert Treseler, City of Millbrae) 

"It is also noted in the EIR that the Noise Impact Area, as defined by the 65 dB CNEL contour, 

will still contain noise sensitive land uses by the end of the planning period in the year 2006. As 

the intent of the State Noise Standards and the Noise Variance process is to eliminate this type of 

exposure, some additional mitigation measures should be added to eliminate this exposure by the 

end of the planning period. While the Airport has provided continued support to the Noise 

Insulation Programs in affected communities, it would be appropriate, due to the proposed airport 

expansion, for the Airport to use all its financial resources to strengthen its financial commitment 

to the program with the goal of completely eliminating this exposure by the end of the planning 

period." (Jack Drago, Mayor, City of South San Francisco} 

''In recognition of the significance of increased single-event noise levels. the DEIR should 

propose additional mitigation measures ... AdditionaJ m.i1igatiori programs could include 

provision of an enlarged and accelerated noise insulation program. San Francisco International 

Airport should guarantee a minimum level of funding for noise insulation programs even if 

Federal money no longer becomes available. The program should also be expanded without 

Federal money to provide insulation services to areas affected by single-event noise which are 

not within the 65 CNEL noise boundary. The importance of SFIA's commitment to the program 

over and above the basic FAA program cannot be over stressed." (Wendy Cosio, City of 

Pacifica) 

"Add a separate mitigation measure that indicates the San Francisco Airports Commission will 

expand its financial commitment, as needed. to accelerate Jocal agency noise insulation projects 

until all noise impacted homes. within the 65 dB CNEL noise contour and above, have been 

insulated by the end of 2006.11 (County of San Mateo Board of Supervisors) 
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"1his action is not mentioned as a mitigation. Acoustical treatment programs are underway in 

several communities, but the increasing impacts that will occur in the fun.ire suggest that a 

substantial1y larger program will be needed. A larger program shouJd be identified as a key 

mitigation. 

"An expanded land use program might contain the following elements: 

It 

" 

.. 
II 

-An expanded area of eligibility to address single-event noise exposure. 

-Commitment to a continuous, long-term program, 

-A minimum funding level available with or without federal funds . 

-Where acceptable, to include land use conversions as well as acoustical treatment" 
(Roger Chinn, Airpon/Community Roundtable) 

"I have also inguired about the home insulation program for aircraft noise and how it applies to 

residents of Burlingame and have gotten pretty unsatisfactory responses to that. And l will 

continue to try to pursue that, but it seems like Burlingame has been quite passive in that regard, 

and particularly those of us who live in the north Burlingame area and are most affected by the 

backbJast issue and the flight patterns in severe weather." (Jack Hickethier) 

"Millbrae residents are subject to extreme backblast and single event noise levels. Therefore, we 

feel strongly about the need for mitigation of aircraft-generated noise and increased noise levels 

from project-generated surface vehicles. 

"We understand the assumption that aircraft-generated noise will decrease in the future due to the 

replacement of noisy aircraft with quieter airaaft. The trend toward incre33ed use of Runway I. 

however, subjects Millbrae residents to increased single-event and backblast noise. Mitigation 

for these impacts should be included; e.g. increased participation in and acceleration of 

residential noise insulation by the Allport. and a mlnction in the use of Runway 1. H (Janet 

Fogarty, Mayor. City of Millbrae) 

"An impact is shown in terms of the location of the 65 dBA CNEL contour in Burlingame. 

Because there is an acknowledged impact, a mitigation program sponsored by the airport or air 

carriers should be proposed. Some kind of retrofit program designed for this specific kind of 

noise [back.blast noise] could be included for those homeowners and noise sensitive uses outside 
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the 65 dBA CNEL contolll' who are particularly vulnerable to this type of noise exposure." 

(Dennis Argyres, City of Burlingame). 

Respome 

As explained on p. 166 of the EIR, the San Francisco Airport is currently operating under 

an extension of a variance from the State of California noise standards established by the 

State Department of Transportation and set forth in Tide 21, Division 2.5, Chapter 6 of the 

California Code of Regulations. llis variance, granted in November, 1986 pursuant to 

Article 5, section 5050 of Chapter 6, was extended on October 19. 1989 and further 

extended on September 19, 1990. The variance contains specific requirements for reducing 

the numbers of dwelling units within the 65 CNEL contour. As shown in revised Table 52 

on p. C&R.219, the total number of dwelling units within the 65 CNEL contour is 

expected to be about 2,600 in 2006, not 6,000, as stated by one commenter (there would 

be an estimated 6,600 people within the CNEL 65 contour in 2006). However, because 

many, if not all. of those dwelling units will have been insulated by that time, the total 

number of those units that will be considered "impacted" is expected to be far less than 

2,600. 

Among other requirements in the variance, the Airport must provide or arrange to provide 

up to 20 percent of the funding for a noise-insulation/noise-easement program for 

residences and schools that are located within the 65 dB or greater CNEL contour area. 

The Airport provides this insulation funding through procedures established by the 

Aviation Safety and Noise Abatement Act of 1979.49 U.S.C. 2101 et seq. This Act 

authorizes airport operators and units of local government to apply for assistance from the 

FAA for the implementation of noise insulation projects in areas that qualify for such 

projects under the Act. Under trus Act, local governments can receive federal funding for 

up to 80 percent of the insulation project, providing that the remaining 20 percent is 

provided by the local commlinity. The Airport cwrently provides this 20 percent local 

share for the participating communities in accordance with the requirements of the noise 

variance. 

The Airport provides funding support for these programs in Millbrae, San Bruno, South 

San Francisco and Daly City. Any increased funding for these programs by the Airport 

would require the cities to increase their own programs and receive approval for those 

programs from the FAA. The Airport does not run these programs itself, because it 
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believes it is appropriate for the cities and individual homeowners to decide what homes 

will be insulated. As a result, the Airport is somewhat dependent on the local communities 

to establish insulation programs, receive federal funding and apply to the Airport for the 

matching amounts. 

The following mitigation measure is inserted after the fifth bulleted item on p. 425 of the 

EIR: 

Consider increased funding for implementation of noise insulation projects in cities 
near the Airport. 

The San Francisco International Airport Noise Abatement Regulation, adopted in January 

1988 (San Francisco Airports Commission Resolution No. 88-0016) and amended in June 

1991 (San Francisco Airports Com.mission Resolution 91-0099, June 4, 1991) was also 

adopted to meet the requirements of the variance; The regulation provides for a continua] 

reduction of cumulative noise resulting from aircraft operations with (1) a 100 percent 

phase out as of January I. 2000 and (2) a requirement that the percentage of Stage 3. 

operations at SFIA performed by a particular airline cannot decrease during a specified 

quarter, based on the same quaner during the previous year. 

SFlA staff expect that these programs will result in a considerable decrease of impacted 

dwelling units within the 65 CNEL contours by the year 2000. However, if there continue 

to be impacted dwelling units within the 65 CNEL in 2006, the Airport will continue to 

require a variance from the State noise standards. 

Surface traffic noise is discussed on p. C&R.314 herein. 

Research Methods for Me35urin2 and Ouantifyin2 Backblast Impacts 

Comment 

"While South San FranCisco is not significantly impacted by backblast noise from departing 

aircraft, a number of local communities are impacted. While 1here is no current standardiz.ed 

method for measuring low frequency backblast impacts, the problem is serious enough that the 

Airpon should make a commitment to researching possible methods for measwing and 
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quantifying backblast impacts. It would then be possible to measure changes in impacts and 

implement those that prove to be most feasible." (Jack Drago, Mayor, City of South San 

Francisco) 

Response 

The following mitigation measure is inserted after the fifth bulleted item on p. 425 of the 

EIR: 

With the California Department of Transportation and the FAA, conduct a study 
involving the use of the C-weighting to quantify backblast impacts, and the 
development of a standard for evaluating backblast impacts. 

The following mitigation measure is inserted after the second bulleted item on p. 426 of 

theEIR: 

Conduct a study involving the use of the C-weighting to quantify back.blast impac~ 
and the development of a standard for evaluating backblast impacts. Implementing 
Age11cies: FAA, Caltrans 

Noise Barriers I Landscaning 

Comments 

"P. XI-A-174 Table I-1-2 Recommended Action Plan Improve Noise Barrier for RW lR. It 

should be added also improve Noise Barrier for RW lL too." (Jessie Bracker) 

11P. XI-A-174Table1-1, Item 2 reads- "Improve Noise Barrier for RW lR." -Install Noise 

Barrier for RW 1L should be added. 

''Since Concourse A is going to be extended a long way toward Hwy 101 and many new 

Departure Gates are to be added there just across the Freeway 101 from Millbrae Homes areas; 

and with new Taxiways, the highest and best sound reducing Noise Baffle Fence and/or Sound 

Barrier wall must be constructed from Hilton Hotel going south all the way to past RW IR along 

the East side of the Hwy 101 as a Noise Mitigation. Trees and bushes also should be added 

wherever possible to help clean Pollution from the Air and help alleviate noise." (Jessie Bracker, 

letter of 8/27/91 and public hearing of 8/27/91) 
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Response 

The improvement of the noise barrier for Runway lR listed on p. A.174, Appendix C of 

the EIR was recommended by the FAA Airports Capacity Task Force to increase capacity 

at SFIA. On p. 10 of the Task Force Study, it is noted that aircraft departing on Runway 

lR cannot apply fuH thrust at the beginning of their takeoff roll because the jet blast would 

affect freeway traffic on US 101. Improvement of the barrier's containment of jet blast 

would a1Iow more long-haul aircraft to take off on Runway 1R (instead of Runway 

2.SR)./6/ Although it is not likely that this improvement would reduce noise levels in the 

communities behind Runways lL and lR, it could reduce noise levels under the departure 

paths for Runway 28R. Consequently, the following mitigation measure is inserted after 

the fifth bulleted item on p. 425 of the EIR: 

Improve the existing noise barrier for Runway lR to better contain jet blast. This 
improvement could result in more aircraft departures on Runway 1R instead of 
Runways 28L or 28R, and a corresponding reduction in aircraft noise levels under 
the departure flight paths for Runways 28L and 28R. An increase in departures on 
Runway lR could result in an increase in backblast noise in the communities behind 
the runway. 

It is not known whether the installation of additional noise barriers or vegetation behind 

Runways 1L or 1R would be feasible, or whether barriers would reduce noise impacts. 

The following mitigation measure is inserted after the fifth bulleted item on p. 425 of the 

BIR: 

Consider the feasibility and benefits of a noise barrier(s) behind Runways lL or 1R. 
If barriers are found to be feasible and to reduce noise levels, install the barriers as 
appropria1e. 

A response related to the effects of vegetation on air quality is on p. C&R.332 herein. 

Aircraft Takeoff Procedures 

Comment 

"Please consider the following recommendation: 
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"Aircraft must attain high altitude upon take off from SFO, because of noise and pollution 
that affects the San Francisco Bay Area." (Leonard Lundgren, Lakeside Property Owners 
Association) 

Response 

A mitigation measure is included on p. 425 of the EIR that identifies a "quiet climb" 

program to reduce the takeoff noise of Stage 2 aircraft in areas near SAA. 

The attainment of high altitude would require the use of full power during aircraft 

"climbout" (soon after takeoff). For Stage 3 aircraft with high-bypass engines, the 

reduction in noise from the increase in altitude outweighs the additional noise produced by 

the engines operating at full power. For aircraft with low-bypass engines, overall noise 

may actually increase because the aircraft cannot gain enough altitude to offset the noise 

produced by the engines operating at full power. 111is difference between the two 

categories of aircraft is reflected in the ATA Departure Procedure, which is outlined in 

FAA Advisory Circular 91-53 (and noted on p. 167 of the EIR). For aircraft with high

bypass engines, the ATA Procedure involves continued climb at full power; for airc:raft 

with low-bypass engines, the procedure involves a cutback in engine thrust. 

A draft update to Orcular 91-53 contains three alternative takeoff procedures. Under the 

draft Circular, takeoff procedures at a particular airport could be designated by runway and 

aircraft type. At SFlA, aircraft with low-bypass engines could continue to climb at full 

power when departing on Runway lL or lR and climbing over the Bay; such a procedure 

would result in the aircraft flying over East Bay communities at a higher altitude. 

Accordingly. the fifth bulleted item on p. 425 of the EIR is revised ~ follows (revisions 

are underlined and deletion is shown in brackets): 

Work with the FAA and airlines to develop a 11quiet climb" program (takeoff 
procedures) to reduce the single-event takeoff noise of Stage 2 aircraft in areas near 
SFIA. ·The program [] '°uld involve delaying the application of climb power (after 
engine cutback soon after takeoff) until reaching a specified altitude (such as S,000 
feet above the ground) or clearing populated areas. When FM Advisory Circular 
91-53js updated. review the Cinfular and determine whether runway-specific and 
other ap_prgpriate ~ures can be adgpted. Implementing Agencies: FAA, 
SFIA, airlines sening SFIA. 
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Participation in the Aimort/C.Ommunity Roundtable 

Comments 

"Add a separate mitigation measure that indicates the Airports Commissio~ through the Director 

of Airports, will continue to support and participate in the Airport/Community Roundtable to 

continue to provide an ongoing public forum to address community airport noise issues and to 

monitor aitport noise abatement actions implemented by the Director of Airports, the FAA, and 

the airlines." (Raymond Miller, C/CAG) 

"We agree with the ALUC's comment that a separate mitigation measure should be added that 

indicates the Airports Commission, through the Director of Airports, will continue to support and 

participate in the Airport/Community Roundtable to continue to provide an ongoing forum to 

addre~ community aiiport noise issues and to monitor airport noise abatement actions 

implemented by the Director of Airports, the FAA, and the Airlines." (Leslie Carmichael, City of 

Foster City) 

Response 

The following mitigation measure is inserted after the fifth bulleted item on p. 425 of the 

EIR: 

Continue to support and participate in the Airport/Community Roundtable to provide 
an ongoing public forum to address community airpon noise issues, and to monitor 
Allport noise abatement actions. 

Increased Use of tfl.ess Noisy Backblast11 Airgafl 

Comment 

11 
••• They could eliminate the suggestion for long range and faster climb-out aircraft. We need 

Jess noisy backblast aircraft .. " (Duane Spence, Peninsula Litigation Coalition) 

Response 

The increased use of faster climb-out aircraft is identified as mitigation because it would 

help to reduce noise levels under the departure paths for Runway 28R. The increased use 
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of Stage 3 aircraft at the Airport is resulting in less backblast noise (as discussed on 

pp. C&R.255 herein); the total phaseout of Stage 2 aircraft required by the Airport Noise 

Regulation would likely result in further reductions in back.blast noise. 

Adoption of Noise Mefrk Based on SineJe Eyents 

Comment 

" ... They should abandon the CNEL as a metric and adopt a more realistic measurement based 

on single events." (Duane Spence. Peninsula Litigation Coalition) 

Reswnse 

The adoption and use of CNEL as the basis for the evaluation of noise impacts, and the 

absence of other adopted standards, are discussed on pp. C&R.230-233 herein. The 

adoption of a metric other than CNEL would be the responsibility of the FAA and/or 

Caltrans, and would require substantial amendment of the State Noise Standards. 

Aircraft Eugine Runups 

Comment 

"P-13- under Additional Measures to address impacts. (to be added) ... 

"All extended-time Aircraft Engine Runups be done as close to East side of Airport as possible 

(by the Bay)." (Jessie Bracker) 

"Although aircraft engine runups between 10:00 p.m. and 7:00 a.m. require special permission, it 

is never denied. It should be noted here that these engine runups sometimes continue for up to 

one holll"s duration. Even though four engines on one plane may each have engine runup tests. 

the total is counted as 1 runup." (Duane Spence, Airport Mitigation Coalition) 
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Rewanse 

According to SFIA Administration staff, all Airport engine run-ups are performed in the 

north and east sides of the Airport adjacent to the bay (19L and 28R run-up area). These 

areas are the farthest locations from the surrounding communities. This run-up policy is 

described in Airport Operations Bulletin-85-06. This policy was the subject of an 

Airport/Community Roundtable workshop and was revjewed and accepted by the 

Roundtable members. 

Shift Soµtbbound fliehts Out of San Bruno Gap 

Comment 

"An additlonaJ mitigation measure which shou1d be considered is to shift southbound :Dights 

departing from Runway 28 out of the San Bruno Gap. We understand that this has been 

previously considered, however, a summary of the status of the proposal should be provided as 

weU as consideration ofits feasibility." (Wendy Cosio, City of Pacifica) 

Response 

The EIR preparers are not aware of any proposals to shift southbound departures from 

Runways 28 out of the San Bruno Gap. 

The EIR preparers are also not aware of many southbound flights that depan on 

Runways 28. As shown from a review of the SIDs in Appendix C of the EIR, most of the 

SIDs for departures on Runways 28L and 28R require aircraft to proceed for at least six 

nautical miles (from a navigational aid at the Airport) before turning. The SIDs that allow 

earlier turns are the Quiet One Departure, used for flights to northern destinations, and the 

Shoreline Eight Departure, used for flights to northern and eastern destinations. Aircraft 

flight routes are chosen in large part on the basis of the finaJ flight destinations. 

Regarding the shifting of departures out of the Gap: the SFIA preferential runway system 

has essentially moved as many flights as possible out of the Gap. 
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Measures Used at Other Aieports 

Comment 

"Moreover, while labelling the transfer of a burden from one community to another a 'mitigation', 

the DEIR omits seriously to consider any oflhe e~sting, effective approaches to mitigating the 

effects of increased operations that have been adopted at other major airports in the United States 

and around the world. Creative new approaches to the problems of noise and safety that arise 

with incre~d airport operations in limited airspace are entirely absent." (Carol Gamble) 

Response 

The impacts of the noise mitigation measures in the EIR are discussed on pp. C&R.300-

309 herein. The measures in the EIR include the phasing out of Stage 2 aircraft, flight 

procedures, preferential runway use, the use of radar tracking data, a regional study, a 

study of the benefits of runway reconfiguration, and a "quiet climb" program for Stage 2 

departures. These are the types of measures that are used effectively at other U.S. 

airport.s.n/ Other measures used at other airports are suggested and addressed elsewhere in 

this section. 

Mditiona1 Noise Monitors 

Comment 

" ... The need for additiona1 noise monitors has been previously discussed and should also be 

recognized in the DEIR due to the proposed significant increase in air traffic." (Wendy Cosio, 

City of Pacifica) 

Response 

Aircraft noise monitors would not directly mitigate noise, but could potentially serve to 

provide the Airport with infonnation to help evaluate the effectiveness of existing or 

develop new noise abatement procedures. Ac.cordingly. the following measure is inserted 

after the fifth bulleted item on p. 425 of the EIR: 
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Consider the installation of additional noise monitors to help evaluat.e the 
effectiveness of existing, and/or develop new, noise abatement procedures. 

Noise Variance Conditions 

Comment 

"Add a separate mitigation measure that addresses the Airport's noise variance pending before the 

State Division of Aeronautics." (Raymond Miller, C/CAG) 

Response 

To the extent that the mitigation measures included in the EIR reduce cumulative noise 

levels, the measures would reduce SFIA's need for a variance. It would be speculative to 

conclude that the measures would eliminate the need for a variance. as the effectiveness of 

some measures depends on the outcomes of studies, and compliance with some measures 

cannot be mandated by the Airport. 

The inclusion of EIR mitigation measures as conditions of the new variance is a decision 

that is made by the State Division of Aeronautics under the provisions of the State Noise 

Standards, and as such, is not within the scope of this EIR.18/ The variance is discussed on 

pp. C&R.262-263 herein. 

IMPACTS IDENTIFIED FOR MITIGATION 

.awL 

Comment 

"May I also indicate that we are quite positive that this airport will do the job to benefit most of 

the people. We can't do it to all. We are quite positive that the airport will increase in its size. 

It's only going to have to; otherwise we will have some serious problems ... in landing and 

takeoffs. But we feel that. we could be a good neighbor, even though we are that. far ... away 

from the airport, and we can work together. 

"I have ooJy been acquainted with the airport for 20 years, since I first moved to Pacifica. And 

we have been able to mitigate quite a few things. We feel with the noise insulation program that 
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we applied for the Fairmont area, that that will help mitigate some of the impact of noise. But 

we hope that we can work with you, alongside of you, to benefit both San Francisco and the area 

and jobs and everything else, and would also take care of the concerns of cities furthest away 

from the airport that had no indication -- for 1,5 years we were not getting any noise in the back 

of the valley. But because they changed their flight pattern, we have gone from -- we took a 

monitor out there, and we had a zero ambient noise. But then when the plane flew over at night, 

it jumped quite high. And we are very quiet back there. 

••we are not saying that we don't want you to fly back there, but we are saying: Can we resolve 

the problem in the ambient noise and also the CNEL ?" (Fred Howard) 

B~sponse 

M stated on pp. 153 and 334 of the EIR, the 65 CNEL contour is established as the 

threshold of significant adverse impacts by both the FAA and the California State Noise 

Standards. Under such a standard, there would be a reduction in noise impacts in 1996 and 

2006 with or without the project (see pp. 339-344 of the EIR). Estimates of these 

reductions are. shown in Tables 53 and 54, pp. 342-343 of the EIR, and include severa1 

Pacifica sites. As noted on p. 347 of the EIR, however. there would still be people 

exposed to 65 dBA, CNEL and above in those years. To the extent that these persons are 

"impacted," as described in the State of California Noise Standards. SFIA would continue 

to be required to operate under a noise variance. The number of overflights from aircraft . 

serving SF1A would increase during the analysis years, as described on p. 344 of the EIR 

and in EIR Appendix C. However, the shift to Stage 3 aircraft would result in noticeably 

lower single-event noise levels. 

Some of the SFIAnoise programs CWTCntly in place (and described on pp. 167 and 168 of 

the EIR) are intended to reduce cumulative noise impacts. Several of the mitigation 

measures on pp. 424-426 of the EIR -- including commitment to a phasing out of Stage 3 

aircraft, increased use of Runways IL and lR for departures, revision of the Quiet Bridge 

Approach. mitigation implemented as the result of regional or runway reconfiguration 

studies, and a quiet climb program -- could also result in reduced CNEL impacts if they 

were implemented Measures addressed in the responses herein that c.ould reduce or 

minimize CNEL impacts include the installation of navigational aids, the continued 

nighttime preferential use of Runways lOL and lOR for departures and the use of 19L and 

19R for arrivals, and the improvement of the noise bairier behind Runway lR. 
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Mitigation for single-event noise impacts is cliscussed on pp. C&R.299-300 herein. 

Backblw;t Noise 

Comments 

"Add a separate mitigation measure that al'fdresses the backblast noise problem from aircraft 

departures on Runways 1, other than studying runway reconfiguration alternatives." (Raymond 

Miller, C/CAG) 

"The low-frequency noise or backblast problem has been well documented by people in the 

community and by the frequency-band analyses conducted by Ca1trans and by Tracor several 

years ago. While acknowledged in Section III of the Draft EIR in the Environmental Setting. the 

impact discussion in Section IV only mentions a possible reduction, as measured in CNEL. No 

specific mitigations are identified for the backblast problem." (George Foscardo, City of San 

Bruno) 

"No specific backblast noise mitigations are identified." (Roger Chinn, Airport/Community 

Roundtable) 

"Millbrae residents are subject to extreme back.blast and single event noise levels. Therefore, we 

feel strongly about the need for mitigation of aircraft-generated noise and increased noise levels 

from project-generated surface vehicles." (Janet Fogarty, Mayor. and Robert Treseler, City of 

Millbrae) 

Reswnse 

As stated on pp. 153 and 334 of the EIR, the 65 CNEL contour is established as the 

threshold of significant adverse impacts by both the FAA and the California State Noise 

Standards. (The adequacy of CNEL as a descriptor of backblast noise is discussed on 

pp. C&R.251-253 herein.) Under such a standard, there would be a reduction in noise 

impacts in 1996 and 2006 with or without the project On p. 344 of the BIR, it is noted 

that backblast noise would decre~ from 1990 through 2006. 
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The phasing out of Stage 2 aircraft by 2000 and the continued preferential use of 

Runways 10L and 10R for nighttime departures would help to reduce backblast noise. 

Depending on the outcome of regional and runway reconfiguration studies, the mitigation 

measures resulting from those studies could help to reduce backblast noise. All of these 

measures are identified in the EIR (pp. 424-426). 

Noise barriers could help to reduce the backblast problem; barriers are discussed on 

p. C&R.289 herein. Surface traffic noise is discussed on p. C&R.314 herein. 

Increase in Nighttime Operations 

Comments 

11Add a separate mitigation measure that addresses the possible increase in nighttime operations 

due to air traffic/capacity delays.•• (Raymond Miller, C/CAG) 

"Mitigation measures must be offered to reduce the potentially significant impacts from the 

possible increase in nighttime operations due to air traffic I capacity delays." (George Foscardo, 

City of San Bruno) 

"There is no mitigation directed at a possible increase in nighttime operations due to air 

traffic/capacity delays. 11 (Roger Chinn, Airpor1/Community Round.table) 

Response 

The following mitigation measure is inserted after the fifth bulleted item on p. 425 of the 

EIR: 

Continue to keep track of information on late night air carrier operations by runway 
and scheduled operations from midnight to 6:00 a.m. as part of the Director1s Repom 
presented at Airporl/Community Roundtable meetings. If the percentage of annual 
total operations perfonned at night increases such that nighttime cumulative noise 
levels increase 1.5 dBA, CNEL or more, conduct an investigation to determine the 
cause of the increase. To the extent allowed by law, implement mitigation measures 
to offset the increase in nighttime noise levels. 
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Sin2le Event Noise 

Comments 

"Substituting Jarge two-engine aircraft with large four-engine aircraft is the only mitigation 

directed at single-event noise impacts." (Roger Chinn, Airport/Community Roundtable) 

" ... [S]ince the DEIR is currently inadequate in its disclosure of noise impaets over San 

Francisco, no viable mitigations have been proposed. I hope that the responses to these and other 

comments will suggest further mitigations." (Curt Holzinger) 

" ... [T]here are a couple of issues I really would like to eJCpress ~ome concern about. No. I, I 

feel that the single event [noise impact] in the Environmental Impact Report does not - it speaks 

of it, but it does not go any further and talk about mitigating that problem." (Fred Howard) 

" ... Based on this average day simulation, the DEIR must include mitigation measures to offset 

the adverse impact of the increased frequency of single-event noise." (Maria Gracia Tan-Banico, 

City of Daly City) 

Respom;e 

As stated on pp. 153 and 334 of the EIR, the 65 CNEL contour is established as the 

threshold of significant adverse impacts by both the FAA and the California State Noise 

Standards. (The adequacy of CNEL as a descriptor of single-event noise and the adoption 

of CNEL as the State standard are discussed on pp. C&R.230-233 herein.) Under such a 

standard. there would be a reduction in noise impacts in 1996 and 2006 with or without the 

project. On p. 344 of the EIR, it is noted that 1) in areas with overflights by aircraft 

serving SFIAJ the number of times single-event noise occurs would increase, and 2) there 

would be a decrease in the number of flights by noisier. Iow·bypass-engine aircraft such as 

theB-727. 

As stated on p. 344 of the EIR. the phasing out of Stage 2 aircraft by 2000 would help to 

reduce single-event noise. The continued preferential use of Runways IL and IR for 

daytime departures and IOL and IOR for nighttime departures would continue to minimize 

single-event noise in areas under the departure paths for Runways 28L and 28R. Increased 

use oflarge, long-range two-engine aircraft as an alternative to the B·747 would reduce the 
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single-event noise under flight paths used by the B-747. Revisions of flight procedures 

and the use of the P ADIS to determine the effectiveness of the procedures could further 

reduce-single event noise. Depending on the outcome of regional and runway 

reconfiguration studies, the mitigation measures resulting from those studies could he1p to 

reduce single-event noise. All of these measures are identified in the EIR (pp. 424-426). 

P01ENTIAL EFFECTIVENESS AND IMP ACTS OF MEASURES IN DEIR 

Comments 

" .. .I agree with the 'Airpon Noise Committee's' objection to the Draft: ... 

"2. Noise level reductions based upon new aircraft is an assumption not a mitigation 
measure ... 

"These flaws must be addressed in any draft to make it acceptable. 11 (David Deakin) 

"Page 167, Noise Abatement Program: ... 

"Runways lOL and lOR (for noise abatement between 1:00 and 6:00 a.m.) are used only when 

airlines voluntarily elect to use them. Although using alternate departure runways is contrary to 

SFlA's preferential runway use doctrine, no violations are ever issued to the transgressing 

airlines ... 

"Page 424, Mitigation Measures, Aviation Noise: ... 

"Voluntary use of preferential runways 10, from 1;00 a.m. to 6:00 a.m. will not be effective 

mitigation until their use is mandatory. Single noise events cause the backblast problem and 

constantly disrupt the sleep of tens of thousands of citizens. San Diego, an International Airport, 

has a curfew from 11 :OQ p.m. to 7:00 a.m. The nighttime noise relief at SFIA of changing 

runways (when conditions permit) still is only voluntary and only for the hours of 1 :00 am. to 

6:00 a.m. Tilis was initially proposed in 1980 as a first step, yet the hours have not been 

extended to give adclitiona1 nighttime noise relief (Joint Land Use Plan, arJQl.lte£1198ffi ..• 

"The Visu·ai Shoreline Departure from runways 28L and 2SR accounts for on1y 0.3% of. 

departures. nus certainly cannot be considered a mitigation measure .•. 

"The Quiet Bridge Approach is regularly ignored by in-bound flights. Numerous Roundtable 

meetings have been directed to this mitigation with no results ... 
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"Climb power reductions using the 'ATA departure procedure' is of no value whatsoever in 

mitigating the major noise problem of SFIA, backblast. BackbJast is generated on-airport ... 

"A 'quiet climb' program does not address the major SFIA noise problem, backblast. This 

program, at best, is minor mitigation compared with the backblast problem ... 

"Until a regional study by FAA, Caltrans, and other agencies is finished and new flight routes are 

in~ use, the inclusion of this paragraph is not a mitigating measure. It is wishful pie-in-the

sky thinking." (Duane Spence, Airport Mitigation Coalition) 

"Another mitigation that is referenced is the runway reconfiguration srudy, which was a separate 

study. It really came out of a request on the Peninsula to look at alternative runways, if they can 

help resoJve the noise probJem in different areas. 11tis is listed as a mitigation in here, and the 

study is not done. In fact, the Airport Community Roundt.able asked for more information. If 

you want to call it a possible mitigation, that is fine. But let's not call it a mitigation if the study 

is not even done." (Curt Holzinger) 

"Completion of the Runway Reconfiguration Study should not be identified as a mitigation 

measure, since that action by itself, will not mitigate single-event and backblast noise impacts." 

(Roger Chinn. Airport/Community Roundtable) 

11The Airport Noise Committee has reviewed the proposed runway reconfigurations. and our 

analysis revealed several issues which required further study. There is currently no agreement 

among noise affected parties that any reconfiguration under study will actually mitigate noise. 

rather than simpJy shift it elsewhere. Jn fact, the study concludes that under any configuration 

where large aircraft are shifted onto Runway #1 for departure; these aircraft cannot reach 

sufficient altitude to lower noise levels over San Francisco (Runway Reconfiguration Study, 

Phase 1. pgs. 6-18). Given the lack of consensus and incompleteness of the study. we find no 

justification for the DEIR calling it a 'mitigation.'" (Timothy Treacy. Airport Noise Committee) 

11Runway extensions studies have been done to various ex.tent since 1976. To date, no effective 

noise solutions have been achieved. 

"On the contrary, the studies have shown that extending runways onJy increases the operational 

capacities of the airport." (Duane Spence, Airport Mitigation Coalition) 
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" .. .Identifying the consequences of the airport's expansion proposals and ana1yzing possible 

mitigation efforts are among the most important aspects of the DEIR to residents of South

Central San Francisco, from Little Hollywood to St. Francis Wood ... 

"It is both interesting and troubling to note that the only proposals labelled 'mitigation' invoJve 

the shifting of operations (and the noise and safety concerns inherent in any operation) from one 

runway to another. In practica1 terms. the result of this shift of operations is a shift of noise and 

safety concerns from one community to another. This is an approach that has often been 

followed by SFIA, with the cooperation of the FAA. Relieving one community at the expense of 

another is not. however, a 'mitigation'. The label 'nritigation' is cleverly used in the DEIR, but its 

use is both faaccurate and misleading." (Carol GambJe) 

"Another major area of question is with the mitigation section of the Draft EIR. You will recall 

that last time I mentioned that one of the mitigations proposed in the draft is to put more aircraft 

onto Runway No. 1. There is no evidence in the Draft EIR which supports that that is, indeed, a 

mitigation. It references a runway reconfiguration study. which was conducted by the airport. 

but which was not concluded, and the Airport Community Roundtable requested more 

information before making a decision as to if, indeed, that was a mitigation or simply a noise 

shift. It is the position of our committee that to move more aircraft onto Runway No. 1 is simply 

a noise shift which will put even more aircraft over the City and C.ounty of San Francisco." 

(Curt Holzinger, Airport Noise Committee, public hearing of 10/17/91) 

"The DEIR proposes to 'mitigate' noise by placing even more departing aircraft onto Runways 

IlllR, and it references the Runway Reconfiguration Study as an additionaJ 'mitigation.' Neither 

of these proposals has been shown to actually reduce noise, the appearance of a noise reduction is 

rather, the result of a noise shift. The DEIR should provide supporting evidence that these 

proposals will mitigate noise, and if mitigation is achieved in one location; it should explicitly 

disclose where noise .levels and frequency of overflight will increase." (Curt Holzinger) 

"No mitigations for the single event impacts are proposed .•. The DEIR shows that usage of 

Runway #J for departures increased from 75% in 1985 to 87% in 1989 (page 158). This shift 

has increased backblast noise behind the runway and overflight of the northern peninsula. 

worsening noise exposure in those areas. In spite of this recent experience, even greater use of 

Runway #1 is listed as a noise 'mitigation.' The DEIR provides no analysis to support this 

mitigation. and consequential impacts are ignored. The Committee finds this 'mitigation' to be a 

noise shift, and absent further data, references to it should be removed. Furthermore, the Airport 
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and other public agencies have wisely pursued a policy against this type of noise shift." (Timothy 

Treacy. Airpon Noise Committee) 

"Increased use of Runway #1is1he principal noise mitigation proposed in the DEIR. Use of 

Runway #1 has incre~ep from 75% in 1985 to 87% in 1989 according to page 158 of the DEIR. 

This change has resulted in greatly increased overflight noise in San Francisco. The DEIR 

provides no anaJysis to support this alleged mitigation, which is in reality a noise shift from areas 

in San Mateo County to San Francisco. Consequently, further use of Runway #1 cannot be 

relied upon as mitigation." (Bruce Krell, Forest Jiill Association) 

''Increased use of Runway #1 is the principal noise mitigation proposal in the DEIR. Use of 

Runway #1 has increased from 75% in 1985 to 87% in 1989 according to page 158 of the DEIR. 

This change has resulted in greatly increased overflight noise in SF. The DEIR provides no 

analysis to support this alleged mitigation, which is in reality a noise shift from areas in San 

Mateo County to San Francisco. Consequently, further use of Runway #1 cannot be relied upon 

as a mitigation." (Carol Kocivar, West of Twin Peaks Central Council) 

"Revise Mitigation Measure No. 2 on page 424 in the Draft EIR, by de1eting the reference to 

increase the use of Runways 1 for departures of1ong-range aircraft." (Raymond Miller, C/CAG) 

"By using an increased use of Runways Ol for departures as a mitigation measure, the current 

high use of that runway and the existing impacts are ignored." (Roger Chinn, 

Airport/Community Roundtable) 

"In the report on Page 424, they refer to a mitigating effort as encouraging the airlines to switch 

to two-engine aircraft which then they can take off of Runway 1 L and 1 R. That is in violation 

of the original scheme, which was that that would not all~viate the noise in one area to by 

moving it to another." (David Few) 

.. The EIR mentions that, as a mitigation to noise, aircraft will be diverted farther north over the 

Peninsula. which means practically all of the additional aircraft that will be handled by SFO from 

this expansion proposal, rough1y a 70 percent expansion, if I read that correctly, in aircraft 

operations. Those aircraft will be -- all that 70 percent additional is going to be going over San 

Francisco. That is diverting the noise, which is against the tacit agreement which has been in 

effect for quite some time. That noise will not be diverted to the new communities throughout 

the bay region." (Charles Kroupa) 
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"Another area of real concern that is in the existing Draft EIR is with what are called mitigations. 

Several of the mitigations are a shift of noise. As we understand it, the Airports Commission and 

the Airport Community Roundtable have a policy against solving one area's problems at the 

expense of another. 

"I will be very brief here. You will hear reference or read reference to: Let's put the aircraft on 

to Runway No. 1 so they can go up the bay. Those planes go up the bay and then they tum over 

the northern Peninsula. You have moved noise from the gap up the bay and over the Peninsula. 

It's a shift. Three of the mitigations which are listed in this document are a shift. I do not think 

that is an acceptable mitigation. We have got to come up with something better than that. 

" ... For example. if the mitigations jn the DEIR are followed, large heavy 747 aircraft would 

depart on Runways IlJIR and might overfly San Francisco. lllis possib1e impact needs further 

explication and assessment." (Curt Holzinger) 

"Moreover, the only mitigation proposed to address this problem [noisy Stage III aircraft] is to 

shift more aircraft onto Runway #1; a plan which merely shifts noise from one p1ace to another." 

(Timothy Treacy, Airport Noise Committee) 

"Page 424, Mitigation Measures, Aviation Noise: 

"The realities of long range, two-engine aircraft as an alternative to four-engine aircraft is not a 

mitigatfag factor. The continuing and constant use of side-by-side departures on runways lL and 

lR would still have the net effect of four engines at maximum thrust. The use of larger, more 

fuel laden planes using runways I would further exacerbate the major problem, backblast. 

behind those runways. This is no mitigation measure. 

"Even if the FAA did study and revise the use of the 'quiet departure' for runways 1 departures, 

this does not reduce the major noise problem, back blast. It encourages more runways 1 

departures. 'This is not a mitigation measure." (Duane Spence, Airport Mitigation Coalition) 

Response 

It is assumed in the EIR (pp. 338-339) that the proportion of total operations performed by 

Stage 3 aircraft wou1d increase from 1990 to 2006. The complete phaseout of Stage 2 

aircraft is listed as mitigation measures (for SFIA and airline implementation) on pp. 424-

425 because the noise impacts analysis in the EIR does not reflect a 100-percent-Stage-3 
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fleet at SFIA. When the EIR noise analysis was prepared, the Airport Noise Regulation 

had not been amended t.o include a January 2000 phaseout date. 

SFIA's current preferential runway use program is informal ill. The use of any noise 

abatement procedure, whether formal or informal, is limited by the variability of wind and 

weather conditions. safety factors, and air traffic levels and patterns. at is stated on 

p. IVB-28 of the Joint Land Use Study, for example, that wind conditions prohibit 

nighttime Runways 10 t.akeoffs about 40 percent of the yearJ2/) Air traffic controllers and 

the aircraft pilots (because of their responsibilities for ensuring flight safety) have the 

option of choosing a procedure other than the noise abatement procedure if they think it 

necessary for aircraft safety. See pp. C&R.270-271 herein for further discussion of 

preferential runway use. 

Data on nighttime (1:00 a.m. to 6:00 a.m.) runway use in 1989 show that about 70 percent 

of B-747 aircraft, and about 50 percent of all other aircraft, departed on Runways JOL or 

1 OR. Because Runways 28L and 28R are used as the preferential arrival runways, the 

resulting "head-to-head" traffic flow may limit the number of aircraft that can depart on 

Runways lOL or lOR during busy periods. The revision of the preferential runway use 

procedure described on p. 425 of the EIR to include arrivals on Runways 19L and 19R (see 

pp. C&R.281~282 herein) could allow for increased use of Runways lOL and lOR for 

departures. 

The Visual Shoreline Departure is already in use at SFJA. (Limits on its use are discussed 

on p. C&R.293 herein.) The departure is not identified as a mitigation measure in the EIR. 

When following the Quiet Bridge Approach to Runway 28R, aircraft proceed to the high 

st.and of the San Mateo Bridge. and then make a visual landing. A similar procedure is 

followed by aircraft using the Tiptoe Approach to Runway 28L. The path followed to 

reach the San Mateo Bridge would depend on the air traffic control instructions given to 

the pilot.Ill 

The mitigation measure on p. 424 of the EIR regarding the Quiet Bridge Approach is 

intended to improve the effectiveness of the approach. Other mitigation measures in the 

EIR (or these responses) that could improve the effectiveness of the Quiet Bridge 

Approach include use of the PASSUR radar tracking system. and installation of 

navigational aids. 
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The inclusion of climb·power reductions as a mitigation measure in the EIR is not intended 

to reduce back.blast impacts. 

Because of the possibility that a regional study could~ the mitigation of noise 

impacts, completion of the study is identified as a mitigation measure in the EIR. It is not 

stated in the EIR that the study would mitigate noise impacts. When making its findings 

on the impacts remaining after mitigation measures are implemented, the Airports 

Commission could not assume that the srudy would reduce noise impacts to a level of 

insignificance. 

The reasons for including the Runway Reconfiguration Study as a mitigation measure are 

discussed on p. C&R.306 herein. As discussed on p. C&R.49 herein, SFIA believes that 

Phase I of the Reconfiguration Study has (so far) produced four potential runway 

reconfigurations that would achieve the primary objective of the study (the reduction of 

cumulative noise impacts). Many secondary objectives (listed on p. C&R.49 herein) were 

achieved, but not all. 

Depending on the results of the Runway Reconfiguration Study (discussed on pp. C&R.49· 

50 herein), it is possible that aircraft (including B-747s) could be departing on different 

runways and along different headings (paths) than they do currently, increasing the 

occurrence of single-event noise in some areas. The main objective of the Runway 

Reconfiguration Study, however, was to reduce noise impacts as defined by the State Noise 

Standards (and a secondary objective was to reduce single-event noise impacts). Any 

runway reconfiguration chosen as a result of the study, then, would by definition resµlt in a 

reduction of such noise impacts. 

Because of the possibility that the Runway Reconfiguration Study could lead to the 

mitigation of noise impacts, completion of the srudy is identified as a mitigation measure 

in the EIR. It is not stated in the EIR that the Study would mitigate noise impacts. When 

making its findings on the impacts remaining after mitigation measures are implemented, 

the Airports Commission could not assume that the Study would reduce noise impacts to a 

level of insignificance. 

The extension of a runway as a :mitigation measure would be implemented only if the 

Runway Reconfiguration Study found it to be effective in reducing noise impacts. The 

FAA Airports Capacity Task Force Study did show that extending Runways 19L, 19R, 
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28L, or 28R would result in reduced aircraft delays (as shown in Table l·l, p. A.174, 

Appendix l of the EIR). 

Several commenters refer to a policy or policies against shifting noise from one community 

to another. It is the position of members of the Airport/Community Roundtable that any 

shift in noise from one community to another should be prohibited. "Noise" as defined in 

this position is any kind of noise, including single-event noise Oevels and frequency) and 

backblast noiseJl/ 

Condition 111.F. of the SFIA Noise Variance states, "[The] Allport shall not knowingJy 

permit or authorize and shall oppose any activity which results in a shifting of aircraft 

generated noise from one community to another within the airport environs." Although 

"noise" is not specifically defined in this Condition, in the State Noise Standards (in 

accordance with which the variance was granted) "noise impact" is defined in terms of 

CNEL./8/ 

Pages 424425 of the EIR identify nine noise mitigation measures for SFlA to implement. 

Additional mitigation measures are identified on pp. C&R.267-295 herein. Of those 

measures, the only measure explicitly involving a potential shift of operations 1'.from one 

runway to another'' is the use of large long-range, two-engine aircraft as an alternative to 

the B·747. 

As stated on p. 344 of the EIR, " ... the noisiest aircraft overflights to I from SFIA would 

likely be by B-747 aircraft ... " All B-747 aircraft on Jong-range flights and about one-half 

of all other B-747 aircraft departed on Runway 28R in 1989 (and would, it is assumed, 

depart on Runway 28R in 1996 and 2006). Almost all of these departing aircraft follow 

the Gap Departme route, which takes them over Peninsula communities at relatively low 

altitudes. 

If a B-747 aircraft departing on Runway 28R were replaced by a long-range two-engine 

aircraft (such as a B-767) departing on either Runway 28R or Runways lL or IR, a 

relatively noisy Stage 3 aircraft that climbs relatively slowly would be replaced by a 

quieter Stage 3 aircraft that climbs faster. If the two-engine aircraft were to depart on 

Runway 28R, communities under the Gap or Shoreline Departure routes would still 

experience noise, but the level would be lower. If the aircraft were to depart on Runways · 
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lL or IR, communities under the Runway 28R flight paths would not hear the noise from 

the aircraft. 

Part of the noise wouJd be shifted to communities under the flight paths for Runway IL or 

IR, including the upper and middle PeninsuJa, San Francisco, and l?acifica for flights 

headed to destinations west. southwest or south of SFIA. However, the aircraft would be 

at higher altitudes when flying over those communities, and the noise produced (even at 

the same a1timde) would be lower than that from the B· 747. Therefore, there would be an 

overall reduction in (cumulative and the level of sing1e·event) noise. 

The result would be an overall reduction in noise. and not just a shift (as claimed by the 

commenters), because high noise levels would be taken from the most highly affected areas 

and replaced with lower noise levels elsewhere. Tilis strategy is consistent with SFIA's 

noise reduction effortst which consider as a priority relief for people EibiD. the CNEL 65 

contour. Although o1hers may be affected by the results of such efforts, the impacts to 

those people would not be as great as the benefits to those now experiencing high 

cumulative noise levels. 

Tilis reduction can be demonstrated by using the information in Table C-8 on p. A.56, 

Appendix C of the EIR. The table shows the maximum sound exposure levels at the 

remote monitoring stations for four representative aircraft using SFIA (including the 

B-747-200 and B· 767). Monitor No. 4 in South San Francisco is directly under the Gap 

Departure route; when a B· 747-200 departs on Runway 28R, the sound exposure leve1 at 

Monitor No. 4 could be as high as 103 dBA. Replacing the B· 74 7 with the B-767 on 

Runway 28R could reduce the noise at Monitor No. 4 to 89 dBA. Monitor No. 24 in San 

Francisco is near the departure flight paths for Runway IL. If the B-767 departure were 

shifted to Runway lL, there would be no noise produced by it at Monitor No. 4, but the 

sound exposure level at Monitor No. 24 could be as high as 8I dBA. The reduction 

achieved by switching to the B-767 and shifting runways could be 21 dBA or moreJ9/ 

It is correct that replacing B-74 7 with B-767 aircraft (as identified in the EIR) could lead to 

an increase in the use of Runways IL and lR, and result in 1) an increase in the occurrence 

of single-event noise in communities under the departure paths for Runways IL and IR 

(those a1ong the northern Peninsula, and San Francisco) and 2) an increase in the 

occUJTence of backblast noise in the communities behind Runways IL and IR. 

Accordingly, the following is added to the second bulleted item on p. 424 of the EIR: 
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An increased number of departures on Runways lL and lR would result in an 
increase in the occurrence of single-event noise in communities under the departure 
flight paths for .those runways, including San Francisco and communities on the 
Peninsula and in the East Bay. An increased number of departures on Runways IL 
and IR would also result in an increase in the occurrence of backblast noise in 
communities behind those runways, including Burlingame and Millbrae. 

The increased use of long-range aircraft is not the only mitigation measure identified to 

address noisy Stage 3 aircraft; please see pp. C&R.269, 27I, 273-274, 280-282, 286-287, 

289-290 herein. 

Possible revision of the flight routing for aircraft departing on Runways IL and lR is 

identified as a mitigation measure on p. 424 of the EIR. The measure is intended to reduce 

cumu1ative and single.event noise levels in communities on the Peninsula; it is not 

intended w reduce backblast noise: 

The measure is described and assessed incorrectly in the Em. Accordingly, the fourth 

bulleted item on p. 424 and the ninth bulleted item on p. 425 of the EIR are revised as 

follows (revisions are underlined and deletions shown by brackets): 

Encourage the FAA to study and, if possible, []institute the use of [].a "quiet 
departure" []flight routing[} for aircraft departing on Runways lL and lR. Currently, 
aircraft departing on Runways IL and IR [] make a left tum over the Peninsula. 
Requiring the aircraft to travel further north over the Bay before turning could reduce 
single-event noise over Peninsula communities. hut could result in increased 
oyerfli&hts and sinde-evcmt noise jn comQlllDities :further QOrfh. In addition. a 
revised fli&:ht routine could conflict with departures from Mettqpolit.an Oakland 
International Aieport. 

Study and, if possible, []institute the use of [ J .a "quiet departure" for aircraft 
departing on Runways lL and IR. Implementing Agency: FAA 

Mitigation measures for single-event impacts are discussed on pp. C&R.299-300 herein. 

Responses to comments regarding increases in backblast noise are on pp. C&R.25I-260 

herein. 
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GENERAL 

Comments 

" ... What mitigation programs can be implemented to reduce the number of impacted uses? 

How can they be funded and what levels of funding are necessary? ... " (Dennis Argyres, City of 

Burlingame). 

" ... There is just a woeful lack of detail and analysis as to how mitigation measures wou1d work. 

For example, one of the suggestions to mitigate the noise is to, 'encourage the airlines to use 

different types of aircraft that have the ability to take off at a very sharp angle and thus not have 

to spend much time over residential areas.' The question is, how do we encourage the airlines to 

do that? Are there specific suggestions, incentives, penalties that could be imposed? And how 

successful would those incentives or penalties be, based upon. perhaps, examples from other 

jurisdictions?" (Com.missioner Morales) 

"Potential Noise • The noise problems will be mitigated through the improvement and expansion 

of the Airport's already successful noise program." (Stan Moy, Finger & Moy Architects) 

"The third mitigation measure on page 424 should include an estimated date for completion of 

review and revision of the Quiet Bridge Approach." (Leslie Carmichael, City of Foster City) 

"Pages 425 and 426 list measures to mitigate noise impacts; included are measures to work with 

several agencies and groups to 'conduct a regional study of air traffic control requirements, 

constraints, and opportunities, with the goal of minimizing noise impacts.' 11lis mitigation 

should be undertaken before proceeding with any other aspect of the project, since 'the study 

would fovolve identifying the flight patterns and routes regionwide that are most environmentally 

desirable, determining how to establish and coordinate use of the routes while maintaining 

aircraft safety.' The SFIA .DWS1 take into account future expansions at other airpons in the 

region, including the possibility of airport development in areas of rapid growth not presently 

served by a regional airport facility ... " (Onno1ee Trapp. Leagues of Women Voters o!San 

Mateo County) 

''Pages 425 and [4]26 list measures to mitigate noise impacts. Included are measures to work 

with several agencies and groups to 'conduct a regionaJ study of air traffic control requirements, 

constraints and opportunities. with the goaJ of minimizing noise impacts.' nus mitigation should 
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be undertaken before proceeding with any other aspect of the project, since, 'the study would 

involve identifying the flight patterns and routes region-wide that are most environmentally 

desirable, determining how to establish and coordinate use of the routes while maintaining 

aircraft safety.' The airport must take into account future expansions of other airports in the 

region, including the possibility of airport development in areas of rapid growth not presently 

serviced by regional airport facility. Considering the multiple impacts detailed in the EIR for the 

airport alone, it's imperative that regional coordination must be involved. 

"Well, we call on you for cooperating with the other jurisdictions in the area to work these things 

out and reconsider this plan and perhaps even alter your expansion plans/' (Onnolee Trapp, San 

Mateo County Leagues of Women Voters, public hearing of 8/27/91) 

"Pages 335 and A.179: 

"There are very serious problems in the DEm with suggested noise mitigation measures, one of 

which is the fact that most measures are only voluntary. No mitigation measures are proposed in 

the DEIR that are mandatory or binding. Therefore. they are not under the control of the Airports 

Commission to effect noise mitigation. For instance, any use of runways 10 for late night 

departures between 1:00 a.m. and 6:00 a.m. is optional ... 

"Page 424, Mitigation Measures, Aviation Noise: .•. 

"In general, the SFIA mitigation paragraphs are actually reguests to other entities and agencies to 

accomplish some actions. Nothing is mandatory. therefore nothing can be concluded as to 

whether the actions will be done, or what their results would be. For the purpose of the DEIR, 

they are not mitigating measures." (Duane Spence, Airport Mitigation Coalition) 

Ri:sponse 

Section 15050(e) of the CEQA Guidelines st.ates that "The exercise of discretionary powers 

for environmental protection shall be consistent with express or implied limitations 

provided by other laws." SF1A cannot implement mitigation measures which it has no 

authority (under the powers granted to it by law) to implement As stated in the responses 

to various suggested noise mitigation measures (pp. C&R.267-295 herein), and implied in 

the discussion of airport proprietors' rights and obligations in Appendix A herein, there are 

limits to SFIA's ability to directly implement certain noise mitigation measures. Those 

limits are reflected in the categorization of the noise mitigation measures by 

implementation responsibility (see pp. 424-425 of the EIR.). 
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For example, as implied in C&R Appendix A and described on p. C&R.279 herein, there 

are limits on SFIA's ability to require or influence the use oflong-range, two-engine 

aircraft at the Airport (through regulation or financial incentives). Because of those limits, 

increased use of such aircraft would be implemented by the airlines, not SAA. SFIA 

could "eqcourage" the airlines' use of such aircraft at SFIA , through rulemaking, airline 

agreements, and/or financial incentives. 

Under CEQA (Guidelines, Section 15091), mitigation measures may be adopted or rejected 

by the Airports Commission as part of the written findings for each significant effect. 

Mitigation measures adopted become conditions of project approval, and are binding. The 

noise mitigation measures not directly under the control of SAA (such as FAA revision of 

flight procedures) cannot be adopted by the Allports Commission in its findings. 

Given that some of the noise .mitigation measures identified in the EIR are not within 

SFIA's control, the commenter is correct in asserting that conclusions cannot be made as to 

the likely implementation or effectiveness of those measures. 'This absence of knowledge 

regarding the effectiveness of the noise mitigation measures must be taken into 

consideration by the Airports Commission in its findings. 

CEQA does not require that an EIR include information on the costs and potential 

financing of mitigation measures. Please see p. C&R.386 herein for further discussion of 

this issue. 

The review and revision of the Quiet Bridge Approach and the completion of a regional air 

traffic study are not within the authority of SFIA. Therefore, implementation of these 

measures cannot be mandated by the Airports Commission as a condition of project 

approval. 

N01ES - Aircraft Noise Mitigation 

111 Carbone, David, staff to the Airport/Community Roundtable, telephone conversation, 
March 11, 1992. 

l'lJ Williams, P1atzek & Mocine et al., Joint Land Use Study, San Francisco International 
Airport I San Mateo County Environs Area. prepared for the Joint Powers Board, March 
1980. 
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/3/ U.S. Department of Transportation, Secretary's Task Force on Competition in the U.S. 
Domestic Airline Industry, Airpons, Air Traffic Control, and Related Concerns (Impact on 
Entry), February, 1990. 

141 Airline Lease and Use Agreements, San Francisco International Airport. 

151 49 U.S.C. App. Section 1305 (a) (1). 

161 U.S. Department of Transportation. FederaJ Aviation Administration, San Francisco Bay 
Area Airports Task Force Capacity Study of SFO, SJC, and OAK International Airports 
(prepared jointly by FAA, Bay Area international airports staffs, Air Transport 
Association, and the airlines serving the San Francisco Bay Area), 1987. 

n; Federal Aviation Administration, Office of Environment and Energy, Airport. Noise 
Control Strategies, Report No. FAA-EE-86-02, May 1986. 

181 California Administrative Code, Title 21, Section 5000, et seq., as amended. 

191 The B-767 is not a direct replacement for the B-74 7, because the B-767 is a smaller 
aircraft. If an aircraft of similar size (such as the planned B-777) were used, the noise 
levels produced would probably be about 4 dBA higher than those produced by the B-767. 
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OTHER NOISE 

SURFACE TRAFFIC NOISE 

Comment 

" ... Whether or not aircraft noise reduction is achieved, the report states (p. 6) that 'surface traffic 

due to the project would increase noise levels on local roads by a maximum of one decibel over 

baseline conditions' for both 1996 and 2006. NO 1vDTIGATION is proposed for this environmental 

impact." (Onnolee Trapp, Leagues of Women Voters of San Mateo County) 

Response 

Humans can hear noise level changes of only about three dBA or more. A noise level 

increase of one dBA wou1d not be audible to the human ear and, so, there would be no 

noticeable effects on ambient noise levels. Therefore, no mitigation measures would be 

needed for the change in ambient noise levels due to increased surface traffic along local 

roads. 

CONSTRUCTION NOISE 

Impact5 

Comments 

"IV-331 Environmenta1 Impacts Re: Construction Noise - Qearly impacts of construction on 

Millbrae were completely overlooked and left out of Document. I can't help wondering .!llur? A lot 

of Millbrae homes are much closer to Construction Sites planned for, than those homes in Lomita 

Park. San Bruno which have been included in text" (Jessie Bracker, letter of 8127 /91 and public 

hearing of 8/27/91) 

"On page --Chapter IV-331 -Environmental Impacts - 'Construction' and NQiz - Noise sensitive 

areas - ace named in 1st par. of page 6 and 1st par. (middle of), also found on page 333. Sites named 

are incomplete. Airport Park, Marina Vista, and North Millbrae Subdivisions of homes were not 

named and must be because they are closer to much of the Development areas than Lomita Park is 
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so noise levels there from Construction would have to be higher than from Lomita Parkwhere text 

says it would be unacceptable (clearly). Millbrae nursery school aJso should be included." (Jessie 

Bracker) 

Rewmse 

The list of sensitive receptors on p. A.58 of the EIR (Appendix C) in Table C-10, is revised 

(the revised table is shown on p. C&R.220 herein) to incJude Millbrae Nursery School (and 

other uses found in responding to other comments about sensitive uses). Tilis list contains 

only schools, hospitals and other public facilities in the vicinity of the Airport. The 

commenter is correct in stating that residential land uses in Airport Park, Marina Vista and 

North Millbrae subdivisions, closer to the Airport than Lomita Park, would be exposed to 

high noise levels from construction activities. Table 48 on p. 332 of the EIR shows the 

approximate distances at which construction noise would be reduced to certain levels. 

Generally. external noise levels over 65 dBA, Leq, are not considered compatible with 

residentia1 land uses. Pages 332 and 333 of the EIR state that noise levels at Lomita Park 

Elementary School and in the Lomita Park residential area would be above recommended 

standards. Residential land uses in Airport Park, Marina Vista and North Millbrae 

subdivisions, closer to the Airport than the Lomita Park sensitive receptors, would be 

exposed to noise levels above recommended standards during excavation, pile driving, and 

finishing operations. Because construction activities are temporary, noise generated by 

construction activities would not have a long-term effect on ambient noise levels in the 

region. 

The second sentence of the first paragraph on p. 6 of the EIR is replaced with the 

following: 

Nearby noise sensitive areas include residential land uses, schools and hospitals. 

The following sentence is added to the end of the paragraph on pp. 332-333 of the EIR. 

Residential land uses cJoser to the Airport than the Lomita Park residential are~ such 
as Airport Park. Marina Vista and North Millbrae, would be exposed to higher noise 
levels during pile driving, which would be considered "clearly unacceptable." 
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Mitia-ation 

Comments 

" •.. Millbrae's general plan reads: City should make sure that noise from construction is reduced to 

the lowest possible level All mitigation measures possible must be used." (Jessie Bracker, letter of 

8/27/91 and public hearing of 8/27191) 

"P. 14 and 15 - Miti2ate Construction Noise Impact,s - All measures possible must be included." 

(Jessie Bracker) 

Resoonse 

Noise control policies and ordinances, such as the Airport Land Use Plan (San Mateo 

County Airport Land Use Commission, 1981) and the San Francisco Noise Ordinance, 

which prohibits construction work at night, have limited authority over actual Airport 

operations. Page 426 of the EIR lists feasible mitigation measures that could be 

implemented as a condition of project approval. Construction noise levels could be 

substantially attenuated by these mitigation measures. 
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AJROUAUTY 

SETTING 

The Notes for this section begin on p. C&R.337. 

Existine Air Quality at SFIA 

Comments 

np_ 174 - Pollution readings are taken in San Francisco! - Surely for this document acrual 

readings lllJill be taken by Terminals, Aprons, and Taxiways and ,ends of Runways 1 ... 

"With reference to all pages in the text regarding Pollution and to Summary - PoUution Readings 

for this Document should be taken at Airport; not in San Frm:u;;isco. Summary reads 'The 

increase in traffic will increase Pollutant Emissions!' " (Jessie Bracker) 

"The evaluation of air quality is based on data from air monitoring station equipment which is 

not located at SFIA. Air quality should be measured and continuously monitored by equipment 

located at SFIA. nus is a more realistic approach to determining impacts and offering proper 

mitigations." (George Foscardo, City of San Bruno) 

Response 

The Bay Area Air Quality Management District (BAAQMD) air quality monitoring station 

closest to SFIA is located in San Francisco. Although atmospheric conditions, such as 

wind direction, wind speed and temperature, influence the dispersal of air pollutants 

generated by SFIA, ambient concentrations at the nearest monitoring station provide an 

indication of existing air quality in the area. The air pollutant data presented in Table D-1 

on page A.137 (Appendix D) of the EIR are, therefore, shown to provide the reader with a 

general idea of ambient air pollutant concentrations in the area. As pointed out in the EIR 

(p. 174), air quality in San Francisco and San Mateo Counties is generally better than that 

in, for example. the East Bay and the South Bay. 

The data in Table· D-1 were not used to estimate the emissions generated by the project. 

Although future air quality monitoring at the AirPort would give accurate air pollutant 

concentrations after project buildout, furure project emissions cannot be estimated using 
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present air quality monitoring data. Project emissions are generally calculated using 

established emission factors. Future emission factors developed by the Environmental 

Protection Agency (EPA), California Air Resources Board (ARB) and BAAQMD were 

used to estimate tota1 emissions from various Airport operations. Roadside CO 

concentrations (existing and futlire) were modeled using the CALINE4 approved and 

recommended air quality modeling program, developed by Caltrans. Background 

concentrations were obtained from BAAQMD contour maps. Air quality impacts of the 

project were determined by comparing these estimated emissions and concentrations to the 

significance thresholds established by BAAQMD. Thus, the project impacts were 

evaluated and mitigation measures identified, on the basis of established procedures and 

practices. The proximity of air pollutant data monitoring stations does not affect the 

estimated project impacts on air quality. 

Sensitive Rece.ptors 

Comment 

"P. XI-A-138 - Table D-2- Air Quality Sensitive Receptors Within 114 m. of Airport Property 

line. - 2 Convalescent Hospitals, l Millbrae Nursery School, should be added." (Jessie Bracker) 

Response 

Table D-2, p. A.138 (Appendix D) of the EIR is revised (revisions are shown in bold text) 

to include the two convalescent hospitals and Millbrae Nursery School. 
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TABLE D-2: AIR QUALITY SENSIDVE RECEPTORS 

Within 1/4 mile ofAitpOrt Promrty Line 

Sheltering Pines Convalescent Hospital 
Millbrae Serra Convalescent Hospital 
Millbrae Nursery School 
ResidentiaJ areas (West of US 101) 
Belle Air School (San Bruno) 
Lomita Park School (Millbrae) 

Within 112 mile of Ai[pOrt Property Line 

Residential areas (West of US 101) 
Churches 
Capuchino High School (San Bruno) 
Happy Hall School (Childcare Center - San Bruno) 
Saint Dunstan School (Millbrae) 

Within 1 mile of Airport PrQpeny Line 

Churches 
Decima M. Allen School (San Bruno) 
Edgemont School (San Bruno) 
El Crystal School (San Bruno) 
City Park (San Bruno) 
Glen Oaks School (Millbrae) 
Green Hills Country Club 
Green Hills School (Millbrae) 
Highlands School (Millbrae) 
Taylor Jr. High School (Millbrae) 
Former Chadbourne School (now vacant, will become senior citizens center/home) (Millbrae) 
Mills High School (Millbrae) 
Spring Valley School (Millbrae) 
Peninsula Hospital 
Lincoln School (Burlingame) 
Parkside Jr. High School (San Bruno) 
City of San Bruno Public Library 
Ray Park (Burlingame) 
Residential Areas (W. of E Camino Real) 

SOURCE: Environmental Science Associates, Inc. 
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Plans and Regulatiops 

Comment 

"Now lets take a hard look at air quality. In the early 1970's, SFO declared that 'Airport 

management along with neighboring communities will together have to devise and implement 

strategies to improve air quality to within acceptable limits' (FEIS Vol. III Part 2-Comments II-2-

17 and III-1-20). These strategies were to be 'eva1uated as pm:t of a future control plan' in order 

to minimize air pollution (FEIS Vol. ID Part I-Comments Il-9-3). Where is that plan? Where 

are those controls? Where is the air quality data that would have facilitated intelligent planning?" 

(A1ynLain) 

&:sooM~ 

The strategies and plans identified by the commenter are the State of California's 

"Transportation Control Strategies" and "Air Quality Implementation Plans" for critical 

regions, which called for the minimization of total vehicle miles traveled to improve 

regional air quality.Ill An analysis of total vehicle miles traveled was required to 

demonstrate compliance with these strategies and plans; any increase in VMT was not 

consistent with them. 

Plans. policies and programs are updated, revised or modified as more information 

becomes available. The current Plan (The Bay Area '91 Clean Air Plan), by aiming to 

reduce air pollutant emissions through a combination of permits and indirect source 

controls, seeks to reduce VMT and thereby improve Jocal and regional air quality 121 

Pages 172-173 of the EIR discuss current air qua1ity regulations, plans and policies. To 

reflect the new information, the third sentence of the fourth paragraph on p. 172 of the EIR 

is revised as follows (revisions are underlined and deletions shown in brackets): 

An Ah Quality Plan for the Basin was prepared in [] 1991 and [] is bein2 
incorporated into the current California SIP 131 

The first sentence of the fifth paragraph on p. 172 is revised as follows: 

The [] B.«l. Area '91 CJean Air Plan describes the air pollution control strategies 
necessary to bring the Bay Area into attainment for all of the NAAQS [). 
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The first full paragraph on p. 173 of the EIR is deleted. The l~t two sentences of the 

second full paragraph on p. 173 of the EIR are replaced with the following: 

The Bay Area '91 Clean Air Plan (CAP) describes the Bay Area's current plans for 
meeting State clean air lawsJ3/ The goal of the CAP is to improve air quality 
through the 1990's through tighter industry controls. cleaner cars and trucks, cleaner 
fuels, and increased commute alternatives. The CAP encourages cities and counties 
to adopt measures in suppon of this goal. Identified measures include: developing 
rules to reduce vehicle trips to major residential developments, shopping centers, and 
other indirect sources; encouraging cities and counties to plan for high-density 
development; and clustering development with mixed uses in the vicinity of mass 
transit stations. These measures would serve to reduce total vehicle miles travelled. 
thereby improving regional air quality. 

The third full paragraph on p. 173 of the EIR is replaced with the following: 

Provisions in the CAP will likely affect the Airport in two ways. First, the 
BAAQMD is considering an indirect source control program, to be adopted in 1994, 
that would require facilities to implement an indirect source emissions reduction 
program. Such a program would inc1ude measilres to reduce the total vehicle miles 
traveled. Second. the BAAQMD is developing an employee·based trip reduction 
rule, scheduled for adoption by mid·1992, that would mandate large employers to 
achieve a specified average vehicle ridership for their employees. Both of these 
measures would likely be phased in for new and existing developments. SFIA will 
be required to work with BAAQMD in implementing future rules and regulations 
governing total vehicle miles travelled, including the indirect source control program 
and the employee-based trip reduction ruJe. As discussed on pp. 130-13 7 t SFlA 
currently seeks to reduce total vehicle trips by offering shuttle services, public transit 
facilities. and transit subsidies and incentives to employees. 

The following note replaces note /3/ on p. 177 of the EIR: 

131 Bay Area Air Quality Management District, Association of Bay Area Governments. 
and Metropolitan Transportation Commission, Bay Area '91 Clean Air Plan. 1991. 

While the 'plan' referred to by the com.mentor dealt with State·wide transportation/air~ 

quality issues, the EIR authors judge that the intent of the comment was to evaluate 

strategies to be implemented by the Airport. Some of the mitigation measures identified in 

the EIR to reduce transportation impacts could also reduce air quality impacts. For a 

discussion of transportation/air-quality strategies to be implemented by the Airport, please 

refer to responses regarding transportation mitigation measures on pp. C&R.152 et seq. 

herein. 
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BAAQMD formulates air quality plam on the basis of conclusions drawn from a wide 

body of data BAAQMD has compiled emissions inventories for various air pollutants . 

over the years. Some sources of air pollution are meMured directly, but most are estimated 

bMed on source characteristics, throughput rates, partial sampling, and scientific or 

engineering calculations. These emissions inventories. combined with future projections 

of growth and emissions reductions attainable through control systems, provide the basis 

for future planning effortsJV 

IMPACTS 

Impacts of Increased Fli~hts 

Comment 

" .. .If you overload our skies, which are already overloaded, with more airplanes competing for 

valuable airspace, we are all going to pay a price. And if that issue can't even be addressed in a 

Draft EIR, where is it going to be addressed." (Don Bertone) 

Response 

The EIR addresses project impacts in detail. Emissions from aircraft operations are 

estimated on p. 361 of the EIR, emissions from vehicular traffic on p. 357 of the EIR, 

ground support vehic1e emissions on p. 358 of the EIR, and building emissions on p. 363 

of the EIR. On p. 436 of the EIR, it is concluded that the project would have an 

uomitigable significant adverse impact on air quality. 

It is not known if the commenter is referring specifically to impacts of increased flights on 

air quality. The commenter may also be referring to impacts on aircraft noise levels and

aviation safety; accordingly, this comment is duplicated on p: C&R.245 herein (aircraft 

noise) and p. C&R.375 herein (air traffic safety), and responded to in those contexts. 

Impacts of Vehicle Emissions 

Comment 

"33,400 employees now commute daily to SFO with an additional 8,900 expected by 2006 

(DEIR Vol. I Ch. I). Two-thirds of them will drive alone (DEIR Vol. I Ch. Ill §B). Highways 
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380 and 101 carry the bu1k of the vehicular traffic into the terminal area (DEIR Vol. 1 Ch. IV 

Figs. 29-30) with on·airport: intersections numbers 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 24, and 25, hindering peak 

hour traffic flow (DEIR Vol. I Ch. IV §B). None of these intersections, with the exception of 

that into the remote parking lot, show any deterioration of traffic flow between now and 2006. 

Isn't it strange then that CO, NOx• SOx, PM 10 levels from vehicle emissions all will deteriorate 

significantly during the same period? (DEffi. Vol. I Ch. IV §D Tables 56-57). Perhaps vehicle 

emission standards are to be revised downward in the interim. The need for valid continuous air 

quality monitoring is obvious." (A1yn Lam) 

Re&ponse 

Table 39 on p. 308 of the EIR shows the traffic flow conditions (LOS and V/C ratios) at 

the intersections noted in the comment. The commenter is, in effect saying that project

generated traffic alone would not result in a degradation of the LOS at intersections nos. 4-

9 and 24 in the table. The V/C ratios wou1d increase at these intersections, however, 

reflecting the increase in SFIA·generated and cumulative total traffic. The fact that LOS 

would not degrade also reflects the roa.d~widenlng improvements proposed by SFIA, 

shown on pp. 276·277 of the EIR. With the addition of two lanes on Road R-3. North 

Access Road and Road R~2, these roads could accommodate more traffic. However. the 

projected increase in traffic is large enough that the volume of traffic relative to the 

increased roadway capacity would increase, but the LOS (categories) would not degrade. 

Similarly, the air pollutant emissions could increase, even though the LOS does not. 

The estimated emissions in Tables 56 and 57 in the EIR (pp. 357-358) were calculated on 

the basis of 1he emission factors current when the DEIR was prepared, and the traffic 

volumes used to evaluate traffic flow conditions. Footnote /a/ in Table 56 on p. 357 of the 

Em shows the basis of the calculation of emissions from project-generated traffic. 

Footnotes /al and lb/ in Table 57 on p. 358 ofthe EIR show the basis of the calculation of 

emissions from ground-support vehicles. Procedures and methodologies established by 

EPA were followed to calculate project-generated emissions. 

'The value of air quality monitoring is discussed above, on pp. C&R.317-318 herein. 
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Carbon Monoxide Impacts 

Comments 

"Page 436 reads: 'Project generated emissions would be over the BAAQMD 1hreshold for carbon 

monoxide."' (Jessie Bracker, public hearing of 8/27191 and letter of 8/27/91) 

"Landside emissions. Vehicular traffic in regard to tables. [Table 55] Results indicate that 

existing carbon monoxide levels already exceed the state eight-hour CO standards. and the state 

eight-hour CO concentration standard would be violated under almost a1l scenarios for the 

intersections examined. The table also shows a state violation for one-hour periods at EI Camino 

and Millbrae Avenue. Carbon monoxide is a slow, silent killer, and exceedances or any 

happening must not be taken lightly nor added to for safety of people... The increase in traffic 

will increase p0llutant emissions, according to the summary ... " (Jessie Bracker) 

"The Bay Area Air Quality Management District has recently revised its recommendations for 

estimating future CO ambient background levels. These revisions will significantly affect the 

CO concentration analysis in Table 55 and the conclusions reached in that table." (Chris Brittle. 

Metropolitan Transportation Commission) 

Response 

Page 175 of the EIR includes a brief description of the health effects of CO. Table D-1 on 

p. A.137 (Appendix D) of the EIR shows eight-hour CO standard violations for 1987 and 

1988. To clarify the discussion of existing CO emissions, the sixth sentence in the first 

paragraph on p. 175 of the EIR is revised ~ follows (revisions are underlined and deletions 

indicated by brackets): 

'.The ei2ht-hour CO standard W&J yjolated in 1987 and 1988Jsee Table D-1. 
ADpendix D. p. A 137). Although no violations of the State one-hour or eight-hour 
CO standards [] ~recorded in J2B2. at the San Francisco monitoring station [}. 
relatively high levels would be expected along heavily traveled roads and near busy 
intersections. 

CO non-attainment regions are classifiea into 'severe,' 'serious,' and 'moderate: depending 

on the projected date of attainment. The San Francisco Bay Area Air Basin is non

attainment for CO. Monitoring stations in San Francisco County and San Mateo County 

did not record CO standard violations in the past two years, but stations in San Jose and 
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Vallejo recorded eight-hour standard violations. The Air Basin is categorized as 'serious.' 

because it is projected that the Air District would be in attainment for CO by 1997. I'll The 

BAAQMD does not expect any CO standard violations after 1997. In the future, CO 

emissions from motor vehicles are expected to decrease substantially, due to improved 

engine efficiencies and cleaner-burning fuels. 

All of the estimates in Table 55 on p. 355 of the EIR are revised to incorporate the most 

recent information regarding emission factors. background concentrations and roll-back 

factors provided by the BAAQMD. 

The revised table (Table 55) shows a decrease (from the original DEIR table) in existing 

and future one-hour and eight-hour CO concentrations at all of the intersections. On the 

b~is of the revised table. the first paragraph on page 356 of the EIR is replaced with the 

following: 

The results indicate that existing CO levels already violate State eight~hour CO 
standards for the intersections ana1yzed, but that by 2006, the CO standard would be 
violated at on1y one intersection. The eight-hour standard would be violated at three 
intersections under 1996 traffic conditions. At El Camino Real & Millbrae A venue. 
1996 baseline (without the project) traffic conditions would violate the ambient 
eight-hour CO standard, and the project would contribute to an increase in the 
frequency of standard violations. At the other two intersections, El Camino Real & 
San Bruno A venue and Rollins Road & Millbrae A venue, the project on its own 
wouJd not cause the violation of the standards in 1996, but the project together with 
projected growth would result in the violation of the eight·hour standard. 
Cumulative traffic conditions in 2006, including traffic from the project, would cause 
a violation of the eight-hour standard at EI Camino Real & Millbrae Avenue. No 
other analyzed intersection would exceed ambient standards under cumulative traffic 
conditions. CO emissions are projected to decrease in the future because of 
improved engine efficiencies and cleaner bwning fueJs. The decline in CO 
concentrations over time apparent at some of the intersections is a result of the 
expected decline of future emission rates as cleaner new vehicles enter the vehicle 
mix, and is not an indication that the number of vehicles through the intersection is 
dropping. 

Health Effects 

Comment 

"Please consider the effects of the health of human beings. We're jeopardiz.ed already." (TREE) 
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TABLE 55: ESTIMA1ED WORST-CASE EXISTING AND FUTURE CO CONCENTRATIONS 
IN THE PROJECT VICINITY 

. __ Concentraiion hv Year (oom)/ab/ 
~-·-----

1990 1996 1996 1996 2006 2006 2006 

Forecast +List-added Forecast +List-added 
Location Exjstin& Growtb ± ProjectLcl Growth/di Growth + Pmject/d Gmwlh/d/ 

Intersections 
El Camino Real & Millbrae 

I -hour 2fJ.:JJJ:J.. 16.8 
8-hour llA 10..8. 

El Camino Real & San Bruno 
I-hour 15.2 12.4 
8-hour 2..5'. 7.7 

South Airport & Utah 
I-hour 14.8 11.7 
8-hour 2..2 7.2 

Rollins & Millbrae 
1-bour 14.7 12.4 
8-bour 2.2' 7 .7 

Segment 
Bayshore Freeway/fl 

I-hour 10.6 
8-hour 6.3 

8.7 
5.1 

16.8 
.lil..& 

12.6 
7.8 

11.7 
7.2 

12.6 
7.8 

8.8 
5.2 

17.6 
ill 

15.7 
lQJl 

12.8 
8.0 

15.4 
.2.B. 

9.2 
s.s 

13.5 
8.7 

10.6 
6.7 

9.3 
5.8 

10.7 
6.7 

7.5 
4.5 

13.5 
8.7 

10.7 
6.7 

9.4 
5.8 

12.3 
7.9 

7.5 
4.5 

15.9 
ll 

13.0 
8.3 

10.3 
6.5 

12.9 
8.3 

7.9 
4.8 

/al Estimates were calculated using CALINE4, a computer-based air pollution dispersion model developed 
by the California Department of Transportation. The eight-hour CO concentrations were assumed to be 
about 70 percent of the modeled one-hour values. One-hour background CO concentrations used were 
5.6 ppm for 1990. 4.7 ppm for 1996, and 3.8 ppm for 2006. Eight-hour background CO roncentrations 
used were 2.8 ppm for 1990. 2.3 ppm for 1996, and 1.9 ppm for 2006. Intersection concentrations 
correspond to a location approximately 15 feet from the comer of the intersection. Baysbore Freeway 
concenttations correspond to a point about 250 feet from the center of the northbound Janes. 

lb/ ppm == parts per million 
/cl Includes forecast growth. 
/di Includes forecast growth plus project growth. 
lei Underlined values are in violation of the applicable standard. 
/fl In the p.m. peak hour, northbound Bayshore Freeway between San Bruno A venue and 1-380 volumes 

were assumed to be 45% of southbound volumes. 

NOTE: The State 1-hour CO standard is 20 ppm and the State 8-hour standard is 9 ppm. 

SOURCE: Environmental Science Associates, Inc. 
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Response 

From an air quality standpoint, the health effects on the public would be evaluated on the 

basis of the violation of ambient standards for criteria air pollutants, and the types and 

amounts of air toxics emiued by the project. Ambient air quality standards were 

es1ablished to set comervative concentration levels above which the public would be 

exposed to unhealthy levels of air pollutants. Pages 174-176 of the EIR briefly discuss the 

adverse health effects of criteria air pollutants. The EIR includes evaluations of the 

project's mntn'bution to ambient air quality standard vioJatiom and to total area-wide 

emissions, and thus considel'S the health effecm of the project Dispersion modeling for 

CO concentrations also indicates ambient s1andard violations at some intersections, as 

shown in the revised Table 55 on p. C&R.326 herein. Table 61 on p. 364 of the EIR 

shows that the proposed project would generate a net increase in criteria air pollutant 

emissions above one percent of O>unty-wide em.Wion totals - a criterion used by 

BAAQMD to determine if a proposed project would have a significant air quality effect on 

the envirpnmenL/3/ 

Health effects from air toxics are classified as either carcinogenic or non-arcinogenic, 

depending on the overaJI estimate of cancer risk. Please refer to p. C&R.328 herein for a 

discmsion of air toxic emissions at SFIA. 

Impacts of Proposed Parking 

Comment 

"What is going to happen if they are going to add 7 ,000 more parking spaces? For God sakes, 

it's not only our resoura:s being chewed up became we haven't any - and I am 1alking about 

gasoline - all this air traffic coming in is going to came nothing but smog. And that in itself is 

very bad - well, itls a bad environment as far as people's health. is concerned." (Bruno 

Bernasconi) 

Rgponse 

The proposed number of parking spaces was estimated on the basm of a parking demand 

analysis that used demand ratios from past yCB1S to project future parking demand. It is 

likely lbat imUfficient parking spaces would result in increased traffic circuJation 

throughout the Airport area, including local roadways and neighborhoods. Providing 
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adequate parking spaces to meet the demand would reduc.e local vehicular air pollutant 

emissions, by reducing overall circulation. 

For a d~ion of the proposed. parking spaces, 1raDSportation impacts, and mitigation 

measures to reduce vehicular traffic to SFIA, please refer to pp. C&R.181-183 herein. 

For a discussion of airside emissions from increased flight operations, please refer to 

pp. 356-365 of the EIR. 

Health Risk Assessment 

Comment 

11P. XI-A-157 See Air Toxics Hot Spots -Health Risk Assessments must be done... (Jessie 

Bracker, letters of 8/18/91and8/27/91) 

" ... There is another place that says air toxic bot spots bealthrisk~ments must be done. 

They weren't done by the airport. •. 11 (Jessie Bracker) 

Rscmonse 

1be Air Toxics Section on pp. 224-225 of the EIR includes a brief discussion of health-risk: 

~ments, ·to provide some background information on air toxics regulations, policies 

and procedures. On p. 225 of the EIR, it is stated that SAA submitted its Emissions 

Inventol)' Report to the BAAQMD in June 1990. 1be Airport was categorized as low 

priority, indicating that it is a low-risk facility and, it is stated, DO future action has been 

required of SFIA. Contrary to the c.ommenter's statement, the EIR does not say 1bat SFIA 

should do a health-risk ~ment; the BAAQMD has c.onf'um.ed tbat SFIA itself is not 

required to conduct a health-risk assessment./4/ A health-risk assessment was conducted 

by United Airlines, because of potential air toxic emissions from its service facilities lbat 

include fuel tanks and repair shops with painting and plating opcratiom. 'lbe results of the 

study, completed in January 1991, are available at the BAAQMD1s offices. 

Emissions of criteria ("non-ham'dous") pollutants are discusKd on pp. C&R.322--325 

herein, and illmttated in Table 59, on p. 361 of the EIR. 
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Si E"nimnt 1nwacts 

Comments 

"The DEIR recognizes on Page 436 that the project would have significant air quality effects. In 

fact, the estimates in Table 72, Page 453. show that aircraft emissions alone by 2006 would 

generate more tltan twice the carbon dioxide, 1.4 times the nitrous oxide, and 2.1 times the 

hydrocarbons than if there were no expansion project When aircraft emissions. building energy 

emissions, ground support vehicle emissions. and other vehicular traffic emissions are added, we 

concur with your conclusion that it must be that the project will have significant environmental 

effects that cannot be avoided if the proposed project is implemented." {Onnolee Trapp, San 

Mateo County Leagues of Women Voters, public hearing of 8127191) 

"The Draft EIR estimates that the air quality will deteriorate because of the increased .ground and 

air traffic. Bay Area air pollution levels are already unacceptable, and SFIA should not be 

allowed to increase air pollution levels. Adequate mitigation measures must be implemented to 

decrease SFIA air pollution below present levels." {Jim Wheeler, Sierra Club. Loma Prieta 

Chapter) 

"The DEIR recognizes (p. 436) that 'the project would have significant air quality effects .. .' and 

that 'project-related stuface traffic ... would probably lead to an wcrease jn the freguency of 

standards yiolations in the project area over future CO levels without the project Project

generated emissions would be over the BAAQMD threshold of 150 lb/day for HC, NOx, SOx• 

and PM 1 O· In addition, ... project-generated emissions would be over the BAAQMD threshold 

for CO.' 

"In fact, the estimates in Table 72, p. 453, show that aircraft emissions alone by 2006 would 

generate more than twice the CO, 1.4 times the NOx• and 2.1 times the HC than ifthere were no 

expansion project. When aircraft emissions. building energy emissions, ground suppon vehicle 

emissions, and other vehicular emissions are added, we concur that the conclusion roust be that 

the project will have 'significant environmental effects that cannot be avoided if the proposed 

project is implemented.' " (Onnolee Trapp, Leagues of Women Voters of San Mateo County) 
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Resoonse 

On page 436 of the EIR, it is concluded that the project would have significant unavoidable air 

quality effects. 1be comments, then, are consistent with the information in the EIR. Please 

refer to pp. C&R.332-337 herein for responses relating to air quality mitigation. 

ODOR 

Comments 

"We did not notice any discussion of objectionable odor from fuel exhausts. On those occasions 

when the wind is toward Millbrae from the Airport, the odor is very noticeable. As this would be 

expec1ed to increase, some mitigation should be descnbed." {Janet Fogarty, Mayor, and Robert 

Treseler, City of Millbrae) 

"Page 171, D. Air Quality: 

"The analysis of existing air quality problems does not discuss the odor of kerosene that prevails 

over the entire surrounding communities during ~ relatively calm days ..• " (Duane Spence, 

Airport Mitigation Coalition) 

"'Ibe San Francisco ailport already 'stinks' - If these expansion projects go ahead, I expect the air 

will be unbearable." (TREE) 

Response 

The perception of, and sensitivity to, odor differs from person to perso~ depending on the 

type and intensity of the odor. Some people find certain types and intemities of odors 

more objectionable than others. Odor impacts are mainly annoyance, irritation and 

disCOmfort. The health effects of odors are too speculative at this point to be included in 

theEIR. 

Aviation fuel is odorous and presents the potential for a nuisance, depending on the 

quantity emitted and on weather conditions. Ac<Xlrding to the BAAQMD, however, there 

is no history of any odor complaints from SFIA or its operationsJS/ The Air District does 

not use any specific thresholds for evaluating odor, and impects sites on the basis of 

complaints received. As no complaints have been received by the Air District, odor issues 

were not d.iscu.w:d in the EIR. 
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Prevailing winds at the Airport are from the west-northwest (about 26 percent of the time), 

with wind speeds of about 14 miles per hour. Winds from the west (about 18 percent of 

the time), have speeds of about 14 miles per hour. Winds from the northwest (about 10 

percent of the time) have speeds of about 13 mph. while winds from the west-southwest 

(about five percent of the time) have speeds of about 10 mph. Southwesterly winds occur 

about 4 percent of the time, with an average speeds of about 9 mphJ6/ These winds would 

likely disperse any odorous emissions in the project area towards the Bay and away from 

residential areas. Because of the prevailing winds, sensitive receptors, such as nearby 

residential land uses, would not likely be exposed to odor impacts for extended periods of 

time over much of the year. 

VISIBJLITY 

Comment 

" ... [V]isibility is restricted by the jet engine emissions which can be seen by the naked eye as 

brown-colored exhaust streaming from each engine. Besides the effect of these particles on 

lungs, outdoors, and other surfaces upon which they precipitate, the fact remains that the 

visibility of the entire region is adversely affected at the present level of operations. Increased 

pollution from ai~n expansion and the accompanying surface vehicles will become a crucial 

problem." (:Duane Spence, Airport Mitigation Coalition) 

RespoMe 

Visibility can be affected by air pollutants such as nitrogen dioxide and suspended 

particulates. Nitrogen oxides, emitted by aviation fuel combustion processes, as well as by 

automobiles and building heating systems. are oxidized and become nitrogen dioxide 

(NOi) in the atmosphere. NOi has a whiskey-brown color. Haze, normally consisting of 

N02. fine dust and smog, has the potential to reduce and limit visibility. The particuJates 

associated with jet engine exhaust generally are of the larger type, which settle down 

quickly and contribute more to local soiling problems than to area-wide visibility 

reductionfl/ 

Wind c.onditions detennine, to a large extent. the effect of air pollutants on local visibility. 

Protected inland valleys would have more of a visibility problem from air pollutant 

emissions than locationS where there is a strong regular air movement. Under calm, stable 
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.,_ ronditions, the pollutants would not be dispersed quickly and visibility-reducing particles 

would remain in the atmosphere. At SFIA, however, calm and stable wind conditions . . 
occur mostly al night, and most of the Airport operations occur during the day. Prevailing 

daytime winds at the Airport are from the west-northwest (about 26 percent of the time). 

Other winds are from the west (about 18 percent of the time), the n6rthwest (about 10 

percent of the time), the west-southwest (about five percent of the time), and the southwest 

(about 4 percent of the time). These winds would likely disperse the visibility-reducing 

particles and nitrogen dioxide gases from the viciD.ity of SFIA over much of the year. Haze 

has been identified as a regional problem in some parts of the Bay Area; the project rould 

incrementally contribute to area-wide reductions in visibility due to smog-induced haze. 

MITIGATION 

'free Plantin2 

Comment 

"Mitigations must be offered to help reduce the adverse air quality impacts on the region. A 

mitigation must be considered for SFIA to contribute funds to affected cities such as San Bruno 

for street tree planting programs to help upgrade the air quality adjacent to the airport, as well as 

pJanting of trees along and within the 1-380 right-of-way to upgrade the air quality and create a 

scenic corridor as identified in the San Bruno General Plan." (George Foscardo, City of San 

Bruno) 

Response 

Although the planting of trees along 1-380 couJd make a contribution to the visual quality 

of this corridor, it would not likely improve regional air quality,conclitions appreciably. 

Trees would absorb COz and release oxygen as part of the photosynthetic process, but they 

would not be expected to make a substantial difference to local CO levels, given the air 

pollutant contribution from motor vehicle exhausts. Air-quality impacts can be mitigated 

and conditions improved by reducing motor vehicle emissions. as motor vehicle emissions 

generate the most air pollutants, especially CO. 
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Iransportatjon Miti2ation for Air Duality Impacts 

Comments 

"Jn view of the fact that San Mateo County already has levels of emissions that must be lowered 

in order to achieve the air quality requirements of the BAAQMD, and that a significant part of 

that reduction must be achieved by reduction in vehicular emissions, and that the recently 

adopted Congestion Management Plan (CMP) specifies Level of Service (LOS) standards for 

highways and arteria1s as well as for transit services, and that these Jevels of service can be 

achieved only through a reduction in the number and percentage of vehicular trips for all types of 

travel, therefore, the proposed expansion of SFIA should be reexamined. and realistic mitigations 

must be devised to alleviate effects that will cause adverse environmental impacts, primarily in 

the vicinity of the airport, but also extending to other parts of the Bay Area. However, the DEIR 

states (p. S) that 'the proposed project would cause fwther deterioration of levels of service on the 

surrounding freeway network, and decreases in levels of service on the arterial street network in 

surrounding communities.'" (Onnolee Trapp, Leagues of Women Voters of San Mateo County, 

Jetter of 8/27/91 and public hearing of 8/27/91) 

"We are concerned about air quality effects both from ground transportation.and from the aircraft 

themselves. And we feel that there may be better efforts to reduce the air quality impacts on the 

local areas, especially through the use of encouragement of public transportation, which has been 

raised before you already. 

"We also think that the airport should be encouraging new affordable housing near the airport as 

a mitigation measure to improve air quality by reducing automobile trips. The Master Plan 

shows that by 2006 there will be a need for 6,850 new housing units generated by airport 

expansion. This is identified as an environmental impact, but there is no discussion of mitigation 

measures." (Janet Fogarty, Mayor of Millbrae) 

"Significant air quality effects from projecHelated surface traffic are classified as unavoidable. 

To an extent this may be true but greater attention should be given to formulating mitigation for 

both aircraft and surface-related air quality impacts. 

"Suggested mitigation measures: 

"l. Significant diversion of automobile traffic to public transit could be a mitigation measure 
to improve air quality. 
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"2. Enc.ouragement of new affordable housing near the Airport could be a mitigation measure 
to improve air quality by reducing automobile trips. However, we are not suggesting 
building under existing fiight paths which we believe to be umafe." (Janet Fogarty, M_ayor 
of Millbrae) 

"Pages 4-6 - Djfferencg in amount of vehicle trips and amounts of Pollution that would be added 

became of BART being put WESt of 101 by R.R. Tracks - QI because of BART being an Intemaj 

Aimort Tenninal Station - should have been studied. It's vecy important and should be 

documented. rm sure the Internal BARI Station would be~ of lots less vehicle trips and 

therefore lots less Pollution and should be seen as a mitigation to Pollution Problems, versus the 

External BART Station West of Freeway which would be ~of a great many vehicle trips and 

lots more added Pollution!, - (Especially Carbon Monoxide) (which is CO, a 11slow silent death" 

killer and exceedances that are already happening must not be 1aken lightly nor~ to. That 

also puts added Pollution. into Safety Category!" (Jessie Bracker) 

"The Regional Groups such as MTC and BAAQMD, which are under a court order to reduce air 

pollution, should make strong recommendations to the operatom of attendant-operated parking 

facilities to provide bicycle parking. This would bring air quality benefi~ with little additional 

cost. 

"Among 1he prime new candidates to me bicycle parking are those persons who have short 

com.mutes along routes with few hills. 11 (Charles Smith) 

"The EIR would benefitfrom a ~ion of the regional (omne) and local (carbon monoxide) 

reductions that would be achieved by increased use of 1ra.Dsit and ridesbaring modes by air 

passengers and airport employees. Also, the Airport should be aware of tramportation control 

measures (fCMs) adopted by MTC in February 1990 as Contingency Measmcs for the 1982 Bay 

Area Air Quality Plan and proposed TCMs in the BAAQMD1s 1991 aean Air Plan to meet state 

air quality standards ~hich may affect the transportation impaels discussed in the DEIR." (Chm 

Brittle, MetropOlitan Transportation Comm.~ion) 

Response 

Please refer to pp. c:&R.152 et seq. herein for respomes to comments on traffic mitigation 

measures, including mmm.en'IS on the San Mateo County Congestion Management Plan, 

Transportation System Management (TSM), and bicycle measures. 
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Section V .C., pp. 426-427 of the BIR, lists mitigation measures to reduce the severity of 

the air quality impacts of the project As noted on p. 427 of the EIR, measures identified 

to mitigate traffic impacts would also mitigate air quality impacts. 

Transportation mitigation measures, by seeking to reduce congestion and enhance the free 

flow of traffic along access routes, would also serve to mitigate air quality impacts, by 

reducing auto emissions from excessive idling and delays at crowded intersections and 

roadways. Motor vehicles are the primary source of air pollutants in the Bay Area. Any 

reduction in vehicle-miles traveled wou1d reduce vehicle emissions, thereby reducing the 

quantity of air pollutants emitted. An effective way to achieve trip reductions is through 

the increased use of public- and mass-transit options. The public, cumulatively, would 

make a substantial difference to air quality if it chose alternate modes of transport instead 

of driving alone. Some of the Transportation Control Measures (TCMs) which would help 

to reduce the number of people driving alone are: improving area-wide transit service, 

improving access to transit services, constructing carpoo1 and express buslanes along 

freeways, requiring employer-based 1lip reductions, improving bicycle access and facilities, 

providing incentives for alternate modes of transport, and impJementing market-based 

strategies. The EIR, on p. 427, identifies trip reduction measures that would improve air 

quality. 

As indicated in the responses to comments regarding transportation mitigation, SAA has 

an Airport-wide transponation coordinator, who is currently preparing a trip reduction 

ordinance, which would require each large Airport employer to appoint a transportation 

coordinator and establish policies that would increase transit use. SFIA seeks to reduce 

total vehicle trips by using TSM elements which include: telecommuting, compressed 

work weeks, ridesharing, increasing transit attractiveness, priority for high-occupancy 

vehicles (HOV), incorporating TSM features into physical design (e.g., lockers for 

bicycles, shower and changing facilities, bicycle paths, pedestrian paths, and HOV lanes) 

and incorporating TSM features into SFIA employers' policies (e.g .• parking rates and 

spaces favorable to vanpools and carpools, subsidies to employees for transit fares, and 

transportation coordination contact with employees). These elements would be consistent 

with the San Mateo Congestion Management Plan, and with TCMs proposed by MTC. 

The commenter's suggested mitigation measure to divert automobile traffic to public transit 

is consistent with the mitigation measures identified in the EIR. 
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Residential development close to an Airport is constrained by noise from Allport 

operatiom and, so, encouraging affordable (or any price range) housing near the Airport 

may not be a feasible measure to mitigate air quality impara on the environment If new 

affordable housing near the Airport were 10 be occupied by Allport employees, the~ would 

be a net reduction in vehicle miles traveled by them. On the other band, if the employees 

chose not to live close to the Allport, then this measure would not necessarily reduce their 

vehicular emissions. H the occupan1S of the new affordable houses do not work at SFIA, 

and have to drive longer commute distances, then it would inaease their vehicular 

emissions. This would have a de1rimemal effect on local air quality. A regional policy of 

encouraging residential construction close to transit corridors would reduce vehicular 

emissions. even if employees living in such residences were some distance from their 

places of employment Issues of affordable housing that relate to this project are discussed 

on pp. C&R.362-363 herein. 

The traffic impacts from alternative BART station locations are addressed on pp. 

C&R.139-145 herein. On p. 306 of the EIR, it is stated that if BART were extended to 

SF1A in 2006 (with a station west of US 101), vehicle trips to and from the Allport would 

be reduced, but none of the study area intersections would experience a change in LOS. It 

is also stated that locating the station closer to the Airport would result in a higher BART 

patronage than imumed in the EIR. Higher BART pattonage would likely result in lower 

project-generated e~ions. Locating the BART station within SFIA would affect the 

location of a CaITrain/SART connection, however, and po.wibly result in decreases in. 

C&lTmin patronage. 

The 1991 Oean Air Plan prepared by the BAAQMD estimates the percent reduction of 

CO, and ozone precuISOIS HC and NOr from various TCMs on an Air Basin-wide 

basis./8/ Employer-based trip reductions are estimated to generate about a 3.7 percent 

reduction each in BC and NOx, while improving transit services would reduce HC and 

NOx emissions by about 1.3 percent each. Carpool incentives would generate a saving of 

about 0.3 percent each of HC and NOx, and market-based measures, such as smog fees and 

gas taxes, would provide a reduction of about 15 percent of NOx and about 23 percent of 

BC. 

These reductions are on an areawide basis; the specific reductions that could be achieved 

at the Allport would depend on the effective~ of the TCMsn'SMs actually 

implemented. 
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For a disclmion of airside emission impacts of inaeased flight operations, please refer to 

pp. 356-365 of the EIR, and Table 59 on p. 361 therein. See also p. C&R.322 herein. 

Impacts of Mitiimtion Measures 

Comment 

" .. Jn my opinion, many of the suggested mitigation measures listed would not be mitigation 

measures, but, imtead, would be additions io the pollution problem and should be listed as such. 

The BART station should not be placed in or near the vacant aiipon lands west of 101 highway 

because of added traffic vehicle pollutanm, new roads that would have to be built, and parking 

lots that would have to be built - all generating more pollutants, which would make a farce of 

the purported reason for getting BART in the first place -- which was to have cleaner air. BART 

is the only one that would benefit 11 (Jessie Bracker) 

Response 

The potential effectiveness of tzamportation mitigation measures, and thus, their relation to 

air quality, is discussed on pp. C&R.191-193 herein. 

NOTES - Air Quality 

/1/ Landrum & Brown, San Francisco International Airpor4 Environmental Impact 
Assessment Report, Airport Improvement Program, 1975. 

121 Bay Area Air Quality Management District, Association of Bay Area Governments, and 
Metropolitan Transportation Commission, Bay Area '91 Clean Air Plan, 1991. 

/31 Bay Area Air Quality Management District, GrddeUnes for Assessing Impacts of Projects 
and Plans, 1985. 

/4/ Steve Hillt Bay Area Air Quality Management District, telephone conversation, February 
13, 1992 

/SI Rochelle Walker, Bay Area Air Quality Management District, telephone conversation, 
February 13, 1992. 

/6/ California Air Resources Board, California Surface W"wl Climatology, 1984. 
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nt Association of Bay Area Governments, Aviation Effect on Air Quality, 1971. 

181 Bay Area Air Quality Management District, Association of Bay Area Governments, and 
Metropolitan Transportation Commission. Addendum to the Bay Area '91 Clean Air Plan, 
1991. 
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CULTURAL RESOURCES 

MITIGATION 

Comment 

"The concern of the Native American Heritage Commission is in those places where the 

prehistoric sites underlie areas which have been previously developed and thought to be free of 

cultural resources. When an older structure is replaced with a modem building, or an old · 

underground water or sewer line is upgraded to meet present needs is when the problem of 

impacting such a location takes place. When a foundation is dug to comply with the building 

codes and requirements of today, or utility lines are buried to meet health and safety standards, 

previously undisrurbed soil becomes impacted. 

"The Native American Heritage Commission recommends that the mitigation measures covering 

cultural resources use the language found in the California Environmental Quality Act, 

Appendix K. CEQA, Appendix K gives directions to follow in the event any previously 

undetected archaeological sites that are inadvertently discovered during any phase of 

construction. Use of the language in Appendix K. or reference to the standardized procedures 

therein, helps to eliminate costly delays and assures more adequate protection of such cultural 

resources. I would also rec.om.mend that you contact and work closely with the appropriate 

Native American groups in the area during the initial planning stages. They may be able to offer 

input regarding sites in the area. 

''The Native American Heritage Commission has prepared a pamphlet for use by lead agencies, 

planners, developers, and property.owners. It provides an easy-tcrread breakdown of the 

California Codes pertaining to Native American human remains and their disposition. I have 

included a copy of this brochure for your information." (Debbie Pilas-Treadway, Native 

American Heritage Commission) 

ReSJ)Onse 

Jn response to the concerns expressed by the Native American Heritage Commission 

regarding the mitigation measure on p. 428 of the BIR. the following sentence is inserted 

after the last.sentence in the first paragraph: 
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An archaeologist should insbUct excavation crews of the potential for discovery of 
cultura1 and historic artifacts on the site, and of the procedures to be followed if such 
artifacts are uncovered. 

The first sentence of the second paragraph on p. 428 is revised as follows (revisions are · 

underlined): 

Should evidence of cultural or historic artifacts or features of potential significance .. 
as determined by the project archaeolo~:ist. be found during project excavation, the 
Environmental Review Office (ERO) and the President of the Landmarks 
Preservation Advisory Board (LPAB) would be notified immediately. and any 
excavation which could damage such artifacts or features would be halted. 

State law requires that the Native American Heritage Commission be notified if burial 

remains or related artifacts are found. The following, added on to the mitigation measure 

in the EIR, would exceed present legal requirements but would help protect all Native 

American artifacts that might be found. The following is added to p. 428 of the EIR 

before the last sentence in the second paragraph: 

Should evidence of prehistoric or historic Native American artifacts be found during 
excavation, the Nati'(e American Heritage Commission would be notified 
immediateJy, an action required by state law when Native American remains are 
found. Also. an appropriate representative of the local Native American group 
would be retained as needed if burial remains were found. 

In response to the commenter's request that the mitigation measures use the language found 

in Appendix K of the CEQA Guidelines, it should be noted that the appendices to the 

Guidelines, including Appendix K. are advisory rather than mandatory. The retention of 

an archaeologist and the participation of the ERO, LPAB. and Native American Heritage 

Commission (as appropriate) would heJp to assure adequate protection for cultural 

resources on the project site. 
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lfAZARDOY§ MATERIAL"> AND WASTES 

The Not.es for this section begin on p. C&R.350. 

RADIOACTIVE MA'raRIALS 

Comment 

"One last illusttation on the DEIR's thoroughness should suffice. There ~ copious 

documenmtion on hazardous wastes and toxic materials. There are even maps showing spills~ I 

found, however, absolutely no mention of the trampon and storage of radioactive materials. 

Like illicit drugs, there mU$t be 1tons' of th~ materials transported through SFO each day. Is 

this a deliberate omission?" (Alyn Lam) 

Resoonse 

Radioactive materials are not actually used to an appreciable extent at Airport facilities, but 

many common carriers do transport radioactive materials through the Airpon by ground 
and air. No statistics are available to indicate quantitatively the extent of radioactive 

material shipments. A large portion of the radioactive materials passing through SFIA are 

for medical mes such as radiopharmaceuticals. According to SFIA administration staff, 

transportation of radioactive materials is oonsidered a high priority by the Airport, and 

almost none of these materials are stored at the Airport. 

Radioactive material is a specific type of hazardous material and, as such, was not 

deliberately omitted from the EIR. Radioactive elements such as tritium (3H) or c:arbon-14 

(14c) emit a type of high-energy radiation, called ionizing radiation. Although there are 

inherent ha7.8l'ds associated with exposure to ionizing racliation such as cancers and genetic 

damage, simple and effective protective measures may be taken 10 prevent exposure. 

Regulations that apply to most hll7.aJdous materials were described in the BIR under 

Hazardous MatcriaJs Regulatory Framework (pp. 202-205, A.147-A.157). Radioactive 

materials are regulated through the Nuclear Regulatory Commission and, in California, the 

Radiologic Health Branch of the Department of Health Services. 

1bete are two se1S of regulations applicable to radioactive materials shipped by air: the 1) 

U.S. Depanment of Transportation (DOT) Regulations, and 2) International Air Transport 
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Association Dangerous Goods Regulations. In 49 CFR, DOT specifies how radioactive 

materials are to be transpOrted according to the type and quantity of radioactivity. These 

regulations are in addition to those contained in 10 CFR and 39 CFRt promulgated by the 

Nuclear Regulatory Commission and the U.S. Postal Service, respectively. The Dangerous 

Goods Regulations forbid the air transport of specific radioactive cargo such as explosives 

and pyrophoric (spontaneously ignitable in air) radioactive materials. 

DOT sets minimum standards for package design and labeling, specifies thermal and 

radiation level limitations, requires provisions for contamination control, and provides 

temporary storage procedures. The radiation level may exceed 200 millirem per hour 

cmi:emlhr) on the external surface of a package only under very specific circumstances. 

(The estimated total radiation exposure per capita is about 160 mrem/yr or 0.02 mrem/hr 

from all sources. Of this total, 49 percent is from naturally occurring background radiation 

and 46 percent is from medicaJ and dental usesJl/) During temporary storage, individual 

packages must be placed in small groups of limited radioactivity separated by a specific 

clistance. Radioactive materi3.Is are not pennitted aboard passenger-carrying aircraft unless 

they are intended for research, medical diagnosis, or treatment. in which case restrictive 

quantity limits and packaging requirements apply. 

Specific regulatory requirements on packaging depend on the radioisotope shipped and its 

concentration. Most shipments of radioactivity (96.5 percent) are classified as type A, 

which require type A packaging. These containers are usually made of fiberboard, wood, 

or steel, and are designed to withstand moderately rough handling conditions. 

Type B shipments account for 90 percent of the radioactivity shipped, but less than 

3.5 percent of the radioactivity shipments. Type B shipments require Type B packaging, 

which is considerably stronger than Type A packaging. Type B packages must be capable 

of withstanding a 9-meter fall onto a hard surface, a 1-meter drop onto the upraised end of 

a 15-centimeter steel bar, a 30-minute exposure to 1,475°F (for fissionable materials), and 

submersion under one met.er of water for eight hoursll/ 

No significant impacts are expected as a result of possible increases in radioactive 

shipments through the Airport. 
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WASTES PRODUCED BY SFIA TENANTS 

Ci;;unmeot 

"On page 214 the Draft EIR states 'Hazardous wastes produced by tenants are not closely 

monitored by the Airport. The tenant is responsible for the proper removal and disposal of 

manifested wastes.' The 1991 San Mateo County Hazardous Waste Management Plan identifies 

three of San Mateo County's fifteen largest hazardous waste generators as SFIA tenants. with 

United Airlines Maintenance Operations alone generating over 4~000 tons of hazardous waste per 

year. Admittedly, San Mateo County has little control over import, storage or disposaJ of 

hazardous materials and wastes at SFIA. 

"The DEIR does not quantify nor address the current level or kinds of wastes produced by SFIA 

airline and business tenants, nor does it identify expected increases for each tenant due to the 

projected Airport expansion. Hazardous materials and waste siting should be generally located, 

the transportation of hazardous materiaJs and wastes should be planned, and the EIR should 

identify impacts and offer appropriate mitigations for increased generation and handling of 

hazardous materials and hazardous waste." (George Foscardo, City of San Bruno) 

Response 

The EIR does not attempt to quantify hazardous materials use or hazardous waste 

generation at all SAA-related facilities under current operating conditions or as a result of 

the project. The commenter has correctly pointed outdiscrepancies between the EIR and 

the 1991 San Mateo County Hamrdous Waste Management Plan (which was published 

after preparation of the DEIR). According to the 1992 San Mateo County Hazardous 

Waste Management Plan, the United Airlines Maintenance Center generated the second 

greatest quantity of hazardous waste in San Mateo County in 1986. The Plan states that 

United Airlines Maintenance Operations created 4,144.91 tons of waste in that year (4,027 

tons the following year). The Plan a1so indicates that the County's twelfth largest 

hazardous waste generator in 1986 was the TWA Maintenance Center, which generated 

302.91 tons of waste. The PSA Maintenance Center was among the top twenty generators, 

producing at least 75 tonsJ'l/ 

San Mateo County obtained the 1986 data from the California Depart:m:ent of Toxic 

Substance Control's Manifest Unit. which compiles the data directly from state copies of · 
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hazardous waste manifests into the Hazardous Waste Information System (Tanner Lists). 

Twelve of SFIA's tenants appear on the 1990 Lists, along with SAA Administration. EIR 

Table 19A, added here, summarizes the most current data available from these Lists and is 

inserted following p. 215 of the EIR. 

In light of this data. which is the most accurate information availab1e at this time, several 

text changes are incorporated into the EIR. FJ.I'St, following the first paragraph under 

"Hazardous Waste Generation" on p. 214 of the EIR, of the EIR, the following paragraph 

is inserted: 

Copies of Hazardous Waste Manifests are collected by the California Department of 
Toxic Substance Control's Manifest Unit, which compiles annual waste volumes by 
waste category into what are known as the Tanner Lists. Table 19A, "1990 
Hazardous Waste Generation By SFlA and Tenants," summarizes these data for 
SFIA facilities. The volume of waste generated at the All'port in 1990 may be 
indicative of a typical year, but individual wastestreams could vary widely from year 
to year. Asbestos-containing waste and contaminated soil from site clean-ups are 
especially unpredictable. Generally, when asbestos is removed from a source, it is 
unnecessary to remove it from the same location again. Some generators, such as 
Budget Rent-a-Car and Hilton Hotels, may not create waste on an ongoing basis, 
because they have received ''one-time-only" EPA generator numbers. One-time·only 
wastestreams are identified in the footnotes of Table 19 A. 

The first two sentences in the paragraph under "Airport Facilities" on p. 214 are replaced 

with the following text: 

Nearly all (97 percent) of the hazardous waste generated by SFIA in 1990 contained 
asbestos, presumably from asbestos removal projects. The rest of SFIA's hazardous 
waste was produced by the Airport maintenance shops and the water quality Jab. 
Every year, approximately 3.5 tons of hazardous waste are shipped, consisting 
mainly of wme solvents and a small amount of waste from the water quality lab. 

The fourth sentence in the second paragraph on p. 215 of the EIR is replaced by the 

following sentence: 

As shown in Table 19A, United Airlines generated approximately 3,600 tons of 
hazardous waste in 1990. The bulk of the waste from Trans World Airlines, 
American Airlines, and Delta Airlines is related to oil, but otherwise their wastes are 
similar to those of United Airlines line maintenance operations. 
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TABLE 19A: 1990HAZARDOUS WASTE GENERATION BY SFIAAND 'JENANTS 

Total 
Volume Volume 

Generator /a/ Waste Category lb/ !1wW .(tWl.S} 

United Airlines Alkaline solution (pH>=12.5) with heavy metals 16.12 3608.45 
Aqueous solution with <10% organic residues 1516.44 
Asbestos-containing waste /c/ 256.96 
Other inorganic solid waste 116.03 
HaJogenated solvents 406.96 
Oxygenated solvents 207.21 
Hydrocarbon solvents" 70.65 
Unspecified solvent mixture 284.97 
Waste oil and mixed oil 216.06 
Off-specification, aged, or surplus organics 5.45 
Organic solids with halogens 109.36 
Other organic solids 17.71 
Unspecified sludge waste 3.47 
Contaminated soil from site clean-ups let 8.20 
Liquids with halogenated organic compounds 

>=lOOOmg/J 15.98 
Solids or sludges with halogenated organic 

compounds>= 1000 mg/I 35.88 
Notrep:>rted 321.00 

Trans World Halogenated solvents 0.20 316.62 
Airlines Oxygenated solvents 0.39 

Hydrocarbon solvents 0.20 
Waste oil and mixed oil 5.80 
Oil/water separation sludge 1.66 
Unspecified oil-containing waste 212.97 
Organic liquids (nonsolvents) with halogens 0.41 
Unspecified organic liquid mixture 0.77 
Other organic solids 1.20 
Contaminated soil from site clean-ups le/ 93.02 

(Continued) 
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TABLE 19A: 1990 HAZARDOUS WASTE GENERATION BY SFIA AND TENANTS 
(Continued) 

Total 
Volume Volume 

Generator /al_ Waste Cate1mrv /bl !lQIW. !l2!W. 

American Airlines Alkaline solution (pH>=12.5) without heavy 149.70 
metals 0.20 

Unspecified alkaline solution 0.29 
· Asbestos-containing waSte tel 0.84 
Unspecified solvent mixture 8.00 
Waste oil and mixed oil 81.70 
Organic monomer waste 1.34 
Other organic solids 1.35 
Other empty containers >=30 gal. 0.50 
Contaminated soil from site clean-ups Id 1.20 
(Acidic) Liquids with pH <=2 0.20 
Not reported 54.08 

SFIA Asbestos-containing waste /cl 123.02 126.60 
Halogenated solvents 0.20 
Hydrocarbon solvents 1.85 
Unspecified solvent mixture 0.20 
Waste oil and mixed oil 0.83 
Other empty containers >=30 gal. 0.50 

Chevron USA Unspecified oil-containing waste 3.32 24.20 
Other empty containers >=30 gal. 2.00 
Contaminated soil from site clean-ups Id 18.53 
Liquids with polychlorinated biphenyJs 

(PCBs) >=50 mg/I /di 0.35 

Shell Oil Other inorganic solid waste 15.92 21.93 
Tank bottom waste 0.50 
Unspecified organic liquid mixture 1.37 
Other organic solids 0.02 
Unspecified sludge waste 3.90 
Detergent and soap 0.22 

(Continued) 
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TABLE 19A: 1990 HAZARDOUS WASTE GENERATION BY SFIA AND 1ENANTS 
(Continued) 

Qkoerator /a/ 

Hertz. Rent-A~Car 

Delta Airlines 

Budget 
Rent-A-Car 

U.S. Coast Guard 
Air Station 

Hilton Hotels 

W3S£.CategOQ' /bl 

Waste oil and mixed oil 
Tank bottom waste 

Oxygenated so1vents 
Unspecified so1vent mixture 

· Waste oil and mixed oil · 

Tank bottom waste /di 
Gas scrubber waste /di 

Oxygenated solvents 
Hydrocarbon solvents 
Off-specification, aged, or surpJus organics 
Organic liquids with metals 
Not reported 

Hydrocarbon so1vents /di 

U.S. Postal Service Unspecified so1vent mixture 
Airport Mail 
Facility 

Aircraft Service 
International 

NOLES: 

Oxygenated solvents 

Volume 
.(tQns}. 

0.18 
11.25 

0.22 
0.68 
9.90 

5-42 
0.84 

0.18 
0.18 
0.02 
0.16 
0.34 

0.22 

0.22 

0.12 

Total 
Volume 

Wmsl 

11.43 

10.80 

6.26 

0.88 

0.22 

0.22 

0.12 

fa! Some users generate hazardous wastes at two or more Airport locations separated by public 
roadways; therefore, they are required to have more than one EPA generator number. 
Their wastes are separated by EPA generator number on the Tanner Lists, but they have 
been combined in this table. 

· /bl Waste categories are defined by the State of cautomia (CCR, Title 22). 
/rl Some waste streams, such as asbestos and contaminated soils, are usually generated as part 

of a specific project. and annual volumes of these wastes may be inconsistent from year to 
year. . 

!di Th.is material was disposed of under a one-time-only EPA generator number. 

SOURCE: California Department of Toxic Substance Control. Manifest Unit, Hazardous Waste 
Information System, 1990. 
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The last sentence of the second paragraph on p. 215 that begins "The car rental agencies 

produce ... " begins a new third paragraph. After this sentence the following text is 

msened: 

FueJ suppliers generate volumes of waste similar to the car rental agencies. 
Hazardous Wlme generated by the U.S. Coast Guard Air Station, the U.S. Postal 
Service, and Aircraft Service International are minor Oess than 0.03 percent of the 
total waste generated). 

Two text changes have been incorporated in an effort to clarify statements in the EIR 

regarding hazardous materials use. The last sentence in the first paragraph on page 390 

under "Tenant Facilities" is amended as follows (revisions are underlined): 

Since the SFIA Master Plan does not include expansion of the United Airlines 
Maintenance Center, operations there are not expected to increase proportionally 
with Airport eJtpansion, and hazardous material use would probably not increase as a 
direct result of the mQiect. . 

The second complete sentence on p. 391 beginning "The amount of hazardous 

materials ... " is re·worded as indicated (revisions are underlined and deletions shown in 

brackets): 

The amount of hazardous materials [ ] stored and used at these facilities [ ] .YlWlld. be 
small compared to []the amount used at the United Airlines Maintenance Center [ J • 

No significant impact is expected as a result of the incremental increases in hazardous 

waste generation that may accompany the expansion of the Airport, because federal. state, 

and local Jaws and regulations wouJd mitigate the impacts of increased hazardous waste 

generation. Hazardous Waste Minimization Plans required by Senate Bill 14 and 

additional on-site recycling as mentioned in the EIR. (p. 392) would also tend to offset 

increases in hazardous waste generation. 

ASBESTOS 

Comment 

"Theo there is the little matter of asbestos. There are at least 32 demolition projects in the 

proposed expansion tot.aling roughly 16% of SFO's existing building area. At ]east l 0 of these 

projects are necessary in order to permit the construction of the new terminals (DEIR Vol. I CH. 
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XI Table B.1/DEIR Vol I CH. II Fig. 5). Both the EPA and BAAQMD are responsible for 

asbestos removal in the Bay Area. The Asbestos Emergency Response Act (AlffiRA) gives the 

EPA authority to regulate (DEIR Vol. Il CH. XI A-157). Furthermore, under Subpart M 

§§61.145 and 61.146 of the CJ:ean Air Act, the EPA must be notified in writing ofintentions to 

demolish any facility." (Aiyn Lam) 

Response 

According to SFIA administration staff, the Airport's policy is to remove any asbestos 

found when demolishing buildings in accordance with state and federal laws, including 

complying with notification and reporting requirements ofresponsible agencies (San 

Francisco International Airport Tenant Improvement Guide and Airport Rules and 

Regulations). As stated on pp. 223~224 of the EIR, the Airport plans to conduct additional 

surveys of asbestos at its facilities in the near futme and is in the process of implementing 

an asbestos policy and abatement program. 

Jn order to clarify information provided in the EIR, the following paragraph is added 

between the first and second full paragraphs on p. A.157 of Volume Il: Appendices: 

Because the EPA has delegated the enforcement responsibility of all National 
Environmental Standard Hazardous Air Pollutants (NESHAP) requirements. 
including asbestos, to the BAAQMD, the BAAQMD is responsible for regulating the 
removal of friable asbestos of one percent or more. Although it was necessary at one 
time to notify the EPA of any intentions to demolish buildings, this is no longer 
required. Instead. BAAQMD must be notified ten days prior to a demolition, 
regardless of whether or not the buildings are known to contain asbestos. lltis 

· requirement also applies to the removal of asbestos from areas of at least 100 square 
or linear feeUl/ 

The following sentences are added in place of the first sentence of the second full 

paragraph on p. A.157 of Volume II: Appendices: 

The Asbestos Hazards Emergency Response Act (AJIERA) has also given EPA the 
authority to regulate abatement methods and establish standards for exposure levels 
during and following abatement activities, but AHERA only applies to public and 
non-profit private schoo1s (K-12). AIIERA spells out accreditation standards for the 
training of personnel involved in asbestos abatement at these schools, and in · 
November 1992, the EPA is expected to implement regulations recently mandated by 
Congress that extend the training provisions of AHERA to those working on other 
public and commercial projects./2/ 
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A new paragraph is begun at "Some state regulatiom on asbestos are .•• " in the se.cond full 

paragraph on page A157 of Volume II: Appendices. 

The following 6 inserted at the end of p. A157 of Volume Il: Appendices: 

NOTF.S - Haz.ardous Materials Regulatory Setting 

/1/ Bernardo, Naomi, Air Quality Technician, Bay Area Air Quality Management 
District, telephone conversation, February 10, 1992 

12/ Lanier, Don, Compliance Monitor, :Environmental Protection Agency, 
telephone conversation, February 10, 1992. 

The above comment was written in the context of a ~ion of the jurisdiction of NEPA 

over the implementation of the project The EPA bas ministerial authority over asbestos 

removal. It does not have any discretionary authority; therefore, the involvement of the 

EPA in asbestos removal does not contn'bute to a need for an EIS. Federal jurisdiction is 

discimed further under BIR Pr<>CCS§, pp. c&R.410-413 herein. 

NOTES - Hazardous Materials and Wastes 

/1/ Eisenbud, Merril, Environmental Radioactivity, 3rd ed., Orlando: .Academic Press, Inc., 
1987. 

f1J 1992 San Mateo Collllly Hazardous Waste Management Plan, January 1992 
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EMPLQYMENIANPHOUfilNG 

SFIA EMPLOYMENT 

The notes for this section begin on p. C&R.368. 

United Airlines 

Comment 

" .• .As a point of informatio~ the MOC (Maintenance Operatiom Center] employs 12,000, not 

the 6,000 as referenced in the DEIR." (Thomas Brown, United Airlines) 

Response 

Comment noted. The number presented in tbe EIR represents maintenance and mechanic 

workers only. (The correct employment figure was used for the EIR analyses.) 

Accordingly, the fourth sentence of the first paragraph on page 228 should read as 

follows (revisions are underlined): 

United Air Lines' maintenance base at SFIA is the largest in the United States and 
employs over 6,000 mailJ.gnance and mechanic workers at SFIA.. Total fulMime 
equivalent employmeot at the maintenance base is mmroximately 11.SOO. 

Provision o[Jobs for Area Residenm 

Commen1S 

"From a business point of view, improved facilities and service levels will generate additional 

jobs for community rmidents and iDaeased revenues for local businesses and governmental 

bodies ••• " (Jerome Copelan, San Francisco Association of International Airlines) 

"Fioally, on the subject of jobs, your commission allows only enough new office space to be 

built each year to house about 2000 new jobs. In a city that graduates more than 12,000 high 

school and college studen1S annually, do you realize that your policies force 80 percent of your 

city's inost ambilious and talented young people to not dare think about starting their careers a 
and contnbute tom city. I know of no other planners in the world wbo force their next 
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generation out Do you believe that, too, is good planning for the benefit of your 

constituents? .•. a policy you now wish to extend to the airport?" (Stanford Hom) 

Resoome 

The first comment is comistent with information presented on pp. 394-399 of the EIR. 

Table 67 on p. 398 of the BIR shows that implementation of the proposed SFIA Master 

Plan improvements would result in an additional 8,970 SFlA jobs by 2006. It is 

estimated in Table 67 that the new jobs would be filled by residents of all nine Bay Arca 

counties. &timates for induced employment (which is related to the revenues mentioned 

by the commenter) are discussed on p. C&:.R.358 herein. 

The Office Growth Umitation Ordinance (Ordinance No. 414-85) was approved by the 

San Fmncisoo Board of Supervisors on September 10, 1985. Proposition M, the 

.Accountable Planning Initiative, was approved by San Francmco votem on November 14, 

1986. Ordinance No. 414-85 lim.ited the growth of office developments larger than 

50,000 square feet in San Francisco to a total of 2.85 million square feet over a period of 

three years. Proposition M, which amended Section320(g)(l)ofthe City Planning 

COde, lowers the threshold for office projec~ subject to the annual limit from S0,000 

square feet to 25,000 square feet of additional office space. Proposition M also added 

Section 321.1 to the Oty Plaming Oxle which changed the total growth limitation 

amount from 285 million square feet of office space over three years to 950,000 square 

feet in one year. 

It is uue that the San Francisc.o Planning Commission, in accordance with the Office 

Growth Limitation Ordinance and Proposition M, limits office space development, and 

potentially, the number of jobs that can be created. However, those measures were not 

esmblisbed by the Oty Planning Commission as stated by the commenter. 

Regarding the SFIA Master Plan, 1he Planning Commission is respomible only for 

certifying the EIR; the Airports Commission has the authority to approve the project. 

The project approval process is clisamed on pp. e&R.38-45 herein. 
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EMPLOYMENT AND HOUSING DEMAND 

Direct Employment and Housin~ Demand 

Comments 

" ... Even excluding the visitor induced jobs the addition of demand for 10,226 or 6,850 units 

should be treated as a significant adverse impact as well. The reason for treating this as adverse 

is that the Bay Area is already in an annual housing deficit, building fewer housing units than it 

needs to meet current demand. There is ample data available to the EIR drafters on this issue and 

that data needs to be viewed in the context of the impact of the airport expansion. According to 

the EIR. thirty-seven percent (37.1 %) of the current SFIA work force resides in San Mateo 

County. Direct and Indirect housing demand in the County is 3,675 new units; the direct, 

indirect and visitor induced units (arbitrarily using the same 37%) equa1s 14,210 new dwelling 

units needed in the County over the next fifteen years. 

"The DEIR. at Vol. I, page 397, states that the new housing demand of 2.450 units is less than 

nine percent (9%) of ABAG's estimate of San Mateo County's potential for new housing units 

between 1990 and 2005. The DEIR does not discuss whether that potential will be met. what 

constraints will interfere with meeting that potential, whatever other projects are already relying 

on that housing potential, and what SFIA can do to assure that at1east the nine percent needed 

for its future direct employees will be constructed. 

"San Mateo County has a housing supply deficit, particularly for low and moderate income 

persons. The project would create a need for an estimated 2,450 -- which is 35 percent of the 

projected 6,850 total units. They need that many - 2,450 additional dwelling units in San Mateo 

County. mostly for flight crews and passenger service personnel. Employment is eJtpected to 

increase by 8,900, from 33,400 to 42,300, or 27 percent, leaving 2,050 persons unaccounted for 

in terms of housing." (Onnolee Trapp, San Mateo County Leagues of Women Voters, public 

hearing of 8/27/91) 

"San Mateo County has a housing supply deficit, particularly for low and moderate income 

persons. The project would create a need for an estimated 2450 (35% of 6850 tota1 units) 

additional dwelling units in San Mateo County. mostly for flight crews and passenger-service 

personnel. Employment is expected to increase by 8.900, from 33,400 to 42,300, or 27%. 
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leaving 2050 persons unaccounted for in terms of housing ... " (Onnolee Trapp. Leagues of 

Women Voters of San Mateo County) 

Resoonse 

Titls response addresses a variety of issues invo1ving the housing impacts that would 

occur in San Mateo County as a result of the direct employment created by the proposed 

project. (Indirect demands are addressed in the next response.) FlfSt, information from 

the EIR about projected direct employment and housing needs through 1996 and 2006 is 

summarized. nus responds specifically to the commenter's concerns regarding 

additional dwelling units that would be needed in San Mateo County as a result of SFIA 

Master Plan implementation. Second, as requested by one commenter, criteria for 

determining the significance of the identified housing impacts are discussed. Third, as 

one commenter also requested, the need for the EIR to analyze development constraints 

relative to project-generated housing demand is addressed. 

Direct Employment and Housing Demand Projections 

The EIR (Tables 65 and 67, pp. 396. 398) states that 4,610 direct jobs would be created 

by 1996, and 8,970 by 2006, as a result of the proposed SFIA Master Plan project. The 

additional employment created at SFIA would, in b.Jm, result in an increased demand for 

housing in the area. ·On the basis of existing ratios of employed residents to households, 

and residence patterns for current SFIA employees, it is expected that a total of 3,460 

housing units would be required through 1996, and 6,850 by 2006, to house the new, 

direct SFIA employees. It is projected that San Mateo County's share of this demand 

wou1d be 1,220 units by 1996, and, as stated by a commenter, 2,450 by 2006. 

Housing Impacts and Signif"ieance Criteria 

Tue following text is added after Table 67 on p. 398 of the EIR: 

Housin& Demand Impacts 

The significance of the potential impacts on housing resulting from a project· 
generated increase in emp1oymen~ can be analyzed by comparing the projeds share 
of the local labor force to the proportion of total local housing units used by the 
project's employees. If proportionally. the proposed project's use of local housing 
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units would be substantially greater than its share of the locaJ labor force. the impact 
could be considered significant. 

In order to eva1uate the potential impacts that would occur from implementation of 
the proposed SFIA Master Plan, the percentage of all San Mateo County jobs located 
at SFIA was compared to the percentage of San Mateo housing units used by SAA 
employees (see Table 67 A). As shown in Table 67 A, in 1990, 11.0 percent of all 
San Mateo County jobs were located at SFIA, and SFIA employees used about 
5.2 percent of all the housing stock in the area. Based on SFIA employment (under 
the project) and San Mateo total number of jobs, 11. 7 percent of all San Mateo jobs 
would be located at SFIA in 1996. However, SFIA employees would use about 
5.5 percent of the San Mateo housing stock. In 2006, about 12.1 percent of all San 
Mateo County jobs would be located at the airport. and SFIA employees would use 
about 5. 7 percent of San Mateo County's housing stock. 

These figures show that in 1990, and in the future with the project, the percentage of 
San Mateo County housing units used by SFlA employees would be approximately 
half of the percentage of San Mateo County jobs located at SFIA. and the proposed 
project would not affect this ratio substantially. Given these results, it can be 
concluded that no significant impacts on housing would occur as a result of the 
project. 

ldentificati.on of Development Constraints 

CEQA (Guidelines, Section 15131) does not require that market feasibility factors, such 

as the identification of constraints that may prevent a community from realizing its full 

development potential, be analyzed in an EIR. Although San Mateo County may need to 

identify these constraints. such identification would be best accomplished through a 

market feasibility study. The analysis in the EIR regarding future housing demands in 

San Mateo County provides local decision-makers with infonnation that may used in the 

preparation of a housing market feasibility study, if such a study were to be done. 

Inwrect Erop}pyment and Bousin2 Demand 

Comments 

"The DEIR fails to take into account the impact of the indirect and visitor induced employment 

created by the airport expansion envisioned in the Master Plan on the surrounding communities 
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N01ES: 

la! Methodology for deriving figures in this table is described in a back.ground paper available for 
review in Department of City Planning files, 450 McAllister Street. 

/bl Totals may not add due to rounding. 
le/ From data provided by the San Mateo County Planning Department. 
Id! Based on results of housing inventory contained in Consolidated Comprehensive Housing 

Affordability Strategy, Department of Environmental Management; San Mateo County. 
November 19, 1991. 

SOURCE: Environmental Science Associates, Inc. 

and the region. It also fails to make conclusions as to the significance of its direct impacts on 

housing. The DEIR's logic seems to be as follows: 

"A. the existing employees at SFIA are distributed throughout the nine Bay Area counties; 

"B. the future housing needs of new employees will be a tiny fraction of the housing needs of 
the San Mateo County and Bay Area (8,970 new employees: 6,850 new housing units); 

"THEREFORE, the SFIA expansion will not have a significant impact on the environment. 
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"lbis silent logic is bolstered by limiting the DEIR's review of impacts to direct employees 

expected to be generated by the expansion. But the DEIR (at Vol 1. page 229) raises two 

additional factors that make the actual impact on housing (as well as on traffic, transportation and 

air pollution) far greater. The DEIR states that: 

"a. one half of an indirect employee should be assumed for every direct job created, and 

"b. an additional 4. 3 direct and induced jobs will be created for every new direct job at SFIA due 
to expenditures by additional visitors facilitated by the expansion. 

"The DEIR Environmental Impact chapter does not consider either of these two .impacts 

identified in the Environmental Setting portion. 

"If .5 indirect job is generated by each new expansion job, the total new employee impact must· 

be increased by 4,485 for a total of 13,455 new workers. Using the DEIR's ratio .76 housing 

units per employee the true new housing demand generated by the expansion of SFIA is 10,226 · 

housing units. 

"If 4.8 additional jobs are generated by the expansion (.5 + 4.3) the total D.ew employee impact 

must be increased by 43,056 for a totaJ of 52,026 new workers. Using the DEIR's ratio . 76 

housing units per employee the true new housing demand generated by the expansion of SFIA is 

39,540 housing units. 

"The addition of demand for 39,540 new housing units in the next 15 years is clearly a 

significant environmental impact ... 

nThe nine percent estimate [of San Mateo County's potential for new housing units] jumps to 14 

to 15 percent when direct and indirect employment impacts are considered and up to 50 percent 

when visitor induced empJoyment is allocated to San Maieo County. 11 (Harvey Levine for Sierra 

Point Associates) 

"Secondary impacts of housing demand for new employees should be addressed." (Ed Everett, 

City Manager, City of Belmont) 

"The report also states that for every direct San Francisco Airport job, there is five-tenths of 

induced job and. ultimately, due to passenger spending, 4.3 direct and induced jobs for every 

direct airport job. These employment projections will most heavily impact housing and traffic in 
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San Mateo County." (Onnolee 'Ifapp, San Mateo County Leagues of Women Vote:rs, letter of 

8/27/91 and public bearing of 8/27/91) 

Response 

This respome addresses a variety of mues regarding projected indirect and induced 

employment and impacts on bow;ing 'that would occur as a result of the SFIA Master 

Plan improvements. First, projectiom of indirect and induced employment resulting 

from the SFIA Master Plan are discussed. Seco~ factors affecting the potential supply 

and demand of housing are explained. Third, the approach used to analyz.e hou.tjng 

impacts is explained and related to other policy issues. 

Several of the comments include estimates of indirect and induced employment resulting 

from implemen1ation of the SFIA Master Plan. The EIR states (on p. 229) that the 

operation of the Allport aeates indirect and induced employment. The commenters 

correctly note that Section IV.I of the mR Employment and Homing. does not include 

estimates of the indirect and induced employment created as a result of the SFIA Masu:r 

Plan. Although the basic calculatiom could be derived from information in the Draft 

EIR, the following text is imerted after Table 67 on p. 398 of the EIR (and following the 

text imerted regarding housing demand impacts, shown on pp. C&R.354-355): 

SECONDARY EMPLOYMENT AND HOUSING DEMAND 

New Indirect and Induced Employment 

On the basis of the new SFIA employees generated by the project, and the job 
creation factors noted on p. 229 (O.S indirect and 3.8 induced jobs per direct 
SFIAjob), it is projected that the project would result in the aeation of about 
2,310 new induced jobs by 1996, and about 4,490 by 2006. Additionally, the 
project would likely result in the creation of about 17,520 indirect jobs by 1996, 
and about 34t100 by 2006, due to additional expenditures by visitots to the Bay 
Area. The total number of indirect and induced jobs created as a result of the 
project would be about 19,820 by 1996, and 38,570 by 2006. The total number 
of all jobs created by the project would be about 24,440 by 1996 and 47,540 by 
2006. 

It is assumed that the indirect and induced jobs created as a result of 
im.plemen1ation of the SFIA Master Plan would be located throughout the Bay 
Area and also outside the region. The specific locations of these jobs within the 
Bay Area cannot be detennine.d because projectiom of the number of jobs are 
based on regional multipliers. 
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Housini Demand Created by Indirect and Induced Emploxment 

Employees holding the indirect and induced jobs resulting from the project 
would create additional demands on the Bay Area housing stock. On the basis of 
the employed residents-to-households ratio shown in Tables 65 and 67 (for the 
Bay Area) and the number of indirect and induced jobs that would be created as 
a result of the project, there would be a demand for an additional 14.880 housing 
units through 1996, and an additiona1 29,460 units through 2006. ('The total 
housing demand generated by the project would be 19,490 units through 1996, 
and 38,430 units through 2006.) 

Although, as shown above, it is possible to estimate the number of housing units 
required to house individuals holding the induced and indirect jobs resulting 
from the project. it is not possible to accurately determine their residence 
patterns. As stated above, the indirect and induced jobs could be located 
anywhere in the Bay Area or even in locations adjacent to the Bay Area nus is 
because some direct, new SFIA employees would live in Concord for example, 
and would create demand for goods and services in and around the Concord area, 
as well as other parts of the region, resulting in creation of jobs indirectly related 
to the new SFJA jobs. This scenario would be repeated all over the Bay Area 
and beyond. Since the locations of these indirect and induced jobs are unknown. 
it is not possible to determine the residence patterns of the individuals ho1ding 
the jobs. As such, it is not possible to determine the extent of impacts on 
housing that would be experienced by any one local jurisdiction, including San 
Mateo County. 

Indirect and Induced Housing Demand lffiDact5 

The significance of the potential impacts on housing resulting from a project
generated increase in indirect and induced employment can be analyzed by 
comparing the proportion of Bay Area housing units used by the individuals 
holding the indirect and induced jobs to the employees' share of the Bay Area 
labor force. If proportionally. the proposed project's use of the regional housing 
stock is substantially greater tllan its share of the regional labor force, the impact 
could be considered significant. 

Based on a comparison of the projections of induced and indirect employment 
and related housing demand mentioned above with ABAG projections of total 
Bay Area employment and number of households, the housing impacts resulting 
from project-generated indirect and induced employment would be insignificant. 
In 1990, induced and indirect jobs created by the operation of SFIA accounted 
for approximately 4.5 percent of the Bay Area total number of jobs; these 
employees used approximate1y 4. 7 percent of total Bay Area housing stock. In 
1996, induced and indirect jobs created 6 a result of the project would account 
for approximately 0.6 percent of the Bay Area labor forr.e; the employees would 
use approximately 0.8 percent of the total Bay Area projected housing stock. In 
2006, approximately 1.0 percent of all the jobs in the Bay Area would be 
induced by. or indirectly related to. 1he proposed project. Employees holding 
these jobs would use approximately 1.3 percent of the Bay Area housing stock.· 
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Although the shares of the Bay Area labor force and housing stock represented 
by SHA-created induced and indirect employment would increase under the 
project, the relationship between the employment and housing shares would not 
change substantially, and the project wou1d not result in proportionally greater 
demands on housing (relative to employment). 

Thus, impacts on housing created by indirect and induced employment would 
not be significant. 

Jobs I Housing Balance 

Comments 

"When we have looked at other large projects, Mission Bay, there was an awful lot of discussion 

about the jobs, housing balance. When you look at a project this size, to what extent should that 

be an issue that we should be looking at it?" (Commissioner Sewell) 

''The EIR suggests the expansion project will contribute to a jobs/housing imbalance in San 

Mateo County. The Airport should indicate how it will mitigate this impact." (Jack Drago, 

Mayor, City of South San Francisco) 

"The impacts of massive job creation in an area that already has a huge jobs/housing imbalance 

cannot be overlooked. As a possible mitigation, the Aiiport should consider building housing on 

SFIA property. We are not suggesting building under flight paths which we believe to be unsafe, 

but rather in locations away from both danger and noise. While it is unheard of for civilian 

airports. virtually all military airbases have housing situated and constructed to be safe. 

comfortable and conveniently located on site." (Stephen Waldo, Mayor of Brisbane) 

Jlesponse 

By creating more jobs in San Mateo County. implementation of the proposed SFIA 

Master Plan would likely aeate a more balanced situation between jobs and housing in 

the County. In evaluating the jobs/housing balance of a community, the number of 

employees and housing units in the community. as well as the number of employees per 

housing unit, must be known. A balanced situation occurs when a community has the 

same number of jobs as housing opportunities. 
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Given the existing number of jobs and housing units. and number of employees per 

housing unit, San Mateo County currently has a jobs/housing imbalance. There is a 

shortage of jobs {based on the number of existing housing opportunities) needed to 

achieve a jobs/housing balance (see Table C&R.3). On the basis of ABAG projections 

of jobs and housing units in the County in the years 1996 and 2006, it is expected that 

San Mateo County's jobs/housing imbalance will continue. Because implementation of 

the SFIA Master Plan would increase the number of jobs in the County, it would 

potentially create a more balanced situation between jobs and housing. It is likely that 

some current San Mateo county residents would switch from commuting out of the 

County for work to working at SFIA as a result of the additional jobs available at SFlA 

in the future. 

Because by creating more jobs, the project would help to correct the jobs~housing 

imbalance that currently exists in San Mateo County. No mitigation is required. 

TABLE C&R.3 REQUIRED AND PROJECTED NUMBER OF JOBS TO ACHIEVE 
HOUSING BALANCE IN SAN MA1EO COUNTY 

fim: 

1990 
1996 
2006 

N01ES; 

Number of 
Housine Units/a/ 

241,910 
256,880 
274,020 

Required.Number 
of Jobs fb/ 

322,320 
342,260 
365,100 

Projected Number 
of Jobs/cl 

303,600 
324,200 
358,530 

/al Based on results of housing inventory contained in Consolidated Comprehensive Housing 
Affordability Strategy, Department of Environmental Management, San Mateo County, 
November 19, 1991. 

/bl Number of jobs needed to house individuals living in the housing units available in San 
Mateo County. Based on an employee-household ratio of 1.33 from ABAG's Projections 90. 

/cl From ABAG's.Pmfections 90. -

SOURCE: Environmental Science Associates, Inc., Association of Bay Area Governments. 
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Housin& Affordability 

Comments 

" .•• [T]here is an analysis on Page 397 of housing demand created by the airline workers. But 

that demand is not broken down in any way according to the salaries of those airline workers and 

then the housing which they would be able to afford. I think there should be that level of detail 

so that we know truly what the impact is of these additional workers on the housing market, both 

in and around the airport and in San Francisco. I note that there is a sizable number of those 

workers.who live in San Francisco." (Commissioner Morales) 

"The DEIR stales imp1ementation of the SFIA Master Plan would add about 4,600 new jobs by 

1996 or about 8,900 new jobs by 2006 (pg. 10). This would create a demand for 3,460 dwelling 

units by 1996 or 6,850 units by 2006. The DEIR projects 2,450 of these units would be in San 

Mateo County, 1.940 in San Francisco and 810 in Alameda County. Decision makers need to 

know the projected income of these employees and how housing that is affordable to them will 

be provided. Most airport employees cannot afford to live in San Mateo County." (Gary Binger, 

Association of Bay Area Governments) , 

"The Airport should develop an employee assistance program to enable Airpo~ employees to 

find more affordable housing near their jobs." (Robert Treseler. City of Millbrae) 

"By 2006 there would be 9,000 new jobs and the need for 6,850 new housing units generated by 

Airport expansion. 1his is identified as an environmental impact; however there are no 

mitigations discussed or proposed. 

"Suggested mitigation measures: 

•·1. Encouragement of new affordable housing near the Airport. in areas which would not 
jeopardize Airport operations. 

"2. The Airport shou1d commit to developing an employee assistance program to enable 
Airport employees to find more affordable housing near their jobs." (Janet Fogarty, 
Mayor. City of Millbrae) 
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Response 

Housing AffordabiliJy 

Individuals holding jobs created as a resuJt of the SFIA Master Plan project would create 

additional demand for housing in the Bay Area. This increased housing demand would 

be within the projected additional housing supply in the Bay Area. as shown in Table 

67 A. As such, construction of SFIA-employee-related housing wou1d not result in 

additional physical impacts to the environment, as it is expected that this housing would 

be constructed with or without the demand created directly by project employees. 

The additional demand for housing resulting from the project could potentially have 

negative socio-economic impacts directly related to housing affordability. Under 

guidelines established by the U.S. Housing and Urban Development Department, 

housing is affordable when families use 30 percent or less of their income on housing· 

related expenses. New SFIA employees would create additional demands on housing 

supply, possibly resulting in an increase in the area's housing prices. However, as shown 

by historical evidence, increases in household incomes would lag behind increases in 

housing prices. 111 If historical trends in the relationship between housing prices and 

household incomes in the Bay Area hold true in the future, a large number of Bay Area 

residents, including an undetermined number of SFIA employees, would incur housing 

expenses that, under the housing affordability standards mentioned above, would not be 

"affordable." 

UnderCEQA (Guidelines, Section 15131), social and economic impacts may be 

addressed in an EIR, but are relevant only to the extent that they are related to the 

physical impacts of a project. As a result, no affordability analysis has been prepared as 

part of this response and no mitigation measures for housing affordability would be 

required. -Depending on the extent of housing affordability problems that may be 

experienced in the future by SFIA employees, these individuals may choose to live in 

outlying parts of the region or communities outside of the Bay Area. H this were to 

occur. the extended commuting distance trave1ed by these individuals would result in 

additional physical impacts. Without further analysis of future wage and housing price 

levels in the region as a whole. it would be difficult to determine the number of 

in<lividuals that would choose to live in the outskirts of the Bay area and to quantify the 

extent of these potential physical impacts. 
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MITIGATION 

Demand for Housjng and Support Servj~ 

Comment.s 

"The Draft EIR briefly addresses employment and residence patterns in the Environmental 

Setting Chapter, and employment and housing in the Environmental Impacts Chapter. The text 

indicates employment is expected to increase by about 4,600 jobs between 1990 and 1996. nus 

would represent about 11 % of the 341,690 employees in San Mateo County. An 11 % increase is 

also expected between 1996 and 2006. The Draft EIR also indicates the largest number of new 

employees are expected to reside in San Mateo County (37 .1 % ) and those employees will create 

a demand for 2,450 new housing units in San Mateo County. 

''The Draft EIR does not propose any mitigation measures to address the employment and 

housing demands in San Mateo County or any other county. The demand for housing is already 

high in San Mateo County and the housing costs are very high. In addition, there is an extremely 

small amount of available land in the County on which to build new housing. These issues 

should be fully addressed in the Draft EIR and feasible, implementable mitigation measures 

should be identified to address the anticipated impacts." (Raymond Miller. C/CAG) 

"The Board's [County of San Mateo Board of Supervisors] major concern is the projected 

increases in employment and housing in San Mateo County, as a result of the implementation of 

the proposed Master Plan. The Draft EIR indicates there will be 3,320 new employees in San 

Mateo County and a demand for 2,450 new housing units in the County by 2006, as a result of 

the implementation of the Master Plan. The demand for housing is already high in San Mateo 

County and the housing costs are very high. In addition, there is an extremely small amount of 

available land in the County on which to build new housing. 

"The Draft EIR does not propose any mitigation measures to address the anticipated employment 

and housing impacts in San Mateo County. The Board of Supervisors requests the projected 

employment and housing demands in San Mateo County. as a resuJt of the implementation of the 

proposed Master Plan, be thoroughly analyzed in the Draft EIR and feasible mitigation measures, 

implemented by the City and County of San Francisco, be identified to address the anticipated 

impacts." (Paul Koenig. County of San Mateo, and County Board of Supervisors) 
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"We did not notice discussion of the indirect effects of the project We understand that direct 

employment resulting from the project wouJd have a multiplier effect We would appreciate 

discussion of that effect and mitigation, if required for indirect employment effects." (Janet 

Fogarty, Mayor, City of Millbrae) 

''Instead of mitigating this significant impact, SFIA is currently opposing new housing on the 

Peninsula In 1986 SFIA challenged an EIR for a housing project in South San Francisco, 

effectively killing that project. On August 6, 1991, the Airport Commission approved an SFIA 

sponsored agreement to prohibit housing east of Interstate 101. 

"The Airports Commission attempted to justify this action on the basis of protecting a necessary 

departure route. However, the SFIA1s own noise studies show that a portion of the area covered 

by the agreement (Sierra Point) is not noise impacted, nor is it underneath a departure route. (See 

V .1, pp. 161, 340 and 345) Sierra Point is one of the last large parcels available for housing that 

is both near the airport and outside the area of noise impact 

"Given the serious shortage of housing resuJting from the Master Planned eJtpansion, it is 

incumbent on SFIA, as a mitigation measure for its impacts on San Mateo County in the area of 

housing, to modify its stance against housing on the east side of ffighway 101 and its agreement 

with South San Francisco. 

"If SFIA believes it must protect its approach and departure routes. it can continue to monitor 

housing proposals in the environs of the airport for noise insulation and impact. Developers are 

more than willing to work with the SFIA to provide a portion of the housing that will be 

generated by growth at the airport. SFIA, ~ a mitigation for its housing impact. should meet 

them half way." (Harvey Levine for Sierra Point Associates). 

··An appropriate mitigation must be provided to address the increased demand for housing as a 

result of the proposed expansion of SFIA and the new employees associated with the growth. 

With San Bruno abutting SFIA. it can be reasonabJy and Jogically assumed that a large demand 

for the additional housing will impact San Bruno, not San Francisco. The airport should 

contribute to a San Bruno housing reserve fund which would help provide a variety of housing 

services and opportunities to San Bruno residents." (George Foscardo, City of San Bruno} 

"The Draft BIR documents that there will be an increase in employment at the airport as a result 

of the growth in passenger and freight activities. Many of these people will seek housing and 
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support services such as child care within the adjac.ent communities. Meeting these needs will 

affect these neighboring c.omm.unities in a variety of ways. In addition to local roadway access to 

SFIA, these impacts include demand for lesser C05t homing, provmion of child care and health 

care services and demand for other peISOnal and commercial servi~. The Draft EIR does not 

address how the airport proposes to mitigate the impacts create(I. by these effects. How will SFIA 

ass~t local communities to provide these servic.es and make them available and viable? Can 

some or all of these support services for employees be included on aiipon lands?" (Dennis 

Argyres, City of Burlingame) 

Response 

As shown in Tables 65 and 67 in the DEIR, the San Mateo County housing demand from 

new SFIA employees would be less than one percent of total 1990 County homing stock, 

not a significant impact Also, as shown by Table 67.A, it is estimated that new SFIA 

employees would use approximately 9.3 percent of San Mateo C.Ounty's homing stock 

that would be created between 1990 and 1996. By 2006, it is projected that SFIA 

employees would use approximately 10 percent of the housing stock: that would be 

created between 1990 and 2006. The potential direct, indirect and induced employment 

opportunities and the associated housing demand that would result from implementation 

of the SFIA Master Plan are further described on pp. C&R355~360 herein. As 

disclmed on those pages, the implementation of the SFIA Master Plan would not result 

in a significant impact on homing relative to the direct and indirect employment created. 

Therefore, no mitigation measures for the project 's impac1S on housing are required. 

Child care and health care services are social and economic impacts and thus are not 

covered in Ems. which analyu physical environmental effec1S. 'Ibe Allport could, of 

cowse, volunteer to support homing or child care, but these would not be ronsidered 

mitigation of signiflWlt effects as dermed by CEQA. 

1be comment regarding the Siena Point Property has been submitted. by coumel to 

Sierra Point Associates, a property owner interested in the development potential of 

property on Siena Point, located in the Cities of South San Francisco and llrisbane, 

north of the Airport. 

The commenter is inconect in s1ating that the Airport is opposed to the ronstruction of 

new housing on the Peninsula. According 10 SFlA Admin.Wtration staff, it is the policy 

of the Aiipon to further the goals set forth in the state law relating to land uses in the 
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vicinity of the Airport. in Cal. Pub. Util. Code § 21670. These goals include (1) the 

promotion of orderly development of areas sUITOunding airports to prevent the creation of 

new noise and safety problems and (2) the adoption of land use measures that minimize 

the public's exposure to excessive noise and safety hazards within areas around public 

airports to the extent that these areas are not already devoted to incompatible uses. (Cal. 

Pub. Util. Code§ 21670 (a) (1) and (2)). 

In furtherance of these goals, the Airport has worked closely with the Airport Land Use 

Commission to create an Airport Land Use Plan that reduces the possibility of 

incompatible development in areas near the Airport (EIR, page 168, 169). In addition, 

the Airport has worked with communities near the Airport to provide funding for local 

noise insulation programs. For example, the City of South San Francisco has been 

operating an Aircraft Noise Insulation Project pursuant to The Aviation Safety and Noise 

Abat.ementAct of 1979, 49 U.S.C. 2101 et· seg. This Act authorizes airport operators 

and units oflocal government to apply for assistance from the Federal Aviation 

Administration (FAA) for the implementation of noise insulation projects in areas that 

qualify for such projects under the Act Under this Act, local governments can receive 

funding for up to 80 percent of the insulation project, providing that the remaining 20 

percent is paid by the loca1 community. The Airport has been providing this 20 percent 

share to local communities ~ part of the requirements of its variance from the California 

state noise standards. 

The commenter incorrectly characterizes the agreement between the Airport and South 

San Francisco. The City and County of San Francisco, operating through the San 

Francisco Airports Commission, entered into this agreement in August, 1991. The 

purpose of the agreement was to further the longstanding policies of state law and the 

AiJ1X)lt to discourage the construction of incompatible uses on land that may be affected 

by airport noise. 

Under this agreement, the Airport has agreed to (1) set aside a total of $10,000,000 to be 

used by South San Francisco over a ten year period in connection with the City's existing 

Noise Insulation Project and (2) provide other assistance to South San Francisco in 

connection with its noise insulation project. The agreement does not prOOibit housing 

east of US 101. Rather, as a condition to the Airport's obligations under the Agreement, 

the City of South San Francisco will have to exercise its discretion in taking the 

necessary land use actions to prevent the construction of noise-sensitive land uses, 
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including housing, on property in South San Francisco located east of US 101. If the 

City chooses to take these actions and the agreement takes effect, the Airport bas the 

opportunity to review and comment on the proposed project. If the City chooses to allow 

the use, the Airport is no longer obligated to provide funding provided in the agreement 

f1I 

The reference to the 1986 challenge to an EIR for a housing project in South San 

Francisco appears to refer to the mixed me project called Sbearwater proposed for Sierra 

Point in 1986. The Aiiport Land Use Commission opposed the project because it would 

result in the construction of housing that would be impacted by aircraft overflights. The 

Airport also challenged in court the environmental impact report prepared for the project. 

1be project eventually did not proceed. 

The commenter notes that a ponion of the area covered by the .Agreement is not noise 

impacted or under a depa~ route. The comment is noted in that a ponion of the area 

is not within the 65 CNEL contour. 

The commenter is incorrect in stating that the SFlA Master Plan is expecaed to result in a 

serious shortage of housing. As explained in the EIR, implementation of the SFIA 

Master Plan is not expected to result in a significant housing impact (EIR, pp. 394-399 

and pp. C&R.354-360). Even if the SFIA Master Plan were expected to res\llt in a 

serious housing shortage, the mitigation measure proposed in the comment would not 

ne~rily result in the increased availability of homing near the Allport to serve new 

Airport employees. The decmion on whether housing will be located east of US 101 is 

up to the cities with jurisdiction over those properties, not the Airport Therefore, this 

mitigation measure will not be added to the EIR. 

NOTES - Employment and Housing 

/1/ State of California, Senate Office of Research, G™ping at the Dream. California Housing: 
Who Can Afford the Price? June 1990. 

/21 Agreement for Aircraft Noise Mitigation, Between City and County of San Fmncisr.o 
Acting By and Through the Airport Commission and Oty and of South San Francisco. 
August 29, 1991. 
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PUBLIC UJ]LIDES 

The Notes for this section begin on p. C&R.373. 

WATER USE 

Comments 

"Under utilities and water regarding housing, the report documents approximately 3,460 more 

dwellings will be needed in surrounding cities where water usage is already rationed and the 

people already living there can't me as much water as they need. The water problem should be . 

solved before any more added growth occurs anywhere in the area. n (J~ie Bracker,. public 

hearing of 8/27/91 and letter of 8/27/91) 

n1 do think that we've got to focus on the issue ofwater--water, water, water. We want more 

housing, we want the airport to get bigger. We want more of everything. Yet we have no water 

to give to anyone. We are penaliz.ed if we do not use enough water, and we are penalized if we 

use too much water. So, I think the water is our No. 1 :issue. People don't seem to address it I 

thiDk: it's really No. 1." (Rose Urbach) 

"P.10- Utilities and Water-Report documents approximately 3,460 more dwellings needed in 

surrounding cities where Water Use is rationed. Report Documents onp.10, Housing/Water, 

3,460 more dwellings will be needed if Plan is carried out How is it such growth can be 

projected to be needed everywhere when the people already living here can't have enough water 

for their mage needs? There shouJd be a Moratorium on all growth in area until that problem is 

resolved! Too much growth is at the root of most of the areas existing problems in the already 

built up areas of Cities named on p. 12, that will be most affected became of their proximity to 

the Airport and listed as needing 10 provide housing for Project Employees! The Water problem 

should be solved before growth is added." (Jessie Bracker) 

"'l'be master plai1 would generate need for an additional 0.42 million gallons per day of Wfiter, in 

the near term, and 0.69 million gallons per day in the long term. 1be document does not state 

whether this includes the additional water needed by the new residents of the 6,800 housing uni~ 

added to Millbrae, San Bruno and South San Francisco. 
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"If anyone wishes to Jook realistically at the situation. this is the place to do it Water is rationed. 

It will continue to be rationed for the foreseeable future. Who of us is going to give up his ration 

of water so that the airport can be expanded?" (Patricia Clark) 

Respom~ 

Given the existing mandatory and voluntary water rationing programs throughout the Bay 

Area, the comments express concern regarding the ability of local municipalities to supply 

water for the additional housing units projected to be needed in the Bay Area as a whole as 

a result of the SFIA Master Plan (3.460 near-term, 6,850 long-term, as shown on pp. 396 

and 398 of the EIR). 

Jn general, long-term water supply planning is not based on current drought conditions . 

For the various watersheds that supply water to the San Francisco Bay Area, long-term 

supply planning is based on an average water yield that would result from the occurrence 

of drought, non-drought, and abnormally high rainfall years over time. 

Wat.er supply planning to address existing and projected water shortages within the state is 

being conducted by regulatoiy agencies and water suppliers. Specifically. water allocation. 

distribution, and/or conservation programs are currently being discussed by the San 

Francisco Water Department (which supplies water to SFIA and San Mateo County), the 

California Department of Water Resources, and the Federal government (through the 

Central Valley Project)Jl/ Changes in the distribution and allocation of water and the 

implementation of conservation programs may or may not alleviate urban water shortages 

within the planning horizon of the SFlA Master Plan. 

The estimates in the EIR for additional near· and long-term water demand that wou1d be 

generated by the project (pp. 400-401) include only the direct water demand generated by 

SFIA facilities. and do not include the additional demand from the forecast housing units 

needed for new SFIA employees. The San Francisco Water Department would supply 

most of the additional water demand generated by SFIA facilities and the additional 

housing units in San Francisco and San Mateo County. The total capacity of water 

cWTently available to the San Fram::isco Water Department is approximately 341 million 

gallons per day (mgd), of which SFIA uses 1. 7 mgd. 
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In addition to supplying water to the City of San Francisco, the San Francisco Water 

Department supplies water to approximately 30 other cities and communities, including 

cities in San Mateo, Santa Clara, and A1ameda CountiesJ2/ These cities and communities, 

termed herein "suburban water users," together receive up to a maximum of 184 mgd of 

water based on an existing agreement with the San Francisco Water Department./2,3/ 

Water rationing programs imposed in the City of San Francisco are extended in-kind to the 

suburban water usersJ4/ 

Implementation of the SFIA Master Plan would increase water consumption at SFIA to 

approximately 2.4 mgd (using the demand estimate on p. 401 of the Em.). The estimated 

demand for additional water supplies by the 4,390 housing units that would be needed 

long-term in San Mateo County and San Francisco is between 0.4 and 0.8 mgd./4/ 

SFIA current and Jong-term projected levels of water demand represent 4/10 of one percent 

and approximately 7110 of one percent, respectively. of current water suppJy. The EIR 

(pp. 400-401) indicates-that the San Francisco Water Department has included SFIA in its 

projections, and has assumed that SFIA wouJd implement water conservation measures to 

reduce water usage. The demand for additional water supplies to accommodate 

4,390 housing units long-term in San Mateo and San Francisco Counties represents 3/10 of 

one percent of the daily San Francisco Water Department supp1y during a non-drought 

year. 

Long-term water supply planning to accommodate projected growth in population and 

residences (as envisioned in the general plans of Bay Area cities and counties) is controlled 

by the various public works departments, city planning agencies, the California 

Department of Water Resources, and other regional and local growth/infrastructure 

planning agencies. The potential growth in water demand by residential water users 

resulting from the hiring of additional employees under the SFIA Master Plan would be 

encompassed by the long-term water supply planning (and subject to the growth controls) 

of the city and county planning/permitting agencies in which such growth may occur. 

In general. water supply planning to accommodate residential growth that may result from 

the implementation of the SFIA Master Plan has not been considered explicitly by cities 

within the SFIA environsJ2/ The factors that detennine whether sufficient water supply 

exists to accommodate potential residentia1 growth associated with the SFIA Master Plan 

vary among the suburban water-user cities.12/ Discussions with suburban water users' 
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representatives indicate that water supply does not appear to be the factor limiting new 

residential growth in the SFIA environs.12/ For example, the availability of developable 

land was cited by representatives of the Cities of Burlingame, Millbrae, and San Bruno as a 

primary constraint to new residential growth. If water supply becomes a constraint to the 

approval of residential consttuction, new residentiaJ construction may be restricted by Jocal 

planning controls such as the issuance of building permits. 

The ability oflocal municipalities in California to meet growth in water demand beyond 

existing water supplies (assuming drought conditions do not persist) appears to rely on a 

combination of the following water suppJy strategies: more efficient collection and 

distribution of existing surface water supplies, including the possibility of some 

redistribution of agricultural supplies, installation of water-conservation devices, use of 

groundwater sources, conservation oriented water consumption habits (including retention 

of existing habits), and water reclamationJ2,5/ For example, thirty percent of the pre

drought water demand for cities in San Mateo County served by the California Water 

Service Company has been saved through the existing conservation measures. Some of 

these conservation measures will resuJt in long-term reductions in water demandJ6/ 

Additional water supplies wouJd be needed for the residences constructed as a result of 

growth induced by the SFIA Master Plan. The locations of such residences wouJd be 

diffuse and are unknown at this time. 

POWER SUPPLY 

"P. 7 -Electricity and Gas - have already been greatly increased within last two years at P.G. and 

E. Millbrae Substation and in Airport West of Bayshore lands north of Ma.drone Street. Was that 

taken into account in this text?" (Jessie Bracker. letters of 8/18/91and8/27191) 

Response 

The 15 Mega Watt (MW} and additional 10 MW power capacities referred to on p. 7 of the 

EIR are SFIA-requested increases in the amount of electrical power supplied from PG&E. 

As discussed on p. 180 of the EIR, the PG&E transformer serving SFIA has a maximum 

capacity of 46.3 MW. The forecast total maximum electrical load from all proposed 
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facilities is 52.6 MW (EJR p. ~68). Therefore, an additional transfonner bank would be 

needed to accommodate the additional demand. (As stated on p. 369 of the EIR. PG&E 

has indicated that substation expansion would be needed.) It is not known exactly what 

modifications the comment refers to. However, both the Millbrae substation and a 

substation known as the airport substation (owned by PG&E on SFIA property) were 

modified recently to increase eJecttical transmission capacity. Although the work 

performed was intended to increase the amount of power the transmission lines could 

carry, the work was not in response to the JX>teotial future expansion of the Airport.n I As 

shown by the improvements discussed on pp. 368-369 of the EIR, modifications to 

eJectrical systems are an ongoing part of SFIA operations. 

NOTES - Public Utilities 

/1/ The California Department of Water Resources is currently ooosidering changes to the 
Delta water quality goals and other water disuibution and allocation programs statewide. 
The Central Valley Project, which supplies approximately 20 percent of water in 
California, is being ooosidered for re-authorization by the U.S. Congress, and is also under 
consideration for transfer to the State of California/8/ During the Central Valley Project 
re-authorization process, the existing water allocation, pricing. distribution programs and 
guidelines may or may not be changed. The San Francisco Water Department is 
considering a review of its watershed management and. water reclamation practicesJ9/ 
These potential changes in the underlying watershed management practices in California 
could affect the amount of water available during drought conditions or to serve future 
growth in the Bay Area. 

f2J Melissa Adams, City of Millbrae Water Conservation and Resources Manager, telephone 
conversation, April 27, 1992; Robert Bradford, San Francisco Water Department, 
telephone conversation, April 15. 1992; Ralph Kirkup, City of Burlingame Public Worb 
Director, telephone converstation, April 27, 1992; Lee Ritzman, City of San Bruno 
Director of Public Works, telephone conversation. April 21, 1992; Sheri Saisi. City of 
Burlingame Planning Department, telephone conversation, April 27. 1992; Barney Turne, 
California Water Service Company. telephone conversation, April 27, 1992. 

131 San Mateo County General Plan, 1986, Section 10, Water Supply. 

141 San Mateo County General Plan, 1986, Section 10, Water Supply, Table 10.11, Projected 
Domestic Water Demand; Estimate indicated is based on a water consumption rate of 100-
190 gallons per day per housing unit, muJtiplied by 6,850 housing units. 

151 Ralph Kirkup. City of Burlingame Public Works Director. t.elephone conversation, 
April 27, 1992. 

/6/ Barney Turne, California Water Service Company. telephone conversation, April 27, 1992. 
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nl John Holt, Pacific Gas and Electric Supervising Transmission Engineer, telephone 
conversation, April 20, 1992. 

181 California Water Education Foundation, California Water Map, 1987. 

191 Robert Bradford, San Francisco Water Department, telephone conversation, 
April 15, 1992. 
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AIR TRAfFIC SAFETY 

The Notes for this section begin on p. C&R.377. 

Commep5 

11
, •• [N)eighborbood safety &ues are suggested by the potential large increase in overflights, 

·incoming and outgoing, over our San Francisco neighborhoods ... 

"In addition to the foregoing, the DEIR makes no mention of how an increase of up to 40% in air 

ttaffic from SFIA will be managed in the skies around the Bay Area. As. does the Master Plan, 

the DEIR simply dismisses this matter as within the purview of the FAA Irrespective of the 

FAA's jurisdiction, or responsibilities, the increased air 1raffic still creates environmental 

concem.s." (Timothy Treacy, Allport Noise Committee) 

"Funhermore, due to the existing and expected increased traffic in the skies over our 

neighborhood, we are concerned about the safety of our skies, a consideration not ad~ at all 

in the Master Plan or DEIR." (Bruce Krell~ Forest Hill Association) 

"We are additionally concerned about aircraft and neighborhood safety issues." (Carol Kocivar, 

West of Twin Peaks Central C.Ouncil) 

" ... If you overload our skies, which are already overloaded, with more airplanes competing for 

valuable airspace, we are all going to pay a price. And if that issue can't even be addresKd in a 

Draft EIR, where :is it going to be addressed?'' (Don Bertone) 

Response 

Pages 242-244 and 407-408 of the EIR include a discussion of aviation safety at SFIA, 

including the role of the FAA in tbe management of the airspace, FAA design criteria and 

standards, the air U'affic control system, and aircraft accidents. It is noted on p. 408 that 

implementation of the SF1A Master Plan could lead t.o an in~ in the accident rate. but 

that the number of future accidens could be le& 1:ban estimated (based on the national 

average accident rate) because of SFIA's historic.al safety record. 
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As noted on pp. C&Rl98-201 here~ SFIA is within the service area of the Bay Terminal 

Radar Approach C.Ontrol (TRACON) facility. The Bay TRACON provides air traffic 

services to, and thus is respomibJe for the safe management of the aiispaoe within, the 

entire Bay region. According to the Aitspace Eement of the California Aviation System 

Plan, the Bay TRACON would have adequate capacity to support the annual and typical

bour SFIA and regional operations forecast for 2005. The CASP concluded, however, that 

the Bay TRACX>N would be capacity-constrained during peak hour conditiom. (As shown 

on p. 64 of the Em, the CASP forecasts of operations are substantially higher than the 

FAA or SFIA Master Plan forecuts.) /1/ 

The safe operation of the airspace immediately surrounding SFIA is the responsibility of 

the Airport 'liaffic Control Tower. The estimates of airfield capacity at SFIA ( di.wussed in 

the EIR and on pp. C&R.46-55 herein) incorporate air traffic safety requirements and 

procedures that would be used by the SFIA ATCT. The potential capacity shortfall at 

SEA during adverse weather conditions reflects the fact that air traffic control rules limit 

the number of aircraft that can land and take off at SFIA/2/ 

The FAA Aviation System Capacity Plan " ... is intende.d as a comprehensive 'ground..upt 

view of aviation system requirements and development "131 As well as identifying 

recommended capacity improvements at individual aiipons, the Plan identifies new 

terminal airspace procedures that will increase capacity at some airpor1s in the system; 

outlines programs to provide new technology to increase aimpace capacity and improve 

airspace efficiency; and outlines programs designed 10 increase en route airspace capacity. 

The aviation system capacity requirements identified in the Plan incorpom.1e FAA 

standards for air traffic safety. Implementation of the capacity improvements in the Plan 

could result in benefits to aircraft operations at SFlA and in Bay Area airspace./3/ 

Given the role of the FAA in the safe operation of the airspace, •capacity of the Bay 

TRACON to handle inaeues in regional aircraft operations, the application of safety

based. rules to the operation of the SFlA airfield, and FAA plans to improve aviation 

system capacity, the implementation of the SFJA Master Plan would not result in reduced 

safety in neighborhoods subjected to SFlA overflights. 
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NOTES - Air Traffic Safety 

111 Landrum & Brown, Air Space Element, California Aviation System Plan, prepared for the 
California Department of Transportation, Division of Aeronautics. August 31, 1991. 

t2J U.S. Department of Transportation, Federal Aviation Administration. San Francisco Bay 
Area Airports Task Force Capacity Study of SFO, SIC, and OAK International Airports 
(prepared jointly by the FAA, Bay Area international airports staffs, Air Transport 
Association, and the airlines serving the San Francisco Bay Area). 1987. 

131 U.S. Department of Transportation, Federal Aviation Administration.1990-91 Aviation 
System Capacity Plan, September 1990. 
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GROWTH-INDUCING IMPACTS 

Comment 

"The DEIR fails to address the increased demand for child care activities as a growth inducing 

impact. lbis issue must be addressed and adequate mitigation measures offered." (George 

Foscardo, City of San Bruno) 

Response 

The demand for child care in San Francisco has emerged within the last few years as a 

planning issue. Further research and analysis will be required in order to identify new 

approaches for producing affordable programs to meet the growing demand for child care 

services. Because provision of child care services involves consideration of a b,road scope 

of variables (e.g .• social, economic and cultural aspects within a community) it is regarded 

as a planning issue, not an environmental impact issue subject to the provisions of the 

California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA). This interpretation was upheld in a recent 

State Court of Appeal decision, San Franciscans for Reasonable Growth et al. v. City and 

County of San Francisco [209 Cal. App. 1502, 1516 (1989)]. 

The importance of this issue has been recognized, however. As part of adoption of the 

Downtown Plan in 1985, the City Planning Code was amended to incorporate Section 314, 

"Child Care Requirements for Office and Hotel Development Projects." Section 314 

requires developers and employers to provide space for child care facilities in development 

of new office and hotel projects containing 50,000 square feet or more, or pay an in-lieu 

fee to the City's Affordable Child Care Fund. 

While Section 314 itself is an innovative program for responding to child care needs, other 

planning efforts are under way. The Mayor's Office, in conjunction with the Department of 

City Planning. the Child Care Law Center (a non·profit organization) and a multitude of 

Oty and community groups, have joined forces with the objective of developing a 

comprehensive plan containing a full program of implementing strategies to increase child 

care services in the City. It is anticipated, ultimately, that goals and policies with respect 

to childcare wouJd be incorporated into the City's Master Plan. 
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WATER QUALITY 

AIRCRAFT FUEL DUMPING 

Comment 

"Flights into San Francisco airport run the risk of having to dump fuel in our ecologically fragile 

Bay due to technical problems. And airplanes of the future using this airport would be larger and 

hold more fuel than present planes. Flights into San Jose would seldom find the Bay the only 

option when fuel dumping was necessary." (Patricia Clark) 

Response 

According to SFIA Administration staff, the dumping. of aircraft fuel might occur as a 

resuJt of an aircraft engine or mechanical failure (e.g .• faulty landing gear) that occurs on 

take-off. during flight, or approach to an airport In order for the aircraft to land safely. 

fuel must be jettisoned to reduce the aircraft's weight below the maximum pennitted 

landing weight (e.g., in the case of an engine failure) or to further reduce the risk of fire 

(e.g., in the case of a wheels-up landing). 

The Federa1 Aviation Administration's (FAA's) procedure for fuel dumping is covered in 

the FAA Air Traffic Control Handbook (Document No. 7110.65F), Section 6, which 

provides guidelines for aircraft routing, altitude assignment, separation criteria and 

information dissemination. The FAA Airpoct Traffic Control Tower at SAA and the Bay 

Terminal Radar Approach Control Center (TRACON) direct aircraft, unless impractical for 

safety reasons, to fly out over the Pacific Ocean in order to jettison fuel. The other large 

civil and military airfields within the Bay Area enviro~ (San Jose International Allport, 

Metropolitan Oakland International Airport, Moffett Naval Air Station, and Alameda 

Naval Air Station) that have aircraft arrivals and/or departures over the Bay likely follow 

similar procedures. 
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CQNSTRUCTION IMPACTS 

CUMULATIVE CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITIES 

Comment 

"When we also look at several of the project<> that are on our own drawing board or that could be 

on our drawing board, to what extent does this project anaJysis impact that? For example, when 

we look at Mission Bay over that 15-year period of time, when we look at this airport expansion, 

when we look at the possibility of a south Bayshore plan and other things, to what extent are -

whether it be quality of life, whether they be goods and services, whether they be the 

employment pool, whether they be housing, et cetera, et cetera, et cetera, -- to what extent can 

San Francisco cope with projects that are as enormous as those kinds of projects over a similar 

time frame? 

"I began to wonder just how big a nightmare could this project be. Again, if you look at them in 

isolation. you can begin to say: Gee, we can deal with that. But I wonder to what extent they 

become a bit differently evaluated in the context of these other big projects. 

" .. .Phoenix has gone through just a fantastic experiment with thek' own airport. When I look at 

some of the ideas in here, the idea for the rental car garage, that is right out of what Phoenix did, 

several other things are right out of Phoenix. I know that was one of those round-the-clock 

projects that was reasonably well managed and was done in just a very, very short period of time. 

Again, I don't necessarily think that the question of time maybe is an issue in this impact. 

"I guess my question is, to what extent do we have any connection or any input to the body that 

would decide things like time frame? I think we have all been looking at ... the airport as one of 

those never-ending sagas, and perhaps hoped that constrtiction would be over. When you look at 

this 11-year thing, it really begins to boggle the mind. I guess the question is, what is the proper 

forum to deal with the question of time frame for a project like this? 

"Maybe relating to the early comment, as we look at Baghdad by the Bay. to what extent does a 

major project like this over 11 years become another one of those straws to bre~ the camel's 

back? To what extent does a project over an 11-year period as ma.ssive as this going to have an 

impact on flight of people from San Francisco? To what extent does this really become the thing 

where people say, 'I am not going to' -- and people of rea.sonably important means relative to the 
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tax base - to what extent does this become the thing that really gets people to look at living in 

other places." (C.Ommissioner Sewell) 

Reswmse 

This BIR analyus not only the impacts of this project on the environment, but also the 

impacts of 1he project in conjunction with other cumulative development. Most 

development impacts of the SFIA Master Plan would be located within San Mateo County 

and its cities. For example, construction noise would have lootl impacm \vitmn the City of 

Millbrae, only. 1be transportation effects from development in San Francisco are reflected 

in the traffic level of service analysis of freeway segmen'ls in the years 1996 and 2006, and 

are comidered as pan of the future base growth. Future base growth considers future 

development from San Francisco and other cities and counties. 

Quality-of-life issues are fairly subjective. Decision makers may consider quality-of.life 

issues in their consideration of whether to approve this project or one of the alternatives 

(including either of the No-Project Alternatives). As other projects come forward for 

approval, quality.-of-life iwues and other concerns may be weighed in the decision-making 

process for each project. Quality-of-life issues are not related specifically to the California 

Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) but are one of the criteria that may be used by 

decision makers during a project1s approval p~. (Quality-of-life issues are discmsed 

in the response on pp. C&R.383-384 herein.) 

It is not possible to estimate whether incremental impacts of this or any other project, or 

whether the combination of effects from all projects, may change the quality of life such 

that some people may desire to reside in or work in San Francisco no longer. Numerous 

other factors detetm.ine whether people are satisfied with their place of i:esidence or 

employment, including crime, the number and location of homeless people, perceived 

quality of .amenities (including: parks, schools, roads) and infrastructure (including ttansit 

systems and sRets), availability of desired services, proximity to employment and 

housing, and other similar concerns. Even if some people may decide to reside or work in 

San Francsiro no longer due to development and iii resulting impacts. othem may choose 

to live or work in San Francisco due to individual preferences for perceived amenities. 

1be Cty and C.Ounty of San Francisco is the lead agency. For this project, the decision

making body that determines the adequacy of the EIR is the City Planning Commission; 
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the decision-making body that acts on whether to approve the project or one of its 

alternatives (including either of the No-Project Alternatives) is the Airports Commission_ 

Thus the City Planning Commission has no decision-making ro1e over the time frame for 

project implementation. However, the City Planning Commission may forward to the 

Airports Commission any concerns that it may have over construction duration or other 

project impacts. 
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DUALITY OF LIFE 

Comment 

"And to show you a little bit more, one out of every eight people in the United States lives in 

California. And San Mateo County has the highest density population following Alameda, San 

Francisco, and Los Angeles. I am just trying to show what the density picture is in San Mateo 

County. And when you talk about the United States as a whole, you can see, again, we are 

overdeveloped with homes and also with our airport. We must level off if we want to consider 

any kind of quality of life." (Rose Urbach) 

"I appreciate the balancing act the planning commission must perform. However, existing 

overflight conditions in southern and western neighborhoods are currently mocking the City 

Planning Code's stated intent of preserving the character and quality of San Francisco's 

neighborhoods. Further, all of the Planning Commission's effons to develop architectural 

controls maintaining scale and open space are folly if aircraft overflights make those homes and 

spaces intolerable." (David Deakin) 

" ... [O]ur skies are saturated as it is. Our skies are no longer friendly. Ow- bay is being chewed 

up by not only greedy rea1tors but aJso the airport. Little by little, if this keeps up, we will not 

have a bay, we will be across, joining Oak1and. Hopefully, this won't happen." (Bruno 

Bernasconi) 

Resoonse 

· Quality-of-life issues are fairly subjective. The Airports Commission may consider 

quality-of-life issues in its consideration of whether to approve the project or one of the 

alternatives (including either of the No-Project Alternatives). 

It is not possible to .estimate whether population density or aircraft overflight impacts of 

this project may change the quality of life such that some people may find it intolerable to 

continue residing in or working in the urban areas of San Mateo and San Francisco 

Counties. Numerous other factors besides overflight noise and population density 

determine whether people are satisfied withtheir place of residence or employment ·Such 

factors include crime, the number and location of homeless people, perceived quality of 

amenities (including parks. schools, roads) and infrastructure (including transit systems 
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and streets), availability of desired services, proximity to employment and housing, and 

other similar concerns. Even if some people may decide to reside or work in San Francsico 

no Jonger due to its density or due to aircraft overflights, others may choose to live or work 

in San Francisco due to individuaJ preferences for perceived amenities. 

Titis project would not include any development within San Francisco Bay and thus would 

not contribute to the filling of the Bay so as to connect San Mateo County with Oa1dand. 
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MITIGATION. GENERAL 

SCOPE 

Comments 

" ... [A]s Commissioner Sewell alluded to. the airport and the large companies that use the airport 

are, in a sense. like our downtown developers. And with our downtown developers who are 

building large projects with lots of workers, the city imposes a number of mitigation measures. 

whether that be in housing or transportation. I think there needs to be an analysis of what type of 

mitigation measures should be imposed, either directly on the airport or on the employers who 

would use ahport space. I would like to see some anaJysis of perhaps even using some of the 

assumptions behind the downtown commercial office space projects and the mitigation measures 

that are imposed, just transfer some of those over to the airport and see what the cost would be to 

the airport or to the airline companies that use the airport." (Commissioner Morales) 

" ... [W]e applaud the full disclosure that is in the EIR. There are a lot of problems that the EIR 

discloses. We are very concerned, though, that, as comprehensive as it is. it is not 

comprehensive in mitigation measures proposed to meet those very substantial significant effects. -

"The airport must, as a proprietor, accept the willingness and show the intention to mitigate those 

significant impacts if they plan to continue their future expansion. Titis is probably the largest 

project San Mateo County will see in the near future, and it will have substantial impact on the 

ability of the region to accommodate any other growth.11 (Janet Fogarty, Mayor of Millbrae) 

Response 

Mitigation measures identified in an EIR. must relate to potential environmental impacts 

that would result from implementation of the project. Mitigation measures for the 

downtown atea of San Francisco, some of which have since been codified (or written into 

law), are based on the potential effects of development downtown. For example, the five

dollar·per-square-foot Transit Impact Development Fee (TIDF) (Ordinance 224-81) was 

implemented due to transit impacts caused by cumulative office development within 

greater downtown San Francisco. These impacts were disclosed in EIRs for office 

development downtown and the TIDF mitigation w~ tied directly to the lessening of such 

impacts. Thus such a measure cannot simp1y be transferred to the Allport without first 
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showing within the SFIA Master Plan EIR or some other study that similar effects on 

MUNI would occur at SAA as a result of the SFIA Master Plan. Mitigation measures in 

the SFIA Master Plan ElR must be based on the potentially significant effects of this 

project. Such mitigation measures are included on pp. 411434 of the EIR. Additional 

measures are incJuded in responses to comments on specific topics above. 

As stated above, this EIR discJoses a number of potentially significant effects and 

measures to mitigate them. Given the general nature of the oomment that is concerned 

about the EIR not being comprehensive in mitigation measures, it is not possible to 

respond in a specific manner about additional measures without knowing more specifically 

what the cone.ems may be. Comments on specific EIR topics are covered under specific 

topics, above. 

An EIR must not only disclose significant effects, it must include feasible mitigation 

measures to lessen the impacts of any significant effects. However, there is no requirement 

under the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) that a lead agency implement 

mitigation measures if they are not feasible (CEQA Guidelines Section 15091 ). The lead 

agency may approve a project without mitigating all s.ignificant impacts if the agency 

determines that "the benefits of a proposed project outweigh the unavoidable adverse 

environmental effects" (CEQA Guidelines Section 15093). In other words, the lead agency 

may find that implementation of the project is more important due to its social or economic 

considerations than any environmental degradation that may result from its 

implementation . 

. FEASIBILITY AND COSTS 

Comment 

" ... IS]ome of the mitigation measures just talk about increasing Caltrain service, SamTrans, and 

I guess basically increasing the activities and services of other public entities. But there is no 

price tag associated with what it would cost to, in fact, increase those other public services. I 

think we need to have an assessment of those public costs to see if they are, in fact. feasible 

mitigation measures." (Commissioner Morales) 
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Response 

The costs of mitigation measures may be included as necessary in the Findings on the 

EIR. To increase public services such as CalTrain and SamTrans. there would be a fiscal 

cost to implementing agencies. The City and County of San Francisco does not have 

authority to implement mitigation measures under the jurisdiction of other agencies. 

These other agencies would have to consider whether they wou1d implement the 

identified measures based on their own budgets and other potential constraints. (See 

following response.) 

IMPLEMENTATION AND ACCOUNTABILITY 

Comments 

"Many of the mitigations listed in the draft EIR, particu1arly the traffic mitigations, are ascribed 

to others as implementing agencies without indication of concurrence by those agencies. 

Mitigation measures identified in the DEIR which do not have written concurrence by the 

implementing agencies (other than SFIA), in effect, do not adequately mitigate impacts. 

"Mitigations which require amendments to existing agreements or contracts with SFIA, which 

require amendments to the Charter for San Francisco, which require voter approval to be 

implemented, or which require other similar actions must be clearJy identified in the EIR. The 

likelihood of such changes must be noted or, in effect. any such mitigations do not adequately 

mitigate substantially adverse impacts ... 

"The BIR must identify these potentially significant impacts and offer adequate mitigations, 

including identifying funds for mitigations, responsible agencies for mitigations, written 

agreements for mitigations, and any agreements or amendments to charter arrangements needed 

to provide adequate mitigation measures." (George Foscardo, City of San Bruno). 

"Mitieatine Measures: This is the first of the two most important aspects of an EIR, yet of the 

nine categories of mitigating measures, ranging from transportation to public services, SFO bas 

not made any real commitments for which it can be held accountable (DEIR Vol I CH. V). The 

only so-called mitigating measures under the direct control of SFO that involve actual 

construction are 1he parking additions, access road widenings, marking of high-occupancy 

vehicle lanes, channelizing traffic lanes, and the marking of bicycle lanes all of which would 
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have been done under the expansion anyway. I must admit though, the thought of an additional 

20 million passengers complete with luggage strapped to their backs pedaling furiously along 

Highway 101 in order to catch a flight does provide a certain humorous counterpaint to this 

rather serious business. 

"Beyond the above, SFO offers only passive half-measures such as encouraging disincentives. 

collecting and disseminating information, and possibly cost-sharing with other agencies. It 

would appear that SFO and, of course, the public is at the mercy of the plans and budgets of 

BART, SAMTRANS, CAL TRANS, FAA and the adjacent communities to provide the 

intersection modifications, highway access ramp monitoring, highway widenings, bus/train 

transit link development, air quality monitoring, and aircraft noise abatement procedures. I 

simply must ask why most of these proposed mitigation measures are not already in place and 

functioning. It really is a shame that so little thinking and imagination has been used. All real 

commitment seems absent" (Alyn Lam) 

"The EIR does not stipulate who will be responsible for implementing the list of traffic 

mitigations. A mitigation monitoring program indicating the actions to be taken and the 

responsible parties should be included." (Ed Everett, City Manager, City of Belmont) 

''The DEIR proposes various mitigation measures to minimize adverse impacts of the project. 

Many of the proposed mitigations would alleviate only situations that are internal to the airport. 

Some of these, in fact, would negate other efforts, and would promote, not reduce, increases in 

vehicular traffic. Some proposed mitigations depend entirely on other agencies for both capital 

and operating expenses, but there is no documentation of agreements having been made with said 

agencies in order ro vallidate 'the proposed mitigations ... 

"We call on the SFIA to cooperate with governmental agencies in the neighboring jurisdictions to 

develop meaningfu1 mitigations to alleviate the detrimental environmental impacts of the 

proposed project, to delay development of the project until adequate mitigations can be assured, 

and, as a last resort. to reduce the scope of the project to reduce the adverse impacts. The 

description (Chapter VI, pages 435-436) of significant environmental effects that cannot be 

avoided if the proposed·project is implemented convincingly documents reasons that SFIA must 

reconsider and alter the expansion plans set forth in this proposed Master Plan." (Onnolee Trapp, 

Leagues of Women Voters of San Mateo County) 
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If the project were to be approved, and if measures identified in the EIR to mitigate 

potentially significant effects were not implemented, the project wou1d result in a 

significant effect on the environment due to any such unmitigated impacts. Thus the 

project could not be approved without findings of overriding consideration for the 

potentially significant effects that would not be mitigated. 'When the lead agency for 

project approval is different from the decision-making body for implementation of a 

mitigation measure. the lead agency wouJd have no authority over implementation of such 

a mitigation measure. The forum for determining whether the SFIA Master Plan or any 

other development project should pay a specific fee amount to an agency as an appropriate 

means of mitigating operating deficits for other agencies rests with the other agencies. In 

the absence of a fee requirement or other mitigation measures under the jurisdiction of 

other agencies, the EIR identifies on p. 435 that, for those potentially significant impacts 

that could not be mitigated to a less-than-significant level by measures included as pan of 

the project. the SFIA Master Plan would have a significant effect on the environment. 

CEQA does not require that detail regarding disclosure of all actions or voter approval 

required to implement a measure be included in an EIR. Nor does CEQA require that the 

likelihood of such actions be included, because such an assessment would be speculative in 

nature. CEQA does not require that identification of funds available for mitigation 

measures be included in an EIR. (See CEQA Guidelines Sections 15126(c), 15096(g).) 

After each mitigation measure this EIR notes which agencies would be responsible for 

implementing it. Mitigation measures identified in the EIR are identified by the EIR 

authors and not by SFIA. During the comment period on the Draft EIR. the public had the 

opportunity to suggest adding mitigation measures to the EIR that had not been previous1y 

identified by EIR author.;. See specific comments and responses on mitigation measures, 

aoove. for measures added to the EIR as a result of public input Any mitigation measure 

that would be the responsibility of SFIA'to implement could be required as a ci:mdition of 

project approval. All feasible mitigation measures under SFIA jurisdiction would have to 

be implemented. (See CEQA Guidelines Section 15091.) 

If the project were to be approved, SFlA would consider impacts of any mitigation 

measure before considering their adoption. 
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The function of an EIR is to disclose potentially significant effects of development and to 

identify measures to mitigate those effects. Proposed mitigation measures have not yet 
been implemented because this EIR is the forum for identifyin~ significant effects and 

measures to lessen those effects. Titis is the first time that some effects have been 

objectively analyzed and disclosed. Once a measure is required by law to be implemented 

it would no longer be considered a mitigation measure. For example. the Transit Impact 

Development Fee (TIDF) for downtown San Francisco is no longer considered to be a 

mitigation measure for downtown office development because it is required to be 

implemented for certain projects. 

A mitigation monitoring program must be adopted at the time of project approval (as 

required by AB3180). It is not necessary to include details of this program in the EIR. If 

the project is approved, then a monitoring program will be required for those mitigation 

measures that are to be implemented. Because the Airports Commission has not yet 

deliberated on project approval, or decided which measures to include (if the project or one 

of the alternatives were to be approved). it is premature to indude a monitoring program at 

this time. 
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SIGNIFICANT EFFECTS 

Comments 

"There is a famous old remark - 'We're damned if we do and damned if we don't' - which I think 

fits this siruation exactly in relation to my opinions. The Document covers a vast amount of 

information. And yes it is a fantastic Airport but - The Noise and Pollution problem is 

seemingly devastating to many un1ess these problems can be much more efficiently mitigated 

than is suggested within these documents.'' (Jessie Bracker, letter of 8/27/91 and public hearing 

of 8/27191) 

"The Leagues of Women Voters are concerned about the environmental impacts of the proposed 

extension of the airport and particularly concerned about the projected 71 percent increase in 

annua1 passengers by 2006 with the resulting increases in vehicular traffic on Highway 101 and 

ramps and arterials, feeders, and intersections in adjacent cities, with concommitant increases in 

noise and air pollutants, both during construction and on a cumulative basis." (Onnolee Trapp, 

San Mateo County Leagues of Women Voters, public hearing of 8/27/91) 

"On Page 438, I found that to be the most enlightening statement in the whole document to me. I 

would like to read it so everyone knows that it is in there if they didn't get to read it. It says: 

'Significant irreversible environmental changes which would be involved in the proposed action, 

should it be implemented -- additional vehicle trips. plus construction activities from new 

development, wouJd contribute to future cumulative air quality impacts and particulate matter, 

carbon monoxide, and precursor emissions to ozone.' I thought you did very well on that 

paragraph. I want to compliment you for digging that out" (Jessie Bracker, letter of 8/27/91 and 

public hearing of 8/27/91) 

"SFIA contributes significantly to the adverse air quality of the region. With the proposed 

expansion and associated increases in traffic. approval of local developments couJd be negatively 

impacted due to cumulative air quality impacts created by SFlA." (George Foscardo. City of San 

Bruno) 

"Significant air quality effects from project-related surface traffic are classified as unavoidable. 

11lls issue should be revisited." (Robert Treseler, City of Millbrae) 
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Response 

The comments are consistent with the information presented in the EIR. Implementation 

of the SFIA Master Plan would have significant effects on the environment. This project 

could thus not be approved unless the San Francisco Airports Commission were able to 

make findings of oveniding consideration in the project-approval process . 
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EIRPBOCESS 

PUBLIC PARTICIPATION 

EIR A Vall ability and Readability 

Comments 

''I know that many public officials have also conscientiously studied the SFIA DEIR. which is a 

Jengthy challenge to read and carefully analyze in the context of all the variables addressed. It 

was aJso somewhat of a challenge for me, as a member of the public not on the distribution list, 

to obtain a copy to read. When I telephoned the Airport Commission office. I was informed that 

it was on1y available in the Commission office, and not in public libraries; in fact, it is in public 

libraries in seven cities. This kind of disincentive to public participation in the EIR process is 

undesirable." (Onnolee Trapp, Leagues of Women Voters of San Mateo County) 

"I live in San Bruno and am directly impacted by the noise in San Bruno. And I have a couple of 

concerns not directly related to the EnvironmentaJ Impact Report, but more related to the 

availability of the Environmental Impact Report. I did a little checking around to try to find out 

who had Environmental Impact Reports. Now, out of the cities of San Bruno, South San 

Francisco, and Millbrae, which is approximately 100,000 people, there were four copies of the 

Environmental Impact Report that were generally available to the public. Out of that. one copy 

is a circulating copy, meaning you can check it out. I was not able to check out a copy that I 

could take home and look at. I think that's something that needs to be addressed. We need more 

copies available at our local libraries and more circulating copies that people can take home and 

look at. I went to Operation Landside at the airport They do not have any--didn't know 

anything about it. I finally ended up at the airport engineering office. and they told me that I had 

to go to the library. The report is very Jong and does need to be taken home, where somelxldy 

can sit down and digest it for a while. 

"I found some parts of the report, that, when I finally did find one that I could look at, were 

umeadable. Volume Il specifically Report 64-91. Figures 1 through 3, were almost unreadable 

~ to the decibel levels. 

" •.. I think people at the airport are directly impacted, because I work at the airport. rd like to 

see Environmental Impact Reports and construction reports available to people at the airport at 

some centralized location -- and people know that they're there." (Edwin Works) 
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Response 

The public· was notified of the publication and availability of the SFIA DEIR by notices 

published on July 11. 1991 in both the San Mateo Times and San Francisco Independent. 

In addition, signs were posted regarding DEIR availability in public areas of the Aiipon. 

In accordance with the California Environment.al Quality Act (CEQA), Guidelines Section 

15087. the published public notice and posted signs al~o provided information regarding 

the location where copies of the DEIR were available for public review, the time period 

that public comments would be accepted, and where and when the two public hearings 

would be held. 

As to the first comment, we apologize for any misinformation given by the Airports 

Commission office that indicated that no copies of the DEIR were located at local public 

libraries and that copies of the DEIR were located only at the Commission office. As 

correctly noted by the commenter, copies of the DEIR were located at local libraries; 

however, 14 libraries had copies of the DEIR for public review and not 7, as the 

commenter indicated. In addition, copies of the DEIR were available without charge for 

distribution to the public at the San Francisco Department of City Planning. 

A list of the locations where copies of the DEIR was deposited for public review is 

included in the back of the DEIR under the heading of "X. DEIR Distribution List." The 

14 libraries to which a copy of the DEIR was distributed included: 

1) San Francisco Main Library - Civic Center, San Francisco (2 copies); 

2) Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Library, 215 Fremont Street. San 
Francisco; 

3) Stanford University Library, Stanford; 

4) Government Publications Dept., San Francisco State University, 1630 Holloway 
Ave., San Francisco; 

5) Hastings College of the Law - Library. 200 McAllister Street, San Francisco; 

6) Institute of Government Studies, University of California, 109 Moses Halli Berkeley; 

7) San Mateo County Library. 25 Tower Road, San Mateo; 

8) City of Brisbane Library, 250 Visitacion Avenue, Brisbane; 
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9) City of Burlingame Library, 480 Primrose Road, Burlingame; 

10) Foster City Library, 600 Foster City Boulevard, Foster City; 

11) City of Millbrae Library, 1 Library Avenue, Millbrae; 

12) City of ~fica Library, 104 Hilton Way, Pacifica; 

13) City of San Bruno Library, 701 Angus Avenue West, San Bruno; and 

14) City of South San Francisco Library, West Orange Library, 840 West Orange 
A venue, South San Francisco. 

In total, there were 14 or more copies distributed for public review at the 14 different 

library locations. There were initially about 250 individual copies of the DEIR sent 

without charge to known interested parties, agencies, local governments, elected officials, 

companies, and the media. In addition, about another 145· individuaJs, agencies and 

companies received a Notice of Availability of the DEIR and could request a copy if 

interested. After the initial distribution, another 85 copies of the DEIR were requested and 

distributed without charge, including copies of the DEIR which were picked up by people 

at the Department of City Planning. In total, approximately 340 copies of the DEIR were 

distributed for public review. The initial distribution list is included in the last pages of the 

DEIR under "X. DEIR Distribution List." 

CEQA requirements regarding public review of a draft EIR are discussed in Guidelines 

Section 15087. Section 15087 provides in pertinent part the following: 

Section 15087. Public Review of Draft EIR 

"(a) The lead agency shall provide public notice of the availability of a draft EIR ... 
Notice shall be given to all organizations and individuals who have previously requested 
such notice and shall also be given by at least one of the following procedures: 

"( 1) Publication at least one time by the public agency in a newspaper of general 
circu1ation in the area affected by the proposed project 

"(2) Posting of notice by the public agency on and off the site in the area where the project 
is to be located. 

11(3) Direct mailing to owners of property contiguous to the parcel or parcels on which the 
project is located as those owners are shown on the latest equalized assessment roll .... 
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"(d) Public agencies shall use the State Clearinghouse to distribute draft EIRs to state 
agencies for review and should use areawide clearinghouses to distribute the documents to 
regional and local agencies. 

"(e) To make copies of EIRs to the public, lead agencies should furnish copies of the draft 
Ems to public library systems serving the area involved. Copies should also be available 
in the offices of the lead agency." 

As the lead agency complied with the above CEQA requirements regarding adequate 

notice. requesting public comments, noting the l~ation where the document cou1d be 

reviewed, distributing numerous copies of the document for public review. and indicating 

where and when scheduled public hearings would be held, the DEIR was adequately 

available for public review . 

As to the readability or legibility oft.he DEIR document, to the best knowledge of the 

distributing agency. copies of the DEIR were legible when distributed to the local libraries 

for public review. If a page within a copy of the DEm was inadvertently blurred when 

photocopied, as indicated by one commenter, we apologize; however, there were other 

copies of the DEIR available for review. In addition, the last pages of the DEIR indicated 

where other copies of the DEIR were available for review and in the alternative. the reader 

cou1d have called or written the lead agency and requested a copy of the DEIR be sent to 

him or her. 

OD~nities for Public Comment 

Comroent5 

"NQm: Although a 45-60 day review period may seem adequate. (DEIR Vol. I Ch.II §E) it is 

not considering the delay in the distribution of the DEIR to the public and the questionable 

public notice. It is my understanding that the only notice published was in the San Mateo Times . 

. It was only by word-of-mouth that I became aware that a DEIR has been issued. Considering the 

scope and the $1. 7 billion "price tag" on the proposed expansion, the two public meetings that 

were schedu1ed to be held on the evening of August 27th in Burlingame and the afternoon of 

August 29th in San Francisco seemed woefully inadequate. Afternoon meetings. particularly, are 

difficult for most people to attend. J get the distinct feeling that public input is being deliberately 

discouraged." (Alyn Lam) 
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"First, I want to thank you and io ask you, Ms. Sahm, to take ow- thanks to the Planning 

Commission for showing concern and having a meeting on the Peninsula. When I met with 

Mayor Agnos a few weeks ago, he said that the City of San Francisco wanted to be neighborly to 

its Peninsula neighbors. And we are encouraged. Th.is shows that intent to be neighborly." 

(Janet Fogarty, Mayor of Millbrae) 

" ... I am very concerned with ... staffs suggestion. that the response period be closed now, that 

additional information. which you have requested about the mitigations and alternatives, which 

arguably, ... are probably the most important aspects of a Draft EU{, that that be put off until 

later. My understanding is, if that is put off to later, the public may not comment on those. The 

public hearing is closed. I do not think that is fair to the public, to our committee, and to the 

community at large, or to the decision-makers." (Curt Holzinger, Airport Noise Committee) 

" .. .I don't find that any neighborhoods have been properly notified. This is probably because 

this plan doesn't place an airport in any of the San Francisco neighborhoods. But, nonetheless, 

one of the worst impacts that this airport expansion will do will bring all of the noise and 

pollution into the neighborhoods. 

"Nobody has come forth. There have been no mobs coming down, as there was on the 

Hazardous Waste Plan. Nobody seems to know what is going on, yet public comment period is 

about to be closed. lbis is a much more serious probJem. 11lis isn't a building going up on the 

corner of such and such. Th.is is the Airport Master Plan to go into the next century. And to 

simply Close public comment, based on the fact that all the facts are supposedly in would really 

be appalling. And I don't think it should tly at all today." (Don Bertone) 

" .. .It's amazing to me, after the publicity that we had on the last hearing, the lack of interest, 

aside from city officials, that the department and I personally have received on the project, 

despite a newspaper editorial and a story that was somewhat controversial .. :nus may be 

evidence of two things. Either the public doesn't care or the public doesn't know enough about it 

to really care, and that presents an interesting challenge to the Ail:ports Commission in terms of 

dealing with this particular project-· and that is, it will be controversial." (Commissioner 

Engmann) 

" .•. The two most important parts of the plan, as they affect the citizens of San Francisco, the 

effects of the plan expansion, and the proposed mitigation, have been put off for further action by 
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the staff, and public comment will be foreclosed. These two aspects of the Draft EIR are of most 

significant import to those of us who live and work in the city." (Carol Danville, Glen Park 

Association) 

R<;;Wonse 

A total of 102 days were provided for public review of, and comment on the SFIA DEIR. 

CEQA generally requires a public review period of between 30 and 90 days. except in 

unusual circumstances (Guidelines, Section 15087(c)). Public notice of the publication and 

availability of the SFIA DEIR was published in the San Francisco Independent and the 

San Mateo Times on July 11, 1991, and posted in public areas of the Aitport. Although 

there were originally two scheduled public hearing dates, ultimately three public hearings 

were held. For the convenience of Peninsu1a residents, the first public hearing was held the 

evening of August 27, 1991 at the Clarion HoteJ in Millbrae. The second scheduled public 

hearing was held in San Francisco on August 29, 1991. 'This public hearing was e:ittended 

to the evening of October 17, 1991 by the City Planning Commission. The public 

comment period was also extended :from September 10, 1991 to October 21, 1991, or four 

days after the last public hearing date. Thus, the DEIR comment period was 102 days, Ju1y 

11, 1991toOctober21. 1991, --during which written comments were accepted. It should 

be noted that CEQA does not require public hearings as part of the environmental review 

process, although the use of public hearings is encouraged (Guidelines, Section 15087(g)). 

(See also the response to the previous comment on the EIR availability and readability.) 

·Participation of Oakland and San Jose Airpons 

Comment 

" .. .It's very difficult for me to tty and evaluate the quail ty of the data or the correctness of the 

data. There are times, as we do with other EIR's, we ask competitors about the EIR and the 

information, and not necessarily evaluating San Francisco Airport's business plan, but more so 

about the data. I don't know if we -- it doesn't appear that we have a great deal of comments 

from Oakland or San Jose Airports. but maybe we should, as a regional analysis, ask for their 

input and comments." (Commissioner Hu) 
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Airports in the region had the opportunity to provide c.omments on the D~ as did the 

public in general. During the approximately three and one-half month public comment 

period, no commenG were rec.eived from any of the other Bay Area airpons. cattram 

Division of Aeronautics submitted commen1S regarding the DEIR. However, these 

commenl5 were specific to SFlA and did not mention the Bay Area's other regional 

ab.pons. The Metropolitan Transportation Commision (MTC) provided indirect 

comments regarding the interests of the other Bay ARB. aiipons. It should also be noted 

that MTC is currently updating the Regional Airport System Plan, in which all of the 

airports within the region are addressed. In fact, substantial preliminary data and analysis 

from MTC on the Regional Plan are included within this document under Project 

Description, Regional Planning and C.oordination and Alternatives, pp. C&R.8-45, 56-100 

herein, beca~ 1he material became available after preparation of the DEIR. 

PLANNING COMMISSION CONTINUATION OF COMMENT PERIOD 

Reauesm for Mditiooal Data. and Discussion 

Comment 

"I would like to suggest that we continue the hearing until we are able to, first, get the commen1S 

from the other regional agencies. 

11Second, that we have some of the regional data that we talked about I personally think that is 

very important in telDlS of where people are coming from and the potential environmental 

impac1S of the regional transportation systems. 

"'Ibirdly, until you feel oomfortable or perhaps members of the public or the commission itself 

can come up with some more meaningful potential mitigation measures that might be discussed, 

as I think all the commissioneis have suggested, and maybe the Airports Commission would like 

to have a joint hearing with us if we want to get into the substance of it, or at least perhaps more 

than just one pemon from t11e·Airporu Commission s1aff might want to come so we can discuss 

this a little more in depth. I don't know whether that is September or October, when we can get a 

package like that together for us to discuss. 11 (Commissioner Engmann) 
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"At the last hearing [August 29, 1991], I think commissioners made a myriad of requests from 

the staff for additional infonnation to include in the EIR. As I understand it, there are 

approximately five reports that have been provided ... particularly relating to regional traffic 

information of airport origin that I had felt strongly about should have been included, and which, 

I understand, will be included in the Draft EIR. 

"I further understand that much of the material, or at least some of the material that we requested 

relating to alternatives, additional mitigations, and other general comments, such as response to 

the ballpark down in that area, are more appropriately included in the Responses and Comments, 

and won't be inc1uded in the EIR, but included in the Responses and Comments, which does get 

incorporated into the Final EIR ... " (Commissfoner Engmann) 

Respome 

Barbara Sahm, the Environmental Review Officer, stated at the Aug-ust 29 public hearing: 

"Commissioners, if you are talking about providing some of the additional information, it 

would be appropriate, and I think important, to make this information available to the 

public before the Commission holds the hearing and give the public at least a couple of 

, weeks to digest the information. 

"I would like to suggest if we can continue this to the 17th. that I endeavor to get the 

additional information that the Commission is interested in having available by October 1 

so that the public has two and a half. nearly three weeks to review the material. Some of it 

is indeed in the file, but I'm sure not all of it is." 

At the August 29, 1991 City Planning Commission public hearing, the Commissioners 

decided to continue the SFIADEIR public hearing to October 17, 1991 and extend the 

written comment period from September 10, 1991toOctober21, 1991. to permit time for 

review and comment on the additional materials requested by the Planning Commission. 

On October 4, 1991 Bari>ara Salun transmitted the promised package of additional 

materials t.O the Planning Commissioners, to public libraries that had copies of the Draft 

EIR, and all persons who had commented on the DEIR prior to October 4, 1991. The 

information responded to the various requests made by the Commissioners during the 

August 29, 1991 public hearing. The October 17, 1991 public bearing was held 13 days 

after the additional information was distributed The public written comment period closed 

on October 21, 1991, 17 days after the informatiQn was distributed. The information 
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transmitted to the Planning Commissioners and others on October 4, 1991 is included in 

this document as C&R Appendix A. It should be noted that the provision of the additional 

information and additional time to review this information is not required by CEQA, but 

was provided as a courtesy to the Planning Commission and the interested public. 

The following is a brief description of the additional information provided in the 

October 4, 1991 transmittal package. 

The material referred to as "Attachment A" in the October 4, 1991 informational package 

references the 1990 Air Passenger Survey prepared by MTC, released for public use in 

August 1991. Although not reproduced here. the survey is on file with the Depanment of 

City Planning and available for public review there or at MTC of.fices. The Air Passenger 

Survey covers passengers arriving at the three major Bay Area airports. As was noted in 

the discussion. it was not used in the DEIR because it was not available until after the draft 

was published. The DEIR, however, does explain the surveys used, as well as assumptions 

and methodology used that formed the project passenger and employee trip distribution 

noted on pp. 287-292. The report also summarizes the Airport's information on the 

proportion of flights heading generally for international, domestic and Southern California 

destinations. The MTC survey also provides some limited information on links between 

the passenger survey information (where people are coming from to get to the Airport) 

with the flight destination information (where people who u~ the Airport are going). 

"Attachment B" noted in the transmitted materials includes portions of work in progress on 

the Regional Airport System Plan. It is being prepared under contract by TRA Airport 

Consulting for MTC. The P1an Update, originally expected for release in 1991, is now 

expected to be completed sometime in late 1992. So far, information available to the 

public includes information on preliminary forecasts of growth at the various regional 

airports, an inventory of present facilities and their capacities, and a draft discussion of 

altemati.ve regional planning scenarios. The preliminary aviation demand forecasts were 

not used in the SFIA DEIR because they· were not finalized at the time the DEIR was 

published. 

"Attachment C" referenced in the 1ransmitted materials contains additional information on 

the status of San Jose International Airport expansion plans. 
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"Attachment D" of the package is a brief explanation of aiiport operations and the 

regulatory framework for airport operations. While this information was not specifically 

requested by the Planning Commissioners, it is useful in the context of the SFIA Master 

Plan EIR .. The provided information is commonly known to those who run airports, but 

for those who simply use airports, it presents a useful sum.mazy of airport information. It 

includes information on the extent to which the local operator can control airport activities. 

a brief discussion of airport economics, and a summary of Federal regulatory history. 

"Attachment E" provided in the package includes copies of comment letters received by the 

lead agency ftom regionaJ agencies such as MI'C, ABAG and Caltrans Division of 

Aeronautics as of October 4, 1991 regarding the DEIR up to 1he time of ttansmitul. 

EIR ADEQUACY 

Scope of Information Included 

Comment§ 

"But my biggest concern is making sure that all of the information that is reasonably available on 

the project that relates to its environment.a] impact be included in the document somewhere. I am 

not so much concerned as to whether it's in the body of the EIR or whether it's in the Responses 

and Comments, but that it be included so that future decision-makers can make an appropriate 

decision with all of the information that is in there ... 

" ... The EIR. process is a process of trying to provide as much information to decision-makers 

that are going to make the" final decisions on this project, which won't be the Planning 

Commission. It will be the Mayor, the Airports Commission, and the Board of Supervisors and 

any other regionaJ agencies that might have impact or have a decision in this process. And that's 

what I had meant to say.· .. " (Commissioner Engmann) 

"Please include and address the comments in this letter ~ well as the issues, facts and the 

alternative land use and transportation proposal raised in the document referenced herein in both 

the 'Comments and Responses' section of the Draft EIR and the Final EIR. Furthermore, I ask 

that you reproduce this letter and the enclosed 'alternative' in their entirety (no summaries) in the 

Draft EIR and the Final EIR. Substantiation is provided by the documents listed in the attached 

'Major Substantiating Documents and Report.' 
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"It is my position that local and regionaJ agencies have failed to address the issues, fatal flaws 

and aJtemative proposaJs contained in the attached list of reports [on the following page] and that 

they must be addressed in this EIR ... 

"It is my position that under CEQA Guidelines cited below, the Transit Link System proposal 

must be formally studied as part of the SFO Master Plan DEIR or through a Supplemental 

DEIR. .. [Mr. Queen cites CEQA Guidelines §15088, 'Evaluation of and Response to 

Comments', and emphasizes the requirement that the Lead Agency make a good-faith effort to 

respond to all comments using a reasoned approach.] 

"During the course of the past two years I have submitted detailed 'Public Comments' to the Lead 

Agency charged with preparing the respective EIRs detailed in the attached reports listing. In 

every case the Lead Agency has chosen to not address the issues, alternatives and detailed 

comments presented, and thus, I have wasted a great deal of time, and in many cases hundreds of 

hours, preparing these comments to no avail. 

"For this reason 1 am not submitting detailed comments regarding the SFO Master Plan DEIR. I 

would, however, repeat my public testimony given at the August 29, 1991 Public Hearing: The 

SFO Master Plan DEIR does not contain any data pertaining to costs or an analysis of 

socioeconomic impacts associated with the project per the requirements cited below: 

"Under Section 15131 of the CEQA Guidelines, et al (quote): 

"Financial Analysis - Scx;io-Economic Impact 

"Governmental bodies have established the interpretation of state and federal EIR and EIS 
statutes and guidelines where socio-economic and financial impacts are not addressed as 
legitimate project issues. 

"However, CEQA provides that socio-economic considerations shall be included in an EIR 
if a 'chain and effect to actual physical changes can be demonstrated' (Section 15131). 

"It is my position that socio-economic impacts must be considered because the proposed 
project elements created this 'chain and effect to actual physical changes' in that 
implementation of any alternative in the BIR will result in the 'timing and type of 
redevelopment' in terms of: 
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"• ... private and/or public deve1opment plans to include high-rise offices. retail, multi-
family residential and medical facilities. · 

"• ... specific area plans being redesignated from Oow density) industria1 parcels to (high 
density) residential and/or commercial (office space) use in areas compatible with the 
elements of the project. 

"• ... general area plans being redesignated from Oow density) industrial parcels to (high 
density) residentia1 and/or commercial (office space) use in areas compatible with the 
elements of the project. 

''• ..• substantial increase (70 percent) in air passengers. 

"• ..• substantial increase (?) in transpartation and other infrastructure facilities. 

"Authority cited: 'Socioeconomic Report for the Bay Area 1991 Oean Air Plan ElR, p. l, 

footnote #1. 

"Discussion: Implementation of the project would result in increased population density, 

increased vehicular traffic, air and water (environmental) impacts, and increased demands for 

additional infrastructure (water, sewer, {Klwer, etc.) and thus. the cost of the total project, 

definition of its elements, funding sources, consttuction considerations, the socio-economic 

impacts relative to redefined land use, the displacement of residents and companies, the 

displacement/replacement of job categories/skill Jevelslwages, increased density, and 

transportation elements including ALL transportation alternatives and many other factors are 

presented in a very cursory and generally unclear manner or not addressed at all." (Dehnen 

Queen, Small Business Development Corporation) 

"Full Discloswe: The second of the two most important aspects of an EIR is full disclosure. 

Public input from an uninformed public is meaningless! There are 'hints' throughout this entire 

DEIR tltatitis not complete. For example, under Alternative B: Onsite (DEIR Vol. I CH. I Pg. 

16) the report states that 'A second Onsite Altema1ive incorporating proposed SFIA runway 

expansions is not included in this EIR. A preliminary feasibility study for the expansion of SFIA 

runways completed in June, I 990, includes proposed new runway locations that could conffict 

with existing uses and proposed Master Plan projects in the East Field Area.' If this refers to the 

report developed by Greiner Engineering of Tampa, FL. (DEIR Vol I CH. IV §B) it certainly 

will! It is rumored that not on1y are new runways proposed for construction in San Francisco 

Bay but the existing runways will also be lengthened and extended intci the Bay." (A1yn Lam) 
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"The fact of the matter is, all of us, various representatives from different parts of the city, put in 

a lot of time for free on the Airport Noise Committee. We search the facts. We spend a lot of 

time. We come up with comments. We mail them into the EIR, whoever is supposed to be 

dealing with it Yet, none of them are addressed or even acknowledged. What's the point of 

having an advisory committee to do the work for the City and County if the very people who are 

supposed to be dealing with this, that are supposed to be the experts, don't even get their 

comments acknowledged in an Em? 11lis needs to be addressed over again." (Don Bertone) 

Response 

A wide array of information is included in the EIR. Detailed information provided 

includes project description; airfield capacity and delay information; discussion of regional 

planning and coordination; land use and plans; transportation setting. impaets and 

mitigation; aircraft noise setting. impacts and mitigation; air quality; cuJtural resources; 

discussions on hazardous material and waste; employment and housing; public utilities~ air 

traffic safety; geology and seismicity; energy issues; public services; water quality; 

growth-inducing impacts; construction impacts; general mitigation; significant effects; and 

the quality of life. Feasib1e a1ternatives were also reviewed and evaluated. 

A commenter noted that documents identified on a list he submitted should have been 

evaluated in the EIR. However, most of the documents referred to are not relevant to 1he 

SFIA EIR. Typical documents listed include "Fiscal. Financial & Social Evolution of the 

Mission Bay,"" A Unifying Theory of Political Corruption." and "San Francisco Public 

Housing Policy." Notwithstanding. a few of the documents indicated may ltave been 

indirectly incorporated into the EIR via final versions of repons referenced in the list. In 

addition. relevant documents referenced in the commenter's list are like1y to have been 

considered in the EIR, via review and comments provided by appropriate agencies in their 

review of the DEIR. 

As the commenter rightly noted, the lead agency must evaluate and respond to comments 

received during the comment period regarding the DEIR and that response should be made 

in good faith using a reasoned approach. The commenter, however, stated this in 

conjunction with a statement indicating that the "Transit Link System proposal must be 

· formally studied as part of the SFO Master Plan DEIR or through a supplemental DEIR." 

It should also be noted that CEQA requires that only feasible alternatives need be 

addressed in the Em document Thus. the SFIA EIR is not required to evaluate all 
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conceivable peninsula transit systems. It need only consider systems which are 

"reasonably foreseeable." Examples of such "reasonably foreseeable" systems include the 

BART extension to SFIA, and improvements in CaJTrain and various bus transit systems, 

which were considered. As the "Transit Link System" is not a "reasonably foreseeable" 

project pursuant to CEQA regulations, this proposal need not be examined in the SAA 

EIR, because the analysis would be speculative and premature. 

Contrary to a commenter's indication. the quote provided by the commenter is not a 

recitation of CEQA Guidelines Section 15131, but may be his summary of same. For the 

record, CEQA Guidelines Section 15131 is titled "Economic and Social Effects" and states 

the following in pertinent part: 

Section 15131. Economic and Social Effects 

"Economic and social information may be included in an EIR or may be presented in 
whatever form the agency desires." 

"(a) Economic or social effects of a project shall not be treated as significant effects on the 
environment. An EIR may trace a chain of cause and effect from a project through 
anticipated economic or social changes resulting from the project to physical change 
caused in tum by the economic or socia1 changes. The intermediate economic or social 
changes need not be ana1yzed in any detail greater than necessary to trace the chain of 
cause and effect. The focus of the analysis shal1 be physical change. 

"(b) Economic or social effects of a project may be used to determine the significance of 
physical changes caused by the project. ... 

"(c) Economic, social and particularly housing factors shall be considered by public 
agencies together with technological and environmental factors in deciding whether 
changes in a project are feasible to reduce or avoid the significant effects on the 
environment identified in the EIR. If information on these factors is not contained in the 
EIR, the information must be added to the record in some other manner to allow the 
agency to consider the factors in reaching a decision on the project" 

Nonetheless. and contrary to one commenter's indication, some socio-economic impacts 

are addressed in the SFIA EIR in the chapters entitled "Employment and Residence 

Patterns," "Employment and Housing,•· and "Growth Inducing Effects" in accordance with 

CE.QA requirements (CEQA Guidelines Section 15131). Again, as to alternatives 

considered, only feasible alternatives need to be addressed in the BIR per CEQA 

requirements. 
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The additional package of informational material transmitted on October 4, 1991 to the 

City Planning Co~ioners and other persons who bad commented on the DER as of 

October 4, 1991 was intended to contain only infonnation requested by Commissioners at 

tbe August 29, 1991 public.bearing. This information was not provided to respond 10 all 

public comments received as of that date. This "O:imments and Responses" document is 

the appropriate vehicle for responses to all the oomments m.-eived during the full comment 

period, both written and oral. O:imments made by the Airpon No~ Committ.ee are 

responded to in this document within sections dealing specifically with ailport noise 

(please refer to pp. C&R..194-313 herein.) 

EIR Is Inadequate 

Comments 

"The Master Plan, I regret, is a shame and the DEIR, as presented, is a sham. The DEJR fails 

both as a full disci.osure document and as a plan for mitigating adveise environmental impacts. 

The fault can't be ~ against local planning ministries alone. They are a product of local 

political policies promulgating confusion, circumventio~ and cover-up. Those of w; in b~iness 

have been extremely short-sighted when it comes to the future of long-established Bay Area 

institutions. Bay Area environmental advocates are equally to blame. They have been off 

fighting for whales, polpOises, spotted owls, redwoods e1C. and not covering their collective 

backside." (Alyn Lam) 

"I will be brief and to the point. At the last meeting [the August 29 public bearing on the DEIR], 

there was a general sense, from both the c.ommissionets and the public, that the Draft EIR was 

not adequate. It is still not adequate. I have reviewed the additional infomiation which was 
provided for public review, and it did not~ the questions that were raised by this 

committee, by our committee. It did not address the questions that were raised over two years 

ago when the notice of preparation was sent out." (Curt Holzinger, Airport Noise Committee) 

Rgnouse 

The San Francisco City Planning C.Ommmion is responsible for certifying the SFIA BIR. 

As sue:~ the Planning Commission bas the responsibility of determining the adequacy, 

objectivity, and completeness of the EIR prior to its certification. 
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The additional package of informational material ttansmitted on October 4, 1991 to the 

City Planning Commissioners and other persons who bad commented on the DEIR as of 

October 4, 1991 was intended to conta.in onJy information requested by the Co.mm.isioneis 

at the Augmt 29, 1991 public hearing. This information was not provided to respond to all 

public commenlS reeeived as of that date. This 11Com.men1S and Respomes" document is 

the appropriate vehicle for responses to all 1he comments received during the full comment 

peri~ both written and oral. C.Omm.en1S made by the Allport NoK Committee are 

responded to in this document within sections dealing specifically with airport noise 

(please refer to pp. C&R.194-313 herein.) 

EIR Is Adeauate 

Comments 

111 urge you to recommend approval of 1be 'Draft of the Environmental Impact Report (EIR) for 

the San Francisco International Allport Master Plan'. Rutherford & Cbekene supports this 

F.nvironmental Impact Report u being comprehensive, objective and even-banded. 

"Since 1970, Rutherford & Cllek.ene bas fumishe4 structural, civil, and geotecbnical engineering 

senrices for many expansion and addition projec1S for San Francisco International Airport, and 

for many of the Tenant airlines. These included the South Terminal Modernization & Expansion 

that was completed in 1987. Based on our knowledge of SFOt we believe this Draft EIR for the 

San Francisco International Airport Master Plan deserves the unanimous approval by the City of 

San Francisco." (Pe1er E. Bank, Rutherford and Chekenet c.E.) 

"After a preliminary review of the draft BIR for the SFIA Mas1er Plan, we have found the results 

to be consis1ent with our analysis of specific conditions at the si1e. 1be current and projected 

figures :relating to employment levels, 1ramponation, parking, hazardous materials, and housing 

reflect similar views to ours. In analyzing the impacts of the SFIA Master Plan as portrayed in 

the EIR, we would like to state that we are in agreement with the findings." (Shelley Kealer, 

Coordinator, Allport Labor Coalition) 

"On behalf of the National Organimtion of Minority Archi~, we are informing you that we 

support the EIR and that we concur with the mitigating solutiom suggested by the comultants. 

Any additional points that we have are minor and would n:quire, in our opinion, no additional 

study. 
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"We recommend that the Department of City Planning accept and approve the draft EIR and 

issue a fmal report expediti9usly." (National Organization of Minority Architects) 

Response 

These comments are noted. 

FEDERAL JURISDICTION 

"The discussion on noise mitigation (DEIR Vol. I CH. V Pg. 425) also mentions a runway study 

which 'If the study results in SFIA decision to pursue runway reconfigurations, work with FAA 

and other authorities to obtain necessary approvals to permit such reconfigurations. 1his work 

wouJd include environmental review under CEQA and, possibly, NEPA.' This last declaration is 

the key to this entire sham! 

"Terminals cannot function without runways and vice versa. There seems to be an attempt here 

to 'split' the proposed SFO expansion into two separate series of projects and to avoid federal 

Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) involvement and the development of an Environmental 

Impact Statement (EIS) as required by the National Environmenta1 [Policy] Act (NEPA). 

Observe that within this DEIR there is absolutely no mention of supporting runway, taxiway, or 

apron development and no federal FAA funding ties. 

"The EPA, however, must necessarily be involved! Daily aircraft operations are expected to 

increase by 298 or 36% between now and 2006 (DEIR Vol I CH. m Table 17 I Vol. I CH. IV 

Table 51). Likewise, vehicle traffic to SFO is expected to increase by 69,067 trips per day or 

about 62% by 2006 (DEIR Vol I CH. IV §B Tables 27-29). The EPA shares responsibility with 

the Bay Area Air Quality Management District (BAAQMD) for increases in vehicle and aircraft 

emissions. 

"Then there is the little matter of asbestos. There are at least 32 demolition projects in the 

proposed expansion totaling roughly 16% of SFO's existing building area. At least 10 of these 

projects are necessary in order to permit the construction of the new terminals (DEIR Vol I CH. 

XI Table B.1/DEIR Vol. I CH. D Fig. 5). Both the EPA and BAAQMD are responsible for 

asbestos removal in the Bay Area The Asbestos Emergency Response Act (AHERA) gives the 
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EPA authority to regulate (DEIR Vol. Il Ch. XI A-157). Furthermore, under Subpart M 

H61.14S and 61.146 oftbe aeanAir Act, the EPAmmt be notified in writing of intentions to 

demolish any facility. 

"The FAA and EPA are not the only other federal agencies involved in the proposed expansion. 

The Corps of Engineers also has a say in the expansion of the ex~ting sewage treatment plant 

that will be necessary to support the new terminal buildings and which~ treated sewage into 

Bay waters. 

"Add to the above the fact that SFO has already violated the Bay Area Regional Plan, a very 

strong argument can be made that there is not only a significant federal interaction at SFO and 

but that there is also a need for federal intervention to preserve regional environmental planning 

and that this ~itates a separate EIS as required by NEPA If I were a bond underwriter, I 

certainly would take an interest in the completeness of the environmen181 approval process for 

this expamionf 

"Now why would SFO and the FAA work so bard to avoid c.ompliance with NEPA? Suppose 

the hypeJSOnic ramjet technology which was tested so effectively in the new Aurora spy plane 

during the Gulf War was now ready for incorporation into an advanced SST design. Wouldn1t it 

be nice to have a safe, centtally located, all-weather airport from which to initiate Pacific Rim 

service in, say, five or ten years? HI were a Washington based politico with a strong Bay Area 

constituency c.omposed of environmental advocates, l certainly would like to find out what Ui 

going on!" (Alyn Lam) 

Response 

The project does not fall within the jurisdiction of the National F.nvimnmen1al Policy Act 

(NEPA). 1bere is no direct involvement of any Federal agencies such as the Federal 

Aviation Administration (FAA), Environmen13l Protection Agency (EPA) or Army Coips 

of Engineers. 

The SFlA Master Plan does not include plans for any new nmways or runway expansion 

and implementation of the Plan will not use any federal funding. See pp. 61-72 of the BIR 

and pp. C&R.S0-53 herein ("Airfield Capacity, Aircraft Delay, and F.nvironmental 

Effects") for a full discussion of the capacity of existing runways and the indication that 

new or expanded runways would not be needed to accommodate anticipated future growth. 
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Contrary to the commentets statement, the Bay Area Air Quality Management District 

(BAAOMD) is responsible for regulating and reviewing any increases in vehicle and 

aircraft emissions at SFIA. ID California, the EPA has delegated its enforcement 

responsibility to die Califomia State Air Resources Board, which in turn has delegated 

enforcement respomibility in the Bay Area to BAAQMD. EP A's role remains setting 

national air quality standards. Thm, the EPA is not responsible for regulating any 

increases in vebide and aircraft emissions associated with the abpon expansion plam. 

Also contraiy to the commenter1s statement, B.AAQMD. is the respoimible agency 

regulating the removal of asbestos at SRA because the U.S. EPA bas delegated its 

enforcement responsibility for all National Environmental Standard Ha:mrdous Air 

Pollutants (NF.SHAP) requirements to BAAQMD, as a result of revisions to NESHAP: 

Asbestos made on November 20, 1990, noted in a letter from the U.S. EPA -·Region IX to 

all contractors dated March 18, 1991. As a result of this delegation of authority to 

BAAQMD, although it was previously necessary to notify the EPA of any intentiom to 

demolish buildings, this requirement is no.longer in effect Instead, BAAQMD must be 

notified ten days prior to a demolition, regardless of whether or not the buildings are 

known to contain asbestos. This requirement also applies to the removal of asbestos from 

areas of at least 100 square or linear feet. .Asbestos issues, including non-applicability of 

the Asbestos Hazard Emergency Respome Act (AllERA) to the proposed project, are 

discussed in greater detail on p. C&R.349 herein. 

The Regional Water Quality C.ontrol Board (RWQCB) is the appropriate agency to review 

any expamion of any existing sewage treatment plant needed to support ahpon expansion 

plans. The Army Corps of Engineers would become involved in the airport expamion 

only if any sewage 1reatment plant expansion plam included plans to physically intrude the 

plant building into wetland areas or increase discharges into the wetlands creating an 

increase in sediment. Put simply, the Coips of Engineers becomes involved when 

wetlands are subject to fill and dredge operations. 

Also contrary to the commenter's statement, SHA bas not "viola1ed" any bay area regional 

plam. The commentets me of the word "violation" implies that a legal statute or 

regulation bas not been adhered to. Regional plans are policy documen1s designed to guide 

local government and cannot be legally enfott.ed. Therefore, by definition, a regional plan 

cannot be "violated." It is assumed that the "Bay Area Regional Plan" 1he commenter is 

referring to is MTCs Regional Allport Plan. The SFIA Masa Plan may appear 
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inconsistent with some pans of MTCs Regional Airport Plan. One area ~ the projected 

future ailport market share. Under 1he SFIA Master Plan, the .Allport would rem.in close to 

its current airport market share; MTC forecas1S that SFIA1s market share will steadily 

decline. However, as the MTCs projections are policy recomm.endatiom and cannot be 

imposed on any of the region's alrpons, inconsistencies between the SFIA Master Plan and 

MTCs Regional Airport Plan would not affect the validity of SFIA Master Plan or the 

adequacy of the SFIA Master Plan ER. 

The SFIA Master Plan project has been promulgated by the .Airport to accommodate future 

growth that would occur with or without runway expansion. If runway expamion were 
proposed, additional environmental review would be required. (Please also see responses 

to comments on airfield capacity and delay, PP· C&R.46-55 herein.) 

EIR COSTS AND TIME 

Commat 

"Time: This proceu has already 1aken a year and a haJfto study. Meanwhile other aiJports are 

attracting SFO bm.in~ away from San Francisco. Any further delay will only cause more 

economic damage, which we can ill afford. 

"Cost: Money spent on the EIR process does not oontribute to permanent improvements to the 

City or to revenue to help run programs, or to pay for City services. Enough money has been 

spent on proceu. We should now put our plans into action, not more debate and rhetoric." (Stan 

Moy, Finger & Moy Architects) 

}le§pgJpe 

The EIR process is required by law and includes an important forum for public input into 

the evaluation of the environmental cf~ of a project's implementation. To put the cosm 

of the EIR process in pcispectiveJ recent estimates indicate that the San Francisco 

International Airport Master Plan EIR process will cost approximately 0.06 percent, or 

much I~ than one tenth of one percen~ of the estimated cost to implement the SFIA 

Master P~ recommendatiom. {This estimate does not include the public costs of the EIR 

proces.!; if the public cos1S were included, the total cost would still be a negligible fraction 

of 1be cost of implementing the SFIA Master Plan.) 
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SUPPORT FOR SFIA MASTER PLAN 

Comments 

"Alaska Airlines supports development of the New-International Terminal at San Francisco. The 

completion ofthis project will provide facilities essential to meet the increasing international and 

domestic traffic demand in the Bay Area. 

"The terminal expansion will assure that the Airport continues to act as an important conttibutor 

to the local economy by proviwng additional direct employment and indirect revenue. We also 

view the Airport and City's commitment to this project as a validation of our efforts to develop a 

low noise, fuel efficient fleet to serve your community." (Korbey Hunt, Alaska Airlines) 

"On behalf of the San Francisco Foreign Flag Carriers (SFFFC), representing 15 major 

international airlines serving San Francisco, we support wholeheartedly the Airport's plan for 

improving facilities for the travelling public. 

"The airlines will play a vital rofo in bringing to fruition these improvements. Our carriers have 

played a leading role - and will continue to do so - in providing aircraft that are quieter, more 

efficient and more compatible with the environment. We will continue to employ the highest 

technology available and utilize whatever procedures necessary to achieve optimum effectiveness 

in reducing noise and air pollution in the years to come. 

"For the best service to the flying public, maximum safety and the most acceptable 

environmental solution. SFFFC urges the timely implementation of the SFIA Master Plan." 

(Barbara Giel. San Francisco Foreign Aag Carriers) 

"On behaJf of SAIA. I wish to express our support for the Allport's Master Plan and urge 

certification of the Environmental Impact Report at the earliest possible time. We encourage the 

development of improved facilities and look forward to the increased level of service we will be 

able to offer our cargo and passenger customers." (Jerome Copelan, San Francisco Association of 

International Airlines) 

" ... United strongly supports the need for additional development al SFIA, especially with 

respect to international arrival and departure facilities, and we believe that the conceptual plan 
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outlined in the SFIA Master Plan for such development serves-as an appropriate basis for detailed 

planning of these needed improvements.· .. 

"Finally, United believes that the development proposed in the SFIA Master Plan is necessary to 

sustain the economic vitality of air transportation in the Bay Area, and to preserve SFIA's role as 

the primary U.S. gateway to the Pacific Rim.'' (Thomas Brown, United Airlines) 

"According1y, if you desire to keep San Francisco Airport the number one (1) airport in the San 

Francisco Bay Area (it was disclosed today that the best place to visit in the world is San 

Francisco) the plan for the approva1 of the expansion should be given expeditiously. There is a 

distribution of wealth when people come to visit your city." (James Palma) 

" ... During the past 10 years of our company history, we have witnessed a severe decline of 

business and economic opportunity here in the City. The survival of SFO and its ability to 

compete, is vital to the economic well being of the entire region." (Stan Moy, Finger & Moy 

Architects) 

Respom;e 

These comments are related to the project approval process. The EIR is an informational 

document and is a tool for the Airports Commission to use when deliberating on project 

approval. For the SFIA Master Plan, the EIR must be certified by the San Francisco City 

Planning Commission, a different decision-making body from that for the project approval 

process. The Airports Commission, in its deliberations. may approve the project or one of 

the alternatives, including the No-Project Alternative. Any support for the project or one 

. of the alternatives should be expressed to the Airports Commission. 
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Comment 

" ... On Page 110, there is a disclmion about MTC's analysis that doesn1t have a page number. I 

couldn't f'md it later." (Commissioner F.ngmann) 

Response 

In the response to comments under Regional Planning and Coordination, Regional 

Forecasts and Capacities (p. C&R.67 herein), a revision ~ made to the first paragraph 

following Table 14 on p. 110 of the EIR. 1be revision includes the page number requested 

by the commenter. 
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D. STAFF-INITIATED CHANGES 

EIRCOVER 

The August 27, 1991 public hearing location noted on the cover and title page of the Draft EJR ~ 

revised to read as follows (revision is underlined.): 

Draft EIR Public Hearing Dates: 
August 27, 1991, 7:30 p.m., Carion Hotel, Mil1brae ... 

I. SUMMARY 

The second sentence, p. 4, is revised to read as follows (new text is underlined): 

Both projects require San Francisco Bay Conservation and Development Commission 
.(BCDC,} approval. 

On p. 4, the sentence preceding the beading "TRANSPORTATION" is moved into the first full 

paragraph on the page, following tbe second sentence. The revised paragraph reads as follows 

(inserted text is underJined and deleted text is shown by bmckets): 

There are a number of plans by various local, regional, and state agencies that address the 
provision of facilities to accommodate regional air transponation demand. Most of those 
plans were developed on the basis of forecasts of regional transportation demand, 
assessments of the capabilities of tacilities in the Bay Area (airports and the facilities for 
other modes of transportation) to accommodate the forecast demand, and various 
recommended means of meeting demand (such as facility expansion). Those plans do 
not include the same recommended means for meeting forecast demand. The California 
Aviation System Plan (CASP)t forecasts expansion at SFIA to about S2, 770,000 
passengers in 2006 (three percent over the SFIA Master Plan). The Federal Aviation 
Administration (FAA) forecasts indicate that SFIA expansion would be less than 
predicted in the SFIA Master Plan. 

[] 

On p. 15, the phrase "(includes three variants)" at the end of the parag13pb just after the heading 

"D. ALTERNATIVES" is deJeted. 
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II. PROJECT DF.sCR.IPnON 

General clarification: Existing facilities at SFIA that were previously occupied by Pan Am, 

which is no longer in business, are being ~ by United Airlines. No projects have been 

removed from the SFIA Master Plan as a result of Pan Am's departure from the industry. 

According to Airports Commission staff, the reconfigured and expanded facilities originally 

designated for Pan Am under lhe SFlA Master Plan would be med by other airlines. 

The lastsentence on p. 20 of the BIR is revised to read as follows (new text is underlined and 

deleted text is shown by brackets): 

Within the nine-county San Francisco Bay region are four air carrier or commercial 
service ahports (SFIA, Metropolitan Oakland International, [ 1 San Jose International and 
Sonoma Countt Aimort), four U.S. military airfields {one of which is closed), [ ] · 
21 public use General Aviation airfields, 20 private me General Aviation airfields and 
numerous heliports. most of them for medical or military use[ ].n/ 

On p. 41, the beading "Prooosed Facility Projects in Buildingslt and the subheading "1.0 

Tenninal Facilities: SFIA Master PJan Projects" are moved to the top of p. SO. The text 

preceding and following the beadings is combined into one paragraph, as follows: 

Near-term and long-tenn SFlA Master Plan projects wou1d together result in demolition 
of about 1.4 million square feet of existing building area and construction of about 
4.2 million square feet of new building area, for a net increase of about 2.9 million 
square feet of building area. This to1al net change for combined SFIA Master Plan near· 
term and Jong-term projects represent a 35 percent increase from the existing 1989 SFIA 
building area to1al of about 8.2 million square feel About 0.8 million square feet of 
existing building area would be remodeled and about 7,340 net new parking stalls would 
be added under combined near-term and long-term SFIA Master Plan projects. 

On p. i2, in the seoond paragraph under the heading "As.sumptions for Evaluation of 

Environmental Effects," the last three sentences are moved to follow the first sentence, and the 

third and fourth sentences are reVised and made a separate paragraph. The revised text reads as 

follows (new text is underlined and deleted text is shown by brackets): 

As discussed in Section ll.C. Project Cbaracteri;tics, p. 22, the landside improvements 
proposed under the project are designed to aa:om.m.odate the forecas15 of activity 
developed in the SFIA Master Plan. · If future activitv occuts as forecast in the Sf!A 
Master Plan. airport Jandside faciJitics with the project would not consttain the actiyity 
such that the cogsttaints came additiona) environmental effects. If future activity Occurs 
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as forecast under the CASP. however. SFIA landside facilities with the project may 
constrain the activity such that the oonstraing; ca.use additional environmental effects. 
Those effects cannot be estimated specifically. 

According to SFIA, the existjng airfield could accommodate SFIA Master Plan-related 
growth. This EIR evaluates whether the existing airfield [ ] could accommodate lll£ 
forecast growth, [ I and whether tbeie could be airfield constrain1S that could cause 
additional environmental eff ec1S. [ ] 

Note n I on p. 76 of the BIR is revised to read as follows: 

nl Metropolitan Transportation Com.mission, Draft Regional Aimort System Plan 
Update Inventocyt May 22 1991. Military airfields include: Hamilton Air Force 
Base/Army Airfield (susplus); Travis Air Force Base; Alameda Naval Air Station; 
and Moffett Field Naval Air Station {potential surplus). Public YR General Aviation 
airfields include: Hayward Air TeIUiinal, Uvermore Municipal Airport and Oakland 
North Airfield in Alameda County; Buchanan Field and l!m!n Airport in Contra 
Costa County; Gnoss Field in Marin County; Napa County ( ] Airport and Parrett 
Field in Napa County; Half Moon Bay and San c.artos .Alrpons in San Mateo 
County; Palo Alto, Reid·Hillview and South County Airports in Santa Clara County; 
Nut Tree and Rio Vista Airports in Solano County; and Coverdale, Healdsburg, 
Petaluma, Santa Rosa Air Center. Sonoma Sky Park and Sonoma Valley Aiipon ( ] 
in Sonoma County. Private use General Aviation airfields include: Fremont 
(closed). Meadow I.ark and Sky Soaring Airports in Alameda County; Antioch and 
~ Airpom in Contra Costa County; Marin ( ] Airpon and Commodore Seaplane 
~ in Marin County; Calistoga Cc1ose<ll. Inglenook Ranch. Moskowite1 MYsterious 
Valley [ ) and Pope Valley Airpo~ in Napa County; [ ] Blake. Garabaldi. Maine 
Prairie, liavjs Air Force Base Aero Club, Vaca-Dixon (closed). and Vacaville 
Airports in Solano County; and Graywood and [ 1 Sea Ranch [ ] Airports in Sonoma 
County. 

III. ENVIRONMENTAL SETI'ING 

A. I.and Use and Plans 

Figure 11, p. 83, is revised to include "United States Geological Surveyj" after "SOURCE:". 

Figme 12, p. 106, is revmed to include "San Mateo County Ahport Land Use Commission;" after 

"SOURCE:". 
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On p. 111, the last sentence in the section pertaining to the Metropolitan Oakland International 

Airport Master Plan update, just before the heading, "San Jose International Airport (San Jose 

Airport)," is deleted. The following paragraph is added: 

F1 uctuations in the aviation industty, as well as potential environmental controversy and 
other institutional changes, caused the Port of Oakland to re-scope the Master Plan 
update program and scale back the plan time frame, a proc.ess which has culminated in 
the development of the 10-year 2002 Airport Development Progiam. Among the 
projects under comideration in the 2002 Airport Development Plan are the modification 
of existing terminal facilities, widening of existing airport access roads and construction 
of new aitpon a~ roads, construction of a ground transportation center/parking 
structure and remote parking lots, enhancements and additions to existing airline support 
and air cargo facilities, improvements to taxiway and runway facilities, and restoration of 
wetlands as mitigation for a previous 33-acre fill on Oakland Airport lands. The 
improvements to the airfield facilities are intended to enhance the current level of safe 
and efficient operations of airciaft and would not expand the overall capacity of the 
Oakland Airport airfield. 

The last paragraph on p. 111 and the flrst full paragraph on p. 112 (both pertaining to the San 

Jose International Airport Master Plan update) are replaced by the foUowing text 

San Jose Intemationa1 Airport, owned and operated by the City of San Jose, is also 
updating its Master Plan, a process that began in 1988 and will likely continue for 
another two years (through 1994). According to demand forecaslS, total annual aircraft 
operations at San Jose Aiiport are expected to increase by 90 percent between 1988 and 
2010./58/ Land availability is considered a more important c.onstraint at San Jose 
Airport than ailspace capacity./59/ 

San Jose Airpon staff and consultants are cunendy in the process of defining and 
· scoping four Master Plan alternatives that have been identified for comideration by the 
San Jose City Council. An EIR will be prepared on the four altemativ~. and selection of 
a preferred alternative will occur after completion oftbe BIR (expected in mid-1993). 
The first of the four alternatives would accommodate all of the air carrier demand 
projected for San Jose Ailport in the Master Plan technical analysis. The second 
alternative, prepared by Citizens Against Airport Pollution, a an envimomental
performance-based alternative that would, at most, ·allow Jimi1ed expansion at San Jose 
AirporL The third, or moderate growth alternative, would fall between the first and 
second alternatives in terms of the amount of expamion it would allow at San Jose 
AirporL The fourth alternative is the No-Project alternative, def'med as continuation of 
the existing (1980) Master Plan. Any of the four alternatives may ultimately be selected 
as the preferred alternative for San Jose Airport./59a/ 

The first paragraph, p. 113, is revised as follows (new text is underlined and deleted text is 

shown by brackets): 
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Phase II of the CA.SP [ } comprised in-depth studies of issues related to air cargo, airport 
ground access and airspace utilization. These three Phase Il [ ] CASP ( ] studjes. agd an 
Executive Summarv. were published in August. 1991./61, 6la. b. c. di 

The second sentence in the second paragraph, p. 114, is revised, and a new sentence is added, as 

follows (new text is underlined and deleted text is shown by brackets): 

Two Northern California facilities (Mather Air Force Base and Hamilton Air Force Base) 
and two Southern California facilities (Nanon Air Force Base and George Air Force 
Base) (]~included in the [] fu!t phase of this review./60/ A rewut on possib1e 
conversion of these four bases to civilian aviation was published by Hodges & Shutt. a 
consultant to the Caltrans Division of Aeronautics. in May 1991./60a/ 

In the first sentence of the last paragraph on p. 114, the phrase, "to be completed in 1991," is 

deleted. 

The following notes are added on p. 123: 

/59a/ Greene, Cary, Airport Planner, San Jose International Airport, telephone 
conversation, May 6, 1992. 

/60a/ Hodges & Shutt, Executive Summary: Study for Possible Conversion of Military 
Airbases to Civilian Aviation, California Department ofTransponation, May 14, 
1991. 

/61a/ Wilbur Smith Associates, Inc., in association with Landrum &. Brown, Manalytics, 
and Communiquest, Int; Executive Summary.· California Aviation System Plan 
Airspace Elemen~ Air Cargo Study, Ground Access Study, prepared for the 
California Department of Transportation, Division of Aeronautics, August 31, 
1991. 

/61b/ Landrum & Bro~ in association with Communiquest, Inc, Final Report: 
California Aviation System Plan Airspace Element, prepared for the California 
Department of Tramportation, Division of Aeronautics, August 31, 1991. 

/61c/ Manalytics, in association with COmmuniquest, Inc, Final Report: California 
AviationSystemPlanAir Cargo Study, prepared for the California Department of 
Transportation, Division of Aeronautics, August 31, 1991. 

/61d/ Wilbur Smith Associates, Inc., Final Report: Californiiz.Aviation System Plan 
Ground Acee.tr Study, prepared for the California Department ot Transportation, 
Division of Aeronautics, August 31, 1991. 
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B. Transoortation 

On Figure 13, p. 128, the identifier for Rl-N is revised to point to the inside roadway (the 

westbound portion of the terminal access loop road) rather than to R-18. 

On Figure 16, p. 141, the reference on the bonom right comer of the map is revised to read: 

The existing and future number of parking spaces me shown in tables 16. 46 and 47. 

C. Noise 

In the last sentence on p. 155, "Table 18" is changed to "Table 17." 

In the fust'sentence on p. 1S7, the phrase "about 140" is revised to read 1114311 and the phrase 

"about 118" is revised to read "118." 

On p. 158, the last sentence of the second paragraph is revised as follows (new text is 

underlined): 

See Appendix ~ Table C-2, p. A.46 for estimates of actual nighttime runway use. 

On p. 160, second-to-last paragraph, the figure 1112,670 people" is changed to "12,660 people." 

On Figure 20, p. 161, the numeral "7511 in the lower right is revised to lie on the innermost 

c.ontour line. 

On p. 163, the second bulleted item is revised as follows (new text is underlined and deletions 

are shown by bracke1S): 

• At stations 8~ 11, located in Millbrae and Burlingame, the calculated CNEL values 
are 0.9 dBA higher on average than the measured values. The calculated values 
would be substantially lower than the measured values ( ] without a modification 
to the Integrated Noise Model to improve its representation of the "back blast" 
from takeoffs on Runways tL and lR by removing the excess ground attenuation 
in the model, which is inappropriate to this terrain. (Without the modification the 
calculated CNEL values would be 10.15 dB lower than the measured values.) 
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On p. 164, the third paragraph is rev~d as follows (new text is underlined and deletions are 

shown by bracke~): 

Most of the calculated CNEL values for East Bay locations (except Site Pin Moraga) are 
below SO dBA (Table & [ ] which lists the values~ is [ ) on p. 343). These locations are 
relatively far from SFlA (15-20 miles). 

In the second-to-last sentence on p. 164, "84 dBA" is changed to 1tg7 dBA." 

In the fust sentence on p. 165, the phrase "(sites H, I, K, and L)" is changed to "(sites F, H, I, K, 

and L)." 

In the first full sentem:-.e on p. 168, "February 1988" is changed to "January 1988." In the second 

bulleted item following that sentence, "Stage 3" is changed to "Stage 2. 11 The first bulleted item 

following that sentence i.5 revised as follows (new text is underlined and deletions are shown by 

brackets): 

• A gradual scheduled phaseout of Stage 2 aircmft, including requiremen~ [ 1 that 
at least 25 percent (of each operator1s aircraft operations) after January 1, 1989 
must be perfonned using Stage 3 aircraft: at least SO percent after January 1, 
1994; at least 75 percent after January 1, 1999, and 100 percent as of January 1, 
2000 • 

H. Ha:zardous Materials 

On p. 210, in the third-to-last sentence of the second paragraph, the reference to "Appendix X" is 

changed to "Appendix F." 

On p. 211 at the end of the first paragraph (continued from p. 210), "Section fil.E. Energy, p.--" 

is changed to "Section Ill.E. Energy, pp. 178-79~" 

On p. 217 at the end of the sec.and paragraph, "Section Ill.J. Utilities, p.-" is changed to 

"Section filJ. Utilities .• pp. 233-35." 
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IV. ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT'S 

Introduction 

The beginning of the third full sentence on p. 246 is revised to read, '1For Millbrae, with one 

relatively small known development project .. 11 

On Table 22, p. 248, a double asterisk( .. ) is added immediately after the title ncUMULATIVE 

DEVELOPMENT" in reference to the existing note identified by a double asterisk. Under 

note fl/ on p. 249, in the last sentence, the word "growths" is changed to "growth factors." 

A. Land Use and Plans 

On p. 250, the last two sentences of the first paragraph are revised to read as follows (new text is 

underlined and deletions are shown by bracke1S): 

[ ) No projects or land use changes are proposed by the SFIA Master Plan on sites 
within Airport environs cities. Aimort-related highway and transit projects under 
Cal trans and BART jurisdiction could occur within Aimort environs cities. however. 

Figure 10, p. 251, is renamed "Figure 25A 11 The references in the Table of Contents and on p. 

250, sec:ond sentence, are also changed to "Figure 25A" 

On p. 258, in the first sentence of the last paragraph, "1991" is changed to 111992.11 

B. Transportation 

On p. 287, the following sentences are added following the last sentence of the second paragraph 

(pertaining to SFIA Master Plan trip generation): 

(Note: in Figure 29, trip percentages for I-280 North, I-280 South and San Bruno Avenue 
do not total the percentage for I-380 due to rounding. In Figure 30, 6.5 perc.ent of trips 
are shown for I-380 west of I-280, although I-380 does not extend west of 280. These 
trips are assumed to dissipate on the western portions of Sneath Lane and San Bruno 
Avenue.) 

The last sentence, p. 292, is revised to read as follows: 
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The results of the existing traffic analysis, which are described in the setting section, 
have been summarized in Table 34 for intersections shown on Figure 31, p. 294. 

D. Air OuaJi!,y 

On Table 55, p. 355, note /c/ is revised as follows (new text is underlined): 

/cl Includes forecast growth. as shown in Table 22. p. 248 and explained on p. 246. 

On Table 56, p. 357, a note indicator "/bl" is added after the headings of the second and fourth 

rolumns ("1996 Forecast Growth"and "2006 Forecast Growth"). A note is added to the end of 

the table as follows: 

/bl Forecast growth is shown in Table 22, p. 248 and explained on p. 246. 

I. Employment and Residence Patterns 

In the second sentence of the second paragraph, p. 394, "11 %" is changed to 1111.6 percent" and 

"341,690employees" is changed to "326,300 employees." 
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The total in Table 64 on p. 395 is changed to 38,000, 

Table 65 on p. 396 is revised to include an additional note and to read as follows: 

TABLE 65: NEW SFIA EMPWYEES, PIACE OF RESIDENCE, 199Q..1996 

Pereentof · 
Number of Demand for New C.Ounty•s 1990 

County New En!p1oyees Percent /1{ Housing Units/bl Housing St,pc).c: 

S.nMateo 1,710 37.1% 1,220 0..48% 

San Francisco 1,170 25.4% 960 0.29% 

Alameda 550 11.9% 420 0.08% 

Santa Cl1ra 420 9.1% 280 0.05% 

Contra Costa 170 3.7% 130 0.04% 

Marin 160 3.5% 120 0.12% 

Solano 110 2.4% 80 0.07% 

Sonoma 100 2.2% 80 0.05% 

Napa 10 0.2% 10 0.02% 
Other 210 ~ _J§Q ___JJ/A 

"TOTAL 4,610 100.D% J,460 N/A 

-
NOTE: Peice:nt toll] does not 1dd due to rounding. 

/a/ Perccnttges arc based op 1987 Martin Associates Sumy of SF1A employees and mojccted 
1U9wth mtes for each of the employment sectors found at SFIA. 

lb/ Based on the ntio of employed rcsidenis to households from ABAG's Projections '90, and a 
four-p,ercenr vacancy nte. 

SOURCE: &vironmental Science Associates. Inc. 

In the first sentence under "2006" on p. 396, "42,3001:1 is changed to "42,400," "11.1 percent" is 

changed to .. 12.1 percent" and 11382,38011 is changed to 349,900." 
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The total in TabJe 66, p. 397, is changed 10 42,400. A note /a/ is added after the total and at the 

bottom of the table, as follows: 

/a/ Employment sector subtotals do not add due to rounding. 

Table 67 on p. 398 is revised IO include an additional note and to read as follows: 

TABLE 67: NEW SFIA EMPLOYEES PLACE OF RESIDENCE. 1990-2006 

Pereent of 
Number of Demand for New County's 1990 

Coumx New Fmp1oyees Percent /a/ Housing Units/bl Housing Stock 

SanMat.eo 3,320 37.1% 2,450 0.96% 

San Francisco- 2,330 25.9% 1,940 0.59% 

Alameda 1,060 11.8% 810 0.16% 

Santa Clara 780 8.7% 530 0.10% 

Contra C.Ost.a 330 3.7% 250 0.08% 

Marin 300 3.3% 230 0.22% 

Solano 210 2.3% 150 0.13% 

Sonoma 200 2.2% 160 0.10% 

Napa 30 0.1% 20 0.05% 

Other 410 ~ ~ Ji1A 

TOTAL 8,970 100.0% 6,850 N/A 

NOTE: Percent total does not add due to rounding. 

Lal fi::rcen!§m;s are J!!!sed on 1987 Mu:lin Associa!§ :.iJ!l!!::l'. of SFIA soma:loxccs •llli :mQ.iccted 
mowth ntcs for each o[thc emoloj'.ment sectors foynd at SFlA. 

l'JJI Based on the ntio of employed rcsiden• to households from ABAG's Projectimu '90, and a 
four-percent vacancy rate. 

SOURCE: Environmental Science Associates, lac. 
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M. Growth Inducement 

In the second sentence of the second paragraph, p. 409, "11 percent" h changed to "11.6 perc.ent" 

and "341,690 employees" is changed to "326,300 employees." In the following sentence, 

"11.1 percent" is changed to "121 percent" and "382,380jobs" is changed to "349,900 jobs." 

IX. ALTERNATIVFS TO TIIE PROPOSED PROJEC'f 

On Table 68, pp. 441-43, the word "Total"is replaced by "Near Tenn" in the rightmost column 

heading, so that the heading reads "Comparison of No-Project Alternative (Variant 1) With Near 

Term Master Plan." 

On p. 447, the second paragraph is moved to follow the first sentence in the last paragraph on 

p. 440 and is revised (new text is underlined and deletions are shown by brackets). The last 

paragraph on p. 440j including the inserted, revised sentence, reads as follows: 

Growth in aviation activity (passenger counts, cargo tonnage and aircraft operations) 
would occur under the No· Project Alternative, Variant 1, but to a lesser extent than under 
the SFIA Master Plan "unconstrained" development scenario. [ ] The No.Project 
Alternative. Variant 1 would [)result in an increase in annual passengers of about 26 
percent during the near-term compared to an increase of about 41 perc.ent with the 
project, and would [ ] result in about a 33 percent increase in annual passengers during 
the Jong-term compared to about a 71 percent increase in annual passengers with the 
project. SFIA Master Plan "constrained" forecasts assume that some growth in annual 
passenger counts would be acc.ommodated by industry-driven increases in the proportion 
of large aircraft in SFIA's aircraft fleet mix, and by more efficient utilization of aircraft 
seating (higher "load fact.orsj. 

On Table 73, pp. 458-460, in the second and third column headings, "Variant 1" is changed to 

"Variant 2 tt 'Ibe word ''Total" is replac.ed by "Near Term" in the rightmost column heading, and 

"Variant 1" is changed to "Variant 2," so that the beading reads, "Comparison of No--Project 

Alternative (Variant 2) With Near Term Master Plan." 

On p. 463, the sentence under the heading "Reasons for Rejection" is revised as follows (new 

text .is underlined and deletions are shown by brackets): 

The sponsor bas chosen the SFIA Master Plan for analysis as the preferred project 
instead of this alternative because [ ) the alternative would not accommodate the demand 
from forecast growth. 
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On p. 470, the column spacing is adjusted to match the appropriate beadings. 

On p. 475, the sentence under the heading "Reasons for Rejection" m revised as follows(new 

text is underlined and deletions are shown by brackets): 

The spomor has rejected this alternative because it would not meet the sponsor's 
objective to accommodate at SFIA the demand from forecast growth [ ]. 

XI. APPENDICES 

In Appendix C, Noise, "Description of Noise and its Effects on People," by Kenneth McK. 

Eldred, a portion of the Draft EIRs were distributed with a duplicate page beaded 1t3. 

INTERFERENCE WITII HUMAN ACTIVITIES AND ANNOYANCE" and a duplicate 

Figure 7, and were missing Table 5 and Figure 8. 'lbe duplicate pages are deleted. Table S,. two 

paragraphs of text, and Figure 8, as included herein, are inserted following Figure 7. 

Jn the list of tables under "APPENDIX G: TRANSPORTATION." p. A161, Table G-4 is 

corrected to read "Cumulative Trip Generation." 

On Tables G-5 and G-6, pp. A166-67, the "A.M. Peak Hourlt and "P.M. Peak Hour" beadings 

are adjusted to indicate the correct colwnns, as shown on previous Table G-4, p. A 165 (each 

peak hour beading coveis five colulllM~ "Rate In," "Rate Out," "Trips In," "Trips Out" and "Total 

Tripsj. 
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TABLES 

Steady A-weigbtedSound Levels that AllowCommunication with 95 Percent Sentence 
lntelligioility Over Various Distances Outdoors for Different Voice Levels 

VOICE LEVEL 

Normal Voice 

Raised Voice 

0.5 

72 

78 

COMMUNICATION DISTANCE (Meters) 

1 

66 

72 

2 

60 

66 

3 

S6 

62 

4 

54 

60 

s 

52 

S8 

For indoors. the effects of masking normally-voiced speech are summarized in 
Figure 8, which ~sum.es the existence of a reverberant field in the room. This reverberant 

. field is the result of reflections from the walls and other boundaries of the room. These 
reflections enhance speech sounds so that the decrease of speech level with distance found 
outdoors occurs only for spaces close to the talker indoors. For typical living rooms, the 
level of the speech is more or less constant throughout the room at distances greater than 
1.1 meters from the talker. The distance from the talker at which the level of speech 
deaeases to a constant level in the reverberant part of the room is a function of the 
acoustic absorption in the room. The greater the absorption, the greater the distance over 
which the speech will decrease and the lower the level in the reverberant field for a given 
vocal effort. The absorption in a home will vary with the type and amount of furnishings, 
carpets, drapes and other absorbent materials, being generally least in bathrooms and 
kitchens and greatest in living rooms and bedrooms. 

As shown in Figure St the maximum sound level that will permit relaxed conversation 
with 100 percent sentence intelligil>ility throughout the room is 45 dB. People have a 
considerable capability to vary their voice levels to overcome noise and achieve desired 
communication. This ability works well over a range of levels of steady noises, but is less 
useful if the interfering noises are intermittent. Figure 9 shows necessary voice levels 
limited by noise conditions. The communication distance is &iven on the ordiuate, the sound 
level and the parameters are voice level. At levels above SO dB, people raise their voice 
level as shown by -the •expected" line if communications are not vital or by the 
"communicating• line if communications are vital. Below and to the left of the"normal voice 
line, communications are at an Articulation Index of 0.5, 98 percent sentence intelligi"bility. 
At a shout, communications are possible except above and to the right of the "impowole" 
area line. 
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Figure 8: 

H ~ A ~ H 
UYEL OF CDKTIHUOUS NOISE CAUSING tmRFERENCE (di) 

Criteria. ror Indoor Speech Interference ror Relaxed Conversation Distance 
ID a 1)rplcal Livin1 Room. 
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E. LIST OF TOPICS AND COMMENTERS 

A. 

Tnpic and Commenter 

PRQJECT DESCRIPDON 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

PROJECT SPONSOR OBJECTIVES AND APPROACH 

AlynLam 
Bruno Bernasconi 
Commissioner Engmann 
Onnolee Trapp, Leagues of Women Voters of San Mateo Co. 
Patricia Clark 
Commissioner Sewell 
Stanford Hom 

PUBLIC PARTICIPATION IN MASlER PLANNING PROCESS 

Carol Gamble 
Carol Danville, Glen Park Association 
Commissioner Hu 

PROJECT CHARACIBRISTICS 

a. Facilities and Site Plan 
Commissioner Sewell 
AlynLam 
Thomas Brown, United Airlines 

b. Phasine 
AlynLam 
Commissioner Sewell 

PROJECT COSTS 

Dehnen: Queen. Small Business Development Corporation 
Commissioner Bierman 
Charles Kroupa 
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B. 

Topic and Commenter 

5. 

6. 

ACTIVITY PATIERNS AND FORECASTS 

a. Passenier Ori~IW and freferences 
Commissioner Morales 
Patricia Clark 

b. Forecast Method.o1oiies and Validity 
Commissioner Sewell 
Charles Kroupa 

c. Cari.o forecasts 
Commissioner Engmann 

APPROVALS REQUIRED 

a. SFlA Powers and Responsibilities 
Charles Kroupa 
Duane Spence, Airport Mitigation Coalition 
Commissioner Sewell 

b. Concerned Aiencies 
Preston Kelley. Caltrans 
Diane Jones, Stat.e Lands Commission· 
Steven McAdam, San Francisco BCDC 

c. Other Agency Jurisdiction 
Sandy Hesnard, Dept. of Transportation, Div. of Aeronautics 

AIRFIELD CAPACITY AfID DELAY 

1. 

2. 

RELATIONSHIP TO PROPOSED SFIA IMPROVEMENTS 

Commissioner Bierman 
Charles Kroupa 
Timotlty Treacy, Airport Noise Committee 

AIRFIELD CAP ACflY, AIRCRAFT DELAY, AND 
ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS 

Timothy Treacy, Airport Noise Committee 
Curt Holzinger 
Commissioner Engmann 

C&R.433 

~ 

C&R.28 

C&R.28 

C&R.30 

C&R.33 

. C&R.38 

C&R.38 

C&R.40 

C&R.43 

C&R.46 

C&R.46 

C&R.50 



) 

c. 

" 

'· 
j 

. ) 

' 

Touic and Commenter fi&g 

3. SFIA AND MTC ESTIMA 'IES OF AIRFIELD CAPACITY C&R.53 

Carol Gamble 
Curt Holzinger, Airpon Noise Committee 

REGIONAL PLANNING AND COORDINATION C&R.56 

L GENERAL C&R.56 

Commissioner Engmann 
AlynLam 

2. REGIONAL AIRPORT SYSTEM PLAN (RASP) UPDATE C&R.60 

Chris Brittle, Metropolitan Transportation Commission 
Commissioner Bierman 
Charles Kroupa 
Onno1ee Trapp, Leagues of Women Voters of San Mateo Co. 
Patricia Clark 

3. REGIONAL FORECASTS AND CAPACITIES C&R.66 

Chris Brittle, Metropolitan Transponation Commission 
Gary Binger, ABAG 
Timothy Treacy, Airport Noise Committee 

4. AIR PASSENGER DATA AND REGIONAL TRAFFIC IMPACTS C&R.73 

Commissioner Engmann 

5. DECENTRALIZATION/REDISTRIBUTION OF A VIA110N ACTIVITY; 
CAPACITIES AND PLANS OF OTHER REGIONAL AIRPORTS C&R.75 

Janet Fogarty, Mayor, City of Millbrae 
Leonard Lundgren, Lakeside Property Owners Assoc. 
George Foscardo, City of San Bruno 
Commissioner Sewell 
James Palma 

C&R.434 



Tonic and Commenter ~ 

D. AL'fERNAJlVES C&R.86 

1. REDUCED LEVEL OF EXP ANSI ON C&R.86 

Gary Binger, ABAG 
George Foscardo, City of San Bruno 

2. OFFSfIE AL1ERNATIVES: REGIONAL REDISTRIBUTION C&R.88 

Chris Brittle, Metropolitan Transportation Commission 

3. ALTERNATIVE POLICIES I MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS C&R.93 

a NQ!g C&R.93 
Fred Howard, Pacifica Noise Abatement Commlttee 

b. System Optimization C&R.95 
Charles Kroupa 

4. ALTERNATIVE TECHNOLOGIES C&R.96 

Timothy Treacy, Airport Noise Committee 

5. ADEQUACY/FEASIBILITY OF ALTERNATIVES C&R.97 

Caro1 Gamble 
Timothy Treacy, Ail'pon Noise Committee 
AlynLam 
Roger Chinn, Airport/Community Roundtable 
Curt Holzinger 
Commissioner Engmann 
Commissioner Bierman 

E. WEST OF BAYSHQRE LANDS C&R.101 

Jessie Bracker 
Commissioner Engmann 
Thomas Brown. United Airlines 

C&R.435 



F. 

-,, 

~-

' 

G. 

Tonic and Commenter 

LAND USE AND PLANS 

I. LAND USE REGULATIONS APPLICABLE TO SFIA 

Richard Gee, SamTrans 
Jessie Bracker 

2. EXISTING LAND USE 

Jessie Bracker 

3. GENERAL PLAN NOISE ELEMENTS 

Fred Howard. Pacifica Noise Abatement Committee 
Wendy Cosio, City of Pacifica 

TRANSPORTATION SETTING AND IMPACTS 

1. 

2. 

3. 

SETTING 

a Boadway Network 
Patricia Oark 

b. Existin2 Ground Tfansportation Services 
Peter Straus and James Lowe, MUNI 

SFIA MASTER PLAN 1RANSPORTATION ASPECTS 

a On-Airport Circulation CGTC I APM /Roadwa)!i) 
Sandy Hesnard, Dept. of Transportation, Div. of Aeronautics 
Thomas Brown, United Airlines 
Edwin Works 

b. On-.Af.mort Parkin& 
Thomas Brown, United Airlines 

ASSUMPTIONS 

Cluis Brittle, Metropolitan Transportation Commission 
Dehnert Queen, Small Business Development Corporation 

C&R.436 

fa= 

C&R.105 

C&R.105 

C&R.106 

C&R.110 

C&R.112 

C&R.112 

C&R.112 

C&R.112 

C&R.113 

C&R.113 

C&R.115 

C&R.118 



Topic and Commenter 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

FUTURETR.AFFICCONDfTIONS 

a Cumulative Growth . 
Stephen WaJdo, Mayor of Brisbane 

b. Trip Generation 
Jessie Bracker 

TRAFFIC IMPACTS 

a At Specific Locatiorn; 
Ed Everett, City Manager, City of Be1mont 
Dennis Argyres. City of Burlingame 

b. l&ye} of Seryice 
Commissioner Engmann 
Bruno Bernasconi 
Commissioner Bierman 
Richard Gee, SamTrans 

c. Indirect Impacw 
Onno1ee Trapp, Leagues of Women Voters of San Mateo Co. 
Patricia Clark 

REGIONAL TRAFFIC IMPACTS 

a Freew3¥5 
Commissioner Biennan 
Stanford Horn 

b. DowntQwn San Francisco ArteriaJs 
Peter Straus and J a.mes Lowe, MUNI 

CAI.TRAIN 

Dehnert Queen, Small Business Development Corporation 

BART EX'IENSION TO SFIA 

Chris Brittle, Metropolitan Transportation Commission 
Joan Kugler, BART 
Jack Drago, Mayor, City of South San Francisco 
Chris Brittle, Metropolitan Transportation Commission 
Pabicia Clark 

C&R.437 

~ 

C&R.120 

C&R.120 

C&R.122 

C&R.122 

C&R.122 

C&R.130 

C&R.132 

C&R.133 

C&R.133 

C&R.136 

C&R.137 

C&R.139 



' 

H. 
,J 

J 

. '\ 

Topic and Commenter 

9. 

Preston Kelley, Caltrans 
George Foscardo, City of San Bruno 

PEDESTRIAN AND BICYCLE ACCESS 

Bob Berry 
Charles Smith 
Edwin Works 

IRANSPQRIATION MITIGATION 

1. 

2. 

GENERAL 

Raymond Miller, C/CAG 
George Foscardo. City of San Bruno 
Raymond Miller, CICAG 
Richard Gee, SamTrans 
San Mateo County Board of Supervisors 
Richard Gee, SamTrans 
Geoi:ge Foscardo, City of San Bruno 
Joan Kugler, BART 
Jim Wheeler. Siem Club, Loma Prieta Chapter 
Robert Treseler, City of Millbrae 
George Foscardo. City of San Bruno 
Janet Fogarty, Mayor. City of Millbrae 
Onnolee Trapp, Leagues of Women Voters of San Mateo Co. 
Joan Kugler, BART 

TRAFFIC MITIGATION 

a. :El Camino Rea] Corridor and Vicinity 
Raymond Miller, C/CAG 
Preston Kelley, Caltrans 

h. Millbrae 
Janet Fogarty, Mayor. City of Millbrae 

~ 

C&R.146 

C&R.152 

C&R.152 

C&R.158 

C&R.158 

C&R.160 

Janet Fogarty. Mayor. Qty of Millbrae I Robert Treseler. City of Millbrae 
Jessie Bracker 

c. HDYLanes 
Preston Kelley. Caltrans 
Richard Gee. SamTrans 

C&R.161 

C&R.438 



Tonic and Commenter 

3. 

4. 

5. 

d. Airport Access and Circulation 
Richard Gee, SamTrans 
Jessie Bracker 
Stan Moy, Finger & Moy Architects 

e. Wi<lenin2 us 101 
Richard Gee, Sam Trans 

f. General 
Bob Bury, Chair, Inter-City TSM Authority 
Chris Brittle, Metropolitan Transportation Commission 

CONGESTION MANAGEMENT PLAN 

Raymond Miller, C/CAG 
Robert Treseler. City of Millbrae 
Janet Fogarty, Mayor, City of Millbrae 
San Mateo County Board of Supervisors 
Janet Fogarty, Mayor. City of Millbrae 
Chris Brittle, Metropolitan Transportation Commission 
Richard Gee, SamTrans 
Dennis Argyres, City of Burlingame 

TRANSPORTATION SYS1EM MANAGEMENT 

Janet Fogarty, Mayor, City of Millbrae 
Robert Treseler, City of Millbrae 
George Foscardo. City of San Bruno 
1 anet Fogarty, Mayor, City of Millbrae 
Wendy Cosin, City of Pacifica 
Richard Gee, Sam.Trans 
Chris Brittle, Metropolitan Transportation Commission 
Bob Bury, Chair, Inter-City TSM Authority 

1RANSIT MITIGATION 

a Transit Service. General 
Preston Kelley, Caltraos 
Richard Gee, Sam.Trans 

b. MUNI Service to SFlA 
Peter Straus and James Lowe, MUNI 

C&R.439 

lm 

C&R.163 

C&R.164 

C&R.165 

C&R.165 

C&R.169 

C&R.173 

C&R.173 

C&R.174 



Tgpic and Commenter 

6. 

7. 

8. 

c. APM Connection to Transit 
Jessie Bracker 
George Foscardo, City of San Bruno 
Richard Gee, SamTrans 

d. CalTrain Service 
Patricia Clark 
Commissioner Engmann 
Dehnert Queen, Small Business Development Corporation 

e. Encouruine Transit Use. Improving Service 
Commissioner Morales 
Chris Brittle, Metropolitan Transportation Commission 
Jim Wheeler, Sierra Club, Loma Prieta Chapter 
Jessie Bracker 
Richard Gee, SamTrans 

f. Transit Use and frgposed Parking in SFIA Master Plan 
Preston Kelley, Caltrans 
Ed Everett, City Manager, City ofBeJmont 
Richard Gee, SamTrans 
Jim Wheeler, Sierra Club, Loma Prieta Chapter 
Bob Btp"y, Chair, Inter-City TSM Authority 

g. Off-Site Reeistration 
Commissioner Engmann 
Chris Brittle, Metropolitan Transportation Commission 
Janet Fogarty, Mayor. City of Millbrae 

h. Hieb-Speed Rail 
Richard Gee, SamTrans 

PEDESTRIANS AND BICYCLES 

Preston Kelley, Caltrans 
Richard Gee, Sam"Irans 

R.IGHT DISTRIBUTION 

Commissioner Engmann 

IMPACTS OF :MITIGATION MEASURES 

Jessie Bracker 
George Foscardo, City of San Bruno 

C&R.440 

~ 

C&R.175 

C&R.177 

C&R.178 

C&R.180 

C&R.183 

C&R.187 

C&R.188 

C&R.190 

C&R.191 



I. 

Topic and Commenter 

AIRCRAFT' NOISE SEITING AND IMPACTS 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

AlRCRAFr OPERATIONS FORECASTS 

Duane Spence, Airport Mitigation Coalition 
Chris Brittle, Metropolitan Transportation Commission 

SFIA FLIGHT PROCEDURES AND RUNWAY USE 

a. Relationsbig to Information Presented in DEIR 
Stephen WaJdo, Mayor of Brisbane 
Duane Spence. Airport Mitigation Coalition 

b. federal Control Oyer SFIA Procedures 
Bhimje 

AIRCRAFr OPERATIONAL ASSUlvlPTIONS 

Jack Drago. Mayor, City of South San Francisco 
Wendy Cosin, City of Pacifica 
Stephen Waldo, Mayor of Brisbane 
cun Ho1zinger 
Timothy Treacy, Airport Noise Committee 
Curt Holzinger · 

SHIFT TO STAGE 3 AIRCRAFf 

a. Assµmptions Behind Shift tQ s_tage 3 
Maria Gracia Tan-Banico, City of Daly City 
David Few 
Roger Chinn, Airport/Community Roundtable 

~ 

C&R.194 

C&R.194 

C&R.197 

C&R.197 

C&R.201 

C&R.203 

C&R.209 

C&R.209 

Onnolee Trapp. Leagues of Women Voters of San Mateo Co. 
Jerome Copelan, San Francisco Association of International Airlines 

b. RelationsbiQ to Aircraft Size and Prqjected Noise l&vels 
Jerome Lukas 
Duane Spence, Airport Mitigation Coalition 
Curt Holzinger 
Bruce Krell, Forest Hill Association 
Carol Koclvar, West of Twin Peaks Central Council 
Timothy Treacy, Allport Noise Committee 
Jerome Lukas 

c. Relationship to CNEL Contours and I 41nd Use 
Patricia Clark 

C&R.441 

C&R.212 

C&R.215 



Tooic and Commenter ~ 

5. AIRCRAFf NOISE CONTOURS AND CNEL IMPACTS C&R.216 
"\ 
I 

a Aircraft Noise Contour Maps C&R.216 
Jessie Bracker 
Arthur Wong. City of South San Francisco 
AlynLam 

b. CNEL Im~!M;t& ~ fi;;itwJatian and Dw"lline llnits C&R118 
Chris Brittle, Metropolitan Transportation Commission 

' c. CNEL lmg~ · Sensitiy~ R~mw C&R.218 

i Jessie Bracker 
Jack Hickethier 

., 
d. CMEL IYnJ:!acts - S~ifi~ Loca.t.iom C&R.222 

j 

Stephen Waldo, Mayor of Brisbane 
Roger Chinn, Airport/Community Roundtable 
Leslie Carmichael. City of Foster City 

e. CNEL lmga&ts · etoi~ y, tic fl:Qjs:~t C&R.224 
Fred Howard, Pacifica Noise Abatement Committee 

6. SINGLE EVENT NOISE C&R.226 

a. ~~mne C&R.226 
Bhimje 
Rose Urbach 
Bruno Bernasconi 
Bruce Krell, Forest Hill Association 
Fred Howard, Pacifica Noise Abatement Committee 

b. Ad~lUl.kl'. Qf CNEL U ~:ii;;Iii&!t Slf ''N!.list ~b1~m" C&R.228 
Curt Holzinger 
David Deakin 
Wendy Cosin. City of Pacifica 
Maria Gracia Tan-Banico, City of Daly City 
Timothy Treacy, Airpon Noise Committee 
Bruce Krell, Forest Hill Association 
Carol Koci var, West of Twin Peaks Central Council 
Bhimje 

c. Duration of flight C&R.233 
Edwin Works 

d. DtscliRtion Qf EYtw:~ Flimt Asaivi~ C&R.234 
Curt Holzinger 
Duane Spence. Airport Mitigation Coalition 

C&R.442 



Topic and Commenter 

7. 

George Foscardo, City of San Bruno 
Wendy Cosin, City of Pacifica 
Dennis Argyres, City of Burlingame 
Jerome Lukas 
Maria Gracia Tan·Banico, City of Daly City 
Curt Holzinger 
Bruce Krell, Forest Hill Association 
Carol Kocivar, West of Twin Peaks Central Council 
Timothy Treacy, Airport Noise Committee 

e. Impacts of Increase in Overfliehts 
Roger Chinn, Airport/Community Roundtable 
Stephen Waldo, Mayor of Brisbane 
Wendy Cosin, City of Pacifica 
Fred Howard, Pacifica Noise Abatement Committee 
Maria Gracia Tan-Banico, City of Daly City 
Leslie Carmichael, City of Foster City 
AlynLam 
Timothy Treacy, Airport Noise Committee 
Curt Holzinger 
Bruce Krell, Forest Hill Association 
Caro] Kocivar, West of Twin Peaks Central Council 
Stephen Waldo, Mayor of Brisbane 
Bruno Bernasconi 
Don Bertone 
Charles Kroupa 

f. Hea]th Impacts ofOyerflieJ>ts 
Fred Howard, Pacifica Noise Abatement Committee 
David Deakin 

g. Impacts of Capacity CoQlWl.ims 
Timothy Treacy, Allport Noise Committee 

BACKBLAST NOISE 

a Adeguacy of CNEL as Descriptor of "Noise floblem" 
Duane Spence, Peninsula Litigation Coalition 
David Few 
Duane Spence, Airport Mitigation Coalition 

b. Historical Shift in Runway Use 
Janet Fogarty, Mayor, City of Millbrae 
Raymond Miller, C/CAG 
Robert Treseler, City of Millbrae 
Duane Spence, Peninsula Litigation Coalition 

C&R.443 

~ 

C&R.241 

C&R.248 

C&R.250 

C&R.251 

C&R.251 

C&R.253 



J. 

]'npic and Commenter 

8. 

c. Affected Areas 
Jack Hickethier 
Duane Spence. Airport Mitigation Coalition 

d. A<ljustment to CNEL Contours 
Dennis Argyres, City of Burlingame 

e. Impacts 
Roger Chinn, Airport/Community Roundtable 

NOISE REGULATIONS 

Raymond Mil1er, C/CAG 
George Foscardo, City·of San Bruno 
Dennis Argyres, City of Burlingame 
Wendy Cosin, City of Pacifica 

~ 

C&R.257 

C&R.258 

C&R.259 

C&R.260 

Janet Fogarty, Mayor, City of Millbrae I Rohen Treseler, City of Millbrae 
Roger Chinn, Airport/Community Roundtable 
Duane Spence, Airport Mitigation Coalition 

AIRCRAFT NOISE MITIGATION 

1. SUGGESIBD MITIGATION MEASURES 

a. Air Traffic Flow Control 
Raymond Miller, C/CAG 
Leslie Carmichael, City of Foster City 

b. Cudew I Controls on Niehttime D.perations 
Dennis Argyres, City of Burlingame 
Raymond MilJer, C/CAG 
Freel Howard, Pacifica Noise Abatement Committee 
Duane Spence, Peninsula Litigation Coalition 

c. Mandatory Preferential Runway Use 
Dennis Argyres, City of Burlingame 
Raymond Miller, C/CAG 
Duane Spence, Airport Mitigation Coalition 
Janet Fogarty, Mayor, City of Millbrae 

d. Navi23tional Aids 
Duane Spence, Peninsula Litigation Coalition 
Raymond Miller. C/CAG 
Jack Drago. Mayor, City of South San Francisco 
Roger Chinn, Airport/Community Roundtable 

C&R.444 

C&R.267 

C&R.267 

C&R.267 

C&R.268 

C&R.270 

C&R.272 



Topic and Commenter 

Leslie Carmichael, City of Foster City 
George Foscardo, City of San Bruno 

e. Monitorine ofFiie;ht Pattwis 
Leslie Carmichael, City of Foster City 
Duane Spence, Airport Mitigation Coalition 

f. Distribytion of Noise Tu.rouf:bout Re&ion 
Duane Spence, Peninsula Litigation Coalition 
Duane Spence, Airport Mitigation Coalition 
Bruno Bernasconi 

g. NQjse Allocation System 
Duane Spence, Airport Mitigation Coalition 

h. Comtruction of New Runways I Runway Extension 
Duane Spence, Aitport Mitigation Coalition 
David Few 

i. Financial Incentives for Hieher Load Factors 
Duane Spence, Airport Mitigation Coalition 

j. Return to Pre-1985 Runway Use 
Duane Spence, Airport Mitigation Coalition 

k. Increased Use of Ouiet Shoreline Dc;parture 
Duane Spence, Airport Mitigation Coalition 

l. Establishment of Niehttime Sideline Noise Limit 
Duane Spence, Airport Mitigation Coalition 

m. lncrefYied Use of Runways 10 and 12 
Duane Spence. Airport Mitigation Coalition 

n. Scheduled Departures to Minimize Use of Vectors 
Stephen Waldo. Mayor of Brisbane 

o. Accelerate. Expand Noise Insulation Proi:rams 
Dennis Argyres. City of Burlingame 
Janet Fogarty, Mayor, City of Millbrae 
Raymond Miller, C/CAG 
David Deakin 
George Foscardo, City of Sao Bruno 
Robert Treseler, City of Millbrae 
Jack Drago, Mayor, City of South San Francisco 
Wendy Cosio, City of Pacifica 
San Mateo County Board of Supervisors 
Roger Chinn, Airport/Community Roundtab1e 

C&R.445 

:eue 

C&R.274 

C&R.275 

C&R.276 

C&R.277 

C&R.279 

C&R.279 

C&R.280 

C&R.280 

C&R.281 

C&R.282 

C&R282 



~ 

- 1 

.J 

-, 

Topic and Commenter ~ 

2. 

Jack Hickethier 
Janet Fogarty. Mayor, City of Millbrae 
Dennis Argyres, City of Burlingame 

p. Research Metboc1s for Meastlfing and Oyagtifyin2 C&R.287 
Backblast Impacts. Jack Drago, Mayor. City of South San Francisco 

q. Noise Barriers I Landscapini 
Jessie Bracker 

r. Aircraft Takeoff Procedures 
Leonard Lundgren. Lakeside Property Owners Assoc. 

s. Participation jn the Airport Community Roundtable 
Raymond Miller. C/CAG 
Leslie Carmichael, City of Foster City 

t. Increased Use of "Less Nojsy Backblast" Aircraft 
Duane Spence, Peninsula Li ligation Coalition 

u. Adoption of Noise Metric Based on Sin2Ie Events 
Duane Spence, Peninsula Litigation Coalition 

v. Aircraft En&ine Runups 
Jessie Bracker 
Duane Spence, Aitport Mitigation Coalition 

w. Shift Soutbbouns!, Flit:hts Out of San Bruno Gap 
Wendy Cosin, City of Pacifica 

x. Measures Used at Other AifllOilS 
Carol Gamble 

y. Additional Noise Monitors 
Wendy Cosin, City of Pacifica 

z. Noise Variance Conditions 
Raymond Miller, C/CAG 

IMPACTS IDENTIFIED FOR MITIGATION 

a. CNEL 
Fred Howard 

b. Backbla51 Noise 
Raymond Miller, C/CAG 
George Foscardo, City of San Bruno 

C&R.446 

C&R288 

C&R289 

C&R.291 

C&R.291 

C&R.292 

C&R.292 

C&R.293 

C&R.294 

C&R.294 

C&R.295 

C&R.295 

C&K295 

C&R.297 



TQJ!ic and Commenter 

Roger Chinn, Airport/Community Roundtable 
Janet Fogarty, Mayor; City of Millbrae, and Robert Treseler, 

City of Millbrae 

c. Increase in Nie:httime Operations 
Raymond Miller, C/CAG 
George Foscardo, City of San Bruno 
Roger Chinn, Airport/Community Roundtable 

d. SjneJe Event Noise 
Roger Chinn, Airport/Community Roundtable 
Curt Holzinger 
Fred Howard 
Maria GraciaTan-Banico, City of Daly City 

f.a&f 

C&R.298 

C&R.299 

3. POTENTIAL EFFECTIVENESS AND IMPACTS OF MEASURES C&R.300 
IN DEIR 

4. 

David Deakin 
Duane Spence, Airport Mitigation Coalition 
Curt Holzinger 
Roger Chinn, AirporUCommunity Roundtable 
Timothy Treacy, Airport Noise Committee 
Duane Spence, Airport Mitigation Coalition 
Carol Gamble 
Curt Holzinger 
Timothy Treacy, A.iq:lort Noise Committee 
Bruce Krell. Forest Hill Association 
Carol Koci var, West of Twin Peaks Central Council 
Raymond Miller, C/CAG 
Roger Chinn, Airport/Community Roundtable 
David Few 
Charles Kroupa 
Curt Holzinger 
Timothy Treacy, Airport Noise Committee 
Duane Spence, Airport Mitigation Coalition 

GENERAL 

Dennis Argyres, City of Burlingame 
Commissioner Morales 
Stan Moy, Finger & Moy Architects 
Leslie Cannichael, City of Foster City 
Onnolee Trapp, Leagues of Women Voters of San Mateo Co. 
Duane Spence, Airport Mitigation Coalition 

C&R.447 

C&R.310 



K. 

.; 

L. 

Topic and Commenf&r 

ODffiRNOISE 

1. 

2. 

SURFACE TRAFFIC NOISE 

Onno1ee Trapp, Leagues of Women Voters of San Mateo Co. 

CONSTRUCTION NOISE 

a. Impacts 
Jessie Bracker 

b. Miti2ation 
Jessie Bracker 

AIROUALITY 

L 

2. 

SE'ITJNG 

a. Existin2 Air Ouality at SFIA 
Jessie Bracker 
George Foscardo, City of San Bruno 

b. Sensitive Recemw 
Jessie Bracker 

c. Plans and Regulations 
AlynLam 

IMPACTS 

a. Impacts of Increased flights 
Don Bertone 

b. Impacts of Vehicle Emissions 
AlynLam 

c. Carbon Monoxide Impacts 
Jessie Bracker 
Chris Brittle1 Metropolitan Transportation Commission 

d. Health Effects 
TREE 

e. ln)l'!acts of Proposed Parking 
Bruno Bernasconi 

C&R.448 

fa: 

C&R.314 

C&R.314 

C&R.314 

C&R.314 

C&R.316 

C&R.317 

C&R.317 

C&R.317 

C&R.318 

C&R.320 

C&R.322 

C&R.322 

C&R.322 

C&R.324 

C&R.325 

C&R.327 



M. 

Toni(; and Commenter 

3. 

f. Hea}th Risk Assessment 
Jessie Bracker 

g. Si&nificant Impacts 
Onnolee Trapp, Leagues of Women Voters of San Mateo Co. 
Jim Wheeler, Sierra Club. Loma Prieta Chapter 
Onnolee Trapp, Leagues of Women Voters of San Mateo Co. 

ODOR 

~ 

C&R.328 

C&R.329 

C&R.330 

JanetFogany, Mayor, City of Millbrae I Robert Treseler, City of Millbrae 
Duane Spence, Airport Mitigation Coalition 
TR.EE 

4. VISIBil .. J1Y C&R.331 

Duane Spence, Airport Mitigation Coalition 

5. MITIGATION C&R.332 

a Tree Planting C&R.332 
George Foscardo, City of San Bruno 

b. IranspQ[Lition MU.hi~iltion fQC 6ic Q11ilm: Im11ilkW C&R.333 
Onnolee Trapp. Leagues of Women Voters of San Mateo Co. 
Janet Fogarty, Mayor, City of Millbrae 
Jessie Bracker 
Charles Smith 
Chris Brittle, Metropolitan Transportation Commission 

c. Impacts of Miti&atjon Measures C&R .. 337 
Jessie Bracker 

CULTURAL RESOURCES C&R.339 

1. MITIGATION C&R .. 339 

Debbie Pilas-Treadway. Native American Heritage Commission 

C&R.449 



N. 

) 

0. 

Topic and Commenter ~ 

HAZARPOUS MATERIALS AND WASJES C&R.341 

I. RADIOACTIVE MA1ERIALS C&R.341 

AlynLam 

2. WASIBS PRODUCED BY SFIA lENANTS C&R.343 

George Foscardo, City of San Bruno 

3. ASBESTOS C&R.348 

AlynLam 

EMJ>LOYMENT AND HOUSING C&R.351 

l. SFIA EMPLOYMENT C&R.351 

a. United Nrlines C&R.351 
Thomas Brown, United Airlines 

b. Provision of Jobs for Area Residents C&R.351 
Jerome Copelan, San Francisco Association of lnternationaJ Airlines 
Stanford Horn 

2. EMPLOYMENT AND HOUSING DEMAND 

a. Direct Employment and Housing Demand 
Onnolee Trapp, Leagues of Women Voters of San Mateo Co. 

b. Indirect Employment and HQ.Using Demand 
Harvey Levine for Sierra Point Associates 
Ed Everett, City Manager, City of Belmont 
Onnolee Trapp, Leagues of Women Voters of San Mateo Co. 

c. Jobs/HousiIJi Balan(;% 
Commissioner Sewell 
Jack Drago, Mayor, City of South San Francisco 
Stephen Waldo, Mayor of Brisbane 

d. Housing Affordability 
Commissioner Morales 
Gary Binger, ABAG 

C&R.450 

C&R.353 

C&R.353 

C&R.355 

C&R.360 

C&R.362 



P. 

Q. 

R. 

s. 

Topic and Commenter ~ 

Robert Treseler, City of Millbrae 
Janet Fogarty, Mayor, City of Millbrae 

3. MITIGATION C&R.364 

a. Demand fQr Housio2 and Sup_port Seryices C&R.364 
Raymond Miller. C/CAG 
Paul Koenig, County of San Mateo, and Co. Board of Supervisors 
Janet Fogarty, Mayor, City of :Millbrae 
Harvey Levine for Sierra Point Associates 
George Foscardo, City of San Bruno 
Dennis Argyres, City of Burlingame 

PUBLIC UJJLITIES 

1. 

2. 

WAIBR USE 

Jessie Bracker 
Rose Urbach 
Jessie Bracker 
Patricia Clark 

POWER SUPPLY 

Jessie Bracker 

AIR TRAFFIC SAFETY 

Timothy Treacy. Airport Noise Committee 
Bruce Krell. Forest Hill Association 
Carol Koci var, West of Twin Peaks Central Council 
Don Bertone 

GROWTII-INDUCING IMPACTS 

George Foscardo, City of San Bruno 

WA1ER QUALITY 

1. AIRCRAFT FUEL DUMPING 

Patricia Clark 

C&R.451 

C&R.369 

C&R.369 

C&R.372 

C&R.375 

C&R.378 

C&R.379 

C&R.379 



Tonic and Commenter ~ 

"\ T. CONSTRUCTION IMPACTS C&R.380 
! 

1. CUMULATIVE CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITIES C&R.380 

Commissioner Sewell 

u. DUALITY OF LIFE C&R.383 

Rose Urbach 
David Deakin 

.) Bruno Bernasconi 

-, 

J V. MIDGATION. GENERAL C&R.385 

l 1. SCOPE C&R.385 

Commissioner Moniles 
Janet Fogarty, Mayor, City of Millbrae 

2. FEASIBILITY AND COSTS C&R.386 

Commissioner Morales 

3. IMPLEMENTATION AND ACCOUNTABILITY C&R.387 

George Foscardo, City of San Bruno 
AlynLam 
Ed Everett, City Manager, City of Belmont 
Onnolee Trapp, Leagues of Women Voters of San Mateo Co. 

w. SIGNIFICANT EFFECTS C&R.391 

Jessie Bracker 
Onnolee Trapp, Leagues of Women Voters of San Mateo Co. 
George Foscardo, City of San ~runo 
Robert Treseler, City of Millbrae 

C&R.452 
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Topic and Commenter 

EIRPROCESS 

1. 

2. 

3. 

PUBLIC PARTICIPATION 

a EIR Ayai1ability and Readability 
OnnoJee Trapp, Leagues of Women Voters of San Mateo Co. 
Edwin Works 

b. Qp_portunities for Public Comment 
AJynLam 
Janet Fogarty, Mayor, City of Millbrae 
Curt Holzinger, Airport Noise Committee 
Don Bertone 
Commissioner Engmann 
Carol Danville. Glen Park Association 

c. Participation Qf_Qakland and San Jose Ai(ports 
Commissioner Hu 

PLANNING COMMISSION CONTINUATION OF 
COMMENT PERIOD 

a. Reguests for Additional Pata and Discussion 
Commissioner Engmann 

EIR ADEQUACY 

a. Scope of Infoanation Included 
Commissioner Engmann 
Dehnert Queen, Small Business Development Corporation 
AlynLam 
Don Bertone 

b. EIR is Jnadeguaie 
AlynLam 
Curt Holzinger, Airport Noise Committee 

c. El& is AdeQUate 
Peter Bank. Rutherford and Chekene, C.E. 
Shelley Kessler, Coordinator, Airport Labor Coalition 
National Organization of Minority Architects 

C&R.453 
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C&R.393 

C&R.393 

C&R.393 

C&R.396 

C&R.398 

C&R.399 

C&R.399 

C&R.402 

C&R.402 

C&R.408 

C&R.409 
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Y. 

z. 

Topic and Commenter ~ 

4. FEDERAL JURISDICTION C&R.410 

AJynLam 

5 . EIR COSTS AND TIME C&R.413 

Stan Moy, Finger & Moy Architects 

SUPPORT FOR SFIA MASTER PLAN C&R.414 

Korbey Hunt, Alaska Airlines 
Barbara Giel, San Francisco Foreign Flag Carriers 
Jerome Copelan, San Francisco Association of International Airlines 
Thomas Brown. United Airlines 
James Palma 
Stan Moy. Finger & Moy Architects 

ERRATA C&R.416 

Commissioner Engmann 

C&R.454 
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C&R APPENDIX A; BACKGROUND INFORMATION ON THE SAN FRANCISCO 
INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT MASTER PLAN DRAFT EIR 

This Appendix contains the following documents: 

• Memorandwn from Barbara Sahm. Envirorunental Review Officer for the San Francisco 
Department of City Planning, to the San Francisco City Pl31Uling Commissioners. 
October4, 1991 

• Discussion of Metropolitan Transportation Commission (MTC) 1990 AirPassenger 
Survey (Attachment A. MTC 1990 Air Passenger Survey is available for review in 
San Francisco Department of City Planning files) 

• Attachment B, MTC Regional Aiiport System Plan, Selected Regional Forecasts 
(May 1991), and Draft Inventory and Alternatives Definition (Draft Report - May 1991) 

• Attachment C. Work Program for the Airport Master Plan and Noise Program, San Jose 
International Airport (Memorandum from the Director of.Aviation to the Mayor and City 
Council, City of San Jose. June 6, 1991) 

• Attaclunent D, Background to Airport Operations 

• Attaclunent E, Letters from Regional Agencies Commenting on the Draft EIR 
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MEMORANDUM 

October 4, 1991 

To: City Planning Commissioners 

From: Barbara W. Sahm, Environ.menta.l Review Officer~ 

450 McAllister Street 
San Francisco, CA 94102 

Re: Background Information on the Sm Francisco International Airport Kaster 
Plan Draft EIR 

Attached is a package of materials in response to requests made by Commissioners 
at the August 29 public hearing on the SFIA Kaster Plan DEIR. The package 
includes a brief discussion and explanation cf some of the information in the 
attached documents, with the documents identified as •Attachment 1•. 

Attachment A is the 1990 Air Passenger Survey prepared by MTC, released for 
public use in August 1991. It covers passengers arriving at the three major Bay 
.Area airports. As noted in the discussion, it was not used in the Draft ElR 
because it was not available antil after the Draft was published. The Draft EIR 
explains the surveys used, as well as the assumptions and methodology that formed 
the project passenger and employee trip distribution on pages 28? - 292. 

The discussion that precedes the attacbaents also summarizes the Airport 1 s 
inf omation on proportion of flights headin; generally for international, 
domestic and Southern California destinations. The MTC 1990 Passenger Survey 
also provides BOllle limited information on links between the passenger survey 
information (where people are coming from to get to the airport) with the flight 
destination in.formation (where people·vbo use tbe airport are vctng). 

Attachment s includes portions of the work, now in progress, on the Regional 
Airport System Plan. It is being prepared under contract by TRA Airport 
Consulting for HTC. The Plan Update, originally upected in 1991, is now 
ezpected to be complete sometime in late 1992. So far, the material that ia 
available to tbe public includes information on preliminary forecasts of growth 
at the various regional airports, an inventory af prasent facilities and their 

C&R_A_~ 



City Planning Commission 
SFlA DEIR Background lnf ormation 
October 4, 1991 
Page 2 

capacities, and a draft discussion of alternative regional planning scenarios. 
The preliminary aviation demand forecasts were not used in the Draft EIR on the 
SFIA Master Plan because they were net finalized at the time the Draft ElR was 
pubiished, and are not :ret finalized for use. The Draft EIR does include 
summaries of activity levels for the San Francisco Airport as forecast .by tbe 
Caltrans Division of Aeronautics (CASP) and the Federal Aviation Administration 
(FAA), in addition to growth estimated by SFIA consultants preparing the draft 
Master Plan, on pages 61 • 72. Attachment S includes the draft forecasts of 
growth at Oakland and San Jose Airports. 

Attachment C is additional information on the status of San Jose Airport 
expansion plans. 

Attachment D is a brief explanation of airport operations and the regulatory 
framework for airport operations, prepared at my request by ESA. While this 
information was not specifically requested, it seemed useful in the context of 
the SFlA Master Plan EIR. It is information generally known and obvious to those 
who run airports, but is a useful summary for those of us who simply use 
airports. It includes information on the extent that the local operator can 
control airport activities and a brief discussion of airport economics. An 
appendix swnmarizing Federal regulatory history is also provided. 

Attachment E includes copies of letters of comment on the Draft EIR by regional 
agencies--MTC. AEIAG and Caltrans Division of Aeronautics. These agencies, and 
many nearby cities and counties have been very cooperative in submitting their 
letters of comment as close to tbe original end of comment period of September 
10. 

l hope this information will be useful to the Commission in completing its 
comments on the Draft EIR on the SFlA Master Plan. The EIR files include other 
documents, such as relevant portions of General Plans from cities surrounding the 
Airport, that can be made available to the Commission upon request. If you have 
any questions about tbe attached materials in the package or about material 
referenced in tbe DEIR, please call me. My number ts 558-6378. 

C&R.A.4 
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Ml'C 1990 SURVEY 

INTRODUCIION 

The SF/A Master Plan Draft EIR traffic analysis made use of several surveys that have 

been conducted in the past decade. The Metropolitan Transportation Commission 

(MTC) conducts a comprehensive survey of air passengers at the three Bay Area 

ailpons every five years.fl/ The City and County of San Fr~cisco Allports 

Commission conducts an annual suf\l'ey at SFIA each May. The most recent survey of 

San Francisco International Airpon (SFIA or SFO) employees is the San Mateo 

County Transit (SamTrans) SFO Airport Employee/Employer Surve;•. September 1983. 

MTC's 1990 Air Passenger Survey results were released in August 1991, and were not 

available for use in the SF/A Master Plan Draft EIR. 

In the SF/A Mastel" Plan D,.aft EIR, the trip distribution analysis for project-related 

traffic was based on survey data. Project nip distribution assumptions. methodology. 

and estimates are outlined on pages 287-292 of the Draft EIR. The 1983 SamTrans 

survey was used for the distribution of SFIA employees. The 1989 San Francisco 

Airports Commission survey was used for the air passenger distribution. (This 

methodology implies that the distribudon of passenger origins will not change 

significantly in the future.) Use of these surveys provided the most conservative 

estimate of project-generated traffic, as the surveys showed the highest percentage of 

~utomobile use. The analysis for the Draft EIR included a comparison of both of the 

surveys to other MTC and San Francisco A.ilpons Commission suf\l'eys, in addition to 

the MTC 700-:tone Bay Area multi-purpose trip model. The trip distribution data that 

were used were found to be consistent with the MTC model. 

Further sunrey data were collected by DKS Associates in the swmner of 1990, to 

obtam vehicle classification infonnation. The survey covered automobiles 

(single-occupant and caipools), shuttles, buses, taxis and limousines. The vehicle 

occupancy data were used to conven air passenger trips to vehicle trips~ traffic 

analysis is based typically on vehicle trips. 

C&R.A.5 
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The entire MTC 1990 Air Passenger Survey is presented in Attachment A. A 

summary of the swvey results is presented on pages 17 through 22 of the survey. 

Comparisons of the tecently released MTC 1990 Air Passenger Survey {August 1991) 

with the surveys used in the SF/A Master Plan Draft EIR traffic analysis and OKS 

estimates of resulting person trips are shown in Tables 1, 2 and 3 on the following 

three pages. The :MTC 1985 and 1990 surveys are internally similar with ~spect to 

the origins of air passengers in the Bay Area. The 1989 San Francisco Afxpons 

Corrunission survey, however, shows more people arriving from Alameda,. Contra 

Costa. Marin, Napa, San Francisco and Sonoma cowities, and fewer people arriving 

from San Mateo, Santa Cara and Solano Counties, than the ?YITC survey does. The 

largest differentials (MTC results first, Aiiports Commission second) are for air 

passengers coming from Santa Clara (21 percent versus 8 percent) and Marin 

(4 percent versus 13 percent). 

The MTC surveys m: also internally similar with respect to mode choices, with a 

decrease in taxi use and an increase in airport shuttle use between 1985 and 1990. The 

1989 San Francisco A.Upons Commission survey, however, shows a higher percentage 

in the use of both private automobiles and public transit, and a lower percentage in the 

use of rental cars and ai!port shuttles, than the MTC surveys. 

If the trip distribution panems for the proposed SFIA Master Plan were recalculated 

using the MTC 1990 Air Passenger Survey, which shows a relatively higher 

percentage of trips coming from San Mateo and Santa Cara Counties, inc~ascd 

impacts could be experienced on U.S. Highway 101 and U.S. Interstate 280 (1-280). 

panicularly south of SAA. The number of trips affected are shown in Tables 1 and 2, 

for the a.m. and p.m. peak hours, rHpectivcly. 

The number of project-generated trips to and from Santa Clara County would be 21.S 
percent of the total project-generated trips jf the MTC 1990 Air Pass~n.ger Survey data 

were used. as compared to the 8 percent figure used in the SFIA Master Plan Draft 

EIR (San Mateo County trips would be 14.5 percent of the total, as compared to the 

Draft EIR 's 12.0 percent). The difference of 400 or 500 vehicles during each peak 

C&R.A.6 
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TABLE t: ORIGINS OF AIR PASSENGERS -AM PEAK HOUR 

128~ MTC SYO'.~~ 1220 MTC S:urveJ! 1282 SFIA Surv~)'. 
1996 2006 19% 2006 1996 2006 

Percent Person Person Percent · Person Person Percent Person Person 
County Passeoaers Irips/a/ I rips/at Passengers Trips/al Trips/a{ Passen1ers Irip&/al Trips ml 

Alameda 13.6% 222 384 15.4% 251 435 19.0% 310 S31 

Contra Costa 6.1% 109 189 7.2% I l8 204 11.0% 180 311 

Marin S.2% 8S 147 4.6% 75 130 13.0% 212 368 

Napa 0.7% 11 20 t.4% 23 40 2.0% 33 S1 

San Francisco 30.4% 496 859 28.0% 4.57 792 31.0% S06 876 

n San Mateo 14.0% 228 396 14;5% 237 410 12.0% 196 339 

=w Santa Clara 18.0% 294 509 21.5% 351 608 8.0% 131 226 > 
:....i 

Solano t.3% 21 37 2.1% 34 59 O.S% 8 14 

Sonoma 2.S% 41 71 2.7% 44 76 4.0% 65 113 

Out of Region 7.6% 124 215 2.4% 39 68 n/a 0 0 

NOTES: 

Airport employees were not surveyed by eilher MTC or SFIA. 
Totals may not add to 100% due lo rounding. 

/a/ OKS calculation of distribution of SFIA Master Plan-generated trips. based on air passenger survey figures. 

SOURCE: OKS Associates, 1991 



TABLE 2: ORIGINS OF AIR PASSENGERS - PM PEAK HOUR 

128~ MTC Surve)'. 1290 MTC S:!lrv!:X 1289 SFIA Surv~x 
1996 2006 1996 2006 1996 2006 

Percent. Person Person Percent Person Person Percent Person Person 
County Pa~Bfil1.&ers Trips/a/ Trips/a/ Passengers Tripsla/ Trips/al Passenaers Trips/a/ Td!liilal 

AJameda 13.6% 241 418 15.4% 273 473 19.0% 337 584 

Contra Cosla 6.7% t19 206 7.2% 128 221 11.0% 195 338 

Marin 5.2% 92 160 4.6% 82 14l 13.0% 230 399 

Napa 0.7% 12 22 1.4% 25 43 2.0% 35 61 

San Francisco 30.4% .539 934 28.0% 496 860 31.0% 549 953 

~ San Mateo 14.0% 248 430 14.5% 257 446 12.0% 213 369 

~,ii.. Santa Chua 18.0% 319 553 21.5% 381 661 8.0% 142 246 . 
?--
00 Solano 1.3% 23 4{) 2.1% 37 65 0 . .5% 9 ts 

Sonoma 2 • .5% 44 77 2.7% 48 83 4~0% 71 123 

Out of Region 7.6% 135 234 2.4% 43 74 n/a 0 0 

NOTES~ 

Airport employees were not surveyed by either Ml'C or SFIA. 
Totals may not add to 100% due to rounding. 

/a/ DKS calculation of disribution of SFIA Master Plan-related trips, based on air passenger ·Survey figures. 

SOURCE: DKS Associates.1991 
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TABLE 3: COMPARlSON OF AIR PASSENGER SURVEYS: GROUND 
TRANSPORTATION MODES 

1985 MTC Survey 1990 MTC Survev 1289 SFIA Survey 

Private Car 47.1% 46.0% 49.4% 
Rental Car 19.5% 19.6% 13.6% 
Hotel Shuttle 5.8% 4.0% 9.9% 
Public Transit 0.9% 1.2% 6.2% 
Taxi 10.8% 6.1% 8.6% 
Luxury Limo 2.3% 2.6% 2.5% 
Aiiponcr/Other 13.6% 20.5% 9.9% 

TOTAL 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 

NOTE: AUport employees were not surveyed by either MTC or SFIA. 
Totals may not add to 100 percent because of rounding. 

SOURCE: DKS Associates, 1991 

hour, if spread evenly over the 16 total lanes of U.S. 101 and 1-280 between Santa 

Cara County and the Airport, would add about 1 car to each lane every 2.0 to 2.5 

minutes. a statistically insignificant addition. These trips had been assigned to other 

parts of the Bay Area for the SF/A Master Plan Draft EIR traffic analysis; 

recalculation of the trip distribution using the MrC 1990 Air Passenger Survey data 

would therefore result in a correspondingly slight reduction in impacts to those other 

areas. 

Overall, the calculated intersection levels of service would not be expected to differ, 
and the freeway segments and ramps nonh of SFIA would probably not experience 

better levels of service as a result of the use of MTC 1990 Air Passenger Survey data. 

As noted above, the freeway mainline segments ·on U.S. 101 and 1-280 south ofSFIA 

would have slightly more traffic, and as ~result, the volume-to-capacity ratios would 

most likely increaset but not in a statistically significant way, relative to estimates in 

the SFIA Master Plan Draft EIR traffic analysis. This would not change the overall 

conclusions of the latter study; therefore, the mitigation measures identified would still 

be applicable and no new rnitigatfon measures would be necessary. 

C&R.A.9 
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PASSENGER DES'IlNA"IIONS 

According to SFlA staff. 86. 7 percent of total passengers using SF1A in 1990 had 

domestic destinations, and 13.3 ~rcent had international destinations. Of the total 

passengers, 21.3 percent had Southern California destinations (Los Angeles, San 

Diego, Santa Barbara, and Palm Springs).12/ 

The MTC 1990 Passenger Survey provides limited infonnation on the link between 

passenger origins and destinations. Table 2.10 on page 34 of the survey shows that 

about 7~ percent of SFIA passengers had "domestic and int~mational" destinations, 

and about 30 percent had California destinations. Of the SflA passengers with 

domestic and international destinations, about 34 percent were from San Francisco, 19 

percent from San Mateo County, 13 percent from Santa Clara County, and 12 percent 

from Alameda County (the remaining 22 percent were from other Bay Area counties 

and outside the region). Of the SFlA passengers with California destinations, about 47 

percent were from San Francisco, 20 percent from San Mateo County, 9 percent from 

Santa dara County, and 7 percent from Alameda County Jl/ 

About 56 percent of Metropolitan Oakland lntemational Airpon passengers bad· . 

California destinations. and about 44 percent had domestic and international 

destinations. Of the passengers with California destinations. about 42 percent were 

from Alameda County. Of the passengers with domestic and international 

destinations, about 53 percent were from Alameda County ./1/ 

About 54 percent of San Jose lntemational Airpon passengers had domestic and 

i,ntcmational destinations, and about 46 percent had California destinations. About 82 

to 83 percent of passengers (regardless of destination) were from Santa Clara 

County.fl/ 

Table 9.J on page 85 of the survey shows that about 36 percent of total Bay Area 

passengers hatf California destinations; about 59 percent had domestic destinations; 

and about 5 percent had international destinations. The percentages were roughly the 

same for each Bay Arca county./l/ 

6 
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NOTES - l'ATC 1990 Survey 

Ill Metropolitan Transportation Commission, 1990 Air Passenger Survey, August 
1991. 

/2/ John Costast Assistant Administrator, San Francisco International Airpon, 
telephone conversation, October 2, 1991. 
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MTC REGIONAL AIR.PORT SYSTEM PLAN (RASP) UPDATE 

COMPONENTS AND STADJS OF]'HE RASf 

The Regional Airport Planning Committee (RAPC) advises the Association of Bay 
Area Governments CABAG) and the Metropolitan Transportation Commission (MTC) 

on aviation matters and is pieparing the MIC Regional Airport Sy.rrem Plan (RASP) 

·Update with MTC staff and Seattle-based TR.A Ailpon Consulting. (The recently 

published 1990 Air Passenger Survey, summarized above. was also prepared under 

RAPC auspices.)/1/ The updated RASP is expected to be completed in 1992./2,3/ The 

RASP and 1980 Regio11ol Airpon Plan are discussed on pages 108 through 110 of the 

Draft EIR. 

The RAPC has 13 members representing ABAG, the Bay Area Council. the Bay 

Conservation and Development Commission (BCDC). Buchanan Field (Concord), 

Caltrans Division of Aeronautics, the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA). MTC, 

the Pon of Oakland (Metropolitan Oakland International Ai:rpon), San Francisco 

International A.Upon, San Jose International Airpon, and selected Bay Area cities and 

countics./1/ The RAPC has been meetin£ quarterly during the RASP Update 

preparation process; the most recent meeting was September 6, 1991. 

The previous Metropolitan Transponation Commission RtgioMI Airport Plan was 

completed in 1980. The update currently in progress is mtended to include an 

inventory, forecasts of aviation demand, a dcfmition of alternatives, an evaluation of 

alternatives. an EIR, and revisions to the system plan./4/ 

. 
Elements of the RASP that have been completed to date include drafts of Chapter IV, 

"Inventory and Capability Assessment," and Chapter VD, "A.Upon System 

Alternatives Definition." The Aviation Demand Forecasts element bas not been 

completed because the forecasts are being refmed; air carrier and general aviation 

forecasts are expected to be completed in December 1991. (Selected preliminary 

forecasts are illustrated in Attachment B., along with the inventory and alternatives 

draft chapters of the RASP Update.) As of September 1991. the Evaluation of 

Alternatives element was in progress. 

C&R.A.13 
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SUMMARX OF RASP JNVENTQRXAND CAPABD.JTY ASSESS:MF.NT 

The RASP Draft Inventory and Capability Assessment documents the existing 

physical. operational. enviromnental, and policy conditions for each airport in the 

system, and for the system as a whole. In addition, the chapter p~sents infonnation on 

the constraints and capabilities of the airports and the airport system. These 

constraints and capabilities directly affect the system's ability to meet cunent and 

future aviation demand in the region./4/ 

Inventozy 

The inventory includes all public use and military ai:rpons in the region (see :MTC 

Exhibit 4.l on page 4, Chapter IV in Attachment B ). Private airfields are included in 

less detail because less information is available about private-use facilities. The 

inventory also contains information about public-use aiiports that have been closed 

completely. and military airfields that are inactive (closed to military operations but 

still able to be used), such as Hamilton Field. Although currently closed. these 

facilities arc important aviation resources that should be considered in planning for the 

regional aviation systcm./4/ 

The regional aizport system includes some 25 public·use civil ahpons. four military 

aiipons. and 20 private·use facilities (three of which are closed). The conunercial 

service airports in the region include San Francisco International, Metropolitan 

Oakland International. San Jose International. Buchanan Field (Concord)~ and Sonoma 

County Allport ./4/ 

Many changes have occurred since the last MTC Regional Airpon Plan revision in 

1980. The number of facilities has increased. Some have shifted in type of ownership 

and category of use. Since 1980, two additional conunercial sendce airpons have 

commenced scheduled passenger service: Sonoma County and Buchanan FieldJ4/ 

MTC Exhibit 4.23 (pages 51 through 54, Chapter IV in Attachment B) summariz.es the 

inventory of Bay Area public-use airports. 

9 
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Capab;ility A~sessmenf 

The RASP capability assessment includes a comparison of airports' existing capacity 

with their existing levels of demand, and an analysis of potential constraints on future 

activity at each airpon. 

Capacity and Demand 

The comparison of mnway capacity with demand found that "The commercial service 

aiiports are constrained considerably in the peak hour. Demand for nmway access 
exceeds capacity in IFR [poor weather] conditions."/4/ (MTC Exhibit 4.23 in 

Attachment B shows the percentage of 8lll1Ual runway capacity currently used at each 

aiiport.) The comparison of "landside" (including passenger terminal) capacity with 

demand found that: 

• San Jose International Aiipon ''. .. has a tenninal capacity shortfall"; 

• SAA " ... has insufficient domestic and international terminal capacity'1; and 

• Oakland lntemational Airport " .. .has an adequate tenninal capacity 
availability." /4/ 

Constraints 

The analysis of constraints notes that "There are additional factors beyond the aiipons' 

physical capacity ... which place limitations on how much activity can and will take 

place at each airpon." The constraints arc categorized as airspace-, environmental-. 

physical·, and policy-related./4/ 

Airspace constraints •• ... relate to regional airspace issues." The airspace used by the 

Bay Area airpons overlaps, and procedmes are in place whe~ flights from one airpon 

"interact•• with (operate in the same airspace as) flights from another airpon. Because 

SFIA has the largest share of the region's air traffic, SFIA has been established at the 

top of the nuser's hierarchy." This designation means that the operations of other 

aiipons in the region (in the airspace) must confonn with the operations at SFJA./4/ 

10 
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Environmental constraints are those related to the natural environment, such as 

wildlife, wetlands, and San Francisco Bay. 

"Two of the major commercia1 airports, Oakland and San Francisco, are situated 
on the Bay, and host a variety of wildlife. Development at Oakland is also 
affected by the presence of non·Bay wetland areas. Wetlands exist to a lesser 
degree at other airpons as well. Construction of new runways which affect 
wetlands or require Bay fill will not meet with general favor. Public opposition 
to capacity increasing measures may be strong and well organized. "/4/ 

Physical constraints include such things as "limited aiJpon size or the presence of 

physical barriers to growth." The constraints analysis notes that SFIA .. is constrained 

by the absence of sufficient land area for a new runway and passenger tenninal 

development," but has undeveloped parcels that could accommodate suppon facilities. 

Metropo1itan Oakland International Airpon "has considerable land area" for 

development, but also has "significant areas of environmentally sensitive property." 

Fumre development at San Jose International Airpon is "highly constrained," given the 

airpon · s location and small site./4/ 

Policy constraints " ... include noise. safety, and other community compatibility 

issues." The constraints analysis notes that noise regulations are in place at SFIA, 

Metropolitan Oakland International Airpon, and San Jose International Airpon. San 

Jose International Allpon has a curfew on all operations from 11 :30 p.m. to 6:30 a.m.: 

"This limits the total daily activity which can occur at the airport, and also creates 
some congestion during the morning hours. If continued into the future. the 
curfew will constrain activity at the airport and cause increased congestion within 
the available operating time envelope. "/4/ 

The RASP Inventory and Capability Assessment includes funhcr discussion of the 

constraints on future development at the airpons in the region (see pages 37 through 

44, Chapter IV in Attaclunent B). 

DgpJNJ'IJON op AIRPORT SYSTEM ALTERNADVP.S 

As noted above, one of the elements of the RASP that has been completed is the 

Airpon System Alternatives Definition. included in Attachment B to this packet. 

11 
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The RASP Air Carrier System Alternatives include: 

Implications of each of the System Alternatives are also identified in the RASP 

Allport System Alternatives Definition. "Implications" are defined as areas that could 

be affected by the.implementation of an alternative. The following implications will 

be addressed in the RASP evaluation of alternatives: 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Runway/airspace congestion and delay 

Airport ground access constraints 

Environmental impacts 

Air Fares (supply vs demand) I Airline Competition 

Safety 

Timing of improvements and other actions 

Airport l airline cooperation 

Joint use agreements with the military 

Public transportation improvements to airports 

Funding 

Impacts on general aviation 

Operating agencies 

Potential markets I practical application 

·Noise /land use compatibility I cncroaclunent protection 

Passenger convenicnc:c/4/ 

12 
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The cvaJuatfon of the Regional Airport System Alternatives, and selection of a 

preferred plan. will take into consideration such factors as the relationship between 

capacities, demand forecasts. and efficiency (delays); the distribution of demand and 

supply: environmental effects (bay or wetland fill, noise. air quality); economic 

benefits: construction costs; ground access and public ttanspottation; safety and 

emergency response~ and the ability of MTC to implement./4/ As noted above. criteria 

for evaluating the System Alternatives are still being refined./2,3/ 

RASP l.JMITATIONS 

When complete, the MTC Regional Airport System Plan (RASP) Update will provide a 

body of information on the existing regional system and its operations, expected future 

requirements, and reconunendations for accommodating those futue equircments. 

This information can be used by decisionmakcrs within the region, including the 

airpons themselves, in guiding capital improvement programs and ~lated policy 

decisions./3/ 

No regional authority currently exists to enforce the RASP. MTC's authority to 

imp1"ment elements of the RASP is generally indllect, in that MTC has responsibility 

for envirorunental review and funding approval on regional ground ttansponation 

projects. MTC can thus potentially influence airport planning through its role in major 

ground transportation projects affecting specific aiipons. MTC and the RASP can also 

potentially influence other agencies that affect regional aiiport systems (e.g., FAA, 

airlines. aiipons, U.S. military). Implementation of a majority of RASP clements, 

however, depends on voluntary actions by the aiipons and airlines. 

Other large metropolitan regions. such as Los Angeles and New Yolk, condua 

planning for multiple aitpott development within the auspices of a municipal or 

regional agen~y or authority which has decision-making power over several airports 

within the n:gion. Attaclunent D of this packet contains a discussion of the ability of 

ail'pon operators to influence ajrline service and air travel demand. 

The level of detail in the final RASP, moeover, will likely be at a programmatic level, 

rather than a project-specific level. Cooperation by the airpons with the RASP would 

therefore not eliminate the need for development of individual a.iiport Master Plans. 

13 
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NOTES - MTC Regional A.llpon System Plan Update 

/11 Metropolitan Transponation Commission, 1990 Air Passenger Survey, August 
1991. 

fl/ Marc Roddin, Metropolitan Transponation Conunission Staff Liaison, telephone 
conversation, September 16, 1991. 

/31 Steve Kiehl, 1RA Aiipon Consulting, telephone conversation, September 16, 
1991. 

/4/ TR.A Aiipon Consulting, MTC Regional Airport System Plan, Draft Inventory 
arJd Alttrnarives Definition, May 1991. 

14 
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DEVELOPMENT PLANS OF SFLECTED BAY AR.EA AIRPORTS 

SUMMARY AND STADJS OF MEJRQPOWAN OAKJ AND INTfRNADONAL 
AIRPORT CMOIA> MASTBR. PLAN 

The Pon of Oakland is proceeding with plans to match existing landside capacity with 

existing airside capacity as pan of its Tenninal Expansion Program. Minor airside 

improvements, such as a taxiway bypass, are also being explored as pan of that plan. 

The MOIA Master Plan is currently being ~-evaluated by the Port of Oakland. While 

the MOIA Master Plan calls for expansion of airside capacity~ some of the components 

of the Plan may be delayed until more studies on the Allport's capacity arc completed. 

Constraints facing the Pon are discussed briefly above, in the summary of the 

Inventory and Capabilities section of the Draft MTC Regional Airport Plan In11enrory 

and Definition of Alternatives _(TR.A Airport Consulting, May 199 I). According to 

that document: 

"Oakland's plans mvolve meeting growth in air carrier operations by improving 
airside capacity and acting on many landsidc improvements. The air cargo 
market is important to them as is the general aviation market. Plans include: 

• Construct new air carrier runway with parallel taxiway 
• Expand tenninal to 42 gates 
• Construct parking garage 
• Tcnninal roadway improvements 
• Develop additional l 00 acres for air cargo 
• Develop expanded GA apron and tie-downs 
• Construct new ARFF facility 
• Construct new international arrivals facility 
• Construct BART co:nnection."/1/ 

SUMMARY AND STAllJS OP SAN JOSE INIBRNADONAL AIRPORT 
MASl'ER PLAN 

Constraints on expansion of San Jose International Airpon are discussed briefly above. 

in the swrunary of the Inventory and Capabilities section of the Draft MTC Regional 

Airport Plan Inventory and Definition of Alternatives (TR.A Allpon Consulting, May 

1991 ). According to that document: 

"Future plans at San Jose International include work on botll the air side and land 
side of the airpon. Their master plan should be completed by mid-1991. 

IS 
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Airfield 

• Extend runway 12L-30R to 8,900 feet (included in previously adopted 
master plan) 

• Reworking of the taxiways 
• Pavement management rehabilitation work on the airlield. 

TemUoal 

• Reconstruction of passenger tenninal C and consuuction of new passenger 
terminal B 

• Construction of a new air traffic control tower. 

Parkin& 

• Construct new parking garages. 

General A viition 

• Relocation of all GA to west side of airport 
• Reduce total number of GA based aircraft~ 

Air Frei2ht 

• New air cargo facilities. 

Qtliu 

• Installation of a fuel fann. 

Roadway 

• Tenninal area roadway improvements. "/l/ 

The master plan process for San Jose International Allport has been extended by at 

least two years. in order to respond to the direction of the San Jose City Council. (The 

process would now be complete or nearly complete under the origmal schedule.)/2/ 

Through the master plan process. begun in 1988, San Jose Intemational Airpon and its 

consultants developed a range of development alternatives and selected a prefc~d 

plan. In January 1991. the AiJpon took the plan to the San Jose Qty Council. After a 

series of contentious public meetings. the City Council (in May 1991) decided not to 

endorse any of the master plan alternatives. The Council directed the Airport to 

address a specific list of additional issues and develop three or four master plan 

alternatives incorporating those issues./2/ 

16 
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The San Jose City Council has directed the Airport to begin work on the master plan 

EIR, which is to address all of the master plan alternatives in equal detail. A preferred 

plan will then be selected, incoiporating the results of the environmental review. It is 

expected that this process will take about two years to complete./2/ 

A memorandum from the San Jose Director of A \riation to the City Council outlining 

the current master plan wolk program is included in Attaclunent C. 

DE'VBLOPMHNT Pl.ANS FOR HAMU;[ON AIR 1.!QRCE·BASE 

The Draft MTC Regional Airport Plan Invemory and Definition of Alternatives 

contains the following background information on Hamilton Air Force Base: 

"Hamilton Field, formerly Hamilton Air Force Base, is owned and operated by 
the United States Anny, but currently accommodates some activity by the U.S.· 
Coast Guard Strike Team. 1lris unit is. on call for emergencies and uses the 
airfield as required. They do not base any aircraft here. The U.S. military 
currently uses housing at the field for persormel from alJ branches and from the 
U.S. Coast Guard. A single, 8,000 foot runway is located on the site, with no air 
traffic control tower. Roadway access to the base is facilitated by nearby State 
[sic] Highway 101 and local bus service to the main gate by the Golden Gate 
Transit Company. 

"Many groups have interest in the future of Hamilton Field as it is also in a well 
developed area of the reg:ion, located in Marin County. Hamilton Field has 
property which includes many wetland areas, and as JCdevelopmcnt of the land is 
considered, their preservation may be a prominent concern. The land is valuable 
and there is possible pressure to sell the land for other development. If there is a 
ris<' in the number of flights, there js a potential for neighborhood objection to 
noise levels._"/l/ 

According to Mr. Charles Gallagher, head of the Hamilton Rea Use Committee, 

Hamilton Field could function as a regional allport for the North Bay without 

becoming an ~ earner airport. The Hamilton ReaUse Cormninee will present a plan 

based on this concept to the public in the Fall of 1991.(3/ Certification by the FAA of 

Hamilton Field as a Pan 139 allport would allow only smaller commuter aircraft (up 

to 30 seats) to operate out of Hamilton. These conunuter craft could potentially serve 

as feeders for the American Airlines hub at San Jose International Airpon. Other 

potential reliever ailpons include Travis Air Force Base in Napa County (joint 

military-civilian use is proposed) and Moffett Field in Santa Cara County ./3/ 

17 
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On September 12. a development team submined plans to the City of Novato to build 

1.400 hDmes and as much as 1.2 milEon square feet of commercjal space at Hamilton 

Field. The project would be developed on about 350 acres at the base./4/ 

NOTES - Development Plans of Selected Bay Arca Airpons 

/11 TR.A Airpon Consulting, MTC Regional A;rpnrr Syst~m Pion, Draft Inventory 
and Alternatives Definition. May 1991. 

121 Cary Greene, Airpon Planner, San Jose International Aiiportt telephone 
conversation, September 25, 199J.. 

131 Charles Gallagher. Hamilton Re-Use Committee, telephone conversation. 
September 19. 1991. 

/4/ "Developer's Big Plans For Novato," article in Son Fraridsco Chronicle, 
September 11, 1991. 

18 
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CHAPTER JV 

INVENTORY and CAPABILITY ASSESSMENT 

INTRODUCTION 

This chapter documents the existing physical, operational, environmental, and policy 
conditions for each airpon in the system, and for the system as a whole. In addition, lhe chapter 

presents information on the constraints and capabilities of the airppn.s. and the airpon system. 
· , These constraints and capabilities directly affect the system's ability to meet current and future 

aviation demand in the ~gion. 

., 

Physical conditions data includes such items as airport ownership, location, and size; 

number and length of runways; allport classification; number and type of based aircraft; amount of 

passenger terminal facilities; and presence of an air traffic control tower. Operational conditions 
data includes items such as total annual and peak hour operations; air canier. ·commuter, and 

general aviation operations; annual passenger cnplanements; and annual air cargo volume. 

Envll'onmental conditions include information about the natural and human environment near each 

ai?pon. noise sensitive land uses. wildlife habitat, and wetlands. Policy conditions information 
includes cUITent allport master plan, capital improvement program, and other policy opponunities 

and constraints which affect th~ development and operation of individual airpons and the mrpon 
system as a whole. 

Finally. the chapter presents infonnation about the technical constraints and capabilities 
which affect the airpon system. These include landside (vehicle access and parking, ienninal. and 

related facilities) and airside (aircraft parking, tax.iw~ys, and runways) capacity and regional 

ainpace. 

The inventory includes all public use and military airpons in the region. Private airfields 

are included in less detail because less information is available about private use facilities. This 

inventory also contains information about public use aiJports which have been closed complcicly 

and military airfields which arc inactive (closed to military operations but still able to be used). 

such as Hamilton Field. Although currently clo~ these facilities are imponant aviation resources 
which should be considered in planning foi the regional aviation system. 

This chapter catalogues current data (in most cases 1990) on the physical facilities and 
operations at the airports under consideration. Historic data on operations. passengers. air cargo. 
and based aircraft for the period 1980 throu&h 1990 is included in ·Chapter V (Historical Airpon 

Data). This daui will be drawn upon for trend documentation and in prcpantion of the aviation 

system forecasts (see Chapter Vl). 

C'.&R_A_'.i'.i 
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The system will first be characterized, with reference made to the 1980 MTC System Plan 

to identify major changes in the past decade. A look at the facilities and operations for the year 

1990, including a capacity analysis, is then presented to be the basis for alternatives development 

and analysis. 

Much of the information used in this inventory was derived from The California Aviation 

Syuem Plan (Element l: Inventory published-August 1990}. by the California Department of 

Transponation Division of Aeronautics. Other data sources included the most recent individual 

airpon master plans and capital improvement programs, current and historic FAA Airpon Master 

Records (FAA 5010 fonns). FAA activity statistics, and the individual aiiports. The most c~nt 

infonnation available has been used. In most cases this represents conditions in the year 1990. 

A survey of the airpon operators provided planning documents as well as information 

about site specific conditions which could impact future capacity. A follow up swvey gave the 

airpons an opponunity to be involved in the MTC planning process. 

C&R.A.34 
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THE REGIONAL AIRPORT SYSTEM 

The regional airpon systc;m includes some 25 public use civil airports, 4 military airports, 
and 17 private use facilities. All of the airports in the system are listed below. 

Of the 25 public use airpons there are S with commercial airline service while the other 20 

arc general aviation airports. These are mapped in Exhibit 4.1. "Commercial service" airpons are 
defined by the National Plan of Integrated Airport Systems (NPIAS) as those which have 

scheduled airline service and enplane more than 2,500 passengers annually. General Aviation 

airpons by definition do not have scheduled service, and only serve general aviation aircraft. 
The commercial service airpons in the region process not only ,people but also air cargo. 

The largest three are the only ones to have an appreciable number of all cargo operations. These 

airpons are noted in Exhibit 4.4. The 16 private use, private ownership general aviation aiipons 

are displayed in Exhibit 4.6, 

There are 12 public use airports which c~ntly have helicopter activities and/or services, 
shown in Exhibit 4.3 along with thetepon's heliports which are listed below. These include all 5 
of the commercial service airpons and 7 general aviation airports denoted below by an "H". 

Facilities serving primarily as gliderports are designated with a "G" and arc illustrated in Exhibit 

4.5. FAA Air Traffic Control towered aitports are indicated by a star and are mapped in Exhibit 

4.2. Please see also Exhibit 4.23 for the complete airport system data inventory. 

0 Commercial Service Aiipor'u: 

San Francisco International tr H 
Metropolitan Oakland International "k H 
San Jose International t:r H 

Buchanan Field (Concord) "(;: H 
Sonoma County -tr H · 

C General Aviation Airports (public use): 

Byron 
Coverdale Municipal 
Gnoss Field H 
Half Moon Bay H 
Hayward Air Terminal * H 
Healdsburg Municipal 
Livermore Municipal 'tr H 

tJ Military Airports: 

Alameda NAS tr: H 
Hamilwn Field 

Napa County 'ti: H 
Nut Tree 
Oakland (North Field) 'ti 
Palo Alto* 
Parrett Field 
Petaluma Municipal 
Reid-Hillview 1:r H 

. Moffett Field (NAS) 1:r H 
Travis AFB-tr 

C&R.A.35 

Rio Vista 
San Carlos tr 
Santa Rosa Air Center 
Sonoma Sky Park 
Sonoma Valley 
South County 
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Exhibit 4.1 

THE AIRPORT SYSTEM 
PUBLIC USE FACILITIES 
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Q Private Use Airports 

Antioch 
Blake 
Calistoga Airpark (Closed) G 
Commodore Center Seaplane Base 
Delta 
Fremont {Closed) 
Garibaldi 

Q Public u SC HeliportS 

Graywood 
Inglenook Ranch 
Maine Prairie 
Marin 
Meadowlark 
Moskowite 
Mysterious Valley 

Pope Valley 
Sea Ranch 
Sky Soaring 0 
Travis AFB Aero Cub 
Vaca-Dixon (Closed) 
Vacaville Glidcrpon G 

Pon of San Francisco Heliport (Closed) 

Q Miliwy Helipons 

Crissy Army Airfield 

Naval Hospital Oakland 

Naval Weapons Station Concord 

Cl Medical Helipons 

Brookside Hospital 

Community Hospital 

John Muir Memorial Hospital 

Nonh Bay Medical Center 

Pahn Drive Hospital 

Petaluma Valley Hospital 

Queen of the Valley Hospital 

Saint Helena Hospital Site II · 

O Other Heliports 

Saint Rose Hospital 
San Jose Medical Center 

Santa Rosa Memorial Hospital 

Stanford University Hospital 

Vaca Valley Hospital 

Valley Medical C.COter 
Washington Hospital 

These airpons arc part of a complex regional transportation network. The regional 

highway system and the public transpOrtation system are each mapped to show their relation to the 
air transponation system. Exhibit 4.7 shows the regional bijhways, and Exhibit 4.8 shows 

regional rail transponation. 
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The 4 military airfields in the i:cgion are publicly owned but restrict access. They are pan 

of the airpon system and arc also mapped in Exhibit 4.1. The uncenainty of their status as active 

military facilities holds them poised for possible joint use conversion or perhaps complete 

demilitarization. Travis AFB already has a joint use agreement with Solano County which 

provides for commercial airline service. Private use aiJpons and f acilirics currently closed arc 

acknowledged because mere may be the option for public use and/or acquisition. An example of 
such an acquisition can be seen in Clark County, Nevada. where the County acquired a closed 

private use airpon which now serves as a 1eliever for McO!rren International Airpon in Las Vegas . 
B }TOD Airpark in Contra Costa County, another example, was in 1989 a private airsnip, and today 

is a growing public use general aviation airpan. 
Helicopter facilities ~ projected to be an increasingly imponant component of the national 

air transponation system in the future. There are two categories: (1) helipons, which are areas 
with full helicopter servicing available, and (2) helistops. which arc pads sttictly for takeoffs and 

landings. The only publicly owned helipan in the region developed for public use. the Pon of San 

Francisco hclipon. located on the waterfront at Piers 30.32, is closed to use. Five of the public 

use airports have designaled helicopter takeoff ·landing areas. Also. a number of private hclipons 

and hclistops dot the region. These facilities are owned and used by various. groups including 

hospitals. corporations, and the media. In addition. there arc several publicly owned military 

rotorcraft facilities which also limit access by the general public. Helicopter facilities in the region 
· are shown in Exhibit 4.3. 

The active glidctpons in the system are privately owned. private use allpons. There are 

two: Sky Soaring (formerly Sky Sailing), near Fremont. California, and Vacaville Gliderpon near 

Vacaville, Caljfomia. Calistoga Airpark in Northern Napa County has recently closed 

The one seaplane base in the reaion, Commodore Center in Marin County. changed from 

public use to private at the end of March. 1991. It is cumntly used for training and sightseeing. A 

second seaplane facility locatt.d adjoining San Francisco International Airpon is planned. Special 

use facilities, those for gliders and for seaplanes, are pointed out in Exhibit 4.5. 

Many changes have occurred since the last MTC Regional Ailpon Plan revision. The 

number of facilities has inc~ased. Some have shifted in type of ownership and category of use. 

The 1980 plan recognir.r.d 3 commercial aiJpons, 17 public use general aviation airpons, and 20 

private general aviation airfields (discounting small air strips). The same four military facilities 

remain today. ~ere wett S publicly owned hclipons: Emeryville Municipal (Alameda), Alameda 

County Parking Garage (Alameda), Richmond Police Hclistop (Contra Costa). and U of C 

Richmond Field Station (Contra Costa). Eleven private belipons and S medical hclipons also 

served the ~gion. 
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Since 1980 two additional commercial service airports now provide scheduled passenger 

service: Sonoma County and Buchanan Field. A net gain of two public use general aviation 
aiipons and a decrease from 20 to a current 17 prlvate use airstrips shows the static nature of the 
general aviation market in this decade. In that same time period there has been a reduction in the 

number of public helicopter landing areas, while the region has seen a tremendous increase in the 

number of medical belipons from S to 15. 

AIRPORT FACILITIES 

This section is devoted to discussion of the physical facilities at each airpon. and is divided 

into the following groups: commercial service allpons; general aviation aiJpons; military allports; 

and private use general aviation airpons. Exhibit 4.23 provides a summary of facility information 

including: ailpon classification: number of runways, length of the longest runway. identification of 
instrument approacht presence of an Air Traffic Control Tower, presence of rotorcraft facilities, 
and the ailpon size, in acres. 

Ground accessibility is discussed for the a.llpons and illusnted in Exhibit 4.7, the regional 

highway system. and Exhibit 4.8, the public transponation system. 

Commercial Service Aj rports 

SAN FRANCISCO IN'IERNATIONAL AIRPORT 

San Francisco International is the dominant airpon in the region, serving over 70% of the 
total regional passengers in 1990. It began in 1926 as a modest 160 aac site located well outside 
the city, and has grown to claim a total site of some S,210 acres. The site, located on the west 

shore of San Francisco Bay, consists of both upland and submerged saltwater bayland. The 

airfield system occupies approximately 1,700 acres, land partially consisting of reclaimed 

tidelands. Undeveloped areas are several and include: the Bayshorc Parcel. 180 acres s.ited near 

the freeway; the San Bruno Interchange Parcel. 18 acres west of the United Airlines maintenance 

hanger; the North Field Parcel, a ISO acre parcel on the north field, north of Flying Tiacrs and 

JAL airmight operations; and the east Field Pucci, a crash/fire/rescue practice uca accessible by 

wdwayC. 
San Francisco International Airport has two sets of intersecting parallel runways: 28R-l OL. 

11.870 feet 28L-10R, 10.600 feet 1R·19L. 8,901 feet (with a 600 foot displaced threshold); and 
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1L-19R, 7,001 feet. Each is 200 feet wide. They are swfaced with asphalt concrete. Three of the 

four runways are equipped with Instrument Landing Systems (ILS). An air traffic control tower is 

situated in the center of the main termirial building. 
The airpon has by far the largest passenger terminal complex in the region. There arc 2.6 

million sq. ft. of space serving 80 passenger terminal gates configured as 6 piers. The Nonh 

tenninal contains 2 boarding piers, and the South terminal has 4, including the International 

terminal. 

The buildings surround a five level central public parking garage which has 6,765 stalls. 

Of these 6,088 are dedicated for shon term parking, 223 for valet parking, 128 for taxi staging. 

and 328 for pennit parking. An uncovered lot accessible by shuttle bus has 3,250 long term 

parking spaces. 

Air Freight facilities utilize about 90 acres at San Francisco International. and provide for 

34 aircraft parking spots. General Aviation Fixed Based Operators (FBO's). businesses providing 

general aviation services at an airport, can accommodate 40 based aircraft, and there are 6 private 

GA parking places. The passenger tcnninal can accommodate some 70.80 commercial jet aircraft, 

and there are 9 remote aircraft hardstands, which are aircraft puking places on the apron. 

Surface. access for San Francis~o International is provided by public transit. airponer, 

limousine. hotel shunle, and rental car in addition to the private automobile. Rail uansponation is 

not a very convenient access mcxie at this time. The nean:st Bay Arca Rapid Transit (BART) station 

is Daly City, 8 miles away linked to the airpon only by a public bus line. The CalTrain runs 

parallel to the U.S. 101 corridor and comes close to the a.irpon but does not provide direct 

connection for passengers and employees. 

Numerous suppon facilities including aviation suppon such as flight.kitchens, maintenance 

hangars, and warehouses. and airport suppon including crash/fire/rcscuet fuel farms, water 

treatment plants, and a Hilton hotel also cxcupy space at San Francisco International Allpon. 

ME1ROPOLITAN OAKLAND INIERNATIONAL 

With its humble beginnings as a din strip in 1927. the Metropolitan Oakland International 

Allport has evolved into a 4 runway commercial service alrpon occupying some 2,600 acn:s of 
upland and wetland adjoining the east side of San Francisco Bay. The airport has experienced 

rapid growth in the past few years, and in 1990 served 13% of the region's passengers. Oakland 

airport is laid out almost as two separate aiipons. with commercial service occurring at South Field 

and general aviation activities occupying North Field 

South field consists of a single transport category runway, runway 11-29; 10,000 feet in 

length and 150 feet with a parallel taxiway. Nonh field has three runways: 9R-27L, which is 
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6,212 feet long and 150 feet wide; 9L-27R, which is 5.452 feet long and 150 feet wide; and 15-

33, a short crosswind runway which is_ 3,366 feet long and 75 feet wide. The air carrier runway, 
11-29 at South Field is approximately 6,400 feet from the closest general aviation runway, runway 

9-27. There is one designated helicopter takeoff/landing area. 
Oakland's passenger terminal complex has two unit terminals containing 20 second-level 

aircraft gates. The terminal also includes one international arrival gate and a recently expanded 
international arrivals building large enough to accommodate a 747 and can process 500 peak hour 

aniving passengers. Surface vehicle parking at the passenger terminal can accommodate some 
6,300 vehicles. Public spaces arc limited to 4.490: 805 in the shon term lot. 3,485 in long term 

parking, all open air. 

Having become the region's hub for overnight small package cargo. Oakland has a large 
area (some 64 acres) devoted to air cargo activity, including the Federal Express Metroplex facility 

an.d an apron area used for belly cargo, both located west or the tenninal building. Another 100 
acres of air cargo development is forecast for the next 16 years. 

Oakland's north field is one the region's largest and busiest general aviation facilities, with 

a capacity of 641 based alltraft, and occupying 980 acres. 

Oakland has two air traffic control towers. One, serving South Field. is located within 

passenger tenninal l. The second, which serves North Field, is locattd adjoining the ·cross-airpon 
dike. 

The a.Upon may be reached by private auto and rental car. Alternative means of access 

include public ttansit with AC Transit and Air-BART service, and private operators including 
Greyhound, taxi, limousine, and councsy van services. The BART Coliseum Station. 3 miles 
from the aiipon.- is linked by frequently scheduled Air-Ban vehicles to both tenninals at the South 

Allpon. 

SAN JOSE JNTERNA TIONAL 

San Jose International Airpon occupies some 1.050 acres adjoining U.S. 101 on the north, 
Route 880 to the south. GuadBlupc Parkway on the cast, and the city of Santa Clara on the west. 

About 45 acres of airport property arc now undeveloped. 

There are three parallel runways. one used for air canicr aircraft, one used for commuter 

and general aviation aircraft, and one used primarily by general aviation. The general aviation 

runway, 11-29, is 4,600 feet long and 100 feet wide. The air canier center runway is designated 

12R-30L, and is 8,900 feet long and 150 feet wide. The commuter/general aviation runway, 
designated 12L-30R, is 4,419 feet long and 150 feet wide. 
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San Jose now has two unit terminals (A and C) with a total of 32 gates. Of these. all 15 at 

Terminal A are second level loading bridges, while 16 of the 17 at terminal Care ground level 

gates. 

A combiriation of surface and stt'Ucturc parking proviclc 8,250 total parking spaces at the 

passenger terminal. There is an 1.100 space shon term lot in front of terminal C, and a 2,000 
space shon term parking garage adjacent to terminal A. Three long term swfacc parking lots 
provide· 4,600 parking spots. 

San Jose is also a busy acneral aviation airport. with 680 existing based aircrafL The 

general aviation facility also includ~s the San Jose Jct Center. the San Jose State University 

aviation program, and several other FBO and suppon acti:virles, including the base of the Hewlett 

Packard Company's 7·aircraft fleet. 

San Jose has a limited amount of space available for air cargo. Approximately 7 acres of 

dedicated air cargo apron is located at the nonheast comer of the aiipon. On the southeast side of 
the airpon there is aircraft par.king space and an Air Freight Building used jointly by the 

commercial airlines for processing belly-cargo . 
Ground access to San Jose International is possible by private or rented automobile. airpon 

van service, shuttle, taxi. limousine. and bus. the Santa Clara Light Rail Transit (SCLRT) is 

about one and a half miles from the aiipon but is not directly connected in any way to the terminal. 

The CalTrain allows access to the city of San Jose but is quite a distance from the airpon as well. 

BUCHANAN FIELD (Concord) 

Ground was broken in 1942 for an airpon to serve Contra Costa County. Before 
construction could be completed, though, the Federal Government built two runways there to serve 

the war cffon. Todayt Buchanan Field has two pairs of parallel runways on a 530 acre site located 

near Concord. California. 
Runway 19R-1L is the primary runway, 4.400 feet in length and 150 feet in width. The 

other major runway, 14L-32R is 3,951 feet Iona and 150 feet wide. Each has a 600 foot 

minimum safety area. Runway 1R·19L is 2,768 feet in length and 75 feet in width and runway 

14R-32L is 2,800 feet long and 75 feet wide. The runway smfaces ~ asphalt concrete. 

The primary runway and that lyin& parallel tO it arc equipped with medium intensity runway 
lighu (MlRL), and 19R-1L has runway end identifier lights (REIL) as well. The other runways 

arc not lighted. Non-precision landings are guided onto runway 19R-1L by a visual approach 

slope indicator (V ASn. A terminal b~ilding provides processing facilities for the based airlines, 
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and there is an air traffic control tower. Adjacent to the terminal there is a 60,000 square foot open 

auto parking area. 
In addition, there are three designated helicopter take of£11anding areas at Buchanan Field,. 

identified on the taxiways. Two me located on the east side of the a.iiport. and one is placed on the 

west side. 

The airport is accessible by Interstate 680 and State Route 4. There is public transit service 

to Buchanan Field as well as taXi service and rental cars available. One line of BART extends to 

Concord, about a mile away, but does not provide direct access to the ailpon. 

SONOMA COUNIT 

Sonoma County Airpon has served Santa Rosa. California and nearby community since 

1939, with interim service for the U.S. Army during WWII. It cwrently occupies 940 acres. 
Two crossed asphalt concrete runways suppon general aviation and air carrier activity. 

Runway 14-32 is the primary runway, 5,115 feet long, 150 feet wide, and Il..S equipped. 

Runway 1-19, 5,002 feet long and 150 feet wide, has no lighting system but accommodates non

precision landings with Very-High-Frequency Omnirange equipment (VOR). There are two 

designated helicopter takeoff/landing areas on site. 

The airport has· an air traffic control tower. and a small terminal for commuter and air 
carrier traffic. A limited number of auto parking places are available nearby. 

Sonoma County is directly accessible by auto on U.S. Highway 101. Ground 

transponation services available include public transit, taXi, and rental car. 

General A vjation Aji=ports 

The aiipons in this group by definition do not host scheduled air carrier or commuter 

service, and also do not haye air cargo activity. Most of the facilities accommodate private or 

COJpOrate aircraft and limited air taxi service:. 

The general aviation airports 8IC generally much smaller than the commercial use airports. 

A few GA airpons, such as Hayward (543 acres). Napa County (735 acres), Livermore (510), and 

Santa Rosa AirCenter.(500), compare in acreage with Buchanan Field (578 acres), but most of the 

others are between 50 and 250 acres. Refer to Exhibit '4.23 for the size of each airport. General 

aviation nmway lengths generally range between 2.000 and 3,500 feet, which is typical for the size 

and design aircraft attracted to use these airstrips. Three airfields have significantly longer 

runways: Half Moon Bay (5,000 feet), Hayward (5,024), and Napa County (5,931). These 

airpons could accommodate smaller commercial passenger jets such as the Boeing 727 and 737, 
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and MD~SO series aircraft. Santa Rosa Air Park has a 7,000 foot runway, a length which can 

accommodate larger air carrier aircraft such as the Boeing 757. Exhibit 4.23 details the length of 
the longest runway· at each facility. Precision instrument approaches are possible at very few 

general aviation airports. and the majority have no air traffic control tower. 

Ground access to the region1s general aviation airports is primarily by private automobile. 

Exhibit 4.7. that depicting the regional highways system, shows the alignment of these facilities 

along major highway corridors such as U.S. Highway 101. 

Mmtary Airports 

Four military installations maintain airfield facilities in the n:gion. These an: the Naval Air 

Station at Alameda. located near Oakland in Alameda County; Hamilton Field in Novato, Marin 
County; Moffett Naval Air Station between Mountain View and Sunnyvale in Santa Clara County; 

and Travis Air Force Base, southwest of Sacramento in Solano County. 

NAVAL AIR STATION {NAS) ALAMEDA 

Naval Air Station Alameda provides support services to Naval aviation activities. Berthing 

space at two piers accommodates aircraft carriers. and ship maintenance is also accomplished at 
Alameda. The Naval Air Rework Facility Alameda allows for repair and revamping of Navy jet and 

turboprop aircraft. 

The NAS at Alameda is contains 2,479 acres of property owned by the U.S. Navy: 1,521 

acres upland, and 958 acres of submerged tideland in San Francisco Bay. In addition, 155 acres 

are leased from the Oty of Ala.im:ia. 

The airfield has two crossed n..s equipped runways: one 8,000 feet in length. 200 f ect in 

width; the other 7.200 feet long, 200 feet wide. Two helicopter landing areas arc provided. The 

airfield at Alameda NAS includes 469,700 square yards of aircraft parking apron and 7 aircraft 

maintenance hangers. There is an air traffic control tower on site. 

N AS Alameda is located in a well developed areas and is easily accessible by ground 

transportation. Interstate 880 provides an easy approach, and AC Transit bridges the 3 mile 

distance from the BART City Center station. 

HAMILTON FIElD 

Hamilton Field, formerly Hamilton Air Force Base, is owned and operated by the United 

Statcs·Army. The airfield is no longer actively used by the Anny, but currently accommodates 
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some activity by the U.S. Coast Guard Strike Team. This unit is on call for emergencies and uses 

the airfield as required. They do not base any aircraft here. The U.S. military currently uses 

housing at the field for personnel from all branches and from the U.S. Coast Guard. 
A single, 8.000 foot runway is located on the site. with no air traffic control tower. 

Roadway access to the base is facilitated by nearby State Highway 101 and local bus 

service to the main gate by the Golden Gate Transit Company. 

NAVAL AIR STATION MOFF£ITF1EID 

Naval Air Station Moffett Field is an airfield used primarily by P~3 Navy Antisubmarine 

aircraft to facilitate their patrol of Pacific Coast waters, but also serves the Ames Research 

Laboratory at the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) . 

The 2,263 acre site has two parallel runways separated by 625 feet and fully instrumented. 
· One is 9,200 feet long and 200 feet wide; the other is 8,124 feet long (7~517 feet with displaced 

threshold) and 200 feet wide. There arc 4 aircraft maintenance hangars and 472,300 square yards 

of aircraft parking apron. 

There is an air Daffie control tower in operation at Moffett Field 

The facility can be reached easily by State Highway 101. and is linked to an inaicate 

highway network nearby. Public transit serves the front gate of Moffett Field. 

TR.A VIS AIR FORCE BASE 

Travis Air Force Base is an active miliwy airfield when duty calls. The base was hcaVily 

used to uanspon military personnel back from the Persian Gulf conflict The facility has 2 parallel 

11,000 foot runways and significant passenger processing facilities. 

State Route 12 and Interstate 80 provide growid access for Travis AFB. 

Prjyate Use General Ayjatjon Ajrpocts 

Over half of the private general aviation airpons in the repon arc airfields made up of a 

shon. unpaved runway (1,500 • 3,700 feet). The balance, hard surface runways. vary in length 

from 1,700 feet to 2.600 fr.et. All are without navigational aids. Minimal air~aft storage and 

support facilities ~ generally provided. 
The Commodore Center Seaplane Base is located in lower Marin County. It has a 10,000 

foot takeoff/landing area length. 
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BASED AIRCRAFT 

This section presents based aircraft fleet mix data for the following groups of aiipons in the 

system: commercial service aiipons. public use general aviation airpons, military airpons, and 

helipons. The distribution of the based rotorcraft and of the total based aircraft by county is then 
illusttated. 

The existing based cUrc:raft m categoriz.ed as: single engine piston, multi-engine piston, jet, 

rotorcraft, and other. Single engine piston aircraft arc typically privately owned airplanes used for 
recreation or training. Multi-engine piston may be aircraft used for this pmpose as well as for 
corporate chaner, and for air taxi or commuter flights. The jets based at the public use aiiports are 

mostly small business jets. Based rotorcraft are generally helicopters used in Emergency Medical 
Services (EMS) as well as commercial applications. A complete set of numbers is provided in the 
data summary table, Exhibit 4.23. 

Commercial Seryjce Ajrpocta 

Most of the air carrier airpons in the region are home to a significant number of general 
aviation aircraft. Concord, with 635. and San Jose. with 680, have the greatest number of based 

aircraft. Sonoma County airpon has 454 based aircraft. Oakland, which has lost significant 

numbers of based general aviation aircraft in the past IO years. now has 409 based aircraft, all of 

which are located at Nonh Field. San Francisco, the exception to the above statement, has very 

few based general aviation aircraft (29) as most of the airpon is devoted to passenger and air cargo 

activities. 

Of the five commercial service airpons in the region. San Jose is perhaps the dominant 

corporate/business airport, having the ifeatest number of twin engine piston powered aircraft, 

business jets, and rotorcraft. Oakland Nonh Field has a similar focus reflected in their based 

aircraft mix, yet South Field has no based aircraf'L San Francisco carers to the commercial aviation 

market as noted above. 

General Ayjati,;m Airports 

The number of based aircraft at the general aviation a.Upons varies widely by facility. 

Several airpons have over 600 based aircraft, most of which~ single engine piston airplanes. 

Only Hayward, Livermore, and Santa Rosa Air Center have more than one based jet aircraft. 

Gnoss Field has one; the balance ~vc none at all. The small number of rotorcraft in the system are 

based at a few GA airpon locations across lhc region, including Hayward, Gnoss, Napa County, 
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~ Half Moon Bay, and Livermore. Few of the public use general aviation airpons have based gliders 

except Byron. which has 24 gliders in the mix of based aircraft. At Sky Soaring, a prominent 

gliderpon1 20 of the 23 based aircraft are gliders. The seaplane base in Marin Countyt 

Commodore Center. has 3 based aircraft. 
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Hayward Air Terminal bas the largest number of twin engine aircraft, while Oakland has 

the most jets and rotorcrafL Of the 50 based jet aircraft in the system Oakland has 68% (34 ), while 

Hayward has some 18% of the total system's multi·cngiric GA aircraft (114 of 636). This reflects 

these two airpons' imponancc to corporate and business aviation users. The chart below. Exhibit 
4.14, displays the distribution of general aviation based aircraft by county. and clearly shows the 
dominance of Alameda and Santa Clara Counties in general aviation activity. 

Exhibit 4.14 

DIS1RIBtmON OF BASED GENERAL A VlATION AIRCRAFT BY COUNTY {1990) 
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Military Ajrpotts 

The aircraft based at the military facilities are quite varied in type and capability. The 

number may change at any time due to the state of the national defense. NAS Moffett Field, for 

example. functions primarily as a base and practice field for pilots of the P-3. the Lockheed Orion 

anti-submarine aircraft. Thus of the over 121 based aircraft (1988), about 74 arc the P~3. Sixteen 

of these based aircraft are helicopters. NAS Alameda is home to some 56 U.S. Navy aircraft 
(1988) including approximately 16 Douglas A-4 Skyhawks, attack aircraft canied shipboard, 13 of 

the Vought A-7 Corsair II, also an anack jet, and 10 Douglas KA-3B Skywaniors, a refueling 

aircraft. The total includes 12 based helicopters. Hamilton Field cmrently has no based aircraft. 

Thoua;h it is used by the U.S. Coast Guard, they do not base any vehicles there. 

HeljJ)Otts 

There are rotorcraft based at several of the airports in the region, with based operators 

serving a variety of clients. Many of the operators provide aircraft leasing services or flight 

services to these varying customers. ~e role of these based rotary~wing aircraft may include 

rescue. Emergency Medical Services (EMS), aerial inspection and photography, training, and 
corporate shuttle. 

There are EMS operators in the region including CALST AR (California Shockn'rauma Air 

Rescue) with its Aerospatiale AS-344 Twin Star based at Hayward Air Terminal, and Life Flight, 

which has its MBB BK-117 based at Stanford University Hospital. · 

The location of these based aircraft throughout the region illustrates in part the potential for 

quick response in the event of a natural disaster or large scale emergency. The largest number of 

based rotorcraft arc housed at Oakland's North Field. San Jose International, Buchanan Field, and 

Hayward Air Terminal. Exhibit 4.15 shows the distribution of helicopters based at public use 

airports by county, and includes military helicopters; The rather limited number of public use 

belipons and private heliports region-wide suggests that few helicopters arc unaccounted for in this 

survey, and this rotorcraft disttibution will be representative of that overall. Exhibit 4.15 reveals 

that Alameda and Santa Clara Co~cs have by far the greatest number of based rotorcraft. This 

may be due to the nature of the activities in these counties; major military facilities arc located there 

in addition to various corporate headquarters based in Alameda County and the high·tech business 

conidor in Santa Clara County. San Mateo and San Francisco counties have a scarce supply of 

based helicopters as do Solano and Napa counties. 
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Exhibit 4.15 
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Information about aUpon activity was collected for the year 1990 to document current 

levels and to provide a basis for forecasting. Airpon activity infonnation listed here includes 

enplaned passengers. annual aircraft operations. peak hour operations, and annual air cargo 

volume. The numbers arc catalogued in Exhibit 4.23. 

Commercial Seryice Ajcgprts 

By definition the commercial service airports have air carrier operations on the airfield. An 

air carrier is an airline with scheduled U'lllspon of passengers or cargo. An air taXi is a carrier 

hired for transport using small aircraft (60 seats or less). Air taxi service with published flight 

schedules is refened to as commuter air carrier service. Omm>uter service is frequently refcned to 

as regional service. 
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Commercial service airports maintain records of the number of enplaned passengers as a 

measure of the air carrier activity at the ajrpon. The cnplanement count encompasses scheduled air 

carriers. including commuters. but does not contain transfer passengers. The five commercial 

service airports enplaned 21.175,645 passengers in 1990. San Francisco International Airpon 
enplaned 15,177,669 passengers, which is 71.7% of the region's total. San Jose enplaned 

3,140,000 passengers (14.8% of the region's total) and Oakland enplaned 2,742,()()() passengers 
(12~9%). Buchanan Field and Sonoma County enplaned 50,000 and 65,765 passengers 

respectively, accounting for the remaining 0.6% of the region's total annual passengers. The 

distribution of passenger enplanements is illustrated in Exhibit 4.16. 

Exhibit 4.16 
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OAK - Oakland 

SFO - San Francisco 
SJC • SmJOS< 
STS - Sonoma Counl) 

AIR CARRIER PASSENGER ENPLANEMENTS (1990) 

DISTRIBtmON BY AJRPORT 

CRC STS 
0.24% 0.31% 

.-.·---• ---

71.68% 
SFO 

In 1990 San Francisco had over 430,000 operations. More than 90% of these were either 
coqunercial passenger flights or commuter operations. Although this still made SFO the busiest 

airpon in the region, its share of the region ts air carrier operations was only 65 %. c_ompa.md to its 

nearly 72% of the region's total passengers. Similarly its share of commuter/air-taxi plus air 
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carrier operations was 58% of the total. Two factors may account for this: (1) many of SFO's 

international and other longer distance flights use larger passenger capacity aircraft; (2) SFO 

~ flights tend to have have higher load factors. In other words, SFO serves more passengers on 
more flights with larger aircraft and at higher load factors. 

_ .. 

~ 

,; 

San Jose saw a total of 95,778 air carrier operations in 1990 (19.5% of the region's total) 

while Oakland South Field had 74,000 (15. l % of the total for the region). Concord, with 1.285 

air carrier operations. accounted for 0.3% of the total. and Sonoma County. with 439 air canier 
operations, bad 0.1% of the region's total. Exhibit 4.17 shows the distribution of air carrier 

operations by airport. 

Exhibit 4.17 

AIR CARRIER OPERATIONS (1990) 

DISTRJBUI'ION BY AIRPORT 

CCR STS 
0.25% 0.09% 

62.86% 
SFO 

The following chart, Exhibit 4.18, displays the breakdown of total 1990 operations by type 

for the five commercial service airports. San Francisco has the highest volume of operations 

overall, including the greatest number of commuter and air taxi flights. Many of these flights 

provide regional connections for commercial air carrier operations. The total number of operations 
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at Oakland International follows next behind that of San Francisco International. Most of the 

operations at Buchanan Field and Sonoma County are clearly devoted to general aviation. with 

some regional traffic and few air earner movements per facility. 

Exhibit 4.18 

Opentlon1 

OPERATIONS BREAKDOWN BY AIR CARRIER AIRPORT (1990) 

450,000 T------------------------
:: I : I I~ ' 
300,000 

2.S0,000 

200.000 

150,000 

100,000 

so.ooo 
0 µ;::;;;:;;;;......,..J 

BUCHANAN OAKLAND SAN SAN JOSE 
FJELD FRANCISCO 

I! coLl ! I 
SONOMA 
COUNiY 

Air cargo activity for the year 1990 is concentrated at San Francisco and Oakland. with 

nearly 94% of the region's total air cargo processed at these rwo aiipons. The primary difference 

between the two is that most of San Francisco's cargo is belly and traditional air cargo, while 

Oakland has focused on overnight small pack~ge cargo operations. evident by the large presence of 
Frdcral Express. This is reflected in the numbers of all cargo operations at each allport. .San Jose 
processes less air carao (some 60,000 tons, or about 6% of the rcgion1s total). Concord and 

Sonoma County have very little air cargo activity, levels mostly atttibutablc to local demand for 

overnight package services such as Federal Express and UPS. They have no appreciable all cargo 

operations. The air cargo activity split is illustrated in Exhibit 4.19. 
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Exhibit 4.19 

DlSTRIBtmON OF AIR CARGO (Tons, 1990) 

67.99% 

General Ayiatjon Ajrports 

A few of the facilities have significant levels of operations. Hayward. Livermore, and 

Reid-Hillview had over 200.000 operations each in 1990. Gnoss, Napa County. Nut Tree. San 

Carlos. and South County have over 100,000 annual movements. Others, such as Byron, 

Cloverdale, Parrett Field, Rio Vista, and Sonoma Sky Park. have fewer than 20,000 annual 
operations. These airpons also have small numbers of based aircraft. 

Exhibit 4.20 shows the distribution of general aviation operations by county. Comparis6n 
with Exhibit 4.14 illusttating the based aircraft distribution by county is somewhat mvealing. 

Santa Clara County has the greatest percentage of based aircraft, but docs not match the number of 

general aviation operations in Alameda County. 

Military Ajrpocts 

Awaiting data 
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Exhibit 4.20 

DIS1RIBtmON OF GENERAL A V1A TION OPERATIONS BY COUNTY (1990) 

900.000 
1107.3119 
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CAPACITY 

Comparison of existing facilit)' capacity and existing levels of demand make it possible to 

assess the individual airpons' ability to accommodate growth in activity. The capability analysis 

includes airsidc facility capacity and landside facility capacity. Airsidc facility capacity measures 
include peak hour runway capacity and annual runway capacity, expressed as annual service 
volume. Landsidc capacity components include based aircraft capacity, passenger terminal 

- capacity, and air cargo capacity. Generally accepted methodologies exist for determining runway 
capacity. but methods for determining overall passenger terminal or air cargo facility capacity arc 

not fully developed. 

Alrsjde Facilities 

Airpon airside capacity may be lilnited by a number of facton, including runway capacity, 

taXiway capacity, or gate capacity. The FAA has established standards for in-trail and lateral 
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separations of aircraft which take into account air traffic control capabilities, fleet mix1 and airfield 
configuration, and these affect the airside operational capacity. Operational constraints also 

include the length of the runways and the structural integrity of their pavement system. Larger 

aircraft need lengthy runways, and repeated utilization by heavier aircraft requires substantial 
Jllnway strength. 

The Annual Service Volume (ASV) is defined by the FAA Advisory Circular on Aiipon 

Capacity and Delay (FAA AC 150/5060-5) as a reasonable estimate of an airport's annual capacity. 

Differences in the number of runways and their configuration, runway use, aircraft mix, and 

weather are incorporated within the ASV value. The capacities at the commercial service airpons in 

the region thus differ widely. Oakland and San Francisco have the highest annual capacities, each 
at or just in excess of S00,000 operations per year. The air carrier runway at Oakland has an ASV 

of 147,870 aircraftt North Field has 352,130. San Jose may accommodate 355,000 operations 
annually, and Concord and Sonoma County have service volumes of approximately 300,000 

operations each. 

Total peak hom capacity is noted as another constraint on the airpon throughput Both the 
capacities in visual flight conditions, VFR and mstrument flight conditions, IFR have been included 

because dramatic reductions result from severe weather conditions. San Francisco exemplifies this 
significant change as ~t moves from 105 aircraft per hour VFR to 33 aircraft .IPR. Similarly, San 

Jose has its airspace capacity restricted to a single insaumcnt approach during lFR conditions. 

As a iegion the general aviation airpons arc currently utilizing about 50% of the total annual 
airside capacity. The situation varies a.Upon to airport. Byron, Cloverdale, Rio Vista. and Sonoma 

Sky Park arc operating at less than 10% of their annual Jllnway capacity. These airpons have 

relatively low numbers of based aircraft as well Other. larger airpons arc using much more of 
their runway capacity, including Gnoss Field at 65%. Livermore at 90% and San Carlos at 68%. 
The other general aviation airpons range from 25% to SS% of their annual nmway capacity. The 
commercial service airpons m using over 80% of the available airside capacity. 

The approach of the ain:raft activity level to the annual service volume in the case of the 
commercial airpons and at select general aviation airports signals a need to examine possible 

~pacity expansion. Average aircraft delay will increase rapidly as the ASV is approached · 
The commercial service airports me constrained considerably in the peak hour. Demand for 

runway access exceeds capacity in IFR conditions. To design exclusively for the peak hour ha~ 

long been recognized in transportation to be excessive: The existing condition indicates, thou1h. 

that substantial delays occur in the peak hour. 
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Landside Facilities 

Landside facility considerations other than based aircraft capacity arc addressed for the air 

earner a.iiports only. Landsidc activity limitations include the passenger terminal size, number of 

auto parking spaces, vehicular access. and aUcraft parking capacity. To date insufficient research 

has been done w establish standards for passenger tefminal capacities. 

Cmrent passenger capacity estimates at the three large commercial service aiJpons arc: 30 
million for San Francisco, 8 .S million for Oakland. and 11.8 million for San J osc. San Jose has a 
terminal capacity shortfall. Single level Terminal C which houses nine airlines plus two commuter 

carriers is operating above design capacity, with some functions temporarily located at non· 

terminal building sites. San Francisco International has insufficient domestic and international 

terminal capacity. The passenger terminal at Oakland has immediate baggage handling and security 

shortfalls, but with the recent addition of S new gates has an adequate terminal capacity availability. 
Ease of vehicular access and auto parking are also rather imponant capacity considerations. 

Measures include on site roadway level of service and curbside congestion. Roadway level of 

service is a measu~ of traffic flow conditions designated by the letters A through F, with A the 

highest level or best condition on the scale. San Jose has a current roadway Level of Service A. 

They arc lacking in rental car parking. though. Oakland has considerable congestion at the 

passenger loading/unloading areas. Tcnninal access roadways at San Francisco International are 
inadequate in the peak periods when congested conditions develop around the tenninal curbside, 

but seem to have sufficient long term and shon term public parking space. Regional access is 

being improved by the work on U.S. Highway· 101. 
The based aircraft capacity at these facilities is ample. for the most part. This number is a 

total of the open tiedowns. shelters, t·hangers, and conventional hana:ers available for based 

aircraft parking. Concord, Sonoma County, Oakland, and San Jose have a relatively comparable 

number of spaces for based aircraf'L The range is from 641 at Oakland. to 729 at Buchanan field. 

Oakland is at 64% of its based aircraft capacity and San Jose is feeling some pressure, currently 
operating at close to 100% of its based aircraft capacity. San Francisco International differs. 

offering 46 general aviation based aircraft places available (the 29 existing based aircraft represent 

63% of capacity). Three of these commercial facilities, San Jose and San Francisco excluded. can 

cUJTCntly suppon significant increases in their based aencraJ aviation activity. 

The general aviation clement of the aiJport system is cmrcntly at just under 80% of the total 

based aircraft capacity. Those airports having the highest occupancy rates arc Byron (115.6%). 

Gnoss Field (97.2%), Hayward (127.8%), Nut Tree (103.8%). San Carlos (90.7%). and South 

County (130.7%). At the other end of the spectrUm arc Half Moon Bay at 56.6% of capacity. 

Napa County at 46%, and Santa Rosa Air Center at 38.3%. 
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Of more imponancc than total system capacity, however, is the regional disttibution of 

available capacity in relation to demand. Santa Clara County, for example, has a total of only 463 

based aircraft vacancies, and faces the potential loss of the general aviation capacity of Reid· 
Hillview and San Jose (with 806 and 670 based aircraft spots iespectivcly). Alameda County's 

three gene~l aviation airpons are also heavily used. and have high based aircraft capacity 

utilization rates. This is rather imponant for Alameda is home to 26% of the based aircraft capacity 
in the region. Hayward Air Terminal is well beyond its capacity of 521 based aircraft and 
Livermore has 75% of its 773 spaces filled, while Oakland North Field has some room to grow, 

currently at 64% of based aircraft capacity. Buchanan Field ancl Byron serve Contra Costa 

County. Byron is cwrently over capacity and Buchanan Field sits at 87 .1 % filled Available based 

aircraft parking may soon not meet the overall regional demand. Areas such as Santa Clara County 
may find themselves aircraft parking poor if cenain circwnstances prevail. 

CONSTRAINTS 

Previous sections outlined existing airpon facilities. levels of airpon activity. numbers of 

based aircraft, and the airports 1 physical capability to accommodate current and f uturc demand. 

There are additional factors ~yond the airpons' physical capacity, however, which. place 

limitations on how much activity can and will take place at -each airpon. These constraints are 

airspace, environmental, physical. and policy. 

Airspace constraints relate to regional airspace issues. The nine-county region contains 

over 50 airpons which in 1990 generated over 4,000.000 operations. Th.is translates to almost 

11,000 operations in the region every day. The ~gion's five commercial service airports enplaned 

over 21.000,000 total passengers in 1990, making it the sixth busiest rcgion in the nation. With 

this level of aviation activity the regional airspace is congested and complex. From an air ttaffic 

standpoint all of the region's airports are interrelated, and affect each other. In plannin& for the 
total airport system it is thcrcf~ necessary to evaluate the ainpace environment. 

Environmental constraints as disculsed here are those related to the natural environment. 

including such things as wildlife, wetlands, and San Francisco Bay. Two of the major commercial 

airports, Oakland and San Francisco, arc situated on the Bay. and host a variety of wildlife. 

Development at Oakland is also affected by the presence of non· Bay wetland m:eas. Wetlands exist 

to a lesser degree at other airpons as well. Construction of new runways which affect wetlands or 

require Bay fill will not meet with general favcir. Public opposition to capacity increasing measures 

may be saong and well organized. 
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Physical constraints may be manifested in a variety of ways, including such things as 

limited aiq>ort size or the presence of physical bani.ers to growth such- as highways, railroads, 

rivers, or buildings. 
Policy constraints include noise, safety, and other community compatibility issues. In the 

face of such constraints, individual facilities may find it difficult to expand in order to meet 

growing demand. Land and airside expansion may be questioned by the interests for the 

environment and of the community. Neighborhoods affected by overflight noise will be reluctant 

to allow growth which will promote substantial increases in commercial aircraft activity, and the 
noise which may some with that activity. Terminal expansion, for example, may be viewed by 

residents affected by aircraft noise as a vehicle for bringing many more flights overhead with the 
additional passenger processing capability, and opposed as strongly as runway capacity increases. 
Other constraints on airpon utilization include resuictions placed upon air traffic due to community 
concern. These additional qualifications may supersede the theoretical operating capacities 
discussed above. 

These constraints have historically shaped the growth and development of the entire 

regional ailpon system. and will continue to do so in the future. This section identifies .limitations 

on current operations and addresses factors potentially constraining future airpon development and 
growth. These constraints are discussed. in some detail for the individual commercial service 
aiiports and more generally for the military. general aviation. and heliport. 

Ajrsoace Constrajnts 

Safety is the greatest concern in aviation and to maintain safe conditions limitations have 

been imposed by the FAA in order to manage the regi~nal airspace. New technological 
advancements. when developed and implemented. may allow for more aircraft to be safely 
processed vvi thin the terminal a?95. 

There is a substantial amount of interaction among the operations at the numerous airpons 

in the region, tt:quiring an established user's hierarchy for nonnal (non-emergency) conditions. 
The air traffic pattern at San Francisco International is dominant because the volume of air carrier 

traffic generated as a percentage of the total is so much greater than that of the other airports. and 

traffic associated with other facilities must conform. 

The operations at military facilities in the region can cause flight delays into and out of 

nearby commercial airpons as the FAA recognizes the importance of United States defense 

requirements. Civil flights will have to yield to military operations. The proximity ot Alameda 

NAS to Oakland will affect Oakland operations though a minimal number of interruptions will 

occur in a year. 
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Other conflicts due to proximity are several. In instrument conditions, confik:t between 

aircraft simultaneously approacbina Hayward and Oakland will result in a delay to that using 
Hayward Air Terminal. 

Flight in the region is n:gulated by various controls and restrictions identified by the FAA . 

These may hinder flight in the region. 

Conrrolled airspace is identified in the following ways: 

• • 
• • • • • 
• 

Terminal Control Areas (]"CA): [permission and communication requi.Jt!d. speed restricted] 

Tenninal Radar Service AJeas (TR.SA) : [no permission required, communication 

required. speed restricted] 

Allport Radar Service Areas (ARSA): [permission ~uircd, speed restrie1M] 

Control Zones: [permission rcq'd. contact req'd IFR, speed restricted] 

Control Areas: [permission rcq'd, contact req'd JFR, speed restricted] 

Transition Areas; [permission req'd, contact rcq'd IFR, speed restricted] 

Continental Control Areas: [permission and communication requbed IFR. speed 

restricted] 

Positive Control Areas: [entry prohibited VFR • permission and communication 

required IFR] 

Special Use Airspace includes: 

• • • • 

Alert Areas: [no permission to enter, communication requllcd IFR, speed rcs1rictions] 

ConU'Ollcd Firing Areas: -{speed restricted] 

Military Ops Areas~ [resui.cted entry] 

Prohibited Areas: [no entry permi=d] 

• Restricted Areas: [permission rcquin-.d, speed ~sttictcd] 

+ Warning A!eas: [communication requUed lFR] 

In the study region, San Francisco is a Terminal Control Area. Qaldand and San Jose are 

Airpon Radar Service Areas. The airspace is mapped in Exhibit 4.21. 

The chan in Exhibit 4.22 indicates the type of ah-space for airpons in the smdy region. 
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Exhibit 4.22 

TYPE OF AIRSPACE BY AIRPORT 

1n or Urik: STANDARD sm. TERMINAL 
MAJOR COMMERCIAL CONlROL INS'TR,UMENT ARRIVAL 
SERVICE AIR.PORTS ZONE TCA ARSA DEPARTURE ROUJ'E 
BUCHANAN FIELD y y 

OAKLANI> INTL y y y y y 

SAN FRANCISCO INTI.. y y y y 

SAN JOSE JNTL y y y y 
SONOMA COUNTY y y 

GAJMILIT ARY AIRPORTS 
ALAMEDANAS y y y 
BYRON 
CLOVERDALE MUNlCIPAL 
GNOSSFIELD y 
HAMil..TON AFB y y 
HALF MOON BAY y 
HAYWARD AIR TERMINAL y y y 
HEALDSBURG MUNICIPAL y 

LIVERMORE MUNlCIPAL y 

MO'FFETI FIELD y y y 
NAPA COUNTY y y 
NUT TREE y 

PALO ALTO y y 

PARRET! FIELD 
PETALUMA MUNICIPAL y 

REID-HD.!. VIEW y 

RIO VISTA MUNICIPAL y 

SAN CARLOS y y 

SANTA ROSA AIR CENTER y 
SKY SOARING y y 
SONOMA SKY PARK y 

SONOMA VAU.EY y 

SOUIH COUNTY 
TRAVIS AFB y 

SOURCE: 
Adapted from CALTJlANS CASP lnvenlOr)'. Aupt, 1990 

Enyjronmental. Pbysjcal. and folh;y Constrajitts 

Future growth will be limited by on site development constraints, qualified here. 

Constraints on facility expansion will be noted for the major commercial allpon:s and the others for 
whom the issue is quite significant 
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SAN FRANCISCO 

The San Francisco International Airport plays an imponant role in the community, and in 

working toward being a good neighbor has had to restrict its activities in several ways. Regulation 

has long been instituted at San Francisco International to control the noise affecting the community. 

Most recent noise abatement ~gulation was instituted in 1988 by the Airpons Commission, and 

_restricts airport noise by requiring conversion by operators to quieter Stage 3 aircraft and limiting 

nighttime use by aircraft other than Stage 3 type. The Airports Commission is now studying the 

possible modification of the nmway configuration to relieve noise impacts on incompatible areas. 
Additionally, SFO is constrained by the absence of sufficient land area for a new runway 

and passenger terminal development. The airport is landlocked by the Bayshorc Freeway 
(Highway 101) to the west, and San Francisco Bay to the north, cast, and south. Any major new 
runway development would likely involve Bay fill. There are a number of undeveloped areas on 

site, identified already in the facilities section of this chapter, which could be used for suppon 

facilities. Future development at the airpon is limited to these parcels or to redevelopment of 
existing facilities. 

OAKLAND 

Metropolitan Oakland International Ai:pon has no curfew and no limit on the number of 

daily or annual operations. It does enforce noise abatement procedures to reduce noise impacts on 

the ~sidential communities around the airpon. 

Although Oakland airpon has considerable land area which could accommodate 

development of passenger. air cargo. general aviation, or other facilities, the airpon has significant 

areas of environmentally sensitive property. These areas have created development constraints at 

Oakland in the past. These include habitat for endangc~d species at the west end of runway 11-

29; scattered wetland areas throughout the airport; several open water meas; and scancrcd wildlife 
habitat related to these wetlands. Although these areas do not significantly constrain passenger 

terminal development, they may limit the long term development of air cargo, aircraft maintenance, 

and other support facilities. 

In addition, Oakland is constrained by the presence of San Francisco Bay to the southeast 
· southwest, and northwest of the primary air camer runway. Extension of this runway would 

involve Bay fill. Construction of an additional air carrier runway at South Field would involve 

either Bay or wetland fill, or both. Either of these options may face Strong political opposition. 
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SAN JOSE 

San Jose International Airpon has established a number of operational restrictions to 

address the noise and safety issues, and to reduce the a.Uport's impacts on adjoining communities. 

In addition to noise abatement flight tracks and arrival and depanure procedures. San Jose has 

established a curfew which limits the hours of airpon operation. 'Ibc airpon is closed between the 

hours of 11:30 PM and 6:30 AM. This limits the total daily activity which can occur at the airport. 

and also creates some congestion during the morning hours. If continued into the future. the 

curfew will constrain activity at the airpon and cause increased congestion within the available 

operating time envelope. 

San Jose International Airpon is located within an intensely developed urban area and 

operates on an extremely limited site. The 1.050-acre site is not sufficient to accommodate all 

' aviation demands. As a result, future development will involve difficult choices between 

competing sccwrs. including passenger facilities. air cargo development,· and general aviation. 

Because of its location and limited size, San Jose is highly constrained by existing 

development. The runway system is limited in length by the Bayshorc freeway (highway 101) on 

the nonh and Interstate 880 on the south. To the west and cast the aiipon is limited by urban 
development and the Guadalupe River. respectively. The passenger terminal area is also highly 

constrained by the sir.c and shape of the land available between the runways and the airpon access 

road and the river. In addition., the presence of high rise towers in the vicinity of the airpon will 

constrain the aUport in its planning for facility improvements and operational expansion. 

CONCORD 

Nestled in the nonhem pan of Contra Costa County. Buchanan Field has, by County 

policy. placed limitations on both its general aviation and commercial airline capacity. The total 

number of based aircraft is limited to a maximum of.850 spaces, a level forecasted in the Master 

Plan for the year 2005. Along with this restriction on growth of general aviation activity, .air 
canier and commuter airline service arc limiltd Air calTier service is cappe.d by policy at 7 tlights 

daily, and the commuter service is held at a similar level, leaving the enplaned passenger potential 

at less than 180,000 in the year 2010, according to their Master Plan. Pavement strength and 

runway length will ctcate their own resnictions on air carrier possibilities, they noted. Physical 

restraints prevent runway extension. 
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SONOMA COUNTY 

The County of Sonoma has placed restrictions on its airpon operations and facilities 

development in order to meet its goal of safe and compatible air service. Commercial air carrier 

flights at Sonoma County Aiipon, involving commuter and scheduled aixline sctvice, are restricted 

in number and in combination by the County. Of the 21 commercial depanun:s permitted daily. 

scheduled air caniers may use only up to 14 of the 21 available slots. and commuters may utilize 

up to 13 of the total number of departure spaces available. Aircraft used in eight departure slots 

held for scheduled airlines arc required to have 50 sear capacity. I:.cngth of runway, for new or 

existing construction. is held at 5,000 feet. and runway strengthening is deemed undesirable, with 

a 95.000 pound limit therefore on gross takeoff and landing weighL 

Military Airports 

Alameda NAS is in a highly developed area which almost precludes future facility 

expansion. Possible development on the Alameda Estuary nearby could encroach on operations. 

Also. office development in downtown Oakland may obstruct Alameda NAS airspace. Airspace 

capacity is also realistically a concern when considering any growth in their operations. The 

community is concerned with the activities at this military facility, and has limited approaches to 

Runway 7·25. 

Many groups have interest in the future of Hamilton Field as it is also in a well developed 

area of the region, located in Marin County. Hamilton Field has propeny which includes many 

wetland areas, and as redevelopment of the land is considered, their preservation may be a 

prominent concern. The land is valuable and there is possible pressure to sell the land for other 

development. If there is a rise in the number of flights, there is a potential for neighborhood 

objection to noise levels. 

NAS Moffcn Field is swrounded by communities. which makes it difficult for it to be a 

completely compatible neighbor. Close to 900 units of Navy and Air Force family housing on site 

could be affected by additional aircraft operations. 

Travis AFB is in the less densely populated area of northern Solano County. near the city 

of Fairfield. The joint use agreement between the County of Solano and the U.S. Air Force limits 

t11e number of operations to twelve per calendar day. Scheduled air canicr operations only are 

permitted. This agreement was established in 1971. 
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General Ayjation Airports 

Many of the same issues facing the lar,;er airpons will be met by the smaller ones. Noise is 

the major environmental issue even in neighborhoods· surrounding facilities catering to small 

aircraft. Communities arc also concerned for safety and air and water quality. The airpons may 

also be landlocked. Those most affected arc listed here. 

•Fremont 

• Gnoss 
• Hayward 

Helipgrts 

• Reid-Hillview 

•San Carlos 

The Bay Area has a rather negative public perception of hclipons ·and helicopters. The 

noise generated by helicopters is slightly different from that of conventional aircraft and is easily 

recognizable. Rotorcraft often fly overhead at lower altitudes making them more conspicuous. 

Noise abatement procedures and opcrator·community cooperation can perhaps over come the 
difficulties. of the helicopter's disrepute. 

Airport Plans I Capital Improvement Programs (CIP1S) 

The master plans of each airport have been reviewed to identify future improvements and 

anticipated facility expansion by airport. Examination of their capital improvement programs 

(CIP's) will provide clues to the funding levels and areas in which they are focused Plans and 

policies of agencies at varying levels of 1ovemment who may affect future change are· also 

identified. 

airpp[t Plans 

Detailed information about the regional air carrier ailports' master plans is provided, with a 

summary of general aviation abpon plans. 
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SAN FRANCISCO 

San Francisco International Airj>on plans to accommodate future growth by expanding and 

improving passenger and cargo processing facilities and maintenance facilities. Less emphasis has 

been placed on airfield modifications. Their Master Plan, completed in November of 1989, 

identifies various improvements for initiation in the near term, Fiscal Year 1989- 1996, and the 

long term. Fiscal Year 1997 - 2006. 

Near Tenn 

Ienninal 

• The International Terminal will be replaced by a new facility with a consolidated airpon 

administration space. 

Ground Transportation 

• A Ground Transponation C'.cntcr (GTC) will be developed to consolidate ground transponati.on 

activities currently scattered curbside. The new structures, one on each side of the airpon entry 

road will be coMected to the terminal area by an automated people mover system. 

Airline Mal.Dtenancc Facilities 

• Existing Pan Am maintenance/administration facility will be relocated to the north due to 

construction of new Boarding Area A. 

• An East Field maintenance hanger complex to be located on a presently undeveloped parcel will 

allow for consolidation of aiicraft maintenance facilities. 

General Ayiation facilities 

•Existing GA facilities.and the fixed based operators arc to be relocated form the West Field to the 

East Field in Older to reconfigure air freight operations. 

AUFn;ight 

• West Field and Nonh Field apron and ground access will be restructured to allow for more room 

to process air freight · 

Parkin& 
• Additional shon term public parking will be made available with the construction of the Ground 

Transponation Center. 
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• At two sites long term public parking will be added. 

Roadway 

47 

• New two level roadway system will be constructed to serve the International Terminal and the 
GTC. 

•The CALTRANS interchange will better separate incomil)g traffic. 

Airfield 

• Installation of a Microwave Landing System. 
• Extension of Taxiway L to Runway 19L 
•Extension of Taxiway V to Taxiway L. 
• Construction of high speed exit tax.iway Z at Runway 19L and Taxiway F. 

• Construction of high speed exit taXiway Y at Runway lOL and Taxiway L. 

Long Term 

Ieaninal 
• Replace eastern section of Boarding Area B 

Public Transponation 

• Extend APM to Lot D ·long term public parking 

•Connect APM to possible BART station on west of Bayshore parcel 

A,irFrtigbt 

• Added air freight/maintenance facilities in the West Field area 

• Addition to U.S. Mail Proccssina Facility 

CommercialQfficc 

• DCvclop commercial office building on site 

Airfield 

•Expand South Tenninal ramp area to accommodate reconfiguration of Boarding Arca B. 
• Realign Taxiways A ·and B. 
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OAKLAND 

Oakland's plans involve meeting growth in air carrier operations by improving airside 

capacity and acting on many landsidc improvements. The air cargo market is imponant to them as 

is the general aviation market Plans include: 

•Construct new air carrier runway with parallel taxiway 
~ Expand terminal to 42 gates 
• Construct parking garage 
•Terminal roadway improvements 

• Develop additional 100 acres for air cargo 
• Develop expanded GA apron and tie-downs 

• Consaua new ARFF facility 

• Construct new international arrivals facility 

• Construct BART connection 

SANJOSE 

Future plans at San Jose International include work on both the air side and land side of the 

airport. Their master plan should be completed by mid-1991. 

· Airfield 

•Extend runway 12L-30R to 8.900 feet (included in previously adopted master plan} 

• Reworking of the taxiways. 

• Pavement management rehabilitation work on the airfield 

Terminal 
•Reconstruction of passenger 1enninal C and consttuction of new passenger terminal B. 

• ConstrUction of a new air traffic control tower. 

Parkin& 
• Construct new parking garages. 

Geneptl Aviation 

• Relocation of all GA to west side of aiipon.. 
•Reduce total number of GA based aircraft. 
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Air fn;;jght 

• New air cargo facilities. 

~ 
• Installation of a fuel farm. 

Roadway 

• Tenninal area roadway improvements • 

BUCHANAN FIELD 

The Buchanan Field master plan is a balanced response to anticipated general aviation and 

air canier/com.muter demand. They have focused their effons on best utilizing available land on 
site, respectful of the existing airport configuration. No runway extension has been suggested, but 

there will be work done on the uxiway system. This master plan was completed in 1988. 

Airfield 

• Redesign taxiway system leading to Rwiway 32·L and nearby multi·taXiway intersection. 
•New Taxiway M parallel to R~way 1~19R. 

Genera] Ayiation 

• Increase GA parking from 629 spaces to 849 based aircr.Ut parking spaces 

• Increase transient aircraft parking form 37 to 69 spaces. 
• Add other hangar spaces and tied.owns 

Terminal 
• Consnuction of an airline terminal on the west side of the airport to accommodate 180,000 annual 

enplaned passenaers and a restaurant. There would be 700 adjacent auto parking spaces. 

Clbm: 
• Ouh/tirc/tescue building 

•A fuel farm 
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SONOMA COUNTY 

Fonhcoming 

County. Other Plans 

Sonoma County is recommending removing Santa Rosa Air Center from use because it is 
not compatible with is surroundings. The county is home to a fair.number of the region's based 

aircraft. Consideration is also being given cunently to the closing ofRcid·Hillview in Santa Clara 
County. 

Capital Improvement Proarams 

Forthcoming 
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CbapterVIl 

Airport System Alternatives Deftnltion 

Introduction 

The objective of the definition of regional airport system alternatives is not only to identify 
the range of policy choices being faced by the region. but also to provide a basis for 
evaluating their feasibility as well as their possible consequences. The set of alternatives 
shouJd offer a range of '1'isions of the future, defined in sufficient detail to provide a basis 
for comparing them, choosing between them, and identifying the actions needed to 
implement them. While these alternatives must be founded in what is tecbnicaDy possible. 
they should not be unduly constrained by existing political or institutional agendas, for to 
accept such constraints may result in foregoing the best long-term solution in the interests 
of shon-term expediency. Rather, such constraints should be recognized in the way the 
alternatives are defined and evaluated. The evaluation process should identify 
implementation pathways which could actually eliminate current constraints by building 
political constituencies for institutional change, where such change is rteeded. 

•, 
Central to this approach is the requirement to quantitatively evaluate the alternatives, in 
order to provide a basis for choosing between them. 'Ibis evaluation must address all those 
issues of concern to the broad array of interests in the process. For this to be possible, and 
for the evaluation to produce credible results, the alternatives must be defined in sufficient 
detail, both in terms of their specific elements as well as the actions that must be taken to 
implement them. 

The Apogee Study 

A previous study by Apogee Research, Inc., included extensive focus lfOUp discussions with 
a broad range of airpon users, operators, and the general public. On the basis of these 
discussions. six strategic policy approaches were developed, as follows (Apogee Research, · 
Re1ional Aj[pOrt System Plan UpdaJe: Summa01.of Firidin11 pod Policy Alternatives, 
December 7, 1990): 

Plan One: No New Action 

This policy envisages a continuation of the current status quo, with no significant 
new capacity and steadily increasing congestion everywhere. Market forces would 
tend to shift traffic growth from SFO to OAK and SJC. 

Plan Two; Centralize Aviation Activiry 

This policy encourages future growth to be concentrated at SFO. in order to 
minimize the spread of adverse. impacts. Resources would be directed at improving 
ground access to SFO. and additional Bay fill to increase capacity and reduce noise 
impacts would be considered. 
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Plan 1bree: Limited Decentralization 

This policy encourages growth at OAK and SJC by improving ground access to those 
airports. Capacity increases at SFO would be limited to increased operational 
efficiency. improved ATC technoloi)', and the use of larger aircraft. 

Plan Four: Greater Decentralization 

This policy seeks to expand capacity at other airports in the region, including new 
airpon sites well outside the urban area, and limits the growth at SFO. OAK. and 
SJC. 

Plan Five: Alternatives to Aviation 

This policy encourages the development of higb·speed rail services or other modes 
of transportation as a way to reduce the need for expanding airport capacity. 
Resources would be directed at developing intermodal links. with growth of the 
existing airpons limited by noise restrictions and opposition to funher Bay fill. 

Plan Six: Ground Transponation Focus 

This policy would emphasize improving ground access to all airpons and allow the 
growth of each airport to be determined by market forces. 

These policy alternatives can be thought of as providing a strategic perspective on the 
development of the regional airport system. While they do not identify the specific 
projects and implementation actions that are necessary for a quantitative evaluation of 
alternatives, they articulate· broad goals for the future state of the airpon system. Those 
early alternatives were then translated into specific, implementation·oriented alternative 
plans. as presented below. 

These policy alternatives are intended to represent the interests of different interest groups 
in the regional airport planning process, as expressed through the focus groups. The 
alternatives were prepared to encompass a wide enough range of options to ensure that 
each constituency should feel that at least some of the alternatives (or elements thereof) 
are responsive to their concerns. 

Air Carrier and General Aviation Allports 

The regional airport system is not a homogeneous set of facilities, but rather consists of 
two broad categories of airport that serve two very different types of traffic. Of the some 
thirty airports in the region, a small number, currently five, serve the needs of the 
commercial air carriers. The largest, San Francisco International, handles more air carrier 
traffic than all the others combined. While the three largest air carrier airports also serve a 
varying amount of general aviation traffic. the ,greater number of airports serve only 
general aviation traffic. 

Because of the widely differing requirements of air carrier and general aviation activity, 
and the implications for airport development, it is useful to consider the two types of 
airport separately when defining alternatives for a regional system. Thus the complete 
range of system alternatives will consist of one set of Air Carrier Airport System 
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Alternatives and another set of General Aviation Airpon System Alternatives. Of course, 
these two sets of alternatives interact in some respects, and some air carrier airport system 
alternatives may be inconsistent with some general aviation airport system alternatives. 
However, by evaluating each set in tenns of how well the alternatives perform for ·their 
respective market, interaction problems can be addressed in selecting between the 
alternatives in each set, once they have been evaluated 

The following two sections describe the air carrier airport system alternatives and the 
general aviation airport system alternatives. Each alternative description includes a 
summary statement, a list of its major elements, the actions needed to implement the 
alternative, and a list of .implications. The implications are explained at the end of the 
alternative descriptions. 
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AIR CARRIER SYSTEM ALTERNATIVES 

l. No New Action 

Description 

This alternative provides the baseline for comparison of the other air carrier system 
8.ltematives. It is based on the assumption that no new major additional airside, landside, 
ground access; or public transponation capacity is built at the five existing air carrier airpons. 
It also assumes that no new major operational actions or other airpon system management 
actions are taken, either by the airpons, the FAA, the airlines. or other parties. The existing 
five air carrier airpons would continue to be operated and maintained. with annual funding 
provided to maintain the existing airside and landside facilities, but with no enhancement of 
capacity. Growth in airport activity (passenger. GA, and cargo) would be constrained by 
current airspace and the capacity of existing facilities (including approved projects) 

Alternative 1 ~ assume that existing construction projects which are contained in existing 
approved airpon master plans, and which have received environmental approvals, will be 
built. These include the following projects: 

1. Runway Extension at San Jose 

2. Passenger Terminal Expansion at San Francisco 

3. Minor Bag Claim, Ticketing, Passenger Lobby, and International Anival Facility 
Projects at Oakland 

The purpose of including the no new action alternative is to evaluate what would happen if 
demand continues but no additional capacity is provided, and to compare this no action 
scenario with alternatives which do increase capacity. As this alternative would include no 
actions to affect the air travel market or the existing distribution of supply or demand, the 
airlines could take unilateral steps under this alternative to balance supply and demand at the 
five air carrier airports. These steps could include adjusting their schedules, fleet mix 
changes, and shifting their service between the airpons. For comparison of the air carrier 
system alternatives. however, these airlines actions are not considered in the no new action 
alternative. 
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Elements 

A. Only currently approved projects would be developed 

B. No other new runway capacity projects 

C. No other new tenninal capacity or other support facility projects 

D. No other new ground access or public ttansit improvement projects designed to serve 
the aiipons 

E. No regional actions to encourage significant changes in airline schedules. fleet mix, or 
distribution of traffic among aiipons 

Actions Needed tQ Implement 

A. Design and constrUction of currently approved projects 

B. Annual capital improvement programming for maintenance of existing facilities 

C. Annual renewal of airpon operating budgets 

Implications 

A. Runway/airspace congestion and delay 

B. Airpon ground access constraints 

c. Air fares (supply vs demand) 

D. Environmental impacts 

E. Airline competition 

F. Safety 

G. Passenger convenience 
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2. Airport System Management (ASM) 

Descri;gtion 

The ASM alternative would seek to maximize the effectiveness of the existing airpon system 
without major new construction by using a number of system management strategies aimed 
at matching supply and demand and making optimum use of existing facility capacity. This 
alternative would depend on increased cooperation between all participating airpons and 
airlines. This alternative would rely on measures to increase groundsidc access and public 
transit to aizpons to take full advantage of existing runway and terminal capacity. 

In order to relieve congestion, this alternative would also include encouragement of 
passenger traffic dispersal from the three major air carrier aiipons to Concord and Sonoma 
County. and possibly other airports in the region, within their existing capacity to 
accommodate it. Given the current distribution of airpon capacity and demand, this 
alternative would inevitably result in some redistribution of demand among airpons. This 
could require a variety of political and physical development decisions at a number of levels of 
government. This alternative could possibly result in greater emergence of individual airpon 
roles among the three major air earner airpons. One example could be for each of the three 
largest air carrier.airpons to focus on the following roles: 

SFO: International and Tourist Traffic 
· SJC: California/West Coast Corridor Traffic 

OAK: East-West Domestic Traffic 

Another possible result of this alternative could be reduced facility duplication consistent with 
these emerging airpon roles (eg. centtalizati.on of certain functions, such as F.I.S., cargo, etc .• 
at one airpon). Present examples of this ttend are the concentration of international facilities 
at SFO and overnight air cargo activity at OAK. 

Elements 

A. FAA Measures to Enhance Capacity, including: 

• Revised standards for converging runway operations 
• Reduced in-trail separation 
• Airspace improvements 
* Improved approach and departure procedures 
* Improved navigation/elecuonics 
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B. Fleet Mix Changes 

II< 

II< 

Airline shifts to larger aircraft during peak periods. on heavily travelled routes, 
at the most congested airpon.s, etc. 
Eliminate turbo-prop aircraft from the air earner runways or congested airports 

C. Schedule changes/congestion pricing 

• Shifts of traffic away from peak periods 

E. Construction of off-airpon terminals and improved bus service 

F. Improved rail links (BART) to airpons 

G. Improved links between airpons, such as ferry service between OAK and SFO 

H. Encourage GA activity to relocate away from major air canier.~s 

I. :Joint use of military airlields (such as Travis AFB)'· 

Actions Needed to Implement 

A. FAA completion of research and development, and ATC implementation of new 
standards and operational procedures 

B. Airline implementation of training and equipment programs to suppon new standards 
and procedures 

C. Development of regional capacity allocation program 

D. Development of regional program of pricing, noise budgets, or other incentives to 
reduce peak period demand 

E. Coordinated airpon and airline marketing of speciali:zed roles of each ai:tpon 

F. Development of regional airpon ground access improvement program with appropriate 
funding and regulatory/operating authority 

G. Develop pricing, leasing. and other mechanisms to encourage GA to relocate from 
congested air carrier airports to GA relievers 

H. Provide funding for improvements at GA airports to accommodate relocated GA from 
major air carrier airpons 

I. Develop rµinimal passenger processing facilities at joint use airpons 
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Implications 

A. Timing of FAA capacity enhancement measures 

B. Airpon cooperation 

C. Airline cooperation 

D. Air fares (supply vs demand) 

E. Transit improvements to airpons 

F. Joint use agreements with military 

G. Safety (airpon and airspace capacity) 

H. Passenger convenience 
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3. Master Plans 

Description 

This alternative would meet identified future demand by expanding airpon system capacity 
as proposed in the most recent individual airpon master plan concepts. Capacity 
.improvements to the airsidc, landside, ground transportation, and public transit systems 
would be built consistent with those updated master plans. According to those currently 
proposed master plans (OAK and SJC) regional air passenger market shares would shift as 
follows: · 

fotcnrial Shift in Re~ional Passen&er Market Share 

Airnon 1990 Market Share 2001 MarkeLSharc 

SFO 72% 61% 

OAK 13% 16% 

SJC 15% 23% 

One function of this alternative will be to evaluate whether the individual aiJpon master plans 
will efficiently accommodate regional air travel demand from a capacity and environmental 
perspective. This alternative will examine whether the updated master plans are based on 
consistent assumptions, and. if they are not, will outline actions needed to achieve a regional 
balance of demand and capacity. · 

Elements 

A. Increased Runway Capacity 

• New parallel runway at OAK 

B. Increased Tenninal Capacity 

• New international terminal at SFO . 
• Major terminal development at OAK 
• Dcv~Iopmcnt of Terminals B and C at SJC 
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C. Increased Landside Suppon Facility Capacity 

Auto Parking * ... 
• 
* 
* 

Terminal curbs and roadways 
Airline suppon facilities 
Airpon suppon facilities 
Fuel facilities 

D. Ground Access/Public Transponati.on Improvements at SFO. OAK. SJC 

... Improvements to freeways, intcrchanaes. and other surface streets serving 
· airpons 
BART extension to SFO * • Future BART connection to OAK 

E. Reduced GA use of air carrier all]:>ons: 

* Reduced GA operations at OAK 
* Reduced GA operations and based aircraft at SJC 

Actions Needed to Implement 

A. Completion of master plan approval process (including FAA) 

B. Environmental approval/mitigation 

C. Airspace studies 

D. Funding process 

E. Design and construction 

F. Publi~ Acceptance 

Implications 

A. Timing and funding of improvements 

B. Airspace capacity 

C. Runway capacity/delay 

. D. . Funding of transit improvements 

E. Environmental impacts/public concensus 

F. Impacts on General Aviation (primarily SJC and OAK) 
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4. Airport System Optimization 

Description 

This alternative would meet forecast regional passenger demand by. construction of significant 
new capacity. but would depart from alternative 3 by seekini to optimize the perfonnancc of 
the system as a whole. This alternative would include possible redisuibution of regional 
passenger traffic to optimize the existing airpon system (as well as develop new ones) and 
better distribute supply according to the regional distribution of demand. Among the factors 
used to achieve optimization of the airpon system are: 

II< 

• ... 
"' ... 

Passenger convenience 
Airspace utilization 
Airpon ground access capacity 
Environmental impacts · 
System cost 

There are two sub-alternatives for accomplishing this: (1) major regional airpon growth 
would be either focussed (providing major capacity increases at SFO, OAK and SJC); or (2} 
future capacity enhancement would be decentralized (providing for growth at a founh major 
air carrier airport in the region). The focussed concept would add significant capacity at the 
existing airpons by construction of new outboard runways into the bay at SFO and/or OAK, 
and a new parallel runway at SJC. This alternative could result in the following redistribution 
of regional passenger market share: SFO: 50% OAK: 25% SJC: 25%. The decentralized 
concept would include consuuction of a fourth major air carrier airpon at either Travis AFB, 
another existing airport, or at a new site. This option would also result in a major 
redistribution of regional passenger market share. Included as a possible element of either 
sub,.altemative would be the development of additional commuter airline service at Concord. 
Sonoma County. and other outlying GA airports. 

Elements 

A. Capacity increases at SFO. SJC, OAK,: 

II< 

* 
* 

New outboard runway at SFO 
New outboard runway at OAK 
New parallel runway at SJC 

B. Develop founh major air carrier ai?port: 

• Travis AFB 
* Other existing airpon 
* New site 
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C. Develop new/expanded airline service at other airpons (Concord. Sonoma County; 
Livermore, Napa, etc.) 

D. Terminal expansions to suppon runway capacity arowth 

E. Ground access/public transit improvements to support airpon growth 

F. Airspace/procedures improvements to suppon airpon growth 

Actions Needed tQ Implernem 

A. SFO/SJC/OAK aiipon runway capacity expansion: 

• 
* 
* 
* • 

Airspace studies/procc.dural changes 
Environmental approvals (including re:quired mitigation) 
PTopeny acquisition (where necessary) 
Funding process 
Design and construction 

B. Terminal capacity expansion: 

* 
* 
* 

Environmental approvals/mitigation 
Funding process 
Design and construction 

C. Ground access/public transit development; 

* 
* 
* 
* 

Financial feasibility studies and corridor/engineering studies 
Environmental approvals/mitigation 
Funding process 
Design and construction 

D. Develop existing airpon as founh air cmicr airpon: 

• Develop or expand joint use agreement (if military) 
• Airspace studies/procedural changes 
* Propeny acquisition/land banking (where necessary) 
* Environmental approvals/mitigation 
* Funding process 
• Design and construction 
• Determine operating entity 
• Develop noisenand use compatibility/height hazard plans 
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E. Develop new airport: 

• .. 
• 
• 
• .. 
* • 

Site selection process 
Airspace studies/procedural changes 
Propeny acquisition/land banking 
Environmental review and approvals process (including mitigation) 
Funding process 
Design and consttUction 
Determine/establish operating entity 
Develop noise/land use compatibility/height hazard plans 

Implications 

A. Timing of improvements 

B. Funding sources 

c. Operating agencies (new airports) 

D . Environmental impacts 
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5. New Technology 

Ilo;~kriptjon 

This alternative would focus on new air and rail technology alternatives to supplement the 
existing a.il'pon system. The alternatives include both aviation and non-aviation technology. 

Elements 

A. Construction of high-speed ground transponation (primarily forintta-California Conidor 
Traffic). such as conventional rail. MAGLEY. automated highway. or other 
technology. This element would act to reduce demand for air travel by divening air 

. passengers to the new ground transponation mode. 

B. Application of Tiltrotor aircraft technology 

This element would also reduce conventional air travel demand by divening air 
passsenger traffic away from traditional air transpon. This clement is primarily seen 
as an alternative for the shoner haul air traffic routes. such as those under 500 miles. 
This element could lso require facility improvements at reliever airpons served by 
tiltrotor aircraft. 

Actions Need~d to Implement. 

A. Continuation of R&D effons for both tiltrotor and high speed ground transportation 

B. Development of commercial application of the technology 

C. Airspace studies/procedural chanacs (tiltrotor clement) 

D. Creation of appropriate operating agency 

E. Corridor/engineering studies (ground transponation element) 

F. Financial feasibility studies 

G. Propcny assembly/acquisition (ground transportation element) 
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H. Environmental approvals/mitigation 

I. Identify facility requirements to serve tiltrotor activity 

J. Funding process 

K Design and construction 

Implications 
. ; 

A. Potential markets 

B. Practical application 
,· 

'· 
c. Capacity and delay 

D. Timing of new technology 

E. Environmental impacts 

F. Airspace procedures 

G. Financing 
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GENERAL AVIATION SYSTEM ALTERNATIVES 

1. No Action 

Description 

The No Action GA alternative provides the baseline for comparison of the others, and would 
consist of no increase in capacity at any of the General Aviation aiiports. In addition, no 
regional action would be taken to prevent the potential closure of existing GA ai1:ports, such 
as Reid~Hillview. Total regional airpon system capacity would be limited by existing airpon 
facilities at each airport, and possibly, reduced due to GA airpon closures. The existing 
general aviation airpons would, however, be maintained to provide safe, functional facilities. 

Elements 

A. Preserve existing airpon facilities 

B. Protect aitpons from encroachment by adjoining community: 

• Maintain/enhance land use compatibility 
• Maintain height hazard/safety zoning and planning 

Actions Needed to Implement 

A. Provide adequate funding for operation and maintenance of the airports in the system 

B. Maintain and regularly update noise/land use compatibility and height hazard/safety 
plans 

Implications 

A. Capacity and delay 

B. Safety 

C. Financing 

· D. Noise/land use compatibility 
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2. General Aviation Airport Master Plans 

Dcscriptipn 

This alternative would meet identified future demand by developing the general aviation 
airpon system as proposed within the current individual ai.Jpon master plans. This 
alternative would provide a full range of GA suppon services, and would have all necessary 
navigational aids and insuumentation to provide for the pilot training needs of the region. 
These Bi.tpons would provide some excess facility and service capacity to replace those lost 
due to the anticipated displacement of acneral aviation activities at the large air carrier 
airpons such as SFO, OAK, and SJC. These airpons would also provide for displaced GA 
activities in the event that Rcid·Hillvicw or other aitports were to close. In addition, this 
alternative could allow for selected GA airpons to be used to meet demand for decenttalized 
commuter activity close to users homes. · 

Elemems 

A. Develop facilities at selected airpons -to support these activities 

* 
* • .. 

Run ways/taxiways 
Apron/aircraft par.king/hangars 
Instrumentation/navigation 
Lighting, FBO facilities, etc 

B. Develop facilities for displaced recreational GA at selected aiJports 

Actions Needed to Implement 

A. Development of mechanism to allocate capacity expansion among airpons and identify 
required facilities at each airpon. Identify potential future losses in GA capacity 

B. Airspace studies/procedural changes 

C. Environmental approvals/mitigation 

D. Funding process 

E. Develop/implement noise/land use compatibility/height hazard plans 
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F. Project engineering/design 

• Runway construction 
• Suppon facility constrUction 
• Ground access improvements 

Implications 

A. Funding of improvements 

B. Airport/community compatibility 

C. Environmental impacts 
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3. General Aviation Airport System Optimimtion 

JJ'scrjptiQn 

This alternative would expand cenain existing GA airports and develop new GA a:irpons on 
the periphery of the urban area in locations where land use compatibility and aviation safety 
problems can be avoided or minimized. Because remote sites would be preferable, this 
alternative could also involve improvements to local str=ts and highways to provide ground 
access to the new airports. Supporting infrastructure, including sewer, water, power, aviation 
fuel, etc .• would also need to be provided. These new airpons could also suppon limited 
passenger service by commuter airlines. 

By locating new GA capacity at the edge of the urban area where community impacts can be 
minimized, this alternative could provide for the relocation of existing GA activity from close
in urban airports which arc either threatened due to existing impacts on the surrounding 
urban community or pressured by expanding air carrier passenger .and cargo activity. An 
example of this concept would be accelerated development of the improvements planned at 
Byron alli'on. 

Elements 

A. Select sites and develop new GA airpons in compatible locations 

B. Provide sufficient facility capacity for future GA demand as well as GA displaced from 
existing close-in airpons (OAK, SJC, Reid-Hillview) 

C. Develop new facilities at specialized aiipons for training/business aviation activities 

D. Develop facilities to relieve air canier airpons 

E. Acquire sufficient propeny and cnsmc land use compatibility tO protect airpon from 
possible future urban encroachment 

F. Rcsoict further investment at aiipons with little likelihood of achieving community 
acceptance 

I 

Actions Needed to lmp}cmeut 

A. Site selection studies 

B. Establish development/operating entity 

C. Develop noise/land use compatibility/height hazard plans 
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D. Land assembly/acquisition 

E. Environmental approvals/mitigation 

F. Funding process 

G. Design/construction 

H. Develop utility infrastructure 

I. Develop/improve ground access links 

Implications 

A. Timing of development 

B. Funding of development, 

C. Airpon operating authority 

D. Environmental impact 

E. Compatibility/encroachment protection 
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Descrjption of Jmolications 

Included with each airpon system alternative as described above is a list of implications. The 
list identifies major items which could be affected by the alternative. For example, a no action 
alternative could lead to increased congestion and delay. and cause passenger inconvenience. 
Another alternative which provided increased capacity may improve passenger convenience. 
but could cause impacts on the natural and human environment. Identification of major 
implications at this stage of the planning process was done to assist in the development of 
the alternative eveluation methodology. 

Runwav/airspace coneestjon and delay 

A major consideration in evaluating the airpon system alternatives is to how well each 
alternative meets existing and future demand. Alternatives which do not provide capacity 
improvements sufficient to meet forecast levels of demand may result in significant 
congestion and delay on runways, wciways, and apron a:rcast in terminal facilities, on the 
landside of the terminals, or elsewhere. Alternatives which do not account for the structmc 
and capacity of the regional airspace may create airspace conflicts, with related safety and 
delay implications. These implications arc discussed separately below. 

Airpon nound access constrajpts 

Ground access to the region's airports is bccomming an increasingly complex issue. Future 
increases in air ttavel demand at the five air car.tier aiiports will increase the already-heavy 
strain on the region's existing ground transponation system. At cenain locations near the 
largest airports peak hour surface access congestion and delay creates significant 
inconvenience to air passengers. Growing uncenainty about how long it will take to reach the 
airport requires passengers to plan greater and greater lead time before flight dcpanures. 
The growing problem with airpon ground access results in passenger inconvenience, 
decreased productivity, inefficient use of the airport system. and regional environmental 
impacts. Some of these related implications are also discussed below. 

Environmental Impacts 

Each of the airport system alternatives will have some impact on the environment. 
Alternatives which provide facilities to accommodate airpon system growth will have_ direct 
on-site impacts. growth·induc:ing impacts on the region, and impacts such as air quality and 
noise from the operation of a larger and busier system. Those which rr.disuibutc 1tir ttaffic 
among the re1ion's airports may reduce noise in one an:a but increase it in another. The 
severity of this noise impact will be related to factors such as the type. density, and location 
of land uses near the airpons. 

Those alternatives which do not provide for growth, or which provide insufficient capacity to 
meet future demand, may cause indirect environmental impacts resulting from airpon 
congestion and delay or increased use of alternative forms of.ttavcl such as highways. 
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Air Fares (supply vs demandUAirline competition 

One of the potential implications of differing approaches to meeting future demand may be· the 
effect on air fares and airline competition. Given a free market. if demand far exceeds supply 
the price will rise until a balance is achieved between supply, demand, and price. Lack of 
sufficient terminal space can effectively block out new carriers, reducing competition among 
airlines. One of the regional implications of the system plan is therefore related to the 
potential effect on competition and ticket prices. and the related issue of equal access to the 
~ation's air transponation system. Alternatives which do not provide for any inc~ase in air 
ttaffic demand could cause regional increases in ticket prices and result in a decreasing ability 
of low and moderate income persons to access the air transponation system. Lack of airline 
competition could also affect level of service and ticket prices. 

Safety 

One of the implications of regional aiipon system development decisions will relate to aircraft 
safety. both on the ground and in the air. Growing public concern over safety is in part related 
to increasing congestion at airports and in the airspace around them. As congestion 
increases the potential for pilot, air traffic conttoller, air navigation. communication, and other 
system error increases. With this comes a growing potential for accidents. Regional airpon 
system alternatives that do not effectively address existing and future airport or airspace 
congestion may _contribute to this safety concern. 

Timing qf improvements or other actions 

Timing is listed as an imponant implication under many of the airpon system alternatives. 
This factor could be significant as it relates to the ability of MIC and the region ltc) implement 
selected alternatives and actions. This issue relates to the length of time it may take to 
complete site selection processes. environmental approvals, construction projects, FAA 
research activities and other actions, development of new technologies. creation of necessary 
organizational structures, and development of the political will of the region to take action. 
For example, selection of a site and construction of a new air carrier airpon may ease the 
region's congestion, but could take 10 years or more to complete. If this alternative were 
selected in the plan, it may be also necessary to include interim measures to meet growing 
demand until such time as the new airpon can be built and put into service. Timing is 
therefore an imponant implication of choosing this alternative. 

FAA capacity enhancement measures and new technolo&Y may also be elements of the 
regional plan, but there may be considerable time before they are implementable. Again. the 
timing of these elements of the regional airpon system plan is a critical aspect in eveluating 
how well they will serve the region. 
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AilJ>ort/airline cooperation 

Several elements of the alternatives will require the cooperation of both airports and airlines 
for their implementation. Examples include decisions to shift traffic between a.llports, shifts 
in aircraft fleet mix, and changes in airline schedules. As such elpmcnts are funher defmed 
and evaluated in the plannirig process this factor needs to be recognized as beyond the ~ct 
control of MTC. 

Joint use amroems with tbt militm:Y 

Civil use of military aiJpon facilities will require the development and/or enhancement of joint 
use agreements with the appropriate military sponsors and/or panicipation in the FAA's 
Military Airports Program (MAP). As an example, Travis Air Force Base cuncntly has a 
civil/military joint use agreement which allows up to 12 daily operations with civil aircraft. 
Expansion of this agreement to allow significantly more flights would be necessary in order to 
develop Travis as a significant passenger service facility. This would also be the case for 
other existing military facilities. In addition, passenicr processing facilities would need to be 

· built or improved. The Military Airports Program is one potential source of funds for such 
passenger improvements. 

Public tra.numnation improvements to airpQOs 

As mentioned above in relation to around access, airpon expansion and growth in passenger 
and cargo traffic will-put additional pressure on the region's sutfacc ttansponation system. 
Those alternatives that provide for airpon expansion in areas where existing ground 
transportation systems are near or at capacity must also consider the need for public 
transponation system improvements to supplement or provide alternatives to traditional 
private vehicle ground access systems serving the airporu. Specific examples which are 
already recognized and under study are a potential BART extension to SFO. future BART 
connection to OAK. and a future connection between SJC and the San Jose light rail line. 

Fundin& 

Most elements of every alternative will have some cost. including airpon improvements, 
airspace changes, airline actions, ground access improvements, and public transportation 
projects. The funding implications of specific elements relate to the overall cost and the 
timing and availability of funds. 

IUJPar;ts on general ayiation 

A number of actions at the five air carrier airpons could have sicnificah.t impacts on the 
continued cxistance and viability of general aviation .at those airpons. Significant expansion 
of passenger and cargo activities will likely increase the cxistin1 pressure for GA activities to 
relocate. The fate of general aviation at the air canicr airpom therefore raises. a related 
issue of how to address GA which is displaced. Let •cm eat jet blast! 
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Op;ratin& uencics 

Where joint use facilities or new aiipons are proposed operating agencies would need to be 
designated or established. 

fotential markets/practical azilication 

24 

This. applies primarily to the use of new technology. The effectiveness of new technology to 
address the region's air travel demand will be affected by the potential market for and the 

· degree and timing of practical application of such technology. For example, the effective use 
of conventional high speed rail within the California corridor as an alternative to air travel will 
be constrained by factors as: 

1. The ponion of the total market which can be diverted .from air to rail. 

2. The degree and timing of actual application of the technology. 

3. The comparative cost, comfon, speed, and safety of rail travel as related to air travel. 

N2iscfland use compatibility/encroachment protection 

A critical issue in evaluating alternatives for the region will be how well noise and land use 
compatibility between airpons and sUJTounding communities can be achieved or_ maintained. 
It may be possible to accommodate significant increases in demand at a pan:icular airpon but 
only at great expense in terms of impacts to adjoining communities. Thus there can be major 
trade-offs between efficiently meeting future demand and minimizing human impacts. 

A related issue is that of encroachment. How well an airport or system of airpons functions 
can be significantly affected by non-airpon actions. Urban development near airpons can 
create operational. environmental. and development limitations and hamper the airpons' 
ability to operate efficiently and safely. and to meet demand. If public fu.nds are to be 
effectively invested in aiipon facilities the public must provide for the protection of that public 
investment from encroachment by non compatible land uses. Both the noise and 
encroachment issues can be addressed in pan by noise, height hazard, and safety planning 
and zoning. · 

J!assen~er convenience 

Passenger convenience relates to the ease of movement to and through a passenger terminal 
facility. Factors include ease of access to the airpon, parking cost and location in relation to 
the terminal, passenger walking distances, and relative amount of terminal congestion and 
delay. Passenger convenience is an imponant measure in evaluating the performance of 
passenger processing facilities. In addition to selection of airlines. flights, and schedules, 
overall passenger convenience is an imponant factor in a passenger's selection of an airport 
in I: multiple airpon system. 
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HIGff·SPEED RAIL ALTERNATIYE 

SAN FRANCISCO-LOS ANGELES/SAN DIEGO 

Market Size and Capture 

SF-LA/SD market: 
1990 Est. demand: 
2010 Est. demand: 

30% of total SF region air market 
12.6 million passengers 
26. 7 · million passengers 

2010 market capture: 10% = 2.7 million 
25% = 6. 7 million 
36% = 9.6 million 

Alternative 1: 

Trip length: 
Estimated speed: 
Travel time: 
Est. passengers: 
(Source: Caltrans and 

Alternative 2: 

Trip length: 
Estimated speed: 
Travel time: 
Est. passengers: 
(Source: Caltrans and 

422 miles 
125 MPH 
5 hr. 
3·3.8 million 

Parsons, Brinkerhoff. 1990) 

413 miles 
185 MPH 
3 hr. 15 min. 
5.3-7 .9 million 

Parsons, Brinkerhoff, 1990) 

OTiiER MARKET SHARE PROJECDONS 

California·Nevada high-speed train: 25~ by the year 2000 
(Source: Canadian Institute of Guided Ground. Transpon usin& previous work 
by Banon-Aschman Associates, 1989) · 

Detroit-Chicago HSGT train: 6S'li by the year 2020 
(Source: Argonne National Lab, 1989) 

LA-San Francisco MAGLEV train: 38'1i by the year 2000 
(through 2030) 

(Source: U.S. federal Railroad Administration. 1990) 
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EXISTING NEW YORI{-W ASHINGIQN AMTRAK MIL SERVICE 

Trip length: 

Amtrak Metroliner 

Maximum speed: 
Travel time: 
Fare (one way): 
Air fare (oneway): 
Capacity (each way): 

225 miles 

125 MPH 
2 hr. 35 min. 
$74 
$73 
17 trains per weekday 
280 seats per train 
4,760 seats per day 
9,520 total seats per day 
2.5 million weekday seats per year 
3 .S million total seats per year 

Regular Amtrak Service 

Travel time: . 
Fare (one way): 
Air fare (one way): 
Capacity (each way): 

3 hr. 10 min. 
$59 ($83 round trip) 
$73 
15 trains per day 
280 seats per train 
4,200 scats per day 
8,400 total seats per day 
3.0 million total seats per year 

1990 Market share: 36% 
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AITACHMENTC 

WORK PROGRAM FOR THE AIRPORT MASTER PLAN 

AND NOISE PROGRAM 
SAN JOSE INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT 

Memorandum from the Director of Aviation 

to the Mayor and City Council 

City of San Jose 

June 6, 1991 
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TO: 

SUBJECT: 

C J T '!' 0 P S A S J 0 S E 

COUNCIL AGENDA: ~~e 25. 1991 
ITEM: 

MEMO•ARl>tJM 

Honorable Mayor ana City Council FROM: Ralph G.-Tonseth 
Director cf Aviation 

AIRPORT MAST.D Pip ~-BOISE DATE: June i1 1991 
PROGRAM 

f;-LD-'i/ 

COUNCIL DISTRICT: Citv-Wide 

RtCOMMtNDATIONS 

l. That Council approve th_e attached work pro;ram implementing the 
Council's May 21. 1991 action on the Airport Master Pl!n an~ 
Noise .Program .. 

2. That Council approve Amendment No. 2 to the consultant contract 
agreement with TRA for the Airport Master Plen Update project 
extending the termination date to June 30, 1993 and mo~ifying 
the scope of services ana associated bu~get. 

3. That Council approve Amendment No. 1 to the consultant contract 
agreement with David J. Powers ~ Associates for an 
Environmental Impact Report and Environmental Assessment fer 
the Airport Runway Extension project modifying the scope cf 
services and increase the associated bua;et by $24,925. 

BACJ<GBOUND 

The Airport Master Plan Update project has been underway since 
~ovember,l9BB under a Grant Agreement with the Federal Aviation 
Administration and with the assistance of the consulting firm of 
TR.A. Since the completion of the draft Alternatives Analysis (Task 
6) in December, the Master Plan Update project has essentially been 
on hold to allow for public review and City Council consideration 
of a recommended long tan;e development plan. On May 21, 1991, the 
council approved a set of recommendations to provide Cirection fer 
the remainder of the project. Major approve~ items include: 

• Direction to initiate preparation of an E~vironmental Impact 
Report (£IR) which fully evaluates Alternative 6 (the staff 
project case), an Alternative 8 (as submitted to the council by 
the Citizens Against Airport Pollution), and an Alternative 9 
(a new.moderate ;rowth elter~ative to be formulated). A 
recommendeO alternative will not be selected until completion 
of the environmental review process. 
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Honorable Mayor an~ City Council 
AlltPORT MASTER PI.AB ARD BOISE PROGRAM 
June 6, 1991 

• Direction to include in the EIR process the evaluation of 1 
number of specific noise mitigation measures,, and incorporating 
language making noise mitigation an ezplicit objective of the 
Master Plan. with analysis of a noise orOinance in the initial 
phase of the EIR. 

• Creation of a Council-appointed task force to review regional 
general aviation issues and report to Council with 
recommendations in Novembe~ 1991. 

• Direction to amene. ezisting consultant agreements to 
immediately begin studies of the eztension of Runway l2R/30L 
and to suspend studies of the eztension of Runway l2L/30R and 
instead include this project as part of the Master Plan VpOate 
process. 

• Direction to report to Council on 1 monthly basis, anO to the 
Transportation and Development Committee on a regular basis, on 
the status of the Master Plan Update and Noise Mitigation 
Program. 

This direction significantly impacts the previously approved 
project work program, budget, and schedule. In order to begin 
implementing Council direction, a comprehensive work 
program/schedule (exhibit attachea) and two amended consultant 
contract agreements have been prepared for Council approval. 

AijALYSIS 

A list and summary of the major work program elements addressing 
all issue~ associated with the Airport Master Plan and Noise 
Program, generally corresponding to the attachea ezhibit, is 
presented below: 

1. Airport Master Plan Update 

A. Environmental Impact Report/Environmental Assessment 
(EIR/EA) 

1. Cgnsult1nt Selection 

Given the increasing focus on environmental issues 
associated with Airport growth, staff determined in late 
1990 that the project EIR!EA shoul4 he prepared by en 
environmental firm report1n; directly to the City rather 

·than by a subcontractor to the Master Plan Vpdate 
consultant (TR.A). The Airport ano Planning Departments 
have jointly conducted • consultant selection process. a 
consultant .has been tentatively selected. preparation of a 
detailed •cope of services and budget will occur over the 
next month, and a contract agreement is anticipated to be 
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Honorable Mayor ana City Council 
AIRPORT MASTER PLA!i ABD BOISE PROGRAM 
June 6, 1991 

presented for Council action in Au9ust. (The reeommende~ 
amendment to the 'TR.A contract agreement includes deletion 
of the EIR/'£A from its scope of services.) 

2. S;o2ing enO Ev1lµ1tion of Alternetives 

The EIR/EA will fully evaluate Master Plan Update 
Alternatives 6, 8, and 9. For new Alternative 9 (moOerate 
growth), staff proposes to initially formulate the scenario 
with input from citizen vroups anO subsequent review ~Y the 
Airport Master Plan Advisory Committee (AMPAC) along with 
any neeOed refinements to Alternatives g and 8 anO a No 
Project Alternative. All alternatives will be presenteO et 
a formal EIR scoping hearing and subsequently presented to 
the Council for endorsement prior to initiating ~etaileO 
environmental analysis. The attachea work program reflects 
an optimistic completion of sccpin; ~Y the end of 1991. 

3. Evaluation of Mitigation Measures 

As part cf the EIR process, st~ff identifiea ten $pecific 
potential noise miti;ation measures for evaluation: noise 
ordinance; triggers; accelerateO Phase 2 aircraft 
phase-out; hush house; accelerated/improveO land use 
mitigation measures; additional lana use mitigation 
measures; alternative flight tracks and approach/departure 
procedures; improved ~oise monitoring and r~portin;: sound 
attenuation policy/crCinenee for new development; ana real 
estate disclosure policy/ordinance. Council subsequently 
di:z:ecte~ that noise mitigation be an explicit objective of 
the Master Plan. 

Fer the noise ordinance measure, which Council CirecteO fer 
the initial phase of the EIR, staff will coorOinate with 
the City Attorney•• Office. Analysis of forthcoming 
Federal re;ulations implementing the Airport Boise ani5 
capacity Act of 1990 will feed into the evaluation. 

For·noise monitoring and reporting, staff has be;un ·~ 
investigation of an upgrade to the Airport's monitoring 
system. staff is also ~evelopin; • reviseO format and 
content for the monthly Airport Boise Reports and a new 
annual report as directeO ~Y Council. 

Jn addition to evaluating noise mitigation measures~ staff 
also intenOs to evaluate potential surf ace traffic 
miti;ation measures as well. 
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Honorable Mayor end City Council 
AIRPORT MASTER PLAR ARD ROIS!: PROGRAM 
J'une 6, l9!H 

4. Comp letign/Certi f ieat ion 

It is anticipated that the ezpandeO EIR will take an 
additional 12-18 months to complete. Upon Planning Commission 
certification, ezpected in early 1993, selection cf a 
preferred development alternative will be submitted for 
council consideration. 

B. Update of Analysis Tc Date 

Given the ezpanded schedule for the Master Plan Update, staff 
and the projeet consultant will up~ate all ~ase year data from 
1988 to 1990, and review all technical analyses (including 
demand forecasts) and revise as needed. Also. pursuant to 
council direction, the Goal and Objectives task will be 
reviseO to add noise mitigation as a specific objective, and 
the Alternatives Analysis task will be supplemented with the 
a~dition of Alternatives B and 9. All revisions will be 
reviewed with AMPAC. As the ezisting contract agreement with 
the Master Plan Update consultant (TR.A) terminates en June 30, 
1991, Amendment No. 2 is needed to allow the consultant to 
~ontinue its services to the City. 

c. Economic Analysis 

In conjunction with the environmental evaluation of 
Alternatives 6, e, and 9, a consultant study of the economic 
impact of the various alternatives will be conducted. Staff 
will in~tiate the consultant selection proce$s within the next 
month, with a contract agreement presented for Council action 
by October. One early product will be 1 comprehensive update 
to the City's 1986 Airport Economic Impact Study. 

D. Remaining Master Plan Update Tasks 

Upon selection of a preferred development alternative in early 
1993 (followin; completion of the EIR), .the project consultant 
will conduct the remaining Master Plan Update tasks, 
consisting of the Implementation Program, Airport Layout 
Plans, and final documentation. Review by AMPAC will be 
maintained throughout the program. It is antieipateC that the 
final Master Plan UpOate will be presented for e4option by 
summer 1993. 

This proposeO Master Plan Update schedule is optimistic and 
contingent upon successful discussion with Airport tenants 
(airlines, F!O • s), other. governme~t a~ene~_es (FAA, City of 
Santa Clara), and community organ1zat1cns (Chamber of 
Commerce, CAA.P). 
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AIRPORT IQSTER PLA!i' A!iD BOISE PROGRAM 
June 6, 1991 

II. Master Plan Process OrCinance 

Pursuant to Council i!ireetion, preparation of • City orclinanee 
en amendments to the Airport Master Plan will be initiated by 
staff an~ the City Attorney~s Office as part of the Master 
Plan Up~ate•s Implementation Pro;ram task. Adoption can 
occur as soon es possible. and must precede the adopt;on of the 
Master Plan. 

III. General Aviation Task Force 

IV. 

Staff is currently preparing a minor consultant contract to 
facilitate Task Force meetings anO. discussions. The Task 
Force will initiate its activities upon completion of Couneil 
appointments ane report to Council with recommen~ations in 
November, 1991. 

Runway 30L Eztension 

A. Desi;n 

The ~esi;n studies for the Runway 30L £:tension are 
currently being initi11tec1 by the Public Works Department 
utilizing the consultant (HNTB) already under contract to 
prepare the design for the eztension cf Runway 30R 
(suspenaea by Council on May 21, 1991). An ernenOment to 
the HNTB contract agreement will be presenteO tc Council 
by Public Works in the Fall. Project aesi;n will be 
complete by January, 1992 . 

B. EIR/EA 

The recommenOed· amendment to the contract a;reernent with 
David~. Powers 'Associates (previously preparing the 
EIR/EA for the Runway 30R eztension) woulO allow the 
EIRIEA to be initiatel!I. A aeconl!I amentlment will be 

, brought forwar~ to cover subsequent phases of EIR/EA 
preparation. Completion anl!I Planning Commission 
certification is anticipatea in Decernber,1991. 

c. Project Construction 

once adequate environmental stuaies for Runwey 30L have 
been performed anl5 the EIR/EA bas been accepte.15 es 
complete. ana project desi;n is complete. the City can 
proceed to bid the project. This schedule anticipates 
tbat Public works would coneuct a biC an~ ewer~ process 
with Council action occurrin; in early 1992. Construction 
could then be anticipated to eztena through mid·1993 under 
this schedule. 
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v. Airport Noise Program 

A. Noise Monitoring System and Moeifie~ Noise Repcrts 

Ref er to item I-A-3 above. Revised monthly reports should 
begin in August 1991. 

8. Analysis of Feaeral Noise Regulations 

Refer to item I-A-3· above. Pend.in; issuance cf the 
Federal regulations this Summer, the analysis shoule be· 
available in early Fall 1991. 

c. En;ine Run-up Operational Changes 

Refer to item I-A-3 above. A report on the engine run-up 
issue shoul~ be available by September,1991. 

P. Good Neighbor Program and Stage 3 Airline Compliance 

Staf{ activities on an airline •good neighbor• pro;rarn and 
a Stage 3 aircraft co~pliance goal are currently being 
developed and should be available for review in Au;ust, 
1991. 

VI. General 

A. Document for All Recommendations 

staff will prepare a file of information on the Airport 
Master Plan Update and Noise Program for p~blic review at 
the City Clerk's Office. The file, which woul~ include 
the Administration•s reports to the Committee of the Whole 
and public hearings and related documents, will be 
available in July and. include all documents an~ 
information requested by Council. 

s. Reports to Council and Transportation • ~evelopment 
Committee 

Staff proposes to prepare a monthly report on the Airport 
Master Plan Update anO Noise Program for review by the 
Transportation ' Development Committee which will be 
reported to the full Council as a General Government 
cross-refereneee item on the followin9 Council agenda. 

kQORP!NlJlPN 

These reeommenOations have been coordinatea with the City Mana;er's 
Office and CitY Attorney•s Office. 
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COST IMPLICATIONS 

The Airport 1991-92 CIP includes funding for consultant costs 
associatea with the Master Plan Update EIR/EA, Economic Impact 
Study, General Aviation Task Force, and Runway 30L Eztension, as 
well as for a new noise monitoring system, hush house preliminary 
design,, an~ Runway 30L construction. 

The reeommenOe~ amendment to the contract agreement with TR.A 
(Master Plan Update) includes no change to the e%istin; contract 
cost ($842,282) 1t this time. Further refinements to TRA's work 
scope, and/or budget, may be proposed as a future,, aciditional 
contract amendment. 

The recommende~ amendment to the contract agreement with David J. 
Powers & Associates (Runway 30L Eztension EIR/EA) changes the 
contract cost from $59,250 to SB4,l75, 1n increase of $24,925. 

BUDGtT BEFERtNCE (Runway 30L Eztension EIRIEA) 

Funa: 
Responsibility: 
Budget Document: 

RGT:kph 

Attachment 

520 
520-80074443 
Airport 1990-91 Adopted Capital Budget, Page 
25, Item 29 

a,;.,?, 6- /M1Z/(L_ 
Ralph G. Tonseth 
Director of Aviation 
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WORK PROGRAM ELEMENTS 1991 1992 
3 4 1 2 3 4 

I. AIRPORT MASTER PLAN UPDATE 

A. EJR/EA 

1. Consultant Selectron x 
2. Scoping Of Alternatives (61 81 9) x ·x 
3. Evaluation Of Alternatives (61 81 9) x x x x x 
4. Evaluation Of Mitigation Measures• x x x x x x 
s. Comptetton/Certlficatlon x 

B. Update Of Analysis To Date x x x 
C. Economic Analysis (1990 and EIR AJternattves) x x x x x 
D. Implementation Program 

E. Ajrport Layout Plan Package 
F. Final Documentation And Adoption 

IJ. MASTER PLAN PROCESS ORDINANCE x 
Ill. GENERAL AVIATION TASK FORCE x x 
IV. RUNWAY 30L EXTENSION 

. A. Design x x 
B. EIR/EA x x 
C. Bid And Award x 
D. Construction x x x 

V. AIRPORT NOISE PROGRAM 

A. Noise Monitoring System x x x x 
B. Modified Noise Reports x .... - - -t ... 
C. Analysf s Of Federal Noise Regulations x 
D. Englne Run-up Operational Changes x 
E. Good Neighbor Program x .... ... .... ... .... 
F. Stage 3 Alrllne Operations x .... .... ... ... ... 

VI .. GENERAL 
A. Document For An Recommendations x 
B. Regular T 6 D Committee Reports x .... .... .... ... .... 
C. Monthly Council Reports x ... ... .... -t .... 

• Evaluation of a noise ordinance will occur at the earliest possible time 
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BACKGROUND TO AIRPORT OPERATIONS 

·JNl'RODUCDQN 

'Ibe regulatory histoty of the aviation industty indicates that there has always been 

federal control over aspects of ailpon operations./! ;21 Legislation established federal 

iegulatory control over: 

• the development and operation of domestic air routes (through control of the 
airspace, and roles over where aireraft fly and the procedu~es pilots use); 

• the control of air traffic (through the development and operation of ailport traffic 
control towers and other navigation/communication facilities); and 

• the development and operation of airports (through conditions attached to federal 
funding of aiipon construction. among other rules)Jl.2/ 

Historically, the operations of commercial airlines, including their decisions about 

what markets (cities and aiipons) to serve, were also regulated. The Airline 

Deregulation Act of 1978 lifted many of the federal economic controls over the 

airlines, including control over the establishment or discontinuance of domestic 

service at most U.S. anpons./1,2/ 

Recent federal legislation has emphasized the need to develop and increase airpon 

capacity; the co!Ulection between aiipon noise problems and local opposition to 

capacity increases; and the possibility that local airport access resuictions (for noise 

purposes) "could impede" the operation and continued development of the national air 

transponation system./3 ,4/ 

The agencies most involved with the current regulation of SFIA activities are the 

Federal Aviation Admlliistration and the California Department of Transponation, 

Division of Aeronautics. Some of the ways the FAA controls the operation of SFlA 

(and other aiJpons) include: 

• The FAA operates the SFIA Traffic Control Tower, from which it controls 
aircraft landings and takeoffs on the Airport's runways, and the movement of 
aircraft in the airspace around SFIA. 

1 
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• The design. location, and construction of airside and landside facilities at SFIA 
must comply with federal standards (particularly if federal funds are used). 

• In order to receive federal funding, SFIA must comply with specified "grant 
assurances" (conditions). including the requirement to make the airpon 
..... available as an airport'for public use on fair and reasonable terms and without 
unjust discrimination, to all types, kinds, and classes of aeronautical users."/5,6/ 

Appendix A includes a summary of federal legislative history. a discussion of the key 

legislation governing the operation of airports t and a discussion of the functions of the 

FAA and the Division of Aeronautics. 

EXTENT OP LOCAL CONTROL OVER AIRPORT OPfJtADONS 

Given the extent of federal and state regulatory control over aiiport operations, there is 

a question as to what aiipon owners are able to do to regulate the use of their facilities. 

The question has been raised in the context of restrictions some airpons have imposed 

in order to reduce congestion or noise problems. Examples of such rcsttictions include 

requiring that some users shift their flights to other (less busy) airports; setting a limit 

on the number of flights per hour;.prohibiting flights by aircraft that do not meet an 

aiiport's noise standards; and setting user fees that "more realistically" refiect the costs 

imposed on an airpon during cenain times (such as congested peak. hours, or nighttime 

hours)./1/ 

These and similar restrictions imposed by airport owners have been challenged in 

coun. The following paragraphs discuss the limited powers granted to airport owners, 

the potential areas of control aiJpons do have, the requirement that aiipon restrictions 

be reasonable and not discriminate unjustly, and the meaning of "unreasonable" and 

"discrimina1:ory" when applied to restrictions .imposed at several U.S. aiipons. 

There is disagreement among ailport operators, airlines, and regulatory agencies 

regarding the limits oflocal aiipon control. The following discussion, therefore, does 

not offer any conclusions about the ability of an aiiport such as SFIA to restrict or 
divert airline flights. 

2 
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LIMITS OF LOCAL CONTROL 

There are a nwnber of laws and court decisions that specify or limit the powers of an 

airpon owner. Through federaJ. and state legislation, cenain powers have been granted 

to the Federal Aviation Administration, the U.S. Depanment ofTransponation, and 

the California Department of Transponation, Division of Aeronautics. The functions 

(and regulatoJ)' powers) of these agencies are discussed in Appendix A. 

Section 1305 of the Federal Aviation Act of 1958 allows a local government to O'Wll 

and operate an airport. Un~er most circumstances, local governments have "police 

powers" that allow them " ... to legislate in broad areas of scope including economics. 

the environment, morality, law and order, and peace and quiet ... " Historically. the 

Supreme Court lias superseded local police powers " ... only when Congress exhibits a 

clear and manifest pwpose to do so. "/7 / 

A local government acting as an airpon owner, however, is not able to use all of its 

police powers to run and regulate airport operations (because certain powers have been 

granted to the federal govenunent, as noted.above). "While section 1305 allows local 

authorities to operate aitpons as proprietors [owners], the grant [of power] is 

limited ... "n/ 

Under the state Public Utilities Code, the State of California has authority over "the 

space above the land and waters of this state." The Code also establishes the "right of 

flight" within this airspace. The right of flight includes nthe right of safe access to 

public aiJpons. "/8/ 

POTENTIAL AREAS OF CONTROL: NOISE, CONGESTION, AND OPERATING 
EXPENSES 

Pwposes for which ailpon owners have been allowed to impose restrictions include 

the reduction of noise, the reduction of ground congestion, and the recovery of airport 

operating expenses .n I 

~ 

., ... the Supreme Coun recognizes that noise control is a necessary area excluded from 

federal jurisdiction and left to local authorities."n/ Many U.S. airpons, including 

3 
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SFIA, have successfully imposed restrictions for noise-reduction purposes. The 

enforcement of some of these restrictions has resulted in the denial of access (use of 

the airpon) to certain types of aircraft. 

Aiipons' powers to impose noise restrictions may have been limited by the Airport 

Noise and Capacity Act of 1990, however. Under the Act, new aircraft or noise 

restrictions on Stage 3 ("quiet") aircraft must be approved by the Secretary of 

Transportation. The Secretary has indicated that the Department of Transportation 

might challenge new airpon noise restrictions that the Department considers too much 

of an economic hardship on the airlines (by requiring the airlines to retire noisy 

aircraft sooner. for example). or too-rcstricti~e on the operation of the airport system 

nationwide./4.9/ 

Con Ile st ion 

The following excerpt from a legal commentary outlines potential means of relieving 

a.iiport congestion: 

"The two principal methods that have been upheld to relieve aiiport congestion 
are perimeter rules and peak-period landing fees. Perimeter roles seek to relieve 
congestion at an airport by resnicting incoming and outgoing flights to 
destinations within a cenain distance of the facility ... Peak period _landing fees 
seek to relieve congestion during the time of the day when airlines are most likely 
to schedule flights by making the times when the airport is operating at· a lower 
capacity more financially attractive ... "{l ! 

Operatinti Expenses 

Airports may impose restrictions (in the form of fees) in order to recover operating 

expenses: 

" ... few owners would operate an airport if they were unable to recapture most. if 
not all, of their operating expenses. Thus. Congress provided.that aiiport 
operators could maintain a fee ·and rental structure that made the a.Upon as 
self-sustaining as possible. In inteipreting Congress' provisions, courts liberally 
construe what constitute 'expenses' in providing facilities and services to airpon 
users."{l/ 

4 
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TESTS FOR LOCAL AlRPORT RESTRICTIONS: "REASONABLE" AND 
"NONDISCRIMINATORY" 

The tests established by legislaiion and applied by couns to ai?port restrictions have · 

involved two key requirements: the restriction must be nreasonable"; and the 

restriction must not discriminate "unjustly."n,101 

Under the Allport and Airway Improvement Act of 1982, any aiJ:pon that ieceives 

federal funds must •• .. .make its facilities available on 'fair and reasonable terms and 

without unjuSt discrimination.••• An ailpon, for example, cannot impose a iestriction 

that discriminates unjustly against a class of users, such as general aviation aircraft, or 

a panicular user, such as a specific airline.n/ 

The Federal Anti-Head Tax Act allows airpons to collect "reasonable" fees for the use 

of their facilities. ••Reasonable" fees, given the language of the Airport and Airway 

hnprovement Act, are fees that "accurately reflect the cost of operating the facility."n/ 

In the context of the application of these requirements to the areas where airport 

owners have control. an airport owner can impose a noise restriction if it is needed to 

mitigate an ailpon noise problem and if it is not "unreasonable, arbitrary, 

discriminatory, or a burden on interstate commerce... "Couns will uphold perimeter 

rules and peak-period fees [established by multi-aiipon authorities] as long as the 

restrictions are reasonable, nonarbitrary, and nondis~tory tules that advance the 

local interest." (l, l 0/ 

lntclJUctations of "Reasonableness" and "Discrimination" 

The following discussion of the use of a special fee structure at Boston Logan 

lntemational Airport addresses the question of what makes an a.Upon restriction 

reasonable. 

"The most recent [coun] decision ... occ:urred in late 1989 in Nnv England Legal 
Foundation v. Massachusetts Port Authority. In that case. the Massachusetts Pon 
Authority (Masspon), which owns and operates Logan Airpon in Boston, wanted 
to maximize the efficient use of its facilities. It adopted a phased plan which 
began with a ... fee structure consisting of two clements [a standard fee and an 
additional charge based on aircraft weight]. . .. the effect of ... the plan was to 
increase drastically the cost per landing of small aircraft while decreasing that of 
large aircraft. The resulting founula departed from the traditional method of 
calculating landing fees. and several groups consisting of small aircraft users 
brought a legal challenge against the fee sttucnuc. "n I 

s 
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The final court ruling on the case upheld the Department of Transportation's roling 

again&t Massport. From the ruling and Department of Transportation decision on the 

case, it has been concluded that: 

• A "reasonable" fee or charge "fa.iily and rationally reflects the cost to comparably 
situated users" (the coun found that the fee put a disproportionate share of airport 
costs on small aircraft); and 

• The charge must be developed through a "nonarbitrary" methodology. and must 
accurately reflect a.Upon costs (" ... the court believed that Masspo.rt's fee structure 
was unreasonable because its methodology for allocating costs wa:s •not 
scientifically derived'").n/ 

"The issues of discrimination and reasonableness are frequently interconnected." In a 

case involving local noise control regulations that prevented certain aircraft from 

operating at John F. Kennedy International A.Upon, the coun determined that the Pon 

Authority of New York and New Jersey used reasonable procedmes to establish an 

acceptable level of aircraft noise. Since the procedures were reasonable and the 

restriction was .. rationally related to a legitimate state interest," the court determined 

that the noise restriction was not discriminatory .n / 

In a case involving the perimeter rule imposed by the FAA which prohibited air 

carriers from operating nonstop flights between Washington National Airport and any 

airpon more than 1,000 miles away. "The court held that an airport proprietor may 

make reasonable regulations concerning the efficient use of navigable airspace, ... " In a 

case involving a perimeter rule established for LaGuardia Allport, an imponant factor 

was that "long·distance air traffic was not prohibited from entering New York area 

airpons but was only divened from one airport to anothcr ..... n/ An additional factor in 

both cases was that the airports were pan of a multi-airport system operated by one 

authority, which had the ability to accept the (<li'verted) air traffic at another aiJport in 

the system./! 0/ 

"The court noted that while all regulations tend to discriminate in some way. the 
important inquiry is whether the discrimination is reasonable in light of the 
legitimate objectives the proprietor seeks to achieve. After noting that the control 
of ground congestion is a legitimate proprietary function. the court agreed with 
the authority• s belief that the perimeter rule would keep LaOuardia from 
experiencing delays and congestion."n/ 
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In a case involving SFIA and its denial of access (introduction of service) to an aircraft 

operated by Burlington Northern Air Freightt the FAA charged that SFIA had 

discriminated unjustly and unreasonably against the airline, mainly because SFIA 

allowed noisier aircraft (than the Boeing Q-707 denied access) to use the Airport. The 

Ninth Circuit Coun of Appeals recently ruled in favor of the FAA. Because the FAA 

found that SFIA had violated its grant assurances, the FAA has withheld federal funds 

from SF1A since Fiscal Year 1986./l 0/ 

AIRPORT ECQNOMICS 

AIRPORT BUSINESS OPERATIONS 

The foll owing summary of selected aspects of airpon administration and finance is 

included to show the extent to which the airlines serving SFIA "share the risks and 

responsibilities for airpon operations."/l/ 

Sources of Qperatini Revenue . 

Accordins to a standard text on ai.tpon management: 

"At large air carrier airports, the main sources of operating ~venue are air canier 
landing fees, concession fees, and charges for the use of terminal areas and 
hangars. At large commercial ahports, landing fees (usually based on the weight 
of the airplane) pay for the use of airfield facilities. Concession contracts provide 
revenue for the use of tenninal areas ... Airlines pay i:cnt for leased ~as ... , 
usually based on the amount of area rented ... These sources provide an airport's 
operating revenue ... "/l/ 

Fundin& of .Ai[pon DevclQPment PrQjects 

The following paragraph describes the means of funding airport development projects: 

"A.Uport construction, development, and improvement require large amounts of 
capital. Aiipons obtain this capital from a number of sources, including the sale 
of bonds and state and federal grants. There are three basic kinds of bonds: 
general obligation, revenue, and hybrid, such as self-liquidating general 
obligation bonds. "/1,2/ 

Most of the capital needed for SFIA development projects bas been raised through the 

sale of revenue bonds, which "arc backed by the revenue to be generated by the 

facilities."/ l/ 

7 
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"At the federal level, grants are available under the [Allport and Airway Safety and 

Capacity Expansion Act of 1987] for aiJport improvements, ATC facilities and 

equipment, and airspace system operation and maintenance."/!/ 

Agport and Airline Assumption of Risk 

At airports such as SFIA, the airlines assume some of the responsibilities and risks of 

aiJport operation: 

"The large and mediwn-size publicly owned airports typically operate in 
conjunction with privately-owned airlines. 11lis public/private character 
distinguishes the financial management and operation of these a.llports from those 
of organizations that are either completely publicly owned or completely 
privately owned ... The risks and responsibilities of airport operations for air 
carrier aiipons are shared between the airport operator and the airlines that use 
the aiiport. Tenns and conditions of the relationship between the airport and the 
airlines are contained in legal documents known as ahpon use agreements. 11/l/ 

"In some cases [such as the airport use agreements used at SFIA], airlines agree 
to pay any costs of operating an airport or servicing its debt that are not recovered 
from other users. This is known as the residual cost approach to pricing; its 
implementation transfers a significant ponion of the fmancial risk to the airlines. 
since they agree to make up the operating deficits. "/l, 11/ 

If the proposed SFIA Master Plan improvements are financed with revenue bonds. 

payment of the bonds would be backed by Airport revenues, with the airlines covering 

debt payment costs not recovered from otlter Allport users. 

AIRLINE DEREGULATION, HUBBING. AND COMPElTilON 

The nature of the airline service provided at SFIA and the other Bay Area aiipons is 

influenced by the development of the hub-and-spoke route system. The ability to 

"manage" or influence service and demand at these aiJpons is also influenced by 

hubbing, and by the presence of barriers to market entry. 

Dereplation and Dubbin& 

Hubbing is defined as follows: 

.. Hubbing is an operational system in which flights from numerous points arrive 
at and then depart from a common point within a short time frame so that 
passengers arriving from any given point can connect to flights depaning to all 
other points ... "/12/ · 
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Most air travel within the U.S. involves hubbing operations./13/ " ... an aiipon in a hub 

and spoke system where a carrier or carriers elect to crossconnect passengers on a 

large scale" is a "c::ormecting bub."/12/ Some of the airports amently used as 

cormecting hubs include Denver Stapleton International Airpon, Dallas / Fon Worth 

International Allport, Atlanta Hartsfield International Airport, and Memphis 

International Airport. 

SFlA is not a connecting hub airport; most of the passengers using the Airport are 

coming from or going to locations in the Bay Area. However, United Airlines uses the 

Airpon as a hub for connections among its international, Hawaii, Iong~haul domestic 

(such as to Chicago or Washington}, and intrastate flights. San Jose International 

Ailpon is currently used as a connecting hub by American Airlines. Metropolitan 

Oakland International Airport is not used as a connecting hub. 

Airline Competition 

During the decade following deregulation, the domestic airline industry underwent 

"sigltificant structural and operational change:' expanding from 30 large air curlers in 

J 978 to 38 carriers in 1984, then, through a series of mergers and acquisitions. 

consolidating into 8 Iarge carriers (in 1988-1989)./12/ 

In the past several years, concerns have been raised about the competitiveness of the 

airline industry. and the potential need for ureregulation." The Secretmy of 

Transportation commissioned a high-level task force to conduct a comprehensive 

assessment of airline competition. The assessment addressed, among other topics, the 

industty and route structure and the existence of barriers to airline entry into 

markets./12/ 

btdustry and Route Structure 

The DOT Task Force study of market structure found that: 

• Competitive airline service to more destinations is provided to more people by 
more airlines. 

• Airline concentration has increased at larg~r airpons, and dccteascd at smaller 
airports. 

9 
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• There has been a "dramatic increase;• in the number of markets served nationwide. 

• "The hubbing process by its very nature requires a large volume of frequent 
senrice and this leads naturally to a relatively high degree of concentration. 
Moreover. once hubs are established, carriers have a strong incentive to attempt 
to increase their control of traffic at their connecting hubs. 

• "Vutually all non-hubbing carriers have stopped competing with nonstop service 
in city pairs involving a highly concentrated comecting hub. 1be number of 
nonstop competitors in city-pairs involving concentrated hubs, thercforct is 
essentially limited to caniers that hub at either end point. 

• "In view of the substantial load factor advantage enjoyed by dominant carriers at 
highly concentrated connecting hubs, in the absence of price deviations which 
could cause such differences, any expansion of service can be expected to involve 
the least risk where a carrier already has a high degree of concentration and the 
most risk where another carrier has a high degree of concentration ... this would 
seem to encourage carriers to expand service by extending dominance at existing 
hubs or creating new hubs rather than by ttying to compete at another canier's 
hub."/12/ 

Barriers to Market Entry 

"Generally, barriers to entry are practices or conditions that may impede a tmn's 

ability to enter a maiket."/14/ If therc are barriers (sec following examples) to the 

entry of airlines at San Jose International A.Upon and Metropolitan Oakland 

International A.llpon, or if the practices used to operate SFIA favor the airlines' 

continuation or expansion of service at SFlA, it would be more difficult to change or 

"manage" the service provided at each of the three airports. 

The Task Force Study of potential barriers to market entry ., ... addresses the availability 

of aiipon gates and associated facilities and services that are necessary for air carriers 

to serve an aiiport." The study found that " ... gate facilities arc a potential barrier to 

entry into both the aviation industry and into individual markets for firms already in 

the industry ... Without gate facilities, an air carrier is effectively barred from serving a 

specific market. "/11/ 

'Jluee factors found to conttibute to the lack of gate facilities at ai.rpons are the 

una\railability of gate capacity, the use of exclusive-use leases, and the airlines' right 

to approve ailport decisions. 

10 
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Underutilized Gate Capacity. "There is very little underutilized terminal and gate 

capacity at the large airports today ... An airline requires at least one full-service gate to 

serve an aiiport in a minimum fashion, say as a spoke operation. It needs 

5-10 adjacent gates to stan a hub ... Overall, short run gate capacity is very limited." A 

survey conducted in 1989 found that SFIA had no gates available at that time, and 

would have 4 gates available 180 days later./11/ 

Exclusive-Use Leases. "The 1983 Repon to Congress identified ... [that] aiJpon facility 

areas ... are typically leased to carriers on an exclusive basis for extended periods of 

time, usually 15 to 30 years ... " At an aiipon with long-term, exclusive-use leases, an 

airline trying to introduce service would have to sublease gates from the leaseholder, 

probably at a higher cost./11/ 

SFIA has standardized long-term (10-30-year) exclusive-use contracts. "This contract 

is the result of a 1981 lawsuit against the airport by the airlines."/15/ As of 1990, 20 of 

the 65 carriers serving the airpon leased gates under this contract, and the remahling 

caniers subleased gates from the airlines, or leased gates from the aiipon on a 

month-to-month basis. All gates at SFIA are currently used by some carricr./15/ 

San Jose International Airpon also has long-tenn exclusive-use leases on aiipon 

facilities ./16/ 

Majority-In-Interest. In many aiiport leases. cenain airlines are ''given the right, 

through what is called a 'majority-in-interest' (Mil) clause, to approve cenain a.Upon 

decisions ... The matters subject to Mil approval ... generally ... involve major decisions 

that affect aiiport costst such as capital improvements or expansions, added debt, and 

new bond issues. The 'interest' power also varies, and can range from absolute veto 

power to simply requiring project reviews.fl 1/ 

"The prevalence of MD tends to be correlated with the type of finmcing for 
aiipons. -Under the residual cost method [used at SFIA], airlines take a 
substantial risk, generally as guaranteeing payment of all airpon costs not covered 
by non-airline sources of revenue. In retum, they are charged landing fees and 
rates for space that arc calculated after all other sources of revenue are taken into 
account. H car rental, puking, and concession income goes up, an airline's costs 
for use of space can go down. The airlines assume fmancial risks_and the airlines 
have an interest in seeing that, the aiipon is operated to minimize the residual 
costs to be covered by the air carriers."/11/ 
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The signatory carriers at SFIA and San Jose International Airport operate under 

residua] cost use agreements, with the right of Mii approval. As of Spring 1989, SFIA 

needed airline approval for large capital projects, adjustments in landing fees or 

terminal rates, new bond sales. or additional rates, fees, or charges/I 1f 

"Many use agreements contain a 'no additional rates, fees, or charges' clause that 

prevents the airport from raising new revenue for all:pon development by levying fees 

on airlines, unless specifically authorized ... " In a 1989 survey. SAA reported that it 

had restrictions on charging additional rates, fees, and c~arges. and was prevented 

from changing the method of calculating landing fees./11/ 

AIR TRAVEL DEMAND 

General Characteristics 

The factors that are usually considered when analyzing or forecasting air travel 

demand include: 

• Purpose of trip. .. ... most people use air transportation as a means to achieve some 
other purpose ... Consequently, when trying to estimate passenger demand, it is 
necessary to go into all the various reasons that make a destination city 
attractive ... Passengers can be divided into categories by looking at the purpose of 
their trip. Typically the simplest of the divisions is into tourist or business 
travel.. ... /13/ 

• Variability. "Passenger demand for any mode of transportation varies greatly by 
the hour of the day, the day of the week, and in most markets by the season of the 
year.'' For example, in a vacation travel market, the demand may be significantly 
higher during the sununer than in the other seasons of the year./13,17/ 

• Passenger origins and destinations. 

• Population of the region served by the a.Upon. 'The size and composition of the 
area• s population - and its potential growth rate - are basic ingredients in creating 
demand for air transponation services. ''/18/ 

• Employment of the region served by the ailpon. 

• Disposable income. 

• Regional economy. "In addition to overall national and regional economic 
activity. this factor includes consideration of specific, identifiable, local activity 
that distinguishes the geographic area served by the a.Upon from the aggregate 
conditions across the n:gion. This factor is particularly imponant in connection 
with business travel by commercial and general aviation and with air freight 
traffic. "/18/ 
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Price of airline travel . 

Frequency of service, defined as the convenience of travel between two points . 
"The larger the number of flights the more convenient are the departure and 
arrival times likely to be.."/17/ 

Level of service, such as the use of :frequent flyer programs, or an airline or 
airpon's on-time performance record. 

Overall navel time./13,17/ 

External factors. such u fuel price changes, changes in the regulatory 
environment, and the granting of new routes for international service./18/ 

Local aviation actions. '"The types of ground access and suppon services 
provided, user charges, and plans for future development can each affect future 
growth of aviation demand. "/18/ 

Demand and Service in a Multiple-AUpon Rer;ion 

In the San Francisco Bay region, travelers have more than one ahpon from which to 

choose; 

"'Airport choice occurs·in metropolitan areas that are served by more than one 
airport. In such areas, it may happen that a traveler can choose between a closer 
airpon with access travel advantages and a farther airport with schedule 
frequency advantages."/17/ 

A model used to study airport choice for travel between the San Francisco and Los 

Angeles metropolitan areas considered the total travel time. the schedule frequency. 

and the air fare. The results of the model showed that " •.• business travel is more 

sensitive to schedule frequency and less sensitive to fares than nonbusiness traffic."/17/ 

The 1990 Air Passenger Survey conducted by the Metropolitan Transponation 

Commission (MTC) found that "The most commonly cited deteoninant of aiJport 
choice, regardless of air pany characteristics, was closeness to residence, hotel or 

business." The survey also found that .. San Francisco and.Oakland airpons ••• have a 

greater portion of respondents [than San Jose] citing service competition [flight 

availability, frequency, and fares] as their main reasons for choosing one of the two 

airpons.•'/19/ Other MTC survey results can be found in Attachment A to this packet. 
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FEDERAL REGULATORY IDSTORY 

The federal government has regulated the aviation industry in the United States from 
the early days of domestic air service. In addition to economic and safety controls on 

the airlines, regulation has included rules for the deveiopment and apcration.ofthe 

domestic airway system. the control of air traffic. and the development and operation 

of airports. The following "highlights" of federal regulmoi:y history are included to 

show the extent and complexity of the regulatoey framework within which SFIA and 

other U.S. ai?poru operate. 

Early RemJarion U 925-1934 l 

Federal regulation of the aviation industry began with the Air Mail Act of 1925 (the 

Kelly Act) and the Air Commerce Act of 1926. The Kelly Act resulted in the transfer 

of airmail operations from the Post Office Depanme:ot to private carriers. (Regular air 

passenger service was not established before 1925; most regularly scheduled air 

services were airmail flights conducted by the Post Office Department.) The Air 

Commerce Act " ... initiated the development of civil aiiways and navigational aids and 

provided for safety regulations requiring that airplanes, pilots, and navigational 

facilities be registered. examined, and certificated." The Air Commerce Act made the 

aeronautics branch of the Depanment of Commerce responsible for ..... promoting and 

fostering the development of commercial aviation as well as for regulating the 

business aspects of air transponation. "/1,2/ 

"Until the early 1920s, a substantial number of airpons in the United States had been 

privately owned and operated." Congress concluded, in developing the Air Commerce 

Act, that " ... the control and operations of airpons were ... the responsibility of 

municipal authorities. ••11 ~ 

" ... the Air Mail Act of 1934 (the Black-McKellar Act) ... set up a thmefold control 
of the air transpon industry: (1) airmail contracts were to be awarded by the Post 
Office Depanment; (2) the Interstate Commerce Commission was put in charge 
of setting 'fair and reasonable• airmail rates; and (3) the Department of 
Commerce was made responsible for the ~gulation of safety and the 
maintenance, operation, and development of the airway system .•. The act also 
established the five-man Federal Aviation Commission to stndy federal aviation 
policy and reconuncnd future policy. The most important recommendation of this 
commission was the creation of a separate agency for economic iegulation of the 
civil air transpon industry." /l :ll 
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Civil Aeronautic5 Act of 1938 

The Civil Aeronautics Act of 1938 established economic·regulation of the airlines: 

''The Civil Aeronautics Act of 1938 placed the development, regulation, and 
control of air caniers under the jurisdiction of the Civil Aeronautics Authority 
(later.known as the Civil Aeronautics Board, or CAB). 1bis authority. for the 
first tmc, subjected the airlines to rigorous economic regulation. Caniers that 
wanted to offer commercial service were now required to obtain from the CAB a 
Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity. specifying the points to be 
served and the services to be provided... The CAB exercised complete power to 
determine 'fair and reasonable' rates for the transportation of passengers, 
property, and mail. The CAB also had the power to regulate competition; to 
decide on consolidations, mergers, and acquisitions ... "/1,2/ 

An Air Safety Board within the CAB was created to promulgate Civil Air 

Regulations. However, enforcement of the iegulations was the responsibility of the 

aeronautics division of the Commerce Department. The aeronautics division was also 

" ... made responsible for the operation of the airways and control towers and the 

administration of funds for the development of aiiports. "/l/ 

"The prohibition against federal construction of aiipons, a pan of the Air 
Conunc:rce Act of 1926, had been omitted... The Civil Aeronautics Act directed 
the administrator to make a field survey of existing airports and present a 
recommendation to Congress in 1939 on whether the government should 
panicipatc in the construction, improvement, development, or maintenance of the 
national system of a.llpons. "/2/ 

The administtator recommended that the " ... development and maintenance of an 

adequate system of aiJpons was in the national interest ... " /1/ Congress appropriated 

$40 million for the development of aiJports in 1940./2/ 

Transportation A'1 of 1940 

The Transportation Act of 1940 established the Civil Aeronautics Board (replacing the 

Civil Aeronautics Authority} and the Civil Aeronautics Administration (CAA, which 

was the predecessor ~o the Federal Aviation Agency, which later became the Federal 

Aviation Administtation). The CAB was JCSpODSible for economic regulation; the 

CAA was responsible for safety ~gulation. The CAA's authority was extended during 

World War D to include air traffic control of all airways.fl/ 
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WorldWarD 

World War ll affected U.S. aU:Pon development: 

" ... defense considerations led to the decision to upgrade existing aiJpons and to 
develop new 8Upons ... Congress ... appropriated specific funds to construct and 
improve airpons that were considered vital for national defense. After the war, 
the Federal Airpon Act of 1946 increased the size of the airpons program by 
providing $500 million over the next 7 years. The recipients of federal funds 
were required to comply with the new standards established by the CAA, such as 
site location, airpon layout, lighting, and the safety of approaches."/1,2/ 

The air traffic control system was upgraded after World War Il, including the 

establislunent of approach control facilities, use of long.range radar, cstablislunent of 

an accurate navigation system and installation of insuumcnt landing systems, and 

improvements in communications equipment. The Office of Air Traffic Control was 

established in 1956./1/ 

Federal Aviation Act of 1958 

The Federal Aviation Act of 1958 amended and replaced the Civil Aeronautics Act of 

1938: 

"The new act established the Federal Aviation Agency (FAA) as a separate 
government agency .. Jts functions were to regulate airspace; to acquire, operate. 
and develop air navigation facilities; and to prescribe air traffic rules for all 
aircraft. The safety regulations became known as the Federal Aviation . 
Regulations (FARs). Although regulation of safety was under the jurisdiction of 
the FAA, investigation of civil aircraft accidents was still the responsibility of the 
CAB. The CAB's economic regulatory authority was left unchanged."/1,2/ 

The FAA was also given the authority to approve the siting of airports and to 

administer airpon development funds.fl/ 

Creation of Pcpanmcm of Transportation COOT) 

The U.S. Depamnent of Transportation was created in 1966: 

..... to provide total transponation planning, policy guidance, and protection of the 
public interest • with the aim of achieving an integrated national transponation 
system based on economic criteria rather than on modal preferences ... The FAA. 
(now Federal Aviation Administration) was reorganized and became pan of the 
DOT. In the area of air safety, the FAA administrator was given cabinet~levcl 
functions. powers, and duties: The Air Safety Board became the National) 
Transportation Safety Board ... "/l;l/ 
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AU:pon Development in the 1970s 

In the 1970s, Congress authorized funding for a.Upon development: 

"In 1970; the Airport and Airway Development Act and the Airport and Airway 
Revenue Act were passed to allow for the expansion, improvement. and funding 
of airways and airport systems ... The Airport Development Aid Program {AD.AP), 
pan of the Airport and Airway Development Act. allowed an expenditure of $2.5 
billion for the improvement of existing a.Upon facilities and for the construction 
of new ailports. Under the Airport and Airway Revenue Act. the Airpon and 
Airway Trust Fund was established with money collected from the users of the 
system ... /1,2/ 

Airline Dereplation Act of 1978 

The Airline Deregulation Act was 1
' ••• intended 'to amend the Federal Aviation Act of 

1958. to encourage, develop and attain an air transportation system which relics on 

competitive market forces to determine the quality, variety, and price of air services 

and for other pwposes. ... Fonner policy had been Ii' ... oriented towards the creation 

and governmental promotion of an air transportation system and the protection of the 

air transport industry through essentially public utility-type regulation.' It was often 

interpreted as allowing or even requiring anticompetitive policies. "/2/ 

Under the Civil Aeronautics Act of 1938, the CAB granted cenificates to airlines for 

proposed service " ... only if it found that the ... service was •required by the public 

convenience and necessity.' The board also had to fmd that the airline was 'fit, 

willing, and able' to perform the service ... 1' Cenificatcs were granted through 

"complicated and time-consuming procedures." Under deregulation, airlines are still 

required to obtain certificates of fitness from the Department of Transportation, but 

other controls over airline entry into (and exit from) most domestic markets have been 

eliminated. (Service to certain small communities is regulated wider the Essential Air 

Service program. )/1/ 

Deregulation was achieved in phases. Passenger airline operations weR: deregulated 

as of October 1978. The CAB ts authority to assign air routes ceased in 1982; 

authority relating to rate making was terminated in 1983. The CAB ceased to exist as 

of January 1985; its remaining responsibilities (such as~ regulation of international 

transportation) were transferred to the Department of Transportation. (DOT approval 

of airline mergers ceased in 1988; mergers are subject to the antitrust laws 

administered by the Department of Justice.)/1,2/ 
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AU:pon and .Allw;cys Improvement Act of 1982 

Funding authorization for aiiport development under ADAP (established by the 1970 

Airport and Aiiway Development Act) expired in 1980. The Airport and Airways 

Improvement Act of 1982, enacted to implement the FAA's National Airspace System 

Plan for Facilities, Equipment and Associated Development, authbrizcd funding for 

abpon development under the Allport Improvement Program (AlP)Jl,2/ 

Recent Le&islation 

Allport and Airway Safety and Capacity Expansion Act of 1987 

The Act amends the Airport and Airway Improvement Act of 1982 "for the putpose of 

extending the authorization of appropriations for airport and airway improvements. 

and for other pwposes." Concerns expressed by Congress during the drafting of the 

legislation include the large, unspent balance in the Aiipon and Airway Trust Fund, 

the need for continued development of the national airport and airway system 

(especially aizpon capacity and air traffic control modernization), and the need to 

make further progress in achieving airport noise compatibility .{3/ 

The Act: 

• - Authorizes $8.7 billion through Fiscal Year 1992 for the A.Upon Improvement 
and Noise Abatement Programs; 

• Authorizes SS .3 billion through Fiscal Y car 1992 for the FAA' s Facilities and 
Equipment programs, to implement the FAA 's plan for the modernization of the 
air traffic control system; 

• ·Sets fonh fonnulas for the apportiomnent of federal funds; 

• Amends the federal grant assurances regarding the provision of access on a 
nondiscriminatory basis, the protection of temtinal airspace, the requirement that 
airport revenues must be spent on the airport, and the disposal of land purchased 
with federat funds for noise mitigation; 

• Permits the issuance of a Letter of Intent to fund an airport project in future years; 

• Provides that if an airport is not making reasonable progress toward developing or 
implementing a noise compatibility program, 10 percent of the funds apportioned 
to the airpon shall be made available to loeal government for noise mitigation 
programs; 

• Provides for a higher federal share for the funding of noise projects at certain 
airpons; 
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• Requires the FAA Administrator t•to conduct a study of innovative noise 
abatement proposals that are not currently eligible for federal assistance"; 

• Includes provisions and requirements for certain individual a.i.Ipons; 

Modifies existing law regarding the Essential Air Service program; and 

• Extends excise taxes through December 31, 1990, with a "trigger" that the 1990 
taxes be reduced if the total appropriations for airpon improvements, facilities 
and equipment, and research. engineering and development are less than 
85 percent of the total amounts authorized for these programs./3/ 

Airpon Noise and Capacity Act of 1990 

Among the f"mdings in the Act are that 

"(l) aviation noise management is crucial to the continued increase in airport 
capacity; (2) community noise concerns have led to uncoordinated and 
inconsistent restrictions on aviation which could impede the national air 
transportation system; (3) a noise policy must be implemented at the national 
level;"/4/ 

The Act requires that the Secretary of Transportation "shall issue regulations 

establishing a national noise policy ... " The policy " ... shall be based on a detailed 

economic analysis of the impact of the phaseout date for Stage 2 aircraft on 

competition in the airline industry ... " The Act establishes December 31. 1999 as the 

phaseout date for Stage 2 aircraft (for turbojet aircraft with a maximum weight of more 

than 75;000 po~ds); with a possible waiver through 2003. The noise policy shall 

include a schedule for phased-in compliance, with interim deadlines./4/ 

On September 24, 1991, the FAA issued the regulations required by the Act. FAA• s 

initial proposed rule would have rcqui.r:cd the phasing out of each airline's Stage 2 

aircraft according to the following schedule: 2S percent by the end of 1994; 50 percent 

by 1996; 7S percent by 1998; and 100 percent by the year 2000. However, the airline 

industry argued for a more flexible approach, and the Secret;uy of Transportation 

i• ••• ordered that the timetable be made more flexible out of concern for the economic 

viability of the airlines." As a result, the rule " ... allows airlines. if they choose. to 

move toward compliance by first increasing the numbers of quieter aircraft in their 

fleets. rather than by starting right away to eliminate the noisier ones." The adopted 

deadlines arc that SS percent of an.airline's entire fleet must be Stage 3 aircraft by 

1994. 65 percent by 1996, and 75 percent by 1998./5/ 
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The Act also requires that the national policy include a ''program for reviewing airport 

noise and access restrictions on operations of Stage 2 and Stage 3 aircraft." Any 

aiiport noise or access restriction on the operation of Stage 3 aircraft effective after 

October 1990 is prohibited unless " .. .it has been agreed to by the aiiport proprietor and 

all aircraft operators" or has been approved by the Secrewy of Transportation. A 

restriction on Stage 2 aircraft is allowed only if the a.Upon operator conducts a 

cost-benefit analysis of the restriction and allows adequate time for public comment. 

Compliance with these provisions is tied to the receipt of federal funds and the 

eligibility to impose and collect "passenger facility charges. "/4/ 

FUNCTIONS OF REGULA TORY AGENCTES 

The regulatory history presented in the previous section provides the framework for 

the current regulation of SFIA. The agencies most involved with the regulation of 

SFIA activities are the Federal Aviation Administration and the California Depamnent 

of Transportation. Division of Aeronautics. lnfonnation on these agencies' functions 

is included to show the extent to which the operation of SFIA is subject to federal and_ 

state regulation. 

Federal 

Federal Aviation Administration 

The FAA panicipatcs directly and indirectly in the operation of the A.Upon through its 

establislunent and operation of the air traffic control (ATC) system; its regulation of 

aircraft and airlines, airport design and construction, and day-to-day aspects of a.Upon 

management; and its administration of funds. The FAA performs the following 

functions: 

• "Encourages the establishmem of civil airways, landing seas, and other air 
facilities; 

• "Designates federal airways; acquires. establishes, operates, and conducts 
research and development; and maintains air navigation facilities along such civil 
airways; 

• "Makes provision for the control and protection of air traffic moving in air 
co.rrunerce; 

• "Undertakes or supervises technical development work in the field of aeronautics 
and the development of aeronautical facilities"; 
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Develops and enforces the Federal Aviation Regulations, including the following: 

aircraft noise certification (Part 36) 
ai.Iport noise compatibility programs (Pan 150) 
rules for funding eligibility and fimd procurement (Part 152) 
acquisition of U.S. land for aizports (Parts 153, 154) 
release of federal aiJ:pon property for public use (Pan 155) 
reporting actions relating to construction, alteration. activation, and 
deactivation of aiiports (Pan 157); 

• "Provides for aircraft registration; 

• "Requires notice and issues orders with respect to hazards to air commerce"; and 

• "Issues operating certificates to airports serving air carriers [under FAR Pan 
139]."/l,6/ 

The FAA also develops the National Plan of Integrated Airport Systems and directs 

the federal airport aid program. "In this connection it perfonns the following functions: 

• "Provides advisory assistance on aiipon planning,. design. construction, 
management, operation, and maintenance; 

• "Develops and establishes standards, government planning methods, and 
procedures (for airport planning, design, and construction, and management, 
operations, and maintenance); 

• "Develops and recommends principles for incorporation in state and local 
legislation"; and 

• "Secures compliance with statutory and conuactual requirements relative to 
airpon operation practices, conditions, and B.1Tangements. "/2,6/ 

Department of Transportation 

As discussed on page A-5 above, the Department ofTransponation regulates air 

service to small communities under the Essential Air Service program, and enforces 

economic controls on international air ttansponation. 

Stilt 

The California Depanment of Transportation, Division of Aeronautics issues pennits 

for the operation of airports in the state. (State permitting is conducted separately 

from the federal certification of aiipons wider FAR Pan 139.)fl/ 
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Any changes to "airside" facilities at an ai.J:port require a revision to the state permit. 

Changes to landside facilities, such as those proposed under the SFIA Master Plan, do 

not require a revision to the pcnnit.{7/ 

The Division of Aeronautics conducts yearly inspectiQns for compliance with the 

pennit. The Division also enforces the Federal Aviation Regulations, which were 

adopted by ·the state under the State Aeronautics Act. The Code gives authority to the 

Division to develop additional regulations under Title 21 of the California Code of 

Regulations./7 / 

NOTES • Appendix A 

/1/ Taneja, Nawal K., Introduction to Civil Aviation, Lexington Books, 1987. 

/2/ Smith, Donald I., Jolm D. Odegard, and William Shea, Airport Planning and 
Management, Wadswotth Publishing Company, 1984. 

/31 Allport and Airway Safety and Capacity Expansion Act of 1987, Public Law 
100-223, House Repon and House Conference Report. 

/4/ Allport Noise and Capacity Act of 1990. 

/5/ ''FAA Eases Plan to Phase Out Noisy Jets Amid Strong Pressure," New York 
Times, September 25, 1991. 

16/ Horonjeff, Rohen, and Francis X. McKelvcy, Planning and Design of Airports, 
McGraw Hill, Third Edition, 1983. 

{1/ Gargas, Dan, Aviation Consultant, Cal.trans Division of Aeronautics, telephone 
conversation. September 19. 1991. 
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The MTC staff have reviewed the San Franc1sco International Airport 
CSFO) Master Plan DEIR. The DEIR ts a detailed and comprehensive 
document address1ng proposed tmprovements at the Airport to the year 
2006. The environmental document discusses foretasted traffic 
activity. airport development plans, and environmental impacts 
related to transportation, noise. atr quality and other issues. As 
the regional transportation planning agency, MTC must develop and 
adopt a Regional Airport System Plan. The last regional airport 
plan was adopted 1n 1980. and the forecasts have been periodically 
reviewed and updated since that time (see below). MTC is now 
engaged in the comprehensive rev1ew and updating of the 1980 plan. 
The new RAP will examine airport system alternatives for 2005 and 
2010. 

HTC recently transmitted 1.nformation to you under separate cover 
including: results of the 1990 MTC Atr Passenger Survey at SFO. 
Oakland, and San Jose Airports, a memo to the Regional Airport 
Planning Convn1ttee on recommended regional air passenger forecasts 
(February 22. 1991>. and a handout to the same committee on the 
preliminary airport system alternatives (distributed at the 
September 61 1991 RAPC meeting). Specific HTC staff comments on the 
San Francisco International Airport Master Plan DEIR are provided 
below: 

forecasts and Regional Traffic Allocations 

• The EIR would benefit from an·expanded discussion of regional 
airport system alternatives 1nclud1ng the compat1b11ity of SFO 
airport improvement proposals with improvement proposals be1pg 
developed tn other ongoing airport master plan studies at Oakland 
and San Jose Airports. The DEIR should provide some discussion 
of ho~ a1r11ne and airport facility investments and a1r11ne 
service decisions <such as creating new a1rltne •hubs• for 
connecttng flights> could either reinforce or change air service 
patterns at Bay Area airports. 

~Oil.- • For clarification. the current regional a1rport plan air 
passenger forecasts and airport traffic assignments are different 
than those shown on page 110 Csee attached excerpts for the HTC 
Regional Transportation Plan). 

IA..-..:1 D. D.uMl5 

ri.p..y~o;.. 

W1WM1f.H..,.. 

JOSPH '·Ian MmoCIN111•101 ftCHTH Smn. C>Aa.AND, CA 94607-4700. 415/464-nOO. FAX 415/464-7848 
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• The regional air passenger forecasts were last revised in 1986. 
and the airport traffic assignments were last revised tn 1987. 
Note that the actual 1990 airport traffic shares for the Bay Area 
airports (page 120) are quite close to the recommended traffic 
allocations in the regi~nal airport plan, 1.e., the traffic 
allocations associated with a Bay Area traffic level of 43 
Mi 11 ion Annua 1 Passengers CHAP). 

• The current regional airport plan recommends that Oakland and San 
Jose Airports serve a larger share of regional atr traffic as air 
travel demand increases in the future. These reconunendat1ons 
stem from extensive previous analysis showing this strategy 1s 
essential to: balance available runway and airspace capacity 
C1.e .• reduce excessive aircraft and passenger delays), provide 
more convenient and accessible air service to the Bay Area 1 s 
population, provide noise relief to Bay Area residents, and to 
minimize vehicle travel and atr pollution for ground trips to and 
from Bay Area airports. One of the reasons the Plan is now being 
revised is to coordinate ongo•ng airport master plan proposals 
for SFO. Oakland and San Jose Airports. San Francf sco•s master 
plan, for example proposes to serve 51.3 MAP 1n 2006, whereas the 
current policy limit fn the regional airport plan is 31 MAP: 
similar conflicts w1th the regional airport plan ex1st at the 
other Bay Area airports. The question of how much add1t1ona1 
airport capacity ts needed and the optimum share of traffic for 
each airport 1s the subject of the current Regional Airport 
System Plan.update due to be completed 1n the Spring of 1992. 
Airport system alternatives for the update study are now being 
defined through discussions vith the ABAG/MTC Regional Airport 
Planning Conun1ttee CRAPC). San Francisco Airport•s Master Plan 
should be consistent with the regional plan. 

• MTC 1 s 11 expected1t forecast for the Bay Area h 62.6 MAP in 2005 
and 70.7 MAP in 2010; these projections employ different 
methodologies than either the FAA forecast or the CASP forecast. 
However, the ABAG/MTC Regional A1rport Planning Committee has 
also recommended that the plan update consider the long-term 
C20-25 year> capactty 1mp11cat1ons of a a1r passenger demand 
level of 84 MAP--wh1ch ts simtlar to the forecast in the 
California Airport System Plan. 

• In terms of airport system alternatives, the Regional Airport 
System Plan update will be looking at alternatives tn which SFO's 
share of regional atr traffic will most likely vary between the 
current 7<n to a lower share of about 551. reflecting substantial 
redtstrtbut1on of air service to other airports. The Master Plan 
forecasts would be more conststent with retention of the current 
share. ' 

Transportation lmpattJ 

• The EIR indicates several highway segments and local 
intersections w111 detertorate to Level of Service F as a result 
of projected future air traffic growth resulting from the 
master plan. HTC has reviewed the traffic data and 
assumptions 1n the DEIR and finds the methodologtes and 
assumptions to be reasonable, given the air passenger 
forecast, including such factors as the air passenger and 
employee mode split, the projected use of the proposed BART 
extension to SFO, and the impact of the BART extension on airport 
parki~g requirements. 
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• S1nte the DEIR was prepared two additional BART extension 
alternatives were added to those previously under study by MTC: 
Alternative 5 CI-380 corridor to an ••externa 1'1 BART station on 
the airport•s Hest of Bayshore property> and Alternative 6 CI-380 
corridor to an "internal° station under the Airport's main 
garage). The decision on which alignment will be the preferred 
alignment to SFO w11l be a joint decision by HTC, BART. and 
SamTrans. This study assumes the Airport ·Wf 11 finance. construct 
and operate an Automated People Mover system to the •External .. 
SFO BART/Ca1Tra1n Station if this alignment is selected as the 
pr2ferred alternative. Potential airport contributions to the 
capital and operating cost of the proposed BART extension w111 be 
evaluated by MTC 1n the ongoing BART extension study. 

• The Transportation Impacts section does not adequately 
. , describe the m1t1 gat1cn of a1 rport surface traffic impacts 

other than the impact of the propo.sed BART extension <and thh 1s 
only discussed 1n relation to local intersections and parking 
demand: a discussion of the impacts on freeway segments would 
also be warranted>. 

• Specific mitigation measures that need greater elaboration 
include: 

- airport coordination activities with local agencies. including 
the San Mateo County Congestion Management Agency CCMA>. to 
establish and maintain traffic LOS standards on key freeways and 
a1 rport access routes as well as part1 cipation with the CHA 1 n 
the development of deficiency plans to address unacceptable 
levels of service at intersections near the Airport 

- assistance 1n the planning and development of off-airport 
terminals Cpage 114 discusses this concept. but 1t is not listed 
on pages 12 - 13 which surM1ar1ze potential transportation 
mitigation measures) 

- eevelopment of a pricinq policy for parking which 
reduces auto access to the airport and encourages the use of 
transit and other high occupancy vehicle services 

- preferential access for public transit operators to the 
terminal curbside to place public transit on a compet1t1ve 
footing with auto access 

- defining a workable and effect1ve commute alternatives program 
for airport employees given past expertence which has shown how 
difficult it 1s for a majority of employees with different shifts 
and work hours to use carpools and transit 

Noise: 

• The growth in aircraft size appears to be higher than current 
industry trends would indicate. 

• It would also be helpful if the noise impact information is 
reported both 1n terms of population and dwelling units within 
various noise contours. 
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Air Oya11tv= 

• The Bay Area A1r Qua11ty Management District has recently revised 
its recommendations for estimating future CO ambient background 
levels. These revisions will significantly affect the CO 
concentration analysts 1n Table 55 and the conclusions reached 1n 
that table. 

• The EIR would benef1t from a d1scuss1on of the regional (ozone) 
and local (carbon monoxide) reductions that would be achieved by 
increased use of transit and r1desharing modes by a1r passengers 
and airport employees. Also. the Airport should be aware of 
transportation control measures CTCHs) adopted by MTC 1~ February 
1990 as Contingency Measures for the 1982 Bay Area Atr Quality 
Plan and proposed TCMs 1n the BAAQMD's 1991 Clean Air Plan to 
meet state air quality standards which may affect the 
transportation impacts dhcussed in the DEIR. 

Should you have any questions about these comments. we would be 
pleased to provide additional information. 

CB:jlr 
S942p/11 

S1ncerely, 

&.~ 
Chris Brittle 
Manager, Planning 
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THE REGIONAL AIRPORT PLAN 

In 1977. the Regional Airport Planning Committee CRAPC), a joint advisory 
committee of MTC and ABAG, began a major review of the Regional Airport Plan 
CRAP)--which provides long-range guidelines for development of air passenger, 
air cargo, and general aviation facilities in the Bay Area. The airport map 
following this text locates the facilities tdentifted 1n the RAP. In accor
dance with Policy 5.6, the RAP shall guide HTC in its decisions concerning 
airport pl ans and development proposals. The RAP has the fo11ow1 ng major 
provisions: 

Airport 

San Francisco 
Oak.land 
San Jose 

Expansion of the maier air carrier airports~ Airline service at 
San Francisco International Airport, Metropolitan Oakland 
International Airport. and San Jose Municipal Airport should be 
consistent with the regional plan and with master plans prepared 
for these airports. The regional p1an recommends that airport 
improvement programs and local llnd use decisions be guided by 
the regional projections of air passenger demand and airport · 
traffic assignments shown below: 

PROJECTED BAY AREA AIR PASSENGER DEMAND 
(Millions cf annual passengers - on & off) 

Jjme Frame 

1995 
2005 

AIRPORT TRAFFIC ASSIGNMENTS 

Total Bay Area 
Air Passengers 

40.8 - 46.8 
48.7 - 58.7 

(Millions of annual air passengers - on & off) 

Lev~l 1 Leve] 2 Lt:vel 3 
Demand Share Demand Share Demand· Share 

19.9 78.71 30.0 69.31 31.0 55. 11. 
2.6 10. 1 6.0 13.9 15.0 26.6 
2.8 11.2 7.0 16.2 10.0 17.8 

Buchanan Field -- - ~ _Ll _Q.:-3 ___O. 5 

Total li.J 100,0t eJ..J J..QQ,JJ'1. .5AJ ]QQ 01 

level 1 represents the 1981 traffic level and traffic distribu
tion among the airports. levels 2 and 3 represent shares 
derived from po1fc;es 1n the RAP and airport master plans. Air 
passenger assignments for intermediate levels of Bay Area demand 
may be determined by interpolation between the three levels of 
demand shown in the table. The RAP recommends a redistribution 
of add1tional airline service to Oakland and San Jose airports-
although with the changes that have occurred in airline regula
tion, local agencies w;ll find .;t·more dHflcult to effect such 
changes in airline service. Also, the plan recognizes the 
potential for scheduled airline jet service at smaller. 
community airports which have historically handled general 

-68-
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ASSOCIATJON OF BAY AREA GOVER~NT§ 6 
Malling Address:• P.O. Box 2050 • Oakland. CA ttiocibso S!.?. / 

September 18. 1991 

Barbara Sahm 
The Environment.al Review Officer 
City and County of San Francisco 
450 KcAlli•ter Street, Sixth Floor 
San Francisco, CA 94102 
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RE: DEIR for San Francisco International Airport Kaster Plan 

Dear Ms • Sahm.: 

Thank you for •ending the Draft Environmental Impact Report on the above project 
for our review. ABAG staff comments are directed to the DEIR'• analysis of 
possible impacts to the jobs/housing balance, t:he analysis of alternatives, and 
the interrelationship that should exist between the San Francisco Airport and 
regional airport planning. 

The DEIR states implementation of the SFIA Kaster Plan would add about 4,600 new 
jobs by 1996 or about 8,900 new jobs by 2006 (pg. 10). This would create a demand 
for 3,460 dwelling units by 1996 or 6,850 units by 2006. The DEIR projects 2,450 
of these units would be in San Mateo County, 1,940 in San Francisco and 810 in 
Alameda County. Decision makers need to know the projected income of dleae 
employees and how housing that is afford.able to them will be provided. Kost 
airport employees cannot afford to live in San M.at.eo County. 

Only three alternatives are analyzed in the DEIR: th~ no-project alternative, the 
on-site alternative and the off-site alternative. It would be helpful if another 
alternative were included that would serve more passengers than the no-project 
alternative but less than the Master Plan. 

The DEIR points out (pg. 258) t.hat SFIA passenger forecasts for the near-term 
(42.3 million annual passengers in 1996) and for the long-term (51.3 million 
annual passengers in 2006) exceed MTC/ABAG-recommended allocations for SFIA (27 to 
31 million annual passengers in 1997). The Regional Airport Plan is currently 
being updated. In view of the major regional impacts of the expansion sought in 
the Master Plan, we recommend any decision await the development, public debate 
and final approval of the Regional Airport Plan. The aagnitude of the proposed 
expansion makes conformity with the Regional Airport Plan iDlperative. 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this DEIR. If you have any questions. 
please...,.contact Ann Jerry at 464·7919. 

C&R.A.159 
Representing City and County Governments or the San Francisco Bay Area 
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STATE~ CA!--ff<OANIA - BUSINESS. 1'1ANSPOATATION AND HOUSING AGSNCY PETE WILSON, ~ 

oE15fRTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION ~ 
DIVISION OF AERONAUTICS · 
1130 K STREET· 4th FLOOR · · 
MAJL: P.O. BOX tM2873 
SACRAMENTO, CA 14273-«)01 
i&16) 322-3090 
TOO (916) US-5945 

Ms-. Barbara W. Sahm 

September 5, 1991 

City and County of San Francisco 
450 McAllister Street, Sixth Floor 
San Francisco, CA 94102 

Dear Ms. Sahm: 
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The City I County of San Francisco's DEIR for the 
San francisco International Airpgrt Master Plan; SCH 190030535 

The California Department of Transportation, Division of Aeronautics, has 
reviewed the above-referen~ed document with respect to the o;vision's area of 
expertise as required by CEQA. Since no runway extension, relocations or 
additions are in.eluded in this proposal, the State Airport Permit for· 
San Francisco International Airport should not be affected. We do, however, 
offer the following corrments for your consideration. 

The Division supports the proposed plans for an Automated People Mover 
(APM) system at San Francisco International Airport. However, we do note that 
it appears that with the exception of private automobile passenger drop-off, 
vehicles that previously proceeded directly to the terminal buildings 
(taxf/limo, shuttle van, shuttle bus and Sam Trans bus) would now go to th~ 
Ground Transportation Center, with the occupants then using the Automated People 
Mover to access the terminal buildings. 

Will all curb side drop·off be discontinued for these alternative 110des of 
travel? If so, we suggest that further consideration be given to the potential 
impact on the shuttle, bus and taxi/limo services if private vehicles are still 
allowed to drop-off passengers at the curb. 

Thank you for the opportunity to review and conment on this proposal. 

Sincerely, 

~~~ 
En vi ronrnenta 1 Pl anner · 

cc: State Clearinghouse 
San Francisco International Airport 
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